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an icon-driven user interface. It is H I HBr" I W
supplied on a 16K Rom and allows you I amJi
to design a screen containing icons w H
and then use it in your own programs, H
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in place of a normal menu. H Z? II V IL T
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be controlled with the AMX mouse Icons
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a special Icon screen editoi and are H H
compatible with AMX icons.

Having designed the icons, the next step is to select the Menu editor and design

your final screen. You may position your icons and text wherever you choose on
the screen Icon Master then generates the code to append to your Basic

program which will reproduce your icon screen and handle user input.

Your own icon-driven programs may be used with or without the Icon Master

Rom in your machine.
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Rom It is a 16K Rom which adds a
new feature to your BBC Micro — A Ram ^KTT j.

Filing System. This provides over 20 new
commands which enable you to:
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Put your own Basic or assembler

• programs (or any file) into Ram
and then make them into Eproms. Whether it’s your favourite game, your

function key definitions or any program that you use frequently, you can now put

it into Eprom so that it's always instantly available.

Your Eproms will work with or without the Romlt chip in your machine, and so you

may pass on copies of your programs to other people.

Getting your own Basic program into Rom couldn't be simpler. Just load your

program into memory and type RAM TRANSFER “prog” DOWNLOAD and
either connect it to a blower, or send the disc (or tape) to us, together with your

Romlt registration number, and we will Rom it for you. (There is a small charge for

this service).

3
Use your sideways Ram as a printer buffer so that you can continue to use

. your computer for other work at the same time as printing long documents.

Over 20 new commands are provided by Romlt

To get the most from Romlt you will need sideways Ram fitted to your computer,

eg just a single Ram chip plugged into your ATPL (or other) Rom board
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Available from your local dealer. Supplied on 16K Rom

For further information: Tel St. Albans (0727) 40303

24 hour Access & Barclaycard hotline

Tel Penn (049481) 6666 S9H
Mail order to

Beebugsoft, P.O.Box 109, St.Johns Road, ^
)

High Wycombe, Bucks, HP10 8NP

ICON MASTER Icon Control System

Put your own Basic programs into Rom

ICONMASTER £34
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we would like

to apologise to

any reader who
found the punk
advertisements

offensive
All we wanted to do was to attract your attention to the most
advanced micro based music program for the BBC microcomputer,
we did not wish you to miss out on the amazing facilities provided
in The Music System for creating, editing, playing and printing tunes,

we tried to indicate how simple the program is to operate despite
its unrivalled versatility and performance. (By the way, its editing
facilities are akin to a word processor and the sound designer
module is quite out of this world). Since there is no excuse left not
to buy The Music System spend some of your Christmas money and
buy one.

TUH Ml Mf SYSTEM

DISC PACK. EDITOR SYNTHESISER KEYBOARD LINKER PRINTOUT SONG AND SOUND LIBRARY £29 95 INC VAT CASSETTE 1 KEYBOARD SYNTHESISER
SOUND LIBRARY • £14 95 INC VAT CASSETTE 2 EDITOR PRINTOUT SONG AND SOUND LIBRARY £14 95 INC VAT PLEASE ADD £1.25 P&P PER ORDER

ADDITIONAL SONG LIBRARY DISC: 2 TOCCATA AND CAROLS 5 400 YEARS OF MUSIC 4 MAINLY BACH • 5 IAN WAUGH ORIGINALS 6 OLD FAVOURITES £4
EACH INC VAT POSTAGE FREE

NEW UTILITIES DISC KEYBOARD - MUSIC FILE CONVERTER PLAY FROM BASIC UTILITY • TMS MUSIC FILE CONVERTER MUSIC EDITOR FILE CONVERTER £6
INC VAT POSTAGE FREE.

BBBBB
ORDERS TO: SYSTEM. DEPT A., 12 COLLEGIATE CRESCENT. SHEFFIELD S10 2 BA. (0742) 682321 DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

li ISLAND 'LOGIC
SYSTEM i
SOFTWAREA
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EXCLUSIVE

NEW BBC micro

The Master, Acorn’s new BBC micro, is launched this month. Internal

second processors giving 16 and 32-bit computing are a major feature.

Details on pages 7, 10, 11 and 17

FEATURES
INTO THE SHADOW RAM

74

Joe Telford explains what shadow RAM is and puts forward his ideas on

how to use this extra memory and the facilities offered by the B + and

B -E 128

SHRINKING SCREENS

80

This technique has been used in several recent games and Robert

O’Leary shows you how to save precious memory by shrinking the area

of the screen used for graphics

EXTENDING BASIC

83

BBC Basic offers a wide and versatile range of commands and functions

but there comes a time when every programmer needs more, and

Michael Ginns has found a way to incorporate them into the language

DA DOO ROM ROM

89

Steve Picton describes how to write very long machine code programs

for use in sideways RAM with all the advantages of speed and none of

the bother of EPROMs

CHEAT AT ELITE

95

This Elite commander editor allows you to do well at Acornsoft’s

bestselling game without having to gather credits. Paul Springate and

Paul Skirrow are your fellow conspirators

COVER

Cover photograph by

John Barlow

NEXT MONTH
ACORN’S NEW MASTER

what it can do

Learn about music on the BBC

micro and Electron

Gaining extra program memory

from sideways RAM
Speech systems reviewed

News of a super music

competition

Chris Drage and Nick Evans

look at adventures and authoring

languages

( Redwood Publishing Ltd 1986. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced without prior written permission of the publisher. The publisher cannot accept any
responsibility for claims or errors in articles, programs or advertisements published. The opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent those of the publisher.
Acorn Computers Ltd or Acomsoft Ltd. Acorn, Acornsoft and the acorn symbol are the registered trademarks of Acorn Computers Ltd and Acornsoft Ltd.
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Now you can stretch your imagination,

without stretching your budget.
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AMX PAGEMAKER
£49.95 INC VAT, 2 ROMS + DISC

AMX3DZICON
£24.95 INC VAT, DISC
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AMX DATABASE
£24.95 INC VAT, DISC

From Advanced Memory Systems comes an

irresistable selection of Icon driven software that

AMX Mouse. ROM and AMX Super ROM owners

can reaWy get their teeth into!

Seven incredible programs, so

comprehensive, they will more than satisfy even

the most demanding BBC Micro user and when

coupled with the AMX Mouse will broaden the

horizons of the BBC Micro to new, undreamed of

standards of sophistication.

A fantasfi^gh^^^io^^ and

Artwork system.

Comprising 2 ROMS (8K and 16K) ‘Pagemaker
1

features a fast scrolling A4 page.

There is a wide selection of typefaces and user

definable fonts.

You can load m Wordwtse and View files or type directly

onto screen.

An incredible ‘Cut and Paste’ facility includes copying, rotating,

stretching and zooming.

For the professional touch there is N L Q high quality dump, and

you can dump any part of, or full A4 page.

Now, with a 3D ZICoAyou can ^ansform three dimensional vector

data and translate them into on-screen graphics.

You can Print or Plot graphics to suitable peripherals and produce

output suitable for other AMX programs such as ART - UTILITIES and

Paintpot.

There is even the facility to sketch in two dimensions and convert to

three dimensions and auto swaps generator.

Some interesting example objects on file include - helicopter - jet

plane and dodecahedrom.

AMX DATABASE .

Database is a brand new super filing program featuring 1000

records and unlimited fields per record.

It has a powerful search and sat facility and user friendly edit and

display.

In fact it is probably the most advanced user friendly database

available today.

Special features include: User definable screen format fa recad

display - random access files - super fast sort - flexible printer dump
and screen display.

AMX XAM .

A brand new and exciting educational program with maximum
flexibility, allowing a multitude of options and variations.

With XAM you can create a multiple choice exam which would not

be alterable by the examinee.

And you can incorporate within the questions, your own pictures,

created on AMX ART, building the finished picture into the quiz and

providing an extra and fascinating aspect to the examination.

The complete home or c^c^acquifebn

.

You will wonder how you ever managed without AMX Desk.

Just point your Mouse and select the following additional aids:

MEMO-PAD for up to three pages of text

TELEPHONE/ADDRESS BOOK with 200 or 400 scrolling entries

DIARY with three months calender

ALARM to remind you about appointments

CALCULATOR - Yes! A full function calculator that cannot be lost

or suffer flat batteries, and any window can be dumped to your

printer at the touch of a button.

«» Gjsmss
AMX XAM

£24.95 INC VAT, DISC
AMX DESK

£24.95 INC VAT, DISC

THE ORIGINAL AMX ART PLUS UTILITIES
£14.95 INC VAT, DISC

AMX PAINT POT
£14.95 INC VAT, DISC

programs.

AMX ART is a superb mode 4 graphics program, making full use of

windows, icons, menus and pointers, it allows you to create your own

pictures and the host of graphic features in AMX UTIUTIES including a

fantastic zoom facility for accurate amendments to your ART pictures -

one dot becomes a character.

You can also move, copy, rotate, reflect, enhance circles, draw

ellipses and arcs, even print icons.

Border can be added and pictures stripped and centred for saving

and printing. All pictures can be loaded into AMX PAGEMAKER, AMX
3D ZICON, AMX XAM, AMX PAINT POT, and AMX SUPER ART.

The pictures you have createdwSaMX ART and enhanced with

AMX Utilities can now be coloured in, using PAINT POT.

They will burst into life with rich, vibrant colours, and with a palette

of 256 different shades you should not be short of inspiration.

You can even stae up to 20 Illustrations in Picture Show mode,

then display them in sequence.

To start you off we have included eight exciting pictures in the

program.

IMAGINATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.

BOTH THESE EXCITING PACKAGES ALONG WITH OUR SUPERB RANGE OF AMX ROM AND SUPER ROM COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE ARE AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD

COMPUTER DEALERS OR BY SENDING CHEQUE OR P.0. TO FREEPOST ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS LTD.. 166-170 WILDERSPOOL CAUSEWAY. WARRINGTON. WA4 6QA.

FOR INSTANT ACCESS OR VISA ORDERS. RING (0925) 413501
4 ACORN USKR FHBRUARY 1986



We thought it was
about time we put you

in the picture.
When we introduced our AMX Mouse to BBC Micro

users, the response was phenomenal.
And no wonder!

It was regarded as ‘pushing the BBC to its limits’ and
hailed by the press as ‘probably the best input device that

has appeared recently’. The AMX Mouse brought to BBC
Micro users the same sophisticated, positive control that

had, until then, been the province of the more expensive
computers, like the Macintosh.

Now we announce a new enhanced software

package which, can be used with a traditional keyboard or

joystick but truly comes into its own when used with the
AMX Mouse.

AMX Super ROM and Super Art adds colour to the

features of the original AMX ROM, on a new 16K ROM.
It dramatically extends the original AMX ROM facilities

to include Pull Down Menus, over lapping colour windows,
colour patterns and an extended Icon set in all graphic

modes.
Specially written to be usable with the vast majority of

BBC Systems including 2nd processors, the Aries RAM
Board, the BBC + Shadow mode, tape, DFS
and ADFS.

The kernel of the Super Art program is

included in the 16K ROM, providing tape and disc

users with a Mode 1 colour drawing program.

But Super Art really comes into its own when
used on a disc based system; a host of additional facilities

can be selected direct from the screen.

Colour pictures can be created in dot resolution up to

A4 size by scrolling the screen window, over the picture.

Other facilities include colour pattern editing - use of

icons, additional text styles, various copy facilities and a
superb colour Zoom.

Pictures can be printed out in
r
colour (Integrex) or shades of black and

grey on Epson compatible printers.

The results can be astonishing! - you can even store

your finished ‘masterpieces’.

The AMX Icon Designer facility gives you further

freedom to design and store your own custom icons for

use in your own programs.
This fabulous new package costs only £89.95 - a

price as remarkable as the package itself - .and includes

a fully illustrated operating manual.
If, however, you are afraid of mice, you can purchase

just the software package plus the 16K Super ROM for

just £49.95.

You will still achieve some pretty remarkable results

using your keyboard or joystick - not nearly as good as
with the Mouse of course - but you can always add one
later on for just £40.

Then you’ll really be ‘in the picture’.

tmumm
IMAGINATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

FOR INSTANT ACCESS OR VISA ORDERS, RING (0925) 602959/602690.
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THE OFFICIALLYENDORSEDVERSION
OFTHEARCADE CLASSIC BY
KONAMi:
FANTASTIC GRAPHICS.
PLAYHEAD TO HEADOR FIGHT
AGAINSTTHE COMPUTER IN

THIS BREATHTAKING MARTIAL
ARTS GAME.

SIX DIFFERENT EVENTSTO
TESTYOUR SKILLAND STAMINA
SWIMMING LONG HORSE
TRIPLEJUMP ARCHERY
SKEETSHOOTING
WEIGHTLIFTING

Imagine Software is available from:

.WHSMITH ,

rJSSEBBS.
WOOLWORTH LASKVS .

Rumbelows
Spectrum Shops and all good dealers.

GREAT
value;

IMAGINE SOFTWARE f
1 984) LIMITED

6 CENTRAL STREET, MANCHESTER M2 5NS
TELEPHONE: 06 1 -834 3939



News
Master: the new BBC
Acorn has revealed the Master, its

new micro to bear the BBC name

for the next three years which

should be in the shops by Febru-

ary. Unlike the original BBC mi-

cro this is a range of five machines

costing £399 up to £1600. The

Master has a similar design to the

BBC, but has a larger case and a

‘hump’ to take second processors.

The BBC Master 128 is the

standard micro. It costs £499 and

is powered by an improved ver-

sion of the 6502 processor chip -

very much a BBC B -F 128 in new

clothes. But the list of standard

features includes battery-backed

memory, FJectron-style cartridge

slots, separate numeric keypad,

two disc filing systems, View and

ViewSbeet, and expansion slots for

processors and hardware inside

the case.

First on the expansion path is

the Turbo, as above but with a

second 65C102 processor giving a

claimed speed increase of 66 per

cent, with 44k usable memory.

The upgrade costs £99.

Then there is the Master 512,

based around the 16-bit 80186

chip with 512k of user memory

Wordprocessor for

Integrated range
Computer Concepts is set to re-

lease Inter Word
,

the word-

processor part of its integrated

software range. Charles Moir,

managing director of the company

explained: ‘We’ve done it the

Wordwise way and now we will do

it the View way with a

WYSIWYG screen format so that

you get what you see on the screen

when you print it out.’

It will cost £59.35 inclusive and

offers the ability to read files from

one Inter product into another.

and Gem, the icon-based, mouse

controlled operating system fea-

tured on the IBM PC, Atari 520ST

and never-released Acorn

ABC210.

The 512 is unlikely to see the

light of day until after Faster and

is expected to cost about £1000.

This includes mouse and associat-

ed software for wordprocessor,

graphics, desk diary and calcula-

tor. This comes from Digital Re-

search, and so is compatible with

software written for other com-

puters, such as those from IBM,

running MS DOS and concurrent

DOS operating systems.

For number-crunching power

there’s the Master Scientific, at the

heart of which is the 32-bit 32016

processor. This comes with four

languages and 512k of RAM. Pro-

jected cost is estimated to be

around £1500.

An Econet-only version of the

Master, called ET, comes in at

£399 and is aimed at schools. Also

the Master 128 qualifies for dis-

counts under the government

software scheme, which means

£105 off.

Compatibility is still the by-

word at Acorn and programs

which work on the B+ should

carry over to the Master.

More on pages 10, 11 and 17.

School banking on the Beeb
The Trustee Savings Bank brings

school banking into the electronic

age, with a software package for

the BBC micro.

The TSB has long been catch-

ing them young with its manual

school banking scheme, which is

operated for and by schoolchil-

dren in lunchtimes. Now the TSB

computer program handles the

hard work of book-keeping.

The software was written by a

teacher and is available free of

charge to schools providing they

open a TSB account.

The TSB has also become a

major sponsor of the Times Net-

work, the electronic mail system

just for schools. Sixty pages will

be put on the network, offering

money management advice, de-

scriptions of job opportunities in

banking and information on TSB-

sponsored wildlife, music and

sports schemes.

For further information con-

tact: TSB England and Wales, PO
Box 99, St Mary’s Court, 100

Lower Thames Street, London

EC3 6AQ.
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YOU’LL FIND OUR COLOUR
MONITOR QUITEACONTRAST

II you're looking for a high resolution colour monitor lor

your BBC micro, this special Mitsubishi offering from Opus
Supplies could be just the contrast you've been waiting
for. It's been designed to provide the crispest display no
matterhow variable the light or shade available. Unlike
most high resolution colour monitors the Mitsubishi
features both brightness and contrast controls which
together with its anti-glare screen ensure a perfect, pin-
sharp picture for both character and graphic displays in
even the most demanding conditions.

The 14" Mitsubishi hig[h resolution colour monitor offers
astonishing clarity with 640 pixels permitting a full 2,000
character display in 8 colours. Its advanced video and
deflection circuits guarantee stable, clear and brilliant

images without distortion

As you'd expect our monitor is both stylish and practical
with a three-position adjustable support stand to provide
the optimum viewing angle.

Our price of just £249.95 +• VAT is inclusive of all connection
leads, free ex stock deliveryand a full 12-month warranty
The Mitsubishi colour monitor is suitable for use with the
BBC, Electron Amstrad, Commodore and most leading
micros Ring usnow on 0737-65080 for details of your
nearest dealer or simply post the coupon

.

Unbeatable dealer, education and government
discounts available on request.

FEATURES
• 14" SCREEN
• 640 PIXELS RESOLUTION
• 0.4 nunMASK PITCHFOR HIGH RESOLUTION
• IDEAL FOR 80COLUMN TEXT
• RGB CONTRAST CONTROL
• SUPER HIGH-CONTRAST COLOUR CRTs
• THREE-POSITION TILTSTAND

To Opus Supplies Ltd
56 Ormside way, Holmethorpe Industrial Estate. Redhill. Surrey.

Please rush me the following: (PRICES INCLUDE VATAND CARRIAGE)

High Resolution colour monitors) at £287.44 each INCL VAT

I enclose a cheque for £ or please debit my

credit card account with the amount of£

My Access
| |

Visa|
|

(please tick) no. is

My computer is

1

Name.

Address.

Opus Supplies Ltd,

55 Ormsiae Way,
Holmethorpe Industrial Estate,

Redhill, SURREY RH1 2LW.

. Telephone.

Opus.



News in brief
• Acorn User will be exhibiting

at the Hi-Technology and Com-

puters in Education Exhibition at

the London Barbican Exhibition

Halls on January 22-25. The show

is free to teachers.

Staff from the magazine will be

found on the ground floor of Hall

B at stand 44. Entrance to the halls

is from Golden Lane, London

EC1. Details from Timothy Col-

lins on 01-349 4667.

• The success of BBC micros in

running a viewdata service cover-

ing local elections right through

the night has prompted Cam-

bridgeshire County Council to put

computers with local information

in its libraries.

Eighty pages of viewdata infor-

mation have been committed to a

BBC micro floppy disc, including

details of education, library, police

and social services. Copies of the

disc, which was produced using

the Edfax package, are sent to

schools and libraries for display.

There are also plans for an

online telephone-based viewdata

system for local what’s on infor-

mation. You can write for a copy

- 40 or 80 track format - to The

Research and Information Unit,

PO Box 1, Cambridge. Readers

outside the country should in-

clude the cost of postage.

• BBC micros are helping blind

and partially sighted people to

overcome the hurdle of the print-

ed word. At Birmingham Univer-

sity’s Research Centre for the

Education of the Visually Handi-

capped, a touch screen for the

Beeb has been developed to allow

partially sighted children to differ-

entiate between geometric shapes.

The centre has also developed a

talking Wordwise program which

will work with several text-to-

speech synthesiser systems. A
generalised version of the pro-

gram will work with other BBC

micro wordprocessors.

The Acorn Teletext adaptor is

used to allow pages from Ceefax

and Oracle to be dumped out as

Braille or in large print on a

printer. The research centre can be

contacted on 021-471 1303.

NEWS

Beebs lead

news print

technology
BBC micros were at the forefront

of newspaper technology at the

recent Newstec exhibition in

Brighton, organised by the News-

paper Society.

Two Beebs acted as direct input

terminals for journalists to pro-

duce seven editions of the daily

exhibition newspaper shown op-

posite - more than 100,000 pa-

pers. Behind the micros were

minicomputers, picture scanning

equipment, and a colour printing

press worth £2 million.

Each paper had eight pages,

half of them in colour, with four

of these devoted to news which

changed with each edition.

Three journalists from the Kent

Messenger wrote all the stories and

typesetting consultant Mike

Barnes put the system together.

The BBC micros were all fitted

with the View wordprocessor and

used other software developed by

Redwood Publishing, the publish-

ers of Acorn User.

Eddy Shah, who is at present

turning the national newspaper

world upside down with plans to

launch a new daily based around

modern technology, was at the

Newstec exhibition to set the

presses rolling.

Acorn moves
Radio show in

fight for cash
by Geoff Nairn

Radio producer Tim Lyons be-

lieves in going straight to the top.

After months of delay, a frustrated

Tim has written to John Butcher,

head of the Department of Trade

and Industry (DTI), for help in

launching his computer show,

Datarama
,
nationwide.

Datarama has been a great suc-

cess in the Bristol area on Radio

West, and Tim, the show’s pro-

ducer, approached other indepen-

dent local radio stations to see if

they wanted to broadcast it.

The response was enthusiastic

and Datarama was to be

networked last autumn, but the

slump in the home computer mar-

ket scared off the necessary com-

mercial sponsors.

The letter to Butcher is a last-

ditch attempt to revitalise the idea

of a nationwide commercial radio

show for computer users. Tim

said: The Department of Trade

and Industry' talks a lot about how

important information technol-

ogy is to the country. I wanted to

see if they could help’.

The DTI replied, saying that it

was sympathetic and inviting him

to discuss his problems with the

department.

Tim said: ‘Whether they can

actually do anything practical is

another matter.

‘There’s a wonderful opportu-

nity going begging and the danger

is that the other local radio sta-

tions are wondering if the show

will ever be produced’.

As AU went to press, Tim’s

meeting with the DTI had yet to

happen. We will keep you

informed . . .

out Of US
Acorn has finally thrown in the

towel in its attempt to conquer the

US market and has sold off its

remaining stocks of American

BBC micros.

In a deal said to be worth $1.25

million Acorn has sold an unspeci-

fied number of machines,

peripherals and components to a

Texas company, Basic, which will

take on the supply and support of

the US market.

Basic is a subsidiary of the

Mexican company Datum, which

has been selling locally-assembled

Beebs, with modified Spanish key-

boards, to South America for

three years. As part of the deal

Datum will now manufacture

7000-8000 BBC micros a year for

the Spanish-speaking markets in

both North and South America.

Acorn’s sales office in Woburn,

Massachusetts is being closed

down after a £2 million loss was

reported on Acorn’s American

operations last year.
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Inside the Master box
Private RAM and

50 bytes make
ail tbe difference

Two developments put the Master

well ahead of the B+ in the

memory stakes - ‘private RAM’

for ROMs and 50 bytes which are

stored even when the micro is

turned off.

Starting with the minimum

128k, the memory map for the

Master is as shown in figure 1 . As

with the B+128k, 64k is given

over to four banks of 16k side-

ways RAM pages. Similarly,

BAS128 may be run and can use

this as a full 64k for Basic pro-

grams. Of the remaining 64k, 32k

is used in standard fashion, ie

from &0000 to &7FFF. 20k is

mapped as a shadow screen, again

like a B + ,
from &3000 to

&7FFF.

The really exciting change is

with the remaining 12k. This ‘pri-

vate RAM’ is mapped in two

sections from &8000 to &8FFF

and &C000 to &DFFF, and is

used by the MOS and ROMs such

as DFS and ADFS as workspace.

This means that PAGE is set to

&E00 by default at all times.

Also included here is a fully-

exploded character font and a

function key buffer allowing

strings to be up to 1 k long.

The private RAM is mapped as:

&8000-&83FF - Soft key buffer

&8400-&87FF- VDU workspace

&8800-&88FF- VDU variables

&8900-&8FFF - Exploded char-

acter font

&C000-&DCFF - Paged ROM
workspace

&DD00-&DFFF- MOS memory

The old function key and soft key

buffers are now employed as

Econet workspace.

A further 50 bytes of RAM are

provided within the battery

backed clock. Co-processors (in-

ternal second processors) are

mapped as on the BBC micro.

The MOS is much extended

and flows over into the sideways

ROM banks. Another 3k is held in

the big 128k ROM on top of

View
,
which is 13k long.

At first sight the Master looks

different. The new case holds the

standard keyboard, a full 18-key

numeric keypad and, sitting proud

of this, two Electron-Plus 1 com-

patible cartridge sockets. Alto-

gether a very professional unit.

A glance at the memory map

might may fool you into believing

it was only a dressed-up BBC B +

128k machine - but you’d be

wrong - the 128k is much better

used and the options are very

impressive.

A 12k bank of private RAM
prevents ROMs having to gobble

memory; permanently-exploded

character fonts and a lk function

key buffer ensure that PAGE is

always set to &E00 as with a

standard tape machine - no more

downloading problems. Even

more impressive are the 50 bytes

of battery-backed RAM which al-

low you to configure 22 start up

options such as whether shadow

RAM or Tube are on; the lan-

guage selected, etc. These bytes sit

alongside a real time clock.

Landmarks

Now take the lid off and you’re in

a different world. Familiar land-

marks such as the video ULA
have been replaced by customised

gate array chips; gone are the

plugs and sockets are scattered

around the old boards. It’s im-

pressive and simple upgrading is

just a matter of plugging the

relevant board into position.

Challenging for pride of place

comes the ‘one megabit ROM’ as

Acorn calls it - a 128k ROM
packed with firmware. This in-

cludes a much extended 35k ma-

chine operating system, an im-

proved version of Basic, Basic 4,

View, Viewsbeet, Edit - versatile

program and text editor, DFS 2.2

and ADFS.

The MOS is jam-packed with

goodies including graphics

routines similar to those available

in the Graphics Extension ROM
(reviewed in the December 1985

issue). Three ROM sockets are

provided, though the minimum

chip size is 16k. Acorn is also

providing an EPROM cartridge

to take existing firmware.

Co-processors

Internal second processors -

called co-processors - may be in-

stalled by simply plugging them in

- see page 1 1 for details. Software

compatibility is catered for with a

Shift-Z-Break option to emulate

the 8271 disc controller chip on

the BBC B. Compatibility prob-

lems may arise with software and

ROMs that perform illegal opera-

tions such as writing to the user

definable character buffer which

has been moved.

All in all Acorn seems to have

hit the nail on the head with the

Master, which certainly looks set

for a rosy future.

Next month’s issue will contain

a full and detailed review of this

fascinating new machine. Remem-

ber where you read it first!

‘Mega ROM’ holds seven Beeb chips
Supplied with the Master 128 in a

single 128k ROM comes a 35k

MOS (see page 17), Basic 4 (as in

the Workstation), Edit, View 3.0,

Viewsbeet
,
1770 DFS and ADFS.

Both Basic and MOS have been

re-written to take full advantage

of the increased number of opera-

tions provided by the 65C02.

Basic 4 contains many changes

and improvements. In brief these

include a LIST IF option that may

take forms such as:

LIST IF DEF
LIST 10,100 IF

LIST IF A%
TIMES allows access to the real

time clock. The assembler has

been extended to incorporate the

new instruction set. A full list of

the changes will appear in next

month’s issue.

Edit is a versatile text editor for

use in preparation of programs or

text and will be a boon to pro-

grammers. It automatically trans-

fers programs to and from Basic.

View is version 3.0 but contains

a time-stamping command that

will date and time letters as they

are printed.

Viewsbeet
,
1770 DFS and ADFS

are as available on the B/B +

.

nn

MOS
ROM
(16k)

UP TO 16 x 16k PAGES OF SIDEWAYS ROM/RAM
(4 PAGES OF RAM & 7 PAGES OF ROM FITTED)

uu

HIMEM-

PAGE-

SCREEN
MEMORY
UP TO (20k)

USER BASIC
PROG. SPACE

WHEN
CaPROC
NOT IN USE

USED BY MOS

&FFFF

&C000

&8000

12k RAM
USED BY
MOS

SHADOW’
MEMORY

(20k)

USED AS
SCREEN
MEMORY
WHEN IN
SHADOW
MODE

&E00
&0000

Figure 1. The memory map of the Master's minimum 128k memory
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Master 128 with lid off: note break key guard and RAM battery by cartridge slots Turbo exposed: co-processor board with 65C102 to left and Econet top right

Plug-in boards boost power
The Master 128 is the foundation

of the new BBC range. By simply

plugging second processors inside

the case (now called co-proces-

sors) instant upgrades can be ac-

complished. The external Tube is

still fitted, so another second pro-

cessor such as a Z80 may be added

as well.

Turbo is the first in a series of

co-processors. This is based

around the fast-running 65C102

processor; at 4MHz it effectively

doubles the processing speed of

the machine. All eight PCW
benchmarks are completed in a

staggering 13.55 seconds. Once

inserted the standard Master 128

becomes the input/output proces-

sor, with the Turbo’s board sup-

plying 64k of RAM (as in the BBC

6502 second processor) with 44k

available in View or for programs.

The Master Turbo is well suited as

an Econet fileserver.

Econet

The Master Econet Terminal is

similar to the 128 but with less

firmware. Disc upgrades, al-

though physically possible, will

not be supported by Acorn. The

Advanced Network Filing System

(ANFS) is supplied with the ma-

chine which will run the icon-

based Econet user front end.

Co-processors may be fitted to

the Econet Terminal, making it

upgradeable to Turbo, 512 and

Scientific capabilities.

The recent announcement of

the licensing of Acornsoft

firmware means that ROM images

can be downloaded from the

fileserver into any of the sideways

RAM banks for instant use.

Upgrading any Master series

computer to Econet simply re-

quires the insertion of a small

board and the ANFS ROM.
The Master 512 provides half a

megabyte of memory centred

around the 16-bit processor

80186. It comes bundled with

both Gem and the Gem Collection

from Digital Research. To take

advantage of the icon driven soft-

Top, Gem Write and Gem Paint
,
a

mouse is provided.

Most significantly, Gem runs

under DOST which is compati-

ble with both MS-DOS and CP/M

86. Educational establishments

will no doubt be pleased about the

former. An optional upgrade can

provide Digital Research’s con-

current DOS4.1 - a multitasking

operating system.

At present Gem will not sup-

port networking but Acorn envis-

ages use of Econet with DR-NET
or MS-NF2T. No firm time scales

are available on this.

Compatibility

Acorn does not claim IBM PC

should be capable of running soft-

ware such as Wordstar which does

not rely on specific IBM

hardware.

Finally, there’s the Master Sci-

entific based on the 32016 chip

with 0.5 Mb of RAM. A subset of

the Panos/Pandora operating sys-

tem supplied on the Acorn

Workstation and a feast of soft-

ware is provided on disc. This

includes Fortran 77, ISO Pascal

and C. These are full implementa-

tions and conform to the relevant

standards. An IEEE standard

floating point support processor is

an optional extra.

In most cases programs devel-

oped on the Master SC will run

ware, which includes Gem Desk compatibility for the 512 but it unchanged on a mainframe.

Master 218(ET)* Turbo upgrade 512 upgrade Sc upgrade

Processor (CPU) 65C12 65C102 80186 32016

Bit size of CPU 8 bits 8 bits 16 bits 32 bits

CPU speed 2MHz 4MHz 8MHz 8MHz
RAM 64 4* 64k 64k 512k 512k

Battery RAM 50 bytes

ROM supplied 128k (64k) 4k - 16k

ROM capacity 256k - 256k 64k

Disc interface Yes (No) - -

Network Optional (Yes) -

Firmware 35k MOS, Basic, Edit(-),

View(-), Viewsheet(-),

DFS(-), ADFS(ANFS)

Tube Tube Tube,

Pandora

Software Welcome disc, BAS128, Hi-Basic, Hi-Edit, DOS + ,
CP/M86, Panos, C, Fortran, Pas-

ADFS utilities Printer buffer (JEM Desk, Paint,

Write; BBC Basic

cal, BBC Basic, macro

assembler,library

Inclusive price £499 (£399) £99 £500 approx £11 (X) approx

*Master Econet Terminal (ET) shown in brackets

Table 1. Master range with prices of upgrade kits to Master 128 and specification guide
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Nowwe speak
Frangais EAXnviKoq

The KBL128PC is remarkably fluent

in languages - not only in BBC
English, but in its choice of

operating systems. If you think in

French, Arabic or Greek, the KBE
can be supplied with a keyboard for

either language.

The KBL is fully compatible

with all Acornsoft, giving access to a

vast number of software programs —
you’re almost spoilt for choice.

The whole system comes direct

from the manufacturer with a Hi

Res Monochrome Monitor, Infra-

Red Remote Keyboard, the

powerful 128K KBL Computer and
the superb Epson Printer. LX80
with NLQ.

If we are talking the right kind

of language, you’ll be more than

impressed by the software supplied

at no extra charge.

But to really spell out what a

marvellous offer this is, the

complete system is available for only

£1460 + VAT.

High Resolution Monitor

We could write a book, but if

you are looking for a powerful

business system, at the

manufacturers price, then the

KBL128PC speaks for itself -in any
language.



yourlanguage
English

Complete
Package

£1460
plusVAT

-
•: W*** A A

BOXER 12 -
. .

Pear Tree Computers Ltd

Falcon House, High Street, Huntingdon, Cambs PEI 8 6SS

Telephone 0480 50595

r
I am interested in the KBL128PC System.

Please send me further details. 1 would be interested in

the following Operating System - Please tick

French Q] Greek Q Arabic Q
Name

English Q

Position

Company

Address



THE COMPLETE SUITE
for the BBCMicrocomputer

INTER-CHART
INTER-WORD’
INTER-BASE*

The most comprehensive range of integrated ROMs
for any microcomputer

‘available soon!

Computer Concepts
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX

Telephone: Hemel Hempstead (0442) 63933



READER SERVICES

HELP US TO HELP YOU
The Acorn User Reader Sendees

offer which we kicked off in Octo-

ber has proved a huge success - so

much so that we have been inun-

dated with enquiries. This article

is to help us help you so that we

can give you a better answer and

even more value for your money.

However, we have had to increase

the reply time to 10 working days

because of contacting hardware

suppliers, etc.

Acorn User strongly recom-

mends readers who are new to

home computing, and even the

old hands, to join their local com-

puter club - you will probably

find answers to many of your

questions there. Your library

should have details of your local

club.

The enquiries we are getting

fall into three main categories:

hardware, software and add-ons.

Dealing with hardware prob-

lems is difficult, in fact without

the necessary test equipment it is

often impossible to give an an-

swer. We can suggest tests but it is

likely that we will recommend

that you take your micro to an

Acorn approved dealer who has

the correct equipment to perform

hardware diagnostics, and can ac-

tually lay hands on the equipment.

Software is more straightfor-

ward, but we need to try it for

ourselves, so send in a disc and

any listings, etc. Please give as

much information about your

program as possible by writing

comments next to the listing or on

a separate sheet of paper.

Finally add-ons. Problems are

often uncomplicated, but once

again we must have details of all

your kit.

Many enquiries come in con-

taining up to 10 questions, but £2

does not go far and a single

problem can take 30 minutes to

solve. Of course you are free to

ask as many questions as you

wish, but you must send £2 per

question otherwise only the first

one will be answered.

When you write to Reader Ser-

vices please provide as much in-

formation as possible, clearly and

concisely.

First, print a list of all your

equipment. This example shows a

typical information sheet:

Name: Orson Fact

Address: Sleuth Cottages

Detective Drive

Hidden

Sherlockshire

Telephone: (0999) 1234 (home)

(0999) 1212 (work)

Equipment: BBC B 4* 128

OS 1.2

Watford DFS 1.4

ADFS
Network

Internal

extras: Solidisk modem

Watford ROM
Board

ROMs: Graphics Exten-

sion 1 .2

Basic Editor 1.2

View 3.0

Disc Doctor

Novocad

Peripherals: 10 Mb Winchester

Hard Disc

Colour Monitor

Technomatic Dual

80/40 Drives

Star SD10 Printer

6502 2nd processor

Other

details: Issue 10 board, 2

months old

Other equipment,

18 months old but

previously used

okay on BBC B.

Purchased at

Bloggs Computers,

London.

Such a list makes it possible for us

to see at a glance just what you

have. It’s surprising how many

readers don’t give any details

about their set-up.

The next thing we need to

know are the details of your prob-

lems. Use a separate sheet of paper

and print the details neatly, noting

points such as: the problem itself,

how long it has been happening,

what started it off (if known), any

remedies you have tried, any other

information.

In the case of software, a disc

(preferably) or tape must be in-

cluded. If it is your own program,

then a commented listing or well

REMed program is essential.

With this information we can

attempt to answer your enquiry

quickly and efficiently and give

you the speedy answer you want.

Please allow at least 10 working

days for your answer. Unfortu-

nately we are unable to answer

enquiries over the phone.

POST A PROBLEM
AS a result of pressure from readers. Acorn User now guarantees

a fast reply service for enquiries. Your answer will be returned

within 10 working days for just £2 (includes VAT), or your

money back.

The idea is simple. Just write out your problem, fill in the

coupon (right), and send both off to Acorn User with a stamped

addressed envelope and cheque or postal order for £2. (If you

want recorded delivery, add the cost of this on. The same goes

for overseas readers.) Include as much detail as possible and a

disc or cassette if a program is involved - with enough space to

record any corrected listing.

We will then answer the problem and return all material

received - within a guaranteed 10 working days from receipt. If we

fail to match this promise your cheque or postal order will be re-

turned with the answered question. If we cannot answer the

problem, the cheque will be sent back to you.

If you want a listing debugged, advice on hardware or

I software, or a list of addresses, send us your problems.

ACORN USER READER SERVICE
68 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JH

Name

Address

Postcode

Daytime phone number

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £2 and an sae with my
problem.

OFFICE USE ONLY Date in:

Date out:

Answered by:
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• Advanced design uses the latest

technology will handle ANY future

enhancements to the Teletext system eg:
full field: 8 bit data transfer: 2k pages etc.

• Simply plugs into user port and power
output.

• Low power consumption, less than
200ma. Optional power supply available.

• User friendly menu driven software
including extended OSCLI and Osword
commands for access from BASIC
programs.
• No user-RAM required (PAGE remains at

default value).

• FREE Telesoftware, no access charges,
(at present updated weekly.)

• Save selected pages to disc/tape for

later retrieval.

• Full access to all Teletext services and
channels eg: CEEFAX, ORACLE, 4-TEL.
• Software available on ROM or sideways
RAM format disc.

• Basic 1 & OS 1 .0 compatible.
• Gives you a real-time clock at your
disposal

(*

*TIME).
• Free software upgrades to allow for any
enhancements to the teletext service. Eg:
extra channels, full field data on cable &
satellite systems etc.

• Easy to follow comprehensive user guide.

• No hardware limitations, it can for

example receive virtually unlimited numbers
of channels.
• Works with Solidisc SWR.
• Utils disc available including printer

drivers allows pages to be selected and
dumped direct to a printer (no more TV or

Radio Times to buy).

ELECTRON TELETEXT ADAPTER
Electron adapter now available, including
emulated Mode 7 allowing you to run long
Adventure type programs.

1 megabyte RAM disc configured as a drive.

Should be available 2nd week of Jan. Please
ring for details.

M/B software DESIGN 7
Easily the best value Mode 7 screen
designer on the market today.

Design any mode 7 screen, from simple
MENU pages to full CEEFAX standard. This

program is an invaluable aid. Designs can
be saved to disc as automaticaly numbered
files or the program will convert the screen
into a BASIC Proc.

INTERFACES DIRECTLY WITH ADAPTER
allowing CEEFAX-ORACLE pages to be
selected and dropped into editor screen for

alteration, saving, or conversion to BASIC.
Allows channel change from within

program.

LFEATURES

The Morley Teletext adapter introduces you to the world of Teletext
at a price that wont break the bank. Inside it you will find the latest

in second generation Teletext chip technology, which unlike our
rivals who are still using chips designed more than eight years ago,
will be fully compatible with any future advances in the Teletext
system.
With the Morley adapter you will get a unit that automatically tunes
itself in to the required station (no more messing around with

screwdrivers in the back of the case), a user friendly menu driven

program available on rom or disc, easy to follow instructions and a

12 month warranty. Add to this the free downloadable telesoftware
and we are sure that you will agree that we are offering you one of

the best bargains on the market today.

For technical details please ring Morley Electronics on Tyneside
(091) 251 3883.

MORLEY ELECTRONICS

To order please fill in and send order form to: MORLEY ELECTRONICS, 1 MORLEY PLACE, SHIREMOOR, TYNESIDE NE27 OQS.

Please send me.

Please delete 40/80

Qty. Morley Teletext adapters
Qty. Teletext software on Rom
Qty. Teletext software on Disc

Qty. M/B DESIGN7 screen designer
Qty. Teletext utilities on Disc
Qty. Optional PSU

(a £74.45 inc. VAT & P&P.
@ £24.95 inc. VAT & P&P.
(a £23.95 inc. VAT & P&P.
% £8.95 inc. VAT & P&P.
(a £5.95 inc. VAT & P&P.
@£9.95 inc. VAT & P&P.

Total £

NAME PHONE No. CHEQUE No..

AA35A

POSTCODE

ADDRESS.
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Naked Master: this is how the machine's printed circuit board looks when removed. The sockets and interfaces are the same as on the BBC micro

New chips transform board
Although the Master is far more

complex than the BBC micro, the

board is much less cluttered.

Acorn has incorporated much of

the circuitry' into its own

customised chips - six in all.

These also consume less power

and are more reliable.

1: The 65C12 CPU - Running at

2MHz it will run standard 6502/

6512 machine code programs. It is

provided with a larger instruction

set however.

2 : 128k ROM chip containing the

standard firmware. Called the

‘megabit’ ROM’ or ‘Mega ROM’.

3: ROM slots. Three are provided,

from top to bottom these are 32k,

16k and 32k capacity. The two

32k sockets may be overlaid with

sideways RAM.

4 : Cartridge sockets. Two fitted as

32k each. Onward capacity of up

to 256k each as EPROM technol-

ogy permits. An EPROM car-

tridge is also available to allow

existing firmware to be added -

cost£10-£15.

5: 128k RAM. Installed as four,

64k by 4 bit DRAMs.

6: Memory controller. One of six

customised Acorn CMOS gate ar-

ray chips. The others are items 7,

8,12, 14 and 18.

7: Peripheral bus controller.

8: Cathode ray tube controller

multiplexer.

9 : 6845 CRTC. This was kept to

ensure software compatibility.

10 : 1770 disc controller. Allows

both single and double density

disc formats. Special Shift-Z-

Break option emulates 8271 disc

controller for compatibility.

11 : Parallel modem connector. Al-

lows third party modem to be

installed. Leaves RS423 port free

for other activities.

12 : Keyboard controller.

13 : Battery backed RAM held on

chip with real time clock.

14 : Chroma chip for better visual

display.

15 : Serial processor.

16 : Co-processor sockets.

17 : Video processor.

18 : I/O controller.

19 : Analogue to digital convertor.

20 : Econet interface. Two sockets

allow easy installation of Econet

board.

21 : Metal back panel.

Not shown: Speaker mounted on

keyboard alongside lithium bat-

tery for real time clock and associ-

ated RAM.

MOS software

doubles In size
The 35k Machine Operating Sys-

tem (MOS) spills over into the

sideways ROM banks and is

packed with extra features includ-

ing 26 new commands. Extended

graphics capabilities have been in-

cluded plus 17 new OSBYTE
calls, two new OSWORD calls, 12

new sideways ROM service calls

and 43 base VDU functions!

The ^CONFIGURE com-

mands allow up to 22 start-up

protocols to be defined in the

battery backed RAM.

Space was so tight to fit all this

in that the ellipse routine is stored

at the top of View ! Details on the

increased graphics can be found in

the CXR review in Dec ’85 AU.

Filenames may now also in-

clude the filing system as part of

their route.
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ON TELEVISION
• Ghosts in the Machine

,
Channel 4,

Tuesday, 11.35pm, from 7 Janu-

ary. Short series of the latest vid-

eos, though anyone wanting to see

Duran Duran promos will be dis-

appointed; this concentrates on

videos as a ‘serious’ artform. It’s

entertaining, nevertheless, and

worth catching for the computer-

generated special effects.

• Also on Channel 4 in its Opin-

ions slot, is Technology and Liberty

(Thursday 23 January, 8pm), an

investigation by Duncan Camp-

bell into how computers are used

- and abused - by the government

and security services. Opinionat-

ed, but very relevant to 1986, the

year the Data Protection Act

comes into effect.

% Micro Live returns to BBC2

after the Christmas break on 17

January and the first show will

carry an outside broadcast on

what’s new at the Which Comput-

er? Show to be held in Birming-

ham that week (see On Show).

Another show in this weekly

computer television series will fea-

ture the ins and outs of electronic

publishing - the growth industry

of the 1980s - and Leslie Judd’s

attempt to be an air traffic control-

ler (see AU August 1985) will

finally be screened this month.

• 14-17 January, Which Comput-

er? Show, National Exhibition

Centre, Birmingham. Tel: 01-891

5051.

• 22-25 January, High Technol-

ogy and Computers in Education,

Barbican, London. Tel: 01-349

4667.

• 31 January - 1 February, Com-

puters for General Practice,

Ladbroke Mercury Hotel, Wat-

ford. Two day exhibition featur-

ing most of the competing com-

puter systems in the burgeoning

medical market. Full details from

Meditel on 021-525 8706.

• 9 July, Computers in Science,

Lancaster Polytechnic, Preston.

This event, which is part of a

course for further education

teachers, will be open to the pub-

lic. Potential exhibitors contact

Mrs Minall at the Polytechnic’s

Business and Industrial Centre.

FOR HELP
• To contact Acorn User authors,

write c/o the editorial address

given on page 2.

• Remember you have until May

1 1 to register with the Data Pro-

tection Registrar if you are a busi-

ness micro user who processes

information about individuals. It

costs £22 and failure to register is

a criminal offence under the Data

Protection Act, 1984.

Contact the Data Protection

Registrar, Springfield House, Wa-

ter Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire

SK9 5AX for advice and details.

TO CONTACT
• Acorn (0223) 245200.

• Acorn’s very own bulletin

board service is Prestel-compati-

ble (1200/75) and runs on (0223)

243642.

% Acorn User’s page number on

Micronet is 60043765. You can

download AU software.

• BBC TV’s Micro Live bulletin

board is on 01-579 2288 (type

INFO BBC on Telecom Gold

electronic mail system).

• BBC Computer Literacy

Project, Broadcasting Support

Services, PO Box 7, London W3
6XJ. Please send sae.

• Bulletin Boards: A new bulletin

board has started up in the Stoke

area, run by the POT-BUG BBC

micro user group. Apart from the

usual reviews and message facili-

ties, it contains a guide to restau-

rants in the area. It runs from 8pm

to 11pm Mondays to Fridays, and

2pm to 1
1
pm at weekends (as with

most BBs these times can change

without notice). 1200/75 or 300

baud. Board number is (0782)

503254.

Other boards: CABB 01-631 3076;

CBBS London 01-399 2136; Distel

01-679 1888; Forum 80 Hull

(0482) 859169; Forum 80 London

01-399 2136; Grendel (0532)

620334 (9pm to 8am); HAM-NET
(0482) 497150; Liverpool Mailbox

051-428 8924; Mailbox 80 (0384)

635336; Technomatic 01-452

1500; TBBS London 01-348 9400;

TBBS Nottingham (0602) 289783;

TBBS Southampton (0703)

437200. Acorn User would like to

know if these boards are still

operating on these numbers and if

there are any new bulletin boards.

• MEP (Microelectronics Educa-

tion Programme), Cheviot House,

Coach Lane Campus, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne NE7 7XA. Hardware

and software support for schools.

Please send sae.

• MAPF^ (Micros and Primary

Education), c/o Barry Holmes, St

Helen’s Primary School,

Bluntisham, Cambs. User group

for primary teachers. Send sae.

• MUSE (Micro Users in Schools

and Education), Freepost,

Bromsgrove, Worcs B62 7BR.

User group for teachers and par-

ents. Please send sae.

• National Extension College, 18

Brooklands Avenue, Cambridge

CB2 2HN. Educational and train-

ing courses on the BBC micro.

Please send sae.

•CET (Council for Education

Technology), 3 Devonshire

Street, London WIN 2BA. Gov-

ernment body which oversees

MEP. Please send sae.

BLUNDERB0X
• The following line should be

added to the First Byte listing on

page 106 of the December 1985

issue:

461 PLA

Also, change line 1030 to:

1030 IF C% <>12786

PRlNT“Listingerror”:END

• Apologies to those readers who

typed in the font generator pro-

gram on page 117 of the Decem-

ber AU. Two problems have been

discovered and the following lines

must be added to the program in

order to overcome them:

94 *FX 20,0
95 A%»*83
96 hwm*/.*(USR(8«FFF4) AND

&FFFFOO) /256
100 IF PAGE< >hwm*/.+$<600 T

HEN PR I NT "Reload at &"rhw
m7.+&600: END

101 *FX 20,6
102 FOR c7.»?<20 TO $<EO ST

EP $<20

103 7o*cliX-c7.
104 X7.*oscllX* YX-o«cliX

DIV 256
105 A7.-&ASCALL ?<FFFlsVDU

23, c7.

106 FOR bX=l TO 8: VDU b7.

?oscl i7.i NEXT
107 NEXT

1070 PROCosc 1 i
(
"SA . "+FS+

'• M +STR**''hwmy.+ " +600")

• The number published for

Acorn User’s Micronet page was

incorrect. It is 60043765 and the

suite of font programs from the

December 1985 issue is currently

available on Micronet.

• Apologies are also due for

some mistakes in the yellow pages

index in the December issue. List-

ings 3 and 4 from Hints & Tips

will work on an Electron with

Plus 1 and are also included on the

monthly cassette. Also, as I’m sure

you all guessed, sideways RAM is

not required for listing 1 of

Shuggy's Garden! It is however a

requirement of the *BEEP listing

from First Byte. Ooops!
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Advanced Computer Products

6 Ava House, High Street,

Chobham, Surrey GU24 8LZ

(0276 ) 76545

I

Any Acorn user ...including... BBC B, B+, Electron, DFS, 1770 DFS, ADFS, 2nd. processor etc. OUR BEST SELLING
Advanced Disc Toolkit. The ultimate toolkit, useful to all, invaluable to disc users, an absolute delight for ADFS users! Over

30 commands including:- file transfer (inc LOCKED cassette files to disc, DFS to ADFS), full memory & disc editor, menu,

ADFS utilities, search memory/basic/disc, load & run below page, catalogue/unplug ROMS etc. etc. etc. (supplied on 1 6k

EPROM)
„|

t
,

s exce ||ent va)ue for money "
.... (Acorn User) "Take a close look at ADT-it's suberb" .... (Database publications)

Electron & Plus 1 users - Advanced

Plus 5 (A. P.5.)... coming soon the

ultimate interface for your Electron!

Adds:- 1 ) the user port 2) the 1 MHz
bus 3) upgrade to the 'tube'

i/face 4) 2/3 ROM/EPROM
sockets. These will permit many
grapic, control, and user applications

to be connected. Also upgrading to

the 'tube' will allow Acorn's 2nd.

processors to be connected, greatly

increasing BOTH the memory and

the speed of your computer

BBC users ... at last

you can use probably the

most powerful disc filing system

available! - Acorn's ADFS BBC B+

owners can use ADFS immediately

BBC B users must upgrade first to

1770 disc interface/DFS

ADFS £26.08 (+VAT)

1 770 upgrade

£43.44 (+VAT)

Electron

& Plus 1 users -

Advanced Plus 4 (A.P.4.)

coming soon A.C.P 's

disc interface Unlike

some others - fully Acorn
compatible, running 1770
DFS (A E D) & EOO Also

includes 2 ROM/
EPROM sockets

I I

Electron & Plus 1 users .. Advanced Rom Adaptors I & II our popular Plus 1 adaptors continue

to allow compatible EPROMS to be fitted to the Electron. A.R.A II (cont. 2 sockets) also

upgradable to RAM (suitable for user’s own routines)

Order direct

with complete
confidence or call us

for further information/
friendly assistance. Also
included in the list below
are some of the other
quality products that

we can supply

1

' BBC & Electron \
users ... NEW PRODUCT

Advanced Disc Investigator can

backup most if not ALL protected

discs, copy 40 track discs onto 80

track, repair tracks, also edit,

format, verify, & scan non-

standard discs. 16k EPROM &

Electron & Plus 3 users .... gain

BBC compatibility by adding the

Advanced Electron DFS (1770

DFS) this is the same disc filing

system supplied with the BBC
B+. Now you can produce and

access (compatible) BBC disc

based softwear. A.C.P. also

supplies 5 y4" disc drives to add

to your Plus 3 (inc. 2nd. drive

adaptor). These enhance your

system to both of Acorn's disc

filing systems and both formats,

(supplied on 16k EPROM)

comprehensive manual

- only £24 /
\. (+p&p & VAT)

Electron & Plus 1 users ... NEW PRICE on Advanced Sideways Ram due to increased

production and lower costs ... NOW ONLY £25 (+pp & VAT) A.S.R. is a highly versatile but

simple to use S/W RAM cartridge that is automatically write protected on loading. Supplied

with full software support including Romsave, Advanced Print Buffer & Makerom.

View cartridge (e) @ £27.95 A.D.T. (16k EPROM) (be) @ £34.50
V/Sheet cart. (e) @ £27.95 A.R.A. 1 (cart.) (e) @ £10.35

Lisp cartridge (e) @ £14.95 A.R.A. II (cart.) (e) @ £14.95 —
Logo cartridge (e) @ £54.95 _ A.S.R. (e) @ £29.90
ISO Pascal cart. (e) @ £54.90 A.E.D. (16k EPROM) (e) @ £24.15 _

E.Adv.Usr Guide (e) @ £9.95 _ A.D.I. (16k EPROM) (be) @ £26.60
+3 2nd.drv.adp. (e) @ £7.95 Special Offers

5 %" drve from (e) @ £145.95_ __ A.D.T. + A.R.A. 1 (e) @ £42.50

3 %" drve from (e) @ £135.95 _ A.E.D. + A.R.A. 1 (e) @ £32.50

3 y2 " discs (10) (e) @ £29.00 _ 16k EPROMS (be) @ £4.25

A.D.F.S. (b) @ £29.99 _ 16k EPROMS (4+) (be) @ £3.75 _
—

1770 Disc 1. face (b) @ £49.95 8k Static RAM (be) @ £4.50

(Product codes ... b=BBC, e=Electron)

My Name

Address

I enclose payment for....£_

Advanced Computer Products
6 Ava House, High Street, Chobham, Surrey. GU24 8UZ

0276 76545

Telephone

Electron & Tube are trade marks of Acorn Computers Ltd.
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Rom

£39.00
Disc

£21.00
Tape

£16.00

Basic programmer's aid in 16KRom

5^ jj]r~ jssr jS!

Jr*

fL se ilfi

fife

ir* §s p

60 handy Basic routines ready to slot into

your own programs

rs has now down

fKSlSS®*
works in any mode

<;r

Don’t bother re-writing routines that have
already been professionally coded.

ssrjsssu---
Fully documented routines include: input
validation, data entry, circles, ellipses,

graphics, passwords, string handling,
date validation, sorting, screen dump
etc etc

STUDIO EIGHT
IGSOF mm EBUGSC

Disc

£22.00
Tape

£17.00

The sound studio. Contains over 20K of
machine code which converts your BBC
micro into a 4 voice synthesiser with an
8 track digital recorder with rhythm and
drum machine.

)FTWARE
>OFTWAR
rsonw
TTSOFT\A

iSOFTSl
jSOFTJ

A truly exciting real-time studio system.

ICON MASTER ORDERING
INFORMATION

All products are
available from your
local dealer or directly

from Beebugsoft.

Icon Control System

This pack automates the creation of an
icon-driven user interface.

Supplied on 16K Rom it allows you to
design a screen containing icons and
then use it in your own programs, in

place of a normal menu.

Compatible with AMX mouse &
AMX icons.

Prices include VAT.

Please add 50p post & packing.

Mail Order: Beebugsoft,
PO Box 109, High Wycombe,
Bucks, HP10 8NP

Access and Barclaycard F\ ^
24 hour hotline m
PENN (049481) 6666 «*

Further Information
Telephone St. Albans (0727) 40303

IFTVW
OF
SOI
TS<
iCTOOmAMi

BUGSOFTSC
BUGSOFTSOFTWA

REBEEBl
^

1

Rom

£34.00

RAM filing system and silicon disc facility

will put your own Basic (or Wordwise)
programs onto Eprom.

• Simple to use, supplied on 16K Rom
• We can even blow the Eproms for you
• Allows you to use sideways Ram as

a printer buffer

• Over 20 new commands

Disc

£21.00
Rom

£29.00

Sleuth Murom
Mastertile Quickcalc
Exmon II Hershey
Help Characters

Discmaster Paintmaster

Dumpmaster Teletext

The Wordwise Plus utility disc

Adds new features such as Mail merging,
Label printing, Copy (or move) seg. to
seg., Auto-version no. save. Auto-printer
codes, Programming Utilities, Auto-
section renumber . . . and much more,
to your Wordwise Plus.

• Menu driven & easy to use
• As approved by Computer Concepts

SPELLCHECK
Rom

£36.00

Rom based spelling checker for Wordwise,
Wordwise Plus & View

Now in 16K with 2000 words in Rom
Even faster. On test timings . . .

Watford 1.3 DFS 1620 wpm
Acorn 1.2 DNFS & tube 2000 wpm
Comes with 6000 word dictionary disc,

Upgrades from Spellcheck.
Ask for details.

p; iroArrcorTVAfAOFCM- i
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BASIC PROGRAMMING
AID IN 16K ROM
A VERY SPECIAL PROGRAM
Now in 16K

Full screen Basic editor —
Wordwise-like operation

A host of new commands
Unique syntax checker

“command” or menu driven

Toolkit upgrades available

In the two years since its launch
Beebugsoft's Toolkit has been chosen
by many thousands of BBC users and
established a reputation second to

none. The launch of our new second-
generation Toolkit is therefore

something rather special.

Toolkit Plus is a 16K Rom which has
been written from scratch making use
of the latest programming techniques.

It offers over 40 commands (grouped
for ease of use) and some new and
very exciting features, all of which may
be called directly or from a menu.

TWO SPECIAL FEATURES

The first of its kind on the BBC. As you key in your

program, Toolkit will draw your attention to syntax errors that may
otherwise come to light only otter many program runs. You may
also pass complete programs through the checker.

A fully integrated full screen editor, comparable with

Acorn's stand-alone Basic Editor, using 'single key' commands for

Move, Delete, Search etc all from within the on-screen editor.

OTHER COMMANDS

Format
Slomo
Roms

Crunch

Search

Save programs at the
press of a key

Partsave any program
section

Powerful cross referencer

to display values of

variables, arrays, fns,

procs, etc and their line

numbers
Flexible disc formatter

Program speed controller

Display & enable/disable
Roms
Amazing Basic program
packer. Beats the rest.

(Removed 4,500 bytes

from original Masterfile II)

Flexible search & replace
with 4 wildcards & special

options (eg ignore

spaces, Rems, case etc).

Integrated with editor

Output to window with

single step options

Auto error detection

Check

Function

Envelope

Clear

Free

Duplicate

Erase

Move
Look

Renumber
Memory

Merge
Relocate

Recover

Report

Screen

Verify

Tools

Menu

Compare memory with

disc/tape

Function key editor

Envelope display

Clear all variables

Memory status info.

Copy program lines

Delete program lines

Move program lines

List file directly from
,disc/tape

Flexible renumber

Hex and Ascii memory
display

Combine 2 programs

Move program in memory
Recover 'Bad Program'

Extended error reporting

Screen save

Disc verify

Command summary
Toolkit menu

UPGRADE
Existing Toolkit owners may return their Rom and manual (mail order only)

for a discount of £13.50

PRICE £39.00 inc.VAT. Available from your local dealer.

For further information: Tel St. Albans (0727) 40303

24 hour Access & Barclaycard hotline

Tel Penn (049481) 6666

Mail order to

Beebugsoft, P.O.Box 109, St.Johns Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8NP
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Now
compatible

withmost

double densityDFS's

Excellent if

you can afford it...”
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Th« Definitive Rnndom Access, 24K ROM
based Database Management System for

the BBC B and BBC B+.

DATAGEM
Long hailed as the most comprehensive and powerful database for the BBC, and now becoming a legend in

its own right. DataGem has been significantly reduced in price now that development costs have been recovered
by Gemini. Whether you have a single 40 track drive or a Winchester hard disk, this system will make use of ALL
your disk space, treating up to 4 drive surfaces as ONE CONTINUOUS FILE. Much has been made and exploited
of DataGem s superb selective searching capability, and together with its unmatched mathematical powers, the
system provides a really professional database for use in the home, office or school that will harness the full

power and potential of the BBC micro.

AMATEURS & PROFESSIONALS
For newcomers to databases as well as seasoned users. DataGem represents an ideal starting point

Structuring your file and layout couldn’t be simpler using DataGem s on-screen painting
-

format. You can have up
to 62 fields or data items wherever you want them on a scrolling 120 x 120 card Colours are all definable, and
field data and field titles may be separated if required Data entered may be stored in up to 8 tiers or levels . as
well as within the whole database file Scan one level or the whole database for records that match your search
parameters, and place them in another data level for later manipulation DataGem also boasts limited facilities
for producing data merged letters, and may be configured as a 62 cell spreadsheet

TECHNICALLYSPEAKING
The System Comprises:-

L 2 EPROMs mounted on carrier board containing 24K of 6502 optimised machine language Carrier board
may be inserted in either of two positions under keyboard or in sideways ROM board
2. Demonstration applications disk in both 80 and 40 track format with documented examples of DataGem
files Disk contains no DataGem program code
3 Full colour packaging consisting of A5 ring binder with professional documentation, user registration card and
quick reference card

4 Utility program named Trans' also supplied to allow transference of data files from all other Gemini databases

The System Features
• Permits just ONE file to exist over FOUR floppy disk drive surfaces with a maximum file size of at least 10

Megabytes
• Allows up to 5100 User Definable Records.
• Maximum number of 62 fields per record, which may be any combination of the following types -

STRING - Up to 120 characters long

DATE - Either two or four digit year dates may be selected
TEXT - A field with no data, allowing background text to be placed anywhere on the record. This may then be
altered/moved/deleted, even after the database is in use Up to 3000 characters of background text may be
placed^on the record in this way, enough for limited word processing and mail-merge.

• Allows searches on any field or COMBINATION of fields to ANY depth
• Up to 9 subsets of data INSTANTLY available and saved to disk automatically.
• Sorts alphabetical or numeric on any field, ascending or descending with NO LIMIT on the depth of sort
• Interfaces with VIEW

-

and WORDWISE'
• Includes a free format report generator for a completely flexible printing format.
• Allows the user to extend the file or add fields after having started to enter data
• Offers a free format painted screen which scrolls 120 x 120: and supports extensive mathematics.
• Provides User defined field relational variables and multiple and single character wildcards
• Exists self contained on ROM, and does not require additional utilities on disk.
• Finds the occurrence of a string or partial string in ANY field in the database with just one command.
• Mathematical Operators

+ . multilevel parentheses (up to 50 levels), unary negation.
• Logical Operators

>,<,> = ,< = ,<>, =,*(AND). (OR)

WHAT OTHERS SAY
DataGem provides many of the Spreadsheet facilities of an item like Lotus 1-2-3... Combined with a Word

Processor, it forms the basis of a very competent small business system
Personal Computer News - July 1984

DataGem stands out in terms of both price and performance. Excellent if you can afford it.

Acorn User - December 1984

NEW DATAGEM GUIDE
Available separately to existing owners of DataGem (see below), this new and comprehensive manual has

just been completely re written by Simon Williams, a veteran press reviewer and writer. The new guide takes you
step by step through all the facilities of the program with worked examples, and without any requirement for a
previous knowledge of databases It contains over 40.000 words and is fully indexed

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
The power and facilities of DataGem are just too great to detail in this advertisement. As the product is

protected against unauthorised copying, we are able to offer our no-quibble money-back guarantee to
customers purchasing DataGem direct from Gemini. If you don’t agree that it's worth the price, send it back to us
undamaged within 7 days of purchase for ANY reason and we ll refund your money immediately
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This is a comprehensive life and business organiser package in 100% machine code which has been very
carefully designed to provide a wide range of useful facilities for the busy person at home or in the office and is

simplicity itself to use. Once you start using LBO, you’ll ALWAYS use it - not like one of those ROMs you only
occasionally call on LBO will put an end to forgetfulness and ensure that your time is organised, you know what
you have to do and when, you don’t forget bills or birthdays, and you are reminded constantly of urgent matters

LBO was written by two graduates in Computer Science from Exeter University in consultation with a
lecturer in Cognitive Psychology. It has been very cleverly researched and programmed and is confidently
recommended by Gemini as a very superior program for the very superior BBC micro

Features include:-

• Automatic reminder of entries overdue for attention
• One week’s advance notice of forthcoming events
• Urgent notice board
• Creation of categories of entries; e g. bills, birthdays, letters to be written, notepad etc
• Sorting of appointments by date and time of day
• Month AND weeks summary at a glance, indicating time booked and free
• Single entry of a RANGE of events and updating of regular happenings
• Super search facility to call any event by any related word or part word
• Month by month preview of all forthcoming events
• Built-in intelligent calendar
• All data saved to disk

• Full printer support
• Easy to follow documentation

Use LBO to organise your life from today until 1999' It can handle literally hundreds of multi line messages,
as many as you are every likely to need. Despite the very wide range of facilities offered, this professional
program is VERY easy to use and requires absolutely NO knowledge of computers A vital aid to your everyday
life. LBO is GREAT FUN TO USE'

STOPPRESSI!
New DataGem owner’s

manual (see above)

available separately at

£12.95 inclusive

Price refundable against purchase!

L.B.O.
only

£19.95

Also available

on DISK for those

with a cluttered

ROM board -

£19.95.

QL version also

available now,

MS-DOS version

early 1986.
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gEmim £> DISKSOFTWARE )\

THE REVOLUTIONARY 'TRIPLE-D’ BBC DISK

Suite INTEGRATED SOFTWARE SYSTEM

Of great significance to businessmen, educationalists and

hobbyists alike, these programs are certainly the most powerful and

sophisticated of their breed, and may be used stand-alone' or

together as a suite. Gemini have probably the most experience in

writing serious software for the BBC micro, with classics such as

BEEBCALC and BEEBPLOT achieving sales of tens of thousands of

units We have drawn on almost four years of experience and user

feedback to produce what we are confident will be hailed as the

ultimate in functional software for the BBC micro: the ‘TRIPLE D

’

Integrated Suite We've also brought it in at a price that should make

it accessible to more of you. and most importantly, we re giving you

REAL value for money.

The modules, which are formatted for both 40 and 80 track

systems, are available separately, or as an economical combination

pack. Each module is clearly documented with a comprehensive,

indexed manual, with training sections that refer to demonstration

applications provided with each disk. Remember, TRIPLED'uses

proper random-access files that will take advantage of your true disk

capacity, even over TWO drive surfaces. Have you ever heard of a

true disk based spreadsheet before? Well it's here now in the form of

the TRIPLE D’suite and can handle up to 52.000 FILLED cells! If

you already have our DataGem' ROM database, you'll be pleased to

know we’ve even included some special utilities for you!

I confidently recommend the 'TRIPLE-D 'suite to you. If you

purchase the product from us and don't share my enthusiasm, return

it to us in new condition within seven days of purchase and we'll

refund your money - immediately and without quibble.

Gemini Marketing L imited

-BASE £29.95

• Up to 2000 records. 1 search level subset. 26 fields/record. 2

drives, 79 chars/field

• Scrolling screen. 79 x 26. Interrupt driven real-time clock

• Layout painted on-screen to your design, including background

text/graphics

• Fully menu driven, with powerful line editor and access to ’OS

commands

• Default entry capability, no need tor tedious re-typing of repetitive

data

• Lightning search using advanced hashing' techniques

• Powerful maths, allowing all BASIC functions, on any field

• 10 user-defined variables to simplify complex calculations

• Multiple level intelligent sort - program only sorts out-of-order’

data

• Printed reports in record or summary format. Data spool option

for transfer to other files

• FULL DATA COMPATIBILITYWITH 'DDD-CALC AND DDD-PL0T

-CALC £29.95

• True disk-based spreadsheet. 2000 rows. 26 columns, 52000
cells. Powerful line editor

• Fast, smooth machine code screen scroll with pop-down menu

• Individually adjustable column widths with text overflow

• Full relative and absolute replication

• Find and move to a row by name

• User defined variables, delete/insert rows. SORT rows with DDD-

Base'

• Send data from all or part of sheet to printer, or just print cell

formulae

• Data over 1 or 2 drive surfaces

• Fast recalculation, even over large files

• All BASIC functions allowed, plus SUM'. MAX', and MIN'. *OS

calls, and real time clock

• Data spool option for merging with other files

• FULL DATA COMPATIBILITYWITH DDD-BASE AND DDD-PLOT'

-PLOT £29.95

• Stunning menu driven colour graphics using the BBC s capability

to the full

• Pie charts, histograms, scatter graphs, line graphs and function

plotting

• Disk save of screen for instant recall within your own programs

• Superb data entry editor with up to 255 plottage data entries for

text and x/y coordinates

• Automatic scaling with user override

• Screen customisation allowable after plotting for background
text etc., with up to 64 columns in Mode 1

• Disk save of ALL data

• Statistics facilities include mean, max, min, standard deviation,

line of best fit. correlation coefficient etc

• Colours re-definable for any plot

• Epson m/c fully SHADED screen dump with interface for other

dumps on request

• FULL DATA COMRATIBILITYWITH DDD-BASE AND DDD-CALC'

Combo Pack -All3 modules £69.95

MONEY
MANAGEMENT

This program is designed for disk users. It allows individual transactions to be stored and retrieved in

respect of up to 5 separate Bank/Buildmg Society/Investment accounts AND up to 5 Credit card/loan/

Mortage accounts.

The transactions are also analysed - and may be (screen) listed - under 3 separate Income and 15

separate Expenditure headings

Each transaction consists of:

(1) Date

(2) Description - up to 16 characters

(3) Amount

(4) Last 4 digits of cheque no. or a credit card transaction reference (Payments only)

Account and income/expenditure headings may be personalised

Budget amounts can be stored for each of the 15 expenditure heads and a report shows how

expenditure to date compares with the budget. It also shows the balance remaining. This report is also

produced in percentage terms and a third report forecasts annual expenditure based on expenditure to

date at any particular time.

A further report gives balances for each Bank/Loan account at the beginning of the year, balances

for each income/expenditure account to date and the resultant Bank/loan account balances. This report

represents, therefore, the changes in liquid assets and liabilities over the period, both in terms of totals

and of distribution between accounts

The mam menu contains a print option for this report

Lists of outstanding cheques or credit transactions may be produced for each account and when

statements are received, input of the cheque reference no. (last 4 digits) and the amount causes

verification to occur (on screen), whereafter these cheques are removed from the cheque no. file, the

remaining list of unpresented cheques allowing simple reconciliation of each Bank a/c. Similar

reconciliation of credit card a/cs can be achieved.

The program caters for transfers between accounts (e g. from Bank to Building Society a/c or from

Bank to Credit card a/c etc) the relevant details being input only once.

The program also allows for standing orders to be set up on any single account or between any two

accounts. These are paid simply by inputting a date up to which the payment of all orders should be

recorded The necessary debits and credits are then created and the date of each order is reset. Orders

can be for any multiple of calendar months.

The program is fully menu driven and all areas of input are range protected' As much guidance as

possible is included in all screen displays and the user is always given the opportunity to abort a

transaction

Full amendment and deletion routines are provided; for individual transactions, for Standing orders

and for budgets

The mam file can hold between 800 (all full length descriptions) and 1800 (no descriptions)

transactions. The former should be sufficient for most people for at least one year and the index file size is

set on this basis. A warning is flashed on the mam menu when the mam file reaches 750 transactions.

Account balances may be carried forward to a new set of accounts

All you will ever need in a home finance package and beautifully presented
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BETTOI U — VALUE!
)
\

With over four years experience of providing practical software solutions for business and home applications, Gemini have put together a selected

range of famous titles for the BBC and BBC Plus in TWO special packs, at VERY SPECIAL prices. These super value packs contain all the serious

application software you're ever likely to need for your BBC, from spreadsheet and database management to a complete professional business

accounting system. Gemini's ‘OFFICE MATE' and OFFICE MASTER' packs are here - put that computer to WORK!

• DATABASE • BEEBCALC SPREADSHEET
• BEEBPLOT GRAPHICS • WORD
PROCESSOR • FULL DOCUMENTATION

DATABASE
Use this program for storing all types of information just the way YOU

want to store it. You set up a computerised card index' system and add

records and data to the file in the format that you choose.

Advanced features include sorting and searching for specific records,

mathematical calculations, printer routines, data summaries etc. If you don't

have a database, you certainly should!

BEEBCALC SPREADSHEET
Perhaps the most commercially successful item of business software

yet written, the Gemini Spread Sheet processor offers a very wide range of

invaluable calculation and editing features.

Consider, for example, a Cash Flow forecast containing rows and

columns of figures, combined with text and numbers. If say, the cash

receipts for January need to be changed, it would normally be necessary to

delete and recalculate several figures for each successive month.

With BEEBCALC, however, an on screen' amendment to the January

figure is made, and the corrected figures for each successive month

automatically appear upon touching the re-calculate' key.

Formulae cells in the table may be specified which relate to each other

and then copied RELATIVELY or ABSOLUTELY to other parts of the program,

which in itself is modular, and directly linkable to other Gemini programs.

BEEBCALC has a complete range of inbuilt data entry and formatting

techniques, and the structure of the table may be amended at any stage. Of

course, full printer facilities are included which allow for either the table to

be printed or just the data and formulae relating to the table. Another

important feature, any valid BBC BASIC formula is acceptable as data entry

making the system immensely powerful and versatile. BEEBCALC’s sister

program. BEEBPLOT will take data from disk or tape files created by

BEEBCALC to provide data portrayal in graph, histogram or pie chart format.

BEEBPLOT Graphics
Written specially for use with the BBC micro, this program makes full

use of the high resolution colour graphics to provide an easily assimilated

visual representation of numerical data.

For example monthly sales statistics comparing two year’s results may
be instantly converted into two side by side pie charts, histograms or graphs

... for easier visual comparison and assimilation.

BEEBPLOT also incorporates a built-in machine code screen dump,

enabling a high resolution printed image to be produced using an Epson or

similar bit image compatible printer. It also interfaces with other Gemini

programs such as Beebcalc and Cash Book and is particularly

recommended where any kind of mathematical plotting facility is required.

WORD PROCESSOR
This program provides many routines found in large and more

expensive packages. With a typical word length of 5-6 letters it allows for up

to 1000 words in memory at one time and is ideal for the user who wishes to

write any kind of business letter on a home computer.

Features include: block delete, block insert, search and

replace, edit text, display text, and many more.

Step up to Office Mate and save money!

(Price if purchased individually £79.80
- save £67.80 with this pack)

Electron version available,

pack contains Database, Beebplot

Beebcalc, Home Accounts,

• CASHBOOK •FINAL ACCOUNTS • MAILIST
• EASILEDGER® INVOICES & STATEMENTS • STOCK CONTROL
• FULL DOCUMENTATION

CASH BOOK
Gemini’s CASHBOOK is a complete stand-alone’ accounting software package for the cash based sole

trader/partnership business. It is designed to replace your existing cash book system and will provide you with a

computerised system complete to trial balance.

Simple to use, this program will replace your manual cash and bank records and provide vital management
information at any time. It will take you from sheaves of invoices and cheque book stubs to trial balance, and may, if

desired, be used in conjunction with the Final Account program.

Typical information from CASHBOOK is as follows: L Summary of VAT information to enable completion of VAT

returns. 2. Cumulative receipts and payments report analysed over the standard profit and loss and balance sheet

headings. 3. Option for departmental analysis of sales and purchases. 4. Printout of all transactions, nominal account

balances etc. 5. Journal routine for entering transfers between accounts and year end adjustment for debtors,

creditors, etc. 6. Trial balance. 7. Full audit trail facility.

This program is recommended not only for businessmen, but also for practising Accountants for use in the

preparation of Accounts from incomplete records; a printer is essential.

FINAL ACCOUNTS
Requires Gemini CASHBOOK' module (except Commodore 64 version)

This program will take data prepared by your Gemini Cashbook module and produce a complete set of accounts

for you in the following format: L Trial Balance with inbuilt rounding routine. 2. Notes to the Accounts. 3. VAT

summary. 4. Profit and Loss Account with comparatives facility. 5. Balance Sheet with comparatives.

All reports may be produced at any time interval comparing actual to budget if required

MAIL LIST
Gemini’s Mailist program will enable you to Keep a record of names and addresses and then print, examine, sort

and find themn, all with special selection techniques. All our mailists contain our exclusive ‘SEARCHKEY’ system,

giving you the option of creating your own dedicated coding system for each name on file. For example, on most
mailing list systems, you are only given the standard heading such as name, street, town, country, postcode etc. With

the Gemini searchkey system, you could find, say, all names on the file that are companies having a turnover in excess
of ‘50,000’ or all names that are subscribers who are behind in their subscriptions or all names that are eligible for a

Christmas card this year!

A full and useful range of routines is included in the menu, and the program allows you to set up your own format

for printing labels, i.e. the tab settings you require and spaces between labels, etc. Multiple copies can also be printed.

EASILEDGER
Contains routines to enable the small business man to keep a record of one of the most important aspects of his

business - cash flow.

EASILEDGER is essentially a debit/credit ledger system which can handle sales, purchase and nominal ledger

routines to provide instant management information. Its flexibility lies in its ability to produce account balances

instantly for debtors and creditors, together with a record of all transactions, dates and references. A year-to-date

summary of sales, purchases, receipts and payments over the twelve month period is also provided, as is a complete

INTERACTIVE bank account database.

EASILEDGER is a management aid software tool and is designed to run alongside an existing accounting system,

if you operate a cash based business and require a complete accounting package to produce the accounts to trial

balance and beyond then we recommend you consider using both Easiledger and Cashbook programs together.

INVOICES & STATEMENTS
The Gemini INVSTAT program greatly reduces the time and cost of preparing Invoices and Statements by storing

essential information such as customer names, addresses and account numbers, VAT routines and footer messages
such as Please remit by return’, Overdue and outstanding’, etc.

Not only are Invoices and Statements produced more quickly and accurately, but pre printed forms for them are

eliminated since the INVSTAT program produces professionally formatted documents using your own printer.

STOCK CONTROL
You have a stock of products. With the Gemini program you may enter details of each product on

to a record card on the computer with details of your own existing part number (if any), a

description of the product, the unit quantity (i.e. one. a gross, a pair, etc.), the cost price per unit,

the selling price per unit, a specified minimum satisfactory stock level, units in stock ordering

quantity and supplier details.

The program will allow you to enter stock received, stock out, and will also give

you a summary of stock items and current holding, together with details of total cost

of stock, total sales value of stock, current gross margin on stock, cost of

bringing stock up to minimum level, understocked items, etc.

Each stock item has its own computerised record and you
may browse through the file as a whole, or just a specified

number of records. An extremely powerful program, highly

recommended for inventory control in small and
medium sized businesses.
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Gemini INTEGRATEDACCOUNTS&HARDWARE

WHY INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING?
Because It will retrieve information stored in one

program for use by another, and store data in one
program which has been generated by another

This means that the scope for human transposition

error is virtually eliminated for example, when typing

an invoice manually, the typist could type £14.25

instead of £41.25, and undercharge the customer. Such
an error cannot occur with integrated, computerised

invoice generation, since only the part number needs

to be entered and the price (and product description),

are taken AUTOMATICALLY from the Stock Control

program, and printed AUTOMATICALLY onto the Invoice.

Likewise a Stock Controller, operating a manual

system, could transpose the quantity sold, when
posting from a copy invoice, and deduct 93 pcs from

the Stock card, instead of 39. This would understate the

book stock by 54 pcs, and possibly cause the product

to be re-ordered, and consequently overstocked Again,

this could not happen with an integrated system, since

the quantity invoiced is AUTOMATICALLY deducted

from stock, due to integration of the Invoicing and

Stock Control programs.

WHYTHE BBC MICRO 7

Because, although originally designed as an

educational computer, it has the facilities needed for

serious business use. In particular, speed of operation

although only an 8 bit machine, it has a faster operating

speed than many 16 bit micros. By geanng a suite of

Integrated Accounting programs to the BBC Micro,

Gemini have produced a combination of excellence

which will eclipse any other computerised business

system in its price bracket ... and many other systems in

much higher price ranges.

WHY GEMINI 7

Because our business software for the BBC Micro

is based upon the solid foundation of experience

We have successfully written business software for

the BBC Micro since it was first launched

Your choice of software for a computerised

business system is critical ... badly written programs

could bring your business nearer to ruin, more quickly

than almost any other investment. The fine reputation

of Gemini, evidenced by the Independent press

comments listed below, are your guarantee of

confidence in the professional experience which back

this major investment in the efficiency of your business

INTRODUCTION
Designed for the small to medium sized business user, where speed and efficiency are

vital, Gemini Integrated programs are suitable for sole traders, partnerships, or limited

companies. All require a BBC B 32K microcomputer, and an 80 column printer. A double disk

drive with an Acorn compatible DFS is required for integrated accounting purposes. A single

disk drive may be sufficient where modules are used independently, although this is not

recommended for the Sales Ledger and Invoicing module. The manuals indicate the system

capacities for various disk drive combinations.

The programs have been devised by HCCS Ltd in the light of substantial mainframe

computing experience, and share many of the features normally found only in very large

installations. Used in a typical business environment where invoicing, sales ledger posting,

stock control adjustment and nominal ledger posting is simultaneously made, the software

will convert the BBC micro into a business computer of enormous power, directly comparable
with hardware/software combinations costing many times its price.

Each program is supported by a comprehensive, easily followed manual, and user

friendly’ screen prompts with error trapping routines, which make a specialised knowledge of

accountancy unnecessary for the average user. All the programs, however, have many
sophisticated features which make the programs revolutionary for the home micro market.

Gemini Marketing Limited confidently recommend the programs to serious commercial
owners of the BBC B micro as software capable of making an enormous contribution to

business efficiency and profitability at minimal cost, since it requires no expensive second
processor in order to achieve the advantages of integrated accounting. 1

INDEPENDENT PRESS COMMENTS
John Vogler reporting in December 1984 edition of A & B Computing' said of Gemini Integrated

Accounting when comparing to Peartree, Micro Aid, Software for All. Acornsoft Mirle and Sage -

This is the newest and most exciting To have achieved a substantial degree of integration, very rapid file

access and respectably large file sizes, without the use of a second processor, is a fine achievement As one

would expect from GEMINI, the individual modules are eminently professional and for the first time present

the single processor BBC as a viable small business computer ... GEMINI have produced a superb product

superb examples of the programmer s art
*

INVOICING & SALES LEDGER
The Gemini Sales Ledger and Invoicing program will produce invoices and statements for customers and

enable a tight control over credit procedures to be maintained by producing aged debtors reports, and by

keeping current information concerning customer accounts

The module can be used independently or interfaced with the Gemini Nominal Ledger and Stock Control

modules, and offers the following advantages: • Maintains open-item sales ledger. • Comprehensive

customer Master File maintained in memory • Choice of fixed and free format invoices • Integrates with

Gemini Nominal Ledger and Stock Control modules • Pnnts invoices, invoice copies, statements and credit

notes • Reports include: Aged Debtors, Sales Daybook Sales analysis by user defined code. VAT analysis.

Audit trail giving copy details of all transactions. • Automatic updating of sales ledger • Comprehensive

accounting controls including period end close down routines and full audit trail for all transactions

• Examine customer status by file enquiry to screen or printer showing year to date activity. • Trade and

settlement discount terms definable for each customer • Caters for up to 5 rates of VAT • Can hold up to 135

customers on 40 track disk system and up to 610 customers on a 80 track disc per Sales Ledger hie •

Comprehensive analysis of invoices over unlimited, user definable sales codes Price £69 95.

PURCHASE LEDGER
Used independently or interfaced with the Gemini Nominal Ledger, the program maintains a complete hie for

each supplier, records amounts outstanding at any time, helps to determine which invoices are payable, and

payment dates for the claiming of discounts Among this modules many features are the following

• Automatic posting of suppliers' invoices to Purchase Ledger • Comprehensive analysis of invoices over

unlimited, user definable expense headings • Comprehensive accounting controls including period end

close down routines with posting reports, and full audit trail facilities at appropriate stages of processing,

• Full integration with Gemini Nominal Ledger module. • Purchase invoices and credit notes easily processed

• Supplier hie held in memory, with full details of each supplier • Maintains open item purchase Ledger

• Management of invoices due for payment within cash restraints. • Maximum number of suppliers on 40
track disk system of 135 and maximum of 610 suppliers on 80 track disk system per Purchase Ledger file

B . _ _ __ ,
__ 169.95

NOMINAL LEDGER
This is the central module of the Integrated Accounting system and may also be used independently as a

Cash Book or interfaced with the Sales and Purchase Ledgers and payroll programs It includes the following

mam features • 143 Nominal accounts all of which are user definable • Posting of transactions from Sales

and Purchase Ledgers and Payroll modules. • Full Cash Book facilities. • Print out of full Trading and Profit

and Loss Account and Balance Sheet together with notes to the accounts • Full accounts may be produced

for whatever penod chosen by the user • Comprehensive accounting controls including period end close

down routines and complete audit trail for all transactions • Journal feature for adjustments between

accounts and correction of book keeping errors. • Reports include: Account Master File showing complete

code listing. Cash Book entry details Journal printouts Trial Balance Trading and Profit and Loss Account with

notes Balance Sheet with notes. Audit Trail Enquiry for all accounts. • Account enquiry showing movements
over the period under review including opening balance, penod end adjustments and closing balance

• Account posting masks allow conversion of analysis codes set up in other modules into selected

user-defined Nominal Ledger codes. Price £69.95

PAYROLL
This program provides a full range of controls over the different aspects of Payroll Accounting icludmg

tax and other deductions. It can be used independently, or interfaced with the Gemini Nominal Ledger, and

offers the following facilities • Employee file maintained in memory, contaimg: Name, address, sex. marital

status, National Insurance Number and contribution type, date of birth, personnel number, department, date

employment commenced, all applicable tax codes, whether week 1 or month 1 applicable, hourly or salaned,

pay cycle, payment type (cash, cheque or direct transfer). WYE reference number, previous name, bank

details. • Supports weekly, fortnightly four weekly or monthly employees • Company master file containing:

Name, address, bank account number and name, bank name and branch, WYE reference • Produces cash

analysis of note and coinage to suit requirements. • Employee pay details include: Gross pay and tax paid to

date both current and previous employer National Insurance contribution for employer and employee Five

rates of overtime per employee Up to 12 standard and 5 non standard pay elements per employee Basic

pay Hourly rate • Reports include: Payroll reconciliation, Payslips, Coinage analysis. Cheque and bank giro

list, Payroll masterfile, Departmental analysis. • Relevant data to complete Inland

Revenue forms including: Pll, P35. P45, P14/P60. • Maximum 98 employees on 40 —
track disk system and 198 employees on 80 tracksystem per Payroll file I""""""""

Price £69.95

STOCK CONTROL
A program providing full control over every aspect of stockholding operations

which can be interfaced with the Gemini Sales Ledger and Invoicing program, this

module includes the following features and routines: • Inventory Master File holding

details of part number, selling and cost price, sales and product code, current stock,

location of stock, allocated items, re-order level, quantity on order, current period

activity and supplier code. • Permits four types of transactions - sales, returns,

receipts and adjustments • Part enquiry routines for any stock item. • Reports

include: Part catalogue, giving stock sales and cost values Re-order report Evaluation

stocks list, giving stock sales and cost values Dormant parts report Delete parts

report. Stock usage report. Stocktaking sheet Stock audit report sorted into part

sequence and transaction type and date • Screen prompt when item falls below the

minimum re order level • Directly interfaces with Sales Ledger to enable automatic

generation of product details for invoice production and adjustment of stock records.

• Maximum 980 part numbers on 40 track disk and 1980 on 80 track disk per stock file.

Price £69 96
Gemini Midi Maxi Offices, sole distributors to the trade -

NEW
LOW
PRICE

Includes 1 year software support

Special Hardware/Software OFFER
Having arranged bulk hardware purchasing discounts, Gemini is now able to offer complete
systems of hardware and software offering unequalled value for money. We offer a choice of

hardware only or hardware with software as follows:-

OEAL*!
oBCS'ISTEMc°mP''

S"'&'

•.ssss-—**:

&&&**•'***

MS-DOS
version

soon.

,u pleasesssxst*

• ODD'
\ntegratea

• QataGem
database

^^ 5 MODULES

:Sssgl.w»-3SS5SSi

'

USUAL — If not ordering by telephone,

please use this order form to order any item on
this page, or three preceeding pages. Please state your require-

ments clearly, and whether you require 40 or 80 track format when ordering disks.

Please allow 7 days for delivery.

hardware items.

Centre5oft Ltd
Unit 10, \ The Parkway Industrial Centre, Heneage Street. Birmingham,

B7 4LY. Tel: 021 359 3020. (Mail order to Gemini).

24 hour CREDITCARD HOTLINE -AMEX/ACCESS only -0395-265165
All stated prices include VAT and post/packing,

lo: Gemini Marketing Ltd., Gemini House, EXMOUTH EX8 4RS

Please supply.

Name,

Address _

Cheque/POs value £_ _ enclosed, or please debit my Access/Amex no._

Signature

Export/Trade enquiries and Local Authority POs welcome.
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FLEET
STREET

CITY OF LONDON EC4

A QUICKTOURROUND THE
DEPARTMENTS
Each Fleet Street Editor page is constructed as a series

of panels, with up to 8 panels per A4 page. Here’s where
you construct those panels:

Welcome to the world ofpersonal
publishing on yourBBC Micro!

FLEET STREET EDITOR gives

you everything you need to produce
professional-looking printed materials

-in one package!

The different stages in newspaper and
other types of print production

processes are represented by the six

different ‘departments’ in the

program. By following these stages

through the program and
comprehensive manual, you can blend

text and graphics to produce printed

materials for a wide range of

applications.

Whatever information you want to

communicate, FLEETSTREET
EDITOR will make your task easier

and more enjoyable. . . and save you
money!

That’s right -FLEETSTREET
EDITOR not only provides you with a

complete publishing package. As part

of the package, you also receive

valuable money-offcoupons for

Cumana disk drives and Touch-Pads
and for Mannesmann-Tally dot-matrix

printers.

All this forjust £39. 95 including VAT!

GRAPHICS LIBRARY
200K (about 600 pieces) of ready-to-

use art - illustrations, symbols, and

display typefaces which can be

incorporated into your own work.

COPYDESK
Input your text here, using either the

program’s word processor or existing

View or Wordwise files, and watch it

wrap automatically round your

graphics. Use different fonts, too.

PREVIEWAND PRINT
Preview a reduced representation of

your completed page on screen,

approve it, and send it to your printer

using one of the built-in printer-

drivers - you can write your own, too.

STUDIO
Where you modify existing art from

the Library or your own collection, or

create your own. All the graphics in

the Library were created here.

PAGE MAKE-UP
Define the format for your page and

construct it from the catalogue of

panels you’ve built up. Some panels

are provided ready-made for you to

experiment with.

ADMINISTRATION
Set up the program to suit your

system configuration, format disks,

integrate graphics from any Mode 4

program, and further manipulate

Fleet Street Editor files.
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AND PICTURES
In any way you wish — together

If you f in

d

your self in
Che neweeheet
ho tee at . .

.

:treet Editor
personal pub-

I
package you

regular, XS? of
course, with fancy

Missel (L 6 ciitss &T Sties
in your text.

\

i

K

THE FIRST EDITION
Publication: January 23rd 1986

The minimum equipment you need to become a FLEET
STREETEDITOR is:

^ BBC Model B with disk interface

40 track single-sided disk drive

Dot matrix printer capable of 640 dot bit image

mode and true descenders

Monochrome monitor or TV

ORDERS Please tick

1 would like to order FLEET STREET EDITOR.
My disk system is as follows:

I enclose my cheque No for £39. 95 OR
Please debit my Access/Visa account no.

You can configure the program to any type of drive

combination via the Administration department.

FLEET STREET EDITOR is supplied on two disks - one
containing the program and one containing the graphics

library'. These are formulated in different ways for different

drive configurations, so take care when ordering or buying
FLEET STREET EDITOR that it matches your current

system. Upgrades are available.

The registration card supplied in the back of the manual,

when completed and returned to us, will ensure you receive

details of new software designed to enhance your FLEET
STREET EDITOR.
Complete the coupon and return it to us for a detailed

brochure or to place a firm order. FLEET STREET
EDITOR should also be available from good software

stockists evervwhere.

Signature

Please allow 21 days for delivery

INFORMATION Please lick

Please send your detailed brochure on i—

i

FLEET STREET EDITOR L-J

Name

Address

Post code

MIRRORSOFT LTD, FREEPOST BS4382, Paulton,

Bristol BS185BR
xg

MIRRORSOFT LTD FREEPOST BS4382, Paulton, Bristol BS18 5BR (no stamp needed)
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• Does your micro chat to 70,000 people across the UK?

• Can your micro interview pop stars, hackers and doyennes

of the computer industry?

• Can your micro provide the answer to your technical and

software problems?

• Could your micro send and receive telex’s worldwide?

• Does your micro do your shopping for you-and have it

delivered to your door?

• Is your micro an answering machine, delivering your

private mail whenever you log-on?

NO? Shame!

To: Micronet 800, 8 Herbal Hill, London EC1
Please send me a brochure on Micronet 800

Name

Address.

Micronet 800

8 Herbal Hill, London EC1R 5EJ

Telephone: 01-278 3143

L
Age Micro

Telephone No

AC JAN ’86
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BBC Mod B Plus - 64K
BBC Mod Plus with Econet
BBC Mod B Plus with

DFS and Econet
BBC Mod B Plus - 64K
with 64K Upgrade Kit

BBC Mod B Plus - 128K

CSX lOO(IOOK) 1 x 40 Track Single

Sided Drive Excluding PSU £95.00
CSX 400 (400K) 1 x 80 Track Double

Sided Drive Excl. PSU £1

1

0.00

CDX 800S (800K) 2 x 80 Track Double

Sided Drive Excl. PSU £1 85.00
CS 400 (400 K) 1 x 80 Track Double

Sided Drive Incl. PSU £1 30.00

CD 800S (800K) 2 x 80 Track Double

Sided Drive Incl. PSU £229.00

SPECIAL OFFER
of the month £229.00

MITSUBISHI 400 K Single Drives

Cased 40/80 Track Switchable

£99.00

THE BEST NAME IN

MEMORY - SPECIAL PRICES

“CUMANA”

r D0T MATR,X PRINTERS T
The new Centronics GLP Printer with

’ 50 CPS and NLQ £113.00

The new Seikosha Printer with

100 CPS and NLQ1000A £199.00

Just arrived Seikosha GP50
Graphics Printer.

Seikosha GP50A(Parallel) £69.00
Seikosha GP50S (Inc. Spectrum
Printer Interface & Cables £69.00
Kaga KP810(NLQ) £269.00
Kaga KP 910 (NLQ) £379.00 1

Canon PW 1080A(NLQ) £269.00 1

Canon PW 1 156A £379.00 1

Star SG 10 £249.00
Star SG 15 £389.00
Epson LX 80 £229.00
Epson FX 80 £365.00
Epson FX 100 F/T £495.00
Brother EP 44 £228.00
Shinwa CP 80A £189.00
MP 165 £240.00
Juki 5100

\
£269.00

J
[ BARGAIN BUY s

The new Citizen 120D with 120 CPS 1

and 25 CPS NLQ. Tractor and friction
"

Green Screen
Phillips BM7522

£79 00

Amber Screen
Kaga KX1201G

£95 00

Hi-Res Green
Kaga KX1203A

£103.00

Ultra Hi-Res Amber

COLOUR MONITORS

£120 00

Microvitec 1431 Std Res £212.00

Microvitec 1451 Med Res £275.00

Microvitec 1441 High Res
Microvitec 2030 CS20

£420 00

Std Res * £435.00

Microvitec 1431AP 1

Std Res
Microvitec 1451 AP

£228 75

Med Res
Kaga RGB Vision 1112

'

£320.00

High Res
Kaga RGB Vision III 12'

£258.00

Ultra High Res £365.00

PhilNpsCM 8501
Std Res Monitor with grey glass

screen RGB and audio input.

Only £199.00

/i//lV
Philli PsCM8533
Medium Res monitor with dark

glass etched screen composite video

inputRGB'andaudioinput £259.00

TV MONITORS
.^u/PhiHips 1 1 14 Colour TV/Monitor

/Y^with 1
4" tube offering 1

0

preselect channels. RF CVBSand RGB
inputs. £209.00

feed standard. IBM and Epson
compatible with full Two Year Warranty.

The BBC Plus all in one Word
Processing Package contains a 64K
BBC Plus. View 3.0 WP. Hi-Res Green
Screen Monitor, 800K Dual Drives,

Quendata Printer. Box of Discs, and all

the necessary leads and cables

housed in a strongly constructed, high

impact ABS unit colour matched to the

BBC micro giving your BBC Micro

System the professional PC look.

Special Offer £999.00

1 Citizen 120D £189.00-

f

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS

Brother HR1

5

£349.00
Quendata DWP 1 120 £199.00
Juki 6 100 £319.00
Juki 2200 £275.00
Juki 6300 £799.00

COLOUR PRINTERS
Canon PJ1080A £440.00

PLOTTERS
Penman Plotter (complete

with utilities and cables) £235.00

v J

r
A-B Upgrade £110.00
Acorn DFS Interface £89.00
Econet Interface £49.00
Speech Interface (Special

Offer) £25.00
64K upgrade Kit £39.95
17/70 Upgrade Kit £49.95
ADFS ROM £29.95

J

Once again TCL has answered a

special need of all BBC Computer
users with the new mushroom
workstation - no more untidy wiring or

pulled plugs. Transforms your system

into a handsome console unit.

Features include.

Advanced Cable Management
Twin 400K Mitsubishi Slimline

Drives switchable from 40 to 80
Track with Status Indicator LED's
On board regulated 4 Amp power
supply with overload protection

Mains Input Filter for clean

power supply.

Filtered power to the 3 Take-off

sockets at rear for Micro, Monitor

and Printer.

MUSHROOM WORKSTATION
At a Special Price of £349.00 me. VAT

Those people already owning disc

drives can have them fitted into the

Workstation. Prices on request.

RAMAMP RA20+44
The RA20+44 board has 20K of RAM
addressed from&3000 to&7FFF when
switched on with ‘VIDEO. This will in

effect give you back 20K of RAM if you
are using say MODE O. There is also 2

slots of sideways RAM from &8000 to

&BFFF which can be used for ROM
based software. There is a further 1 2K
of RAM from &8000 to &AFFF which

can not be used as sideways RAM. This

is the situation in the BBC+ and it

means in effect that this board will turn

your BBC into a BBC -I- as far as the

VIDEO and the extra 12K RAM is

concerned. One can read and write to

this 1 2K RAM in the same way as the

BBC+ does. We offer this RAM as a

printer buffer

RA20+44 £79.00
Write protect kit £5.00

RAMAMP RA32N
The RAM/ROM board has 6 slots of

ROM and 2*1 6K of sideways RAM that

is addressed from &8000 to &BFFF.

THIS EXTRA RAM IS NOT AN
EXTENSION OF MEMORY FOR
BASIC.
RA32N £59.00

WPK/N £5-00

RAMAMP RAMI

6

The 16K RAM BOARD (RAMI 6) is a

sideways RAM board which plugs into

any spare ROM slot. It is addressed
from &8000 to &BFFF THIS EXTRA
RAM IS NOT AN EXTENSION OF
MEMORY FOR BASIC. A write protect

switch can be fitted. Any utility can be

•LOADed into the RAM directly from

Disc with the command 'LOAD
’•FILENAM" 8000 RETURN This can

be done wherever the board is fitted,

the slot need not be specified

RAMI 6 £32.00
WPK/RAM16 £2.50

RAMAMP ROM6S
The ROM board has 6 slots of ROM
(ROM6). Each slot can accommodate
any 8K or 16K ROM. One can NOT fit

RAM at a later date

The board is fully buffered

The board is compatible with all D.D.D.

Controllers, RAVEN 20 and indeed our

own RA20+44. Itiscompatiblewiththe

SOLIDISC 1 6/32 K or 64K sideways

ram board.

ROM6S £32.00

RAMAMP RA32 +
The RAM/ROM board has 4 slots of

ROM and 2*1 6Kof sideways RAM that

is addressed from &8000 to &BFFF.

THIS EXTRA RAM IS NOT AN
EXTENSION OF MEMORY FOR
BASIC.
RA32+ £58.00
WPS+ £5.00

The RAMAMP boards come
complete with RAM inclusive in the

price and are fully buffered. Fitting

takes only a few minutes. No
soldering required. No bits of the

I/O port are used. All bits of the I/O

port are yours. Free software is

available. Write protect switch can
be fitted if required.

A

RAVEN 20
The RAVEN 20 is a 20K RAM
Expansion board for the BBC Micro
Model B fitted with O S 1.2.

The RAVEN Board provides the user

with an extra 20K of usable RAM in

screen modes 0-3. This together with

the aid of software makes the system
completely transparent to both the

user andthecomputer^^^^49^0^^

30
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COMPUTER
BBC Dust Cover Vinyl

BBC Dust Cover Plastic

Quickshot II Joystick + l/F

Data Recorder complete
with BBC Lead

DISC STORAGE
10 x 5’/4 Library Case
15 x 5V4 Flip-N-File

70 x 5’/* Lockable

PRINTER ACCESSORIES
TRACTOR ADAPTORS
FX80
1X80
Juki 6300
Juki 6100
Quendata DWP 1 120
Brother HR 15

SHEET FEEDERS
Juki 6300
Juki 6100
Quendata DWP 1120
Brother HR 15
Printer Leads from

RIBBONS
LX 80
MX100/FX100
MX/FX80
GP80
GP100
GP250
KAGA KP80
1080

Brother HR15 M/S
Brother HR1 5 Carbon
Juki 6 100
Oki 80/82
Riteman

GLP

£2.00
£5.95
£9.95

£33.00
£2300

£129.00
£129.00
£114.00
£95.00

£183.00
£183.00
£165.00
£212 00

£8.00

£5.50
£11.50
£5.50
£5.00
£5.70
£6.00
£6.50
£6.50
£4.50
£3.30
£4.20
£2.35
£6.50
£3.99

SERIAL INTERFACES
Epson 8 1 43 £34 00
Juki £58 00
Canon £91.00
Kaga £85.00
Epson 8148 + 2 K Buffer £65.00

LISTING PAPER
irx9% 2000 £14.00
Epson 81118 £65.00
Teleprinter Roll £4 .50
Teleprinter Roll Holder £14.00

PRINTER LABELS
1000 90x36mm 1 across £5.70
1000 90x36mm 2 across £6.70
1000 90x36mm 3 across £7.70

MONITOR ACCESSORIES
Monitor Stands Wooden
plynth £11.50
Double plynth £21.00

BBC BOOKS
The Advanced User Guide £12.95
The Advanced BASIC ROM
User Guide £7 95
The BBC Micro ROM Book £9.95
Guide To The BBC ROM £9.95
Basic ROM User Guide £9.95
Disk Drive Projects for Micros £5.95
The Advanced Disk User Guide
For The BBC Micro £14.95
Get More From Your
Epson Printer £7 95
The Hackers Handbook £4.95
The Epson FX/KAGA Printer

Commands Revealed £5.95

EPROMS
2764 £2.20
27128 £3.95

RAMS
62 64 LP15 £3.95

1 DISC —
Double Sided Double Density

1 96 T.P.1 . Uses 3m media.
1 Guaranteed for life. Free Library Box 1

1 included £2000 1

J

\ Fast Repair Service for the BBC
1 Computer average charge
1 from £23 00
1 Printer Repairs from £20.00
1 Disc Drive repairs from £15 00
1 BBC COMPUTER SPARE PARTS

AND COMPONENTS
PSU £5900
Keyswitch £2.00
Complete Keyboard £59.00
Keyboard Connector £5.18
UHF Modulator £5.18
Video ULA £20.00
Serial ULA £16.00
6522 VIA £4.10
6502A 2 MHZ CPU £7 50
UPD7002 £17.25
6845SP Crt Con £7.50
SAA5050 Teletext £10.35
LM324 £0.50
6522A 2 MHZ VIA £633
8271 £52.00
74LS123 £0.46
74LS00 £0.28
74LS04 £0.28
74LS10 £0.28
7438 £0.46
74LS163 £0.86
74LS244 £0.92
74LS245 £1.27
74LS375 £1 04

y

View Index £14.95
View Printer Driver

Generator £11.50
Hi-View £59 00
Acornsoft Database £15.00
Clares Betabase
40/80 Track £23.00
Clares Graph Disc
40/80 Track £12.95
Clares Replica II Disc
Copier 40/80 Track £11.95
Clares The Key
40/80 Track £12.95
Microtext Disc £59.85
Beebugsoft Design £19.00
Beebugsoft Masterfile II £19.00
Beebugsoft Teletext Disc £12.00
Beebugsoft Sprites Disc £12.00
Beebugsoft Discmaster £1900
Beebug Billboard Disc £1900
Beebug Quickcalc Disc £15.00
Beebug “Hershey"
Font Disc £15.00
Beebug Paintbox II Disc £12.00
Gemini DDD Base £28.00
Gemini DDD Calc £28.00
Gemini DDD Plot £28.00

X

FIRMWARE
Acorn View Word Processor
Acorn View Sheet
Acorn Logo ROM
Acorn ISO Pascal
Acorn BCPL
Comconcept
Wordwise Word
Processor
Wordwise Plus

Intersheet

Disc Doctor
Prmtmaster (Epson)
Prmtmaster (Star)

Caretaker
Graphics ROM
Communicator
Accelerator

Gremlin Debug ROM
Interchart

Beebug
Toolkit ROM
Sleuth ROM
Help ROM
Exmom II

Spellcheck II

Spellcheck Worldwise
Spellcheck View

Altra

Enigma Disc Imager
Tube Editor

Probe I

Basic Editor 2
Basic Editor I

First Aid II

Gemini
Datagem Database
Pace
Toolstar

Commstar
System ADE ROM
System Spy ROM
Edward User Pack
Edward Teacher Pack
BBC Ultracalc

BBC Toolbox
Clares B ROM

AMX MOUSE
and Software

AMX Mouse
AMX Pagemaker
AMX 3D 2icon
AMX Database
AMX XAM
The Original AMX Art

plus Utilities

AMX Paintpot

AMX Desk

£27 00
£29 00
£2500
£29 00
£31 00
£31 00
£31 00

£45.00
£45.00
£35.00
£35 00
£25 00
£19 00

£115.00

£33.00
£33.00
£60 00
£30 00
£44 00
£25 00
£69.00
£20.00
£32 00

£79.00
£49.95
£24.95
£24.95
£24.95

£14.95
£14.95
£24.95

NIGHTINGALE MODEM
Special Offer £1 30.00

Price includes Commstar ROM and
comprehensive manual.
Auto Dial/Auto Answer Board

£55.00
Auto Dial Utilities Disc £1 1 .00
OBBS Bulletin Software £23.00

MINOR MIRACLE WS2000
BT approved. Optional Computer
Control, Auto Dial Auto Answer
Options available

WS 2000 £148.00
Lead (BBC-modern) £7.50
Auto answer £34.00
Auto dial £34.00
Data beeb £28.75
Communications ROM includes Full

Prestel Facility and control of WS
200 Autodial Auto Answer 30 ARDS
DEMON
With its develishly clever features.
Auto Dial. Auto Redial Auto Answer
Full and Half Duplex European and
USA standards complete with Power
Supply Leads and Manuals Full Baud
Rates

DEMON with BBC ROM

DIAL DISC

£81.00

£4 95

OPEN
9AM - 6PM

MONDAY TO SATURDAY

You may purchase any of the items
listed by cheque made payable to
TWILLSTAR COMPUTERS LIMITED

All you have to do is to list your
requirements on a sheet of paper.
post it to us quoting ret

and we will despatch your goods
within 24 hours. Please add the
following amounts for Postage and
Packing:

Items below £10 00 add £1.50
Items Below £50 00 add £2.50
Items below £ 1 00 00 add £3.50
Items over £ 100 00 add £8.00

All prices include VAT at 1 5%
‘No Hidden Extras'

Access/Visa Card Holders:

Call us on our new Special Line

01-571 5938

<
TELEPHONE ORDERS

(01)574 5271

Telex Number 25247 attn TIL

Twillstar Computers
Limited

17 Regina Road. Southall. MIDDLESEX. UB2 5PL
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Inoneday
*i* Jr

youwill see the
nexttenyears at

the:

HI-TECHNOLOGY
and:

COMPUTERS
in:

EDUCATION

m.
If you are involved with education

at any level, a day at the High

Technology and Computers in

Education Exhibition will be a day

well spent. You can see and test

everything that’s new in teaching

aids, equipment and supplies.

The best the world has to offer

will be on display for you.

Compare specifications, collect

literature, get helpful advice from

over 200 exhibitors away from the

bustle of your day to day

activities.

Barbican Centre
22-25 January 1986

are a teacher or purchasing officer

this is your definitive showcase.

Wednesday: 1pm to 6pm
Thursday, Friday, Saturday:

1 0am to 6pm

Entrance is free to anyone working in

education and over 18 years of age. Just

clip the coupon below. To get the most

from the day book into the series of

seminars organised alongside the

exhibition in co-operation with the MEP.

The new techniques and

equipment cover the educational

world from primary school to

university, from classroom to

science laboratory. Whether you

The High Technology & Computers
in Education Exhibition

Editionscheme Ltd

HR House
447 High Road
Finchley

N12 OAF

j
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To: High Tech Exhibition, Editionscheme Ltd, HR House, 447 High Road, Finchley N12 OAF

Please send me (Qnty) FREE tickets for the High Technology and Computers in Education Exhibition.

Please send me seminar details

Name.

Establishment

Address

Postcode
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(1ICR0flEDIR iSppTef
0707 52698 or 0707 50913

Rydal Mount, Baker Street
Potters Bar, Herts EN6 2BP

UNBRANDED 5'A" DISCS

Lifetime warranty - hub rings - envelopes
- labels - write protect tabs.

PRICES PER BOX OF 10 1 Box 2 Bxs 3 Bxs

TPI Tracks

SS/DD 48 40 8.40 8.00 7.70

DS/DD 48 40 9.60 9.30 9.00

DS/DD 96 80 13.50 13.10 12.70

3M LIFETIME GUARANTEE
SS/DD 48 40 13.96 13.48 12.30

DS/DD 48 40 18.96 18.22 16.57

SS/DD 96 80 21.65 2078 1857
DS/DD 96 80 24.87 24.00 21 43

VERBATIM DATALIFE
SS/DD 48 40 14.28 13.75 12.85

DS/DD 48 40 19.10 18.45 17.30

SS/DD 96 80 20.30 19.41 18.50

DS/DD 96 80 25.30 24.00 21.58

NASHUA 5 YEAR GUARANTEE
SS/DD 48 40 11.85 11 40 11.00

DS/DD 48 40 14.75 14.50 14.15

SS/DD 96 80 17.50 16.45 15.00

DS/DD 96 80 19.20 18.05 17 00

CUMANA
DS/DD 96 80 19.40 18.20 16.90

Packed in SEE 10 library box

DISC CARE
5%" Head Cleaning Disk with 15ml cleaning

solution 5.88 5.57 5.25

DISC MAILERS
Price each 10 50 100

Rigid Cardboard

holds up to 3 discs 40p 30p 20p

COMPUTER LISTING PAPER
All paper plain, fanfold with micro pert edges
(except

#

) Price per 1DOX

Size Weight Boxed 1 Box 2 Bxs 3 Bxs

gsm Sheets

11 x 8V2 * 60 2000 13.50 11.82 11.00

11x9V2 60 2000 14.40 12.85 11.90

60 1000 8.55 7.70 6.90

80 2000 17.90 14.90 14.10

80 1000 10.30 8.90 8.00

12 x9Va 60 2000 15.30 13.40 12.60

60 1000 8.90 8.10 7.20

80 2000 18.50 15.90 15.00

80 1000 10.75 9.30 8.40

EXACT A4 70 2000 21.50 19.00 17.70

11% x 9V4 90 1000 13.70 12.00 11.00

EXACT A4 suitable for Fixed Tractor Feed

11%x9V2 80 1000 16.75 14.90 13.50

100 1000 25.50 23.20 21.30

COMPUTER LABELS
Continuous fanfold

sprocket fed labels

70x36
89x36
89x49
102x36

Price

1,000

5.20

5.80

7.80

6.10

per

2,000

470
5.30

7.10

5.50

1000

3.000

4.25

4.80

6.40

5.00

Please state no of labels across sheets (1 2 or 3)

LABELS ON 9V2 " BACKING SHEET FOR FIXED TRACTOR
89 x 36 6.60

89x49 8.60

102 x36 6.70

Also suitable 70 x 36 3 across

PRINTER RIBBONS
Price each per ribbon

ACORN AP 80

API 00

BROTHER HR 5

EP 44

M 1009

HR 15 M/S

HR Fabric

CANON PW 1156A/1080

CANON Red Brown Blue

CENTRONICS G L.P.

C. ITOH 851 0/85 10A

DAISYSTEP 2000 M/S

2000 Fabric

EPSON FX/MX/RX 80

Red Blue Brown

LX 80

LQ 1500

JUKI 6100 Multi-Strike

6100 Single Strike

2200 Fabric

2200 Single Strike

2200 Correctable

KAGA KP810/910

Red Blue Brown

M/TALLY MT 80

MT 85

1 34- 64-

3.65 3.35 3.10

3.65 3.35 3.10

3.00 2.80 2.50

2.40 2.20 2.00

4.00 3.70 3.40

3.90 3.60 3.30

390 3.60 3.30

5.40 490 4.50

640 5.80 5.30

4.00 3.70 3.40

4.00 3.65 3.35

3.45 3.10 2.80

4.90 4.50 4.10

3.50 3.25 3.00

4.60 4.25 3.85

3.80 3.45 3.10

4.75 4.40 4.00

2.85 2.65 2.45

1.70 1.55 1.40

3.50 3.35 3.10

3.00 2.75 2.65

3.30 3.05 2.80

5.40 490 4.50

640 5.80 5.30

4.55 4.20 3.85

6.30 5.90 5.50

100/110/120/160 5.25 4.85 4.40

130/140/180 5.30 4.95 4.60

NEC PC 8023

OKI MICROLINE 80/82/83

182

PANASONIC KPXUO
QUENDATA 2000 MS

2000 Fabric

SEIKOSHA GP 80

GP 100/250

GP 500

SHINWA CP 80 M/S

SILVER REED EXP500 MS
Fabric

SMITH CORONA
EL 1000/2000 M/S 9.10 8.00 7.50

Fabric 3.50 3.25 3.00

EL 1000/2000 Correctable 5.10 4.75 4.40

STAR GEMINI 1 Ox/ 15x 1.70 1.60 1.45

RADIX 10 5.95 5.50 5.10

WALTERS WM 80 M/S 4.55 4.20 3.85

WM 80 Fabric 4.60 4.30 3.95

If the ribbon you require is not listed

ring 0707 52698 and let us quote

4.00 3.65 3.35

1.70 1.60 1.45

9.65 9.00 8.40

1060 9.90 9.35

3.45 3.10 2.80

490 4.50 4.10

3.65 3.35 3.10

3.65 3.35 3.10

4.40 4.10 3 80

4.55 4.20 3.85

4.50 4.25 3.95

4.10 3.80 3.50

PRINTER LEAD
Centronics lead to connect BBC Micro to Epson Kaga
Canon etc 1 mtr-6.50

2 mtr-8.50

£12.50
MM 100N

5V4 x 100

Brown smoked Tilt lid
static

with LOCK. High impact cream plastic base,

easy access handle for opening and carrying.

£10.00

Black smoked plastic Tilt lid with LOCK
High impact black plastic base. Anti-static.

£8.50

Brown smoked Tilt lid with LOCK High
impact cream plastic base, easy access
handle for opening and carrying. Anti-static.

Black smoked plastic Tilt lid with LOCK
High impact black plastic base. Anti-static

Plastic Library Case

5V4 x 1

0

£1.60

£5.60
5V4 X 30
Brown smoked Tilt lid.

Cream plastic base

• Large stocks of all products. •
• 24-hour despatch. •
• Quantity discounts available. •

Educational and HMG orders accepted.

Trade enquiries.

Personal callers welcome.

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF POSTAGE & PACKING

Please add VAT at 15%

24-Hour .

dit Card
Orders

Credit Card Q7Q7 52698
-flirPfl !

T!!~! ?/£?-mrpn /'/Cp/o_miron memo^miron memo
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SOLIDISKFOURMEG
BOARDS MAKETHEBBC
MICROONEOETHE
FASTESTMACHINES
YOUCANBUY
Fit your BBC micro with a Solidisk Four Meg board, and run the PCW
BASIC benchmarks in 7.13 seconds, and the PCW Spreadsheet
benchmark (with Inter-Sheet) at 312 cells/second.

I

f you are serious about your business throughput or your“Elite" status, pheck the effect

of Solidisk Four Meg boards. They use a totally new concept for expanding your BBC
micro, both in RAM/ROM capacity and in speed.

The newer ROMs have more capacity, 32k as used in the BBC Plus and 64k as in the
Communicator. They are also faster and consume far less power than the older 16k and
8k ROMs.

There are four high-capacity Sideways ROM sockets on a Solidisk Four Meg board. You
can use a 64k chip in one of them and 32k chips in the other three. Together with the four
ROM sockets on the BBC motherboard, you can then fit up to 224k of Sideways ROM into

your BBC computer.

Sideways RAM and Shadow RAM haven’t been forgotten. The Solidisk Four Meg board
can have them too. You can choose either zero or 32k of RAM. The latter can be used
either as Shadow RAM or as two banks of Sideways RAM.

Thus, the Solidisk FourMeg boards offer more capacity and yet occupy
less space than other boards offering only Sideways ROM/RAM expansion.

In addition, the new Solidisk 256k board offers the Four Meg feature, together with up to

eight banks of Shadow RAM and eight banks of Sideways RAM.

But the real plus feature is speed. The Solidisk Four Meg boards make the BBC micro
outstandingly fast.

They have a switchable 2 or 4 MegaHertz superfast CMOS 6502 processor. At 4 MHz, the
machine can produce up to twice the throughput of a standard BBC B, BBC Plus 64k or

BBC Plus 128k. Witness the PCW BASIC and Spreadsheet benchmarks.

Compared with a standard IBM-PC (17.6 sec) and a standard BBC micro (14.6 sec), a
Solidisk Four Meg board enables the BBC to run the BASIC benchmark in just 7.13

seconds, putting it amongst the fastest micros that you can buy today.

It is comfortably ahead of a BBC with the Acorn 6502 Second Processor (9.58 sec), and
only marginally slower than an IBM-PC AT (TM) (7.11 sec) and a BBC with the Acorn
32016 Cambridge Co-Processor (6.88 sec).

Using Computer Concepts Intersheet to run the Spreadsheet benchmark for speed of

recalculation, the Solidisk Four Meg boards enable the BBC to achieve the highest
published score amongst microcomputers: it can recalculate more than 24 rows * 13
columns per second (312 cells/sec) by comparison with LOTUS 1-2-3 (89 cells/sec.) or

even SYMPHONY (TM) on the IBM-PC (97 cells/sec).

Besides serious applications, the Solidisk Four Meg boards are simply great for

computer games. You should just see the stunning graphics and response at 4MHz to

realise how good your BBC Micro is. If you don't believe us,

Just tryAcornsoft’s Elite orRevswith it!

IBM-PC AT is registered trademark of IBM Corp.

1-2-3 and Symphony are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corp.

SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, 17 SWEYNE AVE, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS2 6JQ. TEL SOUTHEND-ON-SEA (0702) 354674.

The!!

T he basic Four Meg boarc

costs £30.00 inclusive

of VAT.

The 32k version comes with

software in ROM and on 5

diskettes, and costs £69.00

inclusive of VAT.

The Solidisk Four Meg boards
are intended for the BBC
Model B only and can be used
with existing Solidisk

Sideways RAM boards.

However, they are not

compatible with any other

Sideways RAM/ROM boards,

or Shadow RAM boards—
which they can replace.

The Solidisk Four Meg boards
are securely mounted on the

original processor socket, and
the additional connections
may be made either by sprung
clips or by soldering.

The sideways ROMs and
RAMs built onto the BBC
motherboard are not

switchable to 4 MHz.



Solidisk

256K.Board
Largest and fastest in the range of memory upgrades for the

BBC computer is the Solidisk 256k board. This has 256k of

RAM, four high-capacity ROM sockets and a superfast 4 MHz
6502 processor. Both the 256k of RAM and the four ROM
sockets can run either at 2, or at 4 MHz — twice the speed
of the standard BBC B or the B Plus.

It comes with Wordwise Plus, the best-selling wordprocessor

from Computer Concepts, and the Solidisk 32k Manager

ROM. This latter can allocate the RAM between Shadow
RAM, which acts like that on the BBC Plus, Sideways RAM,
for holding images of ROM software, and a RAM disc, which

can be of up to 200k.

The Hardware
The 256k RAM is divided into eight banks of 32k bytes, which

can each be used as Sideways RAM or as Shadow RAM.
Shadow RAM is usually 20k, but may be increased to 30k, to

enlarge the RAM available to the user — eg to hold a bigger

document or worksheet.

Sideways RAM is usually 1 6k, but can be 31 k to increase the

amount of code held in a single bank. Software which

occupies two ROM slots in a standard machine may now be

re-written into a single ROM slot, thus becoming shorter in

size and faster in operation.

If need be, each bank can be shared between the two, i.e. the

bottom as Shadow and the top as Sideways RAM, the border

line being controlled by the application software.

The four high-capacity ROM sockets on the 256k board can
accept chips of any size from 8 to 64k. 32k chips can be

configured either as 31 k of continuous code or two
independent levels of 16k; "resident” and “backup” (this latter

being compatible with the BBC Plus). 64k chips can be

divided similarly; one resident — again of either 16 or 31 k —
and the rest as backups.

The processor is switchable between 2 and 4 MHz. At 4 MHz,

the machine can produce up to twice the throughput of a

standard BBC B, or B Plus, 64 or 128k.

Tlie ManagerKOM
This enables the 256k RAM board to be used for VDU screen

record/playback, printer/sound buffer, Basic variable storage,

or as a RAM disk.

The Manager ROM also contains a toolkit of programming
utilities to list variables, edit, find and exchange strings,

check, move, salvage, expand, join and renumber programs,

load, save and set function keys, report program status, turn

cursor and sound on/off, set sound volume etc.

Shadow RAM may be selected by ’SHADOW, followed by a

mode change, or by FX1 1 4, 1 28 to FX1 1 4, 255, exactly as on
the BBC B Plus. However on the latter, arguments 128to255all

select the same, single Shadow RAM bank, while on the

Solidisk 256k board, they can select between up to 128

Shadow RAM banks (if they exist).

As with the earlier Solidisk SWR32, 64 and 128, a group of

Sideways RAM banks can be used as a RAM DISC — now of

up to 200k. RAM disc is set up by ’RAMDISK <drive>. This

stimulates a disc drive, now under not only the Solidisk 2.0

DFS but also — for the first time — ADFS. This operates faster

than even the Solidisk Winchester.

The Manager ROM makes the 256k board even more
versatile. RCAT displays both “resident” and "backup”
firmware. Resident firmware includes all ROMs installed in

the BBC motherboard, plus all Sideways RAM banks
containing ROM images. The command SELECT causes

code to be copied from a backup to a Sideways RAM bank,

thus making it "resident”.

These features provide potential for further developments in

software for the BBC Micro — including integrated suites of

business applications, such as Computer Concepts’ "Inter-”

family.

Willi the most useful RAM capacity,
and the doubled speed, tlie Solidisk
256k hoard is perfect for the
present, while having huge
potential for the future.

Prices, inclusive ofVAT
The 256k board comes with the Wordwise Plus ROM and
manuals, and Solidisk Manager ROM and manual.

Outright £175.00

Upgrade from SWR 32 £123.00

Upgrade from SWR 64 £89.00

Upgrade from SWR1 28 £75.00

The 256k boards are securely mounted on the original

processor socket, and the additional connections may be

made either by sprung clips or by soldering.



THE SOLIDISK

-

DISC SOLUTIONS
S

olidisk can offer you the widest possible choice in hardware and in software. Our 1770
and 1770+8271 disc interfaces are of the finest design, and supported by excellent
software. Solidisk DFS and ADFS are highly acclaimed by BBC experts. Our 80-track

double-sided floppy disc and high-capacity Winchester drives are the fastest and have
the lowest power consumption. The quality of support and the competence of our 90+Local
Experts and technicians are unquestionable. So when you shop around, insist on the
Solidisk label.

The Solidisk 1770 Disk Interface
The Solidisk 1 770 Double Density Disk I nterface enables the standard BBC B computer to
use floppy disc drives. It has only four components, which are easily fitted by novice and
expert alike.

The Solidisk 1770 Double-Density Disc Upgrade (Issue 2) is now fully compatible with the
Acorn 1770 DNFS and the Acorn ADFS ROMs.

The Solidisk 1770+8271 Disc Interface
In order to enjoy double density operation, as well as retaining maximum software
compatibility with older disc software (which only runs with the 8271 ), you can now fit the
Solidisk 1770+8271 Disc Interface. You can select either the 8271 or the 1770 at a flick of a
switch.

It is intended for the BBC Model B already fitted with an 8271 Disc Upgrade, and plugs into
the 8271 socket, with the 8271 being transferred to the new board. The Solidisk 1770+8271
Disc Interface (Issue 2) is now fully compatible with the Acorn 1770 DNFS and the Acorn
ADFS ROMs.

The Solidisk 2.0 Disc Filing System ROM
This ROM can be used with either 8271 or 1770 Disc Interfaces (Acorn or Solidisk). It has
every facility that you would expect, such as disc formatter and verifier, automatic 40/80
track switching, single/double density sensing and programmable track stepping (to suit
almost any type of disc drive).

Additional features and utilities include unlimited file catalogue, Read-After-Write (for
higher reliability), text editor, memory editor, disc sector editor, whole disc copier, tape-to-
disc, download, read and write a track and recover and restore sectors (for recovering
corrupted discs).

Even when working with the 1 770, it can run all Acornsoft games (such as Aviator, Elite,
Revs, Magic Mushroom etc), and most other protected disks (such as Castle Quest,
Island’s Music System etc.).

It also has several advantages over the Acorn 1770 DNFS ROM including:
1 ) The option of double-density operation, which gives 60% more storage capacity, i.e.

640k on a double-sided 80-track diskette, as opposed to only 400k.
2) A better emulation of the older 8271 floppy disk controller some protected disks (such
as the early versions of Acornsoft’s Elite game will not run with the Acorn 1770 DFS.

These features make the Solidisk 2.0 ROM the
most versatile DFS software you can buy.

The Solidisk Advanced Disc Filing System ROM
This ROM-set can be used on the BBC Plus and the BBC Model B fitted with a 1770 Disc
Interface (Acorn or Solidisk). It is available as an upgrade for your existing DFS ROM in

one 32k or two 1 6k ROMs.
The Solidisk ADFS was reviewed in A & B Computing, October 1985. Whilst comparable to

the Acorn ADFS, it is

designed for maximum DFS
software compatibility

(PAGE=& 1900 with one file

open).

The Solidisk ADFS will run

most software available for

the BBC computer, including

all Acornsoft languages and
the View family and
Computer Concepts
Wordwise and the Inter-

family.

Additional commands
include OPEN Cnumberof
files > to reset PAGE
appropriately, while MVDFS
and MVADFS provide direct

transfer of files between DFS
and ADFS discs.

The Solidisk ADFS is equally

convenient for use with

floppy and hard discs.

Utilities such as FORM40,
FORM80 (for single-sided

drives), FORM160 (for

double-sided, 80-track

drives), VERIFY are provided
for floppy discs, whilst BYE
used on a hard disc makes a
copy of the root directory, to

assist recovery in the event of

corruption.

The Advanced Disk Filing System
(ADFS) is now officially launched by
Acorn, and is already revolutionizing

software for the BBC Micro. The
Solidisk enhancements make it

obviously preferable.

Prices, inclusive ofVAT
2.0 DFS ROM and manual £10 00
ADFS+DFS ROM set and manual £20.00
Upgrade from 2.0 DFS to ADFS £10 00
1770 Disc Interface. 2.0 DFS ROM
and manual £45 00

1770 Disc Interface, ADFS. DFS ROMs
and manual £55.00
1770+8271 Disc Interface. 2 0 DFS ROM
and manual £50.00

1770+8271 Disc Interface. ADFS. DFS
ROMs and manual £60 00



Solidisk
Disc Drives
S

olidisk 5.25 inch disc drives are of the latest

half-height design, with 80 tracksand double-sided,
giving a capacity of 1 Megabyte (unformatted).

Features such as automatic spin-up, steel band
positioning and a new head mounting system ensure
correct centering, consistent tracking performance and
long service life of the disc.

The use of a direct-drive motor and the latest VLSI
circuitry results in exceptionally low operating noise and
power consumption. Therefore two such drives can be
powered reliably by the BBC micro.

They are enclosed in strong steel casings, coloured in

elegant beige, to protect the high-precision mechanism.
The power and data leads are fitted with appropriate
connectors, to suit the BBC computer.
With each disk drive purchase, Solidisk provide five

volumes of useful software, each on a separate diskette,

and a User Manual.

Volume 1

Solidisk Word Processor and Spelling Checker, with
English dictionary. You enter by *WP <filename>, and
then start typing. Wordstar-like commands make it

easier to use than Wordwise, View or Scribe. What you
see on the screen is what will be printed. The most

useful commands are displayed at the top of the 80
column screen. It provides on-screen justification,

automatic margin, insert/overwrite, search and replace,

word count, word frequency count, free space,
'commands and page numbering. Block operations
include move, delete, copy, print, load to cursor. The
Solidisk Word Processor has the unusual ability to

spellcheck your document without leaving it, simply by
typing Control-U.

Volume 2
This contains the Solidisk Database. It uses an 80-

column display, is completely menu-driven, can be
easily customised and allows datafiles as large as the
filing system permits.

You enter the database with Shift-Break, and select one
of the 15 options, each leading to a sub-menu. Datafiles

, can have an unlimited number of records, each with up
to 15 fields of up to 60 characters. You can search, sort,

view, print using tabulation, print labels, print forms, edit

and delete, calculate on fields, merge databases,
mailmergeetc.

Volume 3
This contains the Solidisk spreadsheet. Also using 80-

column display and menu-driven, it has options to

create, edit, recalculate, and print etc. Spreadsheets can
have unlimited numbers of rows and columns. Each
column can be from 2 to 70 characters wide. All the BBC
Basic maths functions are available.

Volume 4
This contains the Solidisk MACRO language. It is

Control, TAPE to DISC. DZAP, MZAP and SILEXIGEN,
a dictionary generator for the Solidisk Spelling Checker
together with a sample French dictionary.

Volume 5
This contains the Solidisk MACRO langauge. It is

capable of generating a Basic program using
PROCEDURES, FUNCTIONS, MACROS and machine
code routines contained in other programs.
Using the Solidisk MACRO language, you can extract
useful parts of existing programs to set up your own
MACRO libraries, then use them later on as building

blocks for new programs.

The Solidisk computer case
This compact steel case is coloured in beige and
especially designed to hold the BBC micro and two
Solidisk disc drives. It will support even a heavy-weight
monitor, while providing good cooling for the power
supply and concealing many connecting cables.
The keyboard is housed in a separate case, connected
by a 24 inch flexible data cable. It is y2 inch lower
than the original case, does not skid about on the desk
and makes a lot of difference to typists (even two-
fingered ones!).

Prices, inclusive ofVAT
Solidisk 80-track, double-sided disc drive unit with

software and manual £109.00
Dual 80-track, double-sided disc drive unit with

computer and separate keyboard cases,
software and manual £230.00

Computer and keyboard case alone £ 30.00

We reserve the right to change prices and specifications without prior notice



ACOMPLETE SOLUTIONTO
BUSINESS COMPUTING
S

uitably equipped, your BBC Micro is an excellent computer for the office. It can
run wordprocessor, database, spreadsheet etc better than many other

business machines. It can also communicate with other micros and mainframe
computers, either directly or via a MODEM.

Solidisk has selected the best in business software, disc drives and printers to form
the Solidisk Office System, based upon the BBC Model B or the B Plus. With the

Model B, a Four Meg board or a 256k expansion may be fitted along with a 1 770 or

a 1770+8271 disc interface. Both models can have a Winchester hard disc

connected.

The Solidisk Wordprocessor, Disc Drive and Printer

Package
The Wordprocessor is the famous WORDWISE PLUS — the best selling

wordprocessor from Computer Concepts. Various reviewers speak of WORDWISE
PLUS as very user friendly, flexible, straightforward or simply excellent (1 ). With it,

you can write letters and longer documents, and change them to your satisfaction

before printing. If you need many similar letters or standard forms, you need only

write them once. Wordwise Plus can search and replace any word or phrase, and
also mailmerge.

The 5.25 inch disc drive is of the latest half-height design, with 80-track double-

sided, giving a net capacity of 640k bytes per disk (in double density). The
diskettes are industry standard, readily available and low in cost. The power and
data leads are fitted with appropriate connectors, to suit the BBC computer.

The printer is a 9-needle dot-matrix, with a speed of 160 characters per second in

normal mode and 32 characters per second in Near Letter Quality mode. Features

include multiple pitch settings, italics, boldface, underline, super and subscript, bit

image graphics etc. It uses the same ribbon and control codes as the Epson FX85(2).

All manuals and accessories like printer ribbon, printer cable and paper, and a

blank diskette are included, so that you can start right away. The package also

contains a list of other selected software and hardware available from Solidisk.

Other possible applications

The Solidisk Office System can do more than just wordprocessing. To
complement WORDWISE Plus, five volumes of useful software are provided, each

on a separate diskette, including Spelling Checker, Database and Spreadsheet

programs. You can use the database for mailing lists, customer records, stock

inventories etc and the spreadsheet for cheque book balancing, budgeting and
forecasting. The database is powerful enough to do important work such as

processing all the Solidisk customer records (over 50,000).

However, you need not be limited to the bundled software, but can easily increase

the power of the system with, eg a spreadsheet such as Inter-Sheet, a business

graphics such as Inter-Chart, or a database such as Viewstore, for more
demanding applications. With this last you can, for example, set up a datafile of

30,000 membership records of a video club and have any or even all fields indexed.

You can then display them in sorted order, retrieve any record instantly with a few

keystrokes, and have a report printed on most popular titles, age groups, takings

etc. Such a large database requires a disc drive of very high capacity which in

practice is a Winchester disc. Even if your present needs are not as large as this, it

is nice to know that this system can grow tith you.

Prices

The Wordprocessor, disc

drive and printer package i

available for the BBC mod
B Plus or the Model Bfitte

with disk interface. This

includes:

— WORDWISE PLUS RO
keystripand manuals.

— one double-sided 80-

track disc drive.

— one 160 cps printer.

— five software diskettes

and manuals.

— all leads, blank diskette

and 100 sheets of fanfo

paper.

— one year guarantee.

The complete package

costs £269.00 plus VAT.

Owners of BBC Model B’s

can purchase a Solidisk

1770 disc interface and a 1

DFS ROM, together with t>

above package, at a sped:

price of only £299.00 plus

VAT (saving £10.00).

(1) See reviews in E & CM, CEEFAX. Acorn User.

(2) Solidisk own direct imports from Japan, subject to change without notice for improvements
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THE SOLIDISK
WINCHESTER
DISC DRIVE
The drive has a capacity of 20 Megabytes
formatted. Both single- and dual-drive models
are available.

Two key advantages of Winchesters over

floppy discs are higher capacity and faster

transfer rate.
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Unlike floppy disc drives, Winchester drives

are enclosed in sealed casings, allowing very

high track density, up to 600 compared with

40 or 80.

Their discs are non-removeable, rotating

continuously at high speed (3600 rpm),

enabling data to be transferred 20 times faster

than single-density floppy discs.

The Solidisk Winchester drive has a further

advantage over some competitors. It has
“buffered seek”, hence stepping pulses can be
as short as 2 microseconds. This results in an
average access time of 80 milliseconds — less

than one-hundredth of some other drives.

This is especially important as the Winchester
fills up, for example when used with a large

database.

Hardware requirements
To use a Solidisk Winchester, you will need
either a BBC Plus or a BBC model B, fitted

with a 1770 Disc Interface (Acorn or Solidisk).

The Winchester drive is connected to the
1MHz bus socket.

Software compatibility

The Solidisk Winchester drive is normally
used under the Solidisk ADFS, which allows
file sizes up to 512 Megabytes and provides a
hierarchical directory, permitting an
essentially unlimited number of files.

The Solidisk ADFS will run most software
available for the BBC computer including all

Acornsoft languages and the View family, and
Computer Concept Wordwise and the Inter-

family. In particular, ViewStore is well suited
for databases on Solidisk Winchesters.

All the Acorn Second Processors (6502, 32016
and Z80) are largely compatible with Solidisk
Winchesters. Applications such as System
ADE running on the 6502, PANOS on the
32016, BBC Basic (Z80) and CP/M (with new
HD ROM and HD BIOS) on the Z80 are
compatible.

However, software that is not compatible with
ADFS will not run.

Prices

The Solidisk Winchester packages consist of:

— One or two Winchester drives, enclosed in a
steel casing. The drives come already
formatted and loaded with the Solidisk
“Initial Software” package, containing a
collection of useful programs, such as
CATALL, EXALL, ARCHIVE etc.

— A utility disc containing the SAFE program
which allows recovery of a corrupted disc.

— A Solidisk ADFS+DFS ROM-set.
— A set of manuals.

Three models are available:

1) 20 Megabytes without its own power supply,
but uses that of the BBC Micro £575.00+VAT

2) 20 Megabytes with its own power supply £650.00+VAT
3) Dual 20 Megabytes with its own power supply .£999.00+VAT

The minimum model is only suitable for use
with BBC computers fitted with the current,
switched-mode power supply and one
Solidisk low power floppy disc drive.



The linemaster
ROM and Modems

T
he Solidisk Linemaster ROM allows the

BBC Micro to communicate with other

computers. In addition to the standard

Terminal and Prestel modes, it has Viewdata

Host Mode and the ability to autodial and

autoanswer, all controlled by software.

In Terminal mode, your BBC micro acts as a

terminal to other computers, either locally by

a serial cable link or remotely, via a modem
and telephone line, eg bulletin boards. It

supports various BAUD rates and protocols,

and has elapsed time clock, 40/80 column

screen display etc.

The Prestel mode is designed for accessing

the British Telecom Viewdata service. The
facilities include tagging, searching and

displaying pages, sending and receiving text

and downloading software from and to disc.

A special feature of the Solidisk Linemaster

ROM allows you to set up your BBC Micro as

a Viewdata host. In this mode, other users can

communicate with your computer exactly as

with Prestel. You can edit pages, make up

routing instructions, collect responses etc.

The Solidisk Linemaster Communication
ROM works well with all BABT approved

MODEMS such as the WS2000, the

Nightingale etc but many MODEMS do not

support all the features of the Linemaster

ROMs. The Telemod 1 for example offers only

1200/75 baud, and is therefore only suitable

for communicating with Prestel (or other

Viewdata hosts).

Solidisk local experts

Solidisk has a nationwide network of more
than 90 local experts and a growing number
of experts overseas.

They do not sell our equipment but can

generally fit it for you free of charge. If you

would like to take advantage of this

unparalleled service, ring Solidisk Sales

Office.

If you wish to call at our office, please make
an appointment.

Tel Southend (0702) 354674
(16 lines)

ORDER BY MAIL: Please complete (or copy) this

coupon and send it to:

Solidisk Technology Ltd, 17 Sweyne Avenue, Southend SS2 6JQ

Prices, inclusive ofVAT
RAM/ROM expansion

Qty Price P&P

Basic Four Meg board £30.00 £1.00

Four Meg board with 32k RAM £69.00 £1 .00

SWR32 with software pack 1 £53.00 £1 .00

SWR64 with software pack 1 £80.00 £1 .00

SWR128 with software pack 1 £125.00 £1.00

256k board with WW+and Manager £175.00 £1.00

‘Ashtray’ extension £15.00 £1.00

DISC upgrade
1770 upgrade with 2.0 DFS ROM £45.00 £1.00

1770+8271 upgrade, 2.0 DFS ROM £50.00 £1.00

ADFS+DFS ROM set £20.00 £1.00

Upgrade from DFS to ADFS+DFS £10.00 £1.00

Solidisk 80-track double-sided £109.00 £3.00

Dual drives, CPU and keyboard case .... £230.00 £6.00

CPU and keyboard case alone £30.00 £6.00

EFS for the Electron £59.00 £1 .00

Wordprocessor package
Wordprocessor for the B Plus £309.35 £10.00

Wordprocessor with 1770 DFS £458.85 £10.00

Winchesters

20MB without PSU £661.25 £10.00

20MB with PSU £747.50 £10.00

40MB with PSU £1148.85 £10.00

Modems
Linemaster ROM and manual £10.00 £1.00

Telemod 1 (BABT approved) MODEM,
with Linemaster ROM £50.00 £3.00

Other MODEMS POA

Datalife Diskettes

MD525 box of 10 £16.00 £1.00

MD557 (2S/4D) £25.00 £1.00

Eproms
2764-25 to clear 20 pcs

27128-25 (or better) pack of 5 ..

27256-25 (or better) pack of 3 ..

UVIPROM Eprom programmer

UVIPROM32for our 27256’s ....

UVIPAC Eprom eraser

Solidisk Toolkit ROM
Total

i 1

. Name: .

I
Address: i

BARCLAY

ACCESS

i We reserve the right to change prices and specifications

. without notice. If you wish to call at our office (Mondays to ,

I Fridays 9.30am to 5.30pm), please ring for an appointment. I

I - l

£25.00 £1.00

£25.00 £1.00

£25.00 £1.00

£19.00 £1.00

£21.00 £1.00

£20.00 £1.00

£10.00 £1.00



NOVACAD
Computer Aided Draughting

for the BBC Micro

A sophisticated CAD package with unique facilities which

until were confined to custom built CAD packages.

Whether you want to draw a complex electronic circuit

diagram or plan your new kitchen or simply draw a cube

NOVACAD will help you do it better and more easily.

All you need is a BBC micro model B fitted with Acorn DFs
and a single disc drive. If you have a 6502 2nd processor and

a dual disc drive then NOVACAD’s capabilities are further

enhanced.

* Very user friendly with all commands and controls from

the keyboard. Special windowing techniques make
available to the user almost one million dots allowing a

lot more detail to be put on the drawing than one would

normally expect the BBC to be capable of. (Mode O
screen display only 1/6 the number of dots). The
drawing can be 4 windows across and 5 up.

* Libraries of user defined ICONS such as electronic

symbols can be created easily and edited even in the

middle of drawing another diagram. ICON size is not

limited to a number of pixels. An ICON can contain up

to 500 lines, so complete drawings or sections of large

drawings can be saved as ICONS for use with other

drawings.

* ICONS can be called by name from a library into any

part of the diagram and can be moved, enlarged,

reduced, rotated in 90° steps and have mirror images

made before being finally positioned.

* The zoom facility allows the user to magnify any section

of a drawing by up to 20 times to make it easier to insert

details.

* User definable grid helps the user set his own scaling for

the drawings.

* Horizontal and vertical displacements can be measured
in any user defined scale.

* Any two colour can be used in mode 4.

* Up to ‘8 levels’ can be used to produce multi layer

drawings, and then user can decide which levels are to

be displayed. This can be particularly used in pcb

drawings, architectural drawings with details of the

services behind the walls displayed only when required

and many other such applications.

* Text can be added at any position vertically or

horizontally.

* Use of 2nd processor will alldw use of 4 colours, higher

pixel density drawings and considerably faster

operation. (NOVACAD without the 2nd processor is

faster than any other CAD package we have seen for the

BBC).

* Powerful delete facilities allow deletion of single lines or

whole sections with minimum of key presses.

* Printer dump for Epson compatible printers

incorporated in the software which allows a full or a

sectional screen dump.

* An optional plotter utility will allow output to a range

of popular plotters for high quality diagrams.

NOVACAD will prove to be an invaluable teaching aid in

technical schools and colleges and for anyone involved in

draughting it will be an ideal labour saving tool.

NOVACAD package with 16K ROM, Utility disc and a

comprehensive manual £79 (c).

Novacad compatible with Tracker Ball/AMX Mouse £99 (c)

Upgrading of existing ROMs and DISCS £20 (d).

Plotter Utility Program £28.50 (d)

BBC COMPUTER SPARE PARTS (Carriage code (d)

Complete Keyboard £52

Power Supply Unit £52

Keyswitch £1.75

Keyboard Connector £4.50

Video ULA £18.00

Serial ULA £14.00

UHF Modulator £4.50

6502A 2MHz CPU £6.50

65C02 CMOS CPU £12.00

6522 VIA £3.50

6522A 2MHz VIA £5.50

LM3 24 op-amp £0.45

SAA050-Teletext £9.00

6845SP CRT Controller £6.50

UPD7002 £5.00

DS3691 £3.50

7438 £0.40

74LSOO £0.24

74LS04 £0.24

74LS10 £0.24

74LS123 £0.80

74LS163 £0.75

74LS244 £0.80

74LS245 £1.10

74LS373 £0.90

74LS393 £1.00

8271 £48.00

88LS120 £3.00

I

c
01-208 1177

BBC Computer

& Econet

Referral Centre

MAIL ORIH R
17. Burnley Road
London NWI0 II I)

RETAIL SHOPS
15 Burnley Road

London NW10 11 1)

Tel: 01-208 1177

(close to Dollis

Hill-©-)

West End Branch

305 Edgware Road
London \V2

Tel: 01-723 0233

(near Edgware
Road-©)

TECHNOLINE
24 hour Viewdata

Service 01-450 9764

Orders welcome from

government depts&

educational

establishments.

All prices ex VAT
Prices are subject to

change without notice

Please add carriage

(a) £8 (Datapost)

(b) £2.50

(c) £1.50

(d) £1.00.



ALL PRINTERS HAVE A 12 MONTH GUARANTEE

I EPSON DOT MATRIX PRINTERS: EPSON — the high quality range of

I dot-matrix printers that set the standard in the industry. A wide range of

I interfaces ensure that these top-of-the-range printers can be used with most
|computers.

RX 80T £169 (a) RX 100 £305 (a)

FX80 (std) £245 (a) FX80+ £299 (a)

© FX105 (NLQ facility) £449 (a)

I Epson LX-80 NLQ: A new low-cost high performance dot matrix printer

I from Epson. Its many features include Near Letter Quality, Draft mode,
I programmable characters, a variety of print styles, graphics etc. Supplied

| with friction feed.

LX-80 £209 (a) Optional Tractor Feed £20 (c)

I Epson .1X80 ColourA full colour dot matrix printer with colour text and
[graphics as well as many advanced printer features.

.1X80 4 Colour £435 (a)

IKAGA NLQ PRINTERS
Kaga KP810. A top quality yet very competitively priced printer with a Near
Letter Quality mode. Includes all the features of Epson FX80 and uses the

same control codes. Extra socket provided on the peb for installing either 8K
RAM or 8K EPROM for custom made font.

IKP810 (80 col) £229 (a) KP910 (156 col) £339 (a)

IsEIKOSHA SP-10000

|
A low cost attractively packaged printer includes many novel features

[including NEAR LETTER QUALITY mode and automatic single sheet

|
loading. Variety of fonts, 100 cps, both friction and tractor as standard.

Seikosha SP-1000 £159 (b)

[CENTRONICS GREAT LITTLE PRINTER: A new compaci printer front

Centronics featuring full Epson compatability, NLQ mode, a variety of

fonts, graphics, and both centronics and serial interfaces fitted as standard.

I Friction feed as standard. GLP £109 (b) Tractor Feed £15 (c)

BUFFALO 32K Buffer for EPSON PRINTERS

This compact 32K buffer can be fitted internally on any EPSON printer

within a few minutes. It does not require external power or any modification

to the printer. It will hold about 15 A4 pages of text freeing your computer
for other jobs in a fraction of the time it would normally have to wait for the

|
printer to finish all that printing. Supplied with full fitting instructions.

Buffalo 32K Buffer £75 (d)

PRINTER ACCESSORIES

3 Computers to a Printer

4 Computers to a Printer

2 Computers/2 Printers x-over

BBC Cable Set 3 to 1 (lm ea.)

BBC Cable Set 4 to 1 (lm ea.)

|

Computer Sharer:

1 computer to 2 printers fitted with Cable for BBC TCS26

Parallel

36V36-3 £69 (c)

36V36-4 £85 (c)

36V36-X £69 (c)

£32 (c)

£39 (c)

Serial

25V25-3 £64 (c)

25V25-4 £74 (c)

25V25-X £69 (e)

£34 (c)

£41 (c)

HITACHI 672 PLOTTER

I Up to A3 on OHP or paper with 4 colours. Its low inertia plotting system, I

]
which moves both the paper as well as the pens, gives high acceleration, and I

therefore high throughput, from a compact economical mechanism. Features
|

both HP graphics language or single character commands. Both parallel and
[

RS232 interfaces as standard. Step size 0.1mm. Hitachi 672 Plotter £465 (a) I

EPSON
FX80 plus sheet feeder £129 (b):

LX80 sheet feeder £49 (b)

Paper Roll Holder £I7(d)
FX80 Tractor Attachment £37 (c)

Interfaces:

8143 RS232£28 (c);

8148 RS232 + 2K £57 (c);

8 13 2 Apple II £ 6 0 ( c ) ;

8165 IEEE + Cable £65 (c).

Serial & Parallel Interfaces with

larger buffers available.

Ribbons: RX/FX/MX80£5.00 (d);

RX/FX/MX 100 £10 (d);

LX80 £6 (d)

Spare pens for H 180 £7.50/ set (d)

KAGA TAXAN: RS 232 Interface
|

4- 2K buffer £78 (c);

Ribbon KP810/9I0 £6 (d)

JUKI: RS232 Interface £65 (c);

Spare Daisy Wheel £14 (d);

Ribbon £2.50 (d);

Sheet Feeder £182(a)|
Tractor Feed Attach £129 (a)

BROTHER HR 15: Sheet Feeder
|

£189 (a) Tractor Feed £99 (a)

Ribbons Carbon or Nylon £4.50 (d);

Red Correction Ribbon £2 (d)

BBC Printer Lead:
Parallel (42") £7 (d); Serial £7 (d)

Printer Leads can be supplied to any
|

other length.

Plain Fanfold Paper with extra fine perforation (Clean Edge):

2000 Sheets 9.5" x Il"£l3(b) 2000 sheets 14.5" x 1 T £18.50(h)

Labels per 1000s: Single Row' 34" x 1 17/16" £5.25 (d)

Triple Row 2-7/16" x I 7/16" £5.00 <d)

Dust Covers: FX80 £5.50 (d), FX100 £7.50 (d), Kaga KP810 £6 (d).

KP9I0 £7 (D)

EPSON HI-80 PLOTTER

EPSON technology has once again scored a first by introducing a I

sophisticated A4 size plotter that does not need specialised software oi l

programming skills to operate it and yet keep the cost within the reaches of I

all computer users. Features include 4 pens at a time — upto 10 colours to
[

choose from, a variety of pen nibs, high speed plotting. Powerful software]

command codes include single commands to plot circles, ellipses or triangles.

Line or bar graphs and pie charts can be plotted in a variety of exciting styles I

very simply by keying in the data into the computer. Detailed leaflet on I

request. Epson Hi-80 Plotter £345 (a) I

DAISY WHEEL

BROTHER IIR15: * 14 cps * 3K Buffer * Two colour printing)

|

* Proportional spacing * Underline * Bold * Shadow- print * Super/Sub script
[

many other features.

BROTHER HR 15 £285 (a)

I JUKI 6100: * 15 cps * 2K Buffer * Switchable 10/12/15 cpi * Proportional
|

|

printing * Linear Motor for max reliability.

JUKI 6100 £279 (a)

PERIPHERAL & COMPUTER SHARERS

We now offer an extended range of peripheral sharers to allow the user to

switch between computers, printers and modems. High quality switching

mechanisms housed in fully shielded metal cases ensure reliability. No
external power input required.

All lines on the sharers are fully switched (36 on parallel and 25 on serial)

A unique sharer/buffer that

provides a simple solution to

improve system utilisation. It can

be connected to up to three

computers and it will
automatically switch between the

computers to scan for data — no

manual switching required. High
speed data input rate to the buffer

cuts down the normal waiting time

for the computers for the printing

operation to complete and thus

allowing the computers to be used

for other uses. The 64K buffer

would hold over 30 A4 pages of

text.

Facilities include: COPY, PAUSE
AND RESET. LED indication for

percentage of memory available

and data source. Mains powered.

Send for detailed specification.

TSB 64 Buffer/Sharer
BBC Cable Set



DISC DRIVES

All monitors supplied with BBC lead

MICROVITEC
All 14" monitors now available in plastic or metal cases, please

specify your requirement.

14" RGB 14" RGB with PAL & Audio
1431 Std Res £185 (a) 1431 AP Std Res £199 (a)

1451 Med Res £225 (a) 1451 AP Med Res £275 (a)

1441 Hi Res £385 (a) These monitors can receive

TV programs thru a Video
Recorder

Swivel Base for Plastic 14" Microvitecs£20 (c)

20" RGB with PAL & Audio
2030CS Std Res £380 (a) 2040CS Hi Res £085 (a)

KAGATAXAN 12" RGB
VISION II Hi Res £210 (a) VISION III Plus £330 (a)

Your computer installation can look like this with our PD800P drive

SUPKRVISION III Plus £330 (a)

MITSUBISHI
14" RGB Med RES IBM & BBC Compatible £229 (a)

MONOCHROME MONITORS:
SANYO l)M8l I2CX Hi Res 12" Green Screen £86 (a)

KAGA RXI201G Hi Res 12" Etched Green Screen £92 (a)

RAG A RX1203A Hi Res 12" Etched Amber screen £105 (a)

PHILIPS BM7502 12" Hi Res Green Screen £75 (a)

PHILIPS BM7522 12" Hi Res Amber Screen £79 (a)

Swivel Base for Kaga Monochrome fitted with Digital

Clock £21 tc)

Monitor Plinth for the BBC £9.75 (b)

Double Tier Plinth for BBC and flat pack dual drive £19.50 (b)

BBC Leads Kaga RGB £5(d) Microvitec £3.50 (d)

Monochrome £3.50 (d)

Multi Output Video Adaptor: Allows up to 4 RGB Monitors to

be connected to the BBC U Fully buffered £48 (d)

TOUCHTEC-501

Designed for use with Microvitec metal cased monitors, and using

the RS-423 socket, this unit brings genuine touch-screen operation

to your BBC. Ideal for the educational market. Supplied with a

users handbook and utilities disc containing starter programs and
development software. Touchtec 501 £260 (b)

DISC DRIVE MULTIPLEXER

This highly successful drive offers unique features:

New slimline Mitsubishi mechanisms with ultra low power
consumption (only 8 watts per mechanism), front locking lever and
capable of single or double density operation. Ultra fast track access

times and head settling limes.

40/80 switchable with switches located on the front panel. A
generously rated switch-mode power supply ensures reliability with

minimum heat dissipation for long periods of operation.

The mechanisms are set inside a sturdy monitor stand painted in

‘BBC-matching’ beige. Its ‘looks’ are enhanced by its black front

panel, with attractive enamel-white markings.

These disc drives with a built-in monitor plinth provide a compact
installation and give a professional look to the system.

As with all standard TECHNOMATIC drives it comes complete
with a data cable, a mains lead with a suitably fused 13A moulded
plug, manual and a formatting disc.

PD800P 2 x 400K drive £260 (a)

Other TECHNOMATIC drives are housed in smart metal casings

painted with BBC beige colour and are supplied complete with data
and power cables ready for connection to the computer. Drives with
mains power supply are fitted with a mains lead and a suitably fused
13A moulded plug.

All drives are fitted with the new model Mitsubishi mechanisms and
are supplied with 40/80T switches as standard and at no extra cost.

Single Drives:

1 x 400K 40/80T DS : TS400£99(b)
PS400 with psu £120 (b)

Dual Drives: (with integral psu) Stacked Versions:

PD200 2 x 100K40TSS£195 (a)

PD800 2 x 400K 40/80T DS £199 la)

: cost-effective alternative to networking! A self-contained unit

that enables up to four computers to be connected to one single or

dual disc drive. No hardware modifications — simply plugs into the

computers disc interface connectors. No ROMs or other software

needed. All DFS commands work as normal. The switching of

drives between computers is totally automatic and completely

invisible to the user. This unit is ideal for installing in classrooms

and other situations, where networking is not planned or necessary,

or where costs must be kept low. In many cases software needs to be

shared, although full networking complexity and cost is not needed.

Several of these units can be connected in series to allow more
computers to access the same discs, i.e. two quads connected

together will allow 7 computers to share 1 drive. Units are supplied

with 5
' of cable per outlet as standard. Mains powered.

BBC 1

BBC 2

TDM4

BBC 3

BBC 4

DISC CONNECTOR

TDM4 Quad Unit (up to 4 computers)
TDM2 Dual Unit (2 computers)

DISCACCESSORIES

£135 (a)

£75 (b)

3.5" Drives:

These compact drives, used with most of the new 16 bit micros offer

fast access times and high performance with minimum of power
consumption. The mechanisms are 80 track double sided and are

capable of both single and double density operation. The single

drive is offered in a dual case with a blanking plate for future

upgrading. The drives come complete with cables, manual and
formatting disc.

TS35 1 x 400K 80T DS £99 (b)

TD35 2 X 400K 80T DS £172 (b)

3fTl FLOPPY DISCS
Authorised Distributor

Data Recording Products |J|f|
Industry standard high quality discs with guaranteed error tree

pertormance for life. Discs in packs of 10:

5|" DISCS

40 T SS DD £13 (d) 40 T DS DD £18 (d)

80 T SS DD £22 (d) 80 T DS DD £24 (d)

£1 extra pack for library case packing

3J" DISCS

80 T SS DD £30 (d) 80 T DS DD £38 (d)

Single Disc Cable £6 (d) Dual Disc Cable £8.50 (d)

DISC STORAGE CASES
10 Disc Library Case £1.80 (d) 30 Disc Case £6.00 (c)

10 x 3i Disc Box £3.50 (d)

LOCXABLE CASES
40 Discs £14 (c) 70 Discs £15 (c) 100 Discs £16 <c)

The ELOPP1CLENE drive head cleaning kit is an ideal way to

ensure the optimum performance of your drives. The use of

disposable cleaning discs eliminates the risk of contamination and
abrasion of sensitive driveheads. These risks are normally inherent

in the reusable drivehead cleaning kits.

Eloppiclene with 20 disposable cleaning kits. £14.50 (b)
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COMMUNICATIONS
J

j
MINOR MIRACLES WS2000 A world standard modem, having BT

[approval, covering V21, V23, (BELL 103/113/108 outside the UK) and
[including 75,300,600, 1200 Baud ratings. What possibly gives this modem its

[

biggest advantage is its option of computer control. A 25Way RS232 input as
[well as possible computer controlled auto/dial/auto-answer makes this

|
modem unique. WS2000 £125 (c) BBC Serial Cable £7.

j
WS2000 Auto-Dial card: includes an integral loudspeaker for monitoring of

|

the phone line £30 (d).

BBC User Port cable (for modem control) £4.

|
SKI KIT (Allowing total control of the modem by your computer) £10.

IDS1 Disc (for Commstar): When used with the Auto-dial card, SKI Kit, and
la user port cable, this software will dial out to Prestel, enter your password
etc. and leave you in Commstar. Will also store many bulletin board

I telephone numbers and protocols for autodialling £10.

I WS2000 Auto-Answer Card £30(d).

|

(Please note that the A/D & A/A Cards are still awaiting BABT Approval.)

DATA-BEEB An advanced communication ROM from Miracle Technology.
Its many features include both Viewdata (Prestel) and Terminal modes,

lAuto-Answer and Auto-dial for fully expanded WS 2000’s etc. Macro
facilities allow flexible use of its many facilities e.g. automatic dialling, log-

ion, going to a specific page, printing it, and going off-line, all in one
operation. £22 (d)

NEW WS-3000 RANGE — the new
professional series. All are

I intelligent and ‘Hayes’ compatible,

|

allowing simply ‘English’ commands
Jto control its many features. All

[models feature Auto-Dial with 10

|
number memory, Auto-Answer,

[Speed Buffering, printer port, data
[security option etc. All models are

|
factory upgradeable.

I WS3000 V2123 (V21 & V23 + Bell)

£295 (a)

WS3000 V22 (as above plus 1200
I baud full duplex) £495 (a)

IWS3000 V22bis (as above plus 2400
[baud full duplex) £650 (a)

[The WS3000 range all have BT
[approval.

CONNECT-3000 AN ESSENTIAL UTILITY FOR THE WS3000 OWNER
— a dedicated control package specially written to optimise the potential of
the WS3000 series of modems. It provides a friendly menu-driven ‘front-

end’, for the superb but rather complex multitude of facilities of the 3000 —
no need to remember register nos. or complex command codings etc. It

provides easy control for Prestel, Terminal, Auto-Answer/Dial use, while a

unique ‘default’ facility provides automatic, pre-defined screen presentation.

Works in conjunction with ALL communication software, including

Commstar, Data-Bceb, Termulator, Termi, Communicator etc.

I

40/80 Disc £16.50 (d) ROM £19.50 (d)

;

BUZZ BOX This pocket sized BT approved modem complies with V21
300/300 baud and provides an ideal solution for communications between
users, with mainframe computers and bulletin boards. Suitable for use with
Open University computer. Battery/mains powered.

|
Buzz Box £55 (c) Mains Adaptor £10 (d) BBC Data Lead £8 (d)

|
COMMSTAR An ideal communications rom for both Prestel and bulletin

I boards. Facilities include Xmodem, clock etc. £20 (d)

I TERMULATOR An advanced terminal emulator on a 16K Rom. Emulations
1 include VT52/100, Tektronix 4010 etc. Allows a BBC to be used as a terminal

I for almost any mainframe computer or computer network. £25 (d)

[COMMUNICATOR This is a full 80 col VT100 terminal emulation program
Ion 16K eprom. It* is a more advanced program than TERMI and features easy

to follow screen menus. The rate at which data is sent or received is easily set

lup with rates up to 19200 Baud with 80 column text. Allows files to be
transmitted from disc, or a copy of incoming data to be sent to a file or to a

printer. (Communicator is not suitable for PRESTEL). £49 (d)

IRS232 Solutions (Book) £15.95 (c)

REAL-TIME CLOCK CALENDER

A low cost unit, allowing the facilities of units costing far more. Built to I

J

professional standards, it opens up the total spectrum of Real-Time |

applications. Possibilities include desk
diary/planner, calender, continuous display of

Ion-screen time and date information, automatic
[document dating, precise timing and control in

I scientific applications — its uses are endless.

|

Simply plugs into the user port — battery backup
[is supplied as standard. A full manual as well as

[extensive software including a simple
[demonstration diary/planner application
I program on disc. £29 (c)

EPROMER II

A sophisticated eprom programmer that handles the full range of popular
single rail eproms (incl 27256) and allows the user full control of the

|

programming process.

Its powerful menu driven software makes the programming of eproms I

simple, efficient and eliminates the need to have fiddly switches for selecting
|

eprom types, programming voltage or method. The features include:
* Integral power supply ensures no power drain from the computer.

* Interfaces through 1 MHz bus, fully buffered.

* Clear and simple instructions displayed on the screen make the
|

programming easy for both the first time user and the advanced user.

* Eproms upto 16K (27128) programmed in single pass.

* Selectable programming voltage 25/21 /l 2.5V

* Selectable programming method — normal or high speed algorithmic.

High speed programming enables 27128 to be programmed in just over 2 I

mins. Normal programming skips addresses with FF data to increase

programming speed. Automatic verification on completion of
|

programming.
* User can select any section of the eprom from a single byte to its full I

address range to Blank Check/Read/Program/Verify enabling program
|

development/changes very simple.

* Full screen editor with HEX/ASCII input.

* Data input from keyboard/Tape/Disc/Eprom.
* Software interface for integration of user’s special requirements.

* Constant display of all options selected.

* Several BBC BASIC programs can be entered on a single eprom.
* Checksum facility allows for easy identification of programmed roms.

* Enter OS Commands from within the epromer program.

EPROMER II with Manual & Software on disc £99 (b)

ROM based software £10

UV ERASERS

UVIT Eraser with built-in timer and mains indicator. Built-in safety

interlock to avoid accidental exposure to the harmful UV rays. It can handle
|

up to 5 eproms at a time with an average erasing time of about 20 mins.
£59 (b) |

UV1B as above but without the timer. £47 (

ROM/RAM EXPANSION SYSTEMS
ARIES B-32 BOARD: Features 32K of RAM and a 16K ROM socket. RAM
can be configured as 20K or 16K as shadow RAM and 12K or 16K or 32K
sideways RAM. New commands include comprehensive sideways
ROM/RAM management system, simplified direct access to screen RAM
and the ability to move/swap the contents of any area of memory.
ROM/RAM management system allows RAM allocation, list ROMs, load

sideways RAM, disable ROMs, and extend any buffer including printer

buffer.

AIRES B32 RAM BOARD £79 (d) I

ARIES BI2 ROM BOARD £40 (d)

ARIES B12C Adaptor Board for B12 £7.50 (d)
|

ATPL SIDEWISE ROM EXPANSION BOARD A well constructed

expansion board, simple to instal and requires no soldering. All buses are
|

buffered. It allows full sideways rom expansion to 16 ROMs. One socket has

been split into two 8K sockets to allow the use of 8K CMOS RAM. Battery

backup option allows data retention in the RAM when the computer is

switched off. Several link selectable options including write protect for the

RAM. ATPL Board £37 (d) Battery Backup Kit £18 (d).

ATPL Board for BBC PLUS lOx 16K ROMs £29 (d)

COMPUTER VILLAGE CV-16 Rom Board

RAM ROM-15 The advanced sideways ROM/RAM expansion system. This is

an external unit, using high quality construction, attractively packaged in a

BBC coloured metal case, allowing easy access to all the sockets. No
soldering is required. Allows 11/12 additional sideways ROMs to be fitted

with an option of up to 16K sideways RAM. All commonly available RAM
can be used i.e. 4801/6116/6264 or xxl28. Battery back-up fitted as

standard. For development work and further expansion, most of the 6502

processor signals are available. Supplied with utility disc and full instruction

manual. £79 (b)



The mouse will now
[be available with

enhanced software,

I the ‘SUPER ART’
I which is compatible
with 6502 2nd
processor, the
lARlES RAM board,

[BBC + shadow
mode, tape and
I ACORN DFS and
lADFS. Allows full

I use of colour in

I mode 1. Disc users

lean create colour

pictures in A4 size

[with dot resolution

[by scrolling the
[screen window. Other facilities include, colour pattern editing, use

|
of icons, additional text styles, superb zoom in colour.

[There is a variety of optional software to make the mouse one of the

[most versatile peripherals that can be added to the BBC micro.

I AMX Mouse with Super Art £69 (d)

|
AMX Super Art Package on its own £43 (d)

| AMX PAGEMAKER provides a high resolution A4 Typesetting
1

pa
£47 (<

j>

|
and Artwork system

1 AMX 3D /ICON will let you transform three dimensional vector

|
data and translate them into 3D on screen graphics. £21 (d)

1 AMX DATABASE is a new filing system with 1000 records per file

[and unlimited number of fields per record. £21 01)

JAMXXAM This program enables you to create multiple choice

[exam papers which can include pictures created on ART, building

[the finished pictures into quiz etc. £21 (<*)

AMX Original ART + Utilities package £1 1 50 (d)

AMX DESK £21 (d)

MARCONI RB2 Tracker Ball with icon master £52 (b)

ACORN TELETEXT ADAPTOR £125 (a)

ACORN IEEE INTERFACE

We can now supply almost any CP/M based software package in a

format suitable for the Torch Z80 and Acorn Z80 second
processors.

Please phone for our new professional software catalogue

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL The advanced word processing

package comprising of WordStar, MailMerge, Starlndex and

SpellStar, a total combination offering substantial savings on

individual prices. WordStar is the best selling word processing

program on the market. Extensive operator aids include a

comprehensive yet friendly manual, step-by-step training guide,

command cards, oji-screen menus with four levels of help messages

etc. etc. SpellStar checks text files against its 20,000 word-plus

dictionary. You can both add to the dictionary and create specific

supplementary ones. Mailmerge is ideal for mailing applications

where lists are selected on a range of criteria. It enables the fast

production of personalised form letters, mailing labels, invoices,

etc. Starlndex creates alphabetical indexes, tables of contents,

paragraph numbering and much more.

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £299 (a)

WORDSTAR £275 (a) MAILMERGE £145 (a)

DBASE-II Undoubtedly ‘The Database’, can be used for an almost
limitless number of business applications, ranging from mailing list

preparation and maintenance through to running accounting ledgers

and payrolls. In addition to standard database features it provides

much more. An on-disc tutorial takes you from setting up a simple

file all the way through to setting up custom screens and reports.

Automatic calculations may be performed on data, and fields or

entire databases may be modified or replaced with single, English-

like basic commands; Dbase-II can therefore be used by general

personnel having no programming knowledge. It can be tailored to

suit a variety of professions and individual needs, with files such as

accounting, payroll, time billing, job costing, scheduling and
mailing lists. It can access several files at a time. It is fast, flexible

and powerful. £515 (a)

SuperCalc-II The powerful spreadsheet with advanced features. Full

documentation with lessons are provided. £299 (a)

iThis interface enables a BBC computer to control any scientific and
technical equipment that conforms to the IEEE488 standard, at a

lower price than other systems, but without sacrificing any aspect of

Ithe standard. The interface can link up to 14 IEEE compatible

devices. Typical applications are in experimental work in academic
land industrial laboratories, with the advantage of speed, accuracy

land repeatability. The interface is mains powered and comes with

cables, IEEEFS ROM, and user guide. £278 (a)

DATABASEmanagmentsystems

I GEMINI DATAGEM features include * almost unlimited file size

I (max 10Mbyte) * supports up to 4 drives * Max of 5000 records per

|
file * max 6K record size * max of 62 fields * generates form letters

I from records.

Please ask for leaflet. £49 (c)

IVIEWSTORE An exciting, powerful database with many features:

I Display can be ‘spreadsheet’ or ‘card-layout’ type. Powerful
[selection and sorting utilities. Any screen mode can be used. Data

|
can be sent to View and ViewSheet. Maximum file size 4096MByte!

I Maximum record size 60K. £44 (d)

SAGE — packages include accounting, payroll etc. please phone for

details.

Pro-Pascal A full implementation of the International Standard for

Pascal (ISO 7185) apart from the optional conformant parameters
feature. In addition to the standard features of Pascal, Pro Pascal

includes: dynamic strings for character and string manipulation, 9

digit integers and random access file handling for data processing

applications, single and double precision floating point arithmetic,

an assembler level interface for systems programmers, and separate

compilation of program segments for building libraries of

commonly used procedures and enabling very large object programs
to be constructed. Pro Pascal is a 3 pass compiler, converting a

source program into efficient Z80 machine code. The package
includes a compiler, run-time library, link editor, library manager
and cross referencing utility. £299 (a)

Other packages available include CIS-COBOL, INFOSTAR, DMS I

+ , FMS, SAGE, ATITUTOR1ALS, MACRO-80 etc. Please
|

telephone with your requirements.

A.T.I. Trainers — from American Training International. These
|

superb interactive training discs simulate the package being studied.

A unique screen technique provides a friendly interaction — in the I

upper area, a faithful reproduction of the screen is displayed, while

at the bottom, a series of prompts and explanations lead the student
[

through the exercise. ATI trainers available include Wordstar,
dBase-11, dBase-111, Multimate, Multiplan, Word, at £75 (b). Please

]

phone for other trainers.

professional software

publications

|STARdataBASE A fast machine code, true random access database

|
program in a 16K Eprom. Up to 4096 records in a file, up to 69 fields

|

I in a record. The record layout is totally user defined. Entirely menu
[driven — thus very user friendly. Extremely fast searches are

|

I possible using the Keysearch facility. Mailmerging from View' and
Wordwise, and address labelling. Its printer configuration suits any

|

<d)BBC compatible printer.

1ASTERFILE II The new version of the popular general purpose

Ifile management system. It allows large amounts of information to

be stored and processed. It is extremely powerful yet flexible to use.

lit allows up to 17 fields per record, and the only limitation as to the

number of records is the capacity of the disc. Typically, using 5

|fields, about 2000 records may be stored on a 100K disc. This latest

version features many new facilities including use with

WORDWISE/VIEW £17.00 (d)Disc (80 or 40T).

Wordstar made easy £16.95 (c)

(Introduction to

Wordstar £14.95 (c)

Iwordstar Handbook £1 1.95(c)

dBase-11 for the first

Itimeuser £18.95 (c)

[Understanding
[dBase-11 £17.95 (c)

(no VAT on books)

Understanding
dBase-ill £20.95 (c)

Multiplan Made Easy £18.95 (c)

Multimate Complete
Guide £15.95 (c)

ABC of LOTUS 123 £13.95 (c)

The RS232 Solution £15.95 (c)

TORCH GRADUATE IBM SOFTWARE

We are able to supply most popular software packages including:

WORDSTAR, WORD, EASY-WRITER, DBase-II & III,

LOTUS-123, V1SICALC, SAGE etc. Please telephone with your
requirements.

i
c

01-208 1177

BBC Computer

& Econet

Referral Centre

MAIL ORDER
17 Burnley Road
London NW10 1ED

BSTAM A telecommunication facility used for transmitting any size I

CP/M file. £149 <h)|

RETAIL SHOPS
15 Burnley Road

London NW10 1ED
Tel: 01-208 1177

(close to Dollis

Hill-©-)

West End Branch

305 Edgware Road
London W2
Tel: 01-723 0233

(near Edgware
Road-©-)

TECHNOLINE
24 hour Viewdata

Service 01-450 9764

Orders welcome fro

government depts &
educational

establishments.

All prices ex VAT
Prices are subject to

change without notici

Please add carriage

(a) £8 (Datapost)

(b) £2.50

(c) £1.50 .

(d) £1.00.

h>-2ozpcowH



ROMs/SOFTWARE

WORD-PROCESSORS
VIEW Acorn’s version V2.1 word processor rom. £41 (c)l

VIEW VERSION V3.0 Also compatible with BBC + Complete with Printer!
Driver Generator. £69 (c) I

HI VIEW Disc based version of VIEW word processor for use with the 6502*
2nd processor. Allows 47K of user memory. £36 (c)|

VIEW INDEX Disc based program to create an index from VIEW text files.*

Ideal for anyone concerned with writing extensive reports or books. £10 (d)|

VIEW PRINTER DRIVER GENERATOR: Create a driver for anv printer.

WORDWISE

(d)l

£28 (d)|

WORDWISE PLUS The new advanced Wordwise on a 16K eprom, for the
more specialised users who require added features and flexibility. Four newL
programs are also supplied allowing mail-merging, index generating, two-!
column text printout and continuous processing. £41 (d)|

WORDEASE A rom based utility for the Wordwise plus. £24,50 (d > fl

SPELLCHECK III A 16K rom based program for View' and Wordwise plus.!
Contains 2000 words on the rom and 6000 (expandable to 17000) on disc.!

£31 (d
) |

SPREADSHEETS
VIEWSHEET Acorn’s spreadsheet provides 255 columns and 255 rows and|
will operate in any mode. Windows can be created which can then be
rearranged to provide any print format required. Function keys provide fori

easy entry of commands. Printer control codes can be used using the printer!

driver. Fully compatible with VIEW and the 6502 2nd Processor. £41 (d)|

INTERSHEET The new spreadsheet from Computer Concepts. Many!
advanced facilities including 105 character display, several spreadsheets may!
be used at once, may be used with View & Wordwise etc. etc. £42(c)r

INTERCHART Graphics Package for the Intersheet. £27 (d) I

ULTRACALC £49 (d)

QUICKCALC £14.50 (d)|

LANGUAGES
META-ASSEMBLER (full details on page 1) £126 (c) I

ACORN P-SYSTEM A portable operating system supplied complete with!
USCD PASCAL and FORTRAN 77. £249 (b) f

6502 DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE A Macro-Assembler with utilities fori
use with the 6502 2nd Processor. Enables the serious programmer to develop I

large programs in assembly language. £32 (d) P

ACORN MICRO-PROLOG: The logic programming language seen as the!
language for programming in the future and used extensively in the artificial I

intelligence field. A simple ‘front end’ is supplied to make syntax more user!
friendly for new users. 16K Rom, manual and extension modules. £69 (c)

f

ISO-PASCAL Acorn’s full implementation of International Standard Pascal
|

on two 16K ROMs. Disc Version for use on 6502 2nd Processor also!

supplied. Comprehensive manual. £46 (a) f

ISO PASCAL Stand ALONE GENERATOR £30 (d)

ACORN LOGO A full implementation of the Logo language from!
Acornsoft. Supplied as two ROMs with a tutorial course and technical!

manual. £46 (b)
[

LOGOTRON logo £57 (c)

BCPL A full implementation of the BCPL compiler language consisting of I

the language of ROM, disc containing the BCPL compiler, a screen editor, a
|

6502 assembler, other utilities and programming aids and examples of BCPL I

code and a 450 page manual. £46 (b) r

BCPL CALCULATIONS PACKAGE Supplied on disc, it supports floating*

point, fixed point and fast integer calculations. It includes the BCPLjj
calcultion files, example files and a comprehensive user guide. £17.30 (d) |

BCPL STAND ALONE GENERATOR
ACORN LISP Rom

FORTH £34 (d) COMAL £34 (d)

£32 (d)|

£34 (d)|

MICROTEXT The authorising system from the National Physical!
£53Laboratory. Disc£53 (b) |

G:FORTH An advanced implementation of FORTH which follows the!

79-Standard specification on a 16K ROM and has a full double number I

extension set. It incorporates an editor, 6502 assembler, very fast turtle!

graphics and supports extensive string and file handling. It contains 5401
predefined words including those for reading joystick ports, produce sounds,*
set and read the time and produce random numbers. £30 (d)

f

OXFORD PASCAL A fast, compact P-Code compiler, that fully utilises!

BBC Graphics and sound, contains a powerful editor, and produces!
‘standalone’ software. £35 (c) I

UTILITIES
ACORN BASIC EDITOR £21 (d)

ACCELERATOR From Computer Concepts — Finally, a comprehensive I

compiler that will compile existing BBC Basic programs, simply, and in most
cases, without alteration. Compiles to either intermediate code or machine

|

code. Supplied with two Roms, manual, utility disc etc. £42 (d)

SPEECH ROM From Computer Concepts — allows infinite speech with the !

Acorn speech system using simple * commands. Pitch and emphasis can be
|

altered — even singing is possible! £24 (c)

SPEECH PROCESSOR ROM £12 (d)

DISC DOCTOR Computer Concept’s popular disc utility ROM which adds
|

20 commands to the DFS system. £24 (d)

ACORN GRAPHICS ROM GXR £22.50 (specify BBC B or BBC B PLUS) I

PRINTMASTER The ROM that features the most versatile screen dumps for

the Epson MX/RX/FX80 and KAGA PRINTERS. Includes mode 7,

magnification, character definition, enlarged text, etc. — in short — this

ROM does it all! £23 (d)

BROM The new* utility ROM from Clares — a Toolkit ROM that gives you
|

full screen editing. Many extra functions are included. £24 (d)

REPLICA II 40 & 80 Track Versions available. £9 (d)

REPLICA HI £12.50 (d)

EXMON-I1 Advanced M/C Monitor. £22 (d)

TOOLKIT plus a 16K ROM with many advanced features including Syntax
|

checker, Basic Editor, Autosave, etc. £33 (d)

ROMIT Helps create RAM disc and puts BASIC and assembler programs
|

into eprom. £28 (d)

SLEUTH Basic Debugger £21 (d)

CREATIVE SOUND £14 (d)

HELP II Advanced version of the original HELP rom. £27 (d)

DUMPMASTER II 16K rom with dump routines and a variety of features
|

for about 40 different printers. £26 (d)

ICON MASTER gives your programs that professional touch — compatible I

with AMX. £29 (d)

HERSEY CHARACTER Font generator

STUDIO EIGHT
£18.00 (d)

£19 (d)

BILLBOARD A useful program that enables your BBC to produce I

superlarge ‘Billboard’ type characters i.e. a continuous horizontal scrolling
|

of super-large characters. £18 (d)

DISCMASTER Disc Utility. £18 (d)

BEEBUG SUPERPLOT £18.00 (d) BEEBUG DESIGN £18 (d)

PROGRAM BLTLDER. With 60 complete routines for writing your own
|

Basic programs.

rooks

I

CPU /Assembly Language Books
6502 Assy Lang Prog £19.95

j

6502 Advanced Programming £11.95

6502 Programming £13.95

16 Book £23.95

I Z80 Applications .....£14.50

|

Advanced Z80 M/C Prog £12.95

I
6809 Assy Lane Programming £ 8.95

Programming the 8086/88 £14.95

|

CPM Handbook £ 9.95

Mastering CP/M £ 9.95

Programming the 6809 £8.95

Programming the Z80 £16.95

{

Z80 Ass./Lang Prog £19.95

LANGUAGES
j

BBC Micro Sideways Roms B. Smith.. ..£ 9.95

ISO Pascal Acornsoft £12.50

COMAL £12.50

Understanding DBase II. ...£18.95

Wordstar Made Easy £16.95

Intro CP/M on Z80 2nd Processor £ 9.95

Basic Rom User Guide (Adder) £11.95

Introduction to PASCAl £16.50

Prog the Micro with PASCAl £ 8.50

|
The UNIX Book £12.50

BBC Micro Books
Books for Beginners:

BBC User Guide Acorn £15.00

BBC PLUS User Guide £15.00

Drawing Your Own BBC Programs £ 6.95

Introducing the BBC Micro £ 4.50

Mathematical Programs in BBC Basic... £ 7.95

Languages/ Programming

|

Advanced User Guide £12.50

Adv BASIC Rom User Guide £ 7.50

Advanced Prog Tech for BBC.... £ 8.95

Applied Ass./Lang on the BBC £ 9.95

BBC Micro Advanced Programming £ 9.95

BBC Micro Sideways ROM’s RAM's. ...£ 9.95

BCPL User Manual Acorn £15.00

(No VAT, p&p £1.50 per book)

Guide to the BBC ROM £ 9.95

Exploiting BBC BASIC £ 6.95

FORTH Acorn ,....£ 7.50

Further Programming for BBC £ 4.00

Micro Prolog Manual £12.50

LISP Acorn £ 7.50

Programming the BBC £ 6.50

Structured Programming £ 6.50

S-PASCAL Acorn £ 7.50

Using BBC BASIC £10.00

Word Processing on BBC
(Wordwise + Epson) £ 5.25

SOUND & GRAPHICS
Advanced Graphics with BBC £ 6.00

BBC Graphics & Sound £ 7.50

Creative Sound on the BBC £ 9.95

Graphics on the BBC Micro £ 6.00

DISC DRIVE SYSTEMS
Advanced Disc User Guide £14.05

BBC Micro Disc Companion £ 7.95

Disc Book £ 3.50

Disc Programming Techniques £ 7.95

Disc Systems £ 6.95

APPLICATIONS
BBC Filing Systems & Databases £ 7.95

Business Programming on BBC ....£ 7.95

Business Applications on BBC £ 7.95

DIY Robotics & Sensors £ 6.95

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
PUBLICATIONS
Wordstar Made Easy £16.95

Introduction to Wordstar £11.95

Wordstar Handbook £11.95

dBase-11 For The First Time User £18.95

Understanding dBase-11 £17.95

Understanding dBase-ill £20.95

Multiplan Made Easy £18.95

Multimate Complete Guide £15.95

ABC of Lotus 123 £13.95

The RS232 Solution ....£15.95



BBC B PLUS with DFS £369 <a)l

BBC B PLUS with 128K £389 <a>|

BBC B PLUS Econet (No DFS) £360 <a)[

BBC B PLUS Lconet & DFS £399 (a)l

BBC Dust Cover £4-50 (d)|

UPGRADE KITS

Acorn DFS Kit £80 (cl) 1.2 OS ROM £7.50 (d)

Econet Kit £55 (d) DNFS ROM £17.50 (d)

BASIC II ROM with User Guide £22.50 (d)

1770 DFS Upgrade for Model B £43.50 (d) I

ADFS is Acorn’s long awaited double density disc interface system. I

The hierarchical filing system on the ADFS allows almost unlimited!

number of files. Treating a double sided disc drive as one drivel

allows storage of much larger files and greatly enhances the storage
|

efficiency. Will read 40T discs on SOT drives.

ADFS ROM (for B with 1770 DFS & B plus) £26 (d)l

64K Upgrade Kit for B plus £35 (d) |

econetaccessories

Econet Starter Kit £85 (b)

Econet Socket Set £34 (c)

File Server Level 1 £75 (d)

File Server Level II £210 (d)

Printer Server Rom £41 (d)

10 Station Lead set £26 <c)

Adv. Econet User Guide.£10 (d)l

bitstick cad PACKAGE

ROBOCOM BITSTICK II: This bitstick comes with Bitstick 1 1

software upgraded to allow for auto dimensioning, scaling £775 (a)|

Upgrade for Bitstick I to 11 £450 (

ACORN’s multiplotter driver for Bitstick graphics £79 i

(All popular plotters included)

Epson FX80 screen dump routine for Bit Stick I £35 (

Epson FX80 dump for Bitstick 11 £39 (

acorn winchester drive*

Acorn Hard Discs are now available in 10 and 30 Mbyte versions. I

The drive plugs into the I MHz bus. The ADFS filing system with its I

hierarchical filing structure provides excellent file management
[

facilities. Data transfer rate of 1 Mbit/sec and average seek time of I

85 ms provides the user very fast access to very large amounts of
|

data. File Server Level III is installed as standard.

10 Mbyte Winchester Drive

30 Mbvte W inchester Drive

ACORN 2nd PROCESSORS

The Z80 2nd Processor converts your BBC into a CP/M business I

computer. Complete with comprehensive free software. £299 (at
[

The 6502 2nd Processor provides both an increase in speed and
|

memory. £!6V

TORCH PRODUCTS

ZEPI00Z80 Card with PERFECT Software + Z80 Basie..£>99 (at I

ZDP240 ZEPI00 + TORCH Disc Pack .£499 (a)
f

HDP240 ZEP100 + 20Mb Hard Disc + 1 x 400K floppy .£2150 (a)

UNICORN 68000 68000CPU + 5I2K RAM + UNIX OS + I

HDP240 with Z80B CPU .£3490 (a)

phone
technoline
014509764

FOR DETAILS ON

new ACORN
launches

TECHNOLINE offers you

24 hour, 7 days a week
ordering/information

*New Products *Comment Box
^Technical Pages *Comments
on Stock and availability of

Products
* Placing of Orders and many
others....

Techno-Line 01-450 9764

24 hour, 7 days a week.

Technical Information:

1200/75 Baud. Standard Viewdata/Prestel Protocols.

Please note that a ‘Prestel’ type terminal must be used.

EPROMs/RAMS

2764-25 £2.00 (d) 27128-25 £3.00 (d)|

6264LP-15 £4.00 (d)

ACORN 32016 CO-PROCESSOR

The renowned ‘BITSTICK’ graphic CAD package. Using the on-|

screen menu and colour pallette, it can draw freehand as well as lines!

and shapes with great accuracy. Any part of a drawing may be!
magnified many times, and up to 192 drawings may be saved on a|

disc. In total, a friendly yet sophisticated CAD system offering]

tremendous value.

BITSTICK I £305 (a)|

Acorn Cambridge Co-processor combines with the BBC micro to I

provide full 32 bit processing. The National Semiconductor 320161
processor performs all language and application processing, the

|
NS32081 floating point processor maximises the performance and|
provides support for IEEE standard fp handling.

The specially developed operating system PANOS, provides I

efficient interfacing between the languages and the hardware and I

software of the BBC micro incl. the variety of ACORN filing I

systems: DFS, ADFS and NFS. PANOS provides a variety of I

utilities including a full screen editor and a linker providing acces to|

both library routines and cross language linking.

FORTRAN 77, PASCAL and C languages with mainframe type I

implementations, fully compiled and provided with appropriate!

library support are included. Other languages include, Cambridge]
LISP with its compiler, a 32016 assembler and a 32bit interpreted I

implementation of BBC BASIC with full screen editor. 1 Mbyte of
|RAM is included as standard.

32016 CO PROCESSOR (Currently available from slock) £1399 (a)
|

Please phone or write for full specifications on the Cambridge Co
processor and Cambridge Workstation .

MULTI-FORM Z80 2nd PROCESSOR

MULTIFORM is a second processor with a difference! It is capable

of running virtually all CP/M-2.2 based software in almost any
format on a 5.25" disc system. It will operate with single or dual, 40

or 80 track single or double sided drives and with Acorn single and
double density DFS.
The second processor package is supplied with a 64K ram card,

OS/M operating system in rom and a utility disc. The utility disc

contains two of the most popular CP/M terminal emulations, a

library with a variety of CP/M format configurations and a

program for creating new configurations. (Note single density DFS
will read only the single density CP/M formats). It is mains powered
and interfaces with the BBC through the 1MHz bus.

META-ASSEMBLER

MUSIC 500/SYMPHONY

Acorn’s MUSIC 500 is a sophisticated music composition aid and
sound effects generator. Phone for leaflet. Music 500 £160 (a)

|

SYMPHONY KEYBOARD from ATPL is a professional 4 Octave
keyboard with sophisticated software.

Sy mphony Keyboard £86 (a)

Synth-500 disc allows its use with Music-500 Synth-500 Disc £10(d)

BBC Computer

& Econet

Referral Centre

MAIL ORDER
17 Burnley Road
I ondon NW 10 1ED

On a dual drive system, two separate CP/M formats can be run I

simultaneously, making data exchange between two CP/M formats|

simple.

MULTIFORM is an indispensable tool for any establishment that

operates a variety of CP/M format machines, or for anyone who
holds a library of CP/M packages or anyone contemplating

converting his BBC micro into a CP/M machine and wishes a total

freedom in purchasing the software packages.

MULTIFORM Z80 £299 (a)
|

(please specify the type of DFS in use)

RETAIL SHOPS
15 Burnlcv Road
London NVVI0 1LD
Tel: 01-208 1177

(close to Dollis

Hill-©-)

West End Branch

305 Edgware Road
London \V2

Tel: 01-723 0233

(near Edgware
Road*©*)

Both an editor and Macro-Assembler. Meta can assemble most I

65xx, 68xx, 6804, 6805/6305, 6809, 8048, 8080/8085, Z80, 1802 and|
more. (Free updates due very soon — 68000 series, 8088/8086,
Z8000 etc.) Many advanced features including Macros, conditional

assembly, Global/selective search etc. Includes 16K Eprom, disc,

function key card, and comprehensive manual. Please phone for

comprehensive leaflet.. Meta-Assembler £126 (c)

TECHNOLINE
24 hour Viewdata

Service 01*450 9764

Orders welcome from

government depts&

educational

establishments.

All prices ex VAT
Prices are subject to

change without notice

Please add carriage

(a) £8 (Datapost)

(b) £2.50

(c) £1.50

(d) £1.00.



EPROM PROGRAMMER
FOR THE BBC

A very high quality product direct from the

manufacturers, contained in attractive

sloping box with low insertion force

socket and neon indicator for program-

ming fitted as standard, the software

adopts the high efficiency method for

programming 2764 and 27128. This al-

lows up to 100% faster programming,

software in machine code, supplied on

cassette and can be placed in eprom. Very

easy to use, menu driven with easy to use

instructions. This unit is completely self

contained with its own power supply and

plugs into the user port.

THIS PROFESSIONAL UNIT ALLOWS:

1. Will program: 2716, 2732, 2532, 2764 and 27128 eproms.

2. Copy eprom into memory and compute checksum.

3. Blank check eprom.

4. Program eprom from memory.

5. Verify byte by byte and compute checksum.

6. Allow buffer start area to be changed.

7. All operating system calls may be used when in menu mode.

8. Semi-intelligent programming. Typical time to program a 2764 8k device is approx. 50

sec. depending on the data to be programmed.

9. Additional software supplied to enable your own program (basic or machine code) to be

put into eprom with the necessary leader information to allow calling with a ‘command.

Downshift routine to enable basic programs to be run is also supplied.

COST £46.50 please add 1 5% VAT £1 .00 post and packing
ALSO AVAILABLE RAM/ROM CARD

ORDERS TO:

H.C.R. ELECTRONICS,

H.C.R. HOUSE,
BAKERS LANE,

INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 OBZ

Tel: (0277) 35540718

(Details on Request)

JP
E3 ^

ELECTRONIC
SERVICES

AA95

FLIPPY DISKS are the most versatile 5 'A " soft sectored disks available.

They are double sided, double density, and specially designed to allow
both sides to be used, either on a double or single sided drive.

Single sided drive users will require the use of a DISK NIBBLER to enable

them to write to the flip-side. The end user can now save up to 50% on
disks and disk storage boxes.

ORDER NOW
AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR LAUNCH "SPECIAL OFFER"

(SAVE £4.30) £2.00 off Disk Nibbler plus free Flippy Disk.

(SAVE £13.00) £3.45 off box of 10 Flippy Disks plus free Nibbler

And single sided drive users still get 100% more storage

Just return the order below, enclosing your cheque/p. o./m.o. and post to

Computatill Ltd., Freepost, Oldham, OL9 6BR (no stamp required)

or ring 061 652 8006 with your Barclaycard/Access details.

TRADEAND BULK ORDERS PLEASE RING 0616529006 F5

Please send

plus

Please send

plus

To Computatill Ltd., Freepost, Oldham, OL9 6BR
I would like to take advantage of your launch “Special Offer"

Qty.

DISKNIBBLER/S at £&$£ £7.95 = £_

FREE FLIPPY DISK (one per Nibbler)

BOX/ES (10) FLIPPY DISKS at £19.95 £

FREE DISK NIBBLER/S
(one per box of 10 Flippy Disks)

I enclosecheque/p.o./m.o. for

NAME

TOTAL =

ADDRESS

SUBSCRIBE TO
ACORN USER

AND WE'LL SEND
YOU A

FREE CASSETTE

WORTH £3

Use the coupon below to take out a subscription for yourself or a friend

and we will send you our special cassette, a compilation of the best Acorn

User programs from past issues, selected by our expert editorial team,

absolutely FREE!

To take advantage of this offer, fill in the form below giving the name and

address of the subscriber and the recipient of the FREE cassette. This

offer is only open to addresses in the UK and Eire.

Please start a year’s subscription to Acom User from the issue and

send it to the following address:

NAME

ADDRESS

If you would like the FREE Best of Acom User Cassette to go to a different address to the

one given above, complete the name and address details below.

NAME

ADDRESS

I enclose my cheque/postal order for £17.50 made payable to Redwood Publishing LtdQ
Please debit £17.50 from my Access/Barclaycard/American Express |~1

Account No: I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

SIGNED pATE

SEND THIS FORM WITH YOUR REMITTANCE IN AN ENVELOPE to SUBSCRIPTIONS MANAGER. ACORN USER
68 LONG ACRE LONDON WC2E 9JH
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HINTS &UPS
Martin Phillips considers the problem of colour blindness, includes a utility

to list ROMs and presents a help page creator

Enter legibility level

1 bad, 2 OK, 3 good _

The result of running listing 1. The program is designed to help the colour blind

CLASHING
COLOURS

Not long ago colour was a novelty on a micro

but now it is seen as essential, and many

programs rely heavily on its use.

One issue that gets little or no mention is

that of colour blindness. About 1 in 30 males is

colour blind, and many are unaware of it.

About 95% of colour blind people are males,

and most cases are inherited. Although such

people have different colour sensations, they

can usually make some distinction between

different colours, usually by some slight differ-

ence in brightness. Most people have only

some degree of colour blindness, the most

common type being blindness to red or green.

White light, and all other colours, can be

produced from just three primary colours -

red, green and blue (more correctly a bluish-

violet colour) - hence the term ‘RGB’ to

indicate the three colour signals sent to a

colour monitor. Mixing these three colours in

nearly equal proportions will give white.

When black is placed against white or vice

versa they ‘set one another off, and the black

looks blacker and the white a purer white than

if either were placed against a coloured back-

ground. It is also true that blue against yellow

is more vivid than if placed against any other

colour, and in the same way green is enhanced

by red. It is difficult to design a program with

the right colour combinations for maximum

legibility. Listing 1 can help. It displays each

possible foreground and background colour

combination (except where they are the same).

As each combination is displayed, the user

must select a number from 1 to 3 to assess its

legibility. The results are stored and displayed

either on the screen or to a printer, in a form

that is easy to check.

I tried this on several people and found a

considerable variation in the results, some

colours being more acceptable than others.

Obviously the type of display being used will

have some bearing on opinions, a good moni-

tor providing sharper definition than a colour

television. A compilation of acceptable and

unacceptable colour combinations would help

with program design, especially with teletext

pages. We would be grateful if readers, espe-

cially those who are colour blind, would send

in their results from listing 1.

Listing 1 is straightforward in operation.

PROCinitialise dimensions two arrays; ‘re-

sults’ which stores the legibility number (0 for

the same background and foreground colours,

and 1-3 for bad to good), and ‘colourS’ which

stores the name of each logical colour number.

PROCtest cycles through the combinations,

defines a text window at the top of the screen

and changes the colours in this window. After

the test phrase has been displayed, the text

window is removed, and the rest of the

printing is done in white on black. PROCprint

displays the results on the screen or on a

printer. If a printed copy is required, your

name and monitor type are requested and

printed at the top of the sheet. The results are

ordered before being printed.

WHAT’S IN A
MACHINE?

With such a variety of ROMs available for the

BBC micro it is often necessary to invest in a

sideways ROM board to hold them all.

A problem that frequently occurs is that

some of the ROMs interfere with each other,

or cause odd effects in programs. This fre-

quently happens with the NFS (network filing

system) chip fitted to many BBC computers,

and often the best thing is to remove this chip

completely.

Sometimes the various ROMs have to be

moved in relation to each other to get the best

compatibility. For example, both Beebug’s

Toolkit and Watford’s DPS have a *F,DIT

command. The Toolkit can have all its com-

mands prefixed by a ‘B’ to get round this

problem, but to be able to access both *EDITs

it is necessary to put the Toolkit in a lower

priority socket.

Once all the ROMs are positioned for least

clashes, it is useful to keep a record of where

they ar.e stored in case they need to be switched

out. I have included here a short utility

program to list all the ROMs in the machine

(listing 2); all it does is to print out the title of

each ROM and its location. If more informa-

tion is needed the *HELP facility can be used.

Listing 2 works by using the OSRDRM call

(Operating System Read byte from paged

ROM call). This allows a single byte to be read

from within a paged ROM. On entry, the Y
register should contain the number of the

ROM to be read and a vector at &F6 holds the

address of the byte to be read. The byte is
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returned in the accumulator. The title is held in

a string starting at location 9 in the ROM and

is terminated by a 0. A check is made on the

byte returned before adding it to the title string

as there is no reason why such titles should not

contain such codes as switching the screen off.

Individual ROMs can be switched off by

putting the value of 0 into the location

&2Al+(ROM location number). The loca-

tion number will be in the range 0-15. Lan-

guage ROMs can be called up by using the

*FX142, (ROM location number) call. Thus it

is possible to have both versions of Basic in the

machine at the same time and call each up by

simply using the *FX142 call. If a program is

already in memory when this is done, the OLD
statement must be used before executing.

HELP FOR
THE ASKING

Current software often provides help facilities

in the form of special keys which, when

pressed, give help with a particular part of the

program. This technique frees the user from

frequent reference to the handbook and proves

useful when one is familiar with the program,

but has forgotten the command required.

Help facilities can be implemented on the

BBC micro simply by writing help pages into

each part of a program so pressing a key will

give a page or more of information. The only

problem is the text will take up precious

computer memory, so reducing the available

memory for the rest of the program.

A better way is to use disc memory. There is

often a large amount of spare memory left on a

disc, and this can be used to store various help

files. These can be viewed using *TYPE which

can be called up from within a Basic program,

without any effect on the program itself. In

order to use this facility, there needs to be a

means of transferring text from the computer

to disc. A wordprocessor program like

Wordwise is ideal for this. Wordwise has a spool

text facility, so that the text can be correctly

formatted to disc. All that needs to be done is

to take a sample of text, make the line length 39

or less, add justification if required, and save to

disc using the spool text option. Then put page

mode on (VDU14 or CTRL-N), clear the

screen (VDU12 or CTRL-L) and type *TYPE
JUNK where JUNK is the filename of the

spooled file. This will print out the text one

page at a time, and pressing the Shift key will

allow the next page to be displayed.

This very simple method is satisfactory for

straightforward help pages, but there are prob-

lems. Adding colour is possible but tedious,

adding graphics is also possible but very

tedious. Also the file has to be loaded back into

Wordwise to correct it, thereby making screen

layout difficult. To get round these problems, 1

have included a help page creation program

(listing 3) to enable up to 10 pages of help

array M%. This array dimensions 10000 mem-

ory locations. Each teletext page is 40 charac-

ters wide and 25 lines deep, therefore 1000

bytes are needed to store each page.

It is necessary to clear this memory area, -

otherwise, if the program is used to create

position

OFS.NET

BASIC
INTER-SHEET
OFS.NET
SHEET
BASIC
INTER-SHEET
DFS.NET
SHEET
BASIC
INTER-SHEET
OFS.NET
SHEET
BASIC
IMTER-8HEET

Listing 2 is a utility that lists ROMs in a micro

information to be created quickly and effec-

tively on the BBC. Colours, coloured back-

grounds and graphics are supported, and dou-

ble height text is produced at one go. At the

bottom of each page there is a page number

and a message requesting that the Shift key

should be pressed to continue or to finish. It is

possible to create new files and to edit or

extend existing files. Once pages have been

created they can be saved to disc, and then a

one line entry in a program will call them up:

VDU 26,1 4,1 2:*TYPE JUNK
where JUNK is the filename of the stored text.

Page mode must be switched off once the help

file has finished, and it is better to switch off

the cursor before calling up the file. You can

do this by typing:

VDU 23, 1,0; 0; 0; 0;

To switch the cursor back on, simply type:

VDU 23, 1,1; 0; 0; 0;

Listing 3 has three main procedures.

PROCsetup, PROCrun and PROCsave.

PROCsetup sets up various elements needed

by the program, PROCrun is the main run-

loop of the program where the pages are

created and edited, and PROCsave saves the

finished pages to disc. It is possible to create 10

pages, which are stored consecutively in a byte

more than one set of help pages, previous

characters will be retrieved. The number 32

(&20) - the ASCII character for a space - is

stored in each location.

Once this has been done, some of the

function keys are programmed; the

shift 4* function key and CTRL + function key

functions are set by default and are ideal for

this purpose. A function key strip is provided

to show the function of each user-defined key

(figure 1). These are programmed to give

characters greater than 128. In line 270, for

example, the
!
part is equivalent to the value

128 and | M gives 13, making a total of 141 -

the ASCII character to give double height.

Note that line 330 uses the pound sign as the

last character. Function keys 8 and 9 are

programmed to go forward and backwards

throughout the pages and, by the way they are

programmed, it is also possible to use CTRL-B

to go back and CTRL-F to go forwards. Then

the user is given the opportunity of loading an

old file back in for editing purposes.

PROCrun is the main part of the program.

The procedure first prints the message and

page number at the bottom of the screen. The

rest of the procedure is a REPEAT
. . . UNTIL loop which inputs a keyboard
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character and then displays it on the screen.

The first problem here was that it is possible to

use the cursor keys to scroll the screen, thereby

losing the text. So each key has to be tested to

see that it does not move outside the screen

area. The next problem was the double height

key. To be easy to use, the software needs to

sense whenever the double height code exists

on a line and then print everything twice. This

is quite easy while that line of text is being

entered, but is more difficult when returning

to a line with double height on it.

PROCdouble tests whether a line has a double

height code on it: the variable ‘double’ has the

value of 1 if the line should be in double

height. An extra line (line 770) is needed to

cater for deletion of a double height character.

Once the appropriate graphics colour code

has been entered, pressing different keys on the

keyboard will give most, if not all, of the

graphics characters. However, a chart is need-

ed to find each one and, as this can take time, a

different approach is called for. The

Q,W,A,S,Z and X keys can be used to set or

remove the appropriate pixels in the character.

Pressing Return then defines the character.

This can be accessed at any time by using a

spare key on the keyboard, the Copy key. To

enter the character definition function, the

CTRL-fO key must be pressed. PROCchar is

the procedure to define the graphics character.

It first checks to see if a graphics colour has

been entered, and if not inserts the white

graphics character. Without this character

somewhere in front of the graphics character it

would not be possible to define or display a

character: text would appear instead.

PROCforwards and PROCbackwards are

two similar procedures to move onto the next

page or back to a previous page. The proce-

dures test the first character in the bottom line

of the page to see if it contains the ASCII code

for cyan text. If it does, the procedure assumes

that this page has previously been defined.

This test is necessary so that the help file is only

as long as required and does not contain extra

blank pages. For this reason, when creating a

text file, do not step on beyond the current

page unless it is intended to create the next

page of text. PROCstore and PROCretrieve

are two similar procedures to transfer the

screen memory area to the array and vice versa.

When enough pages have been created,

press Shift-fO to leave the editor and save the

pages. PROCsave saves the pages of the help

file. Once the title has been entered (no error

checks are made, so this should be done

carefully) the ‘end’ message is placed at the

bottom of the last line. Then, in the last few

bytes left on the page, two ASCII return codes

are put in, followed by a clear screen code

which ensures that the file will scroll properly

when page mode is put on. Lastly, the pages

are saved byte by byte. This is rather slow, but

it doesn’t have to be done too often so it isn’t

worth looking for an elegant solution.

Martin Phillips' listings can befound on yellow pages 105 to

107 page creation program (listing 3)

A plethora of ROMs. Listing 2 helps keep them in order
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FIRSTBYTE
SPEED MERCHANTS

No matter how fast computers are, there are always times when you want them to

work even faster. And there are many ways of making them do just that

Computers are fast, and the BBC micro is

probably the fastest-running micro in its class.

The Pdectron runs at a slightly slower speed

than its big brother. But no matter how speedy

our micro is, at times we will want it to run

even faster.

There are a variety of reasons why this

might be the case. Typically to speed up

graphics so that they are displayed in Teal’

time, eg, for games. Or to sort largish quanti-

ties of data, for example to search through a

database of names for a specific item.

So how do we actually go about speeding

programs up? The BBC is processing informa-

tion at about two million times per second; the

Electron runs at about half this speed. These

are often referred to as the cycle or clock cycle

time and are normally quoted as 2MHz (mega-

hertz) and 1MHz respectively. The term ‘pro-

cessing information’ may be slightly mislead-

ing. The heart of your micro is the 6502 chip,

which has a very simple set of instructions. The

quickest of these will take one cycle to operate.

More complex instructions may take two,

No matter how speedy

our micro is, at times we’ll

want it to run even faster

three, four and five cycles to execute, so the

actual number of operations per second will

range from two million to about 0.5 million

per second for the BBC micro, and half this for

the Electron.

Obviously we are unable to alter this speed

to make our programs go faster unless we plug

in a specific peripheral device such as the

Watford Electronics Delta Board to do so.

What we can do, however, is to write and

adapt our programs to make them much more

efficient in terms of the amount of time the

Basic interpreter spends identifying commands

and statements, thus allowing it to get on with

the work of carrying out the operation re-

quired of it.

To see just how much difference even a

52

minimal change can make, look at listing 1.

Here we have two simple loops which both

add 1 to a variable 1000 times. The first loop

uses a long variable name. The timing loop

surrounding the program tells us that it takes

2.75 seconds to carry out the task. Now look at

the second loop. This is identical except that it

uses the resident integer variables (A% instead

of ‘incrementing’) and it takes just about 0.9

seconds to run - a 200 per cent improvement in

terms of speed.

The resident integer variables", ie, A% to

This is not the purists way of

programming - totally against the

rules - but then speed always

has a price

Z% and a% to z% inclusive, are ‘known’ to

Basic. It knows exactly where to find them and

can do so quickly. Other integer variables, ie,

named ones that have the suffix % are slower

as they must be found in memory by Basic.

Real variables are also stored in main memorv

and these are slower still as each requires five

bytes for storage of the value assigned to it,

and this is coded in a special format that needs

to be decoded for use when you are printing to

the screen.

Straight away we can see that simply adjust-

ing the variable names within a program can

greatly increase its speed. Imagine the total

saving in a program of even 5k in length which

uses long variable names.

This is not to say that long variable names

are bad. On the contrary, if speed is not of an

essence then stick with them. A variable called

‘screcnmode’ means a lot more than one called

S% when it comes to reading and possibly

debugging the program listing.

The best solution is to write and debug your

program using long variable names, then

finally add the speed by using a suitable utility

to replace each variable name with single letter

integer one.

Variable names are not only used in simple

forms such as in listing 1 . Remember that they

can also be used in number arrays, and in many

cases an even more significant speed increase

can be gained. On the subject of arrays,

remember that they always start from array 0,

not array 1 . Use array 0, as the Basic interpreter

will have one less to search through than if you

had started at array 1

.

If you are using single byte values in arrays

then byte arrays are much quicker to access and

require less space (just a single byte per

element) than normal arrays, as shown in

listing 2. Experiment for yourself to see.

Storing or moving data to and from parts of

memory can be time consuming. Listing 3

illustrates this graphically. The first loop (lines

80- 1(H)) pokes the mode 0 screen with &FF a

byte at a time. W hen run it takes 18 seconds to

complete the task. Not bad when you consider

that it is writing to 20480 separate locations.

But single-byte poking is very inefficient. The

Beeb and Electron are capable of using the!

(pling) operator to poke four-byte blocks at a

time. The routine between lines 150 and 170

10 REM First Byte - Listing 1

20 REM by Tessie Revivis
30 REM BBC B/B+/12Bk and Electron
40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
30 t

60 TIME*0
70 incrementing*©
80 FOR thi si oop=0 TO lOOO
90 incrementing*incrementing+-l
100 NEXT thi si oop
110 PRINT TIME/lOO
120 s

130 TIME=0
140 A7.=0
150 FOR N7.=0 TO 1000
160 A7.=A7.+ 1

170 NEXT N7.

180 PRINT TIME/lOO
>RUN

Listing 1. A 200 per cent improvement in speed

between the first and the second loop

performs the same task using this method and

completes it in just three seconds - which is a

sixfold increase!

In long programs that use procedure calls, a

speed increase of up to 10 per cent can often be

gained by replacing PROC calls with their

equivalent GOSUB. This is not the purist’s
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way of programming - totally against the

rules, as it were - but then speed always has a

price. There is an exception to this when you

want to pass parameters, for example. It is

quicker to pass parameters to a PROC thus:

PROCpass (A%, B%, C%)

than it is to use global variables within the

program. GOTOs are sluggish, as the Basic

interpreter has to look at each line number in

turn to see just where the line is. If the line is at

the front of the program then it can be quite,

quick. However, if it’s towards the end . . .

10 REM First Byte - Listing 2
20 REM by Tessie Revivis
30 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron
40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
50 s

60 DIM A (255)
70 DIM A*/. 255
80 TIME=0
90 FOR N7.=0 TO 255
100 A(N7.)=N7.

110 NEXT
120 PRINT TIME/100
130 TIME=0
140 FOR N7.=0 TO 255
150 A7.?N7.=N7.

160 NEXT
170 PRINT TIME/100

Listing 2. Single byte values in arrays are

quicker and need less space

REPEAT . . . UNTIL loops run faster than

IF . . . THEN . . . GOTO type loops. Simi-

larly FOR . . . TO loops offer a slight speed

increase over REPEAT . . . UNTIL loops,

which will generally require at least an extra

instruction overhead, for example to increment

a loop control variable. FOR . . . NEXT
loops can be speeded up themselves by omit-

ting the control variable after the word

NEXT. In other words, terminate loops with

NEXT
and not

NEXT X%
If you have several FOR . . . NEXT loops

embedded, all ending directly after one anoth-

er, then use the ‘NEXT comma’ technique.

That is, use

NEXT „

rather than

NEXT A% : NEXT B%
An interesting way of gaining some speed,

particularly in the case of the Electron, is to

disable the keyboard with *FX 178,0. Why

should this provide more umph? The answer

lies in the fact that the operating system, which

has ultimate control over your micro, keeps

stopping your program several times a second

to have a look at the keyboard to see if any keys

have been pressed, so that it can insert them

into the input buffer for later processing.

Obviously, getting rid of this intrusion will

speed up the overall running time.

Program lines that involve tests, particularly

long ones or several of them packed within a

FIRST BYTE

program, can be speeded up. Consider the line:

IF A% = 0 AND B% = 1

C% = 2 AND D% = 3 THEN E% = 4

To evaluate this line Basic has to check to see

that four variables all equal the specified

amount. A quicker method would be to use

several IFs thus:

IF A% = 0:IF B% = 1:IF

C% = 2:IF D% = 3:E% = 4

Now' only one condition need be tested at a

time and the line will be left as soon as a

conditional test fails.

Some Basic keywords are optional. In the

above example, THEN can be omitted. Simi-

larly so can variable definitions, where the

keyword LET is optional. Removing these

words will mean that Basic has one keyword

less to evaluate each time.

Spaces and REM statements add to the bulk

of a program and as they have to be evaluated

each time they are encountered, they slow it

down. Removing all REMs and all superfluous

spaces will gain some extra speed. Similarly

using multi-statement lines, where possible,

cuts down the time spent by Basic decoding the

start of each line.

Computers are not efficient at maths though

it might not seem so. Writing expressions for

evaluation in an efficient style will help:

A% = B%/1 0 +C% / 1

0

is a typical example. It can be written much

more effectively as:

A% = (B% + C%)/10

If you need to save or load data then use

*SAVE or *LOAD to do so. The single byte

BPUT and BGET routines provided are terri-

What we can do is to write

and adapt our programs to

make them much more efficient

bly slow, and when used over filing systems

such as the Econet often involve an overhead

of a couple of dozen bytes.

If you wish to move data around the screen

display, ie, sprites for games, scrolling letters

and so forth, then reading and writing to and

from the screen directly (peeking and poking)

is very much faster than using the legal VDU
and PLOT commands. The trouble here is that

your program will not work when used with

shadow video RAM or across the Tube. But if

this isn’t a consideration, it can often make the

difference between a moving display working

effectively and not.

For some applications you will find it

impossible to speed your programs up enough

in Basic. At such times vou will have to resort

to machine code. This does not mean that you

have to re-write your entire program in assem-

bly language, just try to evaluate which sec-

tions are taking up the processor’s time (insert

loops that will print the time taken for a

particular section of Basic to run) and try to

write this in machine code, or extract a routine

that does just that from another listing in AU.

Generally, loops and memory manipulation are

slowest. Graphics that are performed legally

cannot normally be speeded up significantly,

though direct peeking or poking can. Similar-

10 REM First Byte - Listing 3
20 REM by Tessie Revivis
30 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron
40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
50 :

60 MODE O
70 TIME=0
80 FOR S7.=&3000 TO &8000
90 ?S7.=255
100 NEXT
110 T7.-TIME/100
120 s

130 MODE 0
140 TIME=0
150 FOR S7=&3000 TO $<8000 STEP 4

160 !S7.=-1

170 NEXT
180 H7.*TIME/100
190 MODE 7
200 PRINT T7.,H7.

>RUN
18
3

Listing 3. Moving data to and from parts of

memory can be time consuming

ly, filing system accesses are limited by the

mechanical nature of the devices being used.

If you look at the listings in Acorn User you

will see that they are rarely optimised for

speed, but rather for ease of understanding,

and hence they make good examples for

practising your speed techniques.

Try taking a listing from the yellow pages

and inserting a timing loop as used in the

simple examples on these pages. Run the

program and make a note of the timing. Then,

try each of the techniques outlined above in

turn. First remove the REMs at the start and

see how much difference this makes. Then

shorten procedure names, and so on.

The graphics listings by Jim McGregor and

Alan Watt in the past four issues make ideal

choices for this. They use excellent procedure

names such as PROCdrawmotifat which short-

en to something like PROCd - it makes it

difficult to understand what the program is

doing, but soon starts making an impact on

timings. Also notice that if you press a key

while a program is running it will increase the

timing by a fraction of a second.

A by-product of such techniques is that they

not only save time but also memory, which can

be especially important for Electron users with

the Plus 3 disc add-on which grabs extra

memory, as does the ADFS disc chip on the

BBC micro.
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EDUCATIONAL
SPECIALIST

Microworld are Scotland’s sole Scottish

based Acorn distributor with vast

experience of Econet and can offer

installation, service, advice and supply
throughout the U.K. Our London office is

now open to service the entire country.

Please call for our latest Educational Prices
or phone for our list of dealers nationwide.

BRANCH NETWORK
THROUGHOUT THE U.K.

LONDON
Park House
140 Battersea Park Road
London SW11 4NB
01 627 4840

Computers Monitors
BBC B PLUS (64K RAM) £449 00
BBC B PLUS 128K £47900
BBC B PLUS (64K RAM) £519.00

(Free Cumana or Pace 100K Disc Drive)

BBC B PLUS (128K RAM) £549.00
(Free Cumana or Pace 100K Disc Drive)

Amstrad CPC 464 mono £199.00
Amstrad CPC 464 colour £299.00
Amstrad CPC6128 mono £299.00
Amstrad CPC6128 colour £399.00
Sanyo MBC555 with SG-10 Printer

Zenith monitor + Software £899.00

Atari 520ST computher with

3.5" Disc Drive, monitor, mouse and
software £749.00

Atari System as above, with

Star SG-10 printer £899.00

RML Nimbus PCI P.O.A.

RML Nimbus PC2 P.O.A.

RML Nimbus X10 P.O.A.

Disk Drives

GLASGOW
11 Bath Street

Glasgow
041 332 1116
and at

Anderston Cross Centre

041 226 1116

EDINBURGH
4 St. Andrew Square
Edinburgh EH2 2BD
031 557 4196

12 Leven Street

Tollcross, Edinburgh

031 228 1111

ABERDEEN
77 Holburn Street

Aberdeen

0224 571735

Cumana CSX100 40T, single, no psu £79.95
Cumana CSX200 80T, single, with psu ... £39.95
Cumana CSX400 80T, single, no psu £99.95
Cumana CSL100 40T, single, with psu .. £109.95
Cumana CS100M40T, single with psu ... £109.95
Cumana CS400 80T, single, with psu ... £129.95
Cumana CD200 407, dual, with psu £199.95
Cumana CD800/S 80T, dual, with psu .. £239.95
Cumana CSX531, 3Vt" Disk £59.95
Winchester lOmb Hard Disc £1,499.00
Winchester 30mb Hard Disc £2,099.00

Level III Software £139.00
Disk Interface with DNFS Rom £69.00
Torch Z80 Disk Pack £599.00
All Cumana Drives come with cables, manuals
formatter disc.

Microvitec Standard £205.00
Microvitec Medium £289.00
Microvitec High £435.00
Sanyo Standard £179.95
BMC High Res. Green Screen £109.95
Sanyo Green Screen £89.95
Zenith ZVM Green £85.95
Zenith ZVM Amber £99.95

ROMs & Sundries
AMX Mouse super plus software £75.95
Wordwise ROM £37.95
Wordwise plus ROM £45.95
View ROM £46.95
View Sheet ROM £44.95
Disc Doctor ROM £29.95

IN THE MARKET?
We at Microworld believe that our price
to end user and education cannot be

beaten and accordingly we give you our

PRICE PROMISE
Phone now for details.

(Subject to conditions)

Amstrad pcw 8256

FEATURES
1 Monitor with inbuilt disc drive

2 Word processing software

3 High quality NLQ Printer with graphic
capability

4 256K RAM
5 CP/M plus software compatible

Amstrad PCW 8256

Amstrad PCW 8256

includes Disc Drive and NLQ
Printer only iiCQ



CALL 01-627 4840

FEATURES
. 120cps — bidirectional logic seeking / I

*

!. Near letter quality mode fcj , ,

L Inexpensive ribbons \

Epson and IBM compatible \
• Easily accessible dip-switches MdA#
> Friction and Tractor feeds NEW
' Standard parallel Interface-free BBC cable

[ 12 months guarantee and our 7 day Money Back Guarantee.

.RRP £297

NEW SG-10 NLQ
S<l VERY VERSATILE
^Also SG-15 NLQ Wide carriage

132 column version. Only £369.00

EPSON
FEATURES

1 lOOcps — bidirectional logic seeking

2 NLQ Rom Font as standard

3 Italics, bold, underlining and many more

font styles

4 Compatible with most software

5 Tractor feed — only £25 extra.

as
EPSON LX80

RRP £295

IRESEARCH MACHINES
MICRCXX )MPUTER SYSTEMS RM NIMBUS
FEATURES m1 MS-DOS operating system

2 16-Bit 80186 Chip, 8MHz clock speed

3 Used by Educational Establishments

4 Low cost networking

5 MS-NET networking available

6 MS-Windows available

7 Fastest 16-bit professional micro

8 As used by Pegasus training school

9 Winchester Hard Disc versions available

* Price to Education (only in Scotland)

ATARI A520ST
FEATURES

1 512K Ram
2 68000 Processor with networking

3 Professional Software free

4 512 Colours on screen

5 8MHz clock speed
Gem operating system

Complete system CPU, Disk Drive,

Monitor and Mouse included j
Free software includes /l
Basic, Logo, Gemwrite, /S
Gempaint. /• m

Special Offer: 520ST Atari System with Star SG-10 Normally £1,110 OUR

ass



LONDON CALL 01-627 4840

CUT^0kS
4
5S80

only

£99.95
S. VAT 8. Carriage

Dnve with PSU £34995

CSX531
"

Kit with DNFS ROM

£109.95
•ricl. VAT & Carriage

| i Cumana CSX 400
Sale Price

I
I Disk Drive & DFS Kit

£239.95 CUMANA °n
!? Q(

.

"or with'npc
9" DISK DRIVE £154.95

£?QQgc OFFERS
,nc,VAT&Carna9e

* ^
|_ 1

iJB&EfisF
I Mail Order Only I

f £69.00
VAT & Carrie

(fitting cost £15). I-.SS?6

Cumana CS400
e \ Hours

^rJJwe Double Sided Service

How to Order MAIL ORDER
Orders by post welcomed: please mail coupon
with payment.
Telephone orders welcome: call 01-627 4840
(London) or 031-228 1111 (Edinburgh) or
041-332 1116 (Glasgow) or 0224 571735
(Aberdeen).
We also welcome Government and Educational
orders.

All products supplied include our own 12
months guarantee backed by our own service
centre staffed by fully qualified engineers.
Order with confidence, 7 days money back
guarantee.
All charges include VAT and carriage charges
by courier. Dealer enquiries and personal
callers welcome. All offers stated here are
available through any of Microworld’s 50
dealers nationwide.

The right is reserved to alter prices without prior
notice.

All items subject to availability. E&OE

To: Microworld Distribution, Dept. AU. Park House. 140 Battersea Park Road, London SW11
01-627 4840

Please send me

O I enclose a cheque for £ payable to Microworld Computer Systems Ltd.

Please debit my Access/Visa/American Express Account

No Signed



COMMENTS
ON COUPONS

Sir, I am a regular subscriber to

Acorn User so I feel entitled to

make a comment or two.

Coupons. There are at least two

locations in the December issue

where obligatory coupons are

printed with editorial text on the

back. For instance on page 93 I

cannot enter the competition

without mutilating page 92 text.

Advertisers’ coupons are often

backed by text but the inability to

use these is only a nuisance.

Central Processing. When an-

swers only are given without im-

plying the question, the answer is

a waste of the space - which you

always say is so scarce.

Competition answers. I support

your reader who asks for more

information on how a winner

achieves his result. When you

have spent many hours trying to

answer a competition it would be

satisfying to know how it should

be done.

I am not sure that I like your

new presentation. I was used to

the original format, page numbers

were more obvious and the print

was clearer.

Despite my criticism 1 enjoy

your paper and look forward to it

each month.

Francis Aries

Herts

There are very few obligatory

coupons in Acorn User. The

only one we regularly use is for

the competition, which dis-

courages multiple entries. Cou-

pons for free ads, reader ser-

vices, etc, can be copied.

Central Processing answers

should include the question, so

we apologise for any which

have not been clear.

Unlike most other maga-

zines, our competitions are not

trivial and Simon Dally often

does not have a computer-

Letters
based solution when he sets the

quiz. As we may receive thou-

sands of entries, competitions

are set to result in the least

amount of extra work for the

office. However, we are looking

into the possibility of readers

submitting separate solutions.

Finally, the redesign. A lot of

soul-searching goes on in our

offices over how to present in-

formation in the clearest and

most attractive way. The new

look is less cluttered, more

pleasing to the eye and is de-

signed to make it easier to Find

your way around.

To sum up, points taken and

we’ll try even harder.

STRIPE PITCH
GRIPES

Sir, On page 136 of the November

issue of Acorn User
,
you ran an

advertisement from Newark Vid-

eo Centre, for a ‘high resolution

TV/monitor’ based on the

Grundig P40-125 GB, and claim-

ing a stripe pitch of 0.42mm. On

page 174 of the same issue Chris

Drage reviewed this model, and

repeated the ‘0.42mm slot pitch,

580 x 680 pixels’ figures.

I bought one of these sets from

Newark, and found that the slot

pitch is, in fact, around 0.55mm -

rather better than a normal TV,

but barely adequate for 80-column

wordprocessing, and not as adver-

tised. I wrote to Newark Video,

and received a very apologetic

reply from Mr Beeching, saying

that he had been misled by

Grundig, and could not supply a

0.42mm slot pitch tube. I shall not

accept his offer of a refund be-

cause the set is still good value.

I accept that Newark’s adver-

tisement was worded in good

faith, but I am disappointed to

have been misled by Chris Drage’s

article. Either Mr Drage accepted

the Newark slot pitch figure with-

out bothering to check it (very

easy to do, with a x 10 eyeglass

and a test pattern), or his review

monitor was fitted with a 0.42mm

tube, in which case 1 should like

one also.

Graham Roper

Berks

Chris Drage replies: I am disap-

pointed that Mr Roper did not

use the test programs when

assessing the sets, as these

would have given him a far

more realistic idea of the

strengths and weaknesses of the

monitors. We all accept that

manufacturer’s figures are giv-

en in good faith but we must

remember they are subject to

change at any time. It is not

practical to suggest that view-

ing the castelations with an

eyeglass is an accurate means of

checking the slot pitch - the

inaccuracy is due to the thick-

ness of the glass. The distance

between castelations will also

vary with the picture width. For

example, using Mr Roper’s

method I ascertain that the slot

pitch of the Grundig P40-128 is

closer to 0.50mm which is still

very good for a TV/monitor and

is, as yet, unsurpassed by any

competition.

TO RGB OR
NOT TO RGB?

Sir, The review of the seven TV/

monitors was very interesting es-

pecially as I am considering the

purchase of the Grundig P40-125.

1 am a little confused, however,

why, when the Grundig is sup-

plied with an RGB input, does the

Grundig set require modification

and what is the modification that

is required?

I ask this as I can purchase the

set in London for about £229

instead of the quoted £275, the set

being an unmodified one!

Mr Nunn
Middx

Chris Drage replies: Mr Nunn
is quite correct when he states

that the Grundig P40-125 TV/

monitor has an RGB input al-

ready installed. Unfortunately,

Grundig does not provide any

switching arrangement to en-

able you to use the built-in

circuitry. An ad-hoc modifica-

tion could give you access to

the RGB circuit via the socket

provided but it would mean

having to unplug the lead every

time you wanted to use the P40-

125 as a television. I don’t ad-

vise you to do this, however, as

the sync signal from the BBC
micro is not properly isolated in

the Grundig and there is the

danger of damaging the sync

chip in the computer.

Newark Videos naturally en-

sures that the sync signal is

properly isolated. For the addi-

tional £46 you buy consider-

able peace-of-mind.

TWO INTO ONE
WON’T 00

Sir, In his letter in the December

issue, J Frank Hughes asserts that

if one types A$ = STR$(4.7):P.A$

then 4.7 will be displayed, and he

states that any machine not doing

this must be faulty. There must by

now be thousands of concerned

BBC micro owners who have dis-

covered that according to this

criterion their machine are faulty,

as they get 4.699999999 displayed.

They should not worry: this is

one of the less well known differ-

ences between Basic 1 and Basic 2.

Basic 1 will display 4.7 whereas

Basic 2 will display 4.699999999.

Basic 2 can be made to behave as

Basic 1 by setting @% to

& 100090A rather than the default

value of &90A.

The Z80 and 8086 versions of

BBC Basic behave in the way

Basic 2 does, and both display 4.7.

Richard Russell

Kent
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LETTERS

CUNNING
CONVERSIONS

Sir, May I as an experienced

Econet user cast a little light in the

gloom surrounding it?

First, it is true, sad to say, that

there is not much software adver-

tised as being runnable on Econet

for several reasons. First, as N S

Kirby pointed out in his letter

(October), it is not always easy for

potential authors or publishers to

test and develop their software.

Second, software suppliers are

loath to supply products in a form

where they can be copied, and

unfortunately this must be possi-

ble if the software is to be transfer-

able on to Econet format data

discs, or on to a central Winches-

ter storage disc (a problem shared

by nearly every form of network

installation). Third, there are tech-

nical reasons why software may

not be suitable for Econet.

The message I would like to

hammer home is that most of

these problems are surmountable.

Moreover, there are many advan-

tages to an Econet system which

enable you to do things which are

impossible on stand-alone ma-

chines. For example, in Oundle

School where I teach we run

introductory courses on using

Wordwise. With the aid of software

developed in the school, we use

the network to control all the

pupils' micros from a master ma-

chine so the teacher can illustrate

editing techniques remotely.

Another popular program is the

Island Logic/System Music pack-

age. This I have converted for

Econet - incidentally the convert-

ed package is for sale by System -

and I have added the enhancement

of being able to synchronise all the

machines on the network togeth-

er. This allows the playing of

multi-part music and we have

several such network composi-

tions including a complete Bach

Brandenberg movement played on

12 machines.

This was an exceptional conver-

sion job requiring several weeks'

work, but many commercial pro-

grams require minimal changes,

once the protection is removed of

course! This is a political problem

that software suppliers must sort

out. It is in their interest to do so,

because there is a large market

waiting for Econet software.

Many users of Econet do not

have the technical expertise or the

time to modify software them-

selves, but it can be done, and it is

not always as difficult as it is made

out to be. Continual pressure must

be placed on suppliers to make

them do it, or at least to allow it to

be done by those who want to use

their software.

There are one or two fairly

major technical difficulties inher-

ent in Econet. Again they can be

overcome. Perhaps the major one,

which Mr Kirby mentions, is the

poor speed of Econet when hand-

ling data files. This is because the

basic PRINT command makes use

of the BPUT command, and sends

bytes one at a time to the

fileserver. This is very time con-

suming, as each byte has to be

accompanied by several others to

say where it is coming from, and

where it is going to.

It is possible to overcome this

using the OSGBPB command to

send several bytes at once, but

what is really needed is software

to buffer locally the output of the

PRINT commands, and to send

the results in larger hunks to the

fileserver.

What is galling is that Acorn

has had this facility for some time

now, but has made no attempt to

pass it on. The solution is to do it

yourself, and over the last few

months we have developed a

ROM which provides such buffer-

ing for random access files. We
hope that it may be possible to

make this available more widely

later. A similar looking product

from Digital Services is men-

tioned in the news section of the

November Acorn User
, although I

have no detailed information

about it.

The second problem Mr Kirby

mentions is to do with graphics

dumps. The early version of the

NFS (3.34) did have problems

when used with the Printserver

ROM and graphics dumps, but I

find that the newer NFS (3.60)

contained in the DNFS chip

works fine in this mode, and that

there is no problem with the print

server provided by SJ Research.

Finally, may I offer Mr Kirby

access to my school network if he

still wishes to develop a network

version of his program, and may I

draw the attention of other

Econet users to a suite of Econet

specific utility programs written at

Oundle and Felstead Schools

which are for sale via the MUSE
Software Library, PO Box 46,

Hull HU1 2HD.

Robin Newman
Oundle School

HOW NOT TO
SET CAUGHT

Sir, The article ‘Caught in the

network’ (October) invites a num-

ber of comments. In particular, it

was unfortunate that you left S J

Research out of the list of network

suppliers. The company manufac-

tures fileservers, to stand in place

of the usual dedicated BBC micro,

which offer total compatibility

with Acorn’s Econet, plus a num-

ber of additional facilities. Its ad-

dress is 108 Mill Road, Cam-

bridge, CB1 2BD.

Now for some further observa-

tions on your article. First, using

Acorn's ‘bridge’, communications

between one network and another

will be slower than on a single

network; in practice a fileserver

on each network is highly desir-

able. Also the bridge requires the

two networks to come together at

the link point.

Second, the software situation

is not (quite) as bad as you sug-

gest; Cambridge University Press

in particular markets programs in

Econet versions; Heinemann

seems to be moving the same way.

Many other programs (including

the Acorn Micros in Business and

Acom/CES packages reviewed in

your October issue) transfer easily

to the network - but may run

more slowly. Acornsoft’s support

for Econet has been particularly

disappointing - although the

Microtcxt publishing system does

include an Econet version.

Next, for local viewdata we use

Colin Rowling’s Mikefax which

comes in an Econet version, and

which I feel is better (and cheaper)

than other systems I’ve tried. This

package seems to have escaped

your attention to date! It’s avail-

able from Colin at 2 Tamar Road,

Haydock, St Helens, Merseyside

WA11 OHR. (We also have a

number of patches to this. I would

be pleased to send details to any-

one on receipt of an sae at

Brakenhale School, Rectory Lane,

Bracknell, Berks RG12 4BA.)

There are routines to improve

data handling without resorting to

rewriting programs. SJ has a rou-

tine (PutGet) which will, I under-

stand, work on Acorn systems.

ME Electronics of 5 Hatherley

Road, Reading, Berks markets a

more powerful routine (written at

Wellington College) which only

works on the SJ system!

The copying of ROMs onto the

net, and distributing them to side-

ways RAM, is almost certainly a

breach of copyright. (Other copy-

ing onto a network may be, too!)

In view of the furore raised in

September’s Acorn User I’m sur-

prised this wasn’t mentioned.

Meadnet has the advantage of

leaving PAGE at &E00.

I would totally disagree with

the suggestion that small local

networks are preferable to one

large network - especially in

terms of system administration

(but it’s essential to be able to

control the space allocated to indi-

vidual users on a large network).

Berkshire's Econet support

group has produced a comparison

of costs and facilities provided by

the various Acorn and SJ

fileservers; copies of it can be

obtained from me at the Bracknell

address above for 60p inclusive.

George Hawes

Berkshire Econet Support Group
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LETTERS

WRITTEN
AT LAST!

Sir, I suppose, like many readers, I

have often contemplated writing

to the editor - then done nothing!

But this time several points have

arisen almost together.

I have enjoyed your magazine

throughout 1985. As a new reader

and Beeb-owner seeking to satisfy

myself and family, it has been

highly successful. Your review

articles have been most helpful

and a constant scource of refer-

ence. Hence I am dismayed that

you have dropped your clear,

bold, quick, reference page num-

bers for midget lightweight type

in the corner - a backward step if

ever you made one.

My second carp concerns the

December review - ‘Working on

the Side’. It was just not up to

standard, being neither up-to-date

nor testing comparable items. It

left more unsaid than said.

Now for some positive sugges-

tions: 1) How about a full re-

view^) of the current sideways

expansion ROM/RAM units in

terms of physical compatibility?

This would be invaluable to those

planning expansion without tears.

2) A comparison of the scope of

the software support for different

sideways RAM systems and their

compatibility with Acorn

recommendations.

Since the Electron is almost

being given away for Christmas,

how about an article on using it as

a network or as an intelligent

terminal link to a BBC B? It might

even sell a few more as it is

undoubtedly cheaper than a sec-

ond processor and could afford

small business, and even family

users, greater value.

Finally, as you have a technical

editor like Bruce Smith capable of

such clear, useful presentation as

the BBC Micro ROM Book could

we not have more ‘how it works’

articles? Some of us don’t want to

go on regarding the Beeb as a

magic box forever!

Thank you and your staff, with

a special mention of Tessie

Revivis for the B.SUM program

(what a pity it cannot be on every

printed program), for a fine

magazine.

P G Browning

Cheshire

Many thanks for the brickbats

and the praise. Let’s address the

sideways RAM issue first. The

review examined the most pop-

ular options for adding such

boards. It did not assess physi-

cal compatibility, but we are

compiling compatibility charts

for RAM/ROM boards (and the

chips that go in them), so watch

this space.

We carried a series by Paul

Beverley on linking the BBC
micro and Electron in 1983/4.

This included adding a 6522

chip interface to the Electron

(December ’83); transferring

data from BBC micro to Elec-

tron at high speed through this

interface (January *84); and

adding a parallel printer port

(February ’84).

As for other applications,

Bruce Smith has an Electron set

up running a Solidisk 10Mb

hard disc. That’s one lulu of a

system for less than £650!

For articles about how a mi-

cro works might we again point

you to back issues. A series on

this in June, July and August

1984 had a fascinating set of

routines so you could see a

program in action, with the

latter two also showing simple

hardware to build. Page 104 of

this issue gives details of order-

ing. We hope these will give

you some insight - without tak-

ing the magic out of

computing.

GRAMPIAN
GROUSE

Sir, In his article on the Domesday

Project (Acorn User, September)

Geoff Nairn states that schools in

the Grampian Region were

‘handicapped by their LEA’s deci-

sion to plump for Sinclair Spec-

trum computers’.

The fact is that when schools

were first invited to express an

interest in Domesday, they were

asked to indicate which of the

three ‘Micros in Schools’ ma-

chines they would be using. The

Project’s failure to produce a

Spectrum version of the data col-

lection software must therefore be

reckoned the first ‘handicap’ for

Grampian schools, not selection of

the Spectrum computer.

The second, and major, handi-

cap was the Project’s failure to

make allowance in their timetable

for the fact that most Scottish

schools go on holiday at the end

of June - which was a whole

month before the closure date for

submitting data.

As a result, there was a mad last

minute scramble to enter survey

data, and while most schools were

able to gain access to a BBC

micro, half a dozen late applicants

could not be accommodated.

Gavin Bell

Director,

Grampian Educational

Microcomputing Project

Latest round-up of games high scores

Aviator Acornsoft 30,450 P Hopgood*
Android Attack Computer

Concepts

1,495,105 Tim Hedger

Arcadians Acornsoft 98,020 Niaz Islam

Battletank Superior 108,500 Stephen Corcoran

Castle Quest Superior 2,240 Peter Simpson

Chukkie Egg A&F 30,275,420 Stephen Corcoran*

Crazy Painter Acornsoft 279,790 Richard Arundale*

Cybertron Micro Power 715,960 Niaz Islam

Mission

Fortress Pace 129,250 Stephen Corcoran

Frak! Aardvark 20,000,200 Paul O’Malley

Free Fall Acornsoft 5,024 Philip Comber*
Hopper Acornsoft 52,422 John Durrans

JCB Digger Acornsoft 131,450 Stephen Corcoran

Killer Gorilla Micro Power 836,475 Stephen Corcoran

Meteors Acornsoft 498,500 P Ludgate*

Missile Gemini 469,225 Ian Boffin*

Control

Monsters Acornsoft 283,000 Stephen Corcoran

Mr Ee Micro Power 685,650 Jonathan Parker

Moonraider Micro Power 642,125 Stephen Corcoran

Overdrive Superior 338,450 David Perry*

(BBC)

Overdrive Superior 1,011,720 P Ludgate*

(Electron)

Painter A&F 203,690 Nigel Shaw*

Pengo Watford 230,310 Tony Smith*

Planetoids Acornsoft 3,186,450 Stephen Corcoran

Pole Position Atari 384,250 Niaz Islam

Rocket Raid Acornsoft 161,460 Roger Austin

Snapper Acornsoft 1,839,210 Peter Simpson

(BBC)

Space Virgin 4,890 Mark Bradshaw*

Adventure

Starship Acornsoft 8,420 Ian Boffin*

Command
Zalaga Aardvark 23,460,500 Ian Boffin*

*Scores unbeaten since June 1985

Please say whether your score was notched up on a BBC micro or Electron when

sending inyourgames high scores as infuture issues well be publishing separate

tablesfor each micro.
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GO
SPECIAL OFFERS

GRIFFEN COMPUTERS
CASTLE WALK, LOWER STREET, STANSTED
ESSEX CM24 8LP

TEL. 0279 812295

HITACHI 27128 16K EPROM £2. 95(a)

HITACHI 2764 8K EPROM £1 .95(a)

HITACHI 6264LP-1 5 RAM £3.75(a)

INTEL 8271 CONTROLLER £43. 95(a)

ACORN DNFS KIT £68.95b

UNLABELLED DISCS -Box 10

80tr d/s 96tpi £11.95(b)

ACORN 1770 DFS UPGRADE KIT
Kit comes complete with daughter board,
chip set and software. Enables ADFS to be
fitted. Includes many new commands e g.

•FORM ‘ROMS ’FREE *MAP etc. £48.95(b)

ACORN ADFS UPGRADE
A rom upgrade allowing unlimited file

names and hierarchical directory struc-
ture Treats each drive as one side
increasing capacity to 1.28 Mbytes on dual
80tr d/s drives. £28.95(a)

VIEW Version 2.1 of Acorns wordproces-
sor. Allows 80 column editing, printing
direct from memory etc. £47.95 (b)

VIEW PRINTER DRIVER GENERATOR -
Allows you to tailor a printer driver to your
own printer. Comes with drivers for FX80.
Juki 6100. Olivetti JP101 and others.

Disc -£11.00 (a)

Cassette- £9.50 (a)

VIEW 3.0 - A version of View suitable for
the BBC + . Comes with a cassette version
of the Printer Driver Generator £79.95 (c)

HI-VIEW A disc based version of this
popular word processor for the 6502
second processor giving 47k of user
memory £44.95 (b)

VIEWSHEET - Acorns spreadsheet rom
giving 255 rows by 255 columns, multiple
windows, works in any mode, wide use of
function keys, fully compatible with View.

£47.95 (b)

VIEWSTORE - Acorns new database rom.
Works in any screen mode, many powerful
sorting facilities, can be spreadsheet or
user defined card layout Max record size
is 60k. Output can be sent to View and
Viewsheet. Comes with comprehensive
manual, utilities disc etc. £54.95 (b)

GRAPHICS ROM - Acorns new 16k
graphics rom giving many new commands
for extensive graphics. Circles, ellipses.

INTERSHEET - The first of the ROM-LINK integrated rom packages from
Computer Concepts. Menu driven. 40/80/105 column display, very fast,
can be used with View or Wordwise. up to 16 spreadsheet in memory at
one time Supplied on two roms with reference manual, function key
strip and quick reference card £47.95 (b)
INTERCHART - The second ROM-LINK package and designed for Inter-
sheet giving Bar, Pie and Line graphs. £31.95 (b)
ACCELERATOR - The most comprehensive compiler yet for the BBC
micro. Compiles nearly all Basic, including floating point arithmetic.
Compiles to intermediate G-code or to machine code Comes on two
roms with manual, disc and quick reference card £57.95 (b)
WORDWISE - The standard BBC word processor still very popular
allowing all normal features for low cost. £35.45 (b)

WORDWISE-PLUS The new 16k version of Wordwise giving added
commands for better use Using its own language mail merging, index-
ing, continuous processing and multi column text can be utilised.

£44.95 (c)
SPEECH ROM - Using the Phoneme system this allows infinite speech
Both pitch and emphasis can be changed and if wanted it can also sing.
Requires the Acorn Speech Processor. £28.95 (b)
PRINTMASTER - This rom allows Epson or Star printers to be fully uti-
lised easily Includes a versatile screen dump, enlarged text, various
text manipulation commands £27.50 (b)
DISC DOCTOR - Still a very popular disc utility rom giving many extra
commands to any DFS £27.50 (b)
GRAPHICS ROM - Computer Concepts graphics rom giving many new
graphics commands including Sprites and Turtle graphics. £27.50 (b)
BROM - A basic utility rom which includes one of the best basic editors
available giving true screen scrolling. Extended error handling which
uses the editor, rom management, many useful features A very good
toolkit rom. £29.95 (b)
BETABASE - A very useful database program allowing up to 65000
record to be held Many features include versatile printing, powerful
sorting routines, outputs can be compatible with Wordwise or View

£21.95 (b)
BETABASE UTILITIES - Adds many more features to Betabase includ-
ing full disc sort, mail merging and many more £11.00 (a)
REPLICA III - Now enhanced to transfer even more of your tapes to disc.Now uses a data disc so you need only buy one! Even works on the BBC
Plus

£13.95 (b)
BETA-ACCOUNTS The first of this integrated suite of programs allows
Invoices and Delivery notes to be issue. 80 Column editing, sales ledger
sheet automatically generated, multiple VAT rates. Can be used with
Betabase

£21.95 (b)
PROFILE - A procedure library allowing up to 100 procedures on a disc,
easy merging of procedures with basic programs. £11.00 (a)

PONTWISE - A new font program allowing up to ten different fonts to be used
with Wordwise or ascii text using an Epson compatable printer. £11.00 (b)

arcs, rectangles, parallelograms, seg-
ments and sectors etc are all available.
Comes with manual and utility cassette
State B or B+ version £25.00 (b)

BASIC EDITOR - Acorns new editor rom
allowing all the normal wordprocessor
facilities to be used on basic programs
Features include block copy, block move
and use of labels. £28.95 (b)

TERMULATOR - A terminal emulation
rom. Emulations provided are VT100,
VT52, 4010, teletype, hardcopy and a
special BBC terminal. Comes with user
guide and a set of function key strips.

£31.95 (b)

ISO-PASCAL - A full implementation of the
ISO standard supplied on two roms with
two comprehensive guides 6502 disc ver-
sion also supplied £59.95 (d)

MICRO PROLOG - A logic programming lan-
guage for the BBC micro £69.95 (C)

LOGO A full implementation of the Logo
language supplied on two roms Comes
with manuals, user guide, examples disc
and reference card £59.95 (d)

COMAL A full implementation of the
International Standard for Comal Comes
with comprehensive manual £45.00 (d)

ISO-PASCAL STAND ALONE GENERATOR
For use with the Acornsoft Iso-Pascal lan-
guage, allows Stand Alone programs to be
generated for use with the BBC or electron
computers. £31.95 (b)

WORDEASE - A utility disc for Wordwise-plus giving many new features to
this best-selling wordprocessor. Includes label printing, disc menus
versatile copying routines etc. ROM £27.50 (b) Disc £18.95 (bj
HELP II - Now extended to 16k, contains ALL Basic keywords. ALL VDU
codes. ALL FX codes. £29.95 (b)
SPELLCHECK III - Now even better 2000 words held in rom, dictionary can
contain up to 17000 words on a 100k disc. Much faster than before. Test
timings give 2000 wpm. £34.95 (b)
ICON MASTER - Easy to use Icon design utility. Icons can be used from
within your own programs and are compatable with AMX mouse and AMX
Icons. £31.95 (b)
DUMPMASTER - A new extended printer dump rom. now supporting more
printers than ever. Extra rom utilities include windows & vertical
dumps. Rom - £28.95 (b)

Disc -£13.95 (b)
TOOLKIT PLUS - An updated version of the popular Toolkit rom including a
syntax checker and a full screen editor comparable to any other avail-
»ble £36.95 (b)
SLEUTH - A comprehensive basic debugging rom. It allows single stepping
of basic programs, dual screen facility, breakpoints etc. £26.25 (b)
EXMON II - A very advanced machine code monitor which now includes dual
screen facility and a full screen memory editor. Also includes single
stepping and breakpoints. B/E. £26.25 (b)
STUDIO 8 - A music program giving a 4 voice synthesizer, and 8-track digital
recorder and rhythm and drum facilities. £19.95 (b)
ADVANCED DISC TOOLKIT - Probably the most compatible toolkit rom
available. It works with the Electron. BBC B. BBC B + , 6502, Z80. DFS, DNFS,
1770 DFS, ADFS. It adds more than 30 extra commands to the BBC £33.00 (bj

ATPL ROM EXPANSION BOARD
MLC MINI ROM BOARD

£37.95 (b)

£13.95 (b)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. at 15%
Dealerenquiries welcome.

i/irj
Educational orders welcome lr^.7,3;

All orders are despatched within 24 hours stock
allowing by first class letter post.

Postage rates - (a) 50p (b) 75p (c) £1 .25 (d) £2.00

B/E = BBC/Electron
See us on Prestel - page 60043754.
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LETTERS

FUPPIN’
ACORN

Sir, After all I’ve heard about

Acorn, I think they’ve finally

‘flipped’.

They seem to think that the

public want a new BBC micro and

have totally confused the public.

I am refering, of course, to the

two new version of the Beeb, the

unsuccessful B + and the destined

to be very unsuccessful 128k B + .

Acorn has already established a

large user-base of BBC micro us-

ers, and its most sensible route

should be to make a new BBC that

could have been fully upgraded to

by other BBC users who owned

the old version. For example, up-

grading the Beeb from a model A

to a model B.

The best way Acorn could have

done this was by incorporating

the new 6502 second processor in

a BBC micro, and calling this the

BBC +

.

If this was done, the media

would have hearalded the new

machine as a breakthrough by

making an already fast micro into

a superfast micro.

But since Acorn has ‘flipped’,

this now cannot be rectified (the

media would not accept it or

publicise it).

Now, the best way to keep

Acorn out of hiding is to produce

a standard 128k upgrade for the

BBC micro (like the ZX81 16k

RAM pack).

If Acorn go the way they are

going now, I am going to be a

very frustrated Beeb owner - and

I’m sure I won’t be the only one.

Sunil Jagota

Newcastle upon Tyne

EXTENSION FOR
EXTENSION BOARD?
Sir, We have a SIR extension

board for use with the BBC micro,

but have lost the original instruc-

tion data.

Could you tell me where I could

obtain operation information for

the SIR. In particular I need infor-

mation on the necessary settings

for links A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H
and J; and the application of sock-

ets ICO to IC11 for use with

ROMs and sideways RAMs.

Also, the connection for the

flying lead labled ‘BBC ROM’?

G H Townsend

London

Chris Drage replies: Unfortu-

nately the SIR ROM board has

been out of the market for some

time due to the manufacturers

going to the wall.

Also, it was not available for

the reviews ofROM boards that

appeared in Acorn User this

year.

I suggest that you contact

your local computer club - a

member might own a manual.

Or can any readers help? A
copy of the manual would be

most helpful.

HARDWARE
CATALOGUES?

Sir, We keep hearing about manu-

facturers in the computer industry

being in financial trouble because

they can’t sell their products.

A big factor is that the majority

of people who are into computers

cannot afford to pay cash for the

add-ons they would like, and this

includes me.

Hire purchase is too expensive,

so why can’t a mail order system

be introduced along the lines of

Kay’s, Littlewoods, Empire

Stores? I’m sure that many people

would like to use this method of

buying, and the manufacturers

would probably sell more

equipment.

J B Hackett

Cornwall

OFF-THE-SHELF
SOFTWARE

Sir, In reply to a letter from Roy

Stall (November) asking for in-

stances where a BBC micro has

been utilised in a school library, I

have been using a program by an

outfit called Aztec.

The kids type in the topic they

want and the Beeb tells them

which shelf to look at.

I think they are working on a

system of bar codes for school

libraries but I’m not sure when it

will be on sale.

The program we bought was

not in any fancy packaging but

cost only £8.50 for the disc which

seems very reasonable.

You can reach Aztec at 25 St.

Mark Road, Deepcar, Sheffield

S30 5TF, tel: (0742) 862246.

James Ward

Sheffield

Other contacts include: Mi-

chael Nash, 103B College Road,

Epsom, Surrey KT17 4HY (cat-

aloguing, accounts, fines with

13,000 entries); Alan Jordan,

Mandale Middle School, Brad-

ford BD6 3WW (library

database running under Inform

database from Nottingham-

shire County Council); and fi-

nally, Mike Bostock, MEP,

Microtechnology Centre, Arm-

strong House, District 2, Wash-

ington NE27 2PR (library sys-

tem being developed using bar

code reader).

ENORMOUS
POTENTIAL.

Sir, The advent of Wordwise Plus

as an improvement on the best-

selling bit of firmware for the

Beeb was obviously an extremely

important event, and yet the most

notable new feature of it has been

totally ignored - that of contigu-

ous files, ie, using disc space as

virtual memory, the system used

by WordStar.

This solves by far and away the

most pressing problem with the

original program, that of limiting

document size to 27k. When we

saw the ads promising continuous

file programs on disc it looked

like our prayers had been an-

swered. Compared to this, the

other extra features are little more

than frills.

And yet I have not seen a single

Wordwise Plus: don’t ignore potential

review which more than mentions

its existence. So come on, let’s

hear about the real capabilities of

this excellent firmware.

It would be especially interest-

ing to see a review of the extra

software coupled with one of the

solid-state RAM discs available,

such as that made by Opus.

The potential is enormous, too

much to be ignored.

Joe Faith

Oxford

READERS’
REVIEWS?

Sir, Why don’t you have us read-

ers writing in with software re-

views? I don’t think there are

enough in your otherwise excel-

lent magazine.

I know that if I want to read

software reviews 1 should buy a

software magazine, but as you

don’t get as much good reading

material in other magazines, I’ll

stick to Acorn User. 1 bet that

anyone with a micro possesses a

game of some description and is

dying to tell everyone about it.

Something else I think would

be as asset to the magazine is if

readers also sent in hints and tips

on playing games.

Robert Stirling

Galashiels

Yes, to all points. Most of our

reviewers and writers started off

by just writing something and

sending it in. Why not have a

go yourself?
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*
Watford Electronics
Dept. AU, Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street, Watford, England
Tel: Watford (0923) 37774/40588 Telex: 8956095 WATFRD

Credit Card Orders (ACCESS 8. VISA) Tel: (0923) 33383 or 50234 (24 Hours)

Watford Electronics overseas Distributors:

Absolute Electronics, 483 Centre Road, Bentleigh, Victoria, Australia 3204. Tel: (03) 557 3971
First Ludonics International, 2400 AJ Alphen aan den Ri jn, Nedherlands. Tel: 01720 72580.

J BBC B Plus (64k) £369
BBC B PLUS with 128K £399

% BBC B PLUS with Econet £389
Extra 64k Upgrade Kit £32

I 1770 Upgrade Kit £42

FREE WORDWISE +

(Worth £50) WITH

EVERY BBC PLUS

PURCHASED FROM US

THIS MONTH

j
ECONET ACCESSORIES

| ECONETUPGRADEKIT £52
1 Econet STARTER KIT £85
I Clock Boxes £39
1 Terminator £30

File Server Level 1 £75
I File Server Level II £205
| Printer Server ROM £40

1 0 Station Lead £24
1 100 Meters Econet Cable £69
1 Advance Econet User Guide £8.50

6502 Acorn 2nd Processor package £175
Z80 Acorn 2nd Processor package £339

TORCH Z80 Card + Perfect Software £225
TORCH Z80 Card + Soft. + Disc Pack £399

1 Acorn Bitstick £325
I Acorn IEEE Interface Complete £280
1 Acorn Teletext + Interface £195

(Securicor carriage on Micros £7)

Dust Cover for BBC Micro
£3.50

VARIOUS PRINTERS

1 .# EPSON RX1 00 £342
I • EPSON FX80 Printer £259

• EPSON FX1 00 Printer £429
1 • EPSON JX-80 Full Colour Dot Matrix

Printer. Prints in 7 Colours.

Upto160cps £499
I • EPSON Hi-80 Printer Plotter £345
I • EPSON Paper Roll Holder £17
I • FX80 tractor attachment £37
1 • SEIKOSHA GP50A & GP50S £69
I • Centronics Printer Cable to interface all

the above Printers to BBC £6
(Securicor carriage charge on printers £7)

RX & FX PRINTER INTERFACES
Epson interfaces fit inside the printer to allow
connection using techniques other than Centronics.

RS232 £25 RS232 + 2K Buffer £55
IEEE 488 £62

1

Official ACORN Distributor

CENTRONICS GLP
(NLQ) Printer

A major price break-through in

IMLQ Printers from Watford

At last, a full feature Epson compatible NLQ
printer at a price that everyone can afford. Due
to Watford's bulk purchasing power and low
margins we can now offer this incredible printer

deal direct from the manufacturers to our
customers.

The Centronics GLP features a near letter

quality (NLQ) mode using a 23 by 18 dot matrix
for each NLQ character (this is the same as is

used by the very popular Kaga Taxan printers).

Single, double and quadruple density graphics
modes as well as four character widths and
super/sub script printing are also supported,
along with many other facilities normally found
on printers costing twice as much.

Although* the GLP is a very compact printer, it

can handle paper up to 10 inches wide. Friction

feed is supplied as standard with a low cost

tractor feed available as an optional extra.

The GLP is a bidirectional logic seeking printer

with a 9 needle print head and features a long

life ribbon cartridge. The GLP is supplied with a

Centronics parallel interface and comes complete
with a ready fitted NLQ font ROM containing a

different and more pleasing type face (other font

ROMs available, including Gothic, Courier, Italic,

Copper Plate, Script, Double, Bold etc.)

Now available in Serial/Parallel or IBM
compatible. Please specify.

Send an SAE for further details of the GLP
NLQ Designer and extra font ROMs.

Special Offer£107 (carr£5)

Tractor Feed Attachment £9
NLQ Designer ROM £20

Individual FONT ROM £15

BROTHER HR-15
Brother HR 1 5 is a high-quality daisy-wheel ideal

for a budget printer for serious use. Notable

features of this printer include a 3k buffer, 18cps
(max), bi-directional proportional spacing,

Centronics interface standard, (RS232 optional),

optional Sheet Feeder and Keyboard.

ONLY £31 5 (carr. £7)

Single Sheet Feeder £1 85
Electronic KEYBOARD £135
TRACTOR FEED Attachment £84

Ribbon Cartridges:
Fabric £3; Carbon £3;

Multistrike £6
DAISYWHEELS (various typefaces) £18

We are now offering at no extra cost
ON-SITE 12 months maintenance on all

HR15 Printers purchased from us.

W.E. GIVES YOU A GREAT DEAL

Listing Paper (Perforated)

1 .000 Sheets 9|" Fanfold Paper £7

2.000 Sheets 9^" Fanfold Paper £13

1 .000 Sheets 1 5" Fanfold Paper £9

Teleprinter Roll (Econo paper) £4

Carriage on 1.000 Sheets £1.50

SPECIAL OFFER

KAGA KP810
NLQ PRINTER

This rugged printer is made by Canon of Japan
and is the same as Canon PW1080. It is fully

Epson FX80 compatible and offers superb NLQ
printing.

Our Price: ONLY £195 (£7 carr.)

Kaga RS232 Interface £49
Kaga RS232 Interface + 2K Buffer £69
Kaga RS232 Interface + 1 6K Buffer £95

KAGA KP910 Printer

Similar to the KP8 1 0 but with 1 7" carriage for

wide print. Gives 1 56 columns of normal print or

256 columns in condensed mode. Ideal for

printing out spreadsheets.

ONLY £339 (£7 carr.]

PRINTER LEAD

Centronics lead to connect BBC micro to

EPSON. KAGA, SEIKOSHA, NEC, STAR, JUKI.
BROTHER, SHINWA etc. printers.

Standard length (4 feet long) £6
Extra long (6 feet long) £8

We can supply leads to any required length.

RS232 Cables available in any length and any
combination. Please telephone for your

• requirement.

PRINTER RIBBONS 8i

VARIOUS DUST COVERS
Type Ribbons Dust Covers
FX100 £10.00 £5.25
FX80/MX80 £4.50 £4.95
RX80 £4.50 £4.50
LX80 £4.00 £4.50
GP80/GP100 £4.50 £4.00
GP250 £5.95 £3.95
Centronics GLP £4.00 £3.75
KAGA KP810 £5.25 £4.75
CANON PW1080 £5.25 £4.75
MICROVITEC MONITORS — £5.50

Our attractive Dust Covers are manufactured
from translucent PVC. The seams are stitched

and edges are taped to prevent splitting due to

continuous use.

EPSON LX-80 PRINTER
EPSON’S new Low cost, High pertormance printer Print

speed 100 cps NLQ mode 22 cps, 9 needle print head. Full FX-
80 capability is supported with downloadable fonts. Friction

feed is supplied as standard. A tractor teed and an attractive &
useful Auto Sheet Feeder as optional extra
NLQ Mode and current typeface selection from font panel.

Price: £215 (carr £6)

Tractor Feed Attachment £20
Single Sheet Feeder £49

Spare Ribbons £4

PRINTER LABELS
(On continuous fanfold backing

sheet)

1,000 90x36mm (Single Row)

1,000 90 x36mm (Twin Row)

1,000 90x49mm (Twin Row)
1 ,000 1 02 x 36mm (Twin Row)

£5.00
£4.90
£7.50
£6.25

Carriage on 1,000 Labels £1.00



We stock a range of monitors to suit all needs.

Choice of a monitor is a matter of personal taste

so we recommend that whenever possible, you

ask for a demonstration at our shop. All Monitors

are supplied complete with connecting lead.

MICROVITEC 14"

• 1431 - Medium resolution as used on the

BBC television computer programme £179

• 1451 - High resolution, suitable for word
processing in mode 0 £229

• 1441 - High res. exceeds the capabilities of

the BBC micro £385

• 1431APRGB + PALandAUDIO £199

• 1451 AP RGB + PALandAUDIO £269

• Dust Cover for Microvitecs £5.50

KAGA/TAXAN 12"

• KAGA KX1201G Hi-resGreen Monitor .... £90

• KAGA KX1202G Ultra-Hi-Res Green
Monitor £105

• KAGA KX1203A Ultra-Hi-Res Amber
Monitor £105

• KAGA Vision 2. Hi-Res, RGB Colour

Monitor £225

• KAGA Vision 3. Ultra Hi-res. RGB Colour;

Text mode switch allows monochrome text

display in either Green/Amber or White

reverse £335

4C0L0UR
PLOTTER PRINTER

SAKATA SCP-800 printer/plotter facilitates

plotting & printing in 4 colours on paper upto A4
size, using easily replaced pens In text mode it

prints upto 12 CPS Max 160 Cha». per line. In

graphics mode it offers full plotting facilities incl.

drawing, moving, scaling of text, rotation &
drawing of axes. (Write for a sample printout).

Only £149
Set of 4 SPARE PENS only £4.50

SPECIAL OFFER
HITACHI EPROMsfor Sideways ROMs

2764-250nS £2
27 1 28.250ns £2.75

RAMs (Low power) for ATPL, WATFORD, etc..

Sideways ROM Boards

6264LP (8K) £3.75
2 x 6264LP (16K) £7.25

PRINTER SHARERS
Connects
3 BBC Micros to 1 Printer £86
6 BBC Micros to 1 Printer £129

BBC MICRO
WORD-PROCESSING

PACKAGE
PHILIPS 12"

• BM7502 Hi-Res Green £74
• BM7522 Hi-Res Amber £77

FIDELITY COLOUR MONITOR
• Medium Resolution, attractively finished. 14"

RGB and Composite VIDEO/AUDIO Input.

Has a detachable anti-glare screen.

£169

ZENITH
"Test Bureau Recommended for use in

Education’"

12" high resolution monochrome
monitor. Ideal for word processing as

its green or amber screen is very

restful to read.

Green (New Design) Hi-res £72
Amber (New Design) Hi-res £76

LEADS
BNC Lead for Zenith or Philips £3
RGB lead for KAGA £3

A complete word-processing package (which can
be heavily modified to your requirements,

maintaining the large discount). We supply

everything you need to get a BBC micro running

as a word-processor. Please call in for a

demonstration.

EXAMPLE PACKAGE
BBC B Plus (64K) Micro; Wordwise ROM: Twin

800K Double sided Mitsubishi Disc Drives;

Hi-Res Green Monitor; Brother HR 15

professional quality Daisywheel printer; Discdata

(database) & Beebcalc (spreadsheet analysis)

software packs; Pack of 10 Diskettes: 4 way
mains trailing socket; manuals and all leads

NEW LOW PRICE
Only £999

THE EPSON RX/FX/KAGA
PRINTER COMMANDS

REVEALED
N.B. Carriage on Monitors £7 (securicor)

CREDIT CARD
Orders (ACCESS or VISA)

Simply phone
(0923) 33383/50234
24 Hour Service

SWIVEL BASES
for Video Monitors

Adjust your Monitor/VDU. Up, Down. Right

or Left to provide utmost in operator

flexibility & Viewing comfort. It improves

your sight lines & reduces stress & eye,

neck and back strain. Available in 2 sizes:

for 12" Monitors £14
for 14" Monitors £16

(carr. €2.50)

So you bought yourself a new printer, because
the salesman in the shop showed you how clever

it is and impressed you with all sorts of printouts

to show its capabilities - he may even have

offered you a special price.

However, now that you have got it home and
connected it to your BBC microcomputer, you

are wondering how to make it perform these

magical tasks. The manual seems to give no
-clues, and when you type in the example
programs, the computer throws the LPRINT
statements back in your face.

Now what do you do. when this £400 piece

of high technology refuses even to move its

head, and you have stayed up until 2 in the

morning with copious supplies of coffee,

desperately trying to print something out. Once
again. Watford Electronics come6 to your help

with our new book entitled THE EPSON
FX/KAGA PRINTER COMMANDS REVEALED

This book describes in plain, easy to

understand English how to use your printer

(Kaga KP810. Canon PW1080A. or any other

Epson FX-80 compatible printer) with the BBC
micro, both from Basic and your Wordwise
wordprocessor.

It describes in detail how to obtain the

maximum in graphics capability from your printer

and includes full indexes allowing you to cross

index the numerous commands. Every command
is explained in detail, with an accompanying BBC
Basic program and an example of its use from

Wordwise

This Light Pen for the BBC micro is packaged in

a neat pen shape with built in switch Supplied

complete with our sophisticated Pen-Pal

software on cassette or disc

Only £23

DATABASE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

DISCDATA
Discdata is an entirely disc based database

handling system. It is extremely easy to use

through its comprehensive menu system. The

simplicity is such that we do not feel the need to

provide explanation on use in the written

guidance supplied with the program The

first-time database user will rapidly become
familiar with this package designed throughout

to be simple and obvious.

On disc at Only £17
(Please specify 40 or 80 track when ordering)

(Please write in for technical specifications)

FILE-PLUS
File-Plus is a powerful database for the BBC
micro with many advanced features Largely

menu driven, File-Plus is provided on a 16k ROM
with some extra utilities on disc. Features

included are detailed below

• Flexible full screen form layout

• Built in File Query Language (FQL).

• Printer Output
• Arithmetic operations in FQL
• Looping in FQL
• Number range of * 9999999999 9999
• File linking allows files over different drives

• Multiple forms allow selection of displayed

data

Only £32

(Please specify 40T or 80T disc

DATAGEM
Gemini's 24K ROM based

DATABASE Management System

Special Offer: £67

This book is superb value at only

£5.95 (Book -No VAT)
Continued



The ULTIMATE OFSs for

the BBC MICRO
Watford Electronics DDFS PLUS

for the BBC B Plus

WATFORD TOPS THE DFS CHART
Watford’s Ultimate DFS has scored highest points inACORN USER'S
unbiased DFSs Review of July 1985.
In concluding, the reviewer writes "It must be said that Watford's DFS
certainly offers a comprehensive range of facilities at a very attractive price ".

(Please write in for comprehensive details.)

To celebrate the occasion, we are offering Watford's complete Disc Interface
Kit at only€56 and the Double Density Unit at €58.

Just compare the features:

Features

Acorn

1.20

Watford

Single Double
Density Density

Max nos. of files

per disc side 31 62 62
Max disc capacity 800k 800k 1440k
Tube compatible Yes Yes Yes
Built-in Editor No Yes Yes
Built-in Formatter No Yes Yes
Built-in Verifier No Yes Yes
MRUN a file No Yes Yes
ML0AD a file No Yes Yes
Extended RENAME No Yes Yes
Selective COPY No Yes Yes
Default file name No Yes Yes
Disc space

distribution No Yes Yes
40/80 Software

Switchable No Yes Yes
Wide catalogue No Yes Yes
Close open files No Yes Yes
Improved OPENOUT No Yes Yes
Copy between

densities N/A N/A Yes
OSWORD &7F Yes Yes Yes
Full entry point

compatibility Yes Yes Yes
Retain information

over a break 1.20 1.43 1.53
partial Yes Yes

Games compatibility Yes Yes Most
Econet file server Yes Yes Yes
Econet station Yes Yes Yes
Full wildcard

facilities No Yes Yes

WATFORD'S & ACORN's
SINGLE DENSITY DFS

Watford's popular and widely acclaimedDFS has now been available for three
years, and has gained a large following amongst serious users of the BBC
Micro. Owners of Acorn or any other standard DFS can upgrade to our
"Ultimate' DFS merely by replacing their DFS ROM. See below for this

upgrade. (P.S. Watford's highly sophisticated DFS is fully compatible with
Acorn DFS).

PRICES
• Complete Disc Interface Kit incl. DFS ROM & fitting

instructions £59
• Acorn's DFS Kit complete £59
• DFS Manual (Comprehensive) (no VAT) £6.95
(P.S. Our comprehensive DFS Manual covers both Acorn
& Watford DFSs)

• Watford's sophisticatedDFS ROM only £16
• We will exchange your existing DFS ROM for

Watford's Ultimate DFS ROM for only £ 1

2

• DNFS ROM only £16 • ADFS ROM only £25
• Watford's DFS is exclusively available from Watford Electronics.

Every ROM carries a special label with our LOGO and serial number.

WATFORD'S DOUBLE DENSITY
DFS INTERFACE

The DDFS from Watford Electronics represents a new standard in DFSs for
the BBC micro. This is a double density version of our popular single density
DFS, and combines all the features of this powerful DFS with the advantages
of a system that gives 80% more storage per disc in double density mode.
P.S. - Please note that not all DDFSs are capable of providing either the full

80% storage increase, or of allowing a file the full size of the disc - Ours
allows both of these /

The typical piece of games software these days is provided upon a protected
disc. In order to work on any double density system (including the others on
the market) a protected piece of software needs to make calls through the
OSWORD &7F routines. To ensure compatibility, the Watford DDFS features
probably the most comprehensive and powerful 8271 emulation ever written
for a double density system.

PRICES
• Complete DDFS Kit incl. fitting instructions £58
• DDFS Manual (no VAT) £6.95
• We will exchange your existing Single Density
DFS Kit for ourDDFS Unit at £35

Watford Electronics was the first company to produce a serious alternative
Disc Filing System (DFS) for the standard BBC micro. Since then, we have
been refining and advancing this sophisticated product right up to today.
Now WE VE DONE IT AGAIN; Watford proudly presents the Double Density

Disc filing system for the BBC B + , with all the advantages of the advanced
Watford DDFS available on the new BBC B+ DDFS.

Acting as a powerful alternative DFS to Acorn's '1770 DFS' supplied with
the BBC-*-, this superb addition to any BBC+ greatly enhances it's

performance with a simple fitting operation.

DDFS PLUS incorporates all the features of the Watford's popular DFS &
DDFS for the BBC B, (at the same time retaining full compatibility with Acorn
DFSs), plus it has the following extra features:

Automatic density selection - Full single and double density operations -

Extremely powerful and comprehensive 0SW0RD &7F emulation - Any file

can be full size of disc - Density of last access assumed for speed -

Automatic 40/80 stepping swapped on error - All Acorn s extra disc
commands implemented.

As you can see from the above information, Watford's DDFS for the BBC+
is far more sophisticated and well thought out than the standard. Take any
disc produced by any Watford DFS from the standard BBC and catalogue
straight off with no problems.

Unlike the Acorn ADFS', our DDFS+ system is just as easy to use as the
standard DFSs, with no new complex concepts to have to learn. The features
within our DFSs have been constantly enhanced over a period of three years
during the time that they have been released; significant attention has been
paid to feedback from our customers so that the features offered are carefully
honed to the requirements of hobbyists and serious programmers alike.

The Watford DDFS+ is supplied with a comprehensive DDFS manual that
explains the basics of disc drives, DFSs, etc. Priced at only £30 including the
manual, the Watford DDFS+ is surely one of THE best buys you could make
for your BBC B + I

Join the leaders in BBC peripherals; join Watford Electronics - committed
to supporting the BBC micro.

DDFS PLUS £30
(Price includes comprehensive

manual)

COPYHOLDERS

How often have you been about to type hand written notes into

your computer when you find that there's nowhere to rest the paper
or that your notes are resting at the wrong angle to read the type?
Whether the notes be your latest program or the draft of a new
trilogy, the new Manuscript Holders from Watford are superb for

holding your paper at the ideal height and angle to allow you read
and type in ease and comfort.

Available in desk resting and shelf clamping versions, these two
units hold your paper firmly by means of a magnetic ruler and a clip

grip.

Mounting to a convenient flat surface, the two joint anglepoise
Manuscript Holder allows the paper to be positioned at virtually any
convenient angle whilst only taking up a fraction of the surface area
that the paper being held does.

The smaller desk resting Manuscript Holder is useful for the more
organised desk where the problem is simply holding the paper at the
right angle.

Whatever desk arrangement you use, surely you deserve a Watford
Manuscript Holder!

Amazing value at only

Desk Top £9 (carr. £2)
Angle poise £13 (carr. €3)



Quality Disc Drives
from Watford Electronics

To help you decide which drive is the most suitable for your needs (and your
pocket!}, we have produced the table below.

The first capacity given in the first column indicates the single density
capacity. The double density storage capacity is second one. (that within the
brackets). All disc Drive type numbers start with the prefix "C".

The tinting on some of the boxes is used to indicate which Drives are 40
track and which are 80 track. The 40 track ones are manufactured by EPSON,
the world famous Japanese company, (non-tinted boxes). The 80 track drives
are famous MITSUBISHI drives (tinted boxes).

With two prices in a box (e.g. E295/C299), the first price is for the standard
drive and the second for the same unit in switchab/e type. Users of either of
the two Watford DFSs will not need switchab/e drives as their DPS will

provide software switching for them. Users of Acorn's DFS will find that they
need to pay the extra for switchable drives if they wish to use 40 track discs
in an 80 track drive.

AH our Drives are double sided. They are fast (3ms track to track. 15ms
settle), quiet and have a low power consumption (average well under 1 amp).
Extensive experience of the usage of disc drives suggests that the
MITSUBISHI and EPSON drives currently represent about the best in terms of
speed, reliability and overall "elegance " available for the BBC Micro.
Various other "manufacturers " of disc drives for the BBC micro (more
accurately, "packagers" label other manufacturers drives with their own
name). We buy the high quality Epson and Mitsubishi drives in large quantities
directly from the manufacturers, package them and sell them at "dealer"
prices direct to the public.

Names you can trust,

at prices you can afford!

If you look around the popular BBC micro press, you will find that the prices
we quote for the top quality, new slimline disc drives are, virtually without
exception, some of the best around. These prices, coupled with the backup of
one of the country's largest distributors of BBC peripherals provides a superb
deal.

Unless you anticipate using dual drives in a fully expanded BBC system for
long periods of time with little ventilation, then we suggest that our range of
"CL " disc drives without the PSU (Power Supply Unit) would be quite
adequate: extensive tests within our workshops have confirmed this. All drives
are supplied complete with a SPECIAL UTILITIES Disc, Cables and Plugs. The
Drives with power supply have a mains moulded plug for safety purposes.
(Ideal for Schools & Colleges. AH single disc drives with power supply, (i.e.

CS 1 00, CS200 & CS400S) are supplied in a twin case with twin data cable
for later inclusion of a second drive). At Watford we anticipate your needs of
tomorrow not just today!

AH disc drives advertised here will operate in double density mode with the
appropriate interface and software.

MYSTERIES OF DISC DRIVES
& DFS REVEALED

Are you tired of faulty cassettes, and lengthy loading times? Do you want to
upgrade your BBC micro to take discs but you get tied up in the plethora of
jargon surrounding the choice and use of these systems

For instance, what is the difference between single and double density
formats, how can you use a 40 track disc on an 80 track disc drive? What is

the difference between a DFS and disc interface kit? Should you acquire a
single Disc drive or twin? What does 48 TPI and 96 TPI discs mean? These
are just a few of the questions you may have asked yourself and never found
the answer or maybe you have yet to encounter these questions.

Now the mystery of buying a suitable interface and disc drive for your BBC
micro is revealed in Watford s new book entitled MYSTERIES of DISC
DRIVES & DFS REVEALED . It describes in fine detail, yet remaining very
readable to the beginner, how disc drives operate, the type of interfaces
available, which type of discs to use on a disc drive and how data is stored on
the discs.

£5.95 (Book No VAT)

3M — DISKETTES
Top quality3M SCOTCH Diskettes from Watford Electronics (Your3M
Appointed Distributors). AH our discs carry a lifetime warranty These discs are
quiet in operation and insert positively with their reinforced hub rings Boxes
of 10 supplied complete with self stick disc labels and write protect tabs

• 10 x 5±" S/S D/D 40 Track Diskettes £12
• 10x51" D/S D>D 40 Track Diskettes £15
• 10x5 J" SiS D/D 80 Track Diskettes £22
• 10 x 51' D/S D/D 80 Track Diskettes £22

• 10 x31" S/S D/D 40 80 track Discs £25
• 10 x D/D D/D 40/80 track Discs £35

TOP QUALITY 5£" DISKETTES
To complement the range of quality discs and disc drives that WE already sell
WE are now supplying some special offer packs of 10 high quality discs Each
Disc has a reinforced hub ring and carries a lifetime guarantee These are
supplied complete with selfstick labels and packaged in an attractive plastic
library disc box to protect them from damage We strongly recommend these
Discs.

DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS, BUY THE BEST
• 10 M4 S-S D D 40 Track Discs £11
• 10 > M5 D/S D/D 40 Track Discs £14
• 10 x M7 D/S D/D 80 Track Discs £19

• 3" Double Sided Discs £5 each

DISC ALBUMS
Attractively finished in Antique Brown, leather look vinyl Stores upto 20
Discs. Each Disc can be seen through the clear view pockets £4

LOCKABLE DISC STORAGE UNITS
Strong plastic case that afford real

protection to your discs. The smoked top
locks down. Dividers and adhesive title

strips are supplied for efficient filing of

discs.

M35 - holds upto 40 discs £9
M85 - holds upto 95 discs £12

Capacity
Drives without P.S.U. Drives with P.S.U.

Single Twin Single Twin

1 00K
(1 80K)

CLS100
£76

CS100
£89

200K
(360K)

CLS 200
£76

CLD200
£140

CS 200
£89

CD200
£145

400K
(720K)

CLS 400
£80 /

£83
^CLS400S

CLD 400
£140

CS 400
C1^>h03
,/CS 400S

CD400
£145

800K
(1.44M)

CLD800
£162^^65
^XLD 800S

CD 800
£179>fj86

800S

• TWIN Disc Drive Case, complete with Power Supply & Cables £35
Securicor carriage on Disc Drives £5

Prefix C = Cased Drive Suffix S = 40/80 Switchab/e
L = Less PSU
S ~ Single
D = Double

e.g. CLS400S - Cased drive, Less power supply unit. Single 400K
Switchable (40/80 track).

PLASTIC
LIBRARY CASES

FOR 5 J" DISC STORAGE
holds 10 Discs £1.80

FLOPPY HEAD CLEANER KIT
The heads in floppy drives are precision made and very sensitive to dirt The
use of a cleaner Kit is a sensible precaution against losing valuable data. It is
recommended to clean the drive head once a week. It is very simple to use

£8

DUST COVE RS (For our Disc Drives)

Single (without PSU) £3.20 Twin (without PSU) £3.85
Single (with PSU) £3.95 Twin (with PSU) £3.90

Continued-



DUMP0UT3 ROM MANAGER

Harness the full potentials of your Epson RX &
FX Printers. Impress your friends and business
colleagues with the quality of your letters and
printed material with Watford's very simple to

use EPSON NLQ! (Near Letter Quality) ROM.
Suitable for FX80. RX80. RX80F/T. FX100.

Look at the features:

• Simply type #NLQ80/100 and a single VDU
code to use NLQ print.

• NLQ is then available without any
modifications from BASIC. WORDWISE, VIEW
(with NLQ DRIVER) or virtually any other

program or language
• Single codes select PROPORTIONAL type (yes

even on the RX80); ENLARGED type;

UNDERLINED type. These features can be used
seperately or in any combination
• Full UK character set; Standard pica size .

Proportional spacing; Enlarged; Underlined;
Normal type.

The NLQ ROM is supplied complete with

comprehensive manual..

P.S. NLQ ROM is compatible with the Torch Z80
system and can be used from within the Perfect

Writer software.

Only: £25

VIEW PRINTER DRIVER
for NLQ ROM

This specially written printer driver has been
designed to allow View access to the full

features of our NLQ ROM
A must for all VIEW and NLQ ROM users.

£7.00

THE NLQ DESIGNER
KAGA KP8 19/9 10 and Canon PW 1080 are two
superb printers, as our many thousands of

satisfied customers would surely attest to. One
of it s particularly strong points is the NLQ option
that it offers, perhaps one of the more weaker
points is the effort required to design your own
custom NLQ font.

Well the solution is here NOW in the shape of

Watford's NLQ DESIGNER ROM 1 This powerful
piece of software allows easy design and entry
of a full NLQ font, with further fonts recallable

from disc. Once a font has been programmed
with the versatile NLQ DESIGNER, it can be
saved to disc, downloaded to your Kaga (or

Canon) printer, or even programmed into an
EPROM (given the appropriate hardware) and
then plugged directly into your printer so that it

is available immediately when you turn it on.

Downloadable Fonts require 6264 RAM chip
fitted.

A 40/80 track format disc containing 3 example
fonts is included in the package.

(P.S. This ROM is not suitable for Epson printers

as they don't normally have NLQ ability. Keep
reading our adverts though - work is in

development!)

• NLQ Designer ROM & FONT Disc £25
• Kaga Individual FONT ROMs £15

Now available:

• Centronics GLP Printer NLQ Designer

ROM £20
• GLP Individual FONT ROMs £14

(Write in for further details on both).

A highly sophisticated screen dump ROM. This

has to be the most flexible and powerful screen
dump ROM yet produced for the BBC micro. It

will put on paper anything you see on the

screen, including all Mode 7 facilities etc. We
have to admit that there is one facility that we
cannot replicate - if anyone can supply flashing

ink we would like to know!
The ROM also provides window setting utilities

and two new OSWORD calls that allow mode 7

graphics pixels to be read and plotted using the

standard graphic co-ordinate system. The latest

version includes a graphic dump trigger for

dumping screens from games whilst they are

running.

Two commands are used to operate the dump
routines:

•GIMAGE - This provides a full graphics dump
of any graphics mode, plus modes 7 and "8

.

There are many optional parameters but you
need only specify the parameters you wish to

change.

Features available include:

• Vertical and horizontal scaling through all the

graphic modes and mode 7

• Rotation of the image produced through 90.

1 80 and 270 degrees
• Left hand indentation setting

• Screen dump window definition

• Colour grey scaling

• Two tone fast dump
• Special colour mask
• Mode 7 contrast expansion
• Mode 7 contiguous dump
• Key triggered dumps
• User port switched dumps

What does the independent press say!

Practical Electronics. May 1985
"The Dump Out 3 ROM from Watford
Electronics represents one of the most
sophisticated types of printer dump utilities

available for the BBC Micro

' an extremely sophisticated and powerful dump
utility”.

"VERDICT - Dump Out 3 ROM has all the

facilities which you are ever likely to need for

producing printer dumps. The facilities available

work extremely well and if printer dumps are

something which you require, then this ROM can
be recommended to help you to get the best out.

of your dot matrix printer".

The Micro User Feb. 1 985.
"Well, here is that winner

"

1

" provide(s) some rather sophisticated screen
dumps. Producing high resolution paper copies of

graphic screens in any (graphics) mode will be
the major reason for buying this ROM, and this

is where Dump Out 3 performs PAR
EXCELLENCE . (Our capitals for their italics.)

"The versatility of #GIMAGE (the graphics dump
command) when using these parameters is

amazing. Pictures of almost any size, shape,

contrast or distortion may be produced without

the need for a reducing photocopier or trick

photography".

"Without reservation I wholeheartedly

recommend the Dump Out 3 ROM as the

ultimate screen dump facility for the BBC micro.

It is easy to use yet highly versatile, and caters

for all BBC screen modes in multitone high

resolution printing. Whole, partial, rotated and
scaled screens may be dumped to almost any
BBC compatible dot matrix printer (see our list at

the end of this advert) At C24 it must represent

excellent value for money and surely cannot be

beaten"

Designed tor use with the following printers:

CP80. GP80/1 00/250. CANNON. STAR,
KAGA/TAXAN. NEC. SHINWA CP80. GEMINI,
EPSON MX/RX/FX. LPVII. NEC PC8023.
DM PI 00/200/400. Mannesman Tally etc.

Price including comprehensive manual

£25

Probably the most powerful way of expanding

the BBC micro is from the use of Sideways

ROMs. One problem faced by the avid ROM
collector is that of ROM command clashes. The

solution is very simple in the form of the ROM
that " Provides comprehensive management of all

your installed ROMs”. (Quote from BEEBUG
November "84.)

Basically. ROM Manager offers you the ability

to turn off any installed ROM, or to send any *

command to any specific installed ROM. It is

said that imitation is the sincerest form of

flattery - Acorn s BBC Plus features many of the

abilities of this powerful ROM.
Many more facilities available.

Price SPECIAL OFFER £18

BE EBFONT ROM
BEEBFONT is a remarkable and different concept

in BBC software. It allows you to display text on

the screen in 13 different styles. It is supplied

complete with a Spooler and Editor on 40 or 80
track disc.

(Please write in for technical details).

ONLY £25

BEEB PRINTER ROM

This utility ROM is designed to simplify using all

the facilities of your printer. It has many
facilities:

Selection of printer modes such as underline,

font and size is by "Single Key" operations.

From Wordwise, a single number following

OC will select a mode rather than a long and
incomprehensible string of control codes. This

makes using your printer with Wordwise much
more convenient.

When using Basic (or other languages) you
can have control over the formatting of the

output to the printer in the style of a

wordprocessor You can define page top, bottom
and side margins etc. with intelligent page skip

for binders an option All supported printers will

now respond to form-feed etc. commands.

User defined characters are printed as you
see them on the screen so that non-standard
characters are automatically printed out correctly.

Commands select the options for the

following printers:

GP100. STAR. NEC, MX/FX, KAGA.
LPA/II/DMP1 00. DMP200.
Operates with either parallel or serial interfaces.

Supplied with a 50 page manual that is very
comprehensive and easy to follow. Please specify
printer type when ordering so that we can send
the correct function key strip.

Price: £24



TRANSFEROM
(Tape to Disc Utility)

The only TAPE to DISC Utility ROM that
works with our Double Density Disc
Interface.

After months of top secret development, we are
now able to supply details of this advanced and
sophisticated utility ROM for the BBC micro.
Just look at the features:

• Fully menu driven for ease of use
• Copes with locked programs
• A very comprehensive built in copying

features

• Copies very long adventure games
• Supplied with comprehensive manual

TRANSFEROM is now available in BOTH single
and double density versions. The single density
version works with both the Acorn and Watford
single density DFSs. The double density version
works with the Watford DDFS system only.

TRANSFEROM takes your software on tape and
saves them onto disc. TRANSFEROM does not
stop when one disc is full; you just insert another
disc in and carry on with that one! Surely this is

the most valuable investment you could make if

you have tape software that you wish to transfer
to disc! Please specify version required - Single
or Double Density.

£25.00

DIAGNOSTICS
DISC

The BBC micro is a very complex machine and
thus diagnosing a fault can be very difficult. Until
now, the only way to discover the nature of a
fault was either to find a competent friend with a
large degree of patience or to find your nearest
dealer and pay him to find out what is wrong.

At Watford Electronics, we realise how difficult it

can be when faced with a problem, finding
yourself a long way from your nearest dealer, or
even just uncertain about your Beeb's health, but
not wanting to waste time and money taking it

to be looked at.

The solution to these problems is here now. in
the form of the Watford's Diagnostics Disc. This
excellent utility is specially designed to test out
the following areas of your Beeb:

RAMs. ROMs, ULAs, Sound, Keyboard. Disc.
RS423. ADC. User Port. Printer Port. Cassette.
Joysticks. Speech. Disc Drives. 6502 and Z80
2nd Processors.

This utility is an invaluable aid for ail those who
take the reliability of their system seriously A
comprehensive manual provides full operating
details and a list of possible causes and remedies
for any faults that you may find along the way
The package also enables a permanent
equipment and service record to be maintained.

Only £20.00

ROMAS
THE CROSS ASSEMBLER AND

MACRO EDITOR
FOR SERIOUS PROGRAMMERS!

ROMAS is a carefully designed, sophisticated yet
simple to use. development system for serious
assembly language programmers. Using the BBC
as the development system, you can choose your
target system from the following processors:

6502. 65C02, Z80. 8085, 8041. 6809 and Z8
P S. This includes the Acorn 6502 & Z80

ROMAS features a powerful expression analyser,
making complex table easy to generate To aid in

documentation, fully formatted assembly listings

may be produced, with full symbol table output
at the end.

ROMAS is provided with a powerful cross
referancer to produce a listing of all the labels in

a given ' source'' program; this makes it easy to
check to see if you are about to duplicate a
label.

The Macro Editor
Features of this powerful editor provided with
the ROMAS package include:

• Works in all 40 and 80 column screen modes
• Fast load and save speeds
• Continuous line and column number displays
• Search, replace and move; all available in

macros
• Command repetition

The ROMAS package includes a comprehensive
manual, providing detailed documentation and
plenty of examples.

A give away at . . . Only £45
Please specify 40 or 80 track disc when ordering.

ADE
Systems' complete program development
package in a 1 6K ROM. We are now supplying
the new 6502 2nd processor compatible version.

SPECIAL OFFER ONLY £43

ULTRACALC

2

The mark 2 version of the BBC Publications'
extremely popular electronic spreadsheet ROM.

Only: £66

THE INVESTIGATOR
This sophisticated Utility program on disc,
enables you to make security back-up copies of
most of your valuable Disc Software Makes full

use of all 8271 (will not run with double density
DFSs) facilities to discover the precise format of
your protected disc so that an exact copy can be
produced. Supplied with detailed instructions.
Please specify 40 or 80 track disc when
ordering.

Only £20

ROM-SPELL
"way ahead of any competition"

ROM-SPELL is probably THE most advanced and
fastest spelling checker available for the BBC
Micro. Printed below are some extracts from a
recent independent review (A&B Computing Nov.
85). which we feel sure will convince you that
this is THE only spelling checker worth
considering
The editing system is very neat and simple,

instead of replying to queries and beeps all of
the time
The other feature which places ROM-SPELL
way in front of any competition is the ability to
examine the user dictionary, so any spelling
mistakes that have found themselves on the disc
can be examined and taken out if necessary

"

that it is compatible with many of the
popular word processors on the market is a good
indication that ROM-SPELL is going to be a very
popular product indeed

ROM-SPELL is by far the best spelling
checker for the unexpanded BBC B (with or
without word processor). It boasts features which
are hard to find on conventional spellcheckers on
CP/M and MSDOS. namely Spellstar and has a
speed/performance ratio of roughly the same as
its CP/M cousin. The difference is that the CP/M
version would cost the best part of €500

and with such vital house keeping features
as an ambiguous word checker, the ability to edit
the user dictionary, a comprehensive manual that
is both easy to read and actually ENJOYABLE to
learn from. I feel confident that ROM-SPELL
will woo the word processing public with no
problems at all”

Don t settle for less. Buy the best

ROM-SPELL costs only £25
(Please state 40 or 80 track disc)

DISC EXECUTOR
Disc Executor is a sophisticated disc utility for

the transfer of your programs from cassette to

disc. It copes with locked files and full length
adventures (up to &6E blocks long) and
programs that load below &E00 Disc Executor is

simple to use and provides menus to prompt the
user along the way Disc Executor will cope with
the vast majority of tapes (Please note that Disc
Executor is not compatible with douDle density
disc interfaces - keep reading our adverts
though')

Price only £10 (40 or 80 track)

BEEBMON
BEEBMON is the most powerful and versatile
machine code monitor from Watford Electronics.
BEEBMON offers some superb features specially
designed to make the task of understanding and
debugging machine code easier, indeed
BEEBMON is probably the only product with
sufficient power to aid in the debugging of such
complex pieces of software as a DFS
Offering a total emulation mode. BEEBMON can
be used to single step through code anywhere in

memory. All breakpoints are emulated and the
workspace is totally relocatable, allowing for the
simulation of all those awkward” pieces of

code.

(Write in for technical details.)

£24

DISASSEMBLER ROM
Discover the hidden secrets of BASIC and the
OPERATING SYSTEM with this easy to use
progammers tool

Please write in for technical details.

ONLY £16

Continued
Continued



SIDEWAYS
ZIF SOCKET

Now Watford Electronics brings you a ROM
board for small budgets or for those of you who
do not wish to open up your Micro frequently. It

allows you to change ROMs quickly and
efficiently with the minimum of effort - no
screws to loosen or keyboard to remove. The
unit consists mainly of a zero insertion force (ZIF)

socket on a small circuit board which is located

into the position of the ROM Cartridge and is

connected to one of the internal ROM sockets
via a ribbon cable.

• Very simple to install NO SOLDERING
required. The ZIF (Zero Insertion Force)

eliminates the possibility of damage to your
ROM pins when inserting & extracting.

• The low profile of the socket allows
unrestricted access to the keyboard, unlike other

cartridge systems In addition, there are no costly

extras, such as ROM cartridges for every new
ROM

• All data and address lines are correctly

terminated to ensure correct operation of suitable

ROMs with the BBC micro. We also supply a

purpose designed see-through storage container

with anti-static lining, allowing you to store up to

12 ROMs, protecting them from mechanical and
static damage.

• This versatile hardware solves the problem of

running out of socket space, simply unplug the

ROM and plug in a different one. It is a real

must for Professionals and Hobbyists alike

ONLY £1

5

16K Sideways
RAM Modules

This is it! The revolutionary design RAM Module
you've been waiting for. Complete with such
features as read and write protection, these new
modules from Watford Electronics are ideal for

the hobbyist, software developer and ROM
collector.

Key points to note about this new addition to

the Watford range of products are:

• Write protection (useful in a variety of

circumstances).
• Read protection (allows recovery from ROM

crashes).

• Compact construction.

• May be fitted in systems even with a ROM
board.

• Multiple units may be fitted, even with a

ROM board.

• No overheating or overloading problems.

• Free utilities disc supplied

• Can be used as a 16K PRINTER BUFFER
• Works with any ROM.
• Ideal for professional software development

• Supplied with utilities software disc.

Introductory offer: £29

Optional extras

READ and WRITE protect Switches £2
BATTERY BACKUP £3

This is the RAM you've been waiting for!! This

battery backed up. write protectable 16K
sideways RAM board allows you to run from disk

every sideways ROM available Beware of other

sideways RAM boards which are not backed up
as certain ROMs will not run in these boards
even though the RAM can be write protected.

The Battery Backup facility allows retention of

DATA after power off. On switch on the Micro
will think the WATFORD DISC RAM is a ROM.
Features available are:

• No soldering or modifications to BBC micro
necessary.

• Plugs into normal ROM socket fitting neatly

under the keyboard allowing room for other

add-ons.
• Easy to use. Comes with disk based software

to SAVE and LOAD ROMs. Allows you to

make backup copies of your ROMs.
• Disk software can be copied onto other discs

when disc is full.

• All existing ROMs can be stored on disk and
used in DISC RAM.

• No messy plugging and unplugging of your
ROMs. Simply Load the one you want into

DISC RAM.
• Ideal for Professional users to develop ROMs.

Backup facility allows testing of final versions

without using EPROMs
• The switch provided allows backup and write

protection to be switched off externally.

• Can also be used as 16K printer buffer RAM
in conjunction with our Buffer & Backup
ROM

New Low Price: £30

P S. 16K DISC RAM Board is not designed to

work in conjunction with a Sideways ROM
Board.

SOLID STATE
16K SIDEWAYS RAM

This new unit from Watford, which utilises the

latest in Static RAM technology, offers 16k of

easy-fit sideways RAM in a very compact unit

with a footprint no larger than a standard 28pin
EPROM. With only a single flying lead to fit. this

compact unit works with any BBC Micro with or

without a ROM board. Compatible with BBC B
Plus. Like our other 16K RAM Modules, this unit

is very simple to fit.

Only £28
Supplied complete with comprehensive software
on Disc, Operating and fitting instructions.

Mk-3 13 ROM SOCKET
EXPANSION BOARD

• Increase BBCs capacity for ROMs from 4 to

16.

• Easy installation; simply plug in with only 5
wires to solder.

• Minimal space needed.

• Compatible with our DDFS. RAM Card, Torch

card, 2nd Processors, etc.

• Advanced low power chips keeps power
consumption to a minimum.

• Very versatile Socket 14 can take 2716,
2732. 2764, 27128. 61 16 and 6264 chips.

• "LOADs or writes in the region &8000 to

&BFFF are automatically directed at the RAM.

• Auto-write protect line makes RAM look like

ROM.

• READ protect line which makes socket 14
"vanish” - useful to get out of software
crashes.

• On-board battery back-up option with a high

speed charging circuit.

• Supplied ready-built and tested, complete
with fitting instructions.

Price : Still Only £30
Ni-cad'PCB' Battery £3

SOLDERLESS
SIDEWAYS ROM
SOCKET BOARD

This brand new board from Watford Electronics

is designed specifically for those wishing to add

a ROM board to their own BBC without the

need to perform any soldering.

This new board expands the total possible

number of ROMs in a BBC from 4 to 16. Also

permissable, are various configurations of RAM
(up to 16k) and different sized EPROMs (see

below).

Unlike our competitors inferior boards, the ONLY
upgrade required for fitting battery backup to the

Watford Solderless ROM board (all Watford
ROM boards, actually) is the fitting of the battery

itself. (No other expensive components are

required.)

• The key features of this new, no fuss, easy to

install quality product from BBC leaders

Watford Electronics are as follows:

• Increase your BBCs capacity for ROMs from 4
to 16.

• No soldering required.
• Very low power consumption
• Minimal space required.

• Compatible with Torch, DDFS. RAM Card.

2nd Processor, etc.

• Socket 14 can take the following chips:

2716. 2732. 2764. 27128. 6116. 6264
• Auto write protect for RAM chips.

• Read protect to make RAM Vanish allows

recovery from ROM crashes
• Battery backup option for RAM chips.

• Supplied ready to fit with comprehensive
instructions.

Price: Only £32
Battery backup fitted £35



Watford

ROM/RAM
CARD
A must for allserious users

Watford Electronics announced the first ever
commercial ROM board for the BBC micro, the
Watford Electronics 13 ROM Socket Board 3
years ago. Following the success of this board,
we have designed what probably represents the
ultimate in expansion boards, the new Watford
Electronics ROM/RAM board. This highly
versatile and sophisticated board represents the
latest in '2nd generation sideways ROM
technology for the BBC micro, designed to

satisfy the serious BBC user.

• NO SOLDERING required to fit the board.
• NO overheating problems.
• No User Port corruption (avoids problems
with the mouse, modems. Eprom Programmers,
etc.)

• Fully buffered for peace of mind.
• Firm mounting in BBC micro.
• Compatible with ALL BBC micros (not BBC
Plus).

• Total number of ROMs increased from 4 to 8.

• Up to 8 banks of sideways RAM (dynamic).
• Option for 16k of Battery backed CMOS RAM
(CMOS RAM needs one ROM socket).
• Write protect for ALL RAM.
• Master write protect for all sockets.
• Read protect for CMOS RAM (ALLEVIATES
crashes during ROM development).
• Separate RAM write register (&FF30 to
&FF3F).
• Automatic write to currently selected RAM
socket for convenience.
• Can run ANY BBC ROM.
• FREE utilities disc packed with software.
• Compatible with our DDFS board, 32k RAM
Card. Delta Card, sideways ZIF. etc.

• Large printer buffer.

• UNIQUE Fully implemented RAM FILING
SYSTEM (similar to the popular Watford DFS).
• ROM to RAM load and save facilities.

The SFS (Silicon Filing System) can utilise up
to the full 128k of RAM (with the SFS in any
paged RAM) as a SILICON DISC. This behaves
as a disc drive, with all the normal Watford DFS
features (including OSWORD &7F for

ROM-SPELL. etc.) to provide an environment
that looks like a disc but loads and saves MUCH
faster.

The ROM/RAM Board plugs into the 6502
CFU socket. This leaves free all the existing
ROM sockets, which can still be used normally.

Any ROM that can be plugged into the BBC
micro's own ROM sockets may be used in the
ROM/RAM Board.

The ROM/RAM Board is supplied with all

ordered options fitted as standard. Upgrade kits

(with full instructions) are available for all of the
options, should the user wish to upgrade in the
future. Please write in for further details.

INTRODUCTORY PRICES:
• ROM/RAM card with 32k dynamic RAM £45
• ROM/RAM card with 64k dynamic RAM £69
• ROM/RAM card with a massive 128k
dynamic RAM £109

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
• 1 6k plug-in Static RAM kit £9
• Battery backup £2
• Read and Write protect switches £2
Complete ROM/RAM board

(all options installedI £125

GRAPH PAD
With this popular British Micro s Graph-pad. you
can add new dimensions to your computer
enjoyment. It helps you to create your own
application programs by the simple use of the
Graphpad. Ideal for Educational use Supplied
complete with Cables. Manual and a two
program cassette.

SPECIAL OFFER £51 (£3 carr)

The MODEM from Watford
At last a professionalMODEM for the BBC
Micro. Unlike other 'Modem packages this is a
complete package there are no extra software
costs to get up and running'. Of course Le
MODEM is multi-standard, i.e. 300/300.
1200/75 UK and BELL (USA) are all supported

The features that make Le MODEM such good
value are:

• A complete communications terminal that

transforms your BBC Micro into a very powerful
World/wide data transfer system.

• Auto Dials. Auto Answers. Auto Baud selects
and is completely controlled by your Micro. There
are no external controls 1

• Allows you to access PRESTEL. B.T. GOLD.
THE SOURCE. MICROLINK. M/CRONET.
MICROWEB. THE TIMES NETWORK. MICRO
LIVE (BBC TV database). CITY BB and more

• Designed to be SIMPLE but SOPHISTICATED
To LOGON to a data base all you have to know
is its TELEPHONE NUMBER. Le MODEM does
the rest.

• Supplied with a comprehensive telecomms
package in a 1 6K sideways ROM which includes
a FULL PRESTEL terminal allowing
TELESOFTWARE to be downloaded.

• A comprehensive 80 column terminal. This

includes XMODEM error checked transfer

protocol, to allow error free data transfer

anywhere in the world 1

• FULLY controlled by simple *COMMANDS
allowing you to control it from your own BASIC
programs. To get you started we supply a FREE
disc of bundled software

!

• Connects to the 1MHz bus. A *AUDIO
ON/OFF command allows you to actually hear
the telephone line through your BBC micro
loudspeaker.

• Completely self contained with internal mains
power supply. (Even a free mains plug is fitted!)

A •TEST facility gives ON SCREEN indication
that Le MODEM is working correctly.

• Packaged in such as way that you need
nothing else except a BBC Micro to

communicate with computers all over the world.

• BT Approval applied for.

Price: £89 (carr £3)
(Price includes Software ROM, Cables and

Manual)

Nightingale Modem
SPECIAL PRICE to our Customers

£119

THE AMX
MOUSE

The AMX Mouse needs ho introduction It is

simply the best.

Now supplied with the NEWSUPERART
Software ROM & Disc at no extra cost.

ONLY: £66.95

We are giving away the sophisticated COLOUR
ART Software package ABSOLUTELY FREE
with every purchase of the AMX Mouse from us

AMX DESK Package £1 9.00

AMX UTILITY Package £1 1 .50
AMX SUPERART Package £43
AMX PAGE-MAKER Pack £43
AMX 3D ZICON Disc £21
AMX Database Disc £21
AMX XAM Educational £21

COLOUR ART
This novel program allows you to add COLOUR
to any drawing produced with your AMX Mouse
package and really brings those pictures alive
Not with just any colours mind you, but a full

range from up to 255 different shades 1 It’s

simplicity itself to use this painting by numbers
painter to create simple, striking and powerful
images to please the eye

Price £10
(please specify 40 or 80 track disc when ordering)

(Price includes C0MMSTAR ROM &
comprehensive manuals)

Nightingale Modem without software Only £99

COMMSTAR ROM package only £29
(P&P on modem €2 00)

Auto Dial/Auto Answer Board £48
Auto Dial Utilities Disc £9.50
0BBS Bulletin Software £20.00

The Watford Speech Synthesiser is a very flexible
speech synthesis unit based upon the powerful
phonemes system This system stores the
building blocks of speech (called phonemes) and
allows you to combine them quickly and easily to
form virtually any word imaginable

Supplied with an advanced ROM. you are
provided with a 500 word dictionary to get you
started These can easily be added to by
following the notes given in the comprehensive
manual.

GIFT VOUCHERS
Following numerous requests from you the
customers, we have at last introduced our GIFT
VOUCHER service. The Vouchers are available in
C5; €10 & €20 denominations and are an ideal
answer when faced with that problem of what to
give for that special Birthday/Christmasgift Simply
send your credit card number or your cheque for the
amount of Vouchers you require and we shall send
you these attractive Vouchers (There is a 50p
handling charge on any amount.)

SPECIAL PRICE £32

LOGOTRON LOGO
The popular Logotron Logo in ROM
Recommended by most Education authorities

Only: £55

Continued



COMPUTER CONCEPT'S
ROMS

ACCELERATOR £52

CARETAKER Basic Utility £27

Graphics ROM £26

Disc Doctor ROM £26

TERMI £27

COMMUNICATOR £58

SPEECH ROM £26

Wordwise
The most popular Wordprocessor for the BBC
Micro.

Special Offer: £32

Wordwise plus

£45
FREE FREE FREE

This month we are giving away
absolutely FREE, the superb Word-Aid
ROM worth £20, with every

WORDWISE PLUS package bought

from us.

Word-Rid
The most comprehensive

utilities ROM for Wordwise-Plus

Extend the power of your Wordwise Plus word
processor with this most advanced ROM from

Watford. By utilising the powerful Wordwise Plus

programming language. WordAid provides a

whole host of extra features, all accessed via a

special new menu option. This ROM has been
personally approved by Mr Charles Moir, the

author of WORDWISE PLUS.

• Alphabetical sorting of names and addresses.

• Text transfer options.

• Chapter marker
• Epson printer codes function key option.

• Search and display in preview mode.
• Embedded command removal.

• Print Multiple copies of a document.
• Multiple file options for print and preview.

• Address finder.

• Label printer.

• Mail-merger.
• Number/delete/renumber.
• Clear text/segment area.

Only £20
(N.B. Word Aid requires a Disc Interface in your

Micro)

HI-WORDWISE-PLUS
Supplied on disc. This version requires a

WORDWISE-PLUS ROM to be present in the

machine. It gives up to 44k of text space on the

6502 2nd processor.

£5

Inter SHEET
The most powerful spreadsheet package

available for the BBC Micro. Ultra-fast replication

and calculation times help make this the easiest

to use. It has received very favourable reviews.

Unique 105 column screen mode. Supplied in 2

CHART
This unique program is the only one of its sort

on the market. Accepts data from a variety of

sources and plots line graphs, bar charts or pie

charts. Up to 16 separate charts may be stored

in memory. Built in screen dump for EPSON
compatible printers, but can use other printer

dump routines.

ONLY: £30

These ROMs form part of the first and only truly

integrated range of programs for the BBC. Up to

1 6 sets of data can be stored in memory at once
and data can be transferred directly and simply

between programs, e.g. from sheet to sheet, or

sheet to chart, or word processor to sheet etc.,

etc.

INTER-WORD and INTER BASE will follow

shortly to complete this suite of programs.
P S The Watford 32k shadow RAM board is

an ideal complement to these programs, allowing

them to operate in the 80 column screen modes
with NO reduction in memory.

32K
SHADOW RAM-
Printer Buffer

Expansion Board

Watford Electronics now brings you the latest

state-of-the-art MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD
for your BBC microcomputer. Just plug the

ribbon cable into the 6502 processor socket, and

fit the compact board inside the computer.

Immediately you will gain not 16K or even 20K,
but a massive 32K of extra RAM! 1

!

• IMPROVE your WORD PROCESSING system,

whether disc or cassette based. Don't wait for a

slow printer - type in text while printing. TWO
JOBS DONE SIMULTANEOUSLY and £100+
saved on a printer buffer.

• "VIEW” Wordprocessor users can now type in

text in 80 columns and have up to 28,000 bytes

free - 5 times as much as normal.

• In WORDWISE (or WORDWISE-PLUS).
preview in 80 columns with the full 24K of text

in memory. This superb product is recommended
by Computer Concepts for use with both

Wordwise and Wordwise Plus. We
wholeheartedly agree with this commendation.

• Combine GOOD GRAPHICS and LONG
PROGRAMS. Use the top 20K of the expansion

RAM as the screen display memory, leaving all

the standard BBC RAM free for programs.

Benefit from MODE 0/1/2 graphics and 28K of

program space.

• Use the FULL 32 K or the bottom 12K of the

expansion RAM as a PRINTER buffer for

PARALLEL or SERIAL printers, sound channels.

RS423 etc. Only 12K Buffer can be used in

Wordwise or Wordwise-*- because of the way
these softwares are written. Print large text files

while running long graphics programs and have

all your buffer options available as well

(*FX1 5,2 1 , 1 38. 1 45.ADVAL etc). Only 12K Buffer

can be used in Wordwise or Wordwise +
because of the way these softwares are written.

• Ensure COMPATIBILITY with a vast range of

hardware (including Watford & ATPL ROM
boards, double density boards, second
processors), and software (including BASIC,
TOOLKIT. VIEW, WORDWISE (1.20 + ),

WORDWISE-PLUS). This is because our board,

unlike those of our competitors, is connected to

the computer by a ribbon cable

• Achieve EASY OPERATION with ROM based

software. A large range of commands is available

for machine code and BASIC users, including

some useful *HELP messages.

Only: £59
(Price includes a comprehensive manual

and the ROM)

VIEW

VIEW WORDPROCESSOR 2.1 £46

VIEW 3.0 ROM
This latest version features automatic relocation

with a 6502 second processor and takes full

advantage of any shadow memory fitted BBC B

Plus compatible. Supplied complete with Printer

Driver Generator tape.

Price: Only £60

HI-VIEW
A special version of VIEW designed for use with

6502 2nd Processor. Available on disc, it offers

47 K of text memory.
£49

VI EWSH E ET (Acornsoft) £49

VIEWSTORE £49

Watford's own Sophisticated

VIEW PRINTER DRIVER
for Epson FX80 & KAGA KP

Only £10

VIEWDRIVERS FOR JUKI &
BROTHER PRINTERS

Only £10

VIEW/VIEW SHEET PRINTER
DRIVER for SILVER REED

(Officially approved by Silver Reed)

Only: £10

INCREDIBLE
WORD PROCESSING

DEAL ! I I

WatfordElectronics, already renowned for

quality products at discount prices, are

offering, for a limited period only, the truly

spectacular BARGAIN OF THE YEAR

I

A Watford's 32K RAM Card (offering

printer buffering and shadow screen RAM
facilities) with the well known WORDWISE
PLUS Word processor.

The Watford 32K RAM Card was the

first 32K shadow RAM expansion card for

the BBC micro and offers some genuinely

useful facilities to the word processing

prodigy.

32K Shadow RAM Card/Printer Buffer

and Wordwise Plus (a very powerful

package) for the absolutely astounding

price of:

Only £69

(P.S. For an extra €14, we will include

Word-Aid ROM package for the Wordwise
Plus, if bought at the same time.)

ISLAND LOGIC
MUSIC SYSTEM

£25

Viglen Console Unit

Enhance the appearance and convenience of

your BBC Micro with the Viglen console unit.

£42



BOOKS (No VATon Books)
2 1 Games for the BBC Micro £5.95
30 Hour BASIC (BBC Micro) £6.95
35 Education Programs for BBC £6.95
40 Educational Games for the
BBC Micro £5.95

6502 Assembly Language Program £ 1 3.95
6502 Application £11.95
6502 Assembly Language

Subroutines £19.95
6502 Machine code for Humans £7.95
68000 Assembly Lang. Programming £19
A you^ persons guide to BBC Basic £4.50
Advanced Disc User Guide £9.95
Advanced ROM User Guide £ 1 4.95
Advanced Machine Code Technique

for BBC £7.95
Advanced Programming for the
BBC Micro £6.95

Advanced User Guide for
BBC Micro £11.95
Advanced Graphics with BBC £9.95
Advanced 6502 Programming £ 1 2.45
Assembly Language Programming on
BBC Micro £7.95

Advanced Programming Techniques
for the BBC Micro £7.95

Applied Assembly Lang, for BBC £7.95
Assembler Routines for the 6502 £XXX
Assembly Language Programming FOR the
BBC Micro £8.95

Assembly Programming made Easy £5.95
Basic ROM User Guide £9.95
Basic User Guide for BBC Micro £10.00
BBC BASIC for Beginners £7.95
BBC BASIC £5.95
BBC Forth £7.50
BBC Hardware Projects £8.95
BBC Machine Code Portfolio £7.95
BBC Micro H on guide £5.95
BBC Micro A. ;pert Guide £6.95
BBC Micro Assembly Language £7.95
BBC Micro Book BASIC Sound &

Graphics £7.95
BBC Micro Graphics and Sound £6.95
BBC Micro ROM Book £9.95
BBC Micro ROM PAGING System

Explained £2.00
BBC Micro Disc Companion £7.95
BBC User Guide £10.00
BBCWargaming £8.95
Basic Programming on BBC Micro £5.95
BCPL User Guide £15
Brain teasers for BBC micro £5.95
Business Applications on BBC £7.95
Computing for All the Family £6.45
CP/M Bible £16.00
CP/M Handbook with MPM £ 1 3.95
CP/M Soul of £14.95
CP/M The software BUS £8.95
Creating Adventure Programs on

the BBC Micro £4.95
Creative Animation & Graphics £7.95
Creative graphics on BBC Micro £7.50
DISC FILING SYSTEM (DFS)

Operating Manual for BBC £6.95
Disc Programming Techniques £7.95
Discovering BBC Micro Machine Code £6.95
Discover FORTH £13.95
Easy Programming for the
BBC Micro £5.95

Electron Machine Code for

Beginners £6.95
Exploiting BBC Basic £6.95
Exploring FORTH £6.95
Filing System & Databases

for the BBC Micro £7.95
Further Prog, for BBC Micro £5.95
FORTH on the BBC Micro £7.95
Forth Programming £14.40
Functional Forth for the BBC Micro £5.95
Games BBC Computer Play £6.95
Getting more from your
BBC & Electron £6.95

Graphics for Children £7.95
Graphs & Charts on BBC Micro £7.50
Graphic Art for BBC Computer £5.95
Hackers Handbook £4.95
Handbook of Procedure & Functions for the
BBC Micro £6.95

Introducing CP/M on the BBC Micro Z80
2nd Processor £9.95

Interfacing Projects for the BBC £6.95
Introducing the BBC Micro £5.95

Introducing LOGO £5.95
Introduction to FORTH £8.95
Introduction to PASCAL £16.50
Let your BBC teach u to program £6.45
LISP £9.25
LISP. A Beginners Guide to £10.95
LISP Cassette £15.50
Logo Programming £8.95
Mysteries of DISC DRIVES and DFS
REVEALED £5.95

Mastering CP/M £ 1 6.50
Micronet Handbook £6.95
Practical Programs for the

BBC Micro £6.95
Programming the 6502 £13.95
Programming the BBC micro £6.95
Programming the Z80 £16.95
Programming with Graphics £5.95
Sensing & Control Projects for the

BBC Micro £5.95
Structured Prog, with BBC BASIC £6.50
The Complete FORTH £6.95
The Complete Programmer £5.95
The Epson FX/KAGA PRINTER
Commands REVEALED £5.95

Using Floppy Discs with BBC Micro £5.95
Viewsheet User Guide £3.50
Using BBC Basic £6.95
Wordstar & CP/M made easy £7.45

BEEB
VIDEO DIGITISER

Using any source of composite video (colour or

monochrome) and the Watford Beeb Video
Digitiser, you can convert an image from your
camera into a graphics screen on the BBC Micro.

This uses the full graphics capacity of the BBC
micro in modes 0, 1 or 2. The video source may
be a camera, video recorder or television, and is

connected via the video output socket.

Images produced can be compressed, stored to

disc, printed on an Epson compatible printer,

directly used to generate graphics, analysed for

scientific and educational use or converted to

other formats e g. Slow Scan TV or receiving a

picture from a remote camera using a modem.
The output from the digitiser exactly matches the
graphics capability in each mode, with up to 8
levels of grey in mode 2. The unit connects into

the User Port and automatically scans a

complete picture in 1.6 seconds.

Both the black and white levels can be adjusted
manually for the optimum picture, or switched to

automatic for unattended use. The image
produced can be reversed if necessary

Full controlling software is supplied on a normal
sideways ROM and this is easily accessed via

additional # commands. The package is designed
to allow easy input of complex screens and give
full access of the data to the user Once on the
screen, the image can be used as a normal
graphics screen, allowing any of the usual
graphics commands in BASIC or other ROM's to

work on it.

A special print dump routine is included with the
driver programs. This is specially designed to

produce a fast, correctly proportioned picture,

with reduced "contouring '. resulting in an
accurate reproduction of the original image.

Features offered by this package include:

• The adding of pictures or written text to typed
documents.
• Unattended recording of scientific data
• Entry of real images into graphics programs
• Generation of computer images.
• Slow scan television; sending images via a

modem or radio.

• Security.

• Input from any video 1v video source
• Full resolution in Modes 0,1 or 2
• 1.6 seconds scan time.

• Up to 8 grey levels

• Manual or Auto level control

• Connects to user port

Detailed examples of driving this unit from
BASIC or other languages are all provided in the
extensive manual supplied.

£95 (Carr. £3)
(Price includes: Digitiser Unit. ROM & a

comprehensive Manual.)

EPROM PROGRAMMER

The Watford Electronics EPROM programmer for

the BBC micro is a high quality self contained
package. Programs all popular EPROMs from 2K
to 16K. 2716. 2516. 2532. 2564 2764 and
27128 All manufacturers specifications have
been followed to program EPROMs at the

correct speed - wrong timings could destroy
your EPROMs. The unit has its own power
supply so does not put heavy loads on the BBC
power supply as do some other units. Connects
directly to the 1MHz bus following all Acorn
recommendations on addressing and bus
loadings.

SOFTWARE PACKAGE
The software is supplied on an EPROM which
plugs into the Micro and is instantly available

with a single command (no time wasting as on
Cassette/disc loading). It is a fully purpose
designed and ingegrated package to simplify

ROM development. The system is menu driven

with many prompts to avoid any accidents.

Software facilities include:
Load File - Save File - Down Load EPROM -

Program EPROM - Verify - Blank Check -

Editing of memory contents prior to

programming.
Also included is an automatic system to allow
Basic programs to be put in EPROM and
accessed through the *ROM filing system More
than one program may be put in an EPROM. All

these facilities and more are explained in the

comprehensive and clear 15 page manual

SPECIAL OFFER £69
(£3 carr.)

LOW COST DIN'
EPROM PROGRAMMER

A high performance, low cost, self contained
DIN EPROM PROGRAMMER for the BBC
Micro. Plugs into the BBC Micro s user port.

The features are:

• Will program 2716. 2732. 2532. 2764 &
27128 EPROMs

• Copy Eprom into memory and compute
checksum.

• Blank check EPROM
• Program EPROM from memory
• Verify programmed EPROM and display

checksum.
• All • commands may be used from menu

mode.
• High speed programming on 2764 & 27128
• Machine code SOFTWARE supplied in ROM

Only: £49.50 (carr. £2)

TEX EPROM ERASERS
EPROMs need careful treatment if they are to

survive their expected lifetime Over erasure of

EPROMs very rapidly turns them into ROMs 1 The
TEX erasers operate following the manufacturers
specifications to give the maximum possible

working life by not erasing too fast We use

these erasers for all our own erasing work.

• ERASER EB - Standard version erases up to

16 chips. £28
• ERASER GT - Deluxe version erases up to

28 chips Has automatic safety cut-off to switch

off the UV lamp when opened £30
• Spare UV tubes £9

Continued



VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS
Delta 3B Single Joystick
Delta 3B Twin Joysticks
Delta 14B Single Joystick
Delta 14B/1 Adaptor Module
Transfer Software Disc/Tape

£10
£16
£12
£12
£7

ROM EXTRACTION TOOL
This extremely useful tool allows you trouble free
chip removal from your computer by distributing
the removal force over the whole body of any 24
or 28 pin chip.

Price: £2

Acorn's GRAPHICS ROM
£25

SURGE PROTECTOR Plug
Fitted in place of your normal mains plug, this

device protects your equipment against mains
surges. Nearby lightning strikes, thermostats
switching and many other sources put high
voltage transient spikes on to the mains. This
can lead to data corruption in memory and on
disc and can result in spuriously crashing
machines. A must for every computer user.

Protection for only £9.50

Replacement FLEXIBLE
KEYBOARD CONNECTOR

A Keyboard to Micro' replacement jumper lead.

£4

ATTACHE CARRYING
CASE for BBC Micro

The Attache carrying case is attractively finished

in mottled antique brown leatherette. The case is

made of tough plywood, providing a very solid

and safe way to carry your BBC micro. There is

room provided to fit all the leads necessary
behind the computer and manuals in the front.

Locks supplied with two keys. Price £1 3 (£2
carr.)

DATA RECORDER
Top quality slimline portable cassette recorder

designed specifically for use with home
computers. Mains/Battery operated with tape

counter.

DATA CABLE to connect recorder to BBC
£20

DATA CASSETTES
£2.00

Top grade tested Cl 2 Data cassettes

supplied in library cases 35p each; 10 for £3.20.

CONNECTING LEADS
(All ready made and tested)

CASSETTE LEADS 7 pin DIN Plug

to 5 pin DIN Plug + 1 Jack Plug

to 3 pin DIN Plug + 1 Jack Plug

to 7 pin DIN Plug

to 3 Jack Plugs

6 pin DIN to 6 pin DIN Plug (RGB)

£2.00
£2.00
£2.50
£2.00
£2.50

DISC DRIVE POWER LEADS
Supply from BBC power supply to standard Disc
Drive connector.

Single £3.00 Dual £3.75

DISC DRIVE INTERFACE LEADS
BBC to Disc Drives Ribbon Cable
Single £4 Twin £6

MISCELLANEOUS
CONNECTORS

RGB (6 PIN DIN)
Plugs
30p

Sockets
45p

RS423 (5 pin Domino) 40p 50p
Cassette (7 pin DIN) 25p 65p
ECONET (5 pin DIN) 20p 30p
Paddles (1 5 pin D) 11 Op 21 5p
BBC Power Plug 6 way 80p -
Disc Drive Plug 4 way 75p

ACORN
MUSIC 500

The Acorn Music 500 System is probably the

most powerful piece of music generating
hardware available for the BBC Micro. Driven by
a powerful specially written programming
language, high quality results are easily possible.

Expand your system. Purchase an Acorn Music
500. It is astounding value for money at our
unprecedented special price of only:

£99 (carr £4)

;jX)\
ARABICROM
for the BBC Micro

The ALNOOR ARABIC ROM converts your BBC
into a bilingual computer New keytops provide

both English and Arabic symbols. Two sets of

Arabic symbols are provided for use in either

context sensitive or insensitive operation.

20, 40 and 80 column operation. Compatible
with ASMO (449). English/Arabic printer

interface software. Numeric entry from either left

or right of number. Communications software to

send or receive 7 or 8 bit data.

Different shapes of Vowels (e.g. Shadda,
Fatha, etc). Different shapes of Hamza. Full

English and Arabic character sets with all special

characters.

£85
(Price includes Alnoor ROM, Operating Manuals
& a full set of Arabic/English Keytops)

PLINTHS FOR BBC MICRO
AND PRINTERS

Protect your computer from the weight and heat

of your monitor. The BBC micro plinths have

slots for maximum ventilation. The single plinth

is suitable for a BBC and monitor, whilst the

double height version provides enough room for

our stacked or side-by-side dual disc drives or

TORCH Disc pack, to be placed in the centre

section. If you use our stacked drives, the

remaining space can be used for further

peripherals e g. Speech Synthesizer, EPROM
programmer or simply stationery. The computer
slides neatly in to the lower section allowing

easy access to remove the lid. The printer plinth

is equally sturdy but without the cooling slots. It

allows for access to the paper from the front as

well as from the rear, (a facility not often

thought of in similar products) if the paper is

located beneath the plinth. This is a very

convenient way to work especially if your work
area is not deep enough to take the printer and
paper separately.

SINGLE BBC PLINTH £1 1 (carr. £ 1 .50)

DOUBLE BBC PLINTH £20 (carr. £2.00)

PRINTER PLINTH £10 (carr. £1 .50)

4WAY MAINS
DISTRIBUTION SOCKET

4 way top quality mains trailing sockets.

Supplied wired up with mains plug ready for use

Can be screwed to floor or wall if required. Very

useful for tidying up all the mains leads from
your peripherals. Allows the whole system to be
switched on from one plug.

£9.99

CREDIT CARDS 24 HOUR
HOT LINES

ACCESS 0923 50234
VISA 0923 33383

SPARES for BBC Micro

Keyboard
Power Supply
UHF Modulator
Speaker Grill

£46; Keystrip

£45; Case
£4; Speaker
£1 ;

Keyswitch

£2
£25
£2
£2

28 pin ZIF SOCKET (Textool) £6.95

28pin OIL HEADER PLUG
SOLDER type £1.50

IDC CRIMP type £1.95

RIBBON CABLE
28way55p/ft; 34way60p/ft.

8way DIP SWITCH

CHIP

7438 40p
74LS04 25p
74LS123 80p
74LS244 80p
74LS393 £1.20

4020 £0.90
DS3691 £3.50
LM324 £0.45
6502A CPU .... £5
6522 £3.40
SAA5050 £8.75
2764-250nS . £2.00
61 16LP-2K ... £2.75
8271 £45
ACORN OS 1.2 £6

Serial ULA £13
Acorn BCPL £50
Acorn FORTH £43
ICON Master £29
logotron LOGO

£55
ROMIT £29
TERMULATOR £30

£0.85

SHOP
74LS00 25p
74LS10 25p
74LS163 70p
74LS245 £1
4013 60p

4816 £1.00
DS88LS120 £3.00
UPD7002 £4.40
65C02 CPU £9.50
6845SP £6.75
SN76489 £5.50
271 28-250nS .. £3.00
6264LP-8K £4.00
ACORN DNFS £15
ACORN BASIC 2 £16

Video ULA £15
Acorn COMAL ... £43
Acorn LOGO £60
ISO Pascal £60
MUROM £17
SLEUTH ROM £24
Toolkit Plus £33

ISLAND LOGIC MUSIC SYSTEM £25

Prices subject to change without notice and available on request.

MAIL ORDER AND RETAIL SHOP. TRADE AND EXPORT INQUIRIES WELCOME.
GOVERNME~NT AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED.

CARRIAGE: Minimum £1 on all cash orders. On bulky items, Securicor charge applies.

VAT: UK customers please add 15% VAT to total cost incl. Carriage.

SHOP HOURS: 9.00am to •.00pm. Monday to Saturday. (Ampla Fraa Car Parking Spacaa)

Watford Electronics
Dept. AU, JESSA HOUSE, 250, Lower High Street, WATFORD, ENGLAND
Credit Card Orders ACCESS or VISA Telephone: (0923) 50234/33383

Telephone: (0923) 37774; Telex: 8956095 WATFRD
on.
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IVIe&my
MICRO
New series on the famous and their micros

Christopher Ward

Three years ago, I didn’t have a

computer, didn’t need a comput-

er and didn’t want a computer.

Today, I own three Beebs and am

about to acquire a fourth. I’m

almost ashamed to admit it, but I

couldn’t live without them.

For most people, getting start-

ed is a difficult experience; for

me, it was sheer agony. In 1983, mSH

when I took that first bold tech-

nological step and bought a BBC

micro, all Acorn’s instruction

books were written by wireheads

for wireheads. The manuals have

improved a lot since then, but

there is still an assumption that

people are born knowing what a

1BOOT file is.

It took me three weeks to discover there

wasn’t a View wordprocessing ROM in my
machine; a month to learn that discs had to be

formatted before you could use them; and

longer still to discover why all the software I

bought produced disc-fault readings - I had an

80-track drive and the discs were all 40-track.

Nothing in my life has caused me more

frustration and rage than that first month with

my Beeb; but I persevered with the manuals

and, eventually, 1 cracked it.

I use my Beebs almost exclusively for

wordprocessing. Of all the systems I have tried

View is the simplest, the easiest to learn, the

one that’s most like putting a sheet of paper

into a typewriter. To a journalist like me, it’s a

great boon to be able to edit copy without

having to retype the whole article every time,

and to set up the headers and footers so that

each page is numbered and my name is at the

top of every sheet. Not having to count the

words any more is a real luxury, too.

The first thing I did was type in my contacts

book, which has about 1000 names, addresses

and telephone numbers. Updating it on a

typewriter used to be a mammoth task for my

secretary - now it’s a half-hour job to produce

clean, accurate updates.

Within a very short time, I was fighting with

my children for the use of the micro at home.

so 1 bought them their own. This uncharacter

istic act of paternal generosity rather backfired,

for my 12-year-old daughter monopolised the

new machine while my nine-year-old contin-

ued to use mine. We now have an understand-

ing that 1 don’t use theirs and they don’t use

their father’s.

Before the BT was introduced, the biggest

shortcoming of the Beeb was the lack of

memory - 9000 bytes hardly fills a janqar label.

gives me almost 50,000 bytes with the latest

version of View, more than I ever need for a

single file.

The second add-on I acquired was the

Prestel adaptor. I use Prestel a lot for business

- to track share prices on Citiservice, for

instance as well as to retrieve more mundane

information such as train times. 1 opened

home-banking accounts for all the family with

the Bank of Scotland six months ago, and pay

the children their pocket money every Satur

day morning on the Beeb. I’m hoping that

seeing the interest their money earns each week

will encourage them to manage their affairs

more sensibly than I have ever done.

When Redwood Publishing was established

two years ago, we decided that everyone on the

staff would use BBC micros exclusively. The

company now employs 62 people and every

member of staff has a Beeb

linked by an Fxonet to a Win-

chester file server.

It has proved to be a cheap and

reliable system and, just as impor-

tant, new staff or freelance jour-

nalists with no experience of

wordprocessors or computers

can get the hang of the thing in a

couple of days with a little help

from the rest of us.

We use Telecom Gold a lot at

Redwood, and I’m its greatest fan

it’s marvellous being able to

send in copy from home or read

articles and documents without

racing into the office or biking

them across London.

A lot of our contributors, in-

cluding Ann Leslie of the Daily Mail and

Simon Winchester of the Sunday Times
,

file all

their copy on Gold.

Thanks to some software developed by a

friend at Acorn, I’m able to log on to Gold

with a single keystroke of my Beeb and upload

files straight down the line. Fveryone should

have a friend at Acorn!

I now have a B + in the office, but I have

already run out of ROM socket spaces. I use

I

r
iewsheet for spreadsheet calculations at home

and at work, and I’m just grappling with

Viewstore which I think is the best thing since

sliced bread. With some help from our resident

wirehead. I’m feeding into it my address book

from View which will give me half-a-dozen

mailing lists.

After rwo-and-a-half years. I’m still discov-

ering short cuts which have been learned the

hard way (for instance, I only discovered this

week how to program the function keys to

switch drives and load frequently-used files).

I’d be happv to pass these on to Acorn User

readers in a separate article some time, if only

to hear the wireheads shout: ‘But everyone

knows that Don’t they?’

Christopher Ward is Editorial Director of Redwood

Publishing which publishes Acorn User, and a non-

executive director of Acorn Computers. He is a

former Editor of the Daily Hxpress.
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INTOTHE
SHADOWS
Look no further for ideas on how to use the extra memory and

facilities of your new B + or B + 128

I

n the spring an Acorn User’s fancy turns to

possible upgrades. When this article was

penned (early November) the current

state of the Acorn was the B + in various

guises. Whatever the future might bring

in terms of new machines, hopefully the Acorn

adage of compatibility will be maintained. This

means that memory management on the B +

might be regarded as a useful skill to acquire,

and will have applications into the future.

There are two types of memory on a

standard BBC micro. A bank of 32k RAM
which contains the computer’s workspace, the

user’s workspace, and the graphics memory,

along with two 16k banks of ROM, containing

the operating system (OS) and the current

application language or service. Users will

already be aware that the application bank can

be switched between 16 different physical

chips (four on board the BBC micro and a

further 12 via extension boards).

The B + takes a tip from several peripheral

manufacturers, by including more easily acces-

sible onboard ROM, using sockets which can

handle 16k or 32k ROM chips. But more

importantly, the B+ has an extra 32k of

memory. This is shown diagramatically on

page 77. You’ll see that it lies in the ‘shadow’

of the main memory, and indeed it is this

concept of extending memory like a shadow

which gives it the name shadow RAM.

One great drawback of the BBC microcom-

puter was the trade-off between user memory

space for programs and graphic screens. The

microprocessing unit (MPU) in the BBC B and

B+ micros cannot easily access more than 64k

of memory, hence the need for clever tricks

like paging ROMs.

If we apply the idea of paging to RAM, then

RAM can be vastly extended.

There is, however, a problem which boils

down to ease and friendliness of use. Users

with 128k BBC B + micros will be aware of the I

hassle of running the disc Basic system. Using

paged memory without well thought out appli-

cations software amounts to a waste of money.

Fortunately the 128k B T at least has Basic and I

a number of other useful facilities with which

to drive its extended paged memory. Al-

though, in my opinion, such paging is not to I

be preferred over direct access memory, it can I

prove useful when memory space is at a I

premium. In order to maintain compatibility, I

in the short term at least, shadow memory is I

the sensible approach to take. The basic shad- I

ow memory is in two parts: first an extension I

(20k in extent) which shadows the area of
[

memory given over to graphics, secondly a I

further 12k of shadow RAM up in the area I

devoted to paged ROMs.

The easiest part of shadow' RAM to come to I

terms with is the graphics area. This has a new I

OS command associated with it: *SHADOVC . I
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^SHADOW turns on the shadow RAM and

^SHADOW 1 turns it off. While the shadow

RAM is active, users have access to all the

workspace from PAGE to &8000. For com-

patibility with older BBC micros, the shadow

RAM is initially off at power on. This reduces

problems with older versions of software.

(We really cannot expect to benefit from

shadow memory if our software does not use

approved methods of reading and writing the

screen. For example, PRINT“HELLO
CHEEKY” is legal, but ?&7FFF = 255 is not.

In shadow mode, it will not have the desired

effect, doing nothing at best, but at worst

corrupting user memory space. Cure: (1) re-

write your software, or (2) get the software

house to provide legal versions or (3) don’t use

shadow memory.)

The B + operating system provides us with

other ways of accessing the shadow RAM
areas, and the rest of this article is aimed at

demonstrating those techniques. So that users

of older BBC micros don’t feel left out, most of

our demonstrations will work on model Bs,

even though the shadow' memory does not

exist. Even without the added incentive of

shadow memory, some of the techniques will

merit further exploration by users.

What’s in a ROM?
We start by noting an operating system routine

undocumented by Acorn, which exists on the

BBC model B. The same OS routine is

documented on the B -f- and is called OSRDSC
- Operating System ReaD SCreen. In the

Advanced User Guide (Bray, Dickens and

Holmes) this routine is called OSRDRM -

Operating System ReaD RoM.

OSRDSC lives at &FFB9 and its job is to

read a byte from paged ROM or RAM. We use

this routine regularly, and so we begin with a

simple example.

Listing 1 runs on any BBC micro, but not

via the Tube. It is intended to provide a

software means for checking that a particular

ROM chip is in the computer, rather than error

trapping its non-appearance. This is particular-

ly useful as an addition to Econet menus,

which autoboot a user into a language or other

chip based application.

The name of the ROM to find is specified in

line 60 of listing 1 , and line 70 calls the FNchip

function. This returns a TRUE or FALSE
answer and appropriate action can be taken

upon its receipt.

In checking for the ROM in question, the

function cycles through all 16 possible ROMs,
starting at 1 5 and working down to 0. For each

ROM, the ROM number is transferred to the

Y register via Y% in line 180. The next stage is

to set a pointer to the start of the name string in

the ROM. This always starts at &8009, so

?&F7 is set to &80, and ?&F6 to &08, which is

one less than the start address, because the

program uses a REPEAT loop to increment

?&F6. OSRDSC (OSRDRM) automatically

uses locations &F7 and &F6, so we have no

choice here.

The diagram below indicates the relation-

ship between the Y register (Y%), &F7, &F6
and the paged ROM system.

Once OSRDSC is called using the USR
function of line 200, the byte at location &8009

is read into the accumulator and transferred to

the variable ‘char’. This is used to build a string

in line 210, which becomes the name of the

current ROM. Line 220 repeats the cycle and

initiates reading the next byte. This continues

until the character read is a 0 or until the ROM
title string is as long as the name being sought.

Line 230 is included only for demonstration,

and should be removed once the program is

operational. It lists all the ROMs in the

machine. Line 240 checks whether the current

ROM name is correct and if so, exits. Other-

wise the socket number is decremented and the

cycle restarts with the next lowest socket. If a

match is found the function outputs TRUE,
otherwise it returns FALSE.

Packing a disc

Now lor a problem. How many screens to the

disc? Too hard? OK then, let’s simplify. If a

BBC micro screen takes up 20k maximum, and

a disc holds 100k, this means that we can fit

five screen dumps to a disc. With a 200k drive

this goes up to 10. If you work with graphics,

then you might build up a library of screen

dumps, and consequently amass a pile of discs.

One w'ay round this is to pack the information

on to the disc in a coded form, and the simplest

way is to use the following algorithm:

1 OPEN OUT a file called PICT

2 point to the start of screen

3 REPEAT
4 read a pattern byte from the screen

5 REPEAT
6 read another

7 UNTIL a different value is reached

or 255 bytes have been read

8 PUT the pattern byte and the number

of matching bytes to the disc file

9 UNTIL the end of the screen is reached

10 CLOSE the file and END
This algorithm is shown coded in listing 2

which works on older BBC micros, and on the

B + in non shadow' modes, but not via the Tube

or in shadow modes.

Once a disc is packed wr

ith screen informa-

tion, you have the problem of unpacking, or

& 8008

up to

16 paged ROMs
(16k)

Diagram indicating the relationship between the Y register (Y%), &F7.&F6 and the paged ROM system
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PHANTOM
COMBAT

y Available at your Local Dealer, distributed by
Microdealer, Leisuresoft, & Centresoft. Also direct from
Doctor Soft:

MAIL ORDER mhiiimrm FIRST CLASS BY RETURN, K ^^ ^ POST FREE f \ 3
ELECTRON J BBC DISK*

‘Add C3 for disk version. Cheques/PO payable to “Doctor Soft

Ltd” or state Access No. Overseas: add Airmail at cost.

“Well produced and
technically good
futuristic combat
flight simulation
featuring some of the
best and smoothest
3D graphics I’ve

come across on the

Beeb.”-
Computer Trade Weekly

RATED 8 OUT OF 10

FOR QUALITY,

GRAPHICS,

PLAYABILITY & VALU

THE ADVEHbARY
Now at last, enemy aircraft are NOT shown as arcade

sorites', they are computer drawn, naviqated and flown’

at a smooth 15 Frames per second The della outlines

reflect Soviet Micj 21 (Fishbed )/9Su 15 (Flaqon)
performance. In combat mode (CBAT) they tip lit back,

intelligent and dangerous

INSIDE
Instrumentation is comprehensive with a wealth of clear

and precise displays, featuring both analogue and digital

readouts, eq speed in knots as shown on a dial AND
digitally, with a separate Mach number display; radar

computed target range altitude and bearing shown; target

pointer and gunsighti military Tacan’ navigation (Tactical

air navigation) etc

OUTSIDE'
External views includes Horizon, other aircraft, a network ol

grout'd detail points, separate landing runways arid

animated strobe' approach lighting NO chunky’ pixels, all

obiects tire drawn in line, high resolution coloured lines

The view is recomputed and redrawn 15 times every

second

AIR TO AIR COMBAT
Warning There are no lives' but your single one, your score

is zeroed and the program restarted if you are shot down or

crash This motivates you to try and ‘bring home' a

damaged aircraft May different forms of damage can occur

Most are survivable. eg a gear up runway landing if smooth
enough If you cant land, use the EJECTION seat and

survive

More than just’ a very fast full-flight Simulator Phantom
Combat' offers the excitement and energy of 1500 mph air

to air combat in high resolution 3D colour graphics This

100% machine code package has been written by a military

flight simulator software engineer together with the B A
captain who wrote the best selling '747' simulator for

Doctor Soft.

A SIMULATOR INSIDE A SIMULATOR
In one of the training modes (formation mode FORM! it is

actually possible to fly the Phanton AND control the Enemy
aircraft which can be clearly seen flying in 3D outside your

fully equipped cockpit Alternatively, a friend can pilot the

arnet toi separate keys) while you attack.

PHANTOM COMBAT
Flight Simulator
3rd generation flight software

by Nick Brown and Roger Selby

P O. Sox 66 East Preston Utflehampton
West Sussex 8NI4 2TX

Telephone: (0903) 770044
Accounts. (0903) 776000
Telex: DocSoft878l52 (WCTC)

Name ....

Address BBC 32K
ELECTRON versions
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reversing the PACK procedure. The algorithm

might be written:

1 OPEN IN a file called PICT

2 point to start of screen

3 REPEAT
4 GET the pattern byte and number of

bytes

5 REPEAT

6 place the pattern byte on the screen

7 UNTIL the correct number have been

placed

8 UNTIL the End Of File is reached

9 CLOSE the file and end

The coding for this is shown in listing 3. Again

this works fine with BBC', micros but not via

the Tube or on a B 4- in shadow mode.

The benefit of packing and unpacking is a

great saving of memory space on disc. Typical

20k screens can often be reduced to 10k or less,

occasionally screens compress to 4k. The com-

pression achieved depends on the content of

the screen, so for example a screen with large

areas of colour will generally compress more

than a screen with lots of fine detail. A screen

in which each byte pattern is different from the

preceding one will actually occupy more space

on the disc (one byte for the pattern and one

for the number of bytes), up to a maximum of

40k. The solution is to both *SAVE screens

and PACK them, then delete the one which

occupies most space. Remember to place

packed screens in a directory ‘P\

The disadvantage of packing is the time

factor in using the Basic programs to pack and

unpack. Notice, too, that to use the facility'

effectively the programs would need careful

handling or modification to fit in with any

particular graphics package.

Speeding out of the shadows

It goes almost without saying that the most

convenient interface between languages and

applications packages is the operating system

and its star commands. If we could convert the

pack and unpack routines to star commands,

speed would be increased and handling would

be much more flexible. So we must consider

encoding the programs in machine code.

Although a supporter of high level lan-

guages and ease of programming, 1 grudgingly

admit (for now) that assembly language work

does have an important role to play either

when processing time is of the essence, or

when accessing particular features of the ma-

chine is impossible with our favourite high

level language. In this case we really do need

speed, and so we must consider machine code.

If you are not into machine code, don’t

despair. Read through the next section on

developing *PACK and *UNPACK, and con-

centrate only on the structure of the solution.

If you can correctly structure a solution, then

the actual assembler commands can be looked

up in a suitable book.

You might wonder why we wrote two Basic

programs, when we intended to produce ma-

chine code end products. The answer is that if

the Basic programs work and arc correctly

structured, then they should be converted to

assembler without too much difficulty. In fact,

writing a Basic program often makes the

problem much less difficult.

In order to solve the problem of producing a

*PACK command which will work on the B +

we need to specify what our requirements are.

From typing *PACK < filename > we expect

to pack a screen in modes 0, 1 or 2 to the

currently selected disc drive.

We approach the problem by dividing it into

a series of stages:

1 How do I initiate a star command?

2 How can a parameter be added? (eg

*PACK P.PICT)

3 How can I openout a file in assembler?

4 How do I handle a file error?

5 How do I convert the Basic PACK
program to assembler?

6 How do I cope with shadow memory?

7 How do I transfer bytes to a file in

assembler?

8 How do I exit from the program?

Below is a quick outline guide to solving each

of these sub-problems. The actual coding is in

listing 4, and is well commented. Look at it

while reading the outline guide

Star commands are either typed at the key-

board, entered as a line of a program or

executed as a part of a *EXEC file. In all cases

they are handled by the OS. The command is

first offered to each of the paged ROMs, and if

they do not react to it, it is then offered to the

current filing system. This is the solution

adopted in all these programs. The *PACK
command will cause the machine language

version of PACK to load to location &0900,

and automatically execute there. Page 9 of BBC

micro memory is given over to sound, speech,

RS423 or cassette buffers. Providing we are

using disc storage, this is a reasonably safe,

out-of-the-way area of memory to use for the

task. Users with problems might try using

page 10 (&0A00: RS423 cassette input) as an

alternative. Do this by changing line 60 to

START = &0A00.

Decoding a parameter: whenever a star com-

mand is received, the OS places the address of

the first location after the decoded command in

locations &F3 and &F2 + V register. For

example, if *PACK P.PICT is found in a

program at location &2300, then ?&F3 and

?&F2 + Y register will jointly point to &2306.

In listing 4 this total address is transmitted

to the filing section of the program via lines

160 to 260. Notice that the first stage is to add

?&F2 and the Y register and then add 0 to

?&F3 in case there was a carry-over from the

earlier addition.

OPENOUT in assembler is really quite easy.

The address of the filename is now in the X
and Y registers. All that remains is to set the

accumulator to &80 (the code for

OPENOUT) and then jump to the OSFIND
subroutine at &FFCE. The result is cither a

successful OPENOUT indicated by a non-zero

value being returned in the accumulator, or a

failure, which is indicated by the accumulator

returning zero. Lines 240 to 290 comprise the

OSFIND section of *PACK.

Handling file errors follows the usual BBC

convention of embedding the error number

and message in the program. Lines 300 to 340

cover this technique. If the accumulator re-

turns zero after the OSFIND, then line 300 is

ignored and the program hits the BRK instruc-

tion of line 310. This is automatically pro-

cessed, the ‘Can’t write Pack file’ message is

&0000 64k main memory &8000

the B + ’s extra 32k of memory lies in the shadow’ of the main memory - hence its name
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printed, and the program halts. If you type

PRINT ERR, then the number 51 will be

returned, so that error trapping from Basic can

be performed. If a non-zero result occurs, then

the program branches from line 300 to line 350,

and continues.

Converting the Basic PACK program is

simply a question of converting the body (lines

70 to 140) of listing 2 to assembly format. This

is covered in listing 4 from lines 360 to 770.

Notice that the REPEAT structures are lost

because of the branching nature of assembly

code. The program is well commented and

should be easy to follow. However two points

of interest are included below.

Coping with screen shadow RAM: if the

OSRDSC routine at &FFB9 is called with the

Y register set to 0 and the contents of &F6 and

&F7 pointing below &8000, then that byte of

shadow memory will be transferred to the

accumulator. In *PACK’s source code this is

done by lines 850 to 910.

Transmitting bytes to a file: to perform the

same operation as Basic’s BPUT, we use the

routine called OSBPUT at &FFD4. This

routine needs the byte to be transmitted to be

loaded into the accumulator, and the number

of the file (the handle) to be loaded into the Y
register. Calling OSBPUT causes the transfer.

To exit from the program, first the file must

be closed, and this is performed by lines 790 to

820. Calling OSFIND with the accumulator set

to 0 and the handle in the Y register, closes the

file. The return from the program is performed

via the RTS at line 830.

To use the program, first enter it into the

computer, save the source code and then run it.

The machine code will assemble at &0900.

Now type:

*SAVE PACK FFFF0900 + 82 FFFF0900

This will save the machine language to disc.

Note that the FFFF’s preceding the address are

used to force the program to load in the I/O

processor, even when called across the Tube.

How to unpack

To produce a *UNPACK command which

will work on the B+ we need to follow a

similar tack. From typing *UNPACK
< filename >, we expect to unpack a disc file

to a mode 0, 1 or 2 screen. There are fewer new

problems to handle now. They reduce to:

1 How can I openin a file in assembler?

2 How do I cope with shadow memory?

3 How do I transfer bytes from a file in

assembler?

Below is a quick outline guide to solving each

of these sub-problems. The actual coding is in

listing 5, and is well RFMmed.

OPENIN in assembler: this uses the

OSFIND routine at &FFCE. It requires the
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name of the file to start at the address pointed

to by &F7 and &F6 4- Y register, and this

address has to be copied into the X and Y
registers. The accumulator needs an OPENIN
code (&40) and the routine returns either the

file handle or a 0 indicating an error. Lines 170

to 350 show this coding.

Writing shadow memory: the method is to

use a special routine in the OS, OSWRSC,
located at FFB3. This requires the byte to be

written to be located in the accumulator, and

the address of shadow memory for the byte to

be indicated by ?&D7 and ?&D6 + the Y
register. To make this easier, I set the Y
register to 0 and increment ?&D6. This part of

the program is shown in lines 550 to 610.

Using BGET in assembler is done using

OSBGP7T, a routine at &FFD7. It needs the

handle in the Y register and returns the byte in

the accumulator. If end of file is reached, then

the carry fiag is set and this must be tested.

This part of listing 5 is shown between lines

430 and 530.

To use *UNPACK, proceed as with

*PACK: save the source code and then RUN
the source program. Once run it can be saved

to disc:

SAVE UNPACK FFFF0900 +63 FFFF0900

It can be used as a machine language utility.

SSAVE and SL0AD
One or tw'o folks have commented that a

shadow' version of *SAVE and *LOAD would

be useful for shadow' screens, without com-

pacting. Listings 6 and 7 show these utilities.

They are w'ell REMmed and should be easily

followed. To use them, first SAVE then RUN
the source code, and *SAVE the assembled

machine code. For *SSAVE:

SAVE SSAVE FFFF0900 + 61 FFFF0900

and for *SLOAD:

SAVE SLOAD FFFF0900 + 55 FFFF0900

These can be used with:

SSAVE < filename >

and

SLOAD < filename>

Putting it to the test

It would be unfair to leave you without a

standard means of testing the value of the

programs given. Listing 8 is a Basic program

which calls each of the utilities previously

mentioned to pack, unpack, sload and ssave a

typical graphics screen, which the program

also generates.

With the utilities on disc, run listing 8 and

confirm that all goes well. Once the program is

finished try

INFO*.*

and compare the size of P.TEST and U.TEST.

Try manually recreating the picture with:

MODE 1

UNPACK P.TEST

Readers with B+ micros will be able to trv

these new' techniques out immediately. In

many cases readers with BBC Bs w'ill be able to

try out the same facilities although they will

not be able to use shadow' applications, unless

they purchase a compatible shadow board.

Jargon Box

RAM: Random Access Memory - volatile

part of the computer’s memory, its contents

can be readily changed by the user and are

lost when pow er is disconnected.

ROM: Read Only Memory - non-volatile

part of the computer’s memory which is not

erased when power is switched off. ROM
chips arc used for languages such as Basic

and the operating system.

Sideways ROM: A ROM chip containing a

language or set of useful machine-code

programs (‘utilities’) which occupies one of

the sideways sockets located under the

keyboard on the BBC B, at the rear ofthe B +

and as an add-on extra for the Electron.

Sideways ROM image: A copy of the

program or language in a sideways ROM
saved on disc or tape.

Sideways RAM: A RAM chip or circuit

board containing RAM chips w+ich is

inserted into a sideways ROM socket and

into w+ich ROM images may be loaded

from disc or tape.

Language: A program used to write pro-

grams! The most commonly used language

on the BBC micro is Basic.

Service call: Often the operating system

has to ‘ask’ the ROMs present in the

machine to supply information about them-

selves. A service call is the means by which

this is done.

Shadow' RAM: Additional RAM, most

commonly used to store screen images.

Shadow RAM lies ‘alongside’ the standard

RAM of the machine, ie occupies the same

memory addresses.

Video RAM: Another term for shadow

screen RAM.
Paged ROMs: ROMs on the BBC micro

and Electron are all ‘paged’. They occupy

the same area of memory (ie, &B0(X) to

&BFFF), so in order to use a particular

ROM it must be ‘switched on’ or ‘paged’

beforehand.

Handle: A number given by the computer

to a disc or tape file w+en it is opened for

reading or writing. This number (also

knowm as the ‘channel’) is used to specify

which file is meant whenever data is read

from or written to tape or disc.

I Joe's listings are on yellow pages IOS to 111
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"VIEW handles very well
and is certainlythe best
word-processing system
of its size••• Practical Computing.

Whyeveryone’s sohappyto Please send me information on T
express theirpoint ofnew. /**—*

i

The View ranee is the largest range of software available for the BBC Micro. / Name
And the most sophisticated. y

~

Hardly surprising, since the View range comes from Acornsoft, and is

* Address

designed to use the eapabilities of the BB( 1 Micro rather more fully than any /
other software package. I ndeed, V IEW was awarded the 1084 British y
Microcomputing Award for home software. *
The View range also includes Viewlndex, ViewSpell, ViewPlot and /

a Printer Driver Generator, all of them powerful, sophisticated and, f
above all, friendly to use.
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TECHNIQUES

Many recent games - Banjax is just one - have employed the technique of using only a small part of

the screen for display, so that there is more memory left for the program or data storage

Robert O’Leary

H
ave you ever been in the situation

where the program you wish to

write requires the high resolution

graphics of modes 0 or 1, or the

multi-colours of mode 2, but also

needs more than the 6k to 87k of memory

normally available? If so, the following tech-

nique may provide the solution - shrinking the

part of the screen displayed and using non-

displayed screen memory for part of the pro-

gram or data storage. Similar techniques to this

have been used in a number of recent games,

including Banjax. Unfortunately this technique

can only be implemented on the Beeb - it will

not work on the Electron.

The part of the BBC micro which allows us

to change the screen size is the 6845 CRTC
(cathode ray tube controller) chip which, to-

gether with the video ULA, forms the system

responsible for displaying the picture on your

television or monitor. The 6845 contains 18

registers (or store locations) numbered RO to

R17. They are divided into three types: write

only (RO to R 1 3); read/ write (R14 and R15);

and read only (R16 and R17).

Registers 0 to 15 can be written to in the

following three ways:
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1 *FX 151,0,register

*FX 151,1,value

2 VDU23,0,register, value, 0,0,0,0,0,0

or VDU23; register,value;0;0;0

3 ?&FE00= register: P&FE01 = value

All three methods have been incorporated into

the demonstration program (listing 1 on the

yellow pages) to illustrate them in use.

In modes 0 to 2 the screen occupies 20k of

memory, ranging from &3000to &7FFF. There

are 32 text lines down the screen which means

that each line takes up 640 bytes of memory. If,

for the sake of argument, it was estimated that a

program would require an extra 5k
(
= 5120

bytes), then 5120/640 = eight lines of the screen

would need to be used. This would involve

raising the start of screen memory by 5k to

&4400 and setting HIMEM (in Basic) to a

similar value, thus allowing the program and

data to fill the available memory from PAGE to

&43FF. The screen would then be 24 lines deep.

6845 registers

The 6845 registers which we can use to reformat

the screen are 6, 7, 1 2 and 1 3. Register 1 0 is used

to switch off the cursor. R6 is a seven bit, write

only register which contains the number of

vertical characters currently displayed. It can be

used to blank off part of the screen, in our case

the part containing the program and data. R7 is

also a seven bit register. It determines the start

position of the vertical synchronisation and can

be used to centralise the new, small screen.

R12 and R1 3 combine to form a 14 bit, write

only register and their contents determine the

location in memory ofthe top left-hand corner of

the screen.

Their actual content (in modes 0 to 6) is the

screen start address divided by eight. R12

contains the high byte and R13 the low byte.

It is by changing the values stored in these

registers that smooth hardware scrolling as used

in Planetoids and CastleQuestcan be achieved. We
use them to alter the start ofscreen memory to (in

this instance) &4400.

Listing 1 gives a step-by-step demonstration

ofsetting up a screen of reduced size. When run,

the program will pause between each stage and

the space bar should be pressed to cause the

demo to continue.

Variables

start% desired start of screen memory

address% as above

s% FOR TO loop counter

line% as above

Line 140 turns off the cursor.

Procedures

showmemory (line 300) illustrates which part

of the screen will store the program data by

*FX 151,0,6 and adding line 671 *FX151,1,24.

By changing 24 to, say, 27, you will see how

part of the screen reserved for the program

becomes visible.

centralise (line 730) centralises the new, small

screen by changing the value of register 7. The

new value can be found by trial and error. Try

changing the 31 in line 750 to different values

and notice how the small screen varies its

position up or down the screen,

info (line 780) gives a short descriptive mes-

sage to the user.

space (line 860) causes a delay until the space

bar has been pressed.

filling it with a pattern written directly to the

screen in line 320.

smallscreen (line 420) sets up a text window

of 40 x 24 characters beginning at row eight.

It is needed to prevent text overwriting the

part of the program stored in screen memory.

A graphics window could also be set up should

this be required.

changeaddress (line 560): PROC
changeaddress(start%) alters the contents of

registers 12 and 13 to the new screen address

(divided by eight) using the method of directly

poking the 6845.

hidememory (line 660) changes R6 from its

usual value of 32 to a new value of 24, so

blanking off the part of the screen which

would be ‘corrupted’ by program data. It uses

the VDU technique but could have similarly

been accomplished by changing line 670 to

Incorporating screens

Listing 2 shows how listing 1 can be compacted

into a form you can use in vour own programs.

It should be loaded first, then Chain the

main program. The program has sufficient

REM statements and needs no explanation.

The extra memory made available to the

programmer using this method often greatly

outweighs the fact that the screen is not full

size. In Ban/ax a 20 line screen was set up which

left an extra 7.5k for program and data -

doubling the memory. This allowed a greater

variety of large, detailed sprites to be used than

would otherwise have been possible.

For further information about the 6845, read

chapter 18 of the Advanced User Guide (page

359) and Acorn User, April 1984.

Robert O' I Gary's two listings to shrink your screens

are on yellow pages 111 and 112

This standard model 20k screen shows the area used tor the shrunken screen (at the bottom) and the area

liberated for use by Basic programs (at the top)
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ACORN ELtCTRON VERSIONCLOSE-UP OF AlMONSTfcft

REPTON

REPTON met with unanimous acclaim from games players and reviewers alike Now, totally redesigned and
rewritten, we bring you a new experience . . . REPTON 2 - a challenge even for hardened REPTON addicts! Not only
must you collect all the diamonds (more than a thousand in total), you must also find the 42 jigsaw puzzle pieces
which have been strewn throughout the 16 levels The levels of play, each 16 times the size of the TV screen, are
connected by a series of transporters which propel you backwards and forwards between the different scenarios
— but each transporter can only be used once Each level has its own characteristics: brave the meteor storms at
the planetary surface; entice the haunting spirits into their cages by strategically positioning the boulders; avoid
the eerie skulls of past explorers; unlock the safes with hidden keys; and crush the fearsome monsters which hatch
from giant eggs. Can you complete REPTON 2?

ACORN
ELECTRON

ARC
MICRO

MORE PRIZES!

Complete REPTON 2 and enter our competition. The first 100 winning entrants will each receive a beautifully
designed “I'VE COMPLETED REPTON 2” cotton T-shirt; all correct entries received before 31st March 1986 will be
eligible for the cash prize of £200

CASSETTE VERSION - £9.95 BBC DISC VERSION - £11.95

IUE PRY UP TO 20% ROYALTIES FOR HIGH QUALITY BBC 6 ELECTRON PROGRAMS

OUR GUARANTEE
•All mail orders are despatched within

24 hours by first-class post.

• Fbstage and packing is free

• Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced immediately.

SUPERIOR SOFTWARE LTD.

Dept. AU2, Regent House,

Skinner Lane, Leeds 7.

Tel: 0532 459453. MSA
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EXTENDING BASIC
BBC Basic offers a wide range of commands and utilities

but even so you may want to add more of your own - here’s how

O
ne of the most attractive features of

the BBC micro is the dialect of Basic

that it runs. BBC Basic is particular-

ly versatile because of the wide

range of commands and functions

that it offers the user.

There comes a time, however, when every

programmer needs some command or utility

which has not been included in the Basic

interpreter. For example, a command to list

out all the current variables would be useful, as

would a command to verify a file once it has

been saved. In cases like these what is required

is a system by which Basic can be extended to

incorporate extra commands.

To some extent this requirement is met by

the host of utility programs and toolkit ROMs
which are available for the Beeb. These, how-

ever, are often general packages, which either

do not completely meet your requirements or

provide unwanted features which only waste

precious memory. Also if the utilities are to be

added to Basic, so that they are executed simply

by typing the relevant command word, they

have to be written in machine code. This

makes it impossible for all but the most

experienced programmers to adapt, modify or

add to the utilities.

The two programs described here, however,

allow you to create your own utilities in Basic

and then have these added to the commands

normally available in the language. The extra

functions are called simply by typing an associ-

ated keyword in direct mode, as with any other

Basic command such as LIST, OLD, DE-

LETE, etc. The utilities program itself is also

hidden away in memory so as to be totally

transparent, allowing you to load and use other

programs as normal.

How does it work? Before that can be

comprehended it is necessary to understand

how the Beeb interprets commands, and what

it does when it comes across a command that it

cannot recognise.

When a command is entered into the micro

it is compared against a list of Basic keywords

held within the Basic ROM. If a match is found

then the command is executed. However, if the

command is not a Basic keyword, no match

will be found and a ‘Mistake’ error is issued.

The obvious way to add commands to the

language therefore is to trap this error condi-

tion and to check if it was caused by the use of

one of the new commands. If it was then the

error could be suppressed and the appropriate

utility executed instead.

When an error condition occurs, the com-

puter jumps to a machine code error handling

routine within the Basic ROM. This routine,

after doing some internal tidying up of point-

ers etc, transfers control to a piece of Basic

program text, the address of which is held in

locations &16,&17. Normally these point into

the Basic ROM itself to an address where the

program in figure 1 starts.

This program provides the default handling

of errors, which is to print out the error

message and the line number if applicable.

The reason for this strange system is that if

you set up an ‘ON ERROR...’ trap within a

program, the address of the statement follow-

ing the ‘ON ERROR’ command is substituted

into locations &16,&17. Thus when an error

occurs the computer continues executing the

program from the ‘ON ERROR’ statement

instead of aborting the program in the usual

way. This can be seen if the following two

short programs are typed in and run:

10 PRINT ~ !&16 AND &FFFF
and

10 ON ERROR PRINT

20 PRINT ~ !&16 AND &FFFF
The first just shows that locations &16,&17

normally point to the default error text in the

Basic ROM. When the second program is run,

however, the address printed out is that of the

PRINT statement following the ON ERROR
trap in the program. This is what will be

executed in the event of an error.

My idea was to change locations &16,&17

to point to the program containing our utilities

so that it would be executed every time an

error occurred.

On trying this, however, I found that the

Beeb totally ignored the changes and issued

error messages in the normal way. After some

hasty disassembling of the Basic ROM I

discovered that this was due to the fact that just

before interpreting a command in direct mode,

Basic resets locations &16,&17 to point to the

default error text. What is required therefore is

some way of changing locations &16,&17

after the command has been entered, but just

before the Basic’s machine code error handling

routine is jumped to. There is a way to do this.

When a command has been entered and an

error detected, the operating system jumps to

Basic’s error handling routine indirectly

through a vector at location &202,&203 (the

break vector) as shown in figure 2. If we

change the address in this vector to point to

our own piece of machine code, then this will

be executed every time Basic’s error routine is

about to be jumped to. This machine code can

then change locations &16,&17 to point to

our utility program and this in turn will cause

Basic to execute the utility program instead of

the default error handling text (figure 3).

Listing 1 contains this piece of machine code

and is well REMed so it should be relatively

easy to follow. The *key 10 definition at line

410 is complicated and should be entered very

REPORT
IF ERLOO PR INT” at 1 i ne" $ ERL
PRINT
END

Figure 1. Basic s default error handling text

carefully, exactly as shown. It ensures that the

utility program is relinked into Basic after

Break has been pressed. The system will not,

however, survive a hard reset (CTRL-Break)

as this clears the function keys. The reason for

this approach rather than using *FX com-

mands to intercept Break, which would sur-

vive a hard reset, is twofold. First, the *FX

commands required are not implemented in

operating system 0.10, but more importantly,

if for some reason you corrupt the machine

code used to intercept Break, or the utilities

themselves, then when Break was pressed the

computer would ‘hang up’ and have to be

turned off.

With Basic’s command interpreter success-

fully intercepted we can now turn our atten-
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Opus. Opus.

Choosing between the many different disc drives

now available for your BBC computer can seem a

little confusing at first. After all any disc drive

makes a tape-based system seem crude by
comparison and the advantages of speed, capacity

and reliability are overwhelming.

At Opus we've built our reputation on providing

advanced disc drives for both the home and
educational user and in our innovative approach to

fast storage systems. All our disc drives use the very

latest in Japanese disc drive technology and our
drive mechanisms are carefully chosen for their

reliability and performance. Opus drives are

assembled and rigorously tested in our U.K. plants

and our attention to quality control enables us to

confidently offer the longest warranty of any disc

drive supplier in Britain - a full two years. Just

some of the reasons why you'll find Opus disc drives

in all good computer stores across the country.

THE OPUS DISC DRIVE RANGE
Over the years we've extended our range of drives to provide one of
the most comprehensive selections available and we constantly study
new developments to ensure we stay ahead of the competition on disc

drive design and engineering. As a result our products are now chosen
by leading universities, colleges, and schools, research institutions,

hospitals and businesses and by thousands of home computer users.

SVa" DISC DRIVES
All our 5 Vi" disc drives are

half height and feature

low power
consumption, fast track

to track access times

and are manufactured
to BS41 5 standards.

SINGLE DRIVES
Opus single drives are extremely quiet in operation and single-sided

40 Track models provide up to 250 K of unformatted capacity and
double-sided, 80 Track hardware switchable drives a powerful 1

Megabyte.
All our single drives are suitable for use in single or double density

format. We also provide a full range of single drives in a dual case

with power supply should you wish to add a second drive at a later

date. Prices from just £79.95.

OPUS DDOS
The Opus range of disc drives for the BBC micro are backed by one
of the most advanced and highly praised double density disc

interfaces on the market. Voted fastest system by 'Acorn User' and
favourite choice by 'A & B Computing', the Opus DDOS will help you
get the most from your disc drive. It features utilities on ROM
including Format and Verify, will handle tape to disc transfers and is

compatible with an extensive range of leading software including

'Elite', Clares 'Replica II', 'Mini Office', 'View', 'Wordwise' and
'Wordwise +

' together with most sideways ROM cards. Our
interface offers automatic 40/80 Track selection, automatic density

selection, has a unique mass copy routine and powerful machine
code operating system giving up to 248 files. It's also 80% faster

than single density systems.

WHO MAKES THE BEST DISC DRIVE?
Choosing the best disc drive might seem confusing at first but when
you consider quality, performance, reliability, extended warranty
and value for money, the choice is a lot simpler than you might
imagine.

The first step is to call the Opus Hotline. We'll give you details of

your nearest dealer, a rundown on our very latest price list and
information on some really unbeatable Opus offers. Call the
Hotline now.

© OPUS HOTLINE 0737-65080

DUAL DRIVES
The Opus range of dual disc

drives are also available in

single or double-sided form
and feature their own power
supply which is separately fusedl
In single density, Opus and dual]

drives provide 200, 400 , 800 K
of capacity with up to 1 .6 Megabytes of

storage available in double density. A utilities disc and comprehensive
manual is supplied with all drives. Prices from just £179.95.

:?OPUS BRITAIN'S LEADERS IN

: DISC DRIVE INNOVATIONw

Opus Supplies Ltd,

55 Ormside Way,
Holmethorpe Industrial Estate,

Redhill,

Surrey RH1 2LW.

Opus.
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don to the utility program itself. The utilities

are each held in separate Basic functions (FNs)

which are placed one after another to make up

the utility program. The names given to these

functions are the words which will call the

respective utility when entered from the key-

board. Thus a function started by the defini-

tion DEF FNVERIFY will be executed every

time you type VERIFY. Any word can be

chosen for a command in this way except for

existing Basic keywords, eg, HIMEM,

MOVE, etc.

Preceding the utilities in the program should

be the lines listed in listing 2. These are

responsible for examining the command that

was entered and if possible calling the relevant

utility function. The command that you en-

tered which caused the original error is derived

by examining what is known as the keyboard

buffer. As characters are entered from the

keyboard they are placed consecutively in the

keyboard buffer which stretches in memory

from &700 to &7FF. Figure 4 shows the

buffer after VERIFY has been entered.

Since our new commands cannot be part of

multiple statement lines (cf OLD, DELETE,

RENUMBER, etc), they must start at location

&700 and be terminated by a return character

(CHRS13). Therefore the string returned by

the function $&700 will be the last command

entered. This string is then used by the

program to execute the utility function of the

same name using the EVAL statement.

The BBC micro User Guide says that the

EVAL command is used to return the result of

evaluating a string of characters. For example.

the following would set A to equal 3, the

square root of 9:

B$ = “SQR(9)”

A = EVAL
(
BS

)

However, user defined functions (FNs) can

also be evaluated in this way, so:

A = EVAL (“FNaverage”
)

is quite legal and will set A to the value

returned by the function ‘average’. The string

to be evaluated can also be made up from two

separate strings added together. This helps us a

lot as we can now say:

A = EVAL("FN” + $&700)

This will set A to the value returned by the

function whose name is held in $&700, for

example if $&700= “VERIFY” then the

EVAL command makes A equal to

FNVERIFY and the VERIFY function is

executed. The actual numeric result returned is

unimportant and is not used in listing 2, but

nevertheless it is an excellent way of calling the

function corresponding to the command en-

tered without resorting to endless statements

like ‘IF S&700 = THEN PROC....\

If there is not a function in the program with

the same name as the command entered then a

genuine mistake has been made as opposed to

one of the new commands being used. In this

case when the function is called a ‘No such FN/

PROC at line 100’ error will occur. However,

the ON ERROR trap set up at the beginning

of listing 2 will cause the computer to jump to

line 130. Here, since ERL will equal 100, a

Mistake message will be issued. Finally the

program restores the value of PAGE to its

previous value (Hi-byte stored in location

&8F) and the computer is returned to com-

mand mode by the END statement.

How to use the programs

Type in listings 1 and 2 (excluding REMs and

assembler comments) and save them as

LANG1 and LANG2 respectively. As they

stand these programs will not add any com-

mands to Basic as listing 2 does not contain any

utility functions. To add these, LOAD listing 2

and type in the required utility functions one

after another at appropriately spaced line num-

bers. Each function should be started bv the

statement ‘DEFFNcommand’ where com-

mand is the keyword required to call the

utility. Following this should be the program

lines which actually make up the utility (see the

list of programming rules that must be ob-

served). Finally the utility should be terminat-

ed by the statement ‘ = E. When the necessary

functions have been added, the program

should be saved again.

To use the extra commands, load and run

listing 1. A message should be produced

indicating that all is well. When this has

finished load in listing 2 and when loading is

complete, simply press Break. You should be

greeted by the following message;

BBC Computer

BASIC

Extended Mode
>

If this does not appear check the steps de-

scribed previously.

The utilities in listing 2 are now all available,

and can be called by entering their associated

LOCATION S16.&I7,

POINT.; TO BASIC

ERROR TEXT

Figure 2. The normal error handling system on the BBC micro

&700&701 &702 &703 &704 &705 &706 . . . &7FF

ASCII VERIFY.
I

DECIMAL 86 69 82 73 70 89 13

Figure 4. The keyboard buffer after VERIFY has been entered

MCATIONS {U6.&I7

CHANCED TO POINT
imm I'RIXiRAM

Figure 3. The error handling system intercepted to allow new commands
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keywords. Further commands can be included

by adding the necessary functions on to the end

of listing 2, following the procedure described,

and re-saving it.

To get the ball rolling I have included 1

1

utilities which can be added to listing 2 to be

used with the system. These are useful as they

stand, providing many of the commands miss-

ing from BBC Basic, but also because they

include many programming techniques which

you will require to write your own utility

functions. If the descriptions of these utilities

are read, together with the programming rules,

you should not experience any difficulty in

writing extra utility functions which will work

in the system. I should like to stress that the

utilities given are only an example of what can

be done. The whole point of the system is the

ease with which utilities can be added, deleted

or modified.

Description of example utilities

Utility 1: Amount of memory left

Syntax: MEMORY < no parameters >

Description: Prints out the amount of memory

that you have left in bytes taking into account

memory used by variables.

Utility 2: Current program size

Syntax: SIZE < no parameters >

Description: Prints out the current size of your

Basic program in bytes.

Notes: This function shows how the value of

PAGE should be used. If you need PAGE’S

value, you should not access the variable itself

as this has been reset by the utility program.

Instead the statement ‘original page =

?&8F * 256’ will give the correct PAGE
setting, as it was before the utility was called.

Utility 3: Read character definition

Syntax: CHAR < character

>

Description: Prints out the character definition

of the specified character in the form of a VDU
23 statement; eg CHAR 65 would output the

following: VDU 23,65,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 - the

character definition of an ‘A’.

Notes: This function is very important as it

shows how parameters following a command

can be extracted for use by the utility. The

command which triggers this particular utility

is the word CHAR, which has four letters. As

we have seen the command word starts in the

keyboard buffer at location &700, so any text

or parameters following it will be returned by

$&704. In general $(&700 + length), where

length is the number of characters in the utility

command word, will always return the text

after the command.

If the parameter is numeric, this string will

have to be evaluated to obtain a numeric result.

This should be done using the EVAL state-

ment rather than the VAL statement, as at line

3020. This is because the EVAL statement

allows variables and hex numbers to be given

as parameters, eg, CHAR &20 or CHAR C,

where as VAL only permits numeric constants

like CHAR 65 to be used.

This function also raises the point that once

the command and any parameters present have

been extracted from the keyboard buffer, the

whole of memory from &700 to &7FF is

unused and is available to the user’s function.

In this case it is used to hold a parameter block

for an OSWORD call which reads the charac-

ter definitions.

Utility 4: Verify basic file

Syntax: VERIFY “filename” (quotes are

compulsory)

Description: This command not only ensures

that the file specified is readable but also checks

that it is an exact copy of the Basic program

currently in memory. It should be used directly

after saving a file. Remember this command

will only verify a saved Basic program.

Notes: This function illustrates the extra error

handling facilities which may be needed, as

described in the programming rules.

Utility 5: List all variables

Syntax: LVAR < no parameters >

Description: When this command is entered it

produces a list of all the dynamic variables

currently defined together with their values.

Utility 6: Convert number to binary

Syntax: BIN <var>

Description: Outputs the binary equivalent of

the specified number. The range of var is 0-

255.

Utility 7: Convert number to decimal

Syntax: DEC < binary number >

Description: Performs the opposite function to

BIN, outputing the decimal of the specified

binary number.

Utility 8: Silence specified sound channel

Syntax: SILENCE < channel >

Description: This command silences any note

sounding on the specified channel and removes

any notes currently queuing for the channel.

Channel range is 0-3.

Utility 9: Dump an area of memory

Syntax: DUMP < address > ,
< address >

Description: Dumps to screen, in both hex and

ASCII format, memory starting from first

specified address and ending at the second

address.

Utility 10: Print out function key definition

Syntax: KEY < function key number >

Description: Prints out the text assigned to the

specified function key. Keys 0-15 may be

specified, (keys 11-15 refer to the editing keys).

Utility 11: Turn off Basic extension

Syntax: RESET < no parameters >

Description: Turns off the added Basic com-

mands, returns the machine to its normal state.

Programming rules

The following are a set of programming rules

which you must observe when writing your

own utilities if they are to work effectively in

the system.

Variables. Any variable set up in a utility will

appear among your main variables when the

utility is called. If you have already set up a

variable of the same name then its value will be

corrupted by the utility. For this reason all

variables used in a utility function should first

be declared LOCAL to the function to protect

the values of existing outside variables.

Subroutines. Should a utility function need to

make use of a subroutine, it should do so by

using a procedure rather than another func-

tion. The only functions which appear in the

program should be those containing the utili-

ties. This is because any function present will

be called if its name is entered from the

keyboard. This could prove disastrous if the

function did not contain a utility and was not

meant to be called directly in this way.

Error handling. If an error occurs in a utility

function, for example if a command requiring a

parameter is issued without a valid parameter,

then the ON ERROR trap of listing 2 will

ensure that the error is reported, PAGE reset,

and command mode returned to. However, if

anything else has to be done, eg, files have to

be closed in the VERIFY utility, then you

should set up your own ON ERROR trap at

the beginning of the utility function. After

performing all the necessary tasks this should

end with the statement GOTO 140 which

ensures a clean return to command mode.

Entering commands
Commands must be entered from the keyboard

and not included in programs. If one of the

new commands is used in a program it will

simply produce an error message.

The command must be the first command

on the current line and no other commands

must follow it even if separated by colons, ie,

no multiple statement lines (cf, OLD, LIST,

DELETED, etc).

Any parameter needed by a command must

be separated from the command by at least one

space, eg, KEY 1 instead ofKEY 1. If the latter

is entered then the utility program will search

for a function called KEY1. It will fail to find

one and a mistake error will be issued.

If after pressing the Break key you use any of

the new commands without first typing OL.D

then your Basic program will be corrupted.

This is the same as setting up a variable after

pressing Break. So remember to enter OLD
after pressing Break.

Michael Ginns' two listings are to befound onyellow

pages 112 to 1 14
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Superior quality Terminal software

for the BBC machine by SOFTMACHINERy
•Preste!

*BT Gold

•PSS

’User to User

’Telesoftware

•Offline Graphics editor

•Auto Frame Send

•User Directory Frames

*Auto Logon

•XModem file transfer

•Xon/Xoff

•Spooling/Printing

•Flexible Modem Drivers

•Popup Help information

Price £30+ (ex VAT)

for more information see Prestel Viewfax *258

or MicroGnome (01-888 8894) *258

Send your orders to

SOFTMACHINERY
68 Botley Road, Oxford 0X2 OBU

Tel. 0865 726803
Allow £1 .50 for p&p and make

cheques payable to Softmachinery.

Computer Systems

EXPRESSBBC
REPAIRS

l

WHY PAY HIGH
FIXED’ PRICES
(We do not charge you for our

fancy premises by charging

high ‘fixed’ prices!)

Reputations take time to build,

we have been repairing ZX 8 1's,

Spectrums. QL’s. Apples and

BBC’s professionally, for 2Vfe

years - who is coming second?

|

in all U.K. with While-u-Wait repairs!

'

with INTERNATIONAL repair service!

. FOR PROFESSIONALISM Of all the

I repair companies Sinclair User' spoke
7
to. MANC0MP seemed the MOST
PROFESSIONAL when it came to advice

and a helpful attitude" AUG 85.

\
FOR HONESTY - We let you watch

' your computer being repaired and if

there is nothing wrong with it. we will

tell you!!!

|
FOR REPUTATION & HELPFULNESS

f

"I have come across a firm that will be

more than willing to advise you as to

how to remedy your problems. They

are called MANC0MP and as well as

repairing faulty computers, are also

quite willing to discuss your problems

with you and offer reasonably cheap

and more importantly CORRECT

Every parcel sent by

Royal Mail Receipted Post and insured

for return journey!

(For next day delivery include £1 .50

extra).

(Securicor by prior arrangement).

On-site maintenance for Apples.

I.B.M.'s and most makes of printers

also available.

Guaranteed 4nr response!

WHY DELAY - OUR ESTIMATES ARE
FREE AND WITHOUT OBLIGATION. IF

YOU DO NOT LIKE OUR ESTIMATE
WE WILL RETURN THE COMPUTER
AND REFUND THE POSTAGE
INCURRED!

O MANCOMPltd

logei

COMPUTING WEEKLY JAN 85.

(Dept.UAI )

Printworks Lane.Levenshulme.

Manchester M 1 9 3JP

Phone 06 1-224 1888.

OR 061 -224 9888
OPEN MON SAT 9am to 7pm

EXTRA-SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR
EDUC INST.. H.M. FORCES.
CHARITIES. HOSPITALS. ETC!

Hardware and software design

probems? Contact us for the

complete service, from design

through to manufacture.

What we do today . .

.

others do tomorrow!

NOTE OUR PRICES AND WATCH OTHERS FOLLOW THE LEADER

IF YOU HAVE AN APPLICATION FOR A TRULY RELATIONAL DATABASE
LOOK NO FURTHER

WRITTEN BY
BARRY J. STEARN B.Sc.

FOR ONLY £54-95 - THE CARD INDEX APPLICATION
Access 5 unrelated files, 8000 cards, over 250 fields, fast search,

default entries, mathematics, print formats etc.

The disc is supplied with the System Delta Utilities 16K ROM
which may be used with the Advanced Guide to create

your own applications from simple mailing lists to fully

relational stock controls.

m

Further applications will be released shortly.

MINERVA SYSTEMS 69 SIDWELL STREET EXETER DEVON EX4 6PH TELEPHONE 0392 37756
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SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS FOR
THE BBC MICROCOMPUTER

CROSS-ASSEMBLERS
FULLY SUPPORTED
QUALITY SOFTWARE

When you purchase a product to help you write software

the intention is to make life easier for yourself You want

something that provides comprehensive facilities, is easy

to use and above all dependable; and it helps to know that

you can talk directly to the producers of the software to

ask their advice, even if you have purchased the product

from a retailer or distributor.

That’s exactly what you get with Crossware cross-

assemblers.

We have been supplying industry, education and home
users for more than a year with some of the finest software

available for the BBC micro.

Our latest XR series cross-assemblers come on 16k ROMs,
each with a utilities disc. They offer high speed disc-to-disc

assembly, are Econet compatible, and are available for the

following target micro-processors:

Order Code Target Processors Price

6801 XR 6800.6801.6802,6301 .6301

X

£48.00

6805XR 6805.146805.6305 £48.00

6809XR 6809 family £48.00

8085XR 8085.8080A £48.00

Z80XR Z80 HD64180 £48.00

68000XR 68000 68008 £56.00

65C02XR 65C02, 65SC02. 6502 £38.00

Further information from

CROSSWARE PRODUCTS
2 The Lawns. Melbourn. Royston

Telephone: 0763 61539

(prices exclude VAT)

. Herts SG8 6BA

0664 63617

Printers (a)
Shinwa CPA80

Kaga KP810

Squirrels*^$Gyte
179.00 Daisy Junior

235.00 Juki 6100

199.00

299.00

Epson LX80 221.00 Brother HR15 339.00

Ribbons eg Shinwa 3.45 Epson 80 series 2.95

Kaga KP810 4.25 Epson 1 00 series 4.85

Other ribbons available - please ring

Cables 1 metre 6.75 1.5 metre 7.75

DISK DRIVES (b) + INTERFACES
Cumana SS 40T 79.50 Duel SS 40T 139.50

DS 40/80T 99.95 Dual DS 40/80T 179.50
” 3.5" DS 80T 86.00 Dual DS 80T 3.5" 159.00

Cumana QFS (BBC) 65.00 Opus DD0S 49.00

(Electron) 89.50 Acorn DNFS 65.00

MODEMS (c)
Miracle WS2000 129.95 Pace Nightingale 99.75

(inc. BBC lead) Nightingale + Commstar 117.95

DISKETTES— POST FREE! Prices per box

nf If)

5.25" Verbatim Dysan 3" 3.5"

(100% guarantee) Datalife CF2

SS DO 48 tpi 9.95

DS DD 48 tpi 10.95

SS DD 96 tpi 10.95

14.30 15.45

17.25 23.95

17.25 23.95 23.95

DS DO 96 tpi 13.95 22.25 29.95 33.70 29.95

DISK SERVICING/REPAIR
Rates for service/recallibration and minor repairs Inclusive of VA T and return

P&P single £22, double—sided £25, dual single £27, dual double—sided £30.

Please add 15% VAT to all pirces (me. carriages) ^
Carnage rates (ai £6.00 (b) £5.00 <c) £4.00

1

1

bbons /interfaces etc 95p (any quantity)

Please telephone it you do not see the item you require

Squirrel’s Byte
7 Coniston Road, Melton Mowbray,
Leicestershire, LE13 ONE. Tel: (0664) 63617

'...a most usefulpackage which providesa greatdeal for

yourmoney The utilities aregenuinelyuseful
in themselves, but the book

also serves an important

tutorial function due to its

well written textand very

clearlylaid out BASICand
assembler listings:

A&BComputing

'Even better than

Toolbox 1, Ian Trackman's

second tape provides a
choice collection of 29
utilities, written in machine
code.' You rComputer

This unique package not only
brings you essentialprogramming
aids on cassette-it also explains
how they work! They include Sprite

Generator, Graphics Compressor,
Ultra-Fast Sorter, and Scrolling

Routines. Each program is a model
of advanced assembly language
techniques, and each is illustrated

and explained in the book

Book £ / 0. 95, Cassette for the BBCModel B orElectron £9. 95.
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DADOO
ROM ROM

Interested in writing sideways? This article shows you how to write

very long machine code programs for use in memory or sideways RAM

O
ver the past few months, Acorn User

has been looking at the format of

sideways ROMs and provided sev-

eral handy utilities which show just

how versatile sideways RAM chips

can be. By now, the benefits of RAM over

EPROM for development work should be

clear: 16k of RAM may be written to in a

matter of moments, instead of the several

minutes associated with programming a ROM,

and the days are gone when you had to wait for

half an hour while your entire EPROM was

erased, just because one bit was wrong. Of

course, the techniques described here don’t

only apply to sideways RAM and could cer-

tainly be used to write very long machine code

programs for use anywhere in the Beeb or

Electron’s memory.

The popularity of AU's User RAM offer

and sideways RAM boards in general shows

that a lot of people want to write their own

utilities. There are plenty of 16k firmware

packages around which prove that a great deal

can be done with 16k of machine code (eg,

Basic), and there is no shortage of good 8k

material either. In principle, writing such

length of code isn’t a problem - it just means

writing a lot of assembly language.

The inbuilt assembler on the BBC micro

makes life very easy for those wishing to begin

programming in assembly language. For any-

one contemplating writing a complete 8k or

16k ROM, the main difficulty is the restriction

on the amount of machine code that you can

apparently create with it. This is simply a

consequence of the way in which it operates. It

expects the source (assembler) code to be

resident in memory, and creates the object

(machine) code in memory also. At any one
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BETASOFT War <iaiiirs ami
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THE PLEADONS are attacking! You alone can save Earth from their onslaught. First you must protect your vital fuel dumps;
from their missiles and, if you survive, set out to destroy their Mothership. But watch out for the fleets of Zoids - only a ^
central direct hit can penetrate their defence screens. Mission accomplished? Now you must return to base and land A'VaT'''
safely, avoiding the lethal Grabbers and Sentinels on your final approach. If you make it, don’t relax just yet - here
comes another wave of Pleadon ships, faster and more vicious than before, assisted by the deadly Walker, which can
create energy fields to screen your fire. Machine code throughout. Joystick and sound off options. Colourful, fast and
frantic - a fresh development of a traditional Arcade game theme.

TELED - the Teletext screen editor - for those who
believe the BBC is more than just a games machine.
Design your own text and graphics screens quickly and easily using
more than 40 functions available at the touch of a key. Save them to
disc, or print them out
TELED is:

POWERFUL. Machine code routines give you instant access to many
types of lines and boxes: circles and ellipses: rapid fill-in of even the
most complex shapes: copying of graphics blocks: storage of lines in

memory: saving and reloading of screens, and a screen dump with
positive or negative image, colour shading and reduced size options.
USER FRIENDLY. Instructions and reference pages can be called up on
the screen during editing: the printed keyslips provide instant reference
to the functions available; and a "painless introduction” booklet will

show you step by step how to produce a sample screen.
VERSATILE. You will then be ready to move on to create your own
designs for all kinds of applications: title and display pages for projects;
locations for adventure games,- more attractive layouts for your own
programs, etc.

RUGGED. Written by a teacher and thoroughly tested in the classroom.
EXCELLENT VALUE. The price of the editor includes the best, most
verstaile Mode 7 screen dump available for the BBC Micro today.

Presents TELED _ The Teletext Editor

For The BBC Micro, By Robert Lawley

METEOROLOGICAL SURVEYS
Another colourful and stimulating Betasoft product which is excellent for both classroom and home use. The program stores details of the weather,
over a thirty-one day period at up to two hundred locations in the British Isles. Rainfall, temperature, humidity, cloud cover and type, wind speed and
direction are displayed in suitable graph, bar chart or pie chart form and summarised in tables. In addition, the information can be displayed as a
picture or printed out. AS AN INTRODUCTORY OFFER, THE DISC WILL INCLUDE AN AMUSING PROGRAM TO TEST YOUR MENTAL ARITHMETIC SKILLS.

NOW YOU CAN FLY WITH THE FEW!
"Battle of Britain” - authentic World War 2 game with full colour graphics, realistic sound and 3D graphics
effects, fuel, oxygen, ammunition, and detailed briefing. Disc version also includes pilot’s log book.
Scramble your Spitfire and climb to intercept the incoming Messerschmitts, Heinkels and Junkers. The
Sector Controller will help you navigate to your target, but accurate flying is a must for top points. Tally-ho!
The sky is suddenly full of planes, and you must use all your skill to hold the enemy in your sights as he jinks
and weaves to avoid your fire. You need to keep your wits about you as you avoid firing on friendly planes,
shake off the attacking Me 1 09 from your tail and try to use your limited ammunition to maximum effect.
Even if you survive the dogfights you are not safe - you still have to navigate home and land without mishap,
but a good landing will improve your score.

SEA WARFARE GAMES
BLOCKADE. Locate your target on radar and steer a course to intercept. When in position to attack, come
to periscope depth. Now you can see your target and read off his range and speed. Choose your moment
carefully - for maximum points you must sink all the enemy ships and maintain the blockade. Select from
Easy, Normal or Hard targets, and build up your skill and judgment to become a Submarine Ace.
SUBHUNT. You are the Captain of a destroyer in the Atlantic, protecting our convoys from the prowling U-
boats. Seek out the invisible enemy with your ASDIC scanner, then attack him with depth charges. But
watch out for his torpedoes - if you don't sink him, he may sink you!

SPECIAL OFFERS

• Any two discs

deduct £5

• Both Sea Warfare

games on one tape

A -for BBC
B - for Electron

only £8.95

• C - All three war games

on one disc for BBC

only £19.95

• Full Guarantee

• 24 Hour Despatch

To: BETASOFT, 5A St. Stephens Road, Cold Norton, Chelmsford, Essex CM3 6JE

ORDER
FORM

Tape 5i"disc 40TD 80TG Name and address

Qty Price P&P Total Qty Price P&P Total

Pleadons £8.95 35p

Teled £12.95 50p

Met. Surveys £12.95 50p

Battle of Britain £9.95 35p £14.95 50p

Blockade £6.95 35p

Subhunt £5.95 35p

Offer A (BBC) £9.95 35p

Offer B (Elec) £9.95 35p

Offer C £19.95 50p

1 enclose cheque/PO for: £ £
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time therefore, the available memory has to be

shared between the assembly language, the

resulting machine code, variables, etc, and this

would seem to impose a considerable restric-

tion on the length of code that it is possible

to generate.

When entering an assembler program, the

technique of using one mnemonic per line is

fine in terms of clarity, but it doesn’t make best

use of available space. Every extra line in your

program consumes another four bytes of valu-

able memory, just to contain basic information

about the line itself. Typically, the one-

mnemonic-per-line approach will generate ob-

ject code that is about one-tenth of the length

of the original assembler listing. So to produce

16k of machine code, you’ll need about 160k of

text. If the computer only has 32k of RAM
anyway, clearly the direct approach just isn’t

going to work. Even after you have removed

all the comments and redundant spaces from

the assembler listing, created multi-statement

lines and so on, you can only obtain a ratio of

about 5:1. This is certainly an improvement

over 10:1, but it still makes creating even 4k

fairly awkward.

A number of software suppliers have been

quick to spot this deficiency, and introduced

ROM-based assemblers of their own. These

can take the source (assembler) listing straight

from disc, and write the object (machine) code

direct to another file. They usually offer

extended facilities too, such as text editors for

producing the assembly language in the first

place. But products such as these will probably

set you back about £60 for a decent one.

The purpose of this article, then, is to show

how you can generate 8k, 16k or even larger

amounts of machine code, using nothing more

than the Beeb’s standard mini-assembler and a

bit of low cunning. The technique is equally

suited to tape users, but inevitably the process

is more rapid and convenient with discs.

It is clear that we will need at least 40k of

assembler ifwe want 8k of machine code. Since

a program of this length won’t fit inside the

computer, we have no alternative but to split it

up into small pieces. In one sense this is

probably a good thing, as it is easier to debug

smaller, more manageable segments. You can

then work on your disassembler, memory

editor or whatever as separate entities.

As soon as we divide the program up in this

way however, we run into a problem. The

difficulty is that we may have a subroutine

somewhere which must be called from several

different places. We obviously can’t include

this subroutine in each segment, as that would

be extremely wasteful on space. In any case,

writing a subroutine several times over defeats

the purpose of it being a subroutine at all.

For example, suppose you were going to

write a ROM which included, among other

things, a disassembler and a memory dump. A
routine that might well be required by both

programs would be one which printed out the

contents of the accumulator as a two-digit hex

number. If you include that routine in the

disassembler, then you don’t want it appearing

in the memory dump and vice versa. But when

you work on the program which does not

actually contain the routine, you cannot call or

jump directly to it, simply because you have no

idea of its absolute address.

The fundamental requirement is that we

should be able to preserve all the important

addresses from one program to the next.

Loading or chaining in a new program de-

stroys the values of the current variables, so

when a subroutine is assembled, we must

somehow make sure that its address can be

made known to a completely new program.

Whenever that new program wants to call a

subroutine, it is only necessary to retrieve its

address, and then JSR there. We should never

have to assemble a particular subroutine more

than once. Forward references, while being a

bit more fiddly, can be taken care of as well

with a little ingenuity.

The resident integer variables are immune

from the effects of loading in a new program,

so let’s give a quick example of how it all

works using S% and T%.

Enter the following short program:

10 becpBSy.
20 *tar«T’/.

30 C

40 JSR heap
50 JMP star
60 3

Save this as PROG2. Type NFLW, and enter:

10 DIM code 20
20 PX=code
30 C

40 .Sy. \beep
50 LDA #7
60 . osasc
70 JMP &FFE3
80 .T 7. \star
90 LDA #&2A
100 BNE osasc
110 3

120 CHAIN "PR0G2"

Now RUN it, and notice how the first program

above (saved as PROG2) has access to the

addresses of ‘beep’ and ‘star’ by means of S%
and T% respectively.

So having restored the address of the beep

routine (beep = S%) we can safely use JSR

beep in the main text.

What about forward references, where we

need to jump to an address further on in the

ROM? Have a look at the two programs below

to see how these can be accommodated.

PROG3 has to JSR to a routine in PROG4
which occurs after it.

10 REM PR0G3
20 cod®«Sc3000
30 Py.=code+l
40 ?py.=&20:REM Opcode for JSR
50 C

60 .Sy. \ Address
70 BRKiBRK \ Two-byte dummy
80 RTS
90 3

100 CHAIN ,, PRQG4"

10 REM PR0G4
20 C

30 .routine
40 LDA #7
50 JMP &FFE3
60 3

70 ?Sy.-routine MOD 256
80 7 (Sy.+l ) “routine DIV 256

The idea is simply to create the JSR opcode by

placing &20 in memory. The next two bytes

will eventually contain the address of the

subroutine itself, but the address is unknown

initially. We reserve two bytes, however, (us-

ing BRK:BRK or EQUWO) so that there is

room for it to be inserted later on. S% will

contain the address into which we must write

the low order byte of the address of the

subroutine (called ‘routine’ in this example).

The high byte therefore goes into S% + 1.

At the instant PROG3 reaches line 100, the

machine code at &3000 will effectively read:

JSR &0000: RTS

As soon as the correct address of ‘routine’ is

established, it is written into memory using the

‘?* operator. This is done in lines 70 and 80 of

PROG4.

These techniques are limited in their useful-

ness only by the number of resident integers

available. An extension of this idea is to use a

numeric array element for a label, instead of the

more common alphanumeric variety. For ex-

ample, both:

.printinhex and

.M%(17)

are valid labels. Likewise:

JSR output and

JSR M% (29)

would be acceptable instructions. Of course,

you would need to dimension the array first.

Any subroutine which you need to call from

several different parts of the ROM should

therefore have an array type label attached to it.

It is also best to put them at the start of the

ROM, so that their addresses can be generated

early on.

Before the next piece of code is loaded in, it

is vital that the numbers in the array are saved

somewhere. They will be lost otherwise. They
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can, of course, be written to a file, but it is

easier (and quicker) to put them away in a

corner of memory somewhere. We can do this

using the pling (!) operator.

BBC Basic uses four bytes to store the value

of any integer quantity, including an integer

array element. But numbers which arc generat-

ed using the above method will only be

memory addresses, and so will need just two

bytes to represent them.

This means that you can store the addresses

of 150 different subroutines in a mere 300 bytes

of memory.

Suppose you have an array created with

DIM M%(150). Assuming each element con-

tains a number less than & 10000, you could

save these from &900, say, onwards by using:

1000 FOR N% = 0 TO 150

1 01 0
!
(& 900 + 2*N%) = M%(N%)

1020 NEXT N%
M%(0) is stored in &900 and &901, M%(1)

goes in &902 and &903, etc. To retrieve an

address, simply use the ! operator again,

ANDing the result with &FFFF. For instance,

the original value of M%(126) is given by:

(!(&900 + 2*126)) AND &FFFF
Whenever you use an array type label, be sure

to make a written note of its purpose. A label

such as ‘.stackpush’ is meaningful, but

‘.M%(47)’ is not. A list of which subroutine

does what, together with entry and exit condi-

tions, will be invaluable at a later date.

This month’s yellow page listings include a

program to implement a password feature. A
number of software houses offer a service

whereby your own name/password is embed-

ded into a ROM. In essence, this is simply a

routine which asks the user for a password, and

checks that it matches the internal one before

the machine can be used. Normally this should

only be done at power-on, but since most

sideways RAM systems don’t have a battery

back-up facility, it occurs in this example after

a CTRL-Break. Exactly what the program

does is not too important. The main purpose is

to show how the utility can be written as

several separate listings, and still produce a

correctly assembled program.

The first contains the standard header code,

so that the operating system will recognise the

ROM, and the remaining code is split between

a number of different programs.

As written, the programs will work with

either Basic 1 or 2. Basic 2 users should

recognise certain shortcuts in the form of the

EQU pseudo-op, and the offset assembly

facility made available by using 0%. On the

question of whether it is worth upgrading

from Basic 1 to 2, then the answer is almost

certainly yes, particularly if you intend writing

any appreciable length of ROM-based code.

The program works by checking for a 3 in

the accumulator during the service routine.

This is actually the auto boot service, but we

use it here simply because it indicates that

Break has been pressed. OSBYTE 253 is issued

in order to ascertain the type of the last reset.

On exit, the X register contains 2 if a CTRL-

Break has occurred, and a zero if it was an

ordinary Break. X being 1 indicates a power-

up reset, although we do not need this infor-

mation here.

We have to check for a soft Break in order to

prevent the user from simply pressing Break

when the password is demanded. Clearly, we

need to be able to know that Break has been

pressed at this moment as opposed to any

other. The way this has been done here is as

follows. When the password is requested, a

group of five bytes is copied down to the

bottom of the stack. If the password is given

correctly, these bytes are then deleted before

proceeding further. When a soft Break is

detected, however, the program examines the

numbers in the stack. If they match the

numbers in the ROM, it is a fair bet that the

user is trying to circumvent the password

protection. In this case, the prompt for the

password reappears. On the other hand, if any

one of the five numbers is different then the

routine exits as usual, since this would suggest

that it is nothing more than an ordinary Break.

It is highly unlikely that the stack will contain

the unique five numbers during the normal

course of events.

Relative addresses

The programs give rise to a few ‘forward

references’, and how to deal with these has

already been mentioned. Branch instructions

are used here rather than jumps, so we need to

know how to calculate a relative address. The

offset associated with branch instructions are

two’s complement numbers (see below), refer-

enced to the byte after the instruction itself.

For example, if a BCS opcode occurred at

&3000 and we wished to branch to &3057, the

number representing the relative address

would be &3057- &3002, or &55. Three

calculations such as these are performed in

lines 600 and 610 of PROG2 and line 330 of

PROG3, although in a slightly different man-

ner. Notice that no check is made for the

branch being ‘out of range’.

FOOTNOTE: Two’s complement is a technique

which allows us to represent negative numbers in

binary. The system is known as signed binary and may

use any number of bytes , the only proviso being that

the most significant bit of the bytes, (ie, the one to the

extreme left) is used to represent its sign. A 1

indicates a negative number; a 0 a positive number.

Relative addresses are 6502 branch instructions ( ie,

BNE, BMI, etc) followed by a byte which represents

the displacement the microprocessor should move to

reach the correct address. As we need to be able to

branch either backu’ards or forwards we need to be

able to distinguish between positive and negative-

numbers. The maximum forward branch permissible

is 129 and the maximum backward branch is 126.

(The slight discrepancy in these numbers is due to the

fact that the BNE XX or whatever
,
must also be

jumped over.)

Numbers in the range 0 to 127 are easy to convert

into positive values. Simply clear the most significant

bit of the byte and then calculate the correct binary.

Thus 7 would become: 0000 0111; similarly 64

would be 0100 0000.

Converting negative numbers is more complex.

There are three rules:

1 Firstforget the negative sign and then represent

the number in binary. Thus - 5 becomes 3 which is

0000 0011.

2 Now invert all the bits. Replace Is with 0s and

vice versa. Thus 0000 001 1 becomes 1111 1100.

3 Add 1 to the result:

1111 1100

+ 1

= 1111 1101

Thus ~3 in two’s complement is 1111 1101 binary

or (FED.

Jargon box

Assembler: This is the part of Basic that

converts the machine code mnemonics into

the actual machine code. The machine code

is stored from the address pointed to by the

variable P%.

EPROM: a chip that may be programmed

with machine code or data. Once pro-

grammed the machine code or data is stored

there until it is erased using an EPROM
eraser. Its contents are not lost when the

micro is switched off.

Firmware: The term given to software that

is provided in a ROM or EPROM.
Mnemonic: An abbreviated term for a

machine code instruction, ie, LDA is the

mnemonic for LoaD Accumulator.

Object Code: This is the name given to the

machine code generated by the assembler.

Service call: These are issued by the

Machine Operating System (MOS) to vari-

ous ROMs. The ROM should identify the

service call number and act on it according-

ly. Details of service calls can be found in

Richard Harris’ sideways RAM article in

the June 1985 issue of Acorn User.

Source Code: This is the name given to the

assembly language listing used to generate

the machine code.

For Steve Picton’s listings, see yellow panes 114 to

116
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COMPETITION
DECIPHER THE DATA

Sort out who’s who and win Bruce’s bumper book

The popular press is fond of criticising police

bungles like the Yorkshire Ripper case on the

grounds that they got swamped by their own

paperwork and ‘didn’t use a computer’. In fact,

as most of us know, ifs easy to use a

computerised database when every entry is

standard - eg, name, date of birth, address,

date of last purchase, etc - but far from easy

when you’re trying to assimilate thousands of

disparate pieces of information.

The system ‘Sherlock’, now used by the

police in cases like the Yorkshire Ripper where

searching for the offender is like looking for a

needle in a haystack, is said to take an impres-

sive step towards solving this problem of

coping with an enormous mass of loosely-

structured information.

This month’s problem involves coping with

lots and lots of data and coming up with the

right answers.

Five programmers from a software company

spend a week assessing a manufacturing com-

pany’s software requirements. The program-

mers are called Arnold, Baker, Williams, An-

drews and Curtis, while the five factory

employees with whom they liaise a chief

engineer, a machine operator, a supervisor, a

marketing director and a production head

bear the same five names in some order. In the

lunch hour they like to forget about the job

and indulge in some hands of poker. At the end

of the week it is further known that:

1 'The programmer Arnold won £10.60 more

than the marketing director did.

2 There is a difference in age between the

programmer Curtis and the chief engineer, of

five years to the day.

3 The programmer Williams is not related to

the supervisor’s namesake, even by marriage.

4 Last week, the machine operator was disci-

plined for a failure to report to work. In the

company journal the offender was identified

only as a factory employee and by his initials,

but it was impossible to imagine that the

marketing director could have been the culprit.

5 The programmer Curtis is precisely as old

j

as the chief engineer was when the program-

I mer Baker was as old as the factory employee

Andrews was when the chief engineer was as

old as the factory employee Andrews now is.

Bruce Smith

The BBC Micro
Advanced Reference Guide

‘The BBC Micro Advanced Reference Guide’ by

Bruce Smith is a complete guide to all aspects of the

BBC B and B + ,
containing a wealth of information.

It’s easy to use - and we re giving away 25 copies

6 One of the programmers is the son of one

of the factory employees. The production head

is married to the mother of the programmer in

question.

7 The chief engineer is a neighbour of the

machine operator’s namesake.

8 The supervisor and his maternal grandfather

celebrate their birthdays on the same day.

9 The machine operator differs in age by less

than 2 \ years both from his namesake and from

the chief engineer.

10 The marketing director’s eldest grandson is

married to a sister of the programmer Curtis,

while the marketing director’s youngest grand-

son is married to the mother of the chief

engineer’s namesake.

11 The programmers Baker and Andrews live

in Slough.

12 The production head had winnings exactly

one quarter of his namesake’s winnings, and

the marketing director had winnings exactly

one fifth of his namesake’s winnings.

13 The marketing director’s namesake cele-

brates his birthday one week before the factory

employee Andrews.

14 The supervisor is married to a daughter of

the programmer Arnold.

15 The factory employee Andrews’ mother’s

father was born on the same day as the

programmer W illiams.

16 One of the programmers is the father of

one of the factory employees.

17 The chief engineer differs less in age from

the production head than from any of the eight

other persons.

18 The factory employee Andrews won £2.80

more that the factory employee Arnold did; the

factory employee Williams won £3.25.

19 The factory employee Arnold lives in

London.

20 Two of the factory employees won £6.60

each.

The questions

A What are the names and winnings of the

factory employees?

B One piece of information in this list is

superfluous. W hich one is it?

Answers on a postcard or back of an envelope,

including the coupon below, please, to Acorn

User, Redwood Publishing, 68 Long Acre,

I ondon W C2L 9JH, to arrive not later than 31

January 1986. The first 25 correct entries

pulled out of the postbag after that date will

win the senders copies of Bruce Smith's com-

plete and authoritative The BBC Micro Advance

Reference Guide, published by Collins at £10.95.

Now for a few general remarks about our

competitions. Please don’t include questions,

articles or programs you hope Acorn User will

publish with your competition entry. All en-

tries go into a box which isn’t opened until

after the closing date, so at the very least you’ll

have to wait before anyone looks at it, and if

it’s a competition which attracts several thou-

sand entries and the winners are the first

correct solutions out of the box, the chances

are your work won’t even be seen! And do

remember to include your name and address.

Finally in all matters the editor’s decision is

absolutely final.

j

^acornTjser
I

COMPETITION
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Plotmate is new. Excitingly new.

It’s a rugged, responsive flatbed plotter with a lot of

built-in magic.

You can use it to create fantastic patterns. Some
small as a postage stamp. Or big as an A2 poster

It'll produce overhead transparencies for you. And
all dimensions of graphs, diagrams and charts.

It'll also prepare maps. Then put the contours in.

And that's only part of it.

You should see its repertoire of characters-a whole
sci-fi population for you to manipulate.

LINEAR GRAPHICS LIMITED
28 Purdeys Way Purdeys Industrial Estate Rochford Essex

Telephone 0702 S41664 Telex 99S701 Ref 356

*exc VAT

Plotmate software accepts all the colour vector

character and graphics commands of your BBC micro.

You just plug it in and away you go. All for less than

£300*

Phone 0702 541664 for details. Get Plotmating soon.



GAMES

CHEATATELITE
The sneaky Elite freaks round off their tips on how to succeed at Acornsoft’s popular game,

by presenting their Elite Commander Editor to help you

T
his month, we introduce you to the

Elite Commander Editor, a Basic pro-

gram that allows you to edit an Elite

Commander file. It can be used with

the disc and cassette versions of Elite ,

and has been tested on Basic 1 and Basic 2, and

on a second processor. If using it with the

cassette version you have to remove the

“E.” + from the OPEN statements. It will also

work on the Electron version of the game

without any alterations.

Table 1 on page 96 lists the bytes in an Elite

Commander file. You cannot change the file

directly, as bytes 4A and 4B contain a special

kev which is calculated from the data in the rest

of the file. If any data is changed, the key must

be recalculated. Elite calculates the key every

time it saves a Commander and checks it every

time it is loaded. If the key is not correct, Elite

will stop. The Commander Editor calculates

the key in the same way as Elite, before saving

the file.

The Commander Editor is very simple to

use. After typing it in and saving it, type Rl N
to run it. It first asks for the name of the old

commander (ie, the fuel to be input). Pressing

Return will use the data for Commander

Jameson (which is in the program itself, so

doesn’t need to be loaded from disc). It then

asks for the name of the new commander (ie,

the file to be created). If Return is pressed, it

will use the name of the old file. If a different

name is given, then a new file will be created

and the input file will be untouched.

The 76 bytes of the file used by Elite are

displayed and can be changed by moving the

cursor to the relevant byte and entering new

data (followed by Return). All numbers arc in

hexadecimal, and the left-hand column is mere-

ly for reference purposes. The byte at the

cursor is described at the top of the screen, and

you will learn very quickly where the impor-

tant data is stored.

The cursor is moved using the cursor keys

in the normal way (it wraps round at the

edges), or by using the Return key which

moves the cursor to the next byte. All data

should be entered as a hexadecimal number

Paul Skirrow and Paul Springate

Current Score (Mb)
23l_

OO OO 14 AO 48 38 48 ©2 33
08 B7 OO 00 03 E8 46 04 CO
tO OF OO 00 00 12 13 16 OO
18 OO OO OO OO OO OO OO OO
20 00 53 00 00 00 00 00 00
28 OO OO OO OO OO OO OO OO
30 OO OO OO 03 OO 10 OF 11
38 OO 03 1C OE OO OO 08 OO
40 11 38 07 09 08 OO OO OO
48 -*00«- 40 67 4E OO OO OO OO

Bytes in a commander file waiting to be changed

unless the program indicates otherwise for

example, ‘Energy Bomb fitted (Y/N)’ or

‘Docking Comp’s fitted (Y/N)’. In these cases

type Y or N followed by Return.

The only other exception is money, which

should be entered as a decimal number (in the

range indicated).

W hen you have finished editing the Com-

mander, press Escape.

The Commander file

Most of the bytes in the Commander file are

described below, although there are still a few

we aren’t sure about. We leave it to you to

discover what they are used for!

00 The ‘Mission Control’ byte should be

in the range O-E. It starts at 0; then

when you are given the first mission, it

becomes 1. Changing this directly isn’t

very useful, although setting it to A

will give you lots of Thargoids. The

best way to get the first mission is to

make sure that this is 0, and then set

your score to, say, 1800. Setting it to 9

and setting your score to 1800 will

give you a second mission. You must

be in galaxy 1 to get the first mission

and galaxy 3 for the second. You will

receive a message about the mission as

soon as you dock in a space station.

01-02 The ship’s X and Y co-ordinates can

be set to any value (O-FF) and need not

be those of a planet as they will be
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changed to the co-ordinates of the change the planets in the galaxy; it 33 Number of missiles (normally 0-4).

nearest planet when loaded. merely changes the number displayed. More than 4 are allowed, but part of

03-08 The galaxy data bytes control the So, to get the proper planet names for the console may be overwritten when

layout of the stars in the current galaxy galaxy 3, for example, you should set they are used.

as wel as the names of planets. By this to 1 and use a Galactic Hyperspace 34 Legal status. 00 if you are ‘clean’,

changing these, it is possible to create as soon as the game is loaded. anything higher is ‘offender’ or

galaxies where every star appears on 10-13 Laser power. This is 00 if no laser is ‘fugitive’.

top of another. fitted. OF for a pulse laser, 32 for a 35-45 Quantity of space station’s goods. The

09-0C Credits (enter a decimal number less mining laser, 8F for a beam laser and ‘quantity of aliens’ byte is set to 0, so

than 429,496,729.5). 97 for a military laser. Any other value changing it has no effect.

0D The amount of fuel can be set to is called a ‘pulse laser’, so setting it to 46 Adjusts the space station’s prices. It is

anything from 0 to 25.5 light years FF gives you an extremely powerful saved to disc so that the prices are the

(FF). The number in the file is the pulse laser. same next time you load the Com-
distance divided by 10 (ie, FF is 255 16 Cargo capacity plus 2. Setting it to FF mander, but are changed when you

which divided by 10 is 25.5). 25.5 light gives 253 tons cargo bay capacity. switch to a new system.

years radius looks very impressive on 17-27 Present cargo. The amount of each 47-48 Score. This was described in last

the galactic chart, but be careful if you type of cargo you are carrying. month’s article. Elite rating is given

set it to more than 7 light years, as sun 28-2E Ship’s equipment. To change these, when you score 1800 (hex).

skimming, or buying more fuel sets it enter V or N. The exception is the 49 This starts at 80 and is halved each

back to 7. energy unit (byte 2B). This is 0 for no time the game is saved.

0E This byte is over 80 if the Commander energy unit, or 1 for a standard energy 4A-4B\ Special key. This is set by the Com-
file has been edited, but less than 80 unit. Other values give more powerful mander editor, and Elite when the

otherwise. This allow’s Acorn (and energy units, but don’t be too greedy Commander is saved.

you) to detect edited files. because the ship’s energy is increased 4C-FF Not used by Elite 1 (all bytes are 00).

OF This is the galaxy number minus 1. only when the energy is low enough to See yellow pages 116 to 1 19 for the Elite Command-

However, changing this doesn’t accept this amount. er Editor listings

Hex Dec Description 16 22 Cargo capacity + 2 35 53 Space Station’s goods: Food

0 0 Mission Control (0-E) 1 = first 17 23 Present Cargo: Food (tons) 36 54 Space Station’s goods: Textiles

mission, A = second mission 18 24 Present Cargo: Textiles (tons) 37 55 Space Station’s goods:

1 1 Ships X co-ordinate within the 19 25 Present Cargo: Radioactives Radioactives

galaxy (0-FF) (tons) 38 56 Space Station’s goods: Slaves

2 2 Ships V co-ordinate within the 1A 26 Present Cargo: Slaves (tons) 39 57 Space Station’s goods: Liquor

galaxy (0-FF) IB 27 Present Cargo: Liquor (tons) 3A 58 Space Station’s goods: Luxuries

3 3 Galaxy Data byte 0 1C 28 Present Cargo: Luxuries (tons) 3B 59 Space Station’s goods: Narcotics

4 4 Galaxy Data byte 1 ID 29 Present Cargo: Narcotics (tons) 3C 60 Space Station’s goods:

5 5 Galaxy Data byte 2 IE 30 Present Cargo: Computers (tons) Computers

6 6 Galaxy Data byte 3 IF 31 Present Cargo: Machinery (tons) 3D 61 Space Station’s goods:

7 7 Galaxy Data byte 4 20 32 Present Cargo: Alloys (tons) Machinery

8 8 Galaxy Data byte 5 21 33 Present Cargo: Firearms (tons) 3E 62 Space Station’s goods: Alloys

9 9 Credits (decimal, 22 34 Present Cargo: Furs (tons) 3F 63 Space Station’s goods: Firearms

< =429,496,729.5) 23 35 Present Cargo: Minerals (kg) 40 64 Space Station’s goods: Furs

A 10 sec crcds 24 36 Present (largo: Gold (kg) 41 65 Space Station’s goods: Minerals

B 11 see creds 25 37 Present Cargo: Platinum (kg) (i<g)

C 12 see crcds 26 38 Present Cargo: Gem-stones (g) 42 66 Space Station’s goods: Gold (kg)

D 13 Amount of fuel in units of 0.1 27 39 Present Cargo: Aliens (tons) 43 67 Space Station’s goods: Platinum

light year 28 40 FCM fitted (Y/N) (kg)

E 14 Over 80 if file has been edited 29 41 Fuel Scoop fitted (Y/N) 44 68 Space Station’s goods: Gem-

F 15 Galaxy number 1 2A 42 Energy Bomb fitted (Y/N) stones (g)

10 16 Front laser power (00, OF, 32, 2B 43 Strength Of Energy Unit 45 69 Space Station’s Aliens (Ignored)

8F, 97) 2C 44 Docking Comps fitted (Y/N) 46 70 Space Station’s ‘random price’

11 17 Rear laser power (00, OF, 32, 8F, 2D 45 Galactic H ’drive fitted (Y/N) control

97) 2F 46 Flscape Pod fitted (Y/N) 47 71 Current Score (lsb)

12 18 Left laser power (00, OF, 32, 8F, 2F 47 ? 48 72 Current Score (msb)

97) 30 48 p 49 73 ??? (Halves on each Save, starts

13 19 Right laser power (00, OF, 32, 31 49 ? at 80)

8F, 97) 32 50 p 4A 74 Special key checked by Elite

14 20 p 33 51 Number of Missiles Fitted 4B 75 Special key checked by Elite

15 21 p 34 52 Legal status (0= clean)

able 1. A list of the bytes in an Elite Commander file
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MCHUGH BIBLIOGRAPHY

A valuable database at an
economical price

If you’ve ever spent hours looking through your

computer magazines for an elusive article you know

you’ve seen but can’t remember when or where, then

what you need is the McHugh enterprises Magazine

Bibliography (reviewed last month). The complete

bibliography contains references from 21 magazines

including Acorn User, Micro User, Beebug, Educational

Computing, and A dt B Computing from December

1981 up to October 1985 at present.

The Bibliography contains information on all

listings of games, educational and utility programs;

reviews of hardware, firmware, peripherals, software

and books; and articles of specific and general

interest. It even contains every news item and

reader’s letter; in fact anything remotely related to

the Becb.

The Bibliography is sold in parts, each containing

an average of 1200 references. These are stored in

chronologically ordered sections, each chaining the

next, and you, the user, may specify the starting

month and year.

Location of a reference is done by one or two

string searching and the user can specify screen or

hard copy for the output.

The first five orders opened will receive a year’s

free subscription to the Magazine Bibliography! So

send in your orders now and maybe you will be one

of the lucky five!

These are the parts and formats that the Bibliography is available in. Please state which part and give the code

of the format you require on the order form.

Price Codes

Part 1 December 1981 - May 1983 88k £10 (B) (C)

Part 2 June 1983 - October 1983 93k £10 (B) (C)

Part 3 November 1983 January 1984 88k £10 (B) (C)

Part 4 February 1984 May 1984 95k £1" (B) (Q
Part 5 May 1984 - August 1984 97k £10 (B) (C)

Part 6 September 1984 - November 1984 99k £10 (B) (C)

Part 7 November 1984 January 1985 97k £10 (B) (C)

Part 8 February 1985 - April 1985 98k £10 (B) (C)

Part 9 May 1985 -July 1985 98k £10 (B) (C)

Part 10 August 1985 - October 1985 99k £10 (B) (Q

Price Codes

Parts 1 and 2 £20 (C) (D) U) (K) (R)

Parts 3 and 4 £20 (C) (D) u) (K) (R)

Parts 5 and 6 £20 (C) (D) (j) (K) (R)

Parts 7 and 8 £20 (C) (D) 0) (K) (R)

Parts 9 and 10 £20 (C) (D) (j) (K) (R)

Parts 1 to 4 £40 (S) (W)

Parts 5 to 8 £40 (S) (W)

Codes explained

(B) = 40 track single sided single drive

(D) = 40 track single sided dual drives

(K) = 40 track double sided single drive

(R) =40 track double sided dual drives

(C) =80 track single sided single drive

(J)
= 80 track single sided dual drives

(S) = 80 track double sided single drive

(W) = 80 track double sided dual drives

The Magazine Bibliography is available in several parts and formats, so please state which

part(s) and format you require (see above).

Prices include posting and packaging for the UK. Official Government, educational and

business orders are accepted.

I enclose my sterling cheque/postal order to the value of£

Name

Address

Postcode.

Send this form with your remittance to: Diane Wiltshire, Acorn User, 68 Long Acre,

London WC2E 9JH.
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WHAT IS DATABASE?
It is a FILE containing RECORDS . each record

consists of a number of FIELDS containing the

information - an analogy can be drawn with a card
index in which a box of cards is the file, each card is

a record and each line on the card is a field.

SPECIFICATION
1 )
Random Access

2) File Size

3) Record Size

4) Field Size

5) Holds

6) Search

7) Sort

-disc based, single or

dual drives

- max 65.000 records
- up to 2048 characters

and 200 fields

- up to 254 characters
- approx 1 200 ADDRESS
records per 100k

- 5 search fields using

powerful options
- 500 records on 3 fields

in 60 seconds

m
p
pM
fv jm

SYSTEM FEATURES
’CALCULATE - using any valid expression
‘PRINTOUT - Powerful options

‘REDEFINE - Titles, fields etc

‘TRANSFER - From one file to another
‘GLOBAL ENTRY - of repetitive data
‘SEARCH LISTS - Allow creation of sub Databases
within main Database
‘SPOOLER - enables you to create spooled files

that are compatible with Wordwise. View etc

‘INPUT - is a routine included on the disc which will

allow you to write your own utilities for accessing
your data. Many of the programs on the utilities disc

were written using this procedure
‘TUBE - compatible with the 6502 second
processor

‘Comprehensive manual and tutorial.

We use Beta-Base ourselves”

Mike Bibby Editor of MICRO USER
“Beta-base is a joy to use” BEEBUG March 85
“Excellent value for money"
A & B Computing OCT 84

"Rated best value for money"
ACORN USER Dec 84

( for our data sheet if you need to know more.

REPLICA III £15.00

The all new improved REPLICA III is now available

and it’s better than ever. Just look at the features

below and place your order now by ACCESS or

cheque.

‘DISC BASED - No ROM sockets required

‘ONE TIME PURCHASE ONLY
‘AS MANY DISCS AS YOU LIKE
‘COMPATIBLE WITH MOST DFS & DDFS
*B+ COMPATIBLE
‘SIDEWAYS RAM COMPATIBLE - uses sideways
RAM. including that in the B+ t if it is there and so
enables the transfer of many more programs.

As a thank you to our 30.000 REPLICA II users you
may return your REPLICA II for upgrade to

REPLICA III for just £12

;; /

~a4'

BETA-BASE
UTILITIES £12.00

I** -V 1

an

__ UliJVy

40 TRACK
80 80 TRACK
3 3” DISC -ADD £3

EPROM

Send for detailed newsletter

All prices inclusive of VAT & Carriage -

NO EXTRAS' Please state 40 or 80 track disc

and state D F.S you use.

Extend the power of Beta-Base with

facilities provided on this disc.

‘MAIL MERGE
‘LABEL PRINTER
‘DISC SORT
‘EXTENDED SEARCH
‘FREE FORMAT TRANSFER
‘FAST PACK
‘STATUS

The MAIL MERGE alone is worth £12 so you get a

real bargain with this disc. The features are so

numerous that we cannot mention them all here.

Ask for our UTILITIES DATA SHEET if you want
more information.

Neoo!
BETA-ACCOUNTS
INVOICE & DELIVERY
NOTE MODULE £25.00

‘INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS and DATABASE
‘MULTIPLE VAT rates

‘SCREEN EDITING with insert and overwrite

•AUTOMATIC DELIVERY NOTES
‘INVOICE COMMENTS
‘ACCOUNT HOLDERS details inserted

automatically

‘MAILING LIST generated automatically

‘LEDGER SHEET printed automatically

*VAT sales returns prepared

•TRANSACTION FILE generated

‘Beta-Base compatible

This is the first module in an integrated accounting

suite of programs written to be used and not simply

to please an accountant This module contains an
INVOICE and DELIVERY NOTE program with 80
column input and screen editing, you see what will

be printed before committing yourself. Customer
details can be automatically placed in a Beta-Base
compatible file for use as a mailing list

VAT details are generated at the end of the VAT
period and the YEAR TO DATE figures can be
viewed at any time. Provision is made for multiple

VAT rates including standard, zero, export and
exempt.

A transaction file is generated for account

customers for use with the STATEMENT and
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE module

Future modules will be STATEMENT and
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE. STOCK CONTROL.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE and NOMINAL LEDGER
All relative files are compatible with CLARES Beta-

Base which can be used to manipulate the files as

required. The Beta-Base Utilities Disc provides

Mail-Merge facilities using the customer list

This program was written for our own use and is

used to prepare hundreds of invoices per week
We have made life as easy as possible for

ourselves, so why not take advantage of our

efforts.

Requires double sided single drive for minimum
configuration - no stock control or customer
database Double sided twin drives will enable a full

integrated system to be used

m
Dept AU2 MICRO SUPPLIES

98 Middlewich Rd.,

Northwich, Cheshire CW9 7DA.
Tel: 0606 48511
Open 9—5pm Monday—Friday
LUNCH 12.30—1.30



BAR CODE

Bar codereadersandprogram
booklets at special prices

Stay ahead with the latest development in

computers and education with the Bar Code

Teaching Pack, produced by the Micro-

electronics Education Programme (MEP) and

Addison-Wesley, available direct to readers of

Acorn User. (See our review in December 1984,

page 65.)

The pack includes:

# bar code reader

H explanatory booklet written by Acorn User

author George Hill

# software to print bar codes

# music program by Joe Telford

# bar code stencil

# disc or cassette of utility software

Note to disc users: the disc supplied is 40 track -

however, if you order the cassette, there are

instructions on how to transfer the software to

40 or 80 track discs. All for £60.84 inc VAT
and £2.95 postage (£52.90 exc VAT). Stock

remaining at this MEP subsidised price is

limitedt.

Bar code booklets

All the major listings for this issue, as printed

on the yellow pages, arc reproduced in bar

code tormat in our booklet. Send a cheque or

postal order for £1.60 plus an A4-sized sae to

Bar Code Listings at the address below.

The following back issues of bar code

listings booklets are also available at £1 .60 plus

an sae: December 1984; January, February,

May, June, July, August, September, October,

November and December 1985.

Please send me: Bar Code Reader Teaching Packs* at £60.84t each inclusive

40 track disc lII or cassette (*Pleaac tick appropriate box)

I enclose cheque/postal order for £ made payable to Redwood Publishing

Name

Address

Postcode

Signed Date

Send this form with your remittance to:

Bar Code Offer, Redwood Publishing, 68 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JH
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CASSETTE SUBSCRIPTIONS
* • <

ACORN USER OFFER

Two free special cassetteswhen
you subscribe now-worth £7.90

ACORNUSER
PROGRAM LISTINGS
SEPTEMBER 85 ISSUE

ACORNUSER
PROGRAM LISTINGS
OCTOBER 85 ISSUE

Subscribe to the Acorn User monthly program

listings on cassette, and we will send you both

of our special cassettes, worth £3.95 each (see

page 101 for details).

These are the entertaining and ever popular

graphics cassette and the indispensable selec-

tion of programs from the magazine contained

in the Best of Acorn User.

Don’t wait, subscribe now, while our offer

lasts. Remember our cassettes are suitable for

use with the Electron and the BBC micro.

Complete the form below and post it, with

your remittance to Subscriptions Manager,

Acorn User Cassette Subscription Offer, Red-

wood Publishing, 68 Long Acre, London

WC2E9JH.

Yes please start my cassette subscription for Acorn User monthly program listings

from the issue and send me my free cassettes

UK £45 Overseas £45 (plus £7 for postage)

I enclose a cheque/postal order/sterling bank draft made payable to

Redwood Publishing for £

Please debit my Access/American Elxpress/Barclaycard A/c No

11 11 1 11
1 1 1 Expiry date

Name ...

Address

Postcode

Signed Date

Send this form with your remittance to:

Subscriptions Manager, Acorn User Cassette Subscription Offer,

Redwood Publishing, 68 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JH

100 ACORN t'Sl.R FKBRI ARY 1986



SPECIAL CASSETTES

Special cassettes £3.95 each
ACORN USER GRAPHICS
CASSETTE

REST OF ACORN USER
CASSETTE

Four of the most popular and useful graphics

programs that we’ve presented in Acorn User -

Rob Fenton’s Paintbox
,
Peter Sandford’s Colfill

and Dotfill and Harry Sinclair’s Sprite designer

- are now available on one cassette, suitable for

use with the BBC micro or Electron, competi-

tively priced at £3.95.

Paintbox
,
(February 1985), offers you a wide

palette of facilities - airbrushing, drawing

circles and squares, colour filling, colour mix-

ing and textured effects - and it’s fast!

Peter Sandford’s Dotfill and Colfill (January

and February 1985) allow you to produce bar

charts, pie charts, maps, etc, with up to 28

coloured fill patterns and 24 tone patterns, and

to mix foreground and background colours.

Harry Sinclair’s Sprite designer from the

September, October and November 1 984 issues

ofAcorn User lets you design full-colour cartoon

figures quickly, then edit, clone or mirror them

and move them around the screen.

The second cassette to be introduced in our

developing range of special cassettes, The Best

of Acorn User
, contains a comprehensive selec-

tion of 11 program listings from past issues,

which you will find entertaining and useful.

It features Malcolm Banthorpe’s Turtle

Graphics program, an easy introduction to

Logo; an all screen mode printer dump for

Epson and F^pson-compatible printers; a bad

program recovery routine for those times

when it seems all is lost; a selection of sideways

RAM utilities to help you make the most of

your discs and ROMs, and two games to keep

you amused, Picture Slide and Quadline.

Also included are a 40/80 track disc

formatter, a tape to disc transfer routine, a disc

menu and a painting program.

To order both or either cassette just com-

plete the form and send it with your remittance

to Acorn User Products, PHS Mailings Ltd,

PO Box 14, Horley, Surrey RH6 8DW.

Please send me: Acorn User Graphics cassette(s) and

Best of Acorn User cassette(s) at £3.95 each

I enclose a sterling cheque/postal order for a total of £ made payable to

Redwood Publishing (Please add £1 for package and postage on overseas orders)

Please debit my Access/Barelaveard A/c No

Expiry date

Name

Address

|

Postcode

Signed Date

Send this form with your remittance to: Acorn User Products, PHS Mailing Ltd,

PO Box 14, Horley, Surrey RH6 8DW. Please allow 28 days for delivery. H V)
|
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USERDUMP

A printer control ROM
for £19.95

The wide variety of commands available on UserDump allow you to dump all sorts of screens without fuss

UserDUMP includes a ROM chip which plugs

into any free ROM socket on your BBC micro,

and an easy-to-use manual. With UserDUMP
you’ll have access to a wide range of com-

mands to help you control your printer’s

facilities - all of this for just £19.95!

You will be able to dump any screen image

in any display mode by entering a single

command - either as a line of your program or

typed in direct from the keyboard. UserDUMP

will also give you a perfect dump while a

machine code program is running.

UserDUMP will work with all the popular

dot-matrix printers including: Epson MX,

RX, FX, JX; Star Gemini, Delta, SG, SD, SR;

Canon NLQ; Kaga NLQ: Mannesmann-Tallv

Spirit 80 and Lucas 80.

And also all printers with single and double-

density bit-image graphics, including CP80

and JX80 colour printer.

UserDUMP provides all these extra commands: TRANSTT converts a teletext screen into

SDUMP dumps the whole screen in any mode 1

mode RTT restores a teletext screen after

WDUMP dumps the graphics window *TRANSTT
CDUMP very fast screen dump using the LPRINT directs all PRINT commands to

computer’s character definitions the printer only

ZDUMP special distortion-free dump of a LPOFF cancels*LPRlNT

mode 0 screen for selected SET sets the printer text style

printers RESET turns off the effect of *SET

TDUMP dumps the text window in any MAR sets either printer margin

mode SHIFT shifts an area of memory

JDUMP colour dump for the
J X80 printer CP80 selects a CP80-typc printer

WINDOW defines a graphics window from IBM selects an IBM-style printer

the keyboard EPSON cancels *CP80 or *IBM and

*c@ sets up CTRL @ option selects Epson-style printer

Please send me UserDUMP ROM(s) at £19.95 each

(Please add £1 for postage and packing for overseas orders)

I enclose a sterling cheque/postal order made payable to Redwood Publishing for

£
Please debit my Access/Barclaycard A/c No

———— J—

—

J————— Expiry date L_LJ_
Name

!

Address i

I I

Postcode

Signed Date

Send this form with your remittance to: Acorn User Products, PHS Mailing Ltd, PO
Box 14, Horley, Surrey RH6 8DW. Please allow 28 days for delivery. haj I
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Address

Postcode

Signed Date

Send this form with your remittance to: Acorn User Products, PHS Mailing Ltd, PO
Box 14, Horley, Surrey RH6 8DW. Please allow 2<S days for delivery. *

USTINGS
ACOBM USER OFF E R

February listings on cassette

£3.75 or disc £5.75

This month’s program listings cassette features

a utility for adding extra commands to Basic, a

memory-saving screen-shrinker and an Elite

Commander file editor.

There is also a disc version of the February

program listings available at £5.75 which, in

addition, includes the January front cover.

Plus we can still supply the October, Novem-

ber, December and January discs.

11 you would like a cassette of our program

listings from back issues, these are available

from May 1984. Send all orders to Acorn User

Products, PHS Mailing Ltd, PO Box 14,

Horley, Surrey RH6 8DW.

Please send me a cassette of all major BBC micro and Electron program listings

Please state which issue(s) at £3.75 each

Or disc (available from Oct ’85) at £5.75 each

(Please add £1 lor postage and packing on overseas orders)

1 enclose a sterling cheque/postal order made payable to Redwood Publishing for a total of

£

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard A/c No

Name

.
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ACORN USER SUBSCRIPTIONS
Please start my subscription to Acorn User

from the next available issue

as indicated:

^ (/)

i

01

02

03

04

05

UK
Europe

Middle Fast

The Americas and Africa

All other countries

12 months

£17.50

£25

£30

£35

£40

24 months

£35

£50

£60

£70

£80

Name
r~~

1111! I 1 1 J 1 1 t 1 1

Address

1 1 _L 1 1 1 1 1 .1 1 1 1.11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J

1111 1 L 1 L 1 J; 1 L .J. ..L -1. .1 .1.1 ...L 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 l l 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 _J 1

1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Please answer these questions to help us improve

your magazine.

1 Do you use vour micro for?:

1 school 2 business 3 hobby

2 Do you have, or intend to buy, any of the following?:

1 monitor 2 disc drive 3 second processor

4 printer 5 modem

3 How many software packages do you think you will buy in the

next months?:

1 0-5 2 6-10 3 10 or more

1 enclose my cheque/postal order/sterling bank

draft payable to Redwood Publishing for £
Please debit my Access/American Express/Barclavcard

Account no.

Expiry date

Signed

.

.Date.

Send this form, with your remittance, to Acorn I'scr Subscriptions, Redwood
Publishing, 68 Long Acre, London YVC2L 9JH

s
3]

23
|b
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ACORN USER BINDERS

BINDERS

In red with

silver logo

on the spine.

Holds 12 issues

of over 200 pages.

ONLY £4.75 inc. p&p.

Binders @ £4-75 £
Please add .00 each for overseas items.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Name ....

Address

.

Please send me binder(s) at £4.75 each. (Please add £1 for

postage and package for overseas orders)

1 enclose my sterling cheque/postal order for a total of £
made payable to Redwood Publishing

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard

Account no.

Expiry date

. Date

.

Signed

Send this form, with your remittance, to Acorn User

Services, PHS Mailing Ltd, PO Box 14, Horley, Surrey

RH6 8DW. Please allow 28 days for delivery.

S
o
3]

Is

5</>
2 0)

ACORN USER BACK ISSUES
BACK ISSUES Please send me the following issues

5

The following back issues are available:

1982 September, October, November and December

1983 January, July, September, October, November

and December

1984 January, March, May, June, July, August, September,

October, November and December

1985 January, March, April, May, June, July, August, September,

October, November and December

1986 January

If you need further details about the contents of these issues send an

sae to Back Issues, Diane Wiltshire, Acorn User, 68 Long Acre,

London WC2E9JH.

at £1.25 each. (Please add £1 per item for overseas orders)

Name

Address

.

1 enclose my sterling cheque/postal order for a total of £..

made payable to Redwood Publishing

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard

Account no.

Expiry date

Signed . Date

.

Send this form, with your remittance, to Acorn t ser Software, PI IS Mailing Ltd, PO
Box 14, I lorlev, Surrey RH6 8DW. Please allow 28 days for delivery.

'

24 HOUR PHONE SERVICE (02937)72208



YELLOWPAGES
HINTS & T I P S

INDLX
PROGRAM Page BBCB BBC B + /128K 6502SP lilectron Econet ADFS

Monthly

cassette

Hints & Tips lasting 1 105 • • • • • •
& disc

•
lasting 2-3

Joe’s Jottings lasting 1

106

107

•
•

•
• •

•
•

•
•

•
•

lasting 2-3 108 • • • • • • (a)

Lasting 4-8

Shrinking Listing 1

10S-1I1

111 •
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•(*)

Screens

Listing 2 112 • • • • • •
Lxtending Basic lasting 1-2 112-113 • • • • • •
Sideways RAM Listing 1-3 114-116 • • • • • •

Kxamplc

Elite Editor Listing 1 116 • • • • • •
Joystick Listing l -3 120 • • • • • • •

Utilities

Note (a) If you have a model B+ or B + 128k ensure that shadow RAM ts switched off (In typing 'SHADOW 1

< Return > )
before using the program.

Hints & Tips, see page 49

Enter listings

Where possible, programs are listed with line numbers in increments of 10. With

these listings, simply type AUTO <RF’7rURN> before you begin. This will

give automatic line numbering. Don’t type a space after the line number. To list

your program so it appears identical to the printed version in the magazine, type:

LISTOK RETURN > WIDTH 40 < RETURN > LIST < RETURN

>

W'ith screen modes 1,4,6 or 7, WIDTH 40 is not needed. Note that

occasionally, for clarity, programs are listed with a text width different to our

standard of 40 characters.

Most typing mistakes in Basic will cause error messages when the program is

run. Finding errors in assembly language listings is often harder, so we provide

checksums where wrc can.

Checksums arc small routines which report any mistakes in assembled

machine-code. In the August issue of Atom User we published a program for

calculating checksums for Basic programs.

Listing 1. Displays each foreground and background colour combination Continued

10 REM Hints & Tips - Listing 1 380 PRINT TAB (8, 17) "1 bad, 2 OK, 3 goo
20 REM Colour contrast tester d ";

30 REM by Martin Phillips 390 REPEAT
40 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron 400 re=GET-48: UNTIL re>0 AND re<4
50 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986 410 result (17., J7.)=re
60 s 420 NEXT J7.

70 MODE 1 430 NEXT 17.

80 PROCinitial ise 440 ENDPROC
90 PROCtest 450 s

100 PROCresul

t

460 DEF PROCresul

t

110 END 470 CLS
120 s 480 PRINT" Pri nter on (Y/N) "5

130 DEF PROCinitial ise 490 REPEAT A*=GET*
140 DIM result (7,7) ,colour$(7) 500 UNTIL A*="Y" OR A*="N"
150 FOR C7.=0 TO 7 510 IF A*="N" THEN CLS.-G0T0570
160 READ colour$(C,

/.> 520 INPUT' ' "Enter name "name*
170 NEXT C7. 530 INPUT' "Enter VDU type "vdu*
180 DATA bl ack, red, green, yel low 540 VDU 12,2
190 DATA blue, magenta, cyan, white 550 PRINT"Name: "name*
200 ENDPROC 560 PRINT"Moni tor type: "vdu*
210 : 570 PRINT' ""THE FOLLOWING ARE EASY TO
220 DEF PROCtest READ "5

230 FOR I7.=0 TO 7 580 PR0Cprint<3)
240 VDU 19, 1, 17., 0,0,0 590 PRINT' ""THE FOLLOWING ARE SATISFA
250 FOR J7.=0 TO 7 CTORY TO READ";
260 IF J7.= I7. THEN re=0:G0T0 410 600 PR0Cprint(2)
270 VDU 19,2, J7., 0,0,0 610 PRINT" '"THE FOLLOWING ARE DIFFICU
280 VDU 28,0,4,39,0 LT TO READ";
290 COLOUR 1 29: CLS 620 PROCprint(l)
300 COLOUR 2 630 VDU 12,3
310 PRINT TAB

(

8 ,
2) "Colour Contrast Tes 640 ENDPROC

ter" 650 :

320 VDU 26 660 DEF PROCprint(p)
330 COLOUR 128 670 FOR I*/.=0 TO 7
340 COLOUR 3 680 PRINT' colour* ( 17.) " background:
350 PRINT TAB

(

8 , 10) "Background colour 690 FOR J7.=0 TO 7
is "colour* (iy.) M 700 IF result (17., J7.)Op THEN GOTO 720
360 PRINT TAB

(

8 , 1 1
) "Foreground colour 710 PRINT colour*(JX)" ";

is "colour* (J“/.)
" 720 NEXT J7.,I7.

370 PRINT TAB (8, 15) "Enter legibility 1 730 IF A*="Y" THEN ENDPROC
evel " 740 PRINT TAB (0, 30) "Press space to con

tinue"

;

750 REPEAT: UNTIL GET=32
760 CLS

Continued 770 ENDPROC
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Listing 2. Prints out all ROM titles

10 REM Hints $< Tips — Listing 2
20 REM ROM look
30 REM by Martin Phillips
40 REM BBC B/B+/128k
50 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
60 s

70 MODE 7:@7.=3
80 VDU 23; 8202; 0; 0; O;
90 PRINT TAB (14, 1 ) CHR* ( 141 ) CHR* ( 134)

"

ROM LOOK"
100 PRINT TAB (14,2) CHR* ( 141 ) CHR* ( 134)

"

ROM LOOK"

*

110 PRINTCHR* ( 131 ) "position "

;

120 PR INTCHR* (130)" ROM

"

130 PRINTCHR* ( 150) STRING* (38, CHR* ( 172)
)

140 FOR Y7.=0 TO 15
150 IF FNroml ook (0) =&80 THEN G0T0230
160 PRINTCHR* ( 131 )Y7.;

170 N7.=9:title*=""
180 REPEAT: val=FNroml ook (N7.)

190 N7.=N7.+ 1

200 IF val >31 AND val<127 THEN title*=
ti t 1 e*+CHR* ( val

)

210 UNTIL val =0
220 PROCprint
230 NEXT Y7-

240 END
250 :

260 DEF FNromlook (N)

270 ?&F6=N: ?S<F7=8<80
280 =USR (&FFB9) AND &FF
290 :

300 DEF PROCprint
310 PRINTCHR* ( 130)

;

320 IF LEN (title*) <34 THEN PRINTTAB (6)

title*: ENDPROC
330 in=INSTR (title*, " ",24)
340 PRINT TAB ( 6 ) LEFT*(title*,in)
350 PRINT TAB ( 5 ) CHR* ( 1 30 ) ; M I D* ( t i 1 1 e*

,

in+1

)

360 ENDPROC

Listing 3. Enables up to 10 pages of help information to be created quickly

10 REM Hints & Tips - Listing 3
20 REM Help page creator
30 REM by Martin Phillips
40 REM BBC B/B+/128k
50 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
60 :

70 PROCsetup
80 REPEAT
90 PROCrun
100 UNTIL a=128
110 PROCsave
120 END
130 :

140 DEF PROCsetup
150 *KEY10 OLD ! MRUN !

M

160 REM use *KEY10 OLD I M !N LIST I

M

170 REM until program is debugged
180 *FX 4,2
190 I7.=0: page’/.=0: char=255

Continued

Continued

200 VDU 12
210 PRINT TAB(5, 10) "Please wait";
220 DIM M7. 9999
230 FOR N7.=0 TO 9999 STEP4
240 N7.!M7.=S<20202020:NEXT
250 page*=STRING* (6, " ")+"Press SHIFT

for more"+STRING*(5, " "

)

260 end*=STRING* (6, " ")+"Press SHIFT t
o i inish"+STRING*(4, " "

)

270 *KEYO I ! I

M

280 *KEY1 I ! IL
290 *KEY2 ! ! !

Y

300 *KEY3 ! ! I

Z

310 *KEY4 I ! I

\

320 *KEY5 ! ! !

>

330 *KEY6 I !

!

~

340 *KEY7 I !

I

'

350 *KEY8 !B
360 *KEY9 !

F

370 *KEY11 !G
380 *KEY12 !

H

390 *KEY13 II

400 *KEY14 I

J

410 *KEY15 IK
420 CLS
430 PRINT"Load an old -file?
440 REPEAT: A*=GET*
450 UNTIL A*="Y" OR A*="N"
460 IF A*=" Y" THEN PR0C1 oad : ELSE CLS
470 ENDPROC
480 :

490 DEF PROCrun
500 doubl e=0: VDU26
510 PRINTTAB (0,24) CHR* (134) "Page ";I7.+

*5
520 IF I7.<9 THEN PRINTpage*; : ELSE PRIN

Tend*;
530 VDU 28,0,23,39,0
540 REPEAT
550 a=GET
560 IF a=7 THEN a=char
570 IF a=136 THEN a=8
580 IF a=137 THEN a=9
590 IF a=138 THEN a=10
600 IF a=139 THEN a=ll
610 IF a=128 THEN GOTO 780
620 IF a=2 THEN PROCbackward : G0T0780
630 IF a=6 THEN PROCforward : G0T0780
640 IF a=13 AND VP0S=23 THEN G0T0550
650 IF a=13 THEN VDU10
660 IF a=141 AND VP0S<23 THEN doubl e=l

: VDU10
670 IF a=127 AND P0S=0 AND VP0S=0 THEN

GOTO 550
680 IF a=144 THEN PROCchar : G0T0550
690 IF a=8 AND P0S=0 THEN G0T0550
700 IF a=9 AND P0S=39 THEN G0T0550
710 IF a=10 AND VP0S=23 THEN G0T0550
720 IF a=l 1 AND VP0S=0 THEN G0T0550
730 IF VP0S=23 AND P0S=39 AND a>ll THE

N G0T0550
740 VDU a
750 IF a=10 OR a=ll OR a=13 THEN PROCd

oub 1 e : G0T0780
760 IF doubl e=l AND a<>127 AND a<>8 TH

EN VDU1 1 , 8, a, 10
770 IF doubl e=l AND a=127 THEN VDU11,9

, a , 1

0

780 UNTIL a=128 OR a=2 OR a=6

Continued
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Listing 3 continued

790 IF a=128 PROCstore: 17=17+1: IF 17>p
age'/. THEN page7.= I7.

BOO ENDPROC
810 :

820 DEF PROCsave
830 CLS
840 INPUT"Enter title "title*
850 A*=CHR* ( 134) +"Page "+STR* (page7) +e

nd*
860 * (M7-40+ ( 1000*page7.) ) =A*
870 FOR N7.=996T0 9996 STEP 1000
880 N7. ! M7=&000C0D0D: NEXT
890 X=OPENOUT (title*)
900 FOR N7.=0 TO 1000*page7.
910 BPUT#X,M7?N7
920 NEXT N7
930 CL0SE#0
940 ENDPROC
950 :

960 DEF PROC-f orward
970 *FX 21,0
980 PROCstore
990 17=17+1 : IF I 7 >9 THEN 17=0
1000 IF I7.>page7. THEN page7.= I7.

1010 IF My.?(8<3C0+1000*iy.)=J(86 THEN PROC
retrieve: ELSE CLS
1020 ENDPROC
1030 :

1040 DEF PROCbackward
1050 *FX 21,0
1060 PROCstore
1070 17=17-1: IF I7<0 THEN I7=page7
1080 IF M7? (&3C0+ 1 000* 17) =&86 THEN PROC

retrieve: ELSE CLS
1090 ENDPROC
1100 :

1110 DEF PROCstore
1120 FOR N7=0 TO 999 STEP4
1130 M7 ! (N7+1000* 17) =N7 ! &7C00
1140 NEXT N7
1150 ENDPROC
1160 :

1170 DEF PROCretrieve
1180 FOR N7=0 TO 999 STEP4
1190 N7 ! &7C00=M7 ! (N7+1000*I7)
1200 NEXT N7
1210 ENDPROC
1220 :

1230 DEF PROCdoubl

e

1240 doubl e=0
1250 J"/.=40*VP0S: REPEAT
1260 IF J7?&7C00=141 THEN double=l: IF J

7.?&7C28=141 THEN VDU a
1270 IF J‘/.?S<7C00=140 THEN doubl e=0
1280 jy.=jy.+i
1290 UNTIL J7X40*VP0S+P0S) OR double=l
1300 ENDPROC
1310 •

1320 DEF PROCload
1330 INPUT* * "Enter title "title*
1340 X=OPENIN (title*)
1350 FOR N7=0 TO EXT#X
1360 M7?N7=BGET#X
1370 NEXT
1380 CLOSE #X
1390 page7=N7/1000
1400 VDU 26,12
1410 PROCretr i eve
1420 ENDPROC

Continued

Joe's Jottings, see page 74

Continued

1430 .

1440 DEF PROCchar
1450 J7=0: REPEAT
1460 vaI=jy.?(VP0S»40+St7C00) : J7.=J*/.+ l

1470 UNTIL val >144 AND val<152 OR J5i>P0
S
1480 IF J7.>P0S THEN VDU151
1490 char=0
1500 REPEAT
1510 a=GET AND 95
1520 IF a=81 THEN char=char+l-2* ( 1 AND

char)
1530 IF a=87 THEN char=char+2-2* (2 AND

char)
1540 IF a=65 THEN char=char+4-2* (4 AND

char)
1550 IF a=83 THEN char=char+8-2* (8 AND

char)
1560 IF a=90 THEN char=char+16-2* ( 16 AN

D char)
1570 IF a=88 THEN char=char+64-2* (64 AN

D char)
1580 VDU ( 160+char ) ,

8

1590 UNTIL a== 13
1600 char=char+160
1610 ENDPROC

How to enter Error Spotting

To helpyou spot typing errors when entering the assembly language in

listings 4 to 7, checksum routines have been included at the end of
these programs. Ifyou have made a mistake then a message will be

displayed, promptingyou to checkyour listing. Ifthe listing has been

entered correctly, the checksum will confirm this and you can then

save the assembled code in the way described on page 74.

Listing 1. Checks presence of specific ROM chips

10 REM Listing 1 - ROM check
20 REM by Joe Tel -ford
30 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron
40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
50 :

60 name*="POO »

70 IF NOT FNchip (name*) PRINTname* "

chip not instal led" : END
80 PRINT"Conf irmed, "name*" in socket

";Y7.

90 REM rest of program. .

.

100 s

110 END
120 s

130 DEF FNchip (n$)
140 LOCAL counter, target, char, title*
150 target=FALSE
160 FOR counter=15 TO O STEP -1
170 ti tl e*="

"

180 Y7.=counter s ?&F7=&80: ?&F6=$<08
190 REPEAT s ?&F6=?&F6+1
200 char= (USR (S<FFB9) AND &FF)
210 IF char >0 ti tl e*=ti t 1 e*+CHR* (char

)

Continued
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Joe’s listing 1 continued

220 UNTIL char=0 OR LENti tl e*=LENn*
230 PRINT titled
240 IF title*=n* THEN counter=0: target

=TRUE
250 NEXT
260 =target

Listing 2. Codes the information already on disc

10 REM Listing 2 - Screen Packer 1.0
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM BBC B/B+/12Bk and Electron
40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
50 s

60 S7.=?<2FFF s C7.=0PEN0UT M S . PACK “

70 REPEAT
80 S7.=S7.+ 1 s B7.=?S7. s N7.=0
90 REPEAT
100 N7.=N7.+ 1

110 UNTIL ?<S7.+N7.)OB7. OR N7.=255
120 S7.=S7.+N7.-1

1 30 BPUT#C7.
, B7. s BPUT#C7. , N7.

140 UNTIL S7.>=S<8000
150 CL0SE#0
160 END

Listing 3. Reverses the PACK procedure

10 REM Listing 3 - Screen Unpacker
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron
40 REM (c> Acorn User February 1986
50 :

60 S7.=&2FFF: C7.=0PENIN"S. PACK"
70 REPEAT
80 B7.=BGET#C7.:N7.=BGET#C7.
90 REPEAT

1 00 S7.=S7.+ 1 : ?S7.=B7. : N7.=N7.-

1

110 UNTIL N7.=0
120 UNTIL E0F#C7.
130 CL0SE#0
140 END

Listing 4. PACK command for the B +

10 REM Listing 4 - *PACK
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM BBC B+/128k only
40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
50 s

60 start=&900
70 starstarthi=&F3: starstartl o=&F2
80 ptrl ochi =&F7: ptrl ocl ow=&F6
90 bloc=&70: nloc=&71 :handle=&72
100 osf ind=S<FFCE:osbput=&FFD4
110 osrdsc=&FFB9

Continued

Continued

120 openout=&80
130 FOR pass=0 TO 3 STEP 3
140 P7.=start
150 COPT pass
160 \Add Y to star parameter pointers
170 TYA
180 CLC
190 ADC starstartlo
200 STA starstartlo
210 LDA #0
220 ADC starstarthi
230 \Now set up Y reg with hi val . .

.

240 TAY
250 . .and X reg with low val
260 LDX starstartlo
270 \0pen file for output
280 LDA #openout
290 JSR osfind
300 BNE setup
310 BRK
320 OPT FNequb (51 , pass)
330 OPT FNequsC Can’t write Pack file"

, pass) \ Error message
340 BRK
350 . setup
360 STA handle
370 \Set pointer to start of screen
380 LDA #&FF
390 STA ptrloclow
400 LDA #&2F
410 STA ptrlochi
420 .mainloop
430 CLC
440 JSR increment
450 STA bloc
460 LDA ptrlochi
470 \End of screen?
480 CMP #&80
490 BEQ exit
500 LDA #0
510 STA nloc
520 \nloc is byte counter
530 . counter
540 INC nloc
550 JSR increment
560 \Is next block same as last?
570 CMP bloc
580 BNE endcount
590 LDA nloc
600 \Have we got 255 repeated bytes?
610 CMP #&FF
620 BNE counter
630 .endcount
640 DEC ptrloclow
650 LDA ptrloclow
660 CMP #&FF
670 BNE on
680 DEC ptrlochi
690 . on
700 LDA bloc
710 LDY handle
720 \Write repeated byte to file
730 JSR osbput
740 LDA nloc
750 \Write count to file
760 JSR osbput
770 JMP mainloop
780 .exit

Continued ^
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Listing 4 continued

790 LDY handle
800 LDA #0
810 \Close file
820 JSR os-find
830 RTS
840 .increment
850 INC ptrloclow
860 BNE over
870 INC ptrlochi
880 . over
890 LDY #0
900 JSR osrdsc
910 RTS
920 DNEXT
930 :

940 REM Checksum
950 total 7.=0

960 FOR byte7.=start TO P7.-1

970 total 7.=total7.+?byte7.: NEXT
980 IF total 7017520 PRINT"Checksum er

ror - please check 1 i sti ng " : END
990 PRINT "*PACK ready to save"
1000 END
1010 DEF FNequb (byte, opt)
1020 ?P7.=byte
1030 P7.=P7.+ 1

1040 =opt
1050 DEF FNequs (string*, opt

)

1060 $P7.=string$
1070 P7.=P7.+LEN(string$)
1080 =opt

Listing 5. ’UNPACK command for the B +

10 REM Listing 5 - ^UNPACK
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM BBC B+/128k only
40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
50 :

60 start=&900
70 starstarthi=&F3: starstartl o=S<F2

80 ptr 1 ochi =&D7: ptr 1 ocl ow=&D6
90 bl oc=&70: nl oc=&71 : handl e=?<72
100 osf ind=&FFCE:osbget=&FFD7
110 oswrsc=&FFB3
120 openin=&40
130 FOR pass=0 TO 3 STEP 3
140 P7.=start
150 COPT pass
160 \Add y to star parameter pointers
170 TYA
180 CLC
190 ADC starstartlo
200 STA starstartlo
210 LDA #0
220 ADC starstarthi
230 \Now set up Y reg with hi val . .

.

240 TAY
250 \...and X reg with low val
260 LDX starstartlo
270 \0pen file for input
280 LDA #openin
290 JSR osf ind
300 BNE setup

Continued

Continued

310 BRK
320 OPT FNequb (50, pass)
330 OPT FNequs ("Can’t find Pack file",

pass) \ Error message
340 BRK
350 . setup
360 STA handle
370 \Set pointer to start of screen
380 LDA #&FF
390 STA ptrloclow
400 LDA #&2F
410 STA ptrlochi
420 . getchars
430 CLC
440 LDY handle
450 \Get repeated byte
460 JSR osbget
470 STA bloc
480 BCS exit
490 LDY handle
500 \Get no. of times byte repeated
510 JSR osbget
520 STA nloc
530 BCS exit
540 . 1 oop
550 INC ptrloclow
560 BNE over
570 INC ptrlochi
580 . over
590 LDY #0
600 LDA bloc
610 JSR oswrsc
620 DEC nloc
630 BNE loop
640 BEQ getchars
650 .exit
660 \Close file
670 LDY handle
680 LDA #0
690 JSR osfind
700 RTS
710 DNEXT
720 :

730 REM Checksum
740 total 7.=0

750 FOR byte7.=start TO P7.-1

760 total 7.=total 7.+?byte7.: NEXT
770 IF total 7013041 PRINT"Checksum er

ror - please check 1 i st i ng " : END
780 PRINT "^UNPACK ready to save"
790 END
800 DEF FNequb (byte, opt

)

810 ?P7.=byte
820 P7.=P7.+

1

830 =opt
840 DEF FNequs (string*, opt

>

850 $P7=stri ng$
860 P7.=P7.+LEN ( str i ng %

)

870 =opt

All the major listings for this issue, as printed on the yellow pages

,

are reproduced in bar codeformat in our booklet. Turn to page 99for

details ofhow to obtainyour copy.

The Bar Code Teaching Pack, produced by the Micro-electronics

Education Programme (MEP) and Addison-Wesley , is available

direct to readers of AU. The pack includes: bar code reader,

explanatory booklet; software to print bar codes; music program by

Joe Telford; bar code stencil and disc or cassette of utility software.
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Listing 6. Shadow version of ‘SAVE

10 REM Listing 6 - *SSAVE
20 REM by Jos Telford
30 REM BBC B+/128k only
40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
50 s

60 start=&900
70 starstarthi=&F3: starstartl o=&F2
80 ptrlochi=S<F7: ptr 1 ocl ow=$<F6
90 bl oc=&70: handle=&72
100 osf i nd=&FFCE: osbput=&FFD4
110 osrdsc=&FFB9
120 openout=&80
130 FOR pass=0 TO 3 STEP 3
140 P7.=start
150 COPT pass
160 \Add Y to star parameter pointers
170 TYA
180 CLC
190 ADC starstartlo
200 STA starstartlo
210 LDA #0
220 ADC starstarthi
230 \Now set up Y reg with hi val • .

.

240 TAY
250 . .and X reg with low val
260 LDX starstartlo
270 LDA #openout
280 \0pen file for output
290 JSR osfind
300 BNE setup
310 BRK
320 OPT FNequb (52, pass)
330 OPT FNequs ( "Can' t open Screen file

"
, pass) \ Error message
340 BRK
350 . setup
360 STA handle
370 \Set pointer to start of screen
380 LDA #$<FF
390 STA ptrloclow
400 LDA #&2F
410 STA ptrlochi
420 .mainloop
430 CLC
440 INC ptrloclow
450 BNE over
460 INC ptrlochi
470 . over
480 LDA ptrlochi
490 \End of screen?
500 CMP #$<80
510 BEQ exit
520 LDY #0
530 \Read byte from screen into A
540 JSR osrdsc
550 LDY handle
560 \Write byte to file
570 JSR osbput
580 JMP mainloop
590 .exit
600 LDY handle
610 LDA #0
620 \Close file
630 JSR osfind
640 RTS
650 3NEXT
660 :

670 REM Checksum
680 total 7.=0

Continued

Continued

690 FOR byte7.=start TO P7.-1

700 total 7.=total 7.+?byte7.: NEXT
710 IF total7.< >11453 PRINT"Checksum er

ror - please check 1 i sti ng " : END
720 PRINT"*SSAVE ready to save"
730 END
740 DEF FNequb (byte, opt)
750 ?P7.=byte
760 P7.=P7.+ 1

770 =opt
780 DEF FNequs (string*, opt)
790 $P7.=string*
800 P7.=P7.+LEN(string*)
810 =opt

Listing 7. Shadow version of ‘LOAD

10 REM Listing 7 - *SL0AD
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM BBC B+/128k only
40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
50 :

60 start=&900
70 starstarthi=&F3s starstartlo=?<F2
80 ptrl ochi =$<D7: ptrl oclow=$<D6
90 bl oc=&70: handl e=&72
100 osf ind=&FFCE:osbget=8<FFD7
110 oswrsc=&FFB3
120 openin=$<40
130 FOR pass=0 TO 3 STEP 3
140 P7.=start
150 COPT pass
160 \Add y to star parameter pointers
170 TYA
180 CLC
190 ADC starstartlo
200 STA starstartlo
210 LDA #0
220 ADC starstarthi
230 \Now set up Y reg with hi val...
240 TAY
250 \...and X reg with low val
260 LDX starstartlo
270 LDA #openin
280 \0pen file for input
290 JSR osfind
300 BNE setup
310 BRK
320 OPT FNequb (50, pass)
330 OPT FNequs ( "Can’ t find Screen file

",pass) \ Error message
340 BRK
350 . setup
360 STA handle
370 \Set pointer to start of screen
380 LDA #&FF
390 STA ptrloclow
400 LDA #$:2F
410 STA ptrlochi
420 .getchar
430 CLC
440 LDY handle
450 \Get byte from file
460 JSR osbget
470 BCS exit

Continued
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Listing 7 continued

480 INC ptrloclow
490 BNE over
500 INC ptrlochi
510 -over
520 LDY #0
530 \Write byte in A to screen
540 JSR oswrsc
550 JMP getchar
560 .exit
570 LDY handle
580 LDA #0
590 \Close file
600 JSR osfind
610 RTS
620 DNEXT
630 s

640 REM Checksum
650 total 7.=0

660 FOR byte*/.=start TO P7.-1

670 total 7.=total7.+?byte7.: NEXT
680 IF total %< >10435 PRINT"Checksum er

ror - please check 1 i sti ng " : END
690 PRINT" *SL0AD ready to save"
700 END
710 DEF FNequb (byte, opt)
720 ?P7.=byte
730 P7.=P7.+ 1

740 =opt
750 DEF FNequs (string*, opt

>

760 $P"/.=string$
770 P7.=P"/.+LEN (string*)
780 =opt

Listing 8. Tests listings 1-7

10 REM Listing 8 - B+ utils test
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM BBC B+/128k only
40 REM (c) Acorn User Febraury 1986
50 s

60 MODE 1:*SHAD0W
70 VDU 24,05256; 1279; 1023;
80 FOR x7.=0 TO 100
90 VDU 29,0; 256;
100 GCOL 0, RND ( 4) —

1

110 PROCrect (RND (1279) , RND (767) , RND (40

0) , RND (250)

)

120 NEXT
130 GCOL 0,3
140 MOVE 0,0
150 DRAW 1279,0: DRAW 1279,767
160 DRAW 0,767: DRAW 0,0
170 PRINT TAB(4,24) ; "BBC B+ SHADOW SCR

EEN FROM TUBE"
180 PRINT TAB (16, 26) ; "SAVE/LOAD"
190 *SSAVE U. TEST
200 PRINT TAB (15, 26) ; "PACK/UNPACK"
210 *PACK P. TEST
220 PRINT TAB (0, 28) ; "PRESS ANY KEY"
230 key=GET
240 CLS: PRINT"SLOADi ng "

250 tSLOAD U. TEST
260 PRINT TAB (0, 28) ; "PRESS ANY KEY"
270 key=GET
280 CLS: PRINT"UNPACKing "

Continued

Continued

290 tUNPACK P. TEST
300 END
310 DEF PROCrect (x,y,l,w)
320 MOVE x ,

y

330 DRAW x+1 ,

y

340 PLOT 85,x,y+w
350 PLOT 85 , x +1 ,

y+w
360 ENDPROC

Shrinking Screens, see page 80

Listing 1. Robert Oleary’s program to set up a screen of reduced size. NB:

this listing dumped with WIDTH = 41

10 REM Shrinking Screens - Listing 1

20 REM by Robert O’Leary
30 REM BBC B/B+/ 128k
40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
50 :

60 REM New screen start address:-
70 start7.=&4400
80 :

90 REM Main loop:-
100 REPEAT
no MODE 1

120 :

130 REM R 10=32 (turn off cursor)
140 VDU 23,0,10,32,0,0,0,0,0,0
150 s

160 PROCshowmemory
170 PROCspace
180 PROCsmal 1 screen
190 PROCspace
200 PROCchangeaddress (start?.)
210 PROCspace
220 PROCh i dememory
230 PROCspace
240 PROCcentral i se
250 PROCspace
260 PROCinf

o

270 PROCspace
280 UNTIL FALSE
290 ;

300 DEF PROCshowmemory
310 FOR s‘/.=S<3000 TO start“/.-l STEP4
320 ! s7.=&00C0C0C0
330 NEXT
340 PRINT TAB (11,1) SPC (18)
350 PRINT TAB (11, 2)" Memory available "

360 PRINT TAB (11, 3)" for program use. "

370 PRINT TAB (11,4) SPC (18)
380 PRINT TAB (11, 5)" (&3000 to &43FF) "

390 PRINT TAB (11,6) SPC (18)
400 ENDPROC
410 •

420 DEF PROCsmal 1 screen
430 VDU 28,0,31,39,8
440 COLOUR 129
450 CLS
460 FOR 1 ine7.= l TO 24
470 PRINT TAB(0, line"/.-l> "Line: ";line7.;

480 NEXT
490 COLOUR 128
500 PRINT TAB (9, 11)SPC(22)
510

e. "
PRINT TAB (9, 12) " Smaller screen siz

Continued
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O’Leary listing 1 continued

520 PRINT TAB (9, 13)SPC(22)
530 COLOUR 129
540 ENDPROC
550 :

560 DEF PROCchangeaddress (address'/.)

570 address7.=address7. DIV 8
580 ?&FE00=12: ?&FE01=address% DIV 256
590 ??<FE00=13s?ScFE01=address7. MOD 256
600 COLOUR 129
610 CLS
620 MOVE 0, 1023-<8*32) :DRAW512,512
630 PRINT TAB (7, 8) "Screen now starts at

$<4400"
640 ENDPROC
650 :

660 DEF PROChi dememory
670 VDU 23,0,6,24,0,0,0,0,0,0
680 MOVE 512,0
690 DRAW 512,280
700 PRINT TAB (4, 14) "Register 6 changed

from 32 to 24"
710 ENDPROC
720 :

730 DEF PROCcentr al i se
740 *FX 151,0,7
750 *FX 151, 1,31
760 ENDPROC
770 :

780 DEF PROCinfo
790 CLS
800 PRINT TABCO, 10) "HIMEM may now be ch

anged to the same"
810 PRINT"value as the start of screen

memory.

"

820 PRINT"Thus, in this example, HIMEM=
$<4400 and"

830 PRINT"a program using M0DE1 graphic
s can be"

840 PRINT"5K longer than usual."
850 ENDPROC
860 DEF PROCspace
870 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
880 ENDPROC

Listing 2. Incorporates listing 1 into your own program

10 REM Shrinking Screens - Listing 2
20 REM by Robert O’Leary
30 REM BBC B/B+/ 128k
40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
50 :

60 M0DE1
70 COLOUR 129
80 CLS
90 :

100 REM Turn off cursor:-
110 VDU 23,0, 10,32,0,0,0,0,0,0
120 :

130 REM Set up text window:—
140 VDU 28,0,31,39,8
150 :

160 REM Alter start of memory:

-

170 *FX 151,0, 12
180 *FX 151,1,8
190 *FX 151,0, 13

Continued

Continued

200 *FX 151,1, 128
210 :

220 REM Show first 24 lines:-
230 *FX 151,0,6
240 *FX 151,1,24
250 :

260 REM Centralise screen:-
270 *FX 151,0,7
280 *FX 151,1,31
290 :

300 REM CHAIN"NEXT"

Extending Basic, see page 83

Listing 1. Michael Ginns’ program to extend Basic

10 REM Extending Basic - Listing 1

20 REM by Michael Ginns
30 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron
40 REM with Basic 1 or 2
50 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
60 s

70 REM Set start address of utility
80 REM program
90 start=PAGE
100 code=&900
110 s

120 REM Store address of Basic’s
130 REM error handler
140 error= ! &202 AND &FFFF
150 s

160 FDR pass=0 TO 2 STEP 2
170 PX=code
180 COPT pass
190 LDY #0
200 \Get error number
210 LDA ($<FD) ,

Y

220 \ I s error a ’Mistake’?
230 CMP #4
240 BNE out
250 LDA $<C

260 \Was command issued from the
270 \keyboard?
280 CMP #7
290 BNE out
300 \Reset Basic’s error pointer
310 LDA #start MOD 256
320 STA $<16

330 LDA #start DIV 256
340 STA $<17

350 \Get high byte of PAGE
360 LDA & 18
370 STA $<8F

380 \Set high byte of PAGE to where
390 \utility program starts
400 LDA $<17

410 STA $<18

420 . out
430 \Jump to normal error routine
440 JMP error
450 1

460 NEXT pass
470 REM Protect utilities from Break
480 f ?<8B= ! $<202 AND $<FFFF0000 OR code
490 *KEY10! ! ! X ! I ! UO. ! K ! M i I ! $<202= ! $<8B ! K

!M! IPA.=T0P+256!K!M! INEW ! K i M ! HExtended M
ode! J !U!M

500 RRINT” "Basic intercepted!"
510 PRINT’ ’’"LOAD ’ LANG2’ and then pre

ss Break"
520 END
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Listing 2. 11 example extended Basic commands

10 REM Extending Basic - Listing 2
20 REM by Michael Ginns
30 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron
40 REM with Basic 1 or 2
50 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
60 s

70 ON ERROR GOTO 130
80 IF ?$<700=32 $&700=$&701 : GOTO 80
90 *$<700=*$<700+STRING* (&FO—LEN (*$<700)

,

M ••
)

100 7$<C000=EVAL<"FN"+*$<700>
110 PAGE=?$<8F*256
120 END
130 IF ERL=100 PRINT’ ‘'Mistake" ELSE REP

ORT :PRINT
140 PAGE=7$<8F*256
150 END
160 :

1000 DEF FNMEMORY
1010 PRINT * “Memory Left = "5

1020 PRINT ;

!

6- ! 2 AND &FFFF

;

1030 PRINT " bytes"
1040 =1
1050 s

2000 DEF FNSIZE
2010 PRINT ’"Program Size=";
2020 PRINT ; T0P-?&8F*256;
2030 PRINT " bytes"
2040 =1
2050 :

3000 DEF FNCHAR
3010 LOCAL AX, X7., YX,TX
3020 AX=EVAL(*$<705>
3030 IF (A7. MOD 256X32 PRINT "Control C

haracter " : GOTO 3100
3040 ?$<700=AX s A7.= 1 0 s YX=7
3050 CALL &FFF1
3060 PRINT "VDU 23,";?&7005
3070 FOR TX=1 TO 8
3080 PRINT ; ", "

; T7.7&700;
3090 NEXT TX
3100 PRINT
3110 =1
3120 :

4000 DEF FNVERIFY
4010 LOCAL CX,PX
4020 ON ERROR CL0SE#0:G0T0 130
4030 CX=OPENIN < $$<706

)

4040 PX=256*?$<8F-1
4050 REPEAT
4060 PX=PX+1
4070 UNTIL ?PXOBGET#CX OR PX=TOP
4080 IF PX=TOP PR I NT "File verified"
4090 IF P7.OT0P PRINT"Verify error at lo

cation $<"; ^PX
4100 CL0SE#0
4110 =1
4120 :

5000 DEF FNLVAR
5010 LOCAL MX,SX,TX,RX,AX
5020 SX=$<700
5030 FOR TX= 130 TO 244 STEP 2
5040 AX=TX ! $<400 AND &FFFF
5050 REPEAT
5060 IF A7.>0 PROCvar i abl es ELSE 5080
5070 AX=!AX AND $<FFFF
5080 UNTIL A7.<255
5090 NEXT TX
5100 =1

Continued

Continued

5110 :

5120 DEF PROCvar i abl es
5130 $SX=CHR$(TX/2)
5140 RX=AX+2
5150 REPEAT
5160 IF 7RX>0 $SX=$SX+CHR$(?RX> :RX=RX+1
5170 UNTIL ?RX=0
5180 PRINT $SX;
5190 IF RX?-1=40 GOTO 5300
5200 PRINT
5210 IF RX?-1=36 GOTO 5240
5220 PRINT ;EVAL($SX>
5230 ENDPROC
5240 VDU 34
5250 FOR MX=0 TO RX74-1
5260 VDU MX?<RX!1 AND &FFFF)
5270 NEXT M7.

5280 PRINT CHR$(34>
5290 ENDPROC
5300 FOR MX=2 TO RX71 STEP 2
5310 PRINT ;MX!RX-1 AND $<FFFF;",";
5320 NEXT MX
5330 PRINT CHR$<127> ;CHR$(41>
5340 ENDPROC
5350 s

6000 DEF FNBIN
6010 LOCAL AX,TX
6020 AX=EVAL< $$<704 >

6030 $$<700=" "

6040 FOR TX=0 TO 7
6050 $$<700=STR$(SGN(AX AND 2~TX> ) +$$<700
6060 NEXT TX
6070 PRINT $$<700
6080 =1
6090 s

7000 DEF FNDEC
7010 LOCAL TX,AX,LX
7020 TX=$<70C
7030 REPEAT
7040 IF ?T7.<48 OR ?TX>49 GOTO 7070
7050 IF ?TX=49 AX=AX+(2~LX)
7060 LX=LX+1
7070 TX=TX-1
7080 UNTIL T7X&703
7090 PRINT A7.

7100 =1
7110 :

8000 DEF FNSILENCE
80 1 0 SOUND 1 6+EVAL ( $$<708 ) , 0 , 0 , 0
8020 =1
8030 :

9000 DEF FNDUMP
9010 LOCAL AX, XX, YX,SX,FX
9020 IF LEN ($$<705) >0 AX=INSTR ($$<705, "

,
" )

9030 SX=EVAL (LEFT* ($$<705, AX) ) MOD S< 10000
9040 FX=EVAL($($<705+AX> > MOD &10000
9050 IF FX<0 OR SX<0 PRINT "Illegal Addr

ess": GOTO 9160
9060 FOR YX=SX TO FX STEP 8
9070 $$<700= " "

9080 PRINT RIGHTS ("0000"+STR$~Y7., 4) ;

9090 FOR XX=0 TO 7
9100 AX=?(YX+XX)
9110 PRINT " ";RIGHT$("00"+STR$'>'AX,2> ;

9120 IF AX >31 AND AXC127 $$<700=$S<700+CHR
$(AX> ELSE $$<700=$$<700+". "

9130 NEXT XX
9140 PRINT *$<700
9150 NEXT YX

Continued
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9160 PRINT
9170 =1
9180 s

10000 DEF FNKEY
10010 LOCAL SX,F% 9 C% 9 K%
10020 IF EVAL<$&704> >15 OR EVAL ($&704) <0
PRINT' "Badkey": GOTO 10160
1 0030 S7.=? ( &BOO+EVAL ( $&704 ) )

10040 PRINT'" *KEY " ; EVAL ($&704) ; " "

;

10050 F“/.=?S<B10

10060 IF S"/.=?$<B10 GOTO 10150
10070 FOR C7.=&B00 TO &BOF
10080 IF ?C7.>S7. AND ?C7.<F7. F7.=?C7.
10090 NEXT C7.

10100 FOR C7.=S7. TO F’/.-l

10110 K"/.=C*/.?$<B01

10120 IF K7.M28 K7.=K7.-128: VDU 124,33
10130 IF K5C >31 VDU K7. ELSE VDU 124,K*/.+64
10140 NEXT C7.

10150 PRINT
10160 =1
10170 :

11000 DEF FNRESET
11010 *KEY 10
11020 CALL ! —4
11030 =1

See page 89

How to enter Da Doo ROM ROM
The three listings should be entered in the order PROG I, PROG2 and

PROGI, saving each one before 'starting to type in the next. As with most

assembler listings,you mayfind it helpful to set up the redfunction keys with

commonly used mnemonics or character strings, eg:

*KEY 0 OPT FNequ

Additionally, the AUTO 10 command will ensure that the correct line

numbers are presentedforyou at the right moment.

The machine code isgeneratedfrom ScJOOO onwards. The offset F% ensures

that it will run correctly when it is moved up to the sideways ROM address

space. In essence, F% is simply added to all absolute addresses. Consult the in-

struction manual supplied withyour sideways RAM (or ROM) board on how

to load this back intoyour sideways RAM.

Having moved the code up to Sc8000,you will need to press break in order

to get the computer to recognise its presence. Note that entering *HELP won’t

produce any response apart from that resulting from other ROMs that you

may have. This is simply because the main program does not checkfor service

call 9 (HELP) in its service routine.

Once all three programs have been saved on tape or disc, type

:

CHAIN “PR0G1"

There will be a delay ofafew moments while each section is loaded in and run.

The individualprograms run a checksum on the code that they have produced,

so ifyou do run into difficulties it is a bit easier to track down the offending

section. Pay particular attention to the number of spaces between double

quotation marks, as these will affect the length of the object code, and hence

the checksums.

Lines 210-300form a brief delay loop, so thatyou have a reasonable chance

ofgettingyourfinger off the Return key before routine exits. This is because

the DFS chip may be activated next, and this willperform a keyboard scan. If

itfinds that a key is pressed, then the cassettefiling system will be activated

instead ofthe DFS. Ofcourse if this does happen, then it is a simple matter to

press break again to invoke the DFS.

Listing 1. Steve Picton’s program implements a password feature. This

listing contains the standard header code

10 REM Listing 1 - Sideways ROM eg
20 REM by S Picton
30 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron
40 REM with sideways RAM
50 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
60 :

70 MODE 6
80 DIM M7.<5>

90 stack=&l 10
100 F7.=&3000
110 FOR pass=0 TO 3 STEP 3
120 P7.=&5000
130 COPT pass
140 OPT FNequw (0)

150 OPT FNequb (0)

160 JMP service+F7.
170 OPT FNequb <&82)
180 OPT FNequb (copy-$<8000>
190 OPT FNequb (1)

200 .M7.<2)

210 OPT FNequs ( "Anything"

)

220 .copy
230 OPT FNequb (0)

240 OPT FNequs <" <C> Acorn User 1986")
250 OPT FNequb (0)

260 .service
270 PHP
280 PHA
290 TXA
300 PHA
310 TYA
320 PHA
330 TSX
340 LDA $<103, X

350 EOR #3
360 BEQ rcode3
370 -exit
380 .M7.<5)
390 PLA
400 TAY
410 PLA
420 TAX
430 PLA
440 PLP
450 RTS
460 .rcode3
470 CLI
480 TAX \ <X=0>
490 LDA #253
500 LDY #255
510 JSR &FFF4
520 CPX #2
530 BNE over
540 LDX #4
550 .moveloop
560 LDA M7.(2)+F7.,X
570 STA stack,

X

580 DEX
590 BPL moveloop
600 \BMI opcode. .

.

610 OPT FNequb (&30)
620 .M7.<1)
630 \Dummy. .

.

640 OPT FNequb (0)

650 . over
660 DEX

Continued
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10 REM Listing 2

670 \Exit if power—up; 20 REM by S Picton
680 \must be soft BREAK 30 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron
690 BEQ exit 40 REM with sideways RAM
700 LDX #4 50 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
710 .compare 60 :

720 LDA M7.(2)+F7.,X 70 DIM M7. (6)

730 CMP stack,

X

80 addr%=P%
740 BNE exit 90 buf f er=S<130
750 DEX 100 printmess=FNa (4)

760 BPL compare 110 FOR pass=0 TO 3 STEP 3
770 \BMI opcode. .

.

120 P7.=addr7.
780 OPT FNequb (&30) 130 COPT pass
790 .M7.<3> 140 .data
800 \Dummy. .

.

150 \No. of chars, in password...
810 OPT FNequb (0) 160 OPT FNequb (5)

820 \Ask for password... 170 \Password itself...
830 .M7.(4) 180 OPT FNequs ("MICRO")
840 LDX #0 190 \Deal with Ctrl -BREAK
850 .loop 200 .again
860 LDA prompt+F’/., X 210 JSR &FFE7
870 JSR &FFE3 220 .start
880 INX 230 JSR printmess+F7.
890 CMP #ASC"?" 240 LDX #0
900 BNE loop 250 . osrdch
910 RTS 260 JSR &FFEO
920 .prompt 270 BCS escape
930 OPT FNequs < "Password?"

)

280 CMP #13
940 DNEXT pass 290 BEQ test
950 PROCsavearray 300 STA buffer,

X

960 PROCcheckcode 310 INX

970 CHAIN "PICT0N2" 320 \Max no. of chars?
980 :

330 CPX #20
990 DEF FNequw(A7.) 340 BNE osrdch
1000 ?P7.=A7. MOD 256 350 . test
1010 ?<P"/.+ l)=A7. DIV 256 360 CPX data+F"/.

1020 P7.=P“/.+2 370 BNE again
1030 =pass 380 DEX
1040 :

390 .loop

1050 DEF FNequb (A7.) 400 LDA data+l+F7.,X
1060 ?P7.=A7. MOD 256 410 CMP buffer,

X

1070 P7.=P7.+ 1 420 BNE again
1080 =pass 430 DEX
1090 s 440 BPL loop
1100 DEF FNequd < A7.) 450 NBMI . .

.

1110 !P7.=A7. 460 OPT FNequb (&30)

1120 P*/.=P*/.+4 470 .M7.<6>

1130 =pass 480 \Dummy. .

.

1140 : 490 OPT FNequb (0)

1150 DEF FNequs (AS) 500 .escape
1160 $P7.=A* 510 TXA
1170 P7.=P7.+LEN(AS> 520 PHA
1180 =pass 530 LDA #126
1190 : 540 JSR &FFF4
1200 DEF PROCsavearray 550 PLA
1210 FOR N7.=0 TO 5 560 TAX
1220 ! <&900+2*Ny.)=M7.<N7.) 570 JMP osrdch+F"/.

1230 NEXT N7. 580 DNEXT
1240 ENDPROC 590 ! (?<900+2*6>=M7.(6>
1250 : 600 s=FNa ( 1 > : ?s=start-s-l
1260 DEF PROCcheckcode 610 s=FNa (3) : ?s=start-s-l
1270 IF P m

/.< >&507E THEN 1330 620 PROCcheckcode
1280 sum=0 630 CHAIN "PICT0N3"
1290 FOR K7.=&5000 TO P7.-1 640 s

1300 sum=sum+?K7. 650 DEF FNa(A7.) = ( ! <&900+2*A7.) ) AND&FFFF
1310 NEXT K7. 660 DEF FNequb (A7.)

1320 IF sum=S<33BA THEN ENDPROC 670 ?P7.=A7. MOD 256
1330 PRINT "Check listing":VDU 7 680 P7.=P7.+ 1

1340 STOP 690 =pass

Continued
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700 :

710 DEF FNequs < A$)
720 $P“/.=A$

730 P"/.=P"/.+LENCA$>

740 =pass
750 s

760 DEF PROCcheckcode
770 IF P7.O&50BC THEN 830
780 sum=0
790 FOR K"/.=&5000 TO P7.-1

800 sum=5um+?K7.
810 NEXT K7.

820 IF sum=$<538D THEN ENDPROC
830 PRINT "Check 1 i st i ng " : VDU 7
840 STOP

See Elite Commander, page 95

Using the Elite Editor on an Electron

Ifyou have an Elk thenyou will need to delete lines 180, 200, 2620, 2630, 26JO,

and 2660 from the listing before using the editor. Also, the following lines

should be entered instead of those printed in the listing:

70 MODE 6

UlO VDU 32

2270 PRINT "
”

;

2390 PRINT" I";

2640 PRINT TAB (9,1) “Elite Commander Editor"

Using the Editor with a Cassette-based System

Ifyou are using a cassette-based system thenyou must delete lines 1820 to 1900

from the Elite Editor before using it.

Also delete the "E."from lines 1810 and 2780.

Listing 3. Part of the main code

10 REM Listing 3
20 REM by S Picton
30 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron
40 REM with sideways RAM
50 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
60 s

70 addr"/.=P"/.

80 stack=&l 10
90 exi t=FNa (5)

100 FOR pass=0 TO 3 STEP 3
110 P"/.=addr"/.

120 COPT pass
130 \Delete nos. in stack
140 .start
150 LDA #0
160 LDX #4
170 .delete
180 STA stack,

X

190 DEX
200 BPL delete
210 JSR &FFE7
220 JSR 2<FFE7
230 LDX #150
240 -outloop
250 LDY #0
260 .inloop
270 DEY
280 BNE inloop
290 DEX
300 BNE outloop
310 JMP exit+F"/.
320 3NEXT
330 s=FNa (6) s ?s=start-s-l
340 PROCcheckcode
350 END
360 s

370 DEF FNa(A"/.) = < ! <&900+2*A7.) ) AND&FFFF
380 s

390 DEF PROCcheckcode
400 IF PX< >&50D9 THEN 460
410 sum=0
420 FOR K"/.=&5000 TO P7.-1
430 sum=sum+?K7.
440 NEXT K7.

450 IF sum=&6335 THEN ENDPROC
460 PRINT "Check 1 i sti ng" : VDU 7
470 STOP

Listing 1. Elite Commander Editor

10 REM Elite Commander Editor
20 REM by P Springate and P Skirrow
30 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron
40 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
50 s

60 *FX 4,1
70 MODE 7
80 DIM byte"/. <&4F> , message* (&4F)
90 DIM type"/. (&4F) ,

value"/. (&4F)
100 DIM temp"/.<3>

110 hex $="01 23456789ABCDEF"
120 PROCinit
130 PROCnames
140 IF inname$=CHR$(0) THEN 310
150 current'/.=0
160 PROCtitle
170 PRINT"Edi ting Commander ";

180 VDU 157,132
190 PRINT outname$; SPC (2)

;

200 VDU 156,135
210 PRINT
220 PROCdump
230 ON ERROR GOTO 260
240 PROCedit
250 GOTO 240
260 IF ERR=17 THEN 280
270 REPORT: PR I NT" at " ; ERL: G0T031

0

280 ON ERROR GOTO 160
290 PROCsave
300 VDU 12
310 *FX 4
320 END
330 :

340 DEF PROCedit
350 PROCinverse
360 VDU 28,0,13,39,7,12,26
370 PRINT TAB (0, 7) messages (current*/.)
380 IF typeX (current*/.) =2 PROCcash
390 IF type"/, (current"/.) =3 PROCfitted
400 key$=FNuppercase (GETS)
410 key"/.=ASC(key$)
420 IF key"/.<136 AND key"/.<>13 THEN 460
430 PROCrepl ace
440 PROCmove
450 GOTO 350
460 IF key$=" .

" THEN 500

Continued
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470 IF key*>="0" AND key*<="Z" THEN 500
480 GOTO 400
490 :

500 REM Must be a value for the byte
510 PRINTkey*; : val ue$=key$
520 REPEAT
530 key*=FNuppercase (GET*)
540 IF ASC (key*) 0127 THEN 570
550 PRINT key*;
560 value*=LEFT* (value*, LEN (value*) —1

)

570 IF key*< >" .
" THEN 600

580 PRINT key*;
590 val ue*=val ue*+ key*
600 IF key*< "O" OR key*> ,, Z ,, THEN 630
610 PRINT key*;
620 val ue*=val ue*+key*
630 UNTIL val ue*=" " OR ASC(key*)=13
640 IF value*=" " THEN 400
650 s

660 IF type’/, (current"/.) <>0 THEN 700
670 PRINT' "Change not permitted here"
680 VDU 7:A"/.=GET
690 GOTO 350
700 ON type*/, (current"/.) GOSUB 760,920,840
710 PROCreplace
720 currentV.= (current'/.+ l) MOD &50
730 ENDPROC
740 s

750 REM Value is hex numeric in type
760 value*=RIGHT* ( "00"+val ue*, 2)
770 IF FNhex (value*) THEN 780 ELSE 800
780 byte/, (current*/.) =EVAL ( "S<"+val ue*)
790 RETURN
800 current7.=current7.-l
810 RETURN
820 s

830 REM Value is a yes/no decision
840 IF value*="Y" byte'/.(current7.)=value7.

(current*/.)

850 IF val ue*="N" byte*/, (current*/.) =0
860 RETURN
870 s

880 REM Edit amount of cash
890 REM (the max. number of credits
900 REM is too large to be stored as
910 REM an integer)
920 inst*/.= INSTR (value*,
930 IF inst*/.=0 i nst"/.=LEN ( val ue*) + 1

940 IF inst"/.<10 THEN 970
950 IF insf/.>10 carry*/.= l s GOTO 1050
960 IF val ue*>" 429496729. 5" carry*/.= l : GOT

0 1050
970 val ue%=VAL (value*)
980 carry*/.= 10*VAL (value*)-10*value*/.
990 FOR count*/.=0 TO 3
1000 x*/.=carry*/.+ 10* (value*/. MOD 256)
1010 carry*/.=x’/. DIV 256
1020 temp*/.(count7.)=x7. MOD 256
1030 value*/.=value*/. DIV 256
1040 NEXT count*/.

1050 IF carry*/.=0 THEN 1100
1060 PRINT '"Too large"
1070 currenf/.=current*/.-l
1080 VDU 7:A*/.=GET
1090 GOTO 1160
1100 FOR count*/.=3 TO 0 STEP -1
1110 byte*/, (current*/.) =temp'/. (count*/.)

1120 PROCreplace
1130 current'/.=current'/.+ l

Continued

Continued

1140 NEXT count*/.

1150 current7.=current*/-l
1160 RETURN
1170 s

1180 REM Print out cash in decimal
1190 DEF PROCcash
1200 PRINT "Amount as present is
1210 cash=0
1220 FOR count*/.=0 TO 3
1230 cash=256*cash+byte7. (current/.+count*/.)
1240 NEXT count*/.
1250 PRINT ; cash/ 10
1260 ENDPROC
1270 :

1280 REM Print whether extra is fitted
1290 DEF PROCfitted
1300 PRINT "At present it is";
1310 IF byte"/, (current*/.) =0 PRINT " NOT";
1320 PRINT " fitted"
1330 ENDPROC
1340 s

1350 REM To check only hex chars
1360 DEF FNhex (X*)
1370 hex*/.=TRUE
1380 FOR count */.=0 TO 1

1390 dig*=MID*(X*,LEN(X*)-count"/., 1)

1400 hex7.=hex*/. AND INSTR (hex*, di g*) < >0
1410 NEXT count"/.

1420 =hex"/.

1430 s

1440 REM Replace value in the grid
1450 DEF PROCreplace
1460 IF current'/.<0 THEN 1540
1470 IF current*/.>&4F THEN 1540
1480 VDU 31
1490 VDU 4+4* (current*/. MOD 8)

1500 VDU 14+ (current*/. DIV 8)
1510 VDU 130
1520 PROCnumber (byte7 (current*/.)

)

1530 PRINT SPC(l)

;

1540 ENDPROC
1550 s

1560 REM Move (cursor keys and <ret»
1570 DEF PROCmove
1580 IF key*/.<>13 GOTO 1610
1590 current*/.= (current7.+ l) MOD &50
1600 ENDPROC
1610 across7.=current’/. MOD 8
1620 down’/.=current‘/. DIV 8
1630 across*/.=across7.-7* ( key%=136)
1640 acrDss7.=acro5s'/.-(key7.= 137)
1650 down"/.=down7.-9* (key"/.= 139)
1660 down'/.=down’/.- (key"Z=138)
1670 across*/.=across7. MOD 8
1680 down"/.=down7. MOD 10
1690 current7=8*down7+across7
1700 ENDPROC
1710 :

1720 REM Get names of both commanders
1730 DEF PROCnames
1740 PROCtitle
1750 PRINT "Old Commander, <ret> = ";

1760 INPUT "JAMESON "', inname*
1770 IF inname*<>"" THEN 1810
1780 inname*=" JAMESON"
1790 PROCjameson
1800 GOTO 1920
1810 inf ile*/.=OPENIN("E. "+inname*)
1820 IF infile"/.<>0 THEN 1860

Continued
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1830 PRINT inname* ;
" not -found" 2500 REM Read messages into array

1840 i nname*=CHR* (0) 2510 DEF PROCinit
1850 GOTO 1950 2520 FOR count7.=0 TO &4F
1860 IF EXT#inf i 1 e7.=&100 THEN 1910 2530 READ message* (count*/.)

1870 PRINT inname*; 2540 READ type7. (count7.)
1880 PRINT " is not an Elite File" 2550 READ value'/.(count'/.)
1890 i nname*=CHR* (0) 2560 NEXT count7.
1900 GOTO 1950 2570 ENDPROC
1910 PROCread-f i 1 e 2580 :

1920 PRINT"New Commander, <RET> = same" 2590 REM To print the title
1930 INPUT outname* 2600 DEF PROCtitle
1940 IF outname*="" outname*=i nname* 2610 CLS
1950 ENDPROC 2620 FOR count7.= l TO 2
1960 : 2630 PRINT TAB (5) ; : VDU 157,132,141
1970 REM Set up Jamesons de-fault data 2640 PRINT "Elite Commander Editor ";

1980 DEF PROCjameson 2650 VDU 156,135
1990 C7.=0 2660 NEXT count7.
2000 FOR down/C=0 TO 9 2670 PRINT'

'

2010 READ data* 2680 ENDPROC
2020 FOR across'/.=0 TO 7 2690 :

2030 A‘/.=EVAL ( "V+MID* (data*, 2*acrossX+l , 2 2700 REM To save the commander
) > 2710 DEF PROCsave
2040 C7.=C7.+A7. 2720 PRINT '"Save or Quit (S or Q)?
2050 byte/C (8*down7+across7) =A7 2730 key*=FNuppercase (GET*)
2060 NEXT across'/., down7. 2740 IF key*< >"S" AND key*<>"Q" THEN 2730
2070 IF 07.01621 PRINT"Jameson data is wr 2750 PRINT key*

ong" : END 2760 IF key*="Q" THEN 2950
2080 ENDPROC 2770 byte7.(&E)=byte7.(S<E) OR &80
2090 : 2780 outf ile7.=0PEN0UT("E. "+outname*)
2100 REM Read Elite -file into array 2790 FOR count7.=0 TO &49
2110 DEF PROCread-f ile 2800 BPUT#outf i 1 e7., byte7. (count7.)
2120 FOR count'/.=0 TO &4F 2810 NEXT count*/.
2130 b yt e7. ( coun 1 7. ) =BGET# i n f i 1 e7. 2820 A7.=&49:C7.=0
2140 NEXT count/C 2830 FOR count7.=&49 TO 1 STEP-1
2150 CLOSE#! nfile7. 2840 A7.=A7.+byte7. (count7.-l ) +C7.

2160 ENDPROC 2850 C7.=A7. DIV 256
2170 : 2860 A7.=A7. AND &FF
2180 REM Display the file as a ' DUMP” 2870 A7.=A7. EOR byte7. <count7.)
2190 DEF PROCdump 2880 NEXT count7.
2200 PRINT TAB (0,14); 2890 BPUT#outf ile7., A7. EOR &49
2210 byte7.=0 2900 BPUT#outf ile7., A7.

2220 FOR down7.=0T09 2910 FOR count 7.=&4C TO &FF
2230 PROCnumber (8*down%) 2920 BPUT#outf ile7.,0
2240 PRINT 2930 NEXT count7.
2250 FOR across'/.=0 TO 7 2940 CL0SE#0
2260 PRINT TAB (4+ (across%*4) ) ;

2950 ENDPROC
2270 PRINT CHR* ( 130)

;

2960 :

2280 PROCnumber (byte7. (byte7) ) 2970 REM Ensure that char is uppercase
2290 byte7.=byte7.+ l 2980 DEF FNuppercase (a*)
2300 NEXT across}!: PRINT 2990 IF a*>="a" AND a*<="z" a*=CHR* ( ASC (a

2310 NEXT down7. *) —32)
2320 ENDPROC 3000 =a*
2330 : 3010 :

2340 REM Highlight No. being edited 3020 REM Messages to be printed out
2350 DEF PROCinverse 3030 DATA "Mission Control, l = lst mission
2360 VDU 31 , A=2nd" ,1,0
2370 VDU 3+4* (currentV. MOD 8) 3040 DATA "Ships X co-ordi nate" , 1 ,

0

2380 VDU 14+ (current*/. DIV 8) 3050 DATA "Ships Y co-ordi nate" , 1 ,

0

2390 PRINT CHR* (135) ; "D"; 3060 DATA "Galaxy Data byte 0",1,0
2400 PROCnumber (byte7. (current'/.) ) 3070 DATA "Galaxy Data byte 1

" , 1 ,

0

2410 PRINT "C"; 3080 DATA "Galaxy Data byte 2", 1,0
2420 ENDPROC 3090 DATA "Galaxy Data byte 3", 1,0
2430 : 3100 DATA "Galaxy Data byte 4", 1,0
2440 REM Print a number as 2 char hex 3110 DATA "Galaxy Data byte 5", 1,0
2450 DEF PROCnumber (X7.) 3120 DATA "Credits (decimal, <=429,496,72
2460 IF X7.<&10 THEN PRINT"0"; 9.5) " , 2,

4

2470 PRINT 5^X7.; 3130 DATA "see creds",0,0
2480 ENDPROC 3140 DATA "see creds" ,0,0
2490 : 3150 DATA "see creds" ,0,0

Continued Continued
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3160 DATA "Fuel (in units of 0.1 light ye
ars) ", 1,0
3170 DATA M?",l,0
3180 DATA "Galaxy number - 1",1,0
3190 DATA "Front laser power (00, &0F, 8<32,

&8F, &97) ", 1,0
3200 DATA "Rear laser power (00, &0F, &32,

&

8F, &97) ", 1,0
3210 DATA "Left laser power (00, &0F, &32,

&

8F, &97) ", 1,0
3220 DATA "Right laser power ( 00 , &0F , &32

,

&8F,&97) ", 1,0
3230 DATA "?" , 1 , 0, "?" , 1 ,

0

3240 DATA "Cargo capacity + 2", 1,0
3250 DATA "Present Cargos Tons of Food",l

, 0
3260 DATA "Present Cargo: Tons of Textile

s" , 1,0
3270 DATA "Present Cargos Tons of Radio’s
M,o
3280 DATA "Present Cargo: Tons of Slaves"
,1,0
3290 DATA "Present Cargos Tons of Liquor"
,1,0
3300 DATA "Present Cargos Tons of Luxurie

s", 1,0
3310 DATA "Present Cargos Tons of Narcoti

cs", 1,0
3320 DATA "Present Cargo: Tons of Compute

rs" , 1,0
3330 DATA "Present Cargos Tons of Mach’ry
",1,0
3340 DATA "Present Cargos Tons of Alloys"
,1,0
3350 DATA "Present Cargos Tons of Firearm

s", 1
9 0

3360 DATA "Present Cargos Tons of Furs" ,1

,0
3370 DATA "Present Cargos Kg’s of Mineral

s" , 1,0
3380 DATA "Present Cargos Kg’s of Gold" ,1

9 0
3390 DATA "Present Cargos Kg’s of Platinu

m", 1,0
3400 DATA "Present Cargos g’s of Gem-ston

es",l,0
3410 DATA "Present Cargos Tons of Aliens"
,1,0
3420 DATA "E.C.M. fitted ( Y/N) " , 3, &FF
3430 DATA "Fuel Scoop fitted (Y/N) ", 3, &FF
3440 DATA "Energy Bomb fitted (Y/N) ", 3, &7

F
3450 DATA "Strength Of Energy Unit", 1,0
3460 DATA "Docking Comp’s fitted (Y/N)",

3

, &FF
3470 DATA "Galactic H’ drive fitted (Y/N)"
,3,&FF
3480 DATA "Escape Pod fitted (Y/N) " , 3, &FF
3490 DATA "?" , 1 , 0, "?" , 1 , 0, "?" , 1 , 0, "?" , 1 ,

0

3500 DATA "Number of Missiles Fitted", 1,0
3510 DATA "Legal status (0=cl ean )

" , 1 ,

0

3520 DATA "Space Station’s goods: Tons of
Food", 1,0
3530 DATA "Space Station's goods: Tons of
Textiles", 1,0
3540 DATA "Space Station’s goods: Tons of
Radio’s", 1,0
3550 DATA "Space Station’s goods: Tons of
SI aves" ,1,0

Continued

Continued

3560 DATA "Space Station’

s

goods: Tons of
Liquor" , 1

,

0
3570 DATA "Space Station’s goods: Tons of
Luxuries"

,

1,0
3580 DATA "Space Station’s goods: Tons of
Narcotics" ,1,0
3590 DATA "Space Station’

s

goods: Tons of
Computers" ,1,0
3600 DATA "Space Station’s goods: Tons of
Mach’ ry",l ,0
3610 DATA "Space Station’

s

goods: Tons of
Alloys", 1, 0
3620 DATA "Space Station’

s

goods: Tons of
Firearms"

,

1,0
3630 DATA "Space Station’

s

goods: Tons of
Furs'',1,0
3640 DATA "Space Station’s goods: Kg’s of
Mi neral s"

,

1,0
3650 DATA "Space Station’

s

goods: Kg’s of
Gold'',1,0
3660 DATA "Space Station’

s

goods: Kg’s of
PI atinum"

,

1,0
3670 DATA "Space Station’

s

goods: g’s of
Gem-stones" ,1,0
3680 DATA "Space Station’

s

Aliens (ignore
d)",l,,0
3690 DATA "Space Station’

s

’random price’
control " ,

1

,0
3700 DATA "Current Score <lsb)",l, 0
3710 DATA "Current Score (msb)",l. 0
3720 DATA "??? (No of times dock - > 0)'*,1

9 U
3730 DATA "KEY (will be changed)", 0,0
3740 DATA "KEY (will be changed)", 0,0
3750 DATA "Nothing" ,0,

0

3760 DATA "Nothing ", 0,

0

3770 DATA "Nothing" , 0,

0

3780 DATA "Nothing" , 0,

0

3790 :

3800 REM Data for Commander Jameson
3810 DATA "00 1 4AD4A5A480253 ii

3820 DATA "B7000003E8460400 •I

3830 DATA "0F0000000000 1 600 ii

3840 DATA "0000000000000000 H

3850 DATA "0000000000000000 n

3860 DATA "0000000000000000 ••

3870 DATA "0000000300 1 OOF 1

1

n

3880 DATA "0003 1C0E00000A00 ii

3890 DATA " 1 13A070908000000 ii

3900 DATA " 0040E74E00000000 ii

Beeb Forum, see page 123

Listing 2. Mike MacManara’s Listing 3. Mike MacManara's

coder program. For Wordwise decoder program. For Wordwise

users only users only

X“/.»0PENIN "ABBR" X"/.=0PENIN "ABBR"
REPEAT REPEAT
S$=GLF*#X'/. S*«GLF$#Xy.
R$=GLF$#X7. RS=GLF$#Xy.
CURSOR TOP CURSOR TOP
REPEAT REPEAT
REPLACE S$,R* REPLACE R*,S*
UNTIL EOT UNTIL EOT
UNTIL E0F#XV. UNTIL E0F#X"/.
CLOSE# X-/. CL0SE#Xy.
CURSOR TOP CURSOR TOP
DISPLAY DISPLAY
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YELLOW PACES
REVIEWS

Joystick reviews, see page 180

Listing 1. A visual comparison of both switched and analogue joysticks

10 REM Listing 1 - A quick joystick
20 REM sensitivity test
30 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron
40 REM <c) Acorn User February 1986
50 s

60 MODE 4
70 MOVE 640,512
80 REPEAT
90 x =ADVAL1/51.2
100 x = 1280-:<
110 y=ADVAL2/63. 98
120 DRAW x , y
130 UNTIL O

Listing 2. Converts a twin joystick game to run on a single unit

10 REM Listing 2 - Conversion
20 REM program to run twin joystick
30 REM games on a single analogue
40 REM joystick
50 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron
60 REM (c) Acorn User February 1986
70 :

80 I7.=&A00
90 oldv7.=?$<20A+256*?S<20B
100 FOR opt7.=0 TO 3 STEP 3
110 P7.= I7.

120 COPT opt -
/.

130 PHP
140 CMP #&80
150 BNE out
160 CPX #0
170 BEQ -fire

180 CPX #3
190 BEQ chanl
200 CPX #4
210 BEQ chan2
220 BNE out
230 -chanl
240 LDX #1
250 JMP out
260 . chan2
270 LDX #2
280 JMP out
290 -out
300 PL

P

310 JMP oldv7.
320 -fire
330 JSR ol dv7.

340 TXA
350 AND #3
360 BEQ -fin

370 LDX #01
380 .-fin

390 PLP
400 RTS
410 3

420 NEXT
430 ?&20A=0
440 ?&20B=&A
450 REM IT you are using a Delta 14b
460 REM or a Delta 3b single then
470 REM delete lines 160, 170, 320,
480 REM 330, 340, 350, 360 and 370

Listing 3. Simulates movements of a switched joystick for analogue joystick

users

10 REM Listing 3 - To simulate
20 REM switched joysticks on an
30 REM analogue joystick
40 REM BBC B/B+/128k and Electron
50 REM (c) Acorn User February 86
60 :

70 1 7.=«<A00
80 FOR opf/.=0 TO 3 STEP 3
90 P7.= I7.

100 COPT opt'/.

110 CMP #&B0
120 BNE out
130 CPX #1
140 BMI out
150 CPX #5
160 BCS out
170 JSR &A2D
180 CPY #?<A8
190 BCS up
200 CPY #?<58

210 BMI down
220 JMP Tin
230 . up
240 LDY #&FF
250 LDX #&FF
260 JMP Tin
270 . down
280 LDY #0
290 LDX #0
300 -fin
310 RTS
320 . out
330 JMP (&A2E)
340 3

350 NEXT
360 ?&A2D=&4C
370 CsSEIs 3

380 ?&A2E=?&20A: ?&20A=0
390 ?&A2F=?&20B: ?&20B=&A
400 CsCLIs 3

410 REM For diTTerent sensitivities
420 REM use the Tol lowing values Trom
430 REM the table in lines 180 & 200
440 REM <-more sens, less sens,->
450 REM Line 180: &A8, ?<B0, &B8, ScCO,

460 REM &C8, ?<D0 , &D8, &E0, &E8
470 REM Line 200: *<58, &50, &48, &40
480 REM &38, &30, &28, 8<20, &18

Listings on cassette

Ifyou think that keying-in all these listings will get you down and

yourfingers in a tangle, why not saveyour time and energy by sending

offfor our monthly listings cassette or disc? Our monthly cassette

holds all the programsfeatured in theyellow pages.

The cassette tape for the BBC micro or Electron costs just £3.77; a

discfor the BBC ispriced at £7.7J. (For more information on this see

page 103.)

It is possible to subscribe to the Acorn User monthly listings cassette

(£47for UK subscribers, £72 overseas subscribers). Ifyou do so now

we will sendyou our two special cassettes, worth £3.97 each (see page

tOtfor details).

The two cassettes are the entertaining and ever-popular graphics

cassette and the selection ofprograms contained in the Best of Acorn

User. (See page 100for more information.)
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USERRAM

Easy-fit sideways RAM
at easy prices!

16k Fully-compatible with BBC B/B + Backed by Acorn User 3 minutes to fit Software support

Comprehensive manual Disc or cassette Simple for schools Ideal for Econet No soldering

Take a piece of software, load it in UserRAM
using the utilities provided and it can be

accessed instantly using a command or run

as a Basic program.

The Acorn User UserRAM is as easy to

install as a sideways ROM, with just one lead

to clip onto the leg of a chip (there’s a choice of

two) - there’s no need to unplug the chip to fit

the lead. It takes three minutes to do.

A comprehensive printed manual gives fit-

ting instructions, information on how to create

your own sideways RAM software and techni-

cal notes on how the utilities provided work.

Also, a standard disc (which runs on 40 and 80

track drives with any DFS and is unprotected)

is supplied with all the basic utilities needed.

One year’s guarantee is given, with postage

and VAT included.

So easy to fit

Switch off BBC micro. Remove lid and

keyboard to reveal sideways ROM sockets.

Insert UserRAM into any empty sideways

ROM socket, just like a normal chip.

Take lead over to left of BBC board and

clip to leg of a chip (does not have to be

soldered, or chip removed).

• Replace keyboard and lid.

That’s it! You’re ready to check the instal-

lation with the software supplied.

Pack 1 £38.50

16k sideways RAM chip with attached

connecting lead.

Disc of utility software.

Instruction booklet.

Copyright notice:

No party connected with this product will

give aid to anyone seeking to break soft-

ware copyright. Acorn User welcomes details

from software houses willing to license

schools and other users of UserRAM for

their products.

Pack 2 £57.95

As in pack 1, plus

19 new utilities including printer buff-

er, *FORMAT and ^VERIFY for discs,

ROM auto boot, two OS calls, save graph-

ics screen, list function keys, and more.

BBC Micro ROM Book by Bruce

Smith (published by Collins at £9.95).

Fill in this coupon and send it (or a copy) with your remittance to:

UserRAM, Acorn User, 68 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JH.

Please send me copies of pack 1 at £38.50 each

Please send me copies of pack 2 at £57.95 each

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to Frondwood Ltd for

£
Please debit my Access card A/c No

Expiry date

Name ....

Address.

Signed

.

Postcode..

Date
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CAREY ELECTRONICS
computing and communications

For The BBC Microcomputer System - computers
peripherals software

ALL ACORN & ACORNSOFT
PRODUCTS SOFTWARE by

BEEBUGSOFT, CHALICE, CLARES,
COMPUTER CONCEPTS, GEMINI

199.00

143.75

43.70

92.00

100.79

77.30

BBC Model B Plus with DFS 469.00

BBC Model B Plus DFS/Econet517.00

BBC Model B Plus 128K 499.00

6502 Second Processor 199.00

Z 80 Second Processor 399.00

PRINTERS:
Canon PW-1000 A 329.19

Juki 6100 382.38

Shinwa CPA 80 198.95

Integrex Colourjet 132, from 654.35

Epson RX-80 260.19

PRINTER BUFFER
upGRADE TURBO 64K 161 .00

MODEMS:
Pace Nightingale 136.85

Miracle WS 2000 149.44

TandataTmllO 113.85

COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
Pace COMMSTAR 34.00

Miracle DATABEEB 28.75

Tandata TAN-ROM 56.35

MONITORS (14" R G B ):

Microvitec 1431 (Std. Res) 249.00

Microvitec 1451 (Med. Res) 299.00

Philips 12" Green Screen 85.00

PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. PLEASE ADD P&P
Printers & Computers £9.00. Drives & Modems £5.75. Software £1.15 (post free

with Modem).

MUCH MORE AVAILABLE, so if it isn’t mentioned - we may still have it,

IF NOT WE CAN GET IT.

We are also able to supply: AUDIO & VIDEO TAPES & ACCESSORIES and

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS for the COMPUTER ENTHUSIAST & RADIO
AMATEUR.

MAIL ORDERS TO: (Callers by appointment).

7 Church Road, WALTON-ON-NAZE, Essex C014 8DF.

Tel: Frinton-on-Sea (02556) 6993.

Acorn MUSIC 500

A.T.P.L. SYMPHONY
A.T.P.L. ’SIDEWISE” ROM
board

Aries-B32 RAM extension

G.C.C. RAM/ROM 15

G.C.C. STARdataBASE
SINGLE DRIVES (without P.S.U.)^

40T. D/S. 200K
Pace PSD 2 104.65

40/80T. D/S. 400K.

Pace PSD 3 P 113.85

Mitsubishi MD 400 A 114.00

DUAL DRIVES (all with P.S.U.)^

40T D/S. 2 x 200K. (400K)

Pace PDD 2 P
Cumana DCD 400 D
40/80T. D/S. 2 x 400K. (800K)

Pace PDD 3 P
Mitsubishi MD 802 D
Cumana CD 800 S
All drives include cables, formatting

disk & instructions.

247.25

299.95

255.30

299.00

329.95

RSD CONNECTIONS LTD
MONITOR LEADS

BBC to Microvitec £2.20
TV to Computer £1.25
Green Screen £295
BBC to Fidelity etc £495
QL to Fidelity etc.

COMMODORE to Fidelity

£4 95

etc. £4 95
Phono to Phono £1.25
BBC to Ferguson £2 50
QL to Microvitec £2.50
QL to mono monitor £1 50
BBC to Sony/Kaga £5.95
BNCto BNC £2 95
COMMODORE to Ferguson £2.50
BBC to Hitachi £2.50
SONY to Fidelity etc. £6 50

|

MSX to Ferguson £2 50 1

QL to Ferguson £2 50

1

IDC AMPHENOL
36 way plug £4 95
36 way socket £596
36-way plug (solder type) £4 95

DISK DRIVE LEADS

1 Dual disk drive power lead £4 50 !

Dual disk drive lead 1 m £10.25
Single disk drive power lead £2.75
Single disk dnve lead 1 m £7.25
Disk drive extn. lead 1m £7.25

|
AMSTRAD 2nd DRIVE £6 95 |

CASSETTE LEADS
BBC to cassette £225
DRAGON to cassette £2.20
SPECTRUM to cassette £1.25
BBC to Acorn cassette £2.25
AMSTRAD to cassette £2 20

PRINTER LEADS

Grey Rainbow
9-way .13 .24

10 way .15 28
14 way .18 .32

15- way .20 36
16- way .22 40
20-way .30 50
24 -way 36 60
25-way .40 65
26 -way 45 .70
34 -way 60 80
37 wav .65 .85
40-way .70 .90

50-way .95 Cl.25
60-way Cl. 10 Cl.40
64-way Cl. 15 £1.50

EDGE CONNECTORS

2 * 23 way (ZX-81 ) £1.85
2 » 28-way (Spectrum) £2.10

DOUBLE SIDED PLUG BOARDS
ZX 81 23 way £1.35
Spectrum 28 way £1.50

ADDITIONAL IDC
56 -way Card Edge for

Extension Lead £4.25

D CONNECTORS
Solder Bucket Male Female
Sway .75 £1.00

15 way 95 £1.50
25 way £1.60 £190
37 way £2.40 £3.25
HOODS .95

TELEPHONE CONNS

ALL 1 METRE LENGTH
BBC
BBC serial

AMSTRAD
MEMOTECH
EINSTEIN

SPECTRUM interface

One to RS 232
ATARI
MSX
APRICOT
DRAGON
QL

C9.95

C8.95

£10.75

£10.75

£12.75
£15.75

£9.75
£15 25
£13 95
£15-20
f9 95

£10 75

Surface master

lack socket

Surface extn socket

Dual outlet adaptor
Line jack cord 3mtr
4 core cable per metre

BT Plugs

£3.75
£2 50
£425
£1 85
15p
48p

CONNECTORS IDC

Card
Edge

10 way £1.20
14-way —

Trans 2 Row
PCB Socket
£0.85 £080

LEADS
6 inch extension cable M to F

£10.50
6 inch F to 2M's £14.75
1 2 inch extension cable M to F

£10.76

IDC SHROUDED HEADERS
WITH EJECTING
LOCKING ARMS

10-way —
14 way £1.00
16 way £125
20 way £140
26 way £1.70
34 way £2.00
40-way £2.15
50 way £2 30

1
60 way £2 45

Straight Right Angle
90

£1.20
£1.45
£1 60
£1.95
£2 30
£245
£2 65
£2 85

BBC MONITOR STAND

Heavy duty stand
Vinyl covered
in BBC colours

to match ONLY £11 95

DISTRIBUTION SOCKET

4 -WAY
MAINS

4- way top quality mams trailing

sockets Supplied wired up with
mains plug ready for use. Can be
screwed to floor or wall if required

Very useful for tidying up all the
mains leads from your peripherals.

Allows the whole system to be
switched on from one plug.

ONLY £9 50

SPECTRUM DRIVES
RS232 WAFA lead 1 m £10.50
Centronics WAFA lead 1m £10 50
Micro Extn lead 12* £6.00

ANY COMBINATION OF
LEADS MADE TO ORDER

£1.60
£1 90

£1 20
£1.35

£1 00
£1.20 IDC D CONNECTORS

£2 40 £1 60 £1 45 Male Female
£3.10 £1 95 £1.60 9 -way £2.70 £3 20
£3 40 £2 00 £1 85 15-way £3 20 £3.70
£3 85 £2.25 £200 25-way £3 80 £446
£4 80 £260 £2 25 37 way £5 90 £6 80

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
75p P& P I N U K. Access & Visa accepted. Add 1 5% VAT to all orders

Cheques made payable to

RSD Connections Ltd, Dept AC2
\CL— 1 PO Box 1 . Ware, Herts.

Tel: 0920 5285/66284

SPECIALISTS IN COMPUTER HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE FOR EDUCATION

AND THE DISABLED
Producers of

KE¥filA>iE3 EDWCHD
Trekker is a robotic vehicle which may
be entirely controlled by your BBC
MODEL B computer.

Trekker requires ABSOLUTELY NO
TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE and

can be used within TWO MINUTES
straight from the pack.

NO ASSEMBLY—supplied ready

built.

No other purchases are necessary.

Trekker will work in immediate or

program modes.

Trekker has 'store', 'edit' and 'teach'

facilities.

A modular system which enables a physically

handicapped person to operate the BBC
microcomputer from a range of input devices.

Easy to install.

A flexible system.

Easily tailored to the needs of the individual.

Can be used with almost any switch or pair of

switches.

Plugs directly into the keyboard socket. All sockets

are available for their normal functions.

Does not inhibit use of.

Will control any software for the BBC which uses

keyboard input.

CTL

Will convert your BBC microcomputer

into a word processor.

EDWORD was originally developed

for the educational market and is an

ideal tool for learning word

processing.

EDWORD contains many features of

commercial word processing systems.

The thought and planning which

have gone into its design help make

it very simple to use.

The documentation has been

produced to the very highest

standards; everything is described in

simple, easy to understand terms.

CLWYD TECHNICS LIMITED ANTELOPE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
RHYDYMWYN, MOLD, CLWYD TELEPHONE: (035283) 751
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PEEB FORUM
Bruce Smith offers a new way of printing, thoughts on shadow compatibility, text file

abbreviations and more

Graham Parry of Keerbergen, Belgium has

been playing around with his new acquisition,

an Epson LX80. He has developed what he

calls a half height condensed/elite type mode,

the incredible result of which can be seen in

figure 1. Basically what Graham has done is to

tidy up the already available superscript con-

densed/elite mode by altering the line spacing

to the printer. Italics and double width work as

10 REM Beeb Forum listing 1

20 REM by Graham Parry, Belgium
30 REM <c> Acorn User Feb 1986
40 i

50 VDU 1,27,1,51,1,16
60 VDU 1,27,1,77
70 VDU 1,15
80 VDU 1 ,27 , 1 ,83, 1 , 48
90 VDU2
100 FOR NX-0 TO 4
110 FOR CX-32 TO 127
120 VDU CXiNEXT
130 NEXT
140 VDU3

Listing 1. Produces the print in figure 1

normal in this mode; however, superscript,

subscript and underlining will not.

We managed to test the listing (listing 1) on

the office Epson FX80 and Star and it worked

fine, which should mean that it will work on

most, if not all, Epson compatible printers.

Wordmse users can print text (great for the

small print!) using the following OC sequence:

OC27,51, 16,27,77, 15,27,83,48

FASTER
AND FASTER

Geoff Smith (this name seems to be getting

popular) of Worcester Park was one of several

people who wrote in with some improvement

ideas to the Fast Forward Cassette Operation

by Andrew Rowlands in November.

Geoff says: It is not sufficient simply to reset

the OSFILF1 vector to &C00 after pressing

Break. The routine runs over into page &D;
consequently when Break is pressed location

&D00 is reset to &40 (RTI) on a tape-only

system. On a tape system it is therefore

necessary to ?&D00 = 3 to correct this. Of
course the machine code could be assembled

into pages &9 and & A.

There are three instructions in the trans-

ferred code which refer to locations outside the

extent of the code, namely:

&C25:BNE&BD7
&C3B : BEQ &BF7
&C79 : BM1 &CC4

The third of these explains why it is necessary

to press Escape after the (*)SAVE has finished.

The BMI &CC4 is effectively testing the status

of &3CA, a flag byte. If this is negative the last

block has just been written out and we need an

RTS (ie, at &CC4). Since &CC4 is occupied by

our new code, and there is no RTS within

range of &C79 we must fix the &C83 routine

as follows:

?&D02 = Sc A - advance 1 0 bytes

?&DOB = &68 -PLA
?&DOC= &68 -PLA
?&DOD = &60 -RTS

Now (*)SAVE will terminate correctly.

5

INTO THE
SHADOWS^

Colin Robertson from Maidenhead has come

up with a neat way of insuring machine

compatibility when using the *SHADOW
command. Colin explains: When writing a

1BOOT file to initialise software on a BBC
B + ,

it is useful to include the command

SHADOW 0 to enable the shadow RAM
facility, which is implemented by the first

mode change occuring in the software itself.

Such a !BOOT file will not run on a BBC B

machine because ^SHADOW 0 is not

recognised and produces the “Bad command”

error. To trap this error, a dummy machine

code tile can be created on the disc, with the

name SHADOW. On the B + ,
*SHADOW 0

will be accepted by the operating system as

intended. On other machines, the operating

system will pass the command to the DFS,

which will *RUN the dummy program and

return to the next command in the !BOOT file.

The assembler program for the dummy file is

as follows:

Run this to assemble the code. Then save the

code to disc with:

SAVE SHADOW 70 71

The location &70, in which the single-byte

dummy program is contained, should be avail-

able on any machine during the execution of a

!BOOT file before Wordmse Plus or other

software is called (after having been called, the

software may overwrite this location).

Note that because the dummy program is

called SHADOW and not SHADOWO, it is

important to include the space in the command

SHADOW 0. This space is recognised in the

DFS as a filename terminator. The trap is thus

equally effective with *SHADOW 1.

CUTTING
IT SHORT

Mike McNamara of New Southgate uses

Wordmse Plus to help him abbreviate text files

or expand the abbreviations back to normal

text. Listings 2 and 3 on the yellow pages show

his coder and decoder programs.

In addition to these procedures the system

also requires a file of the words/phrases to be

abbreviated along with the abbreviations, eg,

Wordwise

W.W.

Acorn User

AU
Each word/phrase or abbreviation must be

followed by a carriage return since the proce-

dures rely on the GLF# command of Wordmse

Plus.

Once this list is complete, save it on disc as

ABBR - this file must be available to the

computer when the two procedures are called.

To use them, first place the required procedure

in a suitable segment. Ensure that the ABBR
file is available to WW+ . Enter the text to be

acted on in WW+. Activate the procedure

with < Shift > + f(n). Remember that the same

ABBR file is used for coding and decoding.

Also, do not use abbreviations which are

simply shortened versions of the word, for

instance, Mon for Monday, otherwise odd

things may happen!

For Beeb Forum listings 2 and 3 see yellow page
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i
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Figure 1. The incredible result of running Graham Parry’s small print program (listing 1) - this is actual size!
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Atomforum
Mike Barwise muses on communications and presents an auto line numbering routine

AUTO LINE

IN STYLE
Charles Robson of Nuneaton has sent in a very

nice auto line numbering routine, listing 1. He

writes. . . It also allows lines of up to 250

characters in length to be entered into the

computer. The program is written in position-

independent code and therefore can be

*LOADed to any suitable address. The code

automatically searches for the last line number

of the program and puts all new lines at the end

of your program. Return, Delete and Escape

all have their normal uses. Escape can be

pressed at any time to return to command

mode, but the best time to do this is when the

computer presents you with a new line num-

ber, else the last three characters typed will be

1 REM AUTOMATIC LINE NUMBERING
2 REM BY CHARLES ROBSON
3 REM <C> ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1986
10 Q-#70|DIM LL3|F. I-0T03|LLI— lp

N. |P.*21|F. I-0T0IpP-#2800
13 C

20 i LL3 LDA#Dp STAQp LDAttEp 8TAQ+1
30 DECQ+1 | L0YS233) LDA () , Yj DEY| CMPS13*

BNEP-3| INY | I NY | INY
40 LDA (Q) f Y| 8TAQ+2| DEY | LDA (Q) f YpBTAQ«-3
30 LDA#D p SEC j BBCt2 p STAQ | LDA«E p BBCSO p

8TAQ+1
60 LDAQ+2p CLCp ADAS 1 Op STAQ+2p LDAQ+3)

ADCftO p STAQ+3
70 iLLO LDA® 13p LDYQO
80 BTA(O) f Y| INY) LDASSp 8TA#321
90 LDAQ+3pBTA<Q> ,Yp INY
100 LDAQ+2p6TA<Q> ,Yp INY
110 TYApPHA
120 LDAQ+3p STA#23 p LDAQ+2| BTA#16p J6R#C3B9
130 PLApTAY
140 LDAQ+2p CLCp ADCSIOp STAQ+2
130 LDAQ+3 ) ADCSO p 8TAQ+3
160 LDAS32) JSRWFFF4
170 i LL4 JSR6FFE6) CMPS1 3p BEQ LL1 | CMPC 127|

BEQ LL2
180 CMPS27 p BEQ LL3
190 8TA (O) , Yp INY
200 CPYS230) BNE LL4
210 iLLl TYApCLCp ADCQp STAQp LDAQ+lp ADCtO

p

STAQ+1
220 BECpBCS LLO
230 i LL2 DEY p CPYS2 p BNE LL4pLDYS8p

J8R«FFF4p INYpBNE LL4
240 i LL3 DEYp DEYp DEYp LDAS13p 8TA <> t Yp

LDAS233p INY i STA (Q) ,YpRT8
230 JpN.pP.*6pE.

Listing 1. Charles Robson’s auto line numbering

program allows lines 250 characters long

lost as the program ‘tidies up\ When you have

finished typing, it is best to enter OLD to reset

the program pointers, but this is not essential.

One must have at least one line already present

in memory, or the computer searches for a

non-existent line number.

Line numbers increment in tens, but this can

be altered to taste in lines 60 and 140 by

altering the ADC@tO. Also, lines 250 charac-

ters long can be altered by changing the

CPY@250 in line 200 to your maximum

length. If you type a line longer than the

maximum, the program will enter the long line

and present you with a new line-number. The

zero page locations used are:

#70,71 Address of next character in line.

#72,73 Line number of next line.

#OD, 0E1 Hold the current value of TOP.

Quite apart from being a well thought out

routine, Charles has probably done better than

anyone so far in terms of presentation: position

independent code with internal error trapping,

documentation of scratchpad use and notes on

user adaptation. My only minor niggle is that

two of his zero page addresses (#72,#73) need

not have been zero page, but that’s just me

going on about style again.

Thanks for a shining example of program-

ming, Charles. We’re sending you a tenner.

COMMUNICATIONS
CONSIDERED

John Cozens of Reading asks: can the Atom be

used with a modem? The answer is, as usual,

yes in general, but we must really be more

specific than this.

To use a modem, you need a serial data

channel. This must be capable of both trans-

mitting and receiving data, so a serial printer

port will not do. You must also decide what

type of communication you require. The op-

tions are:

1 Communication between computer users

only;

2 Communication with host systems like

Telecom Gold, supplying data in a continuous

stream;

3 Communication with host systems like

Prestel, supplying data as a fully formatted

frame or screen page.

The type of communication will determine

not only the software you need, but the type of

hardware. We will look at the requirements for

each alternative, but first we must define some

terminology. Modes of operation are:

Simplex. You phone your mate and tell him to

set up his receiver for a file you want to send.

Communication is one-way only. Simplex is

now seldom used for comms, its place having

been taken by half duplex. Simplex is still used

for peripheral driving, eg, printers.

Half duplex. One of you transmits while the

other receives, and then you both switch over

at a pre-arranged signal for communication in

the other direction. If errors are detected by the

receiver, the whole block must be requested

for re-transmission, and the transmitted block

must not exceed the memory capacity of the

receiver, as nothing can stop transmission until

the end of the block. Errors can only be

demonstrated by something not looking right

to the receiving end. The transmitter echoes

each character to its own screen.

Full duplex. Both of you may transmit char-

acters in the gaps between received characters.

It is possible to control the incoming transmis-

sion by sending a command while receiving.

Transmission can thus be paused to save the

buffer, allowing much longer documents to be

handled. Each character transmitted is echoed

back by re-transmission on the return channel.

The returned character only is presented to the

transmitter VDU. Instant verification of each

character by the transmitter is thus possible, in

addition to the control provided by simulta-

neous two-way communication.

Note that even when working half or full

duplex, only one party is transmitting buik

data at any time. The other is using its return

transmission capability for control of the

transmission.

Practically all database communications

(Gold, Distel, etc) use the additional concept

of host and user. The host is the normal source

of bulk information (the number you phone to

log on), and you are the user. In full duplex

communications, only the host echoes back

characters to the user, even when the user is

sending a long file to the host.

Wr

ithin duplex modes, it is possible to

communicate at either equal or differential

baud rates (bits per second) on the outward

and receive channels. Typical examples are

300/300 (equal rates), 1200/75 (1200 from host

to user, 75 from user to host).

The preceding modes and protocols dictate

the choice of modem as well as the RS232

hardware and comms software. An additional

factor which only influences the choice of

RS232 and software is the data word type or

‘character framing’. This means how many bits

of data (usually 7 or 8), the presence and type

of parity (an extra bit used for error checking),

and the number of stop bits (normally 1 or 2)

indicating the end of a character.

For conversation between computer users

the range of options is varied. You may

communicate simplex or half duplex, and

normally equal baud rates are used. Full duplex

is out unless one of you is a designated host, as

only one of you can echo back simultaneously,

or the channel becomes confused. Note that

you can take turns at being host and use full
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duplex with its error checking advantages, hut

this is not a very common mode of operation.

Database communication (Telecom Gold,

etc) from hosts which send continuous

(scrolling) data is normally performed full

duplex with the database acting as host.

There is frequently a choice of baud rates by

phoning in on different lines. On Gold, for

example, the phone number is the baud rate.

There are distinct advantages in working

differential baud rates. You’ll see them when

you get your phone bill. At 1200/75, the

relatively small amount of answers to prompts

arc sent by you at 75 baud for reliability, and

the mass of data (often several Kbytes) comes

back at 1200 baud. This is four times as fast as

at 300/300.

Communication with Prestel and similar

frame or page organised hosts like Micronet

does not look to me very likely to be possible

on the Atom. The problem of incompatibility

of screen format and protocol seems too big to

solve easily. An example of the problem is the

difference between the bit organisation of

Atom and Prestel chunky graphics. Remember

that you don’t have very long to manipulate an

incoming character. At 1200 baud you have a

maximum 8.3 milliseconds between characters,

including the synchronisation time to find the

next character.

None of these modem/telephone communi-

cations systems use the hardware handshake

lines which are standard on hard wired serial

interfaces between terminals and computers.

Most really cheap modems have only receive

data and transmit data lines to the RS232

hardware, but some of them (and all the better

ones) have a carrier detect, which should be

coupled to the CTS (clear to send) control line

of your transmit channel. This ensures that if

the line drops out, causing the call to clear

down, you will be prevented from further

transmission.

The full duplex method of control is XOFF/

XON. These are two control codes reserved

for channel control, and they work rather like

S3 and $2 on the printer channel. The crucial

difference is that when either end of a duplex

link sends an XOFF, several more characters

can be transmitted before the XOFF takes

effect due to the time to receive, decode and act

on the XOFF. All software should allow for

this over-run. On Telecom Gold it is typically

50 milliseconds regardless of baud rate. The

expected number of characters is easily

calculated.

A typically Atom (probably Dragon as well)

I problem is that it is impossible to use the

I standard scrolling screen as a display from the

ATOM FORUM

receive channel. This is because every time it

scrolls it not only copies 512 bytes backwards

in memory, which takes quite a time, but waits

until flyback before doing it (which takes even

longer). The resultant delay means characters

will be lost every time the screen scrolls. The

answer to this is a screen driver which returns

to top left every time the screen is full,

overwriting the oldest data on screen.

This is not the nuisance it might seem. I

have run a set of experiments and found that

few ofmy human guinea-pigs can keep up with

running text at 300 baud, and none of them

could keep up with 1200 baud. The only time

the screen is useful is when it is stationary. This

means either just after a prompt for input, or

during the full duplex echo back of your reply

to the prompt. Otherwise it is really an

indication of ‘system healthy’, bearing in mind

that even on scrolling databases, the data are

normally organised in blocks of 80 x 24

characters (about three and a half Atom

screens). An optional solution to this is to

cause an XOFF to be sent just before the end

of each Atom screen. At a slight penalty on

your phone bill, this will allow you to read

each roughly quarter page as it arrives.

Anyway it is frequently cheaper to log on to

a database, pull a level of search, log off, look

at it and decide what to ask for next before

logging on again. It is amazing how long it can

take to make these decisions when you get

beyond the first two or three levels of search,

and time on line costs money. We are thus

more often talking of saving an incoming

session in RAM for later examination than of

using screen data at more than a very superfi-

cial level.

I have come up with some hardware and

software which conforms to these recommen-

dations and can log on to Distel and Telecom

Gold storing data in an Editor file. I hope to

issue a design manual in the near future.

5

EDITOR CONTROL
CODE PATCH

John Foreman from Lancashire has sent me a

note about the Editor control code patch

published in Atom Forum, August 1984. In

order to get it to work, the entry address on

line 130 should be #A027.

The patch will, of course, spoil justification

and word/line counting, but it allows the use of

FLpson fancies in the middle of lines. ‘Why

don’t they build it into the Editor? you ask.

Because there’s no more room. Thanks for

checking this, John - we’re sending you £5.

INTERESTING
INTELGRAPH

From John Ferguson of Danbury, Essex,

comes an interesting note on the Intelgraph

Video Board. This is an 80 column (max)

private memory VDU controller which can be

driven rather like a printer down a serial data

channel or mapped into a two byte space on the

expansion bus. John writes. . .

The Intelgraph is marketed as a PCB and

operating system ROM by the Microtan User

Group for use with the Microtan computer,

but I have successfully built and interfaced the

board to the Atom. It has a display capable of

80 x 25 lines text and high resolution graphics

of 512 x 256 pixels. It provides a very fast clean

display of graphics, using its owrn on-board

6502A with 8k OS. Intelgraph is a high quality

PCB which can be interfaced as a memory

mapped parallel port. . .

I have looked at the data myself, and, with

certain reservations, I can recommend Atom

users to investigate it. The reservations are,

first, its design is already several years old, so it

is bulkier and more costly to build than it

might be. (It uses 16k of 6116 2k memory,

which are now more than half the price of 8k

6264 chips.)

Secondly, the board is about 7in square,

which makes protection and installation less

than convenient, as most boxes of this size are

much taller than needed. Thirdly, some of the

control codes required by Intelgraph conflict

with Atom codes.

Considerable care will have to be taken if

Intelgraph is to run with rational expansion

(via, for example, a Bear Hardware subtrack

interface), due to the physical size and the

mapping decided upon by John in his

implementation.

Notwithstanding these provisos, I think

Intelgraph could be quite an interesting add-

on, but if you are going ahead with it, make

sure that your mechanical fixtures and connec-

tors are sound. Surprisingly, the weakest link

in most failure-prone microelectronics is

mechancial interface at plugs and sockets.

I think Intelgraph should ideally be consid-

ered as an additional rather than a sole VDU,
and as such, someone might like to think of

driving it from a serial port.

Information on John’s implementation and

driver software can be obtained from him at

5 Butts Lane, Danbury, Chelmsford CM3 4NP.

The address of the Microtan User Group is c/o

Brian Gibbs, 48 Brightstowe Road, Burnham-

on-sea, Somerset TA8 2HP.
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MAGIC MODEM SPECIFICATION
300/300 Full Duplex - 1200/75 Viewdata 75/1200 Reverse
Viewdata - 1200/1200 Half Duplex Bell Standards

(Export version only).

Auto dialling.

Auto Answer Option (plug in Module £15 plus VAT).

Auto Baud Rate Generator.

Proper RS232 levels.

5 LED's: Transmit Data — Receive Data — Carrier — Power
- Data Direction (useful for fault finding in half duplex
mode).

COMMPANION SOFTWARE
Menu Driven System.

16K with Spool Exec. Printing, Xon/Xoff, Baud rate

selection.

Unique directory system allows single key access to

many databases with terminal configuration as
required.

Includes Xmodem file transfer for user to user sessions

and downloading files.

On or off line editing with professional features.

Full feature Videotex Terminal Emulator.

All common Prestel functions on single keys.

Tagging feature for backtracking to large number of

pages.

Save and Load frames from current file system.

Full specification CET telesoftware downloaded frames
can be printed to local Econet printer.

Econet compatible, except remote.

Text terminal provides a scrolling host for use with non-
video databases.

MAGIC MODEM + COMMPANION SOFTWARE
Launch Offer (rrp £1 14.95 inc. VAT) £99.95 me. VAT

MAGIC MODEM (£91.95 inc. VAT) £79.95 me. VAT

LAUNCH OFFER ORDER FORM - FREE DELIVERY

I enclose £

Or debit my Access/Visa card no:

Name Signature

Address

MOD EM
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‘/[he BBC B Plus and 6502 Second

When it was launched in October, 1984, Mini Office was acclaimed as the most
innovative software of the decade, creating new standards in serious programming -

and at a price everyone could afford.

Since then it has become far and away one of the best-selling packages ever

created for the BBC Micro, frequently displacing games, from their position in the

Top Ten. And, unlike most software releases, it is still as much in demand now as it

was 15 months ago.

Which is why there has been so much speculation throughout the industry about

what the much-rumoured Mini Office II would be like. After all. how do you beat a

bestseller?

The answer is - by making it even better! And the new Mini Office II is certainly

that ... in every respect.

While still retaining upward compatibility with the original Mini Office, it is packed
with a host of new features that have been made possible by the tremendous strides

made in programming techniques in the last 12 months.

The result is the most comprehensive suite of business programs
ever produced for the BBC Micro - and still the best value ever.

And it comes with a no-nonsense easy-to-follow guide to business

computing that will take you step by step through all the many
features, showing you how to use their huge potential to the full.

It's a wordprocessor . . . It's a database . .

.

/ts a spreadsheet . . . It's

Mini Office II Word Processor Mini Office II Database HP Mini Office II Spreadsheet Mini

It’s MINI OFFICE II on the BBC Micro! All 6 moduli or



Mini Office II

Main Menu

cursor keys to choose
then press RETURN

Herd Processor
Database
Spreadsheet
graphics
Communications

utficrwi,ice II

<°'i>«abase Softcore 198r

It’s a graphics pack . .

.

»et lini Office II Graphics

Its a comms pack . .

.

Its a label printer . .

.

Mini Office II Connunicat ions Mini Office II Label Printer

llicrol ink/T .Gold (1200/75)
MicroL ink/T.Cold (300/300)
MicroL ink/) . Gold (1200/1200)
Customised protocols
Select Mouse
Mini Office II Menu W

tew £14.95 (cassette), £16.95 (5\" disc), £19.95 (3” disc)



Free
Former No.1 bestseller

FORTRESS
DISK
with every

disk drive purchased
(Limited period only)

Micro Technology

PEAK OF PERFEC

When you give your BBC computer a Pace
disc drive, you give yourself much more.

More time, More confidence, More flexibility, and
more importantly, Peace of mind.

A quality disc drive from Pace will give you the freedom
to use your BBC the way you want to use it. Why be
dictated to by the speed of p Data Recorder" when all

your programs and data can be loaded and saved in less

than a tenth of the time witfi discs. You will very quickly
become dependent on your drive.

At Pace Microtechnology we realise just how important
your drives will become so We build them to last. Each
unit has a die-cast alloy chassis for rigidity and long-term
stability. They use direct dr ve brushless DC motors for

accurate speed control and L $1 technology for high
reliability with low power consumption. The heads are

But the quality doesn’t stop with the mechanism. The
cases are functional yet attractive enamelled aluminium.
Only the highest quality data cables are used and each
drive is individually tested before and after building. Our
after-sales service is second to-none.

Quite simply, what more could you want?

For further information call us on 0274 729306 or write

to the address below.

NEW Self-powered Pace drives
With the addition to our range of self-powered

drives, we now have the: largest range of drives

available for the BBC.

Single drives. Dual drives. S ngle drives in dual cases (for

simple upgrading). Drives with power supplies

.

Drives which use the BBC auxiliary power socket.
40/80 track switchable drives

.

For further details contact:

Pace Micro Technology

Juniper View
Allerton Road
Bradford BD15 7AG
Telephone 0274 48821 1

Telex 51564
International tel. no.

+44 274 448821 1

Prestel is a registered trademark
of British Telecommunications Pic.

Pace Micro Technology, a division ot

Pace Software Supplies Ltd.
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BUSINESS
NEWS

Database pack

from Minerva
System Delta is a database from

Minerva Systems, which can be

tailored to meet specific business

applications. There's also a ready-

made card index program.

The package comes as a 16k

utilities ROM, offering over 30

commands, and which can refer to

six different files (disc only) at the

same time.

The basic package costs £54.95

for the ROM chip, a card index

program and support. This allows

up to 8000 records to be processed

with up to 250 fields per record

and a variety of search, calculation

and layout features. For an extra

£19.95 an advanced programming

guide allows you to develop your

own applications.

Further details from Minerva

Systems on (0392) 37756.

A print Plus
Fontwise gives Wordwise and

Wordwise Plus users a range of

print styles, ideal for enhancing

the appearance of business letters.

It even offers microspacing.

The utility costs just £12 and is

designed to work with Epson

graphics-compatible printers and

Wordwise or straight ACSII files.

A View version is promised.

Contact Clares Micro Supplies,

98 Middlewich Rd, Rudheath,

Northwich, Cheshire CW9 7DA.

Contex update
Contex Computing has updated

its Bank Manager software for the

BBC micro.

Version 1.4 adds automatic date

sequencing, transfer postings and

two more ‘exec’ file commands.

The price is still £17.50 and

owners of the previous release can

update for £3.50. Contact Contex

Computing, 15 Woodlands Close,

Cople, Bedford MK44 3UE.

Add-on market hots u
by Geoff Nairn

The market for processor add-ons

for the Beeb hots up this month

with the release of two rival sys-

tems based on the 32-bit 68000

chip. Chameleon Computers has

plumped for the GEM operating

system for its Whiteboard, which

has a 68000 processor and 512k of

memory.

Cumana has gone down a dif-

ferent path and is releasing its

Upgrade board with the OS-9

operating system, 512k of memo-

ry and the 68008 chip.

GEM offers a sophisticated

‘user environment' with desk-top

icons and pull-down windows and

it allows the growing range of

GEM software to be run ( includ-

ing the languages C, Pascal and

Basic), and accounting, word-

processor and spreadsheet pack-

ages as well as assemblers.

OS-9 is similar to the multi-user

mainframe Unix operating system

and it is compatible with Unix

software at the C assembler level.

Cumana has chosen to bundle

the Upgrade with software com-

prising Pascal, assembler, Basic

and C languages, as well as three

applications products - word-

processor, spreadsheet and

database. Upgrade also has a

GEM-like graphics ‘front-end’.

Chameleon Computers stresses

the range of software which will

run on the W'hiteboard. Over two

thirds of software written for the

Atari 520ST machine is claimed to

work and there are similar plans

for Apple Macintosh compatibil-

ity. Software written under GEM
for the IBM can be ported across

to the Whiteboard.

Neither board is a second pro-

cessor, as the 68000 is plugged

directly into the Beeb’s processor

socket - in place of the 6502.

The Whiteboard can emulate a

standard BBC micro with the bo-

nus of a Mode X, which uses all

32k of standard Beeb RAM for

screen display and offers 640 by

210

400 pixels.

John Adams of Chameleon

Computers claimed that the

Whiteboard ran' faster than other

BBC micro 16/32 bit systems

which use second processors. The

ill-fated Acorn ABC 210 used the

Intel chip and offered GEM.
The price of the Whiteboard

has yet to be fixed but should be

£400 to £500. Cumana’s Upgrade

costs £695.

For further details contact Cha-

meleon Computers, Snowdrift

House, Bolton Street, Salford M3
5FP. Cumana, Pines Trading Es-

tate Broad St, Guildford, Surrey

GU3 3BH.

BUSINESS TOP FIVE

Title Publisher Cassette Disc ROM Electron Shadow
onB +

6502 Econet

1 Mini Office Database £5.95 £7.95 — Yes Yes* — —
2 View 3 Acornsoft — — £89.70 Yes Yes Yes Yes

3 View 2 Acornsoft — — £59.80 Yes Yes Yes Yes

4 Mailing List Gemini £19.95 £23.95(40) — Yes — —
£24.95(80) — Yes — — —

5 Pitman Typing Pitmansoft £8.65* £13.00* — £8.65
f — — —

Compiled by Gallup from a panel of specialist dealers. Contact publisher: Database, Europa House, 68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove,
Stockport SK7 5NY, 061-480 0171; Acomsoft, 645 Newmarket Road, Cambridge CB5 8PD, (0223) 21441 1; Gemini Marketing, Gemini
House, Concorde Road, Exmouth, Devon EX8 4RS, (0395) 265165; Pitmansoft, 128 Long Acre, London WC2E 9AN, 01-379 7383.

f
3 inch disc
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No matter what your customised

BBC Computer requirements are,

from a case to a complex computer

system. Oak Universal gives you
all the options.

The Oak metal case offers the user a

tough computer capable of

performing in the harshest of

environments. Cases from

£159.00.

Whilst the stylish Oak
Personal Computer fits

unobtrusively into office

— or home. Cases from

£105.95 (pictured).

No matter which option

you take, opt for Oak,
1 the logical choice.

For further details

of the complete range
please complete and
return the coupon below

OAK UNIVERSAL LTD
20 Crofters Green, Green Lane, Idle, Bradford BD10 8RR
TEL BRADFORD (0274) 614167

Please send me more details of the Oak ranges

My main use is:

Home Business Scientific Education

Name

The Oak and Oak PC ranges can house

Address

Post Code

Plus a choice of options

65 watt power supply

or 1 00 watt power supply

1 Omb or 20mb Winchester Hard Disc

Fan

Modem
IEEE Interface

Co-processors: Z80

6502

32016

OAK UNIVERSAL LTD
20 Crofters Green, Green Lane, Idle, Bradford BD10 8RR
TEL BRADFORD (0274) 614167

All prices shown above are exclusive of VAT

BBC Model B

or BBC Model B + (64K)

or BBC Model B + (128K)

with BBC power supply

BBC keyboard and speaker

Up to 2 half height disc drives

Disc drive power supply

Ram Rom expansion boards
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NEWS

From Microtest: easily assembled cases to improve the looks of your micro

Advertising database on line

Buffer by Gram
Gram Business Systems has pro-

duced a printer buffer which will

work with the Epson FX and LX
range.

Flexibuffer costs £1 10.50 for an

8k version and £173 for 128k of

buffer space. The board sits inside

the case of the Epson printer.

Contact Gram Business Sys-

tems, 48 Hedley St, Maidstone,

Kent MEM 5AD.

Magic is an online database for

advertising agencies and market-

ing professionals - and at £1 a

minute few others will be able to

afford it.

Produced by Thorn EMPs
Datasolve division, Magic offers

online access to the full text of

eight publications, including Cam-

paign, Marketing and the advertis-

ers’ bible - Brad.

The minimum subscription

costs £200 a year, which includes

120 minutes of free time; after

which the service costs £1 a

minute - plus phone charges.

Two specialist databases have

been launched by Datasolve’s ri-

val, Pergamon Infoline. Planex is

aimed at planners and local au-

thorities and contains over 7,500

records on planning law, trans-

port planning and housing.

BS1 Standardline holds details

of over 150,000 British Standards

Institute standards.

Both cost £40 per hour, plus up

to 15 pence per record.

Contact: Datasolve Limited,

Grosvenor House, Sunbury-on-

Thames, Middlesex, TW16 6SB.

Pergamon Infoline, 12 Vandy

Street, London, EC2A 2DE.

New casings for

an old Beeb
B-Case is a range of casings de-

signed to give the Beeb the looks

of an office computer.

The CPU Housing will take the

Beeb’s main circuit board, a pow-

er supply - either the standard

Acorn one or a heavy duty version

(price £99.95), and two half

height disc drives. Price is £53.

The keyboard case will accept

all issues of the Beeb keyboard

and allows the Break key to be

disabled. Price is £32, or £44 for a

case with a built-in numeric

keypad.

Both cases can be assembled

with just a screwdriver, though

the numeric keypad option does

require soldering to the main key-

board PCB. Carriage is £4 for

either keyboard or CPU case, or

£6 for both.

Further details from Microtest

Ltd, 18 Normandy Way, Bodmin,

Cornwall, PL31 1EX.

MALLARD BASIC

Half price Mallard Z80 Basic
Users of Professional Basic with

the BBC Z80 second processor

from Acorn can now upgrade to

the full BBC Z80 version of Mal-

lard Basic from Locomotive Soft-

ware for just £50 plus VAT,

against the normal price of £100.

Mallard is the full specification

version of the cut-down Profes-

sional Basic. The extra features

included are:

*editor for preparing

*direct mode commands such as

RENUM and MERGE
tracing facilities for debugging

*extra commands not in Profes-

sional Basic

r

To: Mallard Upgrade, Acorit I’ser, Redwood Publish-
j

ing, 68 Long Acre, London WC2K 9JH. Please send

me copy(ies) of the full specification Mallard
I

Basic for £57.50 each (inclusive). I enclose a cheque for
j

*new 400-page manual with all

|

commands covered in detail: a

|

section on JETSAM keyed file

handling and a full tutorial on

writing Mallard Basic.

To take advantage of this offer,

fill in the coupon and send it with

a cheque for £57.50 (inc.) made

Address

£ made payable to Locomotive Systems Ltd.

Name I

out to Locomotive Systems, to:

|

^Mallard Upgrade, Acorn User,

|

Redwood Publishing, 68 Long

j
Acre, London WC2E9JH.

|
The Mallard pack contains a

|

Mallard Basic disc (80-track BBC

|

format) and the new manual.

Orders must be received by

|
Offer closes February 4, 1986. hah

| February 4, 1986.

Post code
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IBM compatibility

or vour BBC micro

At an amazing mail order
price of £499 incVAT

Acs, at an amazing mail order price of

just £499 inc VAT, the TORCI 1 Graduate
will upgrade your BBC Model B to a

powerful 16-bit business computer.

This direct from the manufacturer offer

is for a limited period ONLY and includes

FREE PSION XCHANCE software worth
£500.

Disc and hardware compatible w ith the

IBM PC, the Graduates MS-DOS
operating system allows the exploration of

the massive range of IBM compatible

business software, programming aids,

compilers and languages universally

available from all major software houses.

What the press say

Just by one simple connection the

Graduate transforms the BBC into an IBM
compatible with sufficient professional

computing power to assist in all aspects of a

busincss^^

44 The PORCH Graduate represents

what most people would probably regard as

the ‘Ultimate Upgrade’ for the BBC
Micro

For comparison, an IBM PC with

256K of RAM, a parallel printer port and a

colour card, two SW' disc drives of 360K
each plus the keyboard, would cost

£2 ,680

Âs an upgrade path for the BBC
Micro, the Graduate makes a lot more
sense

lechnical Specification

• 8088 16-bit CPU (5MHz)
• 256K RAM
• MS 1 M-DOS operating system

customised to IBM kPC compatibility
• Iwin doubled sided, 5!/-*" floppy disc

drives (each 360K formatted)
• 2 IBM f<PC compatible expansion slots

• Free PSION XCHANCE software

(Abacus, Easel, Archive, Quill)

• Software compatibility allows Lotus 1-2-

3
IM

, Framework*
M

, dBASE 111™ and
most popular IBM business programs to

run without modification, subject to

constraints of BBC keyboard and display
• Acorn Disc interface is not required
• Keyboard, text and graphics by BBC

Model B Micro-
• Post and packing extra.

Just Plug it in

The PORCH Graduate simply plugs

into the 1 MgHz bus on the Model B, so

within minutes you can be up and running

with an IBM PC compatible system that

really means business.

Complete the order form below today.

TORCHACOMPUTERS -bd1
'

lorch Computers Ltd., Abberley House,

Great Shclford, Cambridge CB2 5LQ.
lei: (0223) 841000

'lo 'lorch Computers Ltd., Abberley House, Great Shclford, Cambridge CB2 5LQ.

Please send me
Qty Porch Graduate(s) @ £499(inc VAT) TOTAL £

Add p & p £19. 50 per unit £
Cheque enclosed for TOTAL £
or charge my credit account: AccessHD Visa HD
Card No. EH

Signature:

.

Name:

Addr

-'lei:.

Allow 7 days for despatch of goods.

The Graduate is manufactured by l orch Computers under licence from Data
'technologies Ltd. Product names referred to are trademarks of those companies
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ONTOTHE DATA
Many extras can be added to a computer system - as and when there’s a need for them.

In this final article of the series, we track down what’s available

Roger Carus

Once you have your BBC micro with disc

drives, wordprocessor and a printer, you begin

to face the really difficult decisions about what

else to get. It is tempting to add much more to

the system - but beware!

In your enthusiasm you may easily forget

that the primary purpose of your business is

making more money. If you’re not careful you

will find yourself spending more time on

computing than on the parts of your work

which directly produce an income.

If you have clearly defined needs that call for

the other facilities, then by all means get what

is necessary, and it is to alert you to the

possibilities that this article is devoted. If you

do not have such needs then it really is better to

wait until they become obvious.

One small problem that will face you is the

choice of software which links to other types,

and whether to get ‘integrated’ packages which

transfer information from one to another, or

‘dedicated’ systems which only do one job. For

example, your wordprocessor can retain lists of

telephone numbers and print them out in neat

two-column formats; you can use a database

such as is described below to achieve the same

result; or you can get a special mailing list

program with a facility for telephone numbers

which does nothing else.

Which should you use? If you use more than

one, that probably means typing in the data

again, which is time consuming, but if you set

up your wordprocessor to draw on the

database you must master a technique which,

though not difficult, takes time and thought.

Databases

If you keep lists of any kind which need to be

changed or sorted alphabetically, numerically

or in date order then you probably need some

kind of database.

Some examples of these may prompt your

memory. Names, addresses and telephone

numbers of suppliers or customers; price lists;

or specifications of equipment. In each of these

cases there are likely to be frequent alterations

when a client moves or a new product is

handled. You may want to present the infor-

mation in different ways: as an alphabetical

telephone list of trading partners; as a sheet of

adhesive labels to send letters to all customers

in London who sell paint - and so on.

Such programs also have the ability to do

calculations and produce some statistical infor-

mation (eg, how many widgets you have sold

to Mr Smith, and what he paid for them). They

can also identify sub-groups (for instance,

produce a list of the electrical shops you deal

with in Manchester). For all of these applica-

tions, a database program is ideal, and once

obtained can be used for many purposes.

It is less easy to decide which one you should

choose, and it very much depends on your

precise needs: I would suggest you go for the

easiest to set up and operate.

In the last two years I have used three

different systems: a very simple disc or cassette

based program (Gemini Database) which

works well but has severe limitations; a much

more sophisticated disc system which works

beautifully (Beebugsoft’s Masterfile II) and an

expensive ROM system (Mertec’s Database)

which seems to demand extensive program-

ming knowledge to get anything out of it, and

so far I have failed, though I know it works.

The point about this is that the ‘best’ system

would probably take up too much time for the

business user.

In making your choice I suggest you first

estimate the probable size of any list you

produce: any database will take at least 500

names and addresses on a single disc, which

should be enough.

Second, consider how much sorting you do,

because some databases are quite slow and you

may not have enough uses to justify learning a

complicated system. You can also read the

comparative review of several by Vincent

Fojut, AU, December 1984. There have been

several improvements to these programs since

that time and there are a number of new ones

on the market including the new Gemini

Datagem and Acornsoft’s ViewStore.

Accounting packages

Most businesses have to keep financial records,

if only to satisfy the tax laws, and there are a

wide variety of programs to help with this task.

They range from day books (or cash books) to

record individual transactions in the order they

arise, to the preparation and production of

invoices and statements of account, stock

control, sales and purchasing, inventories, tax

returns and draft balance sheets.

There are several payroll programs which

not only calculate monthly and weekly wages

but also do pension calculations and format the

payslips. These all work, although some are

easier to operate than others, and the main

limitation is the scale which the BBC micro can

cope with. It is impossible to generalise about

this problem, but few could manage 300

customers each making 20 transactions or 1000

stock lines.

There have been numerous reviews in Acorn

User but the number and variety of such

programs makes comparisons very difficult:

this is a supreme example of where you must

write down your needs and insist that the

supplier confirms that the product can meet

them before you buy anything.

Spreadsheets

Not everyone needs a spreadsheet program

and for many it will be unnecessary. It is useful

to be able to produce calculations, draw up

budgets using your own format and then print

them, in just the way that managers often find

themselves adjusting inter-related figures in

large tabulations to arrive at a satisfactory set

before publishing them.

No mathematical knowledge is needed, al-

though they do require close attention to their

instructions for use.

You will know whether you often have to

produce tables of inter-related figures. A sim-

ple example in business is a price list where you

might have 50 items each with a wholesale

price, minimum number supplied, cost of the

unit delivered, suggested mark-up, VAT and

recommended retail price.

That would involve you in six figures which

could change and five calculations every time

the wholesale price alters, as well as re-typing

the whole list.

If the manufacturer changes his entire list of

wholesale prices, you have 250 calculations to
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do and a new price list to type and perhaps

print: most spreadsheets could do all the

calculations and print the table ready for

photocopying in half an hour. Similarly they

can produce conversion charts for any special

purpose quite easily.

If you want more information about them,

you may like to read my own comparative

review of three very different ones {Acorn User
,

February 1985). Since that time several new

and excellent spreadsheets have been published

(particularly Inter-Sheet from Computer

Concepts).

I am more convinced than ever that ROM
based systems are better, quicker and easier to

learn, although they are rather expensive. I still

like ViewSheet because of its link with View and

View Store
,
but Inter-Sheet looks very competi-

tive and the related Inter-Chart for graphs and

charts could give it the edge. Ultracalc 2 from

BBCSoft still has much to recommend it but is

better for mathematical uses than for business.

See page 137 for an example of a spreadsheet in

action.

Statistical packages

There are few of these, they have not been

widely reviewed, and databases or spreadsheets

can meet most of the needs of small businesses

for such purposes.

Nevertheless, statistical packages are impor-

tant and may be just what you need, not only to

produce graphs and charts of almost any kind,

but also to perform quite advanced statistical

calculations. If you have a use for such a

program you are likely to be well aware of it

and should look for one which meets your

needs: the only comprehensive one I have seen

so far is the Unistat statistical package from

Unisoft Ltd.

Acorn User will be carrying a comparative

review of several statistical packages within the

next few months.

Special programs

The ever increasing range of programs avail-

able for special purposes is quite impossible to

classify, and you are most likely to have heard

of them from others in the same line of

business. Broadly they divide into those which

meet general needs common to several occupa-

tions and specialist functions for individual

requirements.

General needs are those such as staff records

- and incidentally these need careful thought

because there is a legal obligation to register

and make known any such private information

to the employees concerned under the Data

Protection Act (1984).

A useful guide to the Act is available free

record 4

record 3

record 2

WM L2 M o ":F<4>
l* f<9>

built in :«*>:• with* :m.O:F<7>
- r*c*p< ion and*:F<•>:* Iwdi.Ml
F<*>* kitctmn and *:F<IO>:*x
- *:L1 :F<12>:»l:**or car. *:F<I3>
* oardan- Ll -Rataabla value •" »4 o
F<f4>:* at *:#4.l:F<lS>:*p in • so • *

M 2:ACO>:“ payable each year •

L2 T5 -For sale at t“ :M.0:F(I7> :*1
F< 16> : Li : "To view *:F<1B>
•4 O LI :T4S:*Lla« Ho *:K:T38:HI F(l)
LI T4I -Rateable value Ratio:*: *3.0: 81
A<1>

Tm( Print 4 1 Print Format
47 CraM form >3 lava form 44 Load torn
#9 Raotart Irm Una #F Oal 1 ina

Xna char *9 Dot char

Form Design Routine - File 2. HOUSING

W68xL2:04.O:F(2> :S1:F<3> i
", ":F<4>

LI i F (S)

The commands used by the form designer

decode as follows: W68 means that the width

of the final printout to be 68 characters. 1.2

means start the next line 2 lines down. @4.0
means that the number to be processed will

have four integers and no demical places.

F(2) means print field 2 (see the top screen).

SI means print one space. F(3) means print

field 3. ", * prints a comma. F(4) prints field

4. LI means start on the next line. F(5) prints

field 5, and so on. . .

The top screen in this database illustration

shows one record. This particular record is

part of a file called ‘Housing’, and is just one

of many similar records.

The middle screen shows the ‘form design-

er’, which allows you to specify how you

want the information from the record to be

presented (see the notes above for more
details of commands available).

The bottom screen shows the result of

running the record through the form design-

er. It would, in this example, now lx: ready to

print out and send to prospective house

buyers.

While individual databases vary in the way
this process is carried out, the general princi-

ple remains the same.

See the ‘database for estate agents’ panel

on page 1 39.
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! A B C D E F G_ H_ I_ J_. K L M N
Yearly sales -figures

21
3!

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC Totals

4!

3! PRODUCT 1 1076 1023 1050 995 789 865 656 567 500 590 499 486 9096
6! PRODUCT 2 3000 2507 2006 2363 2286 1980 1700 1376 2099 2205 2451 3097 27072
7! PRODUCT 3 901 850 1101 1222 1200 1406 1537 1540 1768 1119 1790 1403 15837
8!
91

PRODUCT 4 0 0 0 0 200 420 560 700 934 907 1250 998 5969

10!
Ill
121

Total sales

PROD. 1 PRICE £

4977

26.00

4380 4157 4582 4475 4671 4453 4183 5301 4821 5990 5984 ) 57974

13

:

14!
13!
16!
17!
18!
19!
20 !

21 !

22 !

23!

PROD.
PROD.
PROD.

2 PRICE £
3 PRICE £
4 PRICE £

Total yearly
product 1 income

Average Prod.l
Average Prod.

2

31.85
31.85
20.00

236496.00

738.00
2256.00
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PRODUCT 2
PRODUCT 3
PRODUCT 4

Total Min SUMd

PROD. 1 PRICE £ 26.00
PROD. 2 PRICE £ 31.89
PROD. 3 PRICE £ 31.85
PROD. 4 PRICE £ 20.00

SUn<CSlC8> SUM < D3 1 D0 > SUH<E3iEB>

SUM ( 85: M3 > >26

Figure 1. This main picture is of a typical spreadsheet, in this case Computer Concepts’ Inter-Sheet. Figure 2 (inset screen dump) is a ’doctored’ spreadsheet

displaying formulas. Figure 3, the screenshot, shows the cursor in box A1

In non computing terms a

spreadsheet is simply a large piece

of paper that is divided into rows

and columns. The columns are

headed with letters, ie, the first

column is column A, the second

column is B and so forth. Rows

are numbers, starting from 1

.

Any point on the spreadsheet

can be referenced simply by giv-

ing the column and row it appears

in, in that order. Thus the very

first point, or box, is in column A
and rowr

1, or Al. Conversely, B7

would be the box situated at the

junction of column B and row 7.

Screen windows

Because the computer can display

only a relatively small amount of

information at any one time and

because of the large overall sizes

of spreadsheets, you can view only

a small section of it at any one

time. The screen, therefore, is

effectively a small window on to

the whole of the spreadsheet -

however, the window can be

moved all over the spreadsheet as

required. It’s similar to looking

down a cardboard tube onto a

large book. The tube restricts

your view of the page but all of

the page can be viewed by moving

the tube along and down the page

as required. Figure 1 shows a

typical spreadsheet, using Com-

puter Concepts’ friendly Inter-

Sheet. The columns and rows can

be seen quite clearly. There are

headings for columns and rows

and the boxes are filled with nu-

meric data.

Calculations

The joy of the computer

spreadsheet is that it can be pro-

grammed to do calculations for

you. For example, look at column

B which is headed JAN and gives

sales for 4 products. These are

entered in boxes B5, B6, B7 and

B8. Row 10 holds the total sales

for each month, while BIO sup-

plies the total sales for JAN.

Formulas

Rather than add these up and

enter the total we can program the

spreadsheet to do it for us. To do

so we must enter a formula, which

is not as awful as it sounds. Think

of what we need to find the sum

total of boxes B5 to B8

B5 -f B6 + B7 + B8. However, a

simpler way is to use a summing

command provided - SUM. In

brackets and separated by a colon,

it must be followed by the start

and end boxes of the column (or

row) to be summed. In this case

the formula is:

SUM(B5:B8)

To enter a formula just move the

cursor (the white bar in box Al in

the photograph, figure 3) to the

box in question and type it in!

As this is done the boxes refer-

enced will be summed and the

total displayed in box BIO. Al-

though we cannot see the formula

in the box (it’s result is displayed,

though), it’s still there. Thus any

alterations we make to the values

in boxes B5 to B8 will be taken

into account and the total in BIO

updated. For example, moving the

cursor to box B8 and typing 100

would enter this into that box

(overwriting the 0) and the total

would be updated to 5077 instant-

ly. Figure 2 shows a spreadsheet

that has been doctored to display

formulas in boxes and box num-

bers where a formula does not

actually exist.

The spreadsheet program is in-

telligent and can distinguish be-

tween actual number data and

formula and keep the two quite

separate. Only number data can be

displayed on the spreadsheet, the

formulas for each box being re-

membered. We can find out what

formula is in a box by listing them

all (using the command projected)

or by moving the cursor to the

relevant box.

Once here, the formula will be

displayed on a special information

line at the top of the screen.

Entering text

Entering text such as headings is

straightforward. Just type a dou-

ble quote before the text and press

the Return key when you have

finished; ie, to place JAN in box

B2 the cursor was moved to box

B2 and “JAN < Return > typed.

Of course spreadsheets have a

whole variety of commands that

can be used. For example, rows 20

and 21 contain the average sales

for products 1 and 2. One way to

calculate this would be to sum the

sales for the twelve months for the

relative products and divide by 12.

The formula for this for product 1

would be:

SUM(B5:M5)/12

ie, SUM boxes from B5 to M5 and

divide by 12. However, an AV-

ERAGE command is provided

and this simply becomes:

AVERAGE(B5:M5)

Note that any changes made to

product 1 sales, for example alter-

ing the contents of box C5, would

not only cause the total sales to be

recalculated but also this average.

In fact any reference to values in

row 5 would be recalculated wher-

ever the spreadsheet happens to

come across it.

We have just touched on a small

number of possible operations. If

you want more information, look

out for the forthcoming reviews

of spreadsheets or buy a copy of

Simon Williams’ book {The BBC

Micro and the Small Business pub-

lished by the BBC at £5.95) which

explains the subject in more detail

as well as looking at several com-

mercial packages.
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CP/M SOFTWARE FOR THE BBC MICRO
POCKET
WORDSTAR
POCKET
CAIX STAR

POCKET
INI OSTAR

POCKET
SUITE

MICROTAMER
EINDEX II

KEYWORDS

A full implementation of WordStar and Mail Merge for home and
small business users all the features of the original programs.
but at a price to suit your pocket £1 19.00
MicroPro's spread sheet program easy to set up and operate
and invaluable for home or small business financial projections
and/or analysis £49.00
DataStar MicroPro's simple form design and data entry program
and ReportStar a super-powerful and comprehensive report
generator plus full Transaction Processing potential and WordStar
MailMerge compatibility £119.00
Take all the Pocket Programs (Pocket WordStar, MailMerge,
CalcStar and InfoStar) at a special price build your own small
business invoice/stock conlrol/turnover VAT return system or
buy ready-to-run DRA modules £268.00
A very comprehensive indexing utility program which can be
used to produce a catalogue of all files on every disk £29.95
A utility which will allow you to enter up to 10 Keywords then
search through each of your disks in turn and list the locations in
context on the VDU £14.95

Your favourite Public Domain CP/M software -

plus documentation - Basic games configured to

run under Mallard Basic on the BBC micro

Cut your disk costs by as much as 40% with

SQUEEZE. Resurrect files erased in error with

UNERA
Chapters on FAMILY RUN, DIRECTORY ASSIS-

TANCE, MISCELLANEOUS UTILITIES, APPLICA-
TIONS, LIBRARIES & CATALOGUES, COMMUNI-
CATIONS & HACKERS TOOLBOX.

DAVIS RUBIN ASSOCIATES LTD
1 Canonbourne, Weston Subedge, Glos GL55 6QH
VISA/ACCESS orders: Telephone 0386 841181.

All Prices include VAT and Postage

SEND FOR OUR FULL LIST AA ,4

TURN YOUR BBC MICRO INTO
A PROFESSIONAL MICROPROCESSOR

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
THE OPERATING SYSTEM
• FLEX—The Professional Operating System

THE HARDWARE
• 6809 Advanced 1 6 Bit Processor

• Choice of Industrial Interfaces for Target Applications:
— High Resolution Colour Graphics
— Industrial input/output boards
— IEEE communications

— and many more

THE TOOLS
• PL9—A fast, efficient control language

• CMS FORTH Interpreter & Compiler

• Cross Assemblers for most 8 bit & 16 bit micro's
MooeowtoCMSbi#-

• Versatile, Flexible & Powerful, the ideal operating system

for industrial control

# Provides the power, sophistication and ease of development,

previously only offered by larger, more expensive systems

• "C", BCPL, PASCAL

THE SUPPORT
• Top rate after sales technical support

• Systems /Hardware Design
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from the Office of the Data Protection Regis-

trar, Springfield House, Water Lane,

Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AX.

It is, though, useful to have a convenient

record of factual information about employees

and the many details which are needed for

official returns.

The special needs of occupational groups

include bookmakers (calculating and settling

bets), caterers (menus and costing), doctors

(patient lists - but watch for confidentiality),

farmers’ accounts, newsagents (round lists,

summaries of papers required and monthly

accounts) and pharmacists (label printing).

This is just a small sample of what is available,

and there are many others.

Some programs are interesting but it is hard

to see a commercial application for them, or

their capabilities are insufficient for most busi-

ness use.

On the whole I am not convinced that the

computer aided design packages, of which

there are several, would meet specialist needs.

More promising are those which can do sche-

matic drawings, critical path analysis or fulfil

the needs of engineers. If you think you could

use one of these, they do exist and by all means

find them and see if they will help.

Other developing lines spring to mind:

already many libraries and supermarkets use

bar code readers to read and use stored data

and the BBC micro can use these cheaply and

well, so it seems likely that their use will

spread. If you want to know more about this I

suggest you look at the article by George Hill

(AU, December ’84).

There are also ways of saving money

through avoiding large current account bal-

ances and easy access to banking facilities

through the Midland Home Banking scheme,

which allows you to operate your bank ac-

count with your BBC micro through a modem

and the telephone, can be a help here.

Information is available from the electronic

Banking Development Unit, Midland Bank

pic, 27/32 Poultry, London EC2P 2BX (Tel:

01-606 9911 Ext. 3113).

A similar idea is that of the Home/ink facility

operated by the Nottingham Building Society

in conjunction with the Bank of Scotland.

Information from Nottingham Building Soci-

ety, 5/13 Upper Parliament Street, Nottingham

NG1 2BX.

These are just a few of the ways in which a

BBC micro can be useful in the smaller

business and pay for itself over and over again,

making you more efficient and letting you

devote more of your time to profitable activi-

ties. You can be sure that there will be many

more ready-made programs in the future.

BUSINESS

DATABASE FOR ESTATE AGENTS
The ‘Housing’ file on page 136 shows how a

simple and cheap disc-based database can be

used to do a useful job of work. Using a local

estate agent’s list of properties and construct-

ing a database of its main features, it was

simple to create a file of data which could easily

be sorted and printed in different ways.

The system used was Beebugsoft’s Masterfile

//, and the fields employed were conveniently

chosen; four imaginary houses were inserted,

although about 288 could be stored on a 100k

disc. A form design routine was developed

including two calculations, notably the rates

which would be paid.

The print routine then produced the four

descriptions in a style not much worse than the

model, and after a sort into ascending price

order a much simpler form design was used to

produce the start of a list.

It is also potentially useful to be able to

search the list of properties for those which

most closely resemble the requirements of the

potential buyer, and to adjust this until satis-

factory suggestions are made. Both of these

could easily be done.

)RN USER REVIEWS
Databases

StarBase: Ian Rowlings, July 1984, pi 03

Comparative review: Vincent Fojut, December

1984, ppl 51-158

Accounting packages

June 1984, ppl03-108

September 1984, ppl 17-1 18

March 1985, ppl33-137

May 1985, pi 36

Spreadsheets

Comparative review: Roger Carus, February

1985, ppl 37-1 42,

May 1985, pi 35

Bar code readers

George Hill, December 1984, pp65-70

SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS
Acornsoft, c/o Vector Marketing, London

Road, Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL

for ViewSheet (£55.20) and ViewStore (£59.80)

Beebugsoft, PO Box 109, High Wycombe,

Bucks HP10 8NP for Masterfile 11 (£18.98)

Computer Concepts, Gaddesden Place,

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX, Tel:

(0442) 63933 for Inter-Sheet (£56.35) and Inter-

Chart (£36.80)

Mertec (Merlin Computer Products), 33/36

Singleton Street, Swansea SA1 3QN, Tel:

(0792) 467980 for the Merlin Database (£49.60)

Unisoft Ltd (University Software), 29 St

Peter’s Street, London N1 8JP, Tel: 01-359

0978 for the Unistat Statistical Package (£85)

CHECKLIST
Here’s a list of typical tasks that might be

encountered in the office. Answer these ques-

tions and you will have an idea of whether you

need a BBC micro for your business and what

software you will be likely to use. The letters

on the right give you an idea of what you

might need, as follows:

A Accounts packages, D Database, S

Spreadsheet, W Wordprocessor.

1 If you buy supplies

• Do you keep records of purchases for

costing? A S

accounts? A
taxation? A

• Do you have an inventory for

insurance? D
• Do you keep a list of suppliers with their

prices? D W
2 If you sell things,

• Do you keep a list of customers with

contact names, addresses, telephone

numbers, what they buy and in what

quantities? D
• Do you keep a record of sales? A
• Do you keep specifications for your

stock? W
• Do you keep stock records? A

3 If you undertake services,

• Have you a customer list? D W
• Do you keep a record of the types of

work done? D W
• Do you record the work you have done

for the individual customers? D
4 If the business has correspondence,

• Do you write many individual letters?

W

• Do you write similar letters to many

people? D W
• Do you have any bulk mailing? D W

5 Other written material:

• Advertisements of goods and services

for sale W
• Price lists D S W
• Booklets and brochures W
• Quotations for goods or services D S W
• Menus or recipes W
• Copy for printing W
• Reports D W
• Invoices and Statements A

6 If you have any employees.

• Do you keep staff records? DW
• Do you advertise vacancies? W
• Do you need job descriptions to send to

applicants? W
• Do you write references? W
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The DEMON modem
DEVILISHLY CLEVER FEATURES

NOW AVAILABLE AT ONE HELL
OF A PACKAGE PRICE

MODEM
+

BBC ROM
\uto Answer

The Demon answers, then unloads
or downloads data into your micro
and printer just like a telex.

\uto Dial

Numbers dialled by the micro.
Doesn't even need a telephone
attached.

\utn Redial

The dial disk allows you to set your
favourite numbers and keeps dial-

ling until you are connected.

l ull l K, l.uropcan & I SA
CCITT V2I & V23 Bell 103 & 202

Rami Rates

300/300 Bulletin Boards, etc.

1200/75 Prestel, Micronet, etc.

75/1200 Reverse Prestel, etc.

Bulletin Board I acilitx

Start your own contact information
boards throughout the world.

Packet Switching Service lets you
dial worldwide databases for the

cost of a local call.

DEMON
iW »0 nSL.

*" ,™*0«0

only

£79.95
plus VAT T p&p

You don’t need to know anything about baud
rales or protocol or ‘handshaking’ simply plug it

in and talk to the world.

Complete with power supply and telephone lead

for computers using RS 232/423 interfaces. Also a

5 pin DIN plug for the BBC computer.

Direct from the Manufacturer

By selling it directly we are able to offer it at this

low price and still give you support should you
need it.

We also have complete control of the quality and
build it to the same standards as the products we
supply to BT and whilst this modem is not yet BT
approved the components we use are.

We also offer a money back guarantee now
extended to 1 2 months for registered users.

To: Walkbury Consultants, Unit 1, Alfnc Square,

I

Woodston Industrial Estate, Peterborough PE2 OJA.

Tel: Peterborough (0733) 235187.

|

Please send me:

I (Qty) Demon Modems plus Demon BBC Rom
ara'94 95)

(inclusive VAT and P&P)

|
(Qty) Demon Dial Disk at £4.95

(inclusive VAT and P&P)

|

(Q*y) Demon Adaptors (allows telephone and I

modem to plug into same socket) at

(£5.25)

(inclusive VAT and PJtP)

I I enclose a cheque to the value of £

j„ ... .

Signature

Name

Address

I

•
,

computing,
The Bank Manager Maintain close control of your personal cheque, credit card and savings accounts. 36 separate accounts held

online. Regular posting of cheques and receipts, while the program automatically posts standing orders, provides immediate access to all

current balances. Virtually an unlimited number of standing orders and postings may be held, disc space dependent. Full reconciliation

facilities quickly and reliably match details against statements. Reconcile, unreconcile, amend, delete and search. Analyse transactions

comparing actual expenditure against budgets in up to 99 separate categories. Comprehensive report options may be displayed or printed.

Plus a versatile print command language allowing personalised analysis and-bank reports. Look ahead at your future day by day cash
commitments and save on bank charges. Foreign currency support; graphics; corrupted file recovery; sideways RAM support (optional).

Professionally designed for flexibility and ease of use. No fixed time entry periods. Automatically rolls forward each period. A very

comprehensive system complete with manual and many online help screens. Disc systems only £17.50

Spreadsheet Mk V Inexpensive and very versatile. Evaluate financial and statistical models up to 26 columns and 99 rows to a

maximum of 1,000 cells. 9 digit accuracy. Individually variable column widths (1-30 characters) and decimal positions (0-7). Text, data or

formulae in any cell; save, restore/merge; modify; column sort; vanables; left/right justification; absolute/relative cell ids; mode 7 graphics;

horizontal/vertical evaluation; programmable input and printing command language; multi column and row insert or delete; colour; many
user parameters; extensive online help. Complete with example models and manual. Disc systems only £17.50

Typing Tutor Quickly learn to touch type. Over 90 smoothly graded lessons graduate you from the basic home keys to complete
keyboard mastery. Unique word scan line checking provides a good indication of your progress showing the target words per minute' and
percentage correct. You may revise the targets or change the lesson contents as required An audio key click provides confirmation of

positive key depressions. Establish a good typing rhythm using the self configurating metronome. A free format option allows any text to be
practised with some simple page layout facilities while Typing Tutor provides the timing in words per minute Cassette £9.50 Disc £1 1 .50

CONTEX COMPUTING, 15 Woodlands Close, Cople, Bedford MK44 3UE Tel: 02303 347

Please rush me cassette 40tk

Enclosed C or debit my Access card no

Name

Address

80tk

AU2
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A PROBLEM
SOLVED

In the September issue, I tackled the problem

of bad sector errors that were occurring during

the use of MemoPlan. Bad sector errors are in

fact created by CP/M and not MemoPlan
,
and

several suggestions were put forward for iso-

lating the problem. Since that issue was pub-

lished, I have had several letters from other

users who are having the same problem. One

was from Mr Chijioke, who has found a cure.

When he originally received his BBC with

Z80 second processor, bad sector errors were

occurring, caused by a chip in the computer

which was overloaded. This problem is similar

to that which produced random characters on

screen and printer when the Z80 is attached. If

you suffer from this or any other persistent

fault, take your system to an Acorn-approved

dealer. He should be able to help you by

referring to his customer service dealer infor-

mation manual. Another cause of problems is a

strong magnet somewhere near the disc drives.

Remember to keep printers and monitors

separate from disc drives - and never rest the

printer on top of the disc drives.

I’d like to hear from anyone who has had

other problems, whether or not they have been

cured. For bear in mind that someone else

might be in exactly the same situation.

COLOURED
JUDGEMENT

Much as I like to criticise the editor for waving

his scissors all over my articles and cutting the

best bits out, I must confess to going a bright

shade of scarlet when it was pointed out to me

that I had got the colour patches wrong in the

MemoPlan article published in October.

The problem was that, when the instruc-

tions given in column three of page 128 with

regard to changing colours are followed, the

background colour of cyan never changes. The

second paragraph of this column should read:

‘If you want to use different colours, the bytes

at A24H, A2AH, A30H and A36H should be

altered to whatever you require. In addition,

the screen is now cleared when you leave

MemoPlan. If you don’t want this to happen,

change byte A16H to 0.’

The addresses A2FH and A35H were incor-

rect. These contain the values for the logical

colours to use for the background, and the

BUSINESS

C P/M CORNER

addresses A30H and A36H contain the physi-

cal colours to be assigned to the logical

colours. The assignment of logical and physi-

cal colours is performed using the equivalent

of the VDU19 command (19 decimal = 13H).

For a description of the VDU 19 command, see

pages 378, 382 and 383 of the BBC User Guide,

and for an explanation of logical and physical

colours see pages 56-61, 160-169 and 222-224

of the same publication.

EVERYTHING BUT
THE PRINTER SINK

The BBC with Z80 provides several different

ways of specifying the printer output or redi-

rection. When using the CP/M, it is best to

restrict any redirection to that provided by

CP/M - if the *FX commands are used,

confusion can quickly arise. The printer type

can be set by using the STAT command from

the CP/M command line. To select a serial

printer, STAT LST: = TTY: should be typed.

This will cause all printer output to be directed

to the RS423.

This method does not provide the printer

sink facility provided by the default option.

The command STAT LST: = UL1: will cause

all printer output to be directed to the parallel

printer without the printer sink facility being

enabled. If at any time you want to return to

the default setting, then the command STAT
LST: = LPT: should be issued. A full explana-

tion of Input and Output redirection is given

on pages J-6 and J-7 of the CP/M 2.2 with

GSX graphics manual.

FLASH IN

THE COMMAND
When using CP/M and typing CTRL S to

pause output, it is possible to end up with one

or more CTRL S characters left at command

level. If Return is typed following these, the

screen will start to flash. This is because, at the

Console Command Processor (CCP) level,

CP/M doesn’t recognise CTRL S as a valid

character, so ignores it.

However, the characters that are ignored by

CP/M are passed straight through to the

Machine Operating System (MOS) in the BBC

micro. When this happens, CTRL S is taken as

a redefine logical colour statement, causing the

screen to flash. If this happens, type in CTRL
T and the screen will be restored to normal.

MINDS OF
THEIR OWN

The vexing problem of installing programs for

the BBC microcomputer keeps cropping up in

reader correspondence.

The nub of the problem is that, although

CP/M is an industry standard operating sys-

tem, each machine has its own characteristics.

This is particularly so as regards the way the

screen and, to a certain extent, the way the

printer is handled.

A package such as a wordprocessor or

spreadsheet has to be installed on the machine

on which it is to run.

This involves letting the package have de-

tails about the system and how it functions.

Most of the software is in Acorn disc format

but is not installed for the Z80 second proces-

sor. So, when you buy it, stipulate that the

package must be installed and ready to run on

the Z80 second processor.

THE OLD,

OLD STORY
Back somewhere in the mists of time, there was

an alternative to the Z80 second processor. I

even had one of these mysterious beasts (with-

out the ROM and discs, of course). Then, as

time went on, a grain of hope arrived on the

horizon: some discs for the beast did appear by

GPO camel (but still without the ROM). But

fear, not friends - a shining nit came from afar

(with ROM) and took away the mysterious

beast (leaving the ROM, of course). Amidst

curses and screams of rage, a doom-laden

bearer of ill tidings carried off the treasured

ROM (with discs, of course). All this faded

into folklore.

But when the clans gathered again in the

high citadel to pay their respects to the Gurus

and the High Priests, someone was cooking up

the old plot. The beast was stirring, the flame

flickering . . . something was about to happen.

Now, as the clans settle down to another year

of life and prepare for the next gathering, the

only reminder I have of the mysterious beast is

a faded parchment filled with hieroglyphics

and magical incantations: “Support Depart-

ment”, “MC/tjs”, “16th August 1985”, “next

week”.

Now, I ask myself - will it work with my

new advanced BBC, with this-that-and-the-

other fitted?
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A LOW COST DISC BASED

' PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTING PROGRAM

For The BBC Computer

Micro-Trader

INTEGRATED SALES PURCHASE AND NOMINAL LEDGERS

Designed for business use by a business man " Micro-Trader "is a fully

integrated program in which all Sales and Purchase Ledger Transactions

are automatically updated to the Nominal Ledger.

" Micro- Trader " offers full Sales and Purchase Ledger facilities including

SALES INVOICE and STATEMENT PRINTING with a capacity of 450
accounts and 3000 transactions per month in each Ledger

Normal Income. Expenditure. Assets. Liabilities & Journal Posting in the

Nominal Ledger with full Reporting for individual accounts. Audit Trail, Trial

Balance. Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet.

NEW “MICRO-STOCK"
Stock Control program, fully integrated with

"Micro-Trader". 4000 Stock Items with user

defined Codes. Invoice and Credit Notes and

Cash Sales routine. Full Stock Held Reports.

£95.00 V.A.T.

PHONE TODAY FOR A FREE FACT SHEET

ttlEAPOlD COmPUTERS
II. LONDON STREET. WHITCHURCH. HAMPSHIRE, RG?8 7 L

H

Telephone: Whitchurch (025682) 2008

ELECTRONICS C«A«D
"ANALYSER I & II”

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF LINEAR CIRCUITS using the IBM
PC, BBC MODEL B AND SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 48K MICROS

Simulates Resistors. Capacitors. Inductors. Transformers. Bipolar and Field effect Transistors,
and Operational Amplifiers in any circuit configuration

Performs FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYSIS on Circuits with up to 40 Nodes and 150
components, for Phase and Gain. Loss. Input impedance and Output impedance.
Ideal for the analysis of ACTIVE and PASSIVE FILTERS. AUDIO. WIDEBAND and RF
AMPLIFIERS, LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS etc. etc

ANALYSER” can greatly reduce or even eliminate the need to breadboard new designs.

USED BY INDUSTRIAL AND UNIVERSITY R & D DEPARTMENTS WORLD WIDE

Very easy to use Prices from £20 Access or American Express welcome

For further details write or phone

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS LIMITED
Department AU, 9A Crown Street, St Ives

Huntingdon. Cambs UK, PE17 4EB
Tel: 0480 61 778 Telex: 32339

REPAIR YOUR BBC
£9.50

+ PARTS + P/P

TIME SERVED ENGINEERS
BEST PRICES ON SPARES
(with exception of 8271)
FAST TURNOVER
CHOICE OF POSTAGE (for speed)
FULLY GUARANTEED

PAN ELECTRONICS ALSO
8 BRYNAMLWG DRAGON AND
PONTYCLUN SPECTRUMS

MID GLAM CF7 9AU TEL 0443 226423

EPROMS, 8271
(Phone for quantity discounts)

1-9 27128 Hitachi 250nS Eprom
10+ 27128 Hitachi 250nS Eprom
1-9 2764 Hitachi 250nS Eprom
10+ 2764 Hitachi 250nS Eprom
1-9 6264LP-15 8K x 8 bit Ram
10+ 6264LP-15 8K x 8 bit Ram
8271 Floppy Controller
Disc CMOS/TTL Chips
Acorn 8271 Disc Interface

Acorn 1770 Disc Interface

View Wordprocessor Rom
Wordwise Plus Rom.
Printmaster Rom
Inter-Sheet Rom
Printer Control/ScreenDump Rom WeServe
Spellcheck III Rom - Beebugsoft
Toolkit Plus - Beebug
Wordease (Wordwise + Utility Rom)
Printer Control/ScreenDump Rom WeServe
LX80 View Printer Driver Disc 40/80T
KP810 Veiw Printer Driver Disc 40/80T

Ex VAT Inc VAT
2.56 2.95

2.30 2.65

1.70 1.95

1.57 1.80

3.43 3.95

2.83 3.25

33.91 39.00
4.77 5.49

42.61 49.00

42.61 49.00

40.87 47.00

38.70 44.50

23.91 27.50

40.87 47.00

13.00 14.95

29.52 33.95
32.13 36.95

23.91 27.50

13.00 14.95

8.65 9.95

8.65 9.95
(full range of Roms available)

Philips CF 1114
TV/Monitor
(Ask for a data sheet)
with BBC cable
£199.00 (£173.04+ VAT)
Philips BM7502 Green Monitor
Philips BM7522 Amber Monitor
Mlcrovitec 1451 MS Medium Res Monitor
25 way D type Connector & Cover
Cassette lead with 3 jacks

72.61

223.48

1.70

1.70

79.90

83.50

257.00

1.95

1.95

• 64k RAM including Separate Screen Memory
• 6 ROM sockets • Enhanced DFS

• 1770 Western Digital chip • Buffered Tube
• Buffered IMhz Bus • No utilities disc required

• ROM Manager installed

Ex VAT Inc VAT
BBC B PLUS (64k) 346.96 399.00
BBC B PLUS (128k) 389.57 448.00

~EAX/M\I KP8io
with BBC cable & paper m
£239.00 (£207.83 + VAT)

p
(Phone to check price)

Ex VAT Inc VAT
KP910 17" width printer 328.70 378.00
KP810 Paper roll 3.43 3.95
KP810 Dust Cover 4.00 4.60
KP810 Print ribbon 5.00 5.75

v OA with BBC cable & paperLA-OO (tiHoUN) £227.00 (£197.39 + VAT)

Ex VAT Inc VAT
LX-80 Tractor Unit 18.22 20.95
LX-80 Sheet Feeder 47.83 55.00
LX-80 Printer Ribbon 3.90 4.49
LX-80 Dust Cover 4.00 4.60
FX-85 Epson 160 cps NLQ Printer 343.48 395.00
FX-105 Epson 160 cps NLQ 15" Printer 447.83 515.00
SG-10 Star 100 cps NLQ Printer 216.52 249.00
JUKI 6100 Daisy Wheel Printer 260.00 299.00

Phone for our best price before placing your order
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
All products have a 12 month no quibble guarantee
Prices subject to variation without prior notification

Carriage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)

UleServe
Acorn Dept.

128 West Street,

Portchester, Hants.
P016 9XE.
Tel: 0705 325354 aa*.
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PROFESSIONAL
APPROACH

The inputting of pro-

grams using MemPIan

also causes trouble for

some people - and this

hasn’t been helped by

me forgetting to in-

clude instructions on

how to produce the ex-

ecutable file for the

INITP program in the

October issue. So, to explain how to enter

programs using MemoPlan
,
we will go through

the operations for the program.

If you want to create programs for Profes-

sional Basic, the same sequence is used for

entering the programs. They can then be run

using PBasic. You will need a disc containing

MemoPlan
,
ASM and LOAD. Or you can save

the program files on drive B and use ASM and

LOAD to assemble and load the files.

Enter MemoPlan and use the NEXT (19) key

to find a suitable place to create the program

to do this, you may have to save a document

that is already present. Next, use the CLEAR
(Shift f9) to clear the document. Now use the P

MODE (CTRL fO) to change the input mode

to Line - this will cause the word within round

brackets at the bottom left of the screen to

alter. Once the Line mode is selected, type in

the program - remembering to put a RE-

TURN at the end of each line. Once the

program has been typed in, save it by using the

WRITE (fB) key and entering the filename - in

this example, INITP.ASM - in response to the

prompt for the filename. Now leave MemoPlan
,

using the FINISH (CTRL f9) key.

Now the program can be assembled. If you

are typing in a program for Professional Basic,

you can now run the Basic, following it with

the filename (eg, PBASIC TESTPROG). To

assemble the program, type ASM INITP,

which should also report errors. If there are

any, go back into MemoPlan and correct them.

For details of error messages, see section 3 of

the CP/M 2.2 manual.

Once you’ve assembled the file without

errors, you will have a file called INITP. HEX.

This contains an Intel hex code representation

of your program, it can now be converted into

a program that will run by typing LOAD
INITP, which will result in a file called

INTTP.COM being on disc. The program can

now be run by typing INITP.

For Professional Basic programs, Nucleus

can be used to create programs. However,

these programs can’t be edited using MemoPlan

because they have been created in the internal

format of Professional Basic. But it is possible

to change this internal format to ASCII, which

can then be edited using MemoPlan. The follow-

ing example shows how this is achieved. In this

case, we have created a file called PARTS using

Nucleus
,
which we now want to alter.

First use MemoPlan in line mode, as de-

scribed above, to create the following

program:

Tchain merge
“BrPARTS.BAS”,65533

65533 SAVE “NEWPARTS.BAS”,A

65534 SYSTEM
Now save this program on disc with the name

ASCII.BAS. Next, run Professional Basic with

the file ASCII (eg, PBASIC ASCII). This will

merge the program PARTS into the program

ASCII, then continue execution at line 65533,

which saves the program as an ASCII file with

the name NEWPARTS.BAS, then returns to

CP/M. The file can now be edited using

MemoPlan
,
then run in the normal way.

Once your alterations have been made and

tested, you can return the program to an

internal format to save space. This needs

another short program as follows:

65532 CHAIN MERGE
“NEWPARTS.BAS”,65533

65533 SAVE “B:PARTSBAS”

65534 SYSTEM
This merges the altered program and saves it in

the internal format (there is no ,A following

the save). The file could have been protected so

that the code could never be examined again,

or saved in the ASCII format if required. The

file name should be followed by “,P” to do

this. Once done, this cannot be undone - so be

very careful.

A POCKETFUL
OF STAR-MIGHT

Pocket Wordstar is now available for the Z80

second processor. This is a fully functional

version of the popular Wordstar word process-

ing package which includes the Mailmerge

facility for producing mailshots or circulars.

The whole package costs £119 and comes fully

installed and running. Other popular packages,

such as Calcstar, will soon be added to the

Pocket range of products, and 1 will be

reviewing these in due course.

ORDER OF
THE BOOT

Valerie Cox has kindly

pointed out that the

boot program men-

tioned in the review

(Acorn User January is-

sue) of Bruce Smith’s

book, Introducing CP/M

on the BBC micro 7,80

secondprocessor
,
was writ-

ten in response to a

technical query from a Tubelink reader.

Tubelink can be found on page 258216 of

Prestel. They provide telesoftware, and when I

looked at this, the boot program was still

available.

Z80 FUTURE
FEATURES

During the coming months, we will be looking

at the utilities supplied with the Z80 second

processor and the FilePlan and CraphPlan

packages. If you have any specific points you’d

like covered, please let me know.

COMMUNICATIONS
BREAKDOWN

Some people who implemented the alterations,

published in the August issue, for the commu-

nications program UKM7 have been having

difficulty in getting the program to work.

A version of the program that will run on

the Z80 second processor is now available

from the CP/M Users Group (UK) library, and

I’ll be checking as soon as possible that this

runs correctly.

SOFTWARE
SHORTAGE

Readers may have noticed a lack of reviews of

software for the Z80 second processor. This is

because no software has yet been received, not

that such packages are non-existent. In fact, I

have yet to find a CP/M package that will not

run on the Z80.

For hints and tips, help or advice write to Edward

Brou n , CP/M Corner, Acorn User, 68 Long Acre,

London WC2E 9JH
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The products in this price list are available in our showroom in St. Albans and
by mail order. Telephone your order on 0727 40303 or send the order form
to the address below. Alternatively come along and see us. We are open
9 5.30 Mon - Sat, and there is ample parking at the rear of our premises.

We take both Access and Visa credit cards. Simply telephone us on our
multi-line telephone number 0727 40303 quoting: Cardholder’s Name,
Cardholders Address, Cardholder’s Telephone number, Credit Card number,
expiry date, order details.

PLEASE NOTE: that the mail order despatch address must be the same as the
cardholder’s address.

TOWN CENTRE London Road

"1

Pedestrian
access to

BEEBUG
trom
Holywell

(sign-posted)

Public car park with pedestrian
access to BEEBUG (signposted)

BEEBUG MAIL ORDER
Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,

St. Albans, Herts. AL1 1EX
Tel: 0727 40303 — Multi-lines

Computers
Printers

Monitors
Disc Drives

Budget Discs
Software

COMPUTERS

BBC B Plus. There are two versions of this

machine, the standard 64K with shadow screen
memory at £459, and a 128K model at £489 with
a special Basic and 64K user ram available for

programs!

Disc Interface Upgrades. The Advanced Disc
Filing System (ADFS) is now available, it requires
the 1770 disc controller upgrade to be fitted. The
ADFS offers some 60% increase in data storage
and a large number of files per disc. The 1770
controller has built-in Format and Verify routines
so you don’t need any special utilities disk.

We can again offer the entire range of Cumana
disk drives from stock. The 800k CD800S remains
probably the best value drive available and has
stood up to tremendous punishment in the
Beebug offices.

Code Description

Second Processors. At £199 the 6502 second
processor remains the best way of adding
memory, whether it’s to preview text in 80

0600 Cumana 100K CSX100 40T 97.00

0610 Cumana 100K CS100 40T 127.00

coloumns or increase spreadsheet size. Special
disc based versions of Wordwise Plus and
Intersheet are available at £6.50 to fully utilise the
extra space, although you must have the rom
fitted to use them.

0601 Cumana 200K CDX200 40T 187.00

0602 Cumana 400K CSX400 40/80T 113.00

0603 Cumana 400K CS400 40/80T 133.00

Disc Interface Offer. We are proud to be able to
continue our very special offer of an Acorn 1.2

DNFS disk interface kit at £89. We are also
continuing our offer of the Disk System Starter

0604 Cumana 800K CD800S 40/80T 252.00

0605 Watford 200K CLS200 40T 97.00

0606 Watford 400K CLS400S 40/80T 133.00

Pack (1.2 DNFS interface, Cumana 100K Drive.
nisr1 Mnm ini A in Roohi m nic/^c\ /ill fr\r hict Cl 70

0607 Watford 400K CS400S 40/80T 149.99

0608 Watford 800K CD800S 40/80T 270.00

Code Description Price inc. VAT 0650 Memorex Discs S/S D/D 48TPI 3481 15.50

0202 BBC B Plus Computer 459.00 0651 Memorex Discs D/S D/D 96TPI 3501 25.50

0220 BBC B-f- with Econet 499.00 0652 Memorex Disc Head Cleaning Kit 9.65

0221 BBC B-f- 128K 489.00 0653 Library Case — 10 discs 2.25

0203 '6502' 2nd Processor 189.00 0654 Disc Storage box — 50 discs 9.00

0204 ’Z80' 2nd Processor 389.00 0655 Lockable Disc Box (35) 13.80

0205 Acom Prestei Adaptor 129.00 0656 Lockable Disc Box (80) 17.25

0206 Acorn Teletext Adaptor 139.00 0657 10x 48TPI SS DD Discs + Free Box 14.40

0210 A to B Upgrade Kit 69.00 0658 10X 48TPI DS DD Discs + Free Box 20.00

021 2 Acorn Speech Upgrade 46.00 0659 10x 96TPI SS DD Discs + Free Box 20.00

0209 1.2 DNFS Rom 19.50 0660 10x 96TPI DS DD Discs + Free Box 21.40

0217 1770 Disc Controller Upgrade Kit 49.00 0661 25X 48TPI SS DD Discs 4- Free Box 33.90

0218 ADFS Rom for 1770 DFS 29.00 0662 25X 48TPI DS DD Discs 4- Free Box 45.19

0213 Watford DFS Rom and Manual 26.50 0663 25x 96TPI SS DD Discs 4- Free Box 45.19

0214 Watford DDFS Rom + Manual 98.00 0664 25X 96TPI DS DD Discs 4- Free Box 48.90

0216 Watford DFS Manual 6.95 0665 50X 48TPI SS DD Discs 4- Free Box 58.30

0219 Watford DFS Kit 85.00 0666 50X 48TPI DS DD Discs 4- Free Box 81.40

0223 Acorn 1.2 DNFS upgrade 89.00 0667 50x 96TPI SS DD Discs 4- Free Box 81.40

0222 Disc System Starter Pack 179.00 0668 50X 96TPI DS DD Discs 4- Free Box 92.49

Price inc. VAT
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OTHER HARDWARE SOFTWARE PRINTERS
Roms and Rams. The 2762 8k EPROM is still just

£2.30, with the 27128 16k version at £3.45.
"Shadow’ RAM to increase user memory in

Modes 0 to 6 can be added with either the Aries
B32 RAM Board or the Watford 32K RAM Card,
which can live in the machine together with most
of the popular ROM expansion boards.

Joysticks. Joysticks are just the thing to make use
of the best in Games software and now also
increasingly used in more serious applications.
The Voltmace 3Bs are popular and robust and
the added keypad on the 14b has a host of
interesting possibilities.

New BEEBUGSOFT releases. We continue to
expand our range of software with our own new
version of "Toolkit" and our new "Romit". "Studio 8"

is becoming a very popular music processor
package and “IconMaster" is intriguing everyone!
See our software leaflet for details of these and
other releases.

Other New Releases. From AcornSoft we now
stock ViewStore, which is rapidly proving a useful

“rinter Drivedatabase package. The View Printer Driver
Generator package replaces the old printer

drivers and does a whole lot more. The Graphics

Letter Quality. The Juki 6100 Daisywheel printer
remains super value for applications demanding true
letter-quality printing.

Colour Printers. The Canon PJ1080A Full Colour printer
continues to amaze even Beebug staff with the
brilliance and range of colour it can provide. Our
new "Dumpmaster" ROM contains all you need to
drive it for suberb colour screen dumps. We also
stock the new Epson JX80 Colour Matrix Printer which
is also capable of high speed listings.

Plotmate Offer Continues. The Linear Graphics
Plotmate continues to be a very popular plotter and
we are happy to announce that we can continue to

Code Description Price Inc. VAT
"unused" PLOT and DRAW commands to
SDectacular use makes an ideal aift for someone

Kaga/Taxan & Canon PW1080A. These printers are
proving very popular and we can now offer a
package providing virtually instant access to at least
EIGHT new NLQ Fonts for these machines. The
remarkable FONTAID will be in stock by the first week

0700 Aries B20 RAM Card 86.50 at Xmas or for yourself at any time!

0701 Aries B32 RAM Card 91.00 Code Description Price Inc. VAT

0702 Watford 32K RAM Card 69.00 1000 AcomsoftView 53.00
in December but, at the time of going to press, we
don't have firm prices. Please ring us for details.

Printer Accessories. Due to the costs of sending our0703 AMX Mouse 79.95 1 001 Acomsoft View Sheet 53.00

0704 ATPL Sidewise ROM Board 39.00 1 01 9 Acornsoft View Store 53.00
Printer Paper through the post we must charge a
carriage of £2 per box, in addition to normal carriage
charges. The price of £14.50 is for single boxes and,
as with all our nnods WP would ho nloncori nnnto

0705 2764 8K eprom 2.30 1002 Acomsoft Hi-View 55.00

0706 27128 16K eprom 3.45 1003 Acornsoft Lisp Rom 49.00 to schools and industry for larger quantities.

0707 6264 8K ram 7.50 1004 Acornsoft BCPL 56.00 Code Description Price Inc. VAT
0708 Eprom Extractor 5.00 1 005 Acornsoft Comal 49.00 0300 Brother HR 15 Daisywheel 373.75

0709 Eprom Eraser 32.20 1006 Acomsoft Logo 69.00 0301 Canon PW1080A 10' 340.00

0710 Softlife Eprom Blower 75.90 1007 Acomsoft ISO Pascal 69.00 0302 Canon PW1156A 15' 405.00

0711 Nightingale Modem 120.00 1 008 Acomsoft Basic Editor 29.00 0303 Canon PJ1080A colour 460.00

0712 Pace Commstar 33.00 1009 AMX Desk 21.95 0304 Epson LX 80 270.00

0713 Phone 2 into 1 adaptor 6.32 1010 AMX Utilities 13.45 0305 Epson RX 100 392.00

0714 BBkey Function Key Labels 2.00 1011 BBCsoft UltraCalc 2 75.00 0306 Epson FX 80 362.00

0717 Watford Sideways ZIF 17.25 1012 Acornsoft Elite Disc Version 17.00 0307 Epson FX 100 490.00

0718 Voltmace Delta 3B Single Joystick 11.99 1013 View Printer Driver Generator Cassette» 9.90 0308 Epson JX 80 colour 569.00

0719 Voltmace Delta 3B Twin Joystick 19.95 1014 View Printer Driver Generator Disc 11.50 0309 IBICO LTR1 Letter Quality 138.50

0720 Voltmace Delta 14B Joystick/Keypad 14.95 1015 Revs Disc 17.00 0310 Juki 6100 Daisywheel Printer 359.00

0721 Voltmace Delta 14B/1 Interface 14.85 1016 Aviator Disc 17.00 0311 Kaga KP 810 263.35

0722 13 amp 4-way plug block Extension 10.35 1100 Wordwise Plus 52.90 031 2 Linear Graphics Plotmate 333.50

0724 Antex CN17 Soldering Iron 6.79 1112 Hi Wordwise Plus Disc 6.50 0313 LX80 Tractor Feed Unit 23.00

0726 8 way DIP switch 0.98 1102 Wordwise 35.00 0400 2m Printer Lead 10.00

0727 RS423 domino plug 0.46 1106 Accelerator 58.90 0401 Platen Cleaner Kit 6.00

0728 RGB 6 pin DIN plug 0.46 1109 Disc Doctor 28.00 0402 Epson FX80/RX80 Ribbon 5.00

0729 Cassette 7 pin DIN plug 0.30 1103 C.C. Graphics ROM 28.00 0403 Epson FX100/RX100 Ribbon 10.00

0730 3-core 6 amp Mains Cable (per m) 0.35 1110 Intersheet 51.35 0404 Juki 6100 Replacement Daisywheel 20.50

0731 4-core RS423 Cable (per m) 0.20 1111 Hi Intersheet Disc 6.50 0405 Brother HR-15 Daisywheel 20.50

0732 6-core RGB or Cassette Cable (per m) 0.25 1104 Printmaster (Epson) 28.00 0406 11'X9.5' P/Paper (2000 sheets) 14.50

0733 Safebloc Test Connector 11.50 1105 Printmaster (Star) 28.00 0407 3.5'xi.44* Labels (1000 approx) 5.00

0734 BBC Replacement Keyboard 46.00 1107 C.C. Speech ROM 30.00 0408 Canon PW/Kaga Taxan Ribbon 6.79

0735 ATPL Battery Backup kit 17.00 1108 Acorn Speech Processor (with 1107) 10.00 041 1 HR-15 Correctable Ribbon 4.30

1118 White Knight Mk 12 Disc 19.00 0412 HR-15 Nylon Ribbon 4.30
1

MONITORS 1119 White Knight Mk 12 Cassette 9.50 0413 LX 80 Replacement Ribbon 5.50

Colour Monitors. Visitors to our showroom have
been bowled over by the astonishing resolution

1017 Graphics Extension Rom B 29.00 0414 Ibico Ink Roller 4.60

1018 Graphics Extension Rom B+ 29.00 0415 Epson JX80 Ribbon 14.95
and rock-steady image of both graphics and
80 column text of the Sanyo 3115 Ultra High
Resolution Colour Monitor. The Philips CT2007
Colour TV + RGB Monitor also offers superb value

1114 Interchart 29.00 0418 Juki 6100 Ribbon 1.55

and can easily resolve 80 column text.

Monochrome Monitors. Our Kaga 1203 Amber
Screen Monitor is proving a real winner. Very easy
on the eyes, even after many hours use.

Code Description Price Inc. VAT

0500 Kaga 1201 G Hi-res Green 103.50

0501 Kaga 1202G Ultra Hi-res Green 120.75

0502 Kaga 1203A Ultra Hi-res Amber 120.75

0503 Zenith 123 12' Green 75.90

0530 Microvitec 1431 Med-res Monitor 218.50

0531 Microvitec 1451 Hi-res Monitor 276.00

0532 Philips CT2007 14' TV Monitor 225.00

0533 Sanyo Very Hi-res 14' Monitor 3115 449.00

0550 1.0m Monitor Lead RGB 5.75

0551 1.0m Monitor Lead BNC Zenith/Kaga 3.45

0552 Single Plinth for Monitor/Printer 12.65

0553 Double Plinth for Monitor 21.85

0554 Memorex TV and VDU Cleaning Kit 4.51

CARRIAGE. Please add £1.00 carriage
to all orders except Computers,
Monitors, and Printers add £7.00 per
Item. Disc Drives, 2nd Processors,
Modems etc. add £5.00 per item.
Listing Paper add £2.00 per box.

BEEBUG MAJL ORDER
Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,

St. Albans, Herts. AL1 1EX
(Dolphin Place is opposite
18 Holywell Hill in the centre

CODE QUANTITY DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE TOTAL

NAME: SUB TOTAL £
ADDRESS: CARRIAGE £

POSTCODE: TOTAL £

ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD NO:

In accordance with our competitive pricing structure prices are subject to alteration at any time.
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WAYS TO IMPROVE
YOUR BBC

3" SINGLE DISC DRIVE
One of the most compact disc drives available today, the 3" Drive
features the ingenious dual-sided cartridge style protected disc.

The twin sided discs, 1 0OK both sides, are physically protected at all

times. The whole unit is very quiet and fast in operation and comes
complete with all necessary cables, manual and formatting disc.
In its sturdy, BBC colour coded metal case this drive is ideal for many
varied uses especially within the educational field.

£86.00 + VAT = £98.90 inc. P. & P.

RAM ROM 15
" for those who want an expansion board (RAM/ROM) of the
highest specification the RAM ROM 15 will not disappoint". (Acorn
User April 1985). The RAM ROM 15 is an external board which
allows the use of a maximum 16 sideways ROM sockets plus the
necessary hardware for up to 1 6K of battery backed sideways RAM.
With "No Solder" installation, the fully buffered RAM ROM 1 5 can be
optionally powered by an external PSU, thereby virtually eliminating
power drain and overheating problems.
RAMROM 15 is 'of the highest specification” butONLY £99.99 + P.&P. =
£103.49 inc VAT.

5V4 " SINGLE DISC DRIVE
This highly reliable, high performance half height single 5y4 " disc
drive is fully BBC compatible 400K 40/80 Track switchable drive.
The drives come complete with all necessary cables, formatting disc
and disc drive manual, one year warranty and are supplied in a BBC
colour coded metal case. Equally at home alongside or on top of your
BBC Micro at C170.00 4- VAT = £195.00 inc P. & P.

MONITOR STANDS
These robust metal monitor stands are finished in the same colour as
the BBC Micro. They are available in two heights:

The High Stand: Which enables the stand to be used in conjunction
with the BBC Micro and disc drive.

The Low Stand: Fits neatly over the BBC Micro on its own.

To tidy up your BBC, Disc Drives and Monitor, these drives are
available at:

High Stand £18.00 + VAT = £20.70 inc. P. & P.

Low Stand £16.00 + VAT = £18.40 inc. P. & P.

'//' DUAL DISC DRIVE
nished in a metal case the same colour as the BBC. this slim
ompact dual disc drive, fully BBC compatible, is at home on top of the
iBC Micro and is angled to allow easy access to the drive doors,
eaturing twin 400K 80 Track drives the unit is also 40/80 Track
witchable, the switch being mounted on the front of the unit with
ED illumination.

omplete with all necessary cables, formatting disc and disc drive
lanual and a one year warranty, the complete unit is available at

358.00 + VAT = £41 1.70 inc. P. & P.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
ROMEX 13

STARdataBASE
THE CRACKER
COMPONENTS
COMING SOON - NEW PRINTER SHARER/

BUFFER

FOR FURTHER TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS RING GCC ON
BBC PRODUCTS

ElB AND COMPATIBLE
PERIPHERALS

GCC [Camtandge] LU

BC MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM

[Model B Plus £409 1 3 + VAT = £46900
Oise Interface Kit £8261 4 VAT = £9500
Oise Interlace Kit 1.2 ROM £91 30 4 VAT - £10500
A to B Upgrade Kit £60.87 + VAT = £70 00
[Memory Upgrade Kit

(8 * 481 6-1 00NS)£1 7.39 + VAT = £20.00

ONOCHROME MONITORS

|i Amber Screen

A Green Screen

1C, Green Screen

£119.00 + VAT = £125.35

£10900 + VAT = £125.35

£10900 + VAT = £12535

DOT MATRIX
Epson LX80
Epson FX80
Epson FX100
Epson LQ1500
Kaga KP10(NLQ)
Kaga KP9lO(NLQ)
Star SG10
Star SD10
Star SGI 5
Star SD1

5

Star SR 15
Star SGI 0C
Citizen MSP10
Citizen MSP15
Citizen MSP20
Citizen MSP25

PRINTERS
£220.00 4 VAT

£890.00 -

£245 00
£375.00
£240.00
£32600
£32600
£411.00
£495.00
£190.00
£355.00
£45000
£49900
£630.00

VAT -

+ VAT
4 VAT
+ VAT
+ VAT
+ VAT
+ VAT
4 VAT
+ VAT
+ VAT
+ VAT
4 VAT
4 VAT

= £253.00
P0A
P0A

£1.023.50
- &81.75
= £431.25
= £276.00
= £374.90
= £37490
= £472.65
- £56925
= £21850
- £408.83
= £517.50

£574 43
= £724.50

BBC ACCESSORIES

STARdataBASE £65.22 + VAT = £75.00

Cracker £62.50 4 VAT = £71 88

Single 400K 5i" Disc Drive 40/80T

Switchable £170.00 4 VAT « £195.50

Dual 800K 5i" »sc Drive 40/80T

Switchable + PSU£350.00 4 VAT = £402 50

Single 3" Disc Drive £55.00 + VAT = £63.25

Low Monitor Stand £14.00 + VAT = £16.10

High Monitor Stand £16.00 + VAT = £18.40

BBC ACCESSORIES (continued)

6116 (2K)

6264 (8K)

Texlool

GCC NIF

Ultracalc

RGB Monitor Leads

Mono Monitor Leads

BBC Pnnter Cables

Box Listing Paper

All IC’s available for BBC

P0A

POA

£6.00 4 VAT = £6.90

£4 00 + VAT = £460

£6913 4 VAT = £79.50

£6.04 + VAT = £695

£3 48 + VAT = £4,00

£8.33 4 VAT - £9.57

£16.00 4 VAT = £18.40

POA

OLOUR MONITORS

Vision 2 High Resolution £285.00 + VAT = £327.65

p Vision 3 Super High Resolution£399.00 - VAT - £458.85

AISYWHEEL PRINTERS
M6100 £34695 4 VAT = £399.00

6300 POA

BBC FIRMWARE
Graphics ROM
Disc Doctor

Gremlin

Termi

Print Master

Pascal

Forth

View

Wordwise Plus

£29.00 + VAT
£29.00 4 VAT -

£29.00 4 VAT =

£2900 4 VAT
£29.00 4 VAT ;

£59 00 4 VAT
£34 72 4 VAT
£5200 4 VAT
£49 00 4 VAT =

£35.00 4 VAT =

£33.35

£33.35

£33.35

£33.35

£33.35

£67.85

£39.93

£59.80

£56.35

£40.25

TRADE
ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

GCC (Cambridge) Limited
66 High Street Sawston.
Cambridge CB2 4BG
Telex: 81594 SAWCOM 0223-835336/834641



Tree-
WITH ALL PRINTERS: BBC USERS PRINTERS GUIDE •

Getting the best from your printer is not easy
We suppty a free booklet with all printers which explains how to obtain all

the features available on your printer. Without this you could waste many
hours Buy elsewhere and you'll pay for more and get far less

Access and

Visa are

mail order

only

KAGA KP810
VERY SPECIAL OFFER-

EX VAT

ONLY £209

INC VAT

£240.35

DOT MATRIX PLUS NEAR LETTER QUALITY
EPSON LX80 VERY SPECIAL OFFER £190.00 £218.50

JUKI 5510 (colour option) £249.00 £286.35
CANON 1 080A VERY SPECIAL OFFER £225.00 £258.75
CANON 1156 ^^£33^^^£38^jf^
DAISYWHEEL

QUENDATA 1120 £225-00 £258-75
EPSON DX100 SPECIAL OFFER _£35M)0 ^40^^
COLOUR PRINTERS

EPSON JX-80 SPECIAL OFFER £450-00 ^£51^30^

f PRINTER TYPEWRITER COMBINED
1 JUKI 2200 ^^24^^^£28^5^

ACCESSORIES
WORDWISE + £43-00 £49-45

BBC PRINTER CABLE ^^£SO0
MONITORS

PHILIPS 7502 GREEN ^86^^
NOW ONLY 3 MINUTES FROM JUNCTION 23 M62
(MANCHESTER 25 MINUTES/LEEDS 20 MINUTES)

NB: FROM EAST USE JUNCTION 24

1 56 LONGWOOD GATE, LONGWOOD
HUDDERSFIELD

Tel 0484 646048/9

iiiiiiiiiiiiii

IIIIIIIIIIIIII

IIIIIIIIIIIIII

SN74LS20N C
• ® HQe4466 i

|

H
»

SN74LS138N f

1
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ACCESS ORDERS WELCOME

MR 2000

MINIROM
BOARD
GIVES 4 EXTRA ROM
SOCKETSON BBC B’

PLUG IN -SWITCH ON

MEASURES 128x44 mm

ONLY £14.95
incVAT/P&P

FULL INSTRUCTIONS
ENCLOSED

CHEQUE/P.O. PAYABLE TO
PEAR TREE COMPUTERS LTD

FALCON HOUSE
70c HIGH ST

HUNTINGDON
CAMBS
PE186SS
Tel: (0480) 50595

THINKING OF EXPANDING YOUR
MEMORY OR UPGRADING TO DISKS?

WHY NOT DO BOTH AT ONCE!
We will exchange your old BBC B Board with a new,

guaranteed BBC + Board, thereby affectively giving you a
new computer.
The BBC B+ has 64K of Memory, expandable to 128K, a

built in Disk Interface, two extra ROM Expansion Sockets,
and additional Disk and ROM Management Commands. The
B+ is, therefore, a significant improvement over your cuntvnt
BBC B.

By taking advantage of this offer, you can be sure that your
system remains 100% compatable with Acorn’s Software and
Peripherals, and that there are no fiddly ’piggy-back’ boards
or ‘flying leads’ to degrade reliability.

See the table opposite for details on how much you can
expect to pay for this upgrade.
This offer means that Compshop has a number of second

hand BBC’s for sale, both with and without Disk Interface, all

with new cases, power supplies and keyboards, and all with
3 months warranty.

If you want a BBC but can’t afford a new one,
phone us for prices and availability of second
hand stock.

DETAILS OF YOUR MACHINE
MORE

THAN TWO
YEARS
OLD

TWO OR
LESS
YEARS
OLD

WITHOUT
ACORN
DISK

INTERFACE
£225 £150

WITH
ACORN
DISK

INTERFACE
£175 £100

BBC COMPUTERS
BBC B+ 64K 389.00

PRINTERS
CANON PW1080A 249.00

BBC B + 128K 425.00 EPSON T.YRO 199.00

SECOND HAND BBCS FROM £200 EPSON FX80 299.00

EPSON JX80 449.00

CUMANA DISK SYSTEMS JUKI 6100 299.00

CSX100L _ 69.00

CSX400 89.00 MONITORS
CS100L 89.00 MICROVITEC 1431 179.00

CS100 98.00 1451 219.00

CS400 105.00 1441 375.00

CD200L 164.00 PHILIPS 7501 69.00

CD200 184.00 KAGA/TAXAN 1201 99.00

CD800S 198.00 FURGUSSON MC01 199.00

PLEASE ADD 15% VAT
COMPSHOP was established in

1978 and has continually offered
the best in micro computers

to discerning customers.

We sell only

™
|

computers and
1 peripherals, and

therefore can
offer the support

many other
shops cannot.

All prices

I

quoted are

exclusive

of VAT.

14 Station Road. New Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 1QW
(Close to New Barnet BR Station - Moorgate Line)

Telephone: 01-441 2922 (Sales) 01-449 6596 Telex: 298755 TELCOM G
OPEN (BARNET) - 10am - 7pm - Monday to Saturday

COMPSHOP PRICE PROMISE
— We guarantee to match the

price on equipment offered
from stock through any other
supplier.

Educational
enquiries and
orders welcome.

Quotations given.

One year warranty
on all products.
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Electronequip
(Authorised BBC Micro Dealer, and Econet service centre)

GRAPAD II

ONLY €59.80 inc Software

rr.'ri'.TV'TT'i.iJ

14" TV/Monitor
£199.00 inc VAT

iff ;

r !

b*:

L - 111!

Remote version £229.95 inc VAT
Offer includes RGB/BBC cable

12" ZENITH GREEN SCREEN £89.95 inc VAT
Buy this superb TV/Monitor from the
original distributors (since Sept ’82)

SIDEWISE SIDEWISE FITTED

40/80 TRACK DRIVE SWITCH
Plugs into disc interface, converts most 80 track drives
into 40/80 track units. No more disc errors for wrong
discs.

Introductory price 19.95 inc VAT

‘SIDEWAYS” rom board for BBC Micro.
No soldering required £39.33 inc VAT

BBC MICRO SPARES
Keyboard 49.95 Keystrip 1.99 Speaker 2.99

Power Supply 49.95 Case 19.99 Keyswitch 2.30

All inc VAT

VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS
10% off list prices

BJVOLT 14 Voltmace Della 14B Joysticks

BJV0LTA0 Voltmace 14B1 Adaptor Bo*

BJV0LT3T Voltmace Delta 3B Twin Joysticks

BJV0LT3S Voltmace Delta 3B Single Joystick

Discounted price inc VAT

1346

1336

17 99

11 95

EPROMS
2764 2.49

27128 3.85

LISTING PAPER
11 x 9.5" with micro
perf’s 7.50 per 1000

30 Disc Box 6.90

40 Disc Box... 13.80

DUST COVERS
RX80 F/T 5.24

FX80 5.29

KP810 4.60

BBC Micro. . . 4.14

Microvitec ... 6.10

PW 1080A . . . 4.60

PRINTERS
KAGA KP810
£287.50 inc VAT

EPSON FX 80 377.20 inc

BROTHER HR-15 399.00 inc

SEIKOSHA SP-1000 249.00 inc

Printer price HiMUNMJ paper and BBC interface cable.
Screen dump rom available for £11.50 inc VAT

Just a selection. Phone for full details of full range

100% BBC COMPATIBLE
HIGH QUALITY, HALF-HEIGHT DISK DRIVES

Double sided 800k (2 x 400k)
40/80 track switchable £214 inc

Double sided 800k (2 x 400k)
40/80 track switchable + Plinth £299 inc

Double sided 400k (single)

40/80 track switchable £114 inc
Single sided 100k (40 track) £99 inc
1 Box DS/DD 96 TPI £19.95 inc
1 Box SS/SD 48 TPI £18.63 inc

3 COLOUR PLOTTER
with

utilities £299.50

AMX
MOUSE
89.99

BRANCHES
MAIL ORDER: 36-38 WEST STREET
FAREHAM. HANTS. (0329) 230670
SHOP/TECHNICAL: 59 WEST STREET
FAREHAM, HANTS. (0329) 230671
KINGS LYNN: 17 TENNYSON AVE. (0553) 3782

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT.
Prices subject to variation without prior notification

All Offers subject to availability

TRADE, EDUCATIONAL & HMG ORDERS
(Phone for discounts)

Large Stocks - 24 Hour Despatch

Securicor £4.90 (per parcel) inc VAT.
Postage 46p (per item) inc VAT.

Phone for comprehensive catalogue

*4CORN
COMPUTER i

MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES TO BELOW OFFICE

Electronequip
36-38 West Street, Fareham, Hants (0329) 230670

E3 S3
k TORCH

BBC
.4.-.

S.1.S
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Nighlingal
The Modem

j

sm^
I

The facts speak for themselves.
Nightingale is without equal in its field.

It is undoubtedly the most popular multi
baud rate modem available today.
Whatever your communication
requirements, the simplicity of use and
the versatility of Nightingale will enable
you to provide a solution whether the
need is to extract information from
Prestel, send telex's via Telecom Gold,
download telesoftware or exchange files.

Nightingale will do thejob and a whole
lot more besides.

%

Nightingale operates at the two most popular
baud rates 1200/75 as used by both private and
public viewdata systems and 300/300 baud for
communication with remote mainframe, mini or micro^
systems. Also available in 'reverse viewdata mode'
75/1200.

Nightingale has passed the very rigorous tests required by the
BABTand is fully approved for use in the UK. This not only means
that you can rely upon the safety of the product because of the
stringent manufacturing constraints, but also means that because it is
a BABT approved product, you can be assured that your application to
Telecom Gold, Prestel etc., will not be refused.

Commstar The Software
A fitting partner for the nightingale modem, Commstar was nominated for the 1 985 British Microcomputing awards, a remarkable
achievement considering the very recent awareness of the true versatility of communications via the computer. With its powerful
combination of Viewdata and ASCII terminal capabilities contained in one 8K Eprom, Commstar is probably the only
communications Software you will ever need, as its many thousands of users will testify. Although it is unusually versatile, it is
extremely easy to use as full advantage is made of the BBC's function keys and a comprehensive manual describes each of
Commstar's features in simple terms. In addition to preprogrammed functions, items such as logon strings and passwords can
be placed under the function keys to facilitate automatic access to the vast range of services which are now available

The Competition
Pace have linked with the premier computer information
provider on Prestel, MICROMET and Virgin Atlantic Airlines,
all pioneers in their own fields, to offer you a challenge. A
chance to try out your skills using your modem and play the
Pace round Britain Quiz' on Micronet, and in so doing, an
opportunity to win a fabulous holiday for two in Hew York.

This competition will be open to you between riovember 1st
and February 1st if you buy one of our modems before the
end ofJanuary. In addition, you will be given, free ofcharge,
a full quarters subscription to MICROMET worth £ 10, and free
registration to Microlink on Telecom Gold.

The prize includes a return flight to Mew York, 6 nights
accommodation in a high quality Mew York Motel, and
spending money to the total value of £400.
Full details are contained with each modem.

micronet

8DD

atlantic

Nightingale Modem £119 plus VAT; Commstar Software £29.57 plus VAT; combination package £139 plus VAT

The products and information are available from good quality
dealers throughout the country or direct from Pace. Payment
accepted by cheque. Access or Visa.

VW miim- Vir* I

Pace Micro Technology Ltd.,
Juniper View, Allerton Road, Bradford BD15 7AG.
Tel. 0274 488211 Telex 51564
Telecom Gold mailbox No. PCE001 Prestel Mailbox No. 274729306

VISA



BBC/ELECTRON EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Our educational software is used in thousands ofschools and homes

throughout Great Britain.

£6.95 £8.95

EDUCATIONAL 1 BBC/ELECTRON TapeMHWDiscjMHHT

Hours of fun and learning for children aged five to nine years. Animated graphics will encourage

children to enjoy counting, maths, spelling and telling the time. The tape includes six programs:

MATH 1. MATH 2. CUBECOUNT. SHAPES. SPELL and CLOCK

. . . An excellent mixture of games' . . Personal Software - Autumn 1983.

£6.95 £8.95

EDUCATIONAL 2 bbc/electron TapeSd^troiscmutr

Although similar to Educational 1 this tape is more advanced and aimed at seven to twelve year

olds. The tape includes MATH 1, MATH 2. AREA. MEMORY. CUBECOUNT and SPELL.

£6.95 £895

FUN WITH NUMBERS BBC/ELECTRON TapeJMTDiscJJMtr

These programs will teach and test basic counting, addition and subtraction skills for four to seven

year olds. The tape includes COUNTING. ADDING. SUBTRACTION and an arcade type game called

ROCKET MATHS which will exercise addition and subtraction. With sound and visual effects.

. . . "These are excellent programs which teachers on the project have no hesitation in

recommending to other teachers. " . . . Computers in the Classroom Project. Riley High School.

£695 £8.95

FUN WITH WORDS bbc/electron TapeM«roiscs»m
Start your fun with alphabet puzzle, continue your play with VOWELS, learn the difference between

THERE and THEIR, have games with SUFFIXES and reward yourself with a game of HANGMAN.
. . Very good indeed' . A&B Computing - Jan/Feb 1984

JIGSAW AND [l95 ass
SLIDING PUZZLES by P Warnet BBC/ELECTRON Tape&KTOiseJJWtT
There are two jigsaw and four sliding puzzles on a 3 x 3 and 4 x 4 grid. Each program starts off

at an easy level to ensure initial success but gradually becomes harder. It helps children to develop

spatial imagination and in solving problems. The tape includes: OBLONG. JIGSAW. HOUSE.

NUMBERS. CLOWN and LETTERS.

£11.95

KON-TIKI by J. Amos OiscJ^f
Simulation program based on Thor Heyerdahl's KON-TIKI expedition. Enjoy a journey on the KON

TIKI recording on a map the raft's position and entering notes in the logbook on creatures found,

unusual events etc. Inclusive of booklet, background information, maps and fully supportive

illustrated data sheets.

. "A well thought-out package with a wide appeal " . . Which Micro & Software Review—
October 1984

SPECIAL OFFERS
Buy three titles and deduct £4.00

Add 50p p&p per order Please state BBC or ELECTRON or

40 or 80 track for discs.

Golem Ltd. Dept A. 77 Qualitas. Bracknell. Berks RG1 2 4QG. Tel: 0344 50720

Used with the BBC Micro and Disc Drive

for test and repair, development,
education etc, etc, etc.

8 MHz 8 channel

Selectable trigger and trigger position

Diagnostic capabilities

TTL or CMOS inputs

Complete with operating software probes and
comprehensive documentation
High-quality equipment with full specification at

£250.00+ VAT inc P&P

ENET-THE BBC
HARD DISC NETWORK

OVER 400 NETWORKS EFFICIENTLY USED IN EDUCATION & BUSINESS

WRITE NOW ON INSTITUTION
LETTERHEAD PAPER FOR YOUR FREE
DEMONSTRATION VIDEO f

whilst stocks last \1/k.mvnw i nr-* i iwn v ilsi-vs y ONLY 1000 AVAILABLE /

D Tel: (0908) 569212

1 Dill 1 CTIM QCC 1 |C AT

.OuO^p. OuT
Amcom Software Limited

35 Carters Lane,

BULLETIN

BOARD EDUCATIONAL
USER GROUP

duC Uo M 1

THE HI-TECH

SHOW. STAND 117
C , Kiln Farm, Milton Keynes MK11 3HL

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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EDUCATION
NEWS

Music for young ears Modules teach
micro control

Music teachers who have tried

using a computer, either for

synthesising or as a teaching aid in

music theory, will be pleased to

hear of an excellent new program.

Aimed much lower down the age

range than is usual - at the three-

to-seven-year-old age-group - and

written by Marion Broadie and

programmed and published by

System Software, Peter Beater's

Music Gams has been a long time

coming to us after a difficult birth.

Peter Plays with Pitch - the first

of the series - includes Melody

Rainbow and Musical Jigsaws.

The programs are designed to

encourage and develop aural

skills, and interest and self-confi-

dence in music. They deal with the

concepts of higher and lower

notes, allowing children to experi-

ment freely with pitch and

rhythm, and compose and play

back their own works.

The graphics and general pre-

sentation are very striking, and

the program has been tried out in

a number of situations. These

include an MEP project at Sal-

ford, which is producing an Inset

pack providing support materials

for this and other programs.

Enquiries to System, 12 Colle-

giate Crescent, Sheffield S10 2BA.

Tel: (0742) 682321.

Following the very successful

Microelectronics For All (MFA)

materials, the MEP Electronics

Education Development Depart-

ment at Salford University has

produced, in association with

Unilab, a new package of hard-

ware modules and teaching mate-

rials covering the important area

of microprocessor control.

The hardware modules include

an eight-switch input, a sensor

module and analogue to digital

converter, and various output de-

vices including LEDs, relays, and

Add a synchronised soundtrack
The computer as a teaching aid

has given rise to the full range of

emotions, all the way from total

adoration to utter hatred. Its op-

ponents declare that its use is

further emphasising the cult of the

individual and removing the

teacher/pupil feedback necessary

for true communication.

One use that has been steadily

increasing, though, has been of

the computer as electronic black-

board or even as glorified video

machine. BBC Soft, in conjunc-

tion with MEP, has taken the

whole idea a step further by intro-

ducing Computer Synchronised

Audio (CSA). This technique

combines computer program and

audio tape. I quote:

C
Whilst the soundtrack is played

back off cassette, the computer

software provides the visuals. The

software is kept in synchronisation by

means of key presses. The soundtrack

provides all the cues necessary for the

user to press the appropriate key at the

Fred Harris: the voice of CSA

right time. This software has been

designed so that pressing the required

key serves not only to re-set the timing

routine which keeps the computer

synchronised with the soundtrack, but

also to call up new information, in

addition, users are requested to stop

the tape periodically so that they can

proceed with an exercise at the com-

puter in their own time. These

unsynchronised sections make full use

of the computer’s capabilities and al-

low users to explore more fully the

concepts introduced by the ^
soundtrack. X
This exciting development pro-

vides a tool that is useful to the

teacher in the classroom, and the

pupil both in group projects and

at home.

The first few titles to be pro-

duced using this innovation are:

Uniformly Accelerated Motion
, The

Mole Concept and Computers at

Work. All are aimed at the second-

ary school science class and pro-

vide a fascinating variation on the

traditional concept of software.

Fred Harris, formerly of Play

School fame and latterly of Micro

Live notoriety, provides the

soundtrack in his inimitable fash-

ion, and the software bears the

CET copyright stamp.

Commentary by Nick Evans

a power digital to analogue con-

verter. All these modules are com-

patible with the computer inter-

face which Unilab produced for

Microelectronics For All, and

which plugs into the Beeb’s user

and printer ports.

The main manual traces a route

through control, which starts with

the basic techniques of outputting

a binary word through a port, and

proceeds in easy stages to describe

how sequences are built up from

outputs and time delays. It dem-

onstrates how inputs can be used

to initiate control sequences and,

finally, how inputs are used to

modify the sequences, using the

fundamental concept of feedback.

The main book is completed with

a number of suggestions for

project work.

In order to add flexibility and

let schools use whatever comput-

ers and/or languages they already

possess as central controllers, a

number of ‘mini-manuals' have

been written which show how to

solve a number of simple prob-

lems using a specific controller or

language. No less than four of

these use the BBC micro, mainly

because of its excellent input and

output facilities, and the ease with

which other languages can be im-

plemented. The four manuals use

BBC'. Basic, Control Basic, Control

Logo and MCL (Micro Control

Language) - a derivation of ‘C

specially written for control situa-

tions by one of the authors (J

Oliver Linton), which is to be

published independently by

Unilab. Further details from

Unilab, Clarendon Road, Black-

burn BB1 9TA.
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Need more memory on your BBC? — PMS have the
answer.

The 64K NON-VOLATILE RAM MODULE
This is no ordinary memory expansion!

* EDUCATIONAL USE - Tough, compact ramdisk. requiring no interfaces

or ROMs - use for CAL systems, databases. W/P text storage. .

.

* TRANSPORTATION of programs & data - no compatability problems,

works with tape, disk & network BBCs.
* SPECIALIST APPLICATIONS requiring fast data capture or long term

data logging.

Module comes with powerful system software, utilities & user guide for

£129.95 + £2 p&p (Excluding 15% VAT).

Official Orders accepted. Contact PMS about EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT
scheme.

WRITE OR PHONE FOR MORE INFORMATION

PERMANENT MEMORY SYSTEMS
38 MOUNT CAMERON DRIVE, ST. LEONARDS. EAST KILBRIDE G74 2ES

.PHONE (03552) 32796

Educational Software

NAME ADDRESS

TITLE COMPUTER 40/80 Disc/tape
AA41

MEGA MATHS (BBC, Electron). 24 program step by step. A-level

course of 105 topics for mature beginners, A-level students and
Micro Maths users (2 discs/tapes & 2 books) £24.

MICRO MATHS (NEW) 24 program revision or self-tuition course
taking beginners (from 8yrs) to O-level. Includes 59 topics on 2 discs/

tapes plus two books (now has more colour graphics) £24 (upgrade
£4).

MICRO ENGLISH (BBC, Electron). Complete English Language self-

tuition and revision course, to O-level, of 24 programs. Includes

“Speak-and-SpeH’’ with real voice (no extras required). £24.

BRAINTEASERS Book of IQ tests and puzzle programs. £5.95

•Excellent". EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING.
WORLD LEADERS IN COMPLETE SELF-TUITION I

-
COURSE SOFTWARE (IN 24 COUNTRIES)VISA

For BBC Micro (A, B, B + ,

B128). Electron (Tapes, 40/80

track discs Econet compatible)
Commodore 64, ZX Spectrum,

unexpanded Vic. ZX81, Apple. PET, Amstrad

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
of software below.
Send coupon, or phone orders
or requests for free colour cat-

alogue to:

LCL (Dept A), 26 Avondale
Ave, Staines, Middx. (Tel 0784
58771) (most hours).

£5 off total for 2 courses,

£10 off total for three.

MICROMAN
Computers

ACORN SPECIALIST COMPUTER CENTRE

BBC COMPUTERS:
BBC B Plus 64K 449.00
BBC B Plus 128K 479 00
BBC B Plus Upgrade 64-128K 39 95
ADFS Upgrade 30.00
1770 Upgrade 49.95
Acorn DFS Upgrade inc DNFS 99 00

ACORN PERIPHERALS:
Teletext Receiver 149 00
Prestel Receiver 139.00
6502 2nd Processor 199 00
Z80 2nd Processor 399.00
IEEE Interlace 325.00
Music 500 199.00

ECONET SYSTEM:
Full Service Available

HARD DISCS:
Acorn 10MB Hard Disc + Level 3 1699.00
Acorn 30MB Hard Disc + Level 3 2499.00

ELECTRON COMPUTER:
Electron 75.00
Plus One Interface 59 95
Electron View 29.95
Electron Viewsheet 29 95
Electron Database 19 95
Electron Logo 59.80

EXPANSION BOARDS:
ATPL Sidewise ROM Board 43.70
Aries B32 RAM Expansion Board 92.00
Aries B12 ROM Board 46 00
Aries B12c 5.75
Computer Village ROM Board 49 00
RAM ROM 15 99 99
ROM X 13 40.25

SOUDISK PRODUCTS:
Solidisk 32K Sideways RAM 53 00
Solidisk 64K Sideways RAM 80 00
Solidisk 128K Sideways RAM 125.00
Solidisk 256K Sideways RAM 175 00
Solidisk DDFS 2.0 Interface 45 00
Solidisk ADFS 2.1 Interface 55.00
Solidisk CPU Case + Keyboard 33 00
Solidisk printer offer 343 85

EPROM PROGRAMMERS-ERASERS-I/CS
Eprom Programmer 20 95
Eprom Programmer + ZIF Socket 25 95
Eprom Eraser 20.95
Eprom Eraser with Timer 25 95
Eproms 2764 8K Mitsi/Hitachi 2.95
Eproms 27128 16K Hitachi/Fujit 3.95
RAM 6264LP-15 8K 4 95
Phone for quantity prices - 5 plus

MONITORS (Inc cable):
Microvitec 1431 Standard 229.00
Microvitec 1451 Medium 279.00
Philips TV/Monitor/PAL (New Model)209 .00

Philips Green 7502 89 00
Philips Amber 7522 94.00

MODEMS/RULLETIN BOARD S-WARE:
Pace Nightingale + Comstar 159.85
Pace AutoDial/AutoAnswer Board 56.35
Pace AutoDial Utilities Disc 1 1 50
Pace OBBS Bulletin B Software 25.00

BBC FIRMWARE:
View ROM 59.80
View 3 ROM-NEW- 89 00
Viewsheet ROM 59 80
View Store ROM 59 80
Speech Synthesizer 55.00
BCPL ROM 59.80
ISO-Pascal ROM 69.00
LOGO ROM 69 00
COMAL ROM 49 85
Acorn Basic Editor ROM 29 90
Acorn Termulator ROM -NEW- 34.50
Graphics Ext ROM -NEW- 29 90
Ultracalc 2 Spreadsheet ROM 79 50
Open Logo ROM 69.95
Logotron Logo ROM 69 00
Wordwise ROM 44 85
Wordwise Plus ROM 56 35
Graphics ROM 33.35
Disc Doctor ROM 33.35
Printmaster ROM (Epson/Star) 33.35
Communicator ROM 69 00
Termi II Emulator ROM 33 35
Gremlin Debug ROM 33.35
Inter-Sheet ROM -NEW- 56.35
Inter-Chart ROM -NEW- 44 85
Accelerator ROM -NEW- 64 40
The Speech ROM -NEW- 33.35
Caretaker Basic Utility ROM 33.35
Star Database 77.30

BBC FIRMWARE:
Commstar EPROM
System ADE ROM
System SPY ROM
Merlin Scribe ROM
Merlin Database ROM
Merlin Data Scribe ROM
Gemini Datagem Database ROM
Beebug: Full range
Slave Plus ROM -NEW-
Floppy-Wise Plus ROM -NEW-
Basic Extension ROM
Vine TD ROM 8271 Version
Vine Replay 1770 Version

DISC DRIVES (NO PSU):
Pace PSD1 SS/40T/100K
Pace PSD IB (above in dual case)
Pace PSD3 DS/40T-80T/400K
Pace PSD3B (above in dual case)
Pace DD3 DS/40T-80T/800K
Cumana CSX100 SS/40T/100K
Cumana CSX400 DS/40T-80T/400K

DISC DRIVES (INC PSU):
Pace PSD3P DS/40T-80T/400K
Pace PSD3PB (above in dual case)
Pace PDD3P DS/40T-80T/800K
Cumana CS100 SS/40T/100K
Cumana CS400 DS/40T-80T/400K
Cumana CD800 DS/40T-80T/800K

OPUS PRODUCTS:
Opus Challenger
RAM Disc Upgrade to 512K
Opus DDOS Interface

Opus 5401 40T/100K Disc Drive

34.00

60.00

30.00

59.95

4900
95.00

79.95

39.95

29 95
19 95
1800
35 00

99 00
121 90
114.95

134 55
209 95
99 00
11495

135.95

156 40
255 95
129 95
135.95

255 95

249 95
49 95
99 00
85 00

DISC UTILITIES/LANGUAGES:
Full range Acorn. Clares, Beebug etc

DISCS/STORAGE BOXES:
Mr Floppy 5.25" DS/DD/80T (10) 16.50

Wabash 5 25" DS/DD/80T (10) 16 50
70 Lockable Disc Storage Box 13.95

100 Lockable Disc Storage Box 15.95

CONTROL ft GRAPHICS:
Commotion EV1 Camera 129.80
AMX Mouse inc SUPER ART 89 95
AMX Desk 24.95
AMX Utilities 14.95

AMX Paintpot 14.95
AMX Super Art ROM 49 95
AMX Pagemaker 49.95
AMX 3D Xicon 24.95
AMX Database 24.95
AMX Zam 24.95
Marconi Trackerball RB2 59 80
RB21 (Colour Icon Software) 69 50
Robin Light Pen (Standard) 29 90

PRINTERS:
Canon PW-1080A
Canon PW1156A (special attar)

(inc cable, paper and 8K RAM
Star S610 NLQ
Shinwa CPA80 Parallel

Shinwa CPA80 Serial

Epson LX80 NLQ
Juki 6100 Daisywheel
Juki 2200 Typewriter/Printer

JOYSTICKS:
Voltmace 14b Handset
Voltmace 3b Single
Voltmace 3b Dual

CAD SYSTEMS:
Bitstik 1

Bitstik Multi-plotter Driver

Bitstik 2

Bitstik 2 Upgrade

PLOTTERS:
Roland DXY-800 A3 Plotter

Roland DXY-880 A3 Plotter

Roland DXY-980 A3 Plotter

Watanabe A3 Plotter (6 pen)
Epson H180 Plotter (4 pen)
Hitachi A3 Plotter (4 pen)
Linear Graphics Plotmate
Penman Plotter

Penman Micad Special Pack
Penman Utilities Special Pack
Benson A3-A0 Plotters

289.00

459.00

259 00
199 00

239.00

258.75

379 00
299 00

1495
1200
1995

375.00

79 00
914.25

51750

483.00

943.00

1380 00
1026 52
458.85
569.25

343.85

22885
249.00

249.00

P.O.A.

ACORN APPROVED SERVICE CENTRE
SHOP OPEN 9-6 Mon Sat.

We stock a large range of books, educational and games software

EDUCATIONAL & INDUSTRIAL ENQUIRIES WELCOME

MAIL ORDER SALES
NEXT DAY DELIVERY £8.00

SMALL ITEMS 1st CUSS POST £1 .00
PRICES INCLUDE VAT

RAINF0RD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. MILL LANE.
RAINF0RD. ST. HELENS, MERSEYSIDE

PHONE 074488 5242/5295
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Chancellor

6
CaSSClS* CUt PNCB Set

challenge
Geographers will be interested in

a program from Chalk soft entitled

Maps and Landscapes No /. The

disc has three sets of programs

covering many aspects of basic

mapwork by means of demonstra-

tions and test and practice situa-

tions. Grids explains the National

Grid used in Ordnance Survey

maps for both four-figure and six-

figure reference numbers. Conven-

tional Signs shows the most com-

monly used signs from OS maps,

and Maps features several different

OS-type maps with questions re-

lating to signs and grid references.

The target age-group is nine to 14

and the disc, which comes with

copy sheets, costs £17.50.

Another offering from the same

company which may appeal to

historians, economists and social

science teachers is Yes Chancellor -

a complex simulation of the Brit-

ish economy, complete with

strikes, runs on the pound and

Parliamentary elections.

The user decides the level of

taxation and borrowing, and the

details of the annual budget.

Graphs displayed on screen help

to demonstrate developing trends,

and the whole package has a ring

of authority - not least because it

was designed by an economics

expert and former senior official

of the Inland Revenue.

Readers familiar with programs

like GB Ltd will enjoy this one. It

comes complete with some very

searching teacher’s notes (al-

though it is just as much a home

computer game) which ask ques-

tions relating to the economy and

its structure, and pose problems

about interest rates and borrow-

ing and lending. A testing

mindbender for ages 1 1 to adult.

Details from Chalksoft, PC) Box

49, Spalding PE11 1NZ. Tel:

(0775) 69518.

Although Computer Studies are

the subject of prolonged and heat-

ed debate at the moment, new

materials for the subject are still

being produced. One of the best is

Practical Computer Studies by Peter

Avis, from Cassels. It consists of

The ISIS Pack is a new venture

from South Yorkshire and Hum-

berside MEP in its dying throes

(MF.P ends March 31 this year),

which enables secondary schools

to undertake in-school education

relating to the use of the computer

across the curriculum. The pack’s

11 items include software from

Acornsoft, Cambridge Micro

Software, Glentop, Ephagy and

Resource, as well as a modified

NESTEC (Newcastle Science and

Technology Education Centre)

Buggy and interface board.

two volumes - the first giving a

comprehensive introduction to

computers and how they work,

and the second covering examina-

tion courses up to the highest

levels of 1 6 T

.

The book also encourages pu-

These packages are not sup-

plied in isolation, however. They

are supported by carefully pre-

pared materials, designed to intro-

duce teachers, in as painless a wav

as possible, to the use of the

computer in their particular sub-

ject. All notes have been written

by teachers and the entire package

comes complete with a ‘delivery

system’ that allows the school to

create its own structured Inset

scheme to provide the maximum

use of the computer ‘tools’ pro-

vided. The programs are very

pi Is to develop project work, and

the assessment objectives of the

GCSE criteria have been kept in

mind all the way through.

The set has an accompanying

disc of software (10 programs) for

the BBC micro, all of which will

work with Econet level 2 and

most with level 1.

A special offer allows schools to

purchase 10 copies of each book

and a copy of the software at a 20

per cent discount on published

prices. This brings the price down

from £111.95 to £89.95, with no

limit to the number of packs pur-

chasable. The offer closes on 30

April 1986.

Further details from Cassels, 1

St Annes Road, Eastbourne BN21

3UN. Tel: (0323) 638221.

much orientated to cross-

curricular u'ork.

The emphasis of the pack is on

educating the teacher, and it is

hoped that this theme will be

continued, if and wrhen the con-

sortium of LEAs which this cen-

tre serves agree to its continuation

post-March by the production of a

second ISIS package and an ISIS

Technology pack.

For further details, contact Re-

source, MF.P Regional Centre,

Exeter Road, Doncaster DN2
4PY. Tel: (0302) 63800.

Title Publisher Cassette Disc ROM Electron Shadow 6502

on B +
Econet

1 Graphics Acornsoft £29.90 — —
Extension ROM

2 Pascal Acornsoft £19.90 £69 -— —
3 Spellcheck Beebugsoft £36
4 French Pan £14.95 £19.95
5 Happy Letters Bourne £10.95 £8.95 Yes Yes

Compiled by Gallup, Microscope. Contact publishers: Acornsoft, 645 Newmarket Road, Cambridge CBS 8PD (0223) 214411; Bccbugsoft,
PC) Box 109, St Johns Road, High W ycombe, Bucks 11P10 8\P; Pan Software, Hamilton Close, PC) Box 40, Hound Mills 1 state.

Basingstoke, I lants; Bourne educational Software, Bourne House, The Hundred, Ramsey, Hants SOS 8BY.

Software pack to educate teachers
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Let the BBC take the headache out of your

PERSONAL FINANCE
Filling the gap between the limited tape based and the expensive business programs, Personal*Finaflce
DOES EVERYTHING whether handling a bank account-a credit account-a building society account-or
even association accounts-and all at the same time!

TESTED BY OUR CUSTOMERS RESULTING IN THE FOLLOWING SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS:
Will now accept CREDIT as well as debit STANDING
ORDERS enabling automatic monthly credit entry.

Can now print-out EVERY TRANSACTION in any of the 36
CATEGORIES within any specified dates instead of just
the totals of each category.

Now includes the facility to have SEPARATE program and
data DISKS on SINGLE DRIVES.

PRINT-OUTS updated to give more information and better
control of form feeding. Compatible with every known
dot matrix printer on the market.

NINE separate accounts handled at once, with instant access to any.

4e MENU SCREENS for every section, resulting in a very user friendly program, operated by single keystrokes.

* THOUSANDS of transaction entries can be accomodated-999 in each of the nine separate accounts.

4c PASSWORD PROTECTED with each copy having its own individual password, ensuring complete secrecy at all times.

4e RECORDS the Date, Type, Amount, Payee, Reference, Category of every transaction with 'blanking' if required.

4c CREATE, DELETE or CHANGE NAME of any account at any time.

UPDATE any entry or even any part of any entry.

4s DELETE any entry or 'blank' part of any entry.

4t SELECT any of the nine accounts at will, with instant access.

4c BALANCE of all accounts constantly available.

4c STANDING ORDERS can be added, updated, sorted or deleted at will in the standing order file.

4c STANDING ORDERS from the file automatically entered to selected account, for chosen dates,

with balance adjusted.

4c SORT routine allows entries to be made in any order, then subsequently sorted into the

correct ascending date order.

4c PRINT routine of whole or any selected part, within chosen dates, of any account or standing order file,
or entire category file.

RECONCILE account transactions by 'ticking' as they appear on a bank statement or account, allowing a
complete check of the account against a bank statement etc.

4c CALCULATE allows a balance to be calculated after reconciling account transactions by 'ticking', 'unticking',
but does not effect the actual account file.

CATEGORY EVALUATION allows the income/expenses categories to be either updated or evaluated, giving a

print-out of the totals of all the transactions of a selected category within the date range selected.

ARCHIVE function enables old entries to be removed from any of the accounts, yet gives the option of keeping
these in a separate back-up file.

± SCROLLING through any account file, standing order file or income/expenses categories, either forward from the^ start or backward from the end of the file.

SINGLE STEPPING through any of the files, forward or backward.

DISPLAYS all details of ten complete transactions on the screen at once.

DEFAULT by single keystroke for easier entering of certain data.

QUIT command takes the program back to menu in the event of difficulty

RESCUE facility will retrieve data in any 'crash* or if disk error is encounted.

In a nutshell you can have numerous accounts on file; entering all details of credits and payments
with a balance shown throughout. Be able to 'tick off against a Statement within the program with

an accurate calculation at the end. You can print out any account file for the period you require

or print out all the credits and payments of any single transaction heading, which of course you
choose yourself. All standing orders can be added monthly or whenever you decide. The whole
program is extremely well documented and easy to understand and operate. And of course, with

your own personal password-which is not shown when being entered-you have complete secrecy

at all times, with absolutely no need whatsoever to keep any written or printed records. Great for

the numbered Swiss account!

Supplied on either a 40 or 80 track disk and suitable for single, dual or double sided drives.

Complete with User Guide and individual Password-£22.50 all inclusive

Available by our famed return first class post service, with delivery tomorrow if you order by telephone by Access or Barclaycard

before 4pm. With our lifetime guarantee meaning much more now that the cowboys are deserting the BBC fast!

(Kansas
Kansas Citv S

The longest established software publishers in the country, now in our ninth year, backed
by 30 years media publishing from this same address! The reliable one...

Kansas City Systems, Unit 3, Sutton Springs Wood, Chesterfield. S44 5XF. Tel. 0246 850357
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EDUCATION

DABBLING WITH
DATABASES

Databases serve a variety of purposes in education - from encouraging a positive attitude to information

to helping children become effective information handlers

The Cockcroft Report (1981) found that chil-

dren in schools spent a great deal of time

collecting data bur relatively little time in

interpreting it. A database, however, helps

children to focus upon interpretation. It can be

used in the classroom for three main purposes:

1. As an information source to support

children’s subject and project work;

2. As a tool for helping them to become

effective information handlers;

3. To give active support to the role of

concrete experience in learning.

In the first case, children will learn to use the

computer to find information related to their

needs and, in so doing, will begin to become

independent information retrievers.

In the second case, if children are allowed to

create databases themselves as part of their

project work, they will develop a much better

understanding of how they may be used to

handle information. From our work in

schools, we have discovered that the educa-

tional value of any database lies in the deduc-

tions which children may be led to make from

rapid ‘intelligent’ searches of their own collec-

tions of data.

We cannot over-emphasise that the real

learning from database work takes place away

from the computer: careful consideration of

the questionnaire, discussion of which units of

measurement to use, the drawing of tentative

conclusions which then need to be tested.

There are three types of databases used in

the classroom. A viewdatabase (like Micro

I 'iewdata) stores information on pages and can

be thought of as an electronic book. Hierarchi-

cal databases, such as Acornsoffs now familiar

Tree Of Knowledge and Animal from MRP, arc

based on a tree structure. But perhaps the most

useful of all are relational databases like Picfile

an& Quest. With these, it is possible to find data

by asking questions that impose conditions,

i So, in a database on small animals, for example,

158

Top 8 birds (OCTOBER)

LAPWING 30
HOUSE SPARROW 15
STARLING 10
ROBIN 1

SONG THRUSH 1

BLUE TIT 1

BULLFINCH 1

BLACKBIRD 1

Prwmm ttm HI bar

Data from Bird Watch output as a table

information is stored under different headings

(fields) such as:

wings =

number of legs =

length =

and to search for information, one would ask

the computer to find all the records where

‘wings = 2’ and ‘legs = 6’. The computer

would then search through the database and

display all the records where these two condi-

tions were met.

Children should be made aware that a

database turns the computer into a filing

cabinet in which their own observations can be

recorded under headings that they themselves

have selected, expenditure on such content-

free software is money well spent, as the

applications range wide across the curriculum.

An ideal introductory system is Picfile,
a

universal database program. It can be used

effectively by competent readers of eight years

and above, and will teach them the principles

of data collection and retrieval. Its strength lies

in its dialogue style, graphic output and printer

options - but, like Tadjik before it, there arc

some serious drawbacks. File length and head-

ings are limited, and older children will be-

come irritated because the software does not

always produce the graphic results they expect.

But the documentation and datafiles provide

an excellent starting point.

At the other end of the scale, there is Questd,

a disc- (or ROM-) based system which is far

more versatile and powerful than Picfile. 1 low-

ever, there is a tendency for the difficulty of

operation of a database to increase in direct

proportion to the power and complexity of the

system. Questd suffers from this drawback. It

has a complex and powerful command struc-

ture; but, to use this database efficiently, it is

necessary to memorise the commands and the

syntax of the command structures, which is

beyond the capabilities of many primary

schoolchildren.

Another problem lies in Questd' s limited

ability to display results graphically.

Against these drawbacks, one must weigh

the versatility of stringing together commands

in sentence-type structures, which makes the

sifting process much quicker. Also, Questd is

capable of handling more than 900 records per

file (more than 4000 with the ROM plus disc

version); so it’s a good database for use at the

top end of the primary school.

The Advisory Unit for Computer Based

Education (AlTCBE) markets a number of

prepared datafiles for use with Questd. Perhaps

the most interesting of these is the ‘weather’

file, from which some extremely valuable

correlations and comparisons can be made at

both the primary and advanced level. It pro-

vides a starting point for children’s own

weather-data collection and includes many

suggestions on how to use the file. In addition,

the Q-map software allows data to be plotted

into pre-prepared maps and diagrams.

Somewhere between the above two are

some excellent dedicated databases published

by Resource under the auspices of the South

Yorkshire and Humberside MRP.

In order to establish the role of the comput-

er firmly within the context of the curriculum,

WORN l SI R I I.RRl ARY 1986



EDUCATION
Resource has concentrated on producing

databases which provide graphic output with-

out being too complex.

Birdwatch and Flower Search offer children the

chance to create and interrogate databases on

two popular primary school topics. Informa-

tion can be displayed in four ways: as a record,

a table, a piechart or a barchart. Unfortunately,

both lack the option to provide a printed copy

of the display.

Which Flower is a database that develops

observational skills. Place Names can handle

information about the meaning of place names

and could be used as part of a larger project on

settlement. Library provides a valuable cata-

logue system which allows a search by topic

rather than book title, and can hold over 1000

records. Weather Studies is for storing data

collected from a school weather station, and

allows comparison of any weather factors

recorded over a month, three months or a vear.

Display Data lets children display their own

collected data as a wind rose, barchart or

piechart. This useful program is not a database

as such, but allows children to concentrate on

interpreting the data, and complements any

non-graphic database very well.

What these all have in common is a clear

style of presentation and the abilitv to display

data in forms comprehensible to primary-aged

children. They provide excellent starting

points for class study, with the bonus of files

that can be enlarged and a framework that is

adaptable to individual needs.

Publishers are increasingly producing re-

source packs centred on a database - Castle

Pack is a superb example of this genre. De-

signed for children with a reading age of nine

plus, it provides enough support material to

keep a class occupied for half a term. Activity

cards direct the children’s investigations into

the lives of personnel in an imaginary castle in

the middle ages. I used Castle Pack as part of a

larger study of medieval life, and there is no

doubt that the children amassed a great deal of

knowledge about the castle and its inhabitants.

A more sophisticated follow-up package enti-

tled Manor Pack should be released by the time

you read this.

Other databases of interest from Resource

include Domesday Database and Find
,
a power-

ful graphics database for secondary schools

and Econet users.

Find is the result of considerable develop-

ment work, much of it undertaken by Ian

Birnbaum o{Acorn User and Assembly Language

Programming fame. This versatile and flexible

package offers disc-based sequential file

searching . . . with all the bells and whistles!

The package may be used in any situation

where rapid sorting and extraction of data file

information is required. Find is Econet-com-

patible - a rare and remarkable thing in itself *

T
fliCORN USER DEMONSTRATION OF "FIND"

SUBJECT

Find: useful for rapid sorting and extraction of data

and provides full graphic output in the form of

barcharts, piecharts, scattergrams and scatter

tables. Its syntax for creating searches is less

tortuous than that of other packages, and a

‘junior’ version exists to introduce younger

children to the concept of databases and to

Find itself.

A second package similar but much more

expensive - is Dataprobe from Addison Wesley.

This database performs a slightly different

subset of routines from Find.

For example, it has much greater graphic

facilities, but does not have a ‘jump record’

facility, nor can it alter so extensively the size

and structure of the datafile.

Dataprobe does come with an impressive

amount of material in the form of data files,

teacher support materials and general informa-

tion. The basic pack contains the Kensington

1861 census datafile and an additional pack

may also be purchased containing files on

weather, birds and litter louts.

In a different league altogether is Viewstore-

part of the View family from Acornsoft. This

powerful package is capable of rapid searches,

which increase by a factor of ten when com-

bined with ADFS or networked to a hard disc.

The great thing about this package is that it

can ‘talk’ to all the other members of the View

family - so I 'iewstore files may be transformed

onto View, and vice-versa, provided a struc-

ture in the I 'iew file can be detected.

Trevor Buck, from Casterton Community

College near Stamford, writes about I 7ewstore:

‘(It was) assessed as a means of manipulating all

non-confidential pupil information. The main

reason for this grew out of a need to know

which of the various bus routes the children

were on when bussed to and from school. We
included the child’s school admission record

number, date of birth, form tutor, tutor group

code, house, sex, postal address, emergency

phone number and type of lunch. Three

dummy fields were also created for short-term

information eg, trips.

‘We found that the results could be passed

into a I lew file for immediate use, and were

able to produce form lists, year lists, house

lists, bus lists and so on. One important area

was the numerous letters sent to parents. A
mailing list was produced to avoid duplication

to brothers and sisters. Savings here alone will

probably pay lor the system in two years.’

But why, in the first place, should you want

to use a database with your class? The reasons

are many: it encourages a positive attitude to

information that will lx* important in later life;

it allows a child to infer from data ideas that

would probably not otherwise emerge; and it

provides a structure in which pupils at every

level can organise information that has been

created by their own endeavours.

And the ability to juggle information - search

it, sort it, print it and display it in a variety of

graphical forms - is a tool that most primary and

many secondary teachers could happily employ.

Dataprobe £45, BBC disc

Addison Wesley, Finchampstead Road,

Wokingham RG11 2NZ. Tel: (0734) 794000.

Viewstore £59.80, BBC disc (ROM-based)

Acornsoft, 645 Newmarket Road, Cam-

bridge CB5 8PD. Tel: (0223) 214411.

Picfile £17.50, BBC B (disc)

Cambridge Micro Software, The Fdinburgh

Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge CB2

2RU.

Questd* £15 cassette, £27 disc, £21 ROM,
£45 ROM and disc, BBC B

AUCBE, Fndymion Road, Hatfield, Herts

ALIO 8AU. Tel: (07072) 65443.

Bird Watch, Flower Search, Weather

Studies/Display Data, Which Flower, Li-

brary, Place Names £9.95 each, Castle

Pack, Find, Domesday, Manor Pack

£14.95 each. BBC disc

Resource, MFP Regional Centre, Exeter

Road, Doncaster DN2 4PY. Tel: (0302)

63800.

* hditcaJhiial rsfabtishmen/s only
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'PROFESSIONAL Software for the BBC Micro'

RAPID READER
IF YOU CAN READ THE FOLLOWING PASSAGE OF TEXT IN

UNDER 15 SECONDS . . . YOU NEED READ NO FURTHER!. . .

START TIMING NOW.

In line with our reputation for producing ORIGINAL and USEFUL software we
have created a package designed to teach you to read at speeds you never

thought possible. RAPID READER is a comprehensive, flexible and powerful

speedreading course which employs a variety of reading enhancement
techniques and simulates sophisticated mechanical reading aids (eg

Tachistoscopes, Pacers, Reading Machines etc), at a fraction of the price! In

addition, RAPID READER has been designed to enable teachers and parents to

devise their own training courses, using Wordwise or View wordprocessor
ROM's, to teach good reading techniques to their pupils or children. Each two
disk RAPID READER package can provide separate individually tailored courses

for up to 40 participants and will maintain and chart 'progress reports' for each
individual.

STOP TIMING - Check your rating:

40 seconds = slow, 35 seconds = average, 20 seconds = fast, 1 5 seconds = very

fast.

Whichever rating you achieved we would expect the average user to read at least

50% faster by the end of the course. A LIFETIME INVESTMENT AT £27.95. WRITE
FOR DETAILS.

BIOGRAM

V IBM
r if at
r M'M* *. umriSKsnafii^H
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ram. .ft e»
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1*1 u
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BIOGRAM is a new concept in computer
software and provides you with the tools

to control your state of relaxation and
response to stress.

BIOGRAM uses proven biofeedback
techniques to provide you with audio/visual

impressions of your physiological and
psychological state.

Your stress level is detected by two
electrodes and is converted and relayed to

the computer by the electronic BIO-
MODULE. The BIOGRAM software
translates this signal into a form that will

enable the user to learn to influence his own
state of mind.

BIOGRAM is FUN and EASY to use, just

plug in the module, attach the electrodes

and choose your program. Ready to run in

seconds.

EASIPLOT
"a very good program"A + B Computing

"excellent" Which? Software Guide

Easiplot is a sophisticated and user friendly

BUSINESS and EDUCATIONAL graph
package. Voted the 1 4th best educational

program, Easiplot has come to be regarded

as an outstanding business package and
excellent value for money.

COMPREHENSIVE FACILITIES INCLUDE:
Line, Bar, Pie, Scatter and Data charts5 line or bar merging
Bar/Line conversion option
Auto or manual scaling

Comprehensive label and edit facilities

Screendump for Epson compatible
printers

Save/Load options on single or dual

drives

Provides easy access to screendump
ROM's

Grid and screensave facilities

56 page USER MANUAL

This original and imaginative package is excellent value for
money. . .it provides the user with a very cheap near equivalent of a
dedicated professional system costing many times its purchase price.'

A&B Computing (JUNE 85). “GOOD VALUE FOR MONEY” MICRO USER (NOV’ 85)

The BIOGRAM system comprises an
electronic bio-module fitted with plugs

and electrodes and a suite of programs on
disk or cassette. The bio-module is

supplied in two versions:

BIOGRAM I
- a standard, medium

sensitivity unit

BIOGRAM II -a high sensitivity unit with

a three-way sensitivity booster switch.

The BIOGRAM software package includes:

RELAXOGRAM - a multi-level relaxation

trainer and progress tester.

LIE DETECTOR -a graphical lie detector

with an automatic interrogation facility.

P. REDUCER -a programmable phobia
identifier and reducer.

The comprehensive user Manual provides

many examples of biofeedback applications

and experiments to try.

HARNESS THE POWER OF
BIOFEEDBACK- LEARN TO CONTROL
YOUR FEARS. PHOBIAS and STATE of

TENSION. AN INVESTMENT FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY.

SHARE ANALYSER
'an excellent program' Micro User - Jan 85
'an invaluable aid' Northern Echo
'very highly recommended' Which?
Software Guide
'Excellent investment' Luton News
Share Analyser is a comprehensive
reporting, analysis and charting package
for the BBC Micro. Transaction and share

price databases are built up for each share

name and a variety of report and analysis

facilities can be instantly accessed. Reports

can be produced on any printer. Share
Analyser is easy to use and is supplied with

a comprehensive Operating Manual.

FACILITIES INCLUDE:
Up to 20 share names per portfolio per
disk.

Use as many disks as you require

Capacity per disk - 20,000 whole number
share prices and 320 purchase/sale/
dividend records
Reports include Valuation, Profit

Statements, Movement Analysis,

Transaction Reports etc

Graphics facilities include Moving
Averages, Rise and Fall, Superimpose,
Magnification, Grid, Screenwrite,

Screendump for Epson compatible printers.

Adjusts for scrip issues etc.

Provides access to screendumping ROM’s

All Easiplot and Share Analyser specifications are for the disk version. FULL DETAILS OF ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

Prices include p-F p etc-no extras PRICE

Biogram 1 (cassette or disk). BBC B & B+ £37.95
Biogram 2 (cassette or disk). BBC B & B+ £47.95
Easiplot (cassette). BBC B, B + & Electron £15.95
Easiplot (including Dataplotter- disk). BBC B & B+ £24.95
Rapid Reader (disk only). BBC B & B+ £27.95
Share Analyser (cassette). BBC B, B+ & Electron £17.95
Share Analyser (disk). .BBC B & B+ £24.95

Disk orders . . state 40 or 80 track (add £3 for overseas orders - Biogram £5)

Write or telephone for further details (05827) 2977 (Ansaphone Service).

ALL PROGRAMS ARE NORMALLY DESPTACHED BY FIRST CLASS POST

WITHIN 24 HOURS AND ARE GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS. Available

MAIL ORDER only.

Send cheques/PO etc to Synergy Software, Dept A 7 Hillside Road,

Harpenden, Herts AL5 4BS
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Check out the latest position of your favourite game

TOP 20 BBC MICRO GAMES
Title Publisher Cassette Oise Reviewed

1 (-) Strike Force Harrier Mirrorsoft £9.99 £12.99 January ’86

2 (1) Match Day Ocean £9.95 - January ’86

3 (2) Beach-Head Access/US Gold £9.95 - December ’85

4 (6) Bored of the Rings Silversoft £9.95 £11.95

5 (7) Elite Acornsoft £14.95 £17.65 October ’84

6 (4) Revs Acornsoft £14.95 £17.65 July ’85

7 (20) Monopoly Leisure Genius £12.95 £14.95

8 (3) Combat Lynx Durrell £8.95 - September ’85

9 (5) Jump Jet Anirog £9.95 £11.95 January ’86

10 (11) Knight Lore Ultimate £9.95 - November ’85

11 (-) Computer Hits (10) Beau Jolly £9.95 - -

12 (14) Death Star Superior £9.95 £11.95 January ’86

13 (10) Repton Superior £9.95 £11.95 September ’85

14 (8) Alien 8 Ultimate £9.95 February ’86

15 (-) Phantom Combat Doctorsoft £9.95 £11.95 February ’86

16 (9) Atic Atac Ultimate £7.95 February ’86

17 (16) Wizadore Imagine £7.95 - August ’85

18 (-) Microcosm Firebird £3.95 - -

19 (-) Waterloo Lothlorian £9.95 £12.95 -

20 (12) Scrabble Leisure Genius £12.95 £14.95 July ’85

COMPII.I.D BY (. U.Ll'P MICRt »S< ()Pl

TOP 10 ELECTRON GAMES
Title Publisher Cassette Reviewed

1 (1) Beach-Head Access/US Gold £9.95 December ’85

2 (-) Computer Hits (10) Beau Jolly £9.95 -

3 (-) Strike Force Harrier Mirrorsoft £9.99 January *86

4 (2) Elite Acornsoft £12.95 October *84

5 (-) Star Drifts Firebird £3.95 -

6 (-) Mini Office Database £5.95 -

7 (3) Bird Strike Firebird £1.99 June *85

8 (9) Escape from Moonbasc Alpha Micro Power £2.50 -

9 (-) Stock Car Micro Power £2.50 -

10 (-) Jet Power Jack Micro Power £2.50 July ’84

I coMPii.iin by (iAi.i.iiP MK Roscnpi:
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CANON PW-IOBQA^
OR KAGATAXAN

KPBIO
NEAR LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
NLQ Mode 23 x 1 8 Matrix: 27 cps

Draft Mode 11x9 Matrix: 1 60 cps

Full range of Epson FX 80 Print Codes
Friction & Tractor Feed
Centronics Interface Standard

CANON PW-1 1 56A Available

(Accepts 1
7" Paper)

CANON PW-1 080A £265.22 + VAT >301#
CANON PW-1 156A £360.00 + VAT = yrffai

See below for Printerpack prices

i JUKI
SPECIAL
NOW
FROM
£329

inc. VAT.
RING FOR DETAILS

C.J.E. MICRO'S
BBC PRINTERPACKS

For Star, Canon & Juki Pnnters include

1 The Printer

2. Next Working Day Delivery

3. Cable to the BBC 1 .25 Metres

4. Screen Dump Program (M/C Source)

5. Text Dump Program

6. Function Key set up Program.

7. Function Key Label Pnnting Program.

8. VIEW Pnnter Dnver

9 1 00 Sheets of Paper

1 0 Mams Plug with 3 Amp Fuse

1 1 Booklet giving details of using the printer with a BBC
1 2 Choroder Defining Program for Downloadable-charoder-set

(draft mode)

CANON PW- 1 080A BBC PRINTER PACK
CANON PW-1 156A BBC PRINTER PACK CffigS
JUKI 6100 BBC PRINTER PACK
STAR SG10 BBC PRINTER PACKwWlM

RING FOR SAMPLE PRINTOUT,

FULL SPECIFICATIONS

& LATEST PRICES

OFFICIAL
ACORN

APPROVED
DEALER

JUKI 6100
One Year Warranty
20 CPS: BiDirectional & Logic Seeking

1 0, 1 2, 1 5 & Proportional Spacing

Wordstar Compatible

2K Buffer, 1 3 Inch Platen

Underline; Backspace + Lots more
Centronics Interface Standard

RS 232 Interface £54.00 + VAT Extra

Trador Feed £119 + VAT Extra

Single Sheet Feeder V 9 ? + VAT Extra

JUKI 61 00 £330.43 + VAT-
See left for Printerpack prices

lTop
Service

FONTAIO
NLQ Designer for Canon and Taxan Kaga

NLQ Printers.

Design your own NLQ fonts or 'download' one of our

20 + predefined fonts. The FONTAID disk includes the

following type styles:

Square, Outline, Gothic, Computer Type Style, Bold,

Shadow, and Broadway.

Additional Disk 'A' includes:

Greek/Maths, Script, Proportional Spacing, Plain,

Handwriting and z styles of (Elite, Condensed, Super
Condensed).

FONTAID requires 6264 RAM Chip in printer.

FONTAID (BBC) £30.00
FONTAID (BBC) with 6264 RAM £36.00
FONTAID Additional Disk 'A' £15.00
Please state 40 or 80 track when ordering.

ROMS of individual fonts are available and can be
used with any computer.

FONT ROMS £18.00 each

P&Pon FONTAID £1.00

Please phone for FONTAID leaflet and demonstration
print out.

Coming Soon MULIT-FONT NLQ pnnting for

Epson MX/RX/FX/LX and Epson compatibles

Design your own font or use supplied predefined font.

Please phone for latest details.

STAR SG10
NEAR LETTER QUALITY

NLQ Mode 17x11 Matrix

True Descenders 9x9 Matrix

1 20 CPS Bidirectional & Logic Seeking

40,48, 68, 80,96, 136 cpl

Italics, Emphasized, Double strike

Super & Sub Scripts

Downloadable Character Set

Hi-Resolution & Block Graphics

Friction or Tractor Feed
1 0" Carnage
See above for FYinterpack prices

Centronics Interface,

Standard RS232 Inf

£58.00 + Vat Extra

STAR SG10

me. VAT

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
VAT INCLUDED WHERE APPLICABLE

PHONE/CREDfT CARD ORDERS WELCOME
Postage 50p per order or as stated

Next day Delivery for Printers/Disk Drives £8.00

FULL RANGE OF CONNECTORS & CABLES AVAILABLE
PRICE USTON REQUEST

WIN A
PORSCHE

924S
when you
buy a

STAR SG10
from

written details on request

DeptAU2 ,78 Brighton Rood, Worthing

W. Sussex BN1 1 2EN (0903) 21 3900

wRINT
QUALITY
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REVIEWS
GAMES

FANTASTIC
FILMATION

‘Alien-8’, Ultimate, BBC B, £9.95

It’s quite some time since Ultimate first intro-

duced us to ‘Filmation’, a remarkable way of

producing three-dimensional animation. On

first seeing Alien-8, however, you will still

wonder: ‘How do they do it?’

It is set in a vast spaceship, within which is a

huge number of chambers: some safe, some

occupied by nasties and some inhabited bv

‘Cryonaughts’. The Cryonaughts are the be-

ings that you, Alien-8, must ensure reach their

destination in good health. This requires that

you activate each Cryonaught chamber by

collecting the appropriate block-type key and

using it to activate the life-support systems in

that chamber.

Alien-8 certainly preserves all the charm of

Knight Lore. The nasties still possess their own

characteristics. Some will push you into cor-

ners while others will simply vaporise you on

contact. In some chambers the only way across

from one door to another may be via a block

on the head of a particularly unpleasant-

looking, Dalek -mouse hybrid, pacing the floor

below. Rarely have I seen such a variety of

truly ‘intelligent’ characters in a game. Alien-8

also contains many new features, including my

favourites - remote-control droids which you

can guide into hazardous areas.

The only criticism I could possibly make of

Alien-8 is the same as the sole complaint I

expressed about Knight Lore namely the poor

use of the Beeb’s excellent sound facilities. But

this is only a small niggle. In every other

respect Alien-8 is quite excellent and 1 would

recommend it highly to anyone looking for

something new and challenging. If you haven’t

played one of Ultimate’s Filmation-stylc games

before, then Alien-8 is a must. The graphics

really do have to be seen to be believed.

David Acton

SECRETS OF
MASTER MOLE

‘The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole’, Level 9,

BBC B, £9.95, £11.95 (disc)

The only time I ever got sent home from

school was when I was 12. That’ll teach me to

wear one black shoe and one brown.

Adrian Mole’s protest w as, of course, about

the wearing of red socks, and then he did have

the lovely Pandora to help him out. If you

haven’t yet read about Adrian Mole’s adven-

tures by Sue Townsend then you’ve definitely

missed out. Level 9 has crammed the contents

of the book into several large datafiles to help

you experience Master Mole’s adventures.

But 1 wouldn’t go so far as to call this an

adventure game. It’s a sort of multiple choice

question affair, where you are presented w ith

three options and choose what you feel is the

correct answer. After accepting your advice,

Adrian will trundle off and do as you have

suggested. Of course, if you answer incorrectly

he soon gets back on the right track. There are

some graphics with the game - well, call them

illustrations as they are static; but they do

brighten up the screen somewhat.

While the idea seems a good one, the

amusement factor soon wears off, and I’d not

be inclined to play it again.

If you haven’t read the book, then do so

right awrav - but don’t buy the game.

Bruce Smith

PHANTOM
CRASH-LAND

‘Phantom Combat’, Doctor Soft, BBC B and

Electron, £9.95, £11.95 (disc)

Is it me or is there a whole flood of these flight

simulators hitting the market? After Jump jet

and Strike Yorce Harrier we now have a newr

one from the publishers responsible for the

enjoyable 747 flight simulator.

Like 747, Phantom was written with the aid

of a professional pilot - and it shows, making

the simulator realistic and interesting to fly.

My initial grump is over the choice of kevs,

which are not as you would expect - how often

do you use H, V and M regularly? (A joystick

option is provided and 1 suspect it is about

time I repaired mv analogue port.) The simula-

tor is an in-cockpit affair with the panel on the

lower half of the screen presenting a wealth of

dials, gauges and knobs for you to goggle at.

Above the panel you look out of the cockpit

down the runway. The view is not really

spectacular, but after a few circuits of the

airfield, at which I attained Mach 1, this

became a minor annoyance. The real test is in

flying the Phantom - no eas\ task. Anyway,

after two quick spins I reckon I’m just about

ready for the real thing no more practice runs

tor me. Crash. Oh well, just one more practice

run then.

There are a lot of nice touches throughout,

like the whole plane shaking around you as you

hit the ground. In fact, the easiest part of this

simulator is crash-landing!

Overall a very good flight simulator that

comes with the Smith seal of airworthiness.

Crash'! Ah well, perhaps just one more practice

run, then . . . Bruce Smith
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REVIEWS

GAMES

FAST AND
ULTIMATE

‘Atic Atac’, Ultimate, BBC B, £7.95

Question: how do you make a BBC micro

version of a Spectrum game twice as hard as

the original? Answer: you make it go twice as

fast, of course!

And Atic Atac on the Beeb certainly goes.

It’s set in a multi-level castle, where your

object is to retrieve all the pieces of the front

door key to enable you to escape.

Careful timing revealed that to cross one of

the many rooms on each level of the castle

takes just 1.2 seconds!

Your character, w hich you may choose to be

a knight, serf or wizard, faces many hazards

along the way. I was pleased to see that the full

range of ghouls, mummies and other members

of the not-very-nice-really club have been

brought over to the BBC micro. The graphics

are superb although the use of colour seems to

be restricted to the Spectrum’s capabilities and

not the Beeb’s.

Atic Atac has many of the nice touches that

turn a good game into a best-seller. These

include a marvellous ‘energy left’ display in the

form of a roast chicken being slowly eaten

away, and an echoing fanfare at the start of

each game - enough to give any Spectrum

within listening distance a permanent inferior-

ity complex.

Another quaint feature is that a gravestone

is erected wherever you lose a life, to remind

you of your past mistakes.

Sadly, this splendid game is not entirely

bug-free. On more than one occasion 1 found

myself trapped by a closing door and totally

unable to defend myself. But this wras the only

fault I came across during many hours of

playing, and is not as fatal as many I have seen

in other best-selling games.

If you can handle the speed of this game then

I w'ould highly recommend it. I’m still not sure

just how Ultimate managed to cram so much

into a Beeb’s memory but l sincerely hope that

they will continue to do so in future games.

Triff! David Acton

CLASSIC
GAUNTLET

‘Gauntlet’, Micro Power, Electron, £6.95

For the few readers who haven’t played any of

the several implementations of Defender (of

w:hich this game is a type), the scenario is the

surface of a planetoid. Aimlessly wandering

this barren land are a number of examples of a

curious life-form. The continuing existence of

the ‘canisters’, as the life-forms are called in

this version of the game, is your ultimate

objective. But beware! The canisters arc under

constant threat from the landers’ w'hich de-

scend from the skies in large numbers. Should

a lander manage to carry a canister to the top of

the screen, the unfortunate life-form will mu-

tate. Hindering your task arc a variety of alien

craft which lay bombs, explode into showers of

other nasties and in general do all the things

one would rather they didn’t.

Gauntlet doesn’t contain any dazzling new

features missing from the arcade original, and

as such may only appeal to the purists among

the game-playing population. However, a

sound, fault-free version of a classic is always

preferable to a bug-infested original.

Some nice touches include a demonstration

mode and a protected Break key. Even per-

forming a hard reset will merely return you to

the start of the game.

The conclusion? Well, there’s nothing new

here, but Micro Power has brought us a verv

competent implementation of one of the most

popular arcade games. If you’re happy w ith a

classic, then I would recommend Gauntlet.

David Acton

ACRES OF
ACTION

‘Citadel’, Superior Software, BBC B and

Electron, £9.95, £11.95 (disc)

Written by a devious Dane called Michael

Jakobsen, the game has a complicated story-line,

over 100 interesting screens and a host of

problems to solve.

In one simple sentence here’s what you do:

travel round a huge castle collecting crystals and

dumping them in a temple on an island where an

evil dictator has built a teleport where his

invasion force is due to land but if you collect all

the crystals before you run < nit ofenergy you can

teleport yourselfto his planet and collect a statue

you’ll find in his palace and bring it back to

Earth, wh ich wi1 1 create a field ofan t i -matter and

destroy the teleport thus averting the invasion.

Or something like that.

Alternatively, you can forget about the story

to start w ith, and just have fun exploring the

castle, avoiding deadly monks, collecting keys

to open doors, topping up your energy from

flasks and finding useful things to do with

cannonballs, buckets, barrels, trampolines and

such like.

If that sounds like a pretty complicated

adventure, it is. By a crafty bit of Scandinavian

programming, all the excellent eight-colour

graphics are squashed into only 15k, leaving

plenty of memory free for all the locations and

characters you’ll encounter as you play Superi-

or’s game.

It is promised that when you finally destroy

the teleport, you’ll be rewarded with a magnifi-

cent screen display and sound effects to match.

I look forward to that, but I don’t think I’ll be

in a position to save the Earth for a while. I still

have to explore a few’ dozen more rooms, and

to figure out w'hat to do with this roast chicken

I’ve picked up. (Why not try selling it to Atic

Atac? Ed) Jeffery Pike
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SUPERDISK
XLTRON’s 96 tpi (80 track) disk

Suitable for any disk requirement or

use. Individually tested and certified in

our London laboratory.

10 in a mini*box £ 19 plus VAT £2.85 and £2

P&P - £23.85

15 in a mldUbOX £25 plus VAT £3.75 and £2 p&p
= £30.75

25 in a MEGA*BOX £42 plus VAT £6.30 and £2

p&p £50.30
50 in a MEGA*BOX £80 plus VAT £ 12 and £2

P&P - £94.00

Disco-Tech (U.K.) Ltd.,

BJ House, 10-14

Hollybush Gdns,
London E29 QP, England.

Suitable For Most Popular
Micros
XLTRON disks are recommended for BBC, IBM PC
Atari and Commodore computers. If you need
advice on other micros just ring 01-729 3363.

Our Quality Promise
You can order with confidence. We buy disks from
international manufacturers to our specifications,

then test, retest and grade them in our London
laboratories.

Fully Guaranteed
The XLTRON quality control is so stringent that

we can give our famous ‘two for one’ guarantee. If

you find a faulty disk, return it to us, and we’ll

send you two in exchange immediately. All part of
our five year guarantee.

O TYVEX is a registered name of Du Pont
c Rhinokoie isa registered rumc ol Rhino .Magnetics I. td

c XLTRON is a registered name ol XLTRON Ltd

Personal Callers Very
Welcome
We’re now established in our new showroom in

Hollybush Gardens. You can save our £2 delivery
charge by calling in - you’ll be welcome weekdays
from 10.00am till 5.00pm.

Help Lines
01-729 3363 (3 lines)
If you want help or information to place an order
just ring our ‘help’ lines.

Official Orders
We accept orders from all government bodies,

schools, universities, libraries, armed forces etc.

We despatch on receipt of an official purchase
order. If you can’t raise a cheque without an
invoice, just post or telephone your order and we’ll

send you a pro-forma by return.

To: Disco-Tech (U.K.) Ltd., BJ House, 10-14 Hollybush Gardens, London E29, England
Just fill in the coupon or send your order on a postcard or letter. Or phone your order on 01-729 3363.

Please send me the following, (tick the appropriate boxes):

_ (QTY) SS/DD DS/DD SUPERDISK disks in a

MEGA*BOX mldi*box

I enclose a cheque/p. o. for £ or debit my Access

card no

mini*box

Name:. .Signature:.

Address:.

The xissa
MEGA*BOX
from Disco- Tech (UK) Ltd
The MEGA BOX is a top quality rigid plastic

storage box with see-through lid and four dividers.

Holds up to 60 diskettes.

All disks are 5*/4" and
feature:

• Write protect notch
• Hub rings

• Double density (D/D)
suitable for

single density (S/D)
• Tyvex sleeves

• Full set of labels and
write protect tabs

• Meets all ANSI
specifications

XIUSS
Floppy
Disk Prices

25 SS/DD disks in MEGA*BOX £29 plus VAT
£4.35 and £2 p&p = £35.35
25 DS/DD disks in MEGA*BOX £39 plus VAT
£5.85 and £2 p&p = £46.85
50 SS/DD disks in MEGA*BOX £50 plus VAT
£7.50 and £2 p&p = £59.50
Zfi DS/DD disks in MEGA*BOX £70 plus

VAT £10.50 and £2 p&p = £82.50*

10 SS/DD disks in mini •box £ 1 3 plus VAT
£1.95 and £2 p&p = £16.95
10 DS/DD disks in mlni«bOX£18 plus VAT
£2.70 and £2 p&p = £22.70
*£5 PRICE REDUCTION

With

m/mm
it s tough

Measures 6 lA" x 8V4"x 6 V2

the midi*box
15 DS/DD disks in our VTlidi^bOX at a

bargain price. Our new midUbOX has

some great features. It’s made of high
impact plastic and holds up to 30 5W
disks, but is one of the neatest on the

market. Measuring only 6"x6"x 3", the

rigid lid conveniently holds the disks you
are working on ready to hand. And with
15 DS/DD disks its a bargain at only £20

plus £3 VAT and £2 p&p = £25.

Disco Tech (U.K.) LTD. are the

sole distributors ofXLTRON.
(Block Capitals Please)

Postcode:.
AU12



REVIEWS

BOOKS/SOFTWARE

ADDRESSES
GALORE

‘Within the BBC Mi-

crocomputer’, Roger

Cullis, Losco Ltd,

£11.95

This is one of those

books you see in the

shop which immediately

impresses you with its

lists of numbers and ta-

bles: then, when you get

home and sit comfortably, you wonder why

you bothered with it.

This particular tome is rather thick, it covers

OS1.2, Basic 1, Basic 2, HiBasic, DFS0.9, NFS

3.34, 6502 second processor and DNFS. Sim-

ply, it lists the entry points in just about every

routine there is within the above. This I admit

is quite useful for the MOS and Basics, but the

other items have now been superseded and

have little value.

The rest of the book deals with each ROM
again but lists all subroutine calls and destina-

tions, jumps and other such useless nonsense -

in effect, pages of addresses, addresses and yes,

more addresses.

The author would have done much better to

confine his efforts to giving details of entry

points to MOS and Basic and descriptions of

how each routine functions. Such details might

have been beneficial to some readers - those

armed with disassembly listings of the ROMs
in question. Bruce Smith

Within the

SPEAK
NICELYTO ME

‘Speech!’, Superior

Software, BBC, £11.95

(disc), £9.95 (cassette)

This is a 7.5k machine

code program that

makes your BBC micro

speak. Great, what’s

new about that, you ask.

The answer lies in the

fact that you don’t need

any extra hardware to make use of it.

No speech interface, no speech ROM, it

simply uses the internal speaker on the Beeb to

say its words. Now that is different!

To use the program you simply run Speech!

(ie, *RUN SPEECH). Once installed the com-

mand *SAY will cause the words following it

to be spoken aloud, ie:

*SAY I’m a clever BBC Microcomputer

Of course these commands can be incorporat-

ed into your own programs.

The use of a question mark or full stop

allows the pitch of a word to be pushed up or

down, respectively.

The reproduction is surprisingly good, and

certainly on a par with some of the more

expensive speech interfaces I have heard.

*SPEAK enables you to get Speech! to

pronounce individual phonemes. Using num-

bers after vowel sounds will alter its pitch

accordingly, ie

*SPEAK WEH4LKAHM
Thus certain words can be stressed at the

appropriate point.

The overall pitch of speech can be set by use

of the *PITCH command.

Because of the large size of the Speech! file

only mode 7 can be used when it is loaded into

normal memory. A relocation program is

supplied which allows you to relocate it wher-

ever you wish.

Also supplied is Speech! written as a ROM
image - thus sideways RAM owners can

simply load it in with no loss of memory.

Yet another goodie included is the

SAYFILE program. With Speech! installed,

simply run this program to get it to read out a

Wordwise or View file. Ideally the file should be

a spooled version otherwise Speech! will try to

say any embedded commands it encounters.

This facility does not operate too well with

View due to its lack of a true spool facility.

However, it really is great fun to have your

copy read back to you!

All in all, an excellent low cost speech

system that really is very good value for

money. Bruce Smith

THE GAMUT OF
ELECTRONICS

Microelectronics A to Z, Malcolm Plant,

Longman 1985, £3.95

The production of a pocket technical dictio-

nary is no small undertaking, particularly in

such a fast moving field as microelectronics.

This book is a valiant attempt, but seems a

little uncertain of the level of readership it is

pitching to. The range of entries encompasses

both the esoteric and intriguing (the

‘Josephson junction’) and the unnecessarily

obvious (‘PVC tape’ and ‘to hit’).

On the positive side, however, the cross

referencing throughout is excellent, practically

all terms used in definitions being found as

entries in their own right.

There is an obvious bias in the direction of

electronics theory, which is the author’s own

speciality, but I suppose this is fair enough in

view of the title. However, I feel that some of

the less electronics orientated entries could

have benefitted from more detail, specifically

the definitions of computer languages.

Overall, probably a good reference starting

point, at the price, but definitely not a sole

source of information. Mike Barwise

POTENTIAL
CONTROL

‘The BBC Microcom-

puter in Control’, Paul

Beverley, Nigel

Eames and Geoff Os-

borne, Prentice Hall,

£7.95

This book, subtitled

‘Interfacing Projects for

Beginners’, really falls

between two stools.

The introduction takes the complete beginner

through the interfaces available on the BBC

micro in very general terms, but provides no

real technical information.

Only two of the projects really appealed to

me. Most of them seem to be over-ambitious

concepts cut down in an attempt to make

things simple. And a couple of them are

potentially lethal, both using the computer to

control mains-carrying relays. Anything that

connects beginners to the mains is to be

deprecated, no matter how many disclaimers

or warnings are included in the text.

The reader is expected to understand circuit

schematics, and to be able to produce PCBs

from the printed diagrams. Apart from the

hazards involved, this could lead to a lot of

frustration, as the artwork is far from good.

I did, however, think three chapters rose

head and shoulders above the rest of the book:

one on timing slot car races or train sets, and

two on communications. They have lots of

potential for practical application, and the

book might be worth buying for these alone.

Mike Barwise

THE
BBC MICROCOMPUTER
INCONTROL
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ALL SOFTWARE
AVAILABLE
ON 3" DISKS ^HALICE

e) SOFTWARE/HARDWARE

ASK ABOUT B+

COMPATABI LITY

VECTORn
TAPE TODISK UTILITY

Features
Once only purchase
Can save to any disk

Very user friendly, help pages on disk

40/80 Format
No awkward ROMs, can be used on any
machine
Can load to ail available RAM MOO -&7FFF
Simply the best tape to disk utility available

Vector 1 versions compatible with Acorn,

Opus, UDM, Cumana, BBC+ & Watford (Not

1-42, 1-43) DFS’s.

VECTOR 2
DISK UTILITY

Features:

+ 40/80 Format
+ User friendly, menu driven
-I- Contains powerful features such as a

disk sector editor, Disk Compare,
format, verify and track repair

= The most powerful disk utility available

Prices: £12.00 each for Vector 1 or Vector 2

£23 for both.

MUST NOT BE USED TO INFRINGE COPYRIGHT
Please specify DFS when ordering

HIGHWAY CODE
A program to teach traffic signs

High resolution colour signs

Concept Keyboard option

Learning mode to allow student to

learn at leisure

Examination mode

DISK ONLY £11.95

meGR-flom
The latest release from Chalice software, over 60 commands on a 1 6K ROM. The
range of commands available means that there is something for every BBC user.

For the disc user the ROM provides a skewed formatter to speed up disc access, a
disc sector editor, disc search, verily and repair utilities, a useful free space
command, plus many other handy commands. For the BASIC programmer,
commands include search and replace on a global or selective basis, list active

variable values, append BASIC program, move and copy lines, bad program
repair, a highly effective routine to shrink BASIC programs down to a far smaller

size etc. Other commands include disassembly, memory edit, graphics

compilation, comprehensive file transfer utility, function key lister, envelope
lister, rom lister, rom save, full rom status, switches roms off through
<CTRL><BREAK>, send commands straight to a ROM, KEEP command, inverse

video command, a command to send codes direct to your printer, memory
search, base conversion, display character definitions, close open files and many
others. All commands have been chosen on the basis that they are useful and not
as space fillers

Introductory price £34.95

tfui > SC yTH'E
The Scythe toolkit contains a version of the VECTOR I

tape to disc system, which will transfer most protected

tapes, but we have not stopped there. The Scythe has

been packed with a host of other commands: MDIS,
SDIS, MEDIT, KLIST, BASE, ROMLIST, ROMSAVE,
NROM, FLUSH, FORMAT, VERIFY, FREE, SFIND, BFIND
XLIST, BAD, MRELOC, SLOW, TDISK, VECTOR, ROFF,
RON, SECTLOAD, SECTSAVE, MSHIFT & MSWAP.
These commands cover everthing from ROM
management, utilities for the disc user, aid for the

machine code or BASIC programmer, and a set of

general utilities of use to all BBC users. The commands
will accept input in HEX, DECIMAL, BINARY and the

resident INTEGER variables making the Scythe very

easy to use. The Scythe comes complete with a

comprehensive manual and a free utilities disk.

PRICE £24 INCLUSIVE

RDM MASTER
ROM Master is a budget utility ROM designed for people with

several ROMs on their BBC computer. ROM master has several

utilities to help prevent the interference which can occur

between different ROMs, any ROMs that cause problems can be

switched off even through <CTRL> <BREAK>. Using ROM
master has been designed to be as easy as possible. Most
commands will accept lists, so you can, for example, switch off

several ROMs withjust one command. ROMs can be specified by

their socket numbers or their title or even abbreviations of the

title. 20 commands are available, please send for full details.

As a bonus feature for anyone who has files they want to keep
from prying eyes, ROM master contains the commands
SCRAMBLE & UNSCRAMBLE which will encrypt or de-encrypt a

file based on an entered password. The encryption used is highly

sophisticated so unless you know the correct password the files

cannot be read.

price £14.95

Orders to:

CHALICE SOFTWARE,
3 Merlin Way,
Covingham,
Swindon SN3 5AN.

Dept AU

AH Enquiries Please Ring:
0793-615026

Dealer Enquiries are

Welcome

All prices shown include VAT and
p&p. Please add £3.00 per disk if you
require 3" disks and specify when
ordering.



REVIEWS

BOOKS

TWO FOR
TEASE

‘Microteasers: Explor-

ing the World of

Brainteasers on your

BBC Micro/Electron’,

Victor Bryant, Addi-

son-Wesley, £6.95

‘Microcomputer Puz-

zles’, Garry Marshall,

Collins, £6.95

Both these books are

aimed squarely at the people who like to

practise their programming talents by using a

micro to attack a problem. Victor Bryant’s

book consists of a mixture of original puzzles

and Brainteasers selected from The Sunday

Times and the New Scientist.

His selection is a good and varied one and

the explanations he offers before showing you

how he writes the programs are both easy to

follow and explicit.

Garry Marshall’s offering is much more of a

mish-mash, being a collection of extended

articles from his regular column in The Observer

Colour Supplement.

Unfortunately his style is over-ponderous

even when putting the simplest of points

across to the reader.

Many of his programs are peculiarly ma-

chine specific (are there really any Tl owners

out there?) without warning the reader which

machine each program is for, and he is one of

those programmers who can’t be bothered to

renumber the program lines so that listings

appear number 10, 12, 13, 16, 20, 35, 40, etc.

This is hardly a good example to set for the

(obviously) relatively inexperienced market he

is aiming at. Simon Dally

CAUTION AT
THE RACES

‘Winning at the Races Using Your Com-

puter’, Paul Worden, Interface, £6.95

This is a bizarre book. It looks good value at

£6.95 for 306 pages, has an appealing jacket

and is printed on good quality paper. Closer

inspection, alas, reveals that the typesetting

and design are appalling, misprints abound and

the author appears never to have learned how

to use an apostrophe correctly. Pages are even

printed in the wrong order. Authors and

publishers of computer books really should

take more care - with wordprocessors there is

no excuse.

The author’s style is frequently painful in

the extreme. Poor jokes (‘. . . for practical

programs error trapping is mandatory. Femi-

nists read WO mandatory. . .) and gee wiz

remarks (‘Aren’t these computers clever little

devils’) don’t help either. The author’s pro-

grams (written more or less in Microsoft Basic)

would hardly rate three out of 10 in a primary

school, being clumsy, sloppy, unstructured

and poorly documented.

Nevertheless, the author knows a great deal

about betting techniques and when he leaves

behind the subject he doesn’t really understand

(computers and Basic programs) and talks

about how to bet against the bookies, how to

distinguish good bets from poor ones and how

to set about weighting the many factors which

can have some bearing on a horse’s perfor-

mance, he’s extremely interesting.

Competent programmers (especially BBC

micro owners) will not bother to convert his

programs into BBC Basic but write their own.

A word of warning. Making money off

bookmakers is an extremely difficult and time-

consuming pastime, and despite some of the

claims made in the book, there is no get-rich-

quick way of succeeding.

Hard work and diligent research may help

you come up with a good betting strategy but

don’t fool yourself that a computer will do

anything more than relieve you of some of the

donkey work. Buy this book if you like and

understand racing. But proceed with caution.

Simon Dally

M0S AND BASIC
OBSCURED

‘Guide to the BBC
ROM’, Don Thomas-

son, Melborne House,

£9.95

This 230 page book

jk covers the ins and outs

M of the BBC Machine

•JVoVa* Operating S>'stcm (os
“TWl.2) and the Basic

5 ROM. In fact the major-

ity of the book is given over to a discussion of

the MOS.

The author breaks this down quite neatly

into sensible segments. Chapters cover

initialisation, interrupts, OSBYTE and

OSWORD calls, input and output, buffers, the

keyboard, VDU control, save and load, the

sound system and files.

The approach taken is that of a partial

descriptive disassembly. The address of the

start of a block of instructions is given,

followed by a description of what that block of

code does.

It does not provide a disassembly listing in

the traditional sense - frightened off, under-

standably, by Acorn’s strong copyright stance

- though you really would need to have one to

make any sense of what’s actually happening.

Unfortunately the author has not put a lot of

thought into the presentation of his material

which is often difficult to understand. This is

exemplified in the final chapter on Basic. Don

Thomasson goes to great pains, early in the

book, to point out that there are different

versions of the MOS and Basic around. How-

ever, nowhere to my knowledge does he tell

you which version of Basic he is discussing.

There are four for the BBC to my knowledge. /

know that he is talking about Basic 1, but

would the average Basic 2 user (who would be

baffled when the addresses listed throughout

the book did not tie up)?

The chapter about Basic should not be

regarded as a guide to the interpreter. Indeed,

that would require a book to itself (such as the

Basic ROSf User Guide by Mark Plumbley). The

information given here is more of a general

overview.

If you are willing to produce a disassembly

listing of the MOS, then this book will help

you some way towards understanding what it

does and how it does it, though you will need

to sweat a bit. Bruce Smith

TWO BYTE
ADVENTURES

‘The Bytes Brothers Go to a Getaway,’ ‘The

Bytes Brothers Record a Robbery’, Lois

and Floyd McCoy, Armada, £1.95 each

Both these books are part of an attractive

American series featuring Barry and Brent

Byte who have a series of adventures which are

resolved by writing a computer program. Each

contains five adventures and, though grimac-

ing at the amount of GOTOs in the programs,

the books are good value and should appeal to

eight to 1
1 -year-olds having their first contact

with a micro. Simon Dally
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UNIT 14, PEERGLOW INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OLD’S APPROACH, TOLPITS LANE, WATFORD, HERTS.® TELEPHONE: 0923 777155® happy new year
TO ALL OURPHILIPS MONITORS AND TV MONITORS

80/85

CHARACTERS
PER LINE

FREE

LEADS SUPPLIED
FOR USE WITH BBC

CUSTOMERS
MONO HIGH RESOLUTION
ANTI-GLARE SCREEN
GREEN MODEL BM7502
@ £83.95a Inc VAT

AMBER MODEL BM7522
@ £83.95a Inc VAT
COLOUR/GREEN MONITOR
CM8524
adjustable tilt/turn pedastle
+ LCD clock

@ £264.50 Inc VAT

TV MONITOR CF1 1 14 @ 205-85a

MEDIUM RESOLUTION TV/MONITOR
PUSH BUTTON VERSION
T4" MODEL 14CT2006 £230.00a Inc. VAT
REMOTE CONTROL
14

w MODEL 14CT2206 £258.06a Inc. VAT
16" MODEL 16CT2216 £302.45a Inc. VAT
We can supply up to 26" TV/Monitors - please ring for
details.

Changing Leads is a thing of the Past

!

USER PORT SWITCHER teletext adaptor |

THREE SWITCHED POSITIONS
*20pin as BBC
*1 micro to 2 user port units

STANDARD VERSION <

@ 32.20d inc VAT
DELUXE VERSION
@ 37.95d inc VAT AMX Mouse

COMPONENTS! WIDE RANGE AVAILABLE

HAVE YOUR 14" & 16" PHILIPS, PYE or FERGUSON TX
COLOUR TV CONVERTED TO A TV/MONITOR

RGB CONVERSION KIT

@ £46.00d READYMADE LEADS:

* Resolution better than 585 x 450 pixels, 25? ? P|" P 1

7 , niNffl 4^1r inn I* Image clarity comparable to leading monitors. ^52 f
pm

!° IS f
nC

* Includes RGB lead for connecting with BBC. RGB 6 pm to SCART @7.82clnc

REMOTE AND STANDARD TV’S MODIFIED IN OUR FACTORY
@ £59.80a

THE CARE LOW
PROFILE ROM/
MODULE
SYSTEM /jA

Acorn Disc Interface DNFS
Eprom 2764 250ns
Eprom 27128 250ns

49.45c Inc VAT
8 2.30c Inc VAT
t 4.14c Inc VAT

nvjivi /

£
COMPUTER/PRINTER SELECTOR

T SWITCHER

26 pin as BBC 2 printers to 1 micro
1 printer to 2 micros

STANDARD VERSION 1
@ 32.20d inc VAT
DELUXE VERSION
@ 37.95d inc VAT

Our cartridges and

systems are totally

compatible with the Viglen systems

Don’t run the risk of damaging your
ROMS/EPROMS or your BBC Micro.
Whenever you want to remove ROMS I

EPROMS from your BBC. Fit your Low Profile
Rom Module System and save your collection

of ROMS/EPROMS in our specially designed I

cartridges. The CARE LOW PROFILE I

MODULE SYSTEM has been designed not to*
take any power from your BBC Micro and allows
you unlimited ROMS/EPROMS.

COMPUTER

DOT MATRIX
PRINTER 'T' SWITCH

DAISY WHEEL
PRINTER

RS 423 SWITCHER
2 to 1

£14.50c

TEL: 0923 7771 55

Unlike other systems:
Won’t get in the way when using the Keyboard.
Stops damage caused by shortcircuit due to metal I

objects e.g. paperclips falling inside.

Prevents damage caused by dust.

Edge Card Socket which takes all the wear, Goldl
Plated for extended life.

FOR THE AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL USER
MANUFACTURED ENTIRELY IN THE UK.
Each System Contains:
1 Low Profile Assy. 1 ROM Cartridge.
1 Library Rack 6 way. 5 Blank Labels.

Prices including VAT.
Complete Module System @ £15.87d
Spare Cartridges @ £2.07c each
Library Rock to store 6 Cartridge @ £1 84c

Prestel no. 5995007
Viewdata no. 0923 777155

HOW TO ORDER:
By Post. Enclose your Cheque/P.O. made payable to CARE Electronics.
Or use your ACCESS. Allow 7 days for delivery. Please add carriage

OPEN
9am-5pm MON-THUR a) @10.00 c) @ 1.00
9am-4pm FRI/SAT b) @ 5.00 d) @ 2.00
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BROM £34.50H £27.50

THE NUMBER ONE TOOLKIT ROM
FROM CLARES
*EDIT is a FULL SCREEN EDITOR, which means
that you can scroll your program up and down just

like WORDWISE does with text, do not confuse

this powerful editor with the line editor used in other

toolkit ROMs. The EDITOR allows insertion and
deletion of lines and insert and overwrite within a
line. This is the editor that the BBC micro should

have had.

•ERROR ON will trap errors in a program and enter

the EDITOR at the statement generating the error,

no more wading through multi statement lines

trying to identify the error.

Commands pioneered by BROM are:

•ROMON & ROMOFF which enable you to turn on/

off sideways ROMs so that they stay off even after

CTRUBREAK. This also allows the DFS to be
swtiched off and PAGE reverts to &E00
automatically.

*CASE which forces input into upper or lower case

irrespective of caps/shift lock.

•FLIST which lists a program one statement to a

line but more importantly it will even list ‘BAD
PROGRAMS’.
’ONEKEY is a single key entry option but you can

also define your own strings to any ASCII key, just

like an extra 48 function keys.

•FIND. ’CHANGE & *SCHANGE provide selective

or global SEARCH and REPLACE facilities. These
commands work with strings and keywords or a

mixture of both e.g. *FIND PROChelp T, will list the

full line containing PROChelp, the T simply

tokenizes any keywords.

Yet another group of commands allow lines to be
moved or copied to a new location.

The other commands provide function key editor,

BAD PROGRAM' cure, variable lister, integer

variable flush, program compacter etc.

This is a genuine useful ROM that no user should

be without. Be warned, once used you will not be
able to live without it!

“This is the best BASIC screen editor I have so far

used.” MICRO USER August 85.

“...this is the best On-Screen BASIC Editor I have
ever used; it is far superior to BEEBUGSOFTS
TOOLKIT." Viewfax Tubelink

FONTWISE £12.00

Now you can have PROPORTIONAL and
JUSTIFIED text by using FONTWISE. Not only that

but you can have it in 1 0 different fonts, all in the

same document if required.

•PROPORTIONAL
•JUSTIFIED
•10 FONTS
•CONDENSED or NORMAL
•PAGINATION
•Plus many more features

Ask for a sample printout and you will be amazed at

the quality that your printer can produce. Compatible
with most printers that have a bit image mode yet it

is as fast as NLQ when printing. You have got to

see this to believe it.

Send for your sample printout today or just give us

a ring.

DISC

40 TRACK
80 TRACK
3” DISC -ADD £3

EPROM

Send for detailed newsletter.

All prices inclusive of VAT & Carriage -

NO EXTRAS' Please state 40 or 80 track disc

and state D.F.S. you use

mu

HFUN HOUSE £10.00

FUN HOUSE is a highly original suite of educational

programs suitable for ages 3 to 13. The program is

designed to encourage children to spell words
which relate to objects found around the home.
Animation and music are used to good effect and
some highly original ideas are incorporated. Each
room exercise is terminated with a warning item

e.g. the lounge finishes with ‘FIRE’ which goes on
to engulf the whole lounge. Tests with a newly hired

4 year old resulted in us having to prise him away
from the keyboard after 2 hours. In that time he had

gone from never having used a keyboard to finding

the location of all the keys very quickly and entering

the correct answer. He had thus started on the path

to learning spelling and familiarised himself with the

keyboard including the use of DELETE to correct

his mistakes. Can you afford not to give your

children the same start?

‘there is nothing of the quality of this suite of

programs" EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING

Zl/ea//profile |*| £12.00

A PROCEDURE LIBRARY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Now you can start the procedure library that you
always promised yourself. PROFILE allows you to

store, list, merge and grab procedures without any
of the headaches. Automatic alteration of LINE
NUMBERS and resident variables such as TOP.
LOMEM etc. release you from the tedious chore of

setting and resetting, checking and rechecking.

PROFILE leaves you free to create your programs
without disturbing your chain of thoughts.

*100 Procedures can be stored on each disc (disc

space allowing)

*NO LIMIT to the number of procedure discs used
‘MERGE Procedures into your programs easily

*LIST Procedures from disc to check suitability etc.

•RENAME Procedures on disc

‘GRAB new Procedures from existing programs
•NESTED Procedures can also be grabbed
automatically

A Procedure can be a FUNCTION, a BASIC
program or part of it or a PROCEDURE.

With PROFILE you will quickly amass a wealth of

procedures which will enable you to write programs
quickly and easily. Simply write the controlling

program containing the procedure calls and
PROFILE will merge the procedure for you.

PROFILE in effect provides you with a MACRO
BASIC in which you only have to define the

procedure once and it can be re-used automatically

thereafter.

Make life easier for yourself and order PROFILE
today.

&
Dept AU2 MICRO SUPPLIES

98Middlewich Rd.,

Northwich, Cheshire CW9 7DA.
Tel: 0606 48511
Open 9—5pm Monday—Friday
LUNCH 12.30—1.30
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ITS JUST YOU, ME
AND A UMI

Ultravox’s Chris Cross and Pete Wood on

the latest stage in micro music

At last we’ve found it a relatively inexpensive

music system that we can thoroughly recom-

mend for young bands, keen amateurs and

professionals alike. Ultravox has bought two

(yes bought!), which speaks for itself. You

don’t have to give away good quality products

to promote them.

It’s called the UMI2B sequencer, and it

enables you to write music for today’s elec-

tronic instruments and then save it on to a

floppy disc for perfect reproduction in a

recording studio or on stage whenever you

want it.

Behind the device is the classic development

story of necessity being the mother of inven-

tion. This in our opinion is vital for such a

product as the UMI.

Development

Linton Naiff has been an accomplished arrang-

er for many years working with music and

people as diverse in style as Lulu, the Asso-

ciates and Blancmange.

He needed a system that would help him

work on multi-part arrangements at home,

saving him precious time and money in the

studio, so he could concentrate on developing

the arrangements of the songs without all the

frightening overheads.

He teamed up with Paul Ludgate, studio

manager at the Sound Suite, who designed the

hardware, to form a company, UMusic. Linton

got to grips with the BBC micro he had bought

back in 1982 to write the software for the

music system.

So the system was designed by somebody

who needed it, as opposed to somebody

designing a product to plug a hole in the

market (not to mention a hole in your bank

balance). What he came up with is a machine

that does its job, does it well and doesn’t

complain. At around £500 the UMI is a serious

investment for any micro owner.

System

It comes in two parts, an EPROM (firmware

that resides in the Beeb) inserted into anv

vacant ROM socket, and a compatible beige
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box of hardware containing the equipment to

communicate between a BBC micro and the

rest of your music system. There are two

ribbon cables that connect to the 1MHz bus

and the User Port respectively.

It’s all very simple: in the past we have

worked with some very, very complicated

systems and we have found that simplicity is

always the best answer.

On the back of the UMI are various data

outputs that can control a multitude of drum

machines and up to 16 devices (keyboards,

echo machines, etc) fitted with a MIDI (musi-

cal instrument digital interface).

MIDI

Until recently every manufacturer had a

favourite code or in-built idiosyncrasy which

made it impossible to run one set of equipment

with another. However, since the emergence

of MIDI, things seem to be settling down and

most pieces of equipment can plug straight

into other pieces.

Once all the connections have been made

and the software chip plugged in, the system is

tired up using *UMI and you’re off. This puts

you into a menu page which soon becomes

second nature and once you know your way

around, it’s possible to bypass the menu and go

straight from one function to another.

Composing

Composing on the UMI is a dream. There are

two ways of doing it: in real-time where you

play away on a keyboard, or any MIDI

instrument, and step-time which gives a fail-

proof method for precise timing.

When playing in real time, you just set a

length for a section of music called a ‘pattern’,

fix a tempo and then play a sequence of notes

or chords on, say, a keyboard. This sequence is

given a number, say pattern 1 , which can be up

to 16 bars long. Once you’ve set up a pattern, it

can very easily be edited, copied, repeated or

erased and then assembled into a ‘chain’ or

track up to 127 patterns long. Other patterns

can be created and used in the track. This is

done for each instrument as required, and



every track is assigned to one or more of the 1

6

MIDI channels available.

Chains and tracks can be replayed at any-

time just by pressing the big red ‘go* button on

the top of the UMI box.

When working in step time, a chord is

played and shown on the screen as notes. These

can be changed from the BBC micro’s key-

board, and their length altered to a degree that

would be impossible any other way.

Tracks can be offset to produce phasing

effects quickly, transposed or doubled to give

an echo effect.

At any stage vital data can be stored by-

dumping to disc. It is possible to store data on

tape, but is more convenient on disc. (One tip

here is to constantly update your disc in case of

power cuts or mothers with extremely large

hoovers, which can ruin a morning’s work

unless it’s been saved.)

A plus for l)X7 owners is the added feature

that allows you to store all your DX7 sounds

on to disc and thus build up a massive library

of sounds and effects.

Conclusion

We have found this system to be thoroughly

reliable, and it gives you a truly polyphonic 16-

track sequencer.

There is a very handy notes page for each

song, allowing you to keep a record of which

keyboard and sound were used on each track

you compose.

We also store our tempo rate here, as this is

omitted when saving to disc, (but we’re sure

UMI will work on that in the future).

When we spoke to Linton Naiff, he actually

welcomed comments and constructive criti-

cism of his system and was aware that constant

feedback from the user would eventually per-

fect the UMI.

This feedback has already inspired several

updates in the software, the current one being

version 4. 17 A. When improvements become

available a simple EPROM swap in your local

music -shop is all that is needed to make the

most of your system.

We think it is unnecessary to discuss things

like graphics here because the UMI is most

definitely a tool all the functions operate

clearly, quickly and precisely.

Even if you have to buy a Beeb, a disc drive

and a monitor to use with the UMI the cost of

the entire system would be one fifth of its

nearest Japanese rival, and you’ve got a good

computer into the bargain. What more could

you want?

UMI2B £495 me I

17'

The London Rock Shop , 26 Chalk l arm Road

,

London NW1 HAG. Tel: 01-267 7X51151811

1771
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A New Concept
in Software
Letters, Notes, Reports,

Articles, Books, ....
Ease creative writing with

BBC SCRATCHPAD BBC
The ideas organiser

for creative writers

Organise your thoughts and make the ideas flow

* A suite of programs based on scientific knowledge

about our thought processes

* Written by an established author
*
Icon driven * Completely user-friendly

* Fully tube compatible * Single or double disk drives

* Spool to your word processor files

SCRATCHPAD makes writing so much easier -

all you have to do is add the words.

Price £24.95 (incl p&p)

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE (AU)

41 Walter Road, Swansea AA71

(ssxferdl

Office
USEFUL SOFTWARE

BEEBLINK BBC/Atari 520ST to CP/M or MS-DOS micro
file transfer*.

OXLINK CP/M, MS-DOS, PC-DOS file exchange made easy.

Remote control, menu driven. Available for most
micros including AMSTRAD, IBM etc.

DATASTAT Fast statspak for BBC / RML 3802/ 4802/ Nimbus
Spreadsheet editor included. Easy to use.

EXAM Exam question database system for schools and
colleges. Automatically produces exam papers.

BBC 280 / RML 3802/ 480Z / Nimbus.

13 CUMBERLAND RD, LEEDS LS6 2EF.

THE ANSWER TO FINDING GOOD QUALITY^
SOFTWARE FOR YOUR BBC/ELECTRON

MEMBERS RECEIVE:

Discount prices on all Tapes & Discs

Information & Advisory Service

Regular Newsletter

Free Postage on 3 or more Titles

Rapid Delivery

No Obligation to Purchase

ALL FOR ONLY £3.00 PER YEAR!
Send large SAE lor Catalogue & full details

THE BRAIN TRAIN CLUB
NORTHINGTON HOUSE

59 GRAY S INN ROAD LONDON WC1X 8TL y

ASTRONOMY *
with COMPASSION

‘SKY-BABY’ is a highly sophisticated scientific program for the BBC-B. it caters for astronomers
ranging from complete beginners to advanced amateurs and aspiring professionals, and for
educational institutes.

‘SKY-BABY’s’ many features include:

Colour and brightness coded display of stars, planets, sun and moon in selected area of sky
View from any position on earth, at any date and time specified by user
A library of all stars down to magnitude 4 (i.e. 469 stars) including coordinates, magnitudes and names
Orbital parameters of planets: sun and moon positional formulae
Star sizes plotted to indicate brightness: sun, moon and planets colour coded
Moveable ‘space-probe’ to identify name and details of any displayed object
Details of current position, and rising, setting and culmination times of any selected object: provision
for an additional user-specified object, e.g. known comet, galaxy, radio-source etc. etc.

Detailed User Guide: sections on use of program, astronomical nomenclature and positional astronomy,
formulae used, annotated program listing, incorporation of Halley’s comet, etc.

Auxiliary programs to analyse and list contents of stellar library, and to transfer to and run from disk
Unhindered access to Author by phone most times: callers most welcome

The ‘SKY-BABY’ package consists of a CIO cassette containing 5 files (program itself, stellar library and
3 auxiliary programs) and 35-page User Guide (and update bulletins). To get your copy by return of post send
a cheque, made out to any recognised charity, and for any sum you regard as reasonable, plus a 31 p stamp to:

STELLAR ENTERPRISE, 84 Dudsbury Road, Ferndown, Wimborne, Dorset BH22 8RG.
Phone Bournemouth (0202) 575234

\COK\ I SI R I I HR! \R1 I486
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BOOKS

NON STARTER ON
THE ELECTRON

‘Advancing with the

Electron*, Peter Seal,

Micro Press, £5.95

There is no doubt that

the easiest way to learn

about a new subject is to

have a definite objec-

tive. Therefore a book

that sets out to teach the

reader how to program

the Electron by developing a useful program

has the right ingredients for an excellent

tutorial.

Advancing with the Electron
,

is just such a

publication. It attempts to lead the reader

through the various stages of program devel-

opment, from putting the original requirement

down on paper, through program design and

coding, and on to testing and debugging,

taking the development of a database program

as an example.

The concept is superb, but unfortunately the

execution is a disaster. The database program

used appears to be a conversion job from

another machine which has an unsophisticated

implementation of Basic. The code has little

structure, is full ofGOTOs and GOSUBs with

just the occasional procedure (even though the

text exhorts the use of PROCs). There are,

however, no functions, yet many of the

GOSUBs used are for small routines which

take input from the user and then return the

answer in a global variable - surely one of the

better uses of a function?

The text itself is liberally splattered with

typographical errors of the worst kind. I say

worst because they are not the type of error

which a proof reader would find. They are just

the wrong words and in some cases it took me

many re-reads before I was able to convince

myself that they were wrong. Somebody who

is actually trying to learn from the book would

not realise the errors are there.

These are then compounded by factual

errors about the way that Basic works on the

Electron and secondly by what appears to be

the absence of any editorial control leading to

some very strange sections all of which would

confuse any would be student.

I did not actually get around to typing in the

database program itself, and so cannot com-

ment on its usefulness. It is possible that the

book may be a worthwhile investment just to

get the listing, but as a means of advancing

knowledge of programming in general and the

Electron in particular it is a non-starter.

John F Alan

HIS MICRO’S
VOICE

‘BBC Micro: Music

Master Class’, Ian

Ritchie, Pan/PCN,

£5.95

On thumbing through

this book I have to admit

how promising it looks

from its chapter head-

ings, diagrams and pro-

grams. It seems just the

text book a music teacher would need to be

able to key in a program and put notes on the

stave with the associated clef sign. A note at

the beginning of the book says that all pro-

grams have been thoroughly tested on a BBC

micro fitted with Basic 2. They may have run

when they were complete if they had been

keyed in correctly, but in certain cases vital

information has been deleted and the recom-

mendation to see your dealer if they don’t

work is utter nonsense!

Why confuse the User Defined Character

(UDC) explanation with Binary? Would it not

be better and simpler to label the columns 1 to

128 and tell the reader to add up along the row?

There is plenty of room on the right of the

diagrams of the UDCs (pi 06) to show the

addition sum used for the VDU23 statement.

Mistakes abound so you must know how to

key! There are Printtabs without the semi-

colons, character string statements without the

brackets and GOTO commands with nowhere

to go. And the mistakes are not even consistent,

they appear in some places and not in others.

It is generally accepted that to make any

progress in music you need a knowledge of

theory and I was pleased to see the recommen-

dation of the Associated Board’s book on

rudiments and theory. Don’t bother to key in

the longer listings unless you are prepared to

key correctly, spend an awful lot of time

debugging and write your own piece of pro-

gram for that part which is missing (bar lines,

for instance in The Advanced Music Writer).

On the whole - bottom of the class!

P R Broomfield

HIGH STANDARDS
IN WORDWISE

‘Wordwise Plus: a us-

er’s guide*, Bruce

Smith, Collins, £9.95

Collins is the first tradi-

tional firm to have pub-

lished a proper book on

Wordwise systems, and

Bruce Smith has en-

sured that it sets a high

standard. His book cov-

ers both Wordwise and Wordwise Plus
,
and

helpfully signposts the differences where they

matter without making a meal of them where

they don’t. Not only is Bruce Smith an

experienced user of both versions of Wordwise

with disc, he speaks with the voice of experi-

ence on cassette loading and saving - having

written an earlier book that way! His friendly

style is well-supported by diagrams showing

chip-fitting, keyboard positions, tab stops,

page layout and screen dumps.

The book also contains a number of pro-

grams, and all but the keyboard masochists

will be delighted to find that they are available

on disc at a reasonable price (disc available at

£7.95 from Lovebyte, Dept JM, 8 Grafton

Street, London Wt X 3LA. State 40/80 track).

Some work with standard Wordwise'. a lovely

Basic utility allows disc users to boot the

system and see an enhanced catalogue of files

on the disc. This displays not only a list of

filenames but also a comment line and indica-

tion of size in kilobytes. You just have to add a

comment line to the top of any files you want

picked up this way, using the pseudo-

embedded command that the author calls CO.

This is a boon to disc users who retain a

mixture of different files long past the time

when a seven-letter filename conveyed its

contents.

The book also offers segment programs for

Wordwide Plus users. The text processing chap-

ter offers an admirable tutorial for newcomers

to the Wordplus programming language.

However, the examples of segment programs

in part three of the book are somewhat

disappointing - they only hint at the system’s

potential for transforming text in novel ways.

At £9.95, this is not a cheap book, but

nevertheless, it will be a good companion to

lots of Wordwise users and deserves to be

widely read. Jacquetta Megarry
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SPECIFICATIONS:
80 track double sided disc drive. 40/80

track switching with dual colour LED.

Capacity 400K in single density, operates
in double density. Direct drive, track to track

access 3 ms in 96 TPI mode

£95 INC

SPECIFICATIONS:
80 track double sided disc drive. 40/80 track
switching with dual colour LED. Capacity 800K
in single density, operates in double density.

Direct drive, track to track access 3 ms in 96 TPI

mode. Dimensions - 1/3 standard height, only
335mm.

£279.00INC

FLOPPYDISC DRIVE

SPECIFICATIONS:
80 track double sided disc drive. 40/80

track switching with dual colour LED.
Capacity 400K in single density, operates

in double density. Direct drive. track to track

access 3 ms in 96 TPI mode. Dimensions.
-

1/3 standard height, only 33.5mm

£125.00inc

SPECIAL
OFFER
(WHILESTOCKS LAST)

CANON SINGLEMDD220

CANON DUAL MDD 221

A

WITH PSU

CANON SINGLE MDD 221A NO PSU
CANON 221A 'SUPER SUM' (33.5mm)
80 TRACK DOUBLE SIDED 400K
FLOPPY DISC DRIVE

All Canon 40/80 switchable
disc drives feature an on-board
dual-colour LED on the front

panel to show track mode
selected. This is coupled with our
own unique two-stage illumination.

To give a clear operating status,

as follows.

40 TRACK MODE: LED GREEN
80 TRACK MODE LED RED
POWER ON. HALF-ILLUMINATION (GREEN OR RED)
DRIVE SELECTED: FULL-ILLUMINATION (GREEN OR RED)

Todays Technologyat
Yesterday’s Prices
fromChase Data.

CHASE DATA LTD THE DISC DRIVE COMPANY WITH DIRECT
PURCHASE FROM JAPANANDA PROFESSIONAL AFTER

SALES SERVICE.

ACORN I’SKR KKBRl'ARY 1986



CHASE DATA SOFTWARE
NOW COMPATIBLE WITH
UDM & OPUS DE2.

PLEASE STATE

WHEN ORDERING

VECTOR 1 The ultimate tape to

disc utility. Vector tallows you to transfer

almost all your tape software to disc. Unlike
others, you only need to buy I copy of Vector I since it

transfers tapes to specially formatted program discs. This

is easily the most powerful tape to disc utility available.

Vector 2 New 1.2 VER. Disc to disc utility. Vector 2
allows you to make backup copies of all your valuable
disc software. It is the most advanced utility of its kind
available. It is a condition of sale that neither of these
products are used for infringement of copyright.

Vector 1 On its own £ 1

2

Ifpurchased with disc drive £ 1

1

Vector 2 On its own £12
Ifpurchased with disc drive £1

1

Vector 1 & 2£23

DIAGRAM
A PROGRAM WHICH ALLOWS YOU TO STORE
VERY LARGE DIAGRAMS - UP TO 39 MODE 0
SCREENS - AND VIEW OR EDIT THEM BY

Test utility for testing your
own disc drive, at regular
intervals to avoid the dreaded flop
of your floppy Menu driven, easy to use, 40 or 80
track versions.

TESTS: Motor speed, read/write, steptest, alignment
test,

' step and read/write test, read only test.

£8.00 inc. £7.00 ifpurchased with disc drive.
'This test requires an oscilloscope and alignment disc.

EPROMS W
QUALITY EPROMS BY 'HITACHI'

2764-250 NS -
27128-250 NS

£2.50
£4.00

. INCLUSIVE OF PAPA VAT

SCROLLING THE COMPUTER SCREENAROUND
OVERANY PART OF THE DIAGRAM

FEATURES
Draw diagrams, schematics, plans etc., in any aspect

ratio, e.g. 10 "3, 2’ 12 screens.

Access any part of the diagram rapidly by entering
an index name, e.g. TR6, R5 etc., to display a specific
section of the diagram, and then scroll around to any
other part of the diagram using the cursor keys.

Up to 128 Icons may be predefined for each diagram,

e.g. Transistors, resistors etc., in full mode 0 definition, up
to 32 pixels horizontally by 24 vertically.

Hard copy printouts in varying print sizes up to 9 mode
0 screens on an A4 size sheet, compatible with most dot
matrix printers.

Many other features including, selectable display
colours, comprehensive line drawing facilities, TAB
settings, etc.

Disc contains sample diagrams and two versions of
the program, one of which will work from a I6K sideways
RAM.

Comprehensive instruction manual.

£28.75
DON’T FORGET YOUR VECTOR 1 & 2 WHEN ORDERING

Including PAP A VAT Supplied only
on disc 40T/80T compatible.

All inclusive price list: This means: disc drive + case + all power & data cables +
UK carriage + utilities disc & manual + VAT.

Model CANON 210 220 221A 596D

Formatted Capacity
per drive on BBC Micro: 200K 400K 400K

SANYO
400K

Single Drive A Case: £75 £95 £125 £149

Single Drive

A Case/PSU: *u/c - upgradeable — £124 £173*u/c £174

Dual Drive A Case — £209 — £279

FUJI FLOPPY DISCS

Dual Drive

A Case/PSU:

Per Ifpurchased
box 10 with

disc drive

40TKSSDD £17.60 £15.60
40TKDSDD £24.50 £22.50
80TKDSDD £28.60 £26.60

£185 £224 £279 £309 These prices include VAT & P&P

Support:
Warranty: All disc drives sold by Chase Data Ltd come
with a full one-year warranty on parts & labour with
optional extended warranty on all drives.

Extended Warranty
Your Insurance of trouble free operation.

When ordering your disc drive, ask about our second and third year extended
warranty scheme. This covers ALL PARTS AND LABOUR and costs from as little

as £15.00 on single drives and £23.00 on dual drives.

Payment:
By Post:

Send your remittance (cheques only please) with your
order to: Chase Data Limited, Unit 2, Crabtree Road,
Thorpe Industrial Estate. Egham, Surrey TW20 8RN.
By Phone: (Tel: 0784-38487). Allow up to 21 days for

delivery.
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BEEBUG, the largest independent
computer user group in the UK, offer

100% tested discs supplied by one of Britain's
leading disc manufacturers.

" f D'°^
25 S/S D/D £34 0,, I

'

Z £% *
---

—

u/o D/D £82

Pon m . _

D/S D/D

D/S D/D

10 S/S D/D £20.50
25 S/s 0/D £«*>/*

D/S D/0 22

-^~-^l^£/££82.40

Su
i'at>lefo, e8cM .

ORDER
FORM
Official orders welcome
Aecess/Barclaycard
24 hrs line 0494 « 16666
Further Information
on helpline 0727 40303

Please supply me

@£ Name

Address

<0£

Total cheque enc. £

To Beebugsoft, PO Box 109, High Wycombe. Bucks. HP10 8NP
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JOYSTICKS—
THE COMPLETE SOLUTION

DELTA 3B TWIN-BBC B or ELECTRON PLUS 1 £1 9.95
A direct but improved alternative for the original ACORN
joysticks, with 2 joysticks wired to one plug. As with all our
joysticks they have the fast action sprung to centre return

of the steel shafted nylon covered joystick. The light action
makes them ideal to hold and the 3 fire buttons allow left

or right-handed use.

DELTA 3B SINGUE-BBC B or ELECTRON PLUS 1 £1 2.00
A single joystick that in some ways can act as two. The
custom made special "low noise” potentiometers are
wired so that it will work as a left hand or right hand
joystick. It can even run some programs written for two
joysticks and has the fire buttons of both.

DELTA 14B-BBC B £14.95
Our original ACORN/BBC handset. The same super light

joystick, but the long life buttons, which have been video

B
ame tested for many years, increased to 14 in number. A
ELTA 14B/1 is needed to run the keypad but a 14B on its

own will work as a joystick and fire buttons, so you can
always add the 14B/1 to it later.

DELTA 14B/1 for use wrth 1 or 2 DELTA 14Bs £14.85
DELTA DRIVER CASSETTE £5.95
The A/D/USER PORT interface box. This gives simultaneous
access to both the analogue port, for the joystick part and
the user port, for the keypad. Two handsets can be
plugged into the box giving a total of 24 user definable
keys.

Full instructions are provided to include the keypad in your
own programs even in BASIC or for the non-programmer a
DELTA DRIVER cassette is available with keyboard to
joystick/keypad conversions and keypad set up programs.

DELTA 3S (for ELECTRON with switch joystick interface) £12.00
For an ELECTRON with a switched joystick interface (Not a PLUS
1 ) this gives you the same delightful light, fast action of the
DELTA joysticks but fitted with a 9 way D plug as per Atari,

Commodore, etc. and will run on First Byte interface or similar.

DELTA ASC/B FOR BBC, DELTA ASC/E FOR ELECTRON PLUS 1

(not illustrated) £9.95
This little box plugs in series with your analogue joystick to
alter its characteristics simply by using a switch. In one set
up the joystick will act like a switched joystick, i.e. a slight
movement will act as if the joystick has been pushed hard
over. In the other mode the joystick only covers the centre
half of the A/D converter so that it takes twice as much
movement to give the same effect. This makes it much
easier to make delicate adjustments to programs like

flight simulators.

DATAPAD 16B £39.95
A commercial spec. 16 way keypad. Full travel

mechanical keys with double shot moulded keycaps
mounted in a low profile metal case. The keys are marked
with calculator legend, but the software included allows
the pad to be defined as any keys, including function keys
or single byte VDU commands such as PRINTER ON/OFF.
No tampering with the computer as it fits onto the user
port.

Access Available from your dealer HBHHI
or direct, from us VISA

AA57
i

Park Drive
Baldock
Herts-
SG76EV
Telephone 10462) 894410
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JOYSTICK JARGON
Chris Drage’s guide to how they work, what they do, which kinds are

around - and what they might be able to do for you

One of the earliest and most popular add-ons

to a new computer is a joystick. In this respect,

BBC micro and electron (Plus 1) owners have

an advantage over many other home computer

huffs, since Acorn has seen fit to include an

analogue-to-digital converter and some sophis-

ticated circuitry in the machines, making it

possible to run both the analogue and switched

types of joysticks.

But which would be more appropriate to

your needs? And, in any case, what is the

difference between ‘switched’ and ‘fully ana-

logue’ joysticks?

A switched joystick is quite simple: moving

the lever in any one of four directions (for-

wards, backwards, side to side) will close one

of its switches. Thus, thev arc either full-on or

full-off. Most manufacturers now put eight

switches in their joysticks to enable them to

respond to vertical, horizontal and diagonal

movements of the lever. Switched joysticks

can plug into the user port - but this type is not

recommended as most joystick soft-

ware is written to run from the analogue port.

However, the joystick really intended by

Acorn to be run on its computers is the fully

analogue type. This allows for an infinite

amount of movement in any direction. By

using two potentiometers (variable resistors), a

value is input to the computer which is

proportional to the amount of movement of

the lever. If you move it vertically, then only

one of the potentiometers moves. If you move

it horizontally, the other moves. Moving in

any other direction, both of the potentiometers

move. The voltages are fed into the analogue

to digital converter (ADC) chip where they are

converted into numbers between 0 and 4095

(the chip used has a resolution of 12 bits, and

4096 is 2 12
). The operating system then multi-

plies these numbers by 16 to give numbers

between 0 and 65520. It is these numbers

which are subsequently scaled by software to

enable points to be plotted on screen.

An obvious test of the proportional type of

joystick is of how well it responds in the

corners of the screen. Listing 1 is a short

program that not only provides a visual com-

parison of both switched and analogue joy-

sticks but also helps assess whether an ana-

logue joystick is able to reach the corners.
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The ‘official' joysticks for the BBC micro are

those made b\ Acorn, coded AN HOI. Sup-

plied as a pair, they are cased in a strong plastic

moulding but would be tar better if they were

half the size. The chunk \ handle contains

precisely nothing and even an average-sized

hand has difficulty in maintaining a grip. It is

actually rather difficult to ascertain which way

round the joystick is intended to be held. The

fire burton is large and has a strong feel about

it, although it is difficult for children to use. I

found it rather annoying that there is no facility

to return the small lever to the central position

(this can be disastrous in software such as

Iviator). Equally annoying is the fact that

there is no clear identification bet ween the left

and right unit, and the cable length is ver\

poor. 1 can’t say I really like these joysticks:

personally I would save my pennies to buy one

of the models below.

Voltmace produces a number of analogue

joysticks in its Delta range. They all look

physically similar, and differ onlv in the num-

ber of facilities on offer.

The Delta 3B twin system is the traditional

arrangement of two joysticks wired to one

plug. Each unit measures 160 x 70 x 40mm
and comes in a low-profile black polystyrene

case. The 40mm shaft is rather small and

difficult to use in the heat of furious arcade-

action, though less so in more sedate activities.

In fact, 1 found bv pushing a long plastic

tubing over the shaft, I could actually hold the

handset between my feet and fly my Aviator

Spitfire with a ‘proper’ joystick. The self-

centring springs in each handset return the

shaft quite firmly to its central position.

The fire buttons are a little on the small side

but present no real problems when a fast

response is required. The cable length is just

adequate for most applications. One pleasing

design feature of all the Voltmace joysticks is

the use of high-quality graphite potentiome-

ters. They ensure not only full, accurate move-

ment but also a much longer lifespan for the

unit as a whole.

If you have no need for the twin set, the

Delta 3B Mkll could be the joystick for you.

It is in fact two joysticks in one, the fire

buttons being unique to ‘left’ or ‘right’ opera-

tion. As a general purpose joystick 1 find this

unit an excellent compromise and good value

for money. Having a longer cable certainly

makes it more convenient in use.

The top of Yoltmace’s range, the Delta 14B,

is not so much a joystick as a complete system.

In addition to the Delta 3B’s features it is

equipped with a 14-button keypad. As pur-

chased it can only be used as a normal joystick,

but the versatility of the BBC micro means that

the joystick system is programmable and pro-

grams written for the keyboard can be inter

cepted at the indirection point and diverted to

include the keypad. Software written for keys

alone can be converted to joystick control.

However, before the unit can be used as a

keypad a Delta 1 4B 1 interface box must be

added (an extra /’ 14.85).

The handset comes complete with a number

of listings to include in your own programs or

to load and run before the main program, to

convert them to the keypad. Inexpensive over-

lays max be purchased which clip over the keys

and allow you to define each button. Games

aside, the Delta 14B can lx- used as a low-cost

numeric keypad or to duplicate any keyboard

keys which have an ASCII value.
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The interface box plugs into both the A/D

socket and the user port. A second joystick

socket is provided which also gives access to

two A/D channels and the user port for

external devices which may be required at the

same time as a joystick. Ten pages of instruc-

tions contain circuit diagrams and listings to

assist you.

To help you make full use of the system,

Voltmace also markets the Delta Driver pro-

grams. The first lets you select any keys on the

keyboard to become cither joystick directions

or keypad buttons. The second program al-

lows the user to select almost any keys on the

keyboard to be duplicated on the keypads of

one or two handsets. The handset buttons then

operate as those defined functions within the

operating system. It complements the first

program which is for use with machine code

programs. A number of conversion routines

for Acornsoft games are also included.

There is no doubt that the Voltmace system

is excellent and well thought out. You can

expand it according to your needs.

The Quickshot IB is the only joystick

marketed by Spectravideo for use with Acorn
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computers. It is a popular model and an old

friend to owners of other micros. Essentially, it

is a switched joystick which plugs into the

analogue port. It has a tall, moulded grip with

one fire button situated on the top and another

on the base unit. The wide base is fitted with

removable suction cups for added stability on

smooth surfaces and an adequate length of

cable. The suckers are strong and perform

their task well. In use the QS 1 B proved a little

unresponsive on the left switches, suggesting

that there was something amiss with the

review model. It seemed as easy to use in the

palm of the hand as it is stuck to the table top.

The action of this joystick is good, the re-

sponse fast and the firing easy.

The Super Champ joystick was produced

by Lion Computers, which has unfortunately

gone out of business, though the joystick

should still be available from some dealers.

(Please let us know if you have any informa-

tion.) To use this long-handled switched joy-

stick you will need to buy an interface unit

such as the one from Bud Computers.

The Super Champ's unusual feature is its

base which doubles as a cable reel. The cable is

removed by holding the base and pulling the D
connector. Rewinding isn’t quite so conve-

nient as the cable is wound in using the handle.

The idea is good, though, as a tremendous

length of cable is available, but you only have

as much extended as you require. The grip is

comfortable and the response good, but the

whole unit sits very loosely on a surface. It is

equipped with rubber suckers but they are

inadequate because of the base design and the

long grip makes matters worse. Neither is it

comfortable to hold in the hand. 1 lowever, its

performance overshadows any deficiencies in

the design. It appears to be excellent value for

money but when you include the interface unit

it becomes expensive at £19.90.

The Kempston Pro joystick is based on the

popular Competition Pro 5000 series which has

been a favourite with games players for a

number of years now. If the Super Champ is an

‘ego’ joystick, then the Kempston Pro is the

complete opposite. Its short handle reminds

me of the gearstick on a Triumph Herald. The

Pro is a switched joystick that uses the Beeb’s

analogue port, and features two large, com-

mon fire buttons. The design is quite cunning,

as the joystick nestles in the hand very com-

fortably. I find the action of this joystick

springy but not too stiff. It resounds with a

positive click as the switches are made. The

overall impression is one of quality and solid

construction. Of all the switched joysticks, this

is the one 1 felt most at home with.

So which joystick should you buy: a

switched model that plugs into the analogue

port, or the fully proportional model? The

arcade enthusiast will undoubtedly find the

switched models of value as most games seem

only to require an up, down, right, left and

diagonal movement in one speed. However, an

increasing number of games do require a fully

analogue joystick, Aviator and Smoker being

two examples, and for any graphics work

where fast and accurate point fixing is re-

quired, an analogue joystick is an asset.

If computer games do improve hand-eye co-

ordination, as some educationalists claim, then

only analogue joysticks can really be of value.

There is a direct relationship between the

position of the hand (joystick lever) and the

object on the screen. If the object moves at a

rate determined by the software (which is often

the case with games requiring switched joy-

sticks), then there is little benefit to be gained.

The joystick you choose will depend a great

deal on what you want to do with it. For a

general range of applications the Voltmace

units represent good value for money, but for

the widest possible range of applications the

Voltmace Delta 14B cannot be surpassed. As

for the switched units, my personal favourite is
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SOLID STATE DESK
TOP SWITCHING
DFX/irF^ (FULL TWELVE
LSLZ V ILCj MONTHS GUARANTEE)

~^Z
LOW

PRICES

— kayzonc
No Problems with Cable Lengths or Data Loss/Errors
Having Separate Ports, Avoids Over loading Computer
Metal case with built-in power supply and fitted plug

THE PRINTERSHARERS
(SEVERAL MICROS TO 1 PRINTER)

PARALLEL - 26 PIN (as BBC)
3 WA Y (without cables) £60 (b)

3 WAY - with 3x2mt computer
cables £75 (c)

6 WAY (without cables) £1 10 (c)

6 WAY - with 6x2mt computer
cables £140 (c)

SERIAL RS232 3 WAY- £65 (b)

RS423 3 WAY- £40 (b)

THE PRINTCHANGERS
1 1 MICRO TO SEVERAL PRINTERS)

PARALLEL - 26 PIN
9 3 WAY- £70 (b)

SERIAL RS232 3 WAY- £65 (b)

RS423 2 WAY- £40 (b)

THE PRINTERCROSSOVERS
(2 MICROS TO 2 PRINTERS)

PARALLEL- 26 PIN £75 (c)

SERIAL RS232 £70 (b)

RS423 £45 (b)

PRICES ARE EXCLUDING VAT Postage (b) £2-(c) £2.50

CENTRONICS (36 PIN) PRINTERSHARERS, PRINTERCHANGER & PRINTERCROS-
SOVERS AND FOR IBM, SIRIUS, APRICOT, MACINTOSH, COMMODORE,
26 PIN APPLE II +, lie & lie AVAILABLE
FOR PRICES AND LEAFLETS PLEASE CONTACT:

5-Din (as BBC)

KEYZONE LTD
U 14. REGENERATION HOUSE. SCHOOL ROAD.
PARK ROYAL, LONDON NW10 6TD
Telephone: 0 1-965 1684/ 1804 Telex 88 1327

1

S E3

EPROMS & RAMS
Hitachi 250nS— the reliable ones— BBC compatible

Prices INCLUDE VAT and UK post— normally by return
2764 1-2 pcs £1.90 3-9 pcs £1.85 10+ £1.80

27128 1-2 pcs £2.95 3-9 pcs £2.75 10+ £2.60

27256 1-2 pcs £6.00 3-9 pcs £5.75 10+ £5.50

27C256 1-2 pcs £8.00 3-9 pcs £7.75 10 + £7.50

6264LP15 RAM 2-9 pcs £3.50 10+ £3.00

41254-15 RAM Prices on application

BB-PROM Programmer £33.95 inclusive. DFS required.
ERASERS: D1 £21.95, D2 (15 min timer) £26.50

Send UK cheques/Money Orders / LA. or Gov’t Orders to:

SILICON CITY
1 Hilton Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY

ACCESS/VISA orders, telephone 0223 312453

MALICE
e) SOFTWARE/HARDWARE

27128 (250ns) £3.00
2764 (250ns) £2.40
DFS Kit (excluding DFS chip) £40.00
8271 £37.50
6264 LP1 5 £3.75

Quantity discounts available - phone 0793 61 5026
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT & POSTAGE

ORDERS TO

3 Merlin Way, Covingham, Swindon SN3 5AN (0793 615026)
AA89

You bend em
We mend em!
Young David (Son of Snapper to friends) will be pleased to sort

out your Beeb should it go wrong. A chip here, a six inch nail

there!! He will also be more than pleased to demonstrate our

wide range of software and hardware. We are official Acorn
dealers and take pride in friendly and efficient advice and
service.

NUMBER ONE IN BROMLEY

Data /tore
6 Chatterton Road, Bromley, Kent. 460 8991

COMPUTER SERVICING
WE REPAIR - ON THE PREMISES - QUICK TURNROUND

BBC & ELECTRON DISK DRIVES
COMMODORE & SPECTRUM PRINTERS
AMSTRAD & TORCH MONITORS

A Range of Hardware, Software, Joysticks, Leads, Interfaces, Chips etc,

always in stock

Order by phone Access and Visa Accepted

CROYDON COMPUTER CENTRE
29 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY CR4 7JJ

01-683 2646
THIS NOTICE WORTH Cl

AGAINST ANY PURCHASE OF HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE OVER £10
AA90

SPIDER
REAL-TIME CONTROL FOR THE BBC MICRO

Look out for the SPIDER
co

A breakthrough in ease-of-use for all Control

Applications

Here’s what you get:

^ Additional BASIC commands - which can be
safely mixed with existing BASIC keywords.

^ Invoke BASIC PROCs from function keys or by

jj, external events.

Run up to 8 independent countdown timers.M The SPIDER is a powerful combination of RAMw and ROM mounted on a butterfly board -

it leaves the Beeb ’s memory intact.

It's easy to install with no soldering required -

and a comprehensive manual is supplied.

SEND NOW FOR OUR INF0RMA TIVE

LEAFLET - YOU’LL BE SURPRISED A T HOW
POWERFUL A SPIDER CAN BE!

Paul Fray Ltd

Willowcroft, Histon Road, Cambridge CB4 3JD
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REVIEWS
Joystick TyPe Fire Button Moulded

Grip

Self-

Centring

Cable

Length
Additional

features

Price

(inc VAT)
Available

from

Delta 3B Analogue Two + No Yes 1.77m Two joysticks £12 Voltmace Ltd,
Mk II

Delta 3B Analogue

one common

Three No Yes 1.35m

in one handset

Both left and £19.95

Park Drive,

Baldock, Herts

SG7 6EV

Twin

Delta 14B

Handset
Analogue

common

Two groups

possible

No Yes 1.77m

right hand

operation

14 programmable

keys

Optional key

overlays

Delta 14B/1

adaptor box

Driver software

(cass)

(disc)

£14.95

£8.35ea

£14.85

£5.95

£9.95

BBC ANH01
Twin

Analogue One on each No No lm None £19 Vector Marketing,

London Rd,

Wellingborough,

Northants NN8 2RL

Kempston
Pro

Switched Two Yes Yes 1.28m None £16.95 Kempston Electronics,

Singer Way, Moburn
Way Industrial Estate,

Kempston MK42 7AF

Quickshot

IB
Switched Two

(one on base)

Yes Yes 1.35m Sucker feet £9.95 Spectravidco,

165 Barth Rd,

Morden, Surrey

SM4 4LH

Super

Champ
JC 250

Switched Two Yes Yes 2.89m Cable winds

into base unit

Sucker feet

Interface unit

(necessary' for

Atari type joy-

sticks) inclu-

ding software

on cassette

£7.95

£11.95

(see feature)

Bud Computers,

196 Milburn Rd,

Ashington,

Northumberland

NE63 0PH

the Kempston Pro. However, the Super

Champ is a strong contender - if you can find

it. The Quickshot IB represents better value

for money as it does not require the Bud

interface unit.

For those who cannot afford the added

expense of twin joysticks, listing 2 is a routine

to convert a twin joystick game to one run on a

single unit (providing both units are not

supposed to be in use simultaneously). Run

this program then CHAIN in the other pro-

gram. To change to the opposite joystick, alter

3 in line 180 to 1, and 4 in line 200 to 2. Change

1 in line 240 to 3, and 2 in line 270 to 4, and fi-

nally 1 in line 370 to 2. This routine is also

useful if one of your pair fails.

If you have an analogue joystick and wish to

simulate the movements of a switched joystick,

then listing 3 should help. Experiment with the

values suggested for lines 180 and 200. If the

routine does not work there is probably a

ROM in your machine using page 0A00 for its

workspace. The remedy is to disable the ROM
in question.

I would like to thank the staff of Voltmace

Ltd for their technical help in preparing this

article and for the program listings.

For Chris Drag's listings, seeyellow page 120

Output produced by running listing 1 on the yellow pages on a switched joystick (left) and analogue (right)

Joystick Delta Delta Delta

3B Twin 3B MKII 14B

BBC Kempston Quickshot Super

ANH01 Pro IB Champ

Design

Construction

Stability N/A

Ease of use

Versatility

Value for money 3 2*

* l be Super Champ requires an interface unitfor use with the BBC and Electron. This makes it expensive.

KEY: 5 - Excellent, 4 - Good, 3 - Satisfactory, 2 - Poor, 1 - Very Poor.
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DUAL DRIVES FOR
LESS THAN £17 ?

Convert your single disc drives into duals for only £16.95 inc. VAT

• Specially designed
circuitry eliminates

the need for any tools

• No soldering

• Simply plug in for instant dualling

• No mess

• No need to take disc drives apart to change links

The Viglen DUCK (Dualling Up Connector Kit) can convert single drives to duals, instantly!

Just plug the Viglen Duck into the BBC micro and any two
single disc drives to create a dual disc dnve. Drives will be
configured Drive 0 and Drive 1 automatically.

• Fast Back-Up • Fast Copying of Files

The Viglen Duck will dual-up any make or type of single disc

drives with PSU(power supply unit). It will also work on single and

double-sided drives in any combination. If you have disc drives

without built-in PSU, then you will require a dual power connector

for the BBC micro available from Viglen for only £8.00 me VAT

• Postage and packing £2.50 inc. VAT.

• Official Orders from Government and Educational
Establishment welcomed.

\\Jv^8JsN
Orders to: Viglen Computer Supplies
Unit 7, Trumpers Way, Hanwell W7

Credit Card holders may order by
telephone: 01-843 9903 AU2/1

All prices correct at time of going to press

your mums
WOULD BE HAPPIER , ^

INA VIGLENROM CARTRluGt SYSTEM
The safest way to look after your growing

collection of ROMs is to store them in Viglen's

specially designed cartridge systems, this not only
keeps them happy, but also removes the risk of

damage to your BBC micro.

There are two systems - the 'Standard' and the
'Low Profile'. Viglen is the leading producer of both.

ADVANTAGES OF VIGLEN ROM CARTRIDGE SYSTEM
• All cartridges are gold-plated for durability and
reliability, unlike others which are only silver plated.

• No need to switch machine off between
cartridge changes. • Insert and
remove 'Wordwise' 'View'

'Disc Doctor', etc., at will,

from your micro in absolute
safety. • Low, low power
consumption unlike other
systems. • Save on memory.

PRICE FOR COMPLETE KIT, including

1 cartridge. 1 Cable Assembly. 1 Blanking
Off Plate (used if system is removed),
1 Socket Cover (used when no cartridges

are resident). 1 Cartridge ^ A g* AC
Storage Rack X# J O w 9
Extra Cartridges: £2.95 each, four for £1 1 .00.

ten for £26.50. Kit comes with 1 ROM Cartridge.

All prices inc. VAT.

THE STANDARD SYSTEM

Sr * ' > '

, T /

A
The Standard System used extensively

in education is preferred, due to its

robust construction and ease of use.

With the sideways entry on the low
profile system access to the escape
and tab keys are slightly restricted.

However Viglen betters its rivals in

this respect by being 3mm lower.Personal Callers

Mon - Fri 9.30-5.30pm Sat 9.30-4pm

Post to: VIGLEN Unit 7 Trumpers Way Hanwell W7 2QA

Please send me (state type and quantity) _

I enclose Cheque/ P.O. for £

_Kit(s)_ _ Cartridges

Please add £2 50 for postage and packing
_ (50p only for single cartridge)

I prefer to pay by ACCESS/ BARCLAYCARD #

(Delete whichever is not applicable).

Card No Signature

Name Address
AU 2/1

Credit Cards valid if signed by Cardholder Address must be the same as card holder s.
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REVIEWS

TAKE A SPIN IN THE
LATEST DISC DRIVES

If you’re looking to upgrade your Beeb or Electron don’t buy anything

until you’ve read Bruce Smith’s update on what’s available

Since the disc drive theme of last July's Acorn

User there have been quite a few notable

occurrences within the disc interface/drive

market. So over the next few pages I’ll be

looking at what’s new and what you should go

for if you want to upgrade to discs.

BBC B owners will fall into two categories -

those with micros with disc interfaces already

fitted and those without. The latter must

choose which interface to buy, as well as which

drive. Like BBC B + owners, the former only

need to shop around for a disc drive - unless

you feel the need to change the interface

already fitted. Electron owners will find that

the choice of disc interface also governs the

type of drive available to them.

Newcomers to the jargon associated with

disc drives and the bits and bobs that go with

them should refer to the jargon box given on

page 185 and to the July 1985 issue.

The most notable disc interface release of

1985 must have been the 1770 disc controller

chip for the BBC B (standard on B+ and

FJectron Plus 3). It is supplied on a small

printed circuit board (PCB) about the size of a

matchbox. Included in the package are a few

extra components and the disc filing system

(DFS) ROM.
Fitting the 1770 board is straightforward. It

can be performed by a dealer or you can have a

go yourself: if you’re happy about handling

ROM chips then you should manage the

upgrade easily in around five minutes. At

£49.95 the upgrade is dirt cheap compared

with the old interfaces based on the expensive

8271 chip. The DFS (version 2.1 and 2.2) itself

is much improved on the original 0.9/1.2 series

reviewed in July 1985. It contains commands

such as FORMAT and VERIFY, and so does

away with the need for a utility disc, though

one is provided containing some extra useful

routines. However, you are still limited to 31

files per disc surface.

The real capabilities of the 1770 come into

play when an advanced disc filing system

(ADFS) is installed at a further cost of £29.95

(the Electron Plus 3 has the ADFS fitted as

standard). Once it’s installed, discs can be used

in double density mode, allowing typically

640k of storage per disc. A hierarchical, family

tree-type file naming .system is used which

allows an almost limitless number of files per

disc (subject to space of course). The ADFS
comes with a utility disc and comprehensive

manual, and is well worth the price.

Owners of Beebs with old-style disc inter-

laces may be thinking about switching over to

the 1770 and ADFS and wondering whether it

is worth it. Certainly if you have the cash it is a

preferable system.

One of my main reasons for installing the

ADFS was to claim back a batch of discs

(which now spill into two large boxes). For

example, I copied four 80-track disc sides on to

a single ADFS disc with plenty of space to

spare. However, the process is horrendously

slow, taking the best part of an hour.

The only real concern I still have is software

compatibility. In fact it’s not the software that

is the problem but the disc protection meth-

ods. Acornsoft is supplying 1770-compatible

software and will exchange existing stocks, but

it remains to be seen whether other software

houses will be as co-operative. Obviously this

protection problem is only a hinderance with

disc-based software and non-existent with

tape-based software.

The only other ADFS currently available for

the BBC' B micro is the Solidisk ADFS. This

costs a bit less at £20 and is virtually identical

to the Acorn ADFS - the box on page 187

details both and the differences between them.

To use the Solidisk ADFS you’ll need to invest

in one of the two Solidisk 1770 boards (one is a

dual board that allows the 8271 to be fitted and

used at the flick of a switch thus ensuring

compatibility with all disc software). These

systems were scrutinised in September 1985

and I would go along with reviewer Chris

Drage’s comments that the boards are not

recommended for the beginner, but are cer-

tainly a good buy for the enthusiast/hobbyist.

B+ owners who don’t want the hassle of

the ADFS, but would like a DFS with extend-
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the bestpartners foryourcomputer

AW the peripherals

for your BBC Model B
the best service- the best value

PHILIPS
Model BM7502
Green Screen
Mono
From the highly successful

'Philips 80 Range', here is a
monitor specially designed
to display graphics and
alphanumeric data with

perfect clarity.

• 12" high resolution,

20MHz band width, anti-glare screen.

• Composite Video (CVBS) and Audio
Input. • 2000 character (80 x 25) display. • Amber
screen - £5 extra. • Ideal low price for your BBC B.

PLEASE ENQUIRE ABOUT OUR EXTENSION
KEYBOARDS, KEY PADS & EPROM PROGRAMMER

3M Scotch Discs
5V4" single-sided diskettes

1-2 boxes 3-9 boxes 10+ boxes

SS 40 TRACK £14.00 £12.50 £12.00
DS 40 TRACK £18.00 £16.00 £15.50
SS 80 TRACK £20.00 £18.00 £17.50
DS 80 TRACK £24.00 £21.50 £20.00

10 DISCS
PER BOX

Please add £2 carriagePrices include VAT

PHILIPS N0
Colour Monitors
Model CM8501
• Std resolution. • Grey glass

screen. • RGB - linear/TTL -

inputs (SCART/8 Pin DIN).

• Audio input. • Bandwidth
8 MHz. • Adjustable foot.

phce£209 SS-

Dot Matrix
Taxan Kaga KP810 £269
Canon PW1080A £279
GLP inc. tractor feed £149

DaisyWheel
Juki 61 00 £329
Quen Data £229
Epson DX100 £359
Please add £8 for 1 £ metre length

iprinter lead for the BBC micro.

Model CM8533
• Med. resolution. • Dark
glass etched screen. •
• Composite video input

(phono). • RGB - linear input

(SCART). • RGB/RGBI - TTL

input (8 Pin DIN). • Audio
input. • Green (Mono) switch.

• Bandwidth 12 MHz.
• Adjustable foot.

COflO INC.

Price Xp40/ vat

Microvitec Monitors

Standard
£209

Med
£269

High
£395
Med & Pal

£295 S
Prices correct at time
of goii

Otiers

availability.

Visit our

showroom:
Open
9 .30 - 5.30

Mon to Sat

930-4.00

Saturdays

Sales Hotline
01-843 9903
Please call for latest pric

product details and tc

place credit

orders Government
and Educational

Establishments

enquiries

PHILIPS
Colour TV/
Monitor

Model
1114
14" Tube (V34cm) Receiver/Monitor

• Light and compact finished in white
with dark picture surround. • In-line 14"

picture tube provides a sparkling picture

in seconds. • Designed to give

exceptional reliability and performance.
• 10 pre-select channel buttons. •
• Headphone/tape recorder socket with

separate loudspeaker mute switch. •
• Loop aerial and main aerial

connection. • RF, CVBS and RGB inputs.

MODE TVjl av«

AUDIO IN — OUT

®®
VIDEO IN — OUT

®®

Price£199 inc. VAT

9
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ed features such as an increase in number of

files per disc, should have a look at the

Watford Electronics B+ DDFS, which will

set you back £40.25.

Electron interfaces

As already mentioned, the Electron Plus 3

contains the Acorn ADFS (details below). The

unit is a bolt-on affair - owners of the Plus 1

will be familiar with this arrangement.

The Plus 3 uses a single 3.5 inch disc drive

which forms the side portion of the Plus 3; a

connector at the rear allows an extra drive to be

added if required. Overall the complete ex-

panded Electron makes a neat unit. The drive

is relatively quiet and quickish in operation.

The main disadvantage is its dreadful £250

price tag - though there arc plenty of special

offers around. But it is the standard system and

as such provides complete compatibility.

Another ADFS-based disc interface for the

Electron is the Solidisk EFS, which offers

incredible value for money. You get a double

density disc interface based on the 1770 com-

plete with ADFS; a Winchester hard disc

interface; plus 16k of sideways RAM - all for

£59 (including VAT). The construction of the

EFS loading is basic. It is simply a board with

no fancy packaging and a loose aluminium

shroud which is placed around the EFS when

fitted into a cartridge slot on the Plus 1.

The EFS can take any configuration drive

you wish and works well in use, though it’s a

bit noisy. It can read DFS and ADFS discs

prepared on BBC machines, which makes the

transfer of programs between the Acorn ma-

chines a simple task.

The final disc interface for the Electron is

suppled bv Cumana at £74.95. Like the EFS,

this plugs into the Plus 1 and is based on a 1793

disc controller. The interface also includes a

real-time clock so that date and time can be

continually displayed. This information is also

saved with files written to disc. Again any type

of disc drive (ie, 5.25/3.5/3 in) can be plugged

into the interface.

In operation the Cumana system is some-

what slow, especially when compared to the

EFS. It also uses a non-standard disc format so

that it is not possible to use BBC' formatted

discs with the Cumana, although a disc based

utility is provided to allow for transfer of data

between the two formats. A plus is that PAGE
remains set at &E00 compared with &1D00
for Plus 1 and & 1900 for EFS.

The EFS is probably my favourite of the

three systems, but it would be a close run thing

if the price of the Plus 3 was to plummet to

more acceptable levels.

Disc drives

Once again I would refer you to the julv 1985

issue of Acorn User and my review of disc

drives. The list of drives and prices below has

^8ilengerTopu?prodiJCtcombines^^nncMis^Hv^Iitl^56I^^A^^reat^^A^i^
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been updated and this should be an accurate

guide. To summarise the criteria laid down in

the previous review: don’t buy anything other

than a 40/80 track switchable drive; twin drives

are preferable to single drives; an integral

power supply is desirable.

The new drives that have found their way

into the AU office are detailed below in

alphabetical order:

Akhter: A nice range on offer. My particular

favourite is the twin drives supplied side-by-

side in a monitor plinth, below which you can

fit your micro. The drives are easily switchable

- using the front mounted rocker switches.

ADFS
The Advanced Disc Filing System as used

on BBC B, B + ,
Plus 3 and EFS utilises a

hierarchical system of filenames put togeth-

er rather like a family tree.

At the top of the tree there are the

directories. These are created using *CDIR
<name>. A directory can then consist of

files or sub-directories. Selecting a particu-

lar directory is performed with *DIR

<name> and once a directory has been

selected files or sub-directories within that

directory may be accessed.

The root directory is S and from this you

can build up long filenames that have a

pathway to the file. For example:

LOAD”ACCOUNTS.income”

would load the file “income” from the

directory ACCOUNTS. Similarly:

LOAD”ACCOUNTS. Vat.totals”

would load the file “totals” from the sub-

directory “Vat” held in the directory

ACCOUNTS.
Commands common to all ADFSs in-

clude: *ACCESS, *ADFS, *BACK, *BYE,

*CAT, *CDIR, *CLOSE, COMPACT,
*COPY, *DELETE, DESTROY, *DIR,

DISMOUNT, *EX, EXEC, FADS,
FREE, *INFO, *LCAT, *LEX, *LIB,

LOAD, *MAP, MOUNT, ^REMOVE,
RENAME, RUN, SAVE, SPOOL,
TITLE.

In addition the Solidisk ADFS has a few

extra commands: *MVADFS, *MVDFS,
OPEN and ^PASSWORD. Use of

OPEN allows the number of files that may

be open at any one time to be set up to a

maximum of 10. The Acorn maximum is

just five.

All come supplied with a utilities disc

containing a variety of utilities.

1H7



The Great Little80column Printer

fromViglenata priceeveryone
canafford
ONLY

£149
(INCLUDING VAT)

with interface cable
All printers come standard with

both serial and parallel interface

12cps near letter quality mode
Normal 50cps draft printing

Tractor and friction feed as
1

standard

Uses normal A4 sheet paper or

continuous stationery

Original plus 2 copies

Bidirectional logic seeking

48 International characters

Subscripts, superscripts and
underlining.

Also available for IBM.

How to order by post - Simply fill in the

coupon with your requirements. Enclose your

Cheque/P.O. or use your Access/Barclaycard

Please make cheques payable to VIGLEN
COMPUTER SUPPLIES and post to the address
shown left. Allow seven days for delivery, add
£8.00 carriage, packing and ins. on all items.

By telephone - Ring (01) 843 9903. Credit

Card holders (Access/Barclaycard only)can
purchase by telephone Please give Card
No.. Name. Address and items required

Credit cards valid if signed by
card holder Address on coupon
must be same as card holder

Prices correct
at time of going to press

- offers subject to availability

Post to:

Viglen Computer
Supplies
Unit 7, Trumpers Way
Hanwell, W7 2QA
Tel: 01-843 9903
Showroom/factory open
Monday - Friday 9 30-5.30
Saturday 9.30 - 4 00

THE BEST PARTNERS
FOR YOUR COMPUTERS

Please send me (state quantity)

GLP printers)

I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £

add £8.00 carriage

State whether BBC. QL or IBM

Name .

Address

I prefer to pay by ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD
(delete whichever is not applicable)

Card No

Signature

EW!
from

A PRINTER STAND

Vi/derv
COMPUTERESUPPLIES

TABLE

Printer Stand

£16-95
Carriage & Packing £3.00

INC. VAT

•For 80 column matrix

printers

•Raises printer high enough to put

continuous stationery underneath
Beautifully finished in clear perspex • Viglen quality every time

•Will accept paper up to 12’/2" wide • Non slip rubber pads
Dimensions: 15" (380mm) wide (320mm) deep 4" (90mm) high

Also available 136 column stand @ £27 inc. VAT.

COME TO VIGLEN FOR A FAST, FRIENDLY,PERSONAL SERVICE

DEALER ENQUIRIESWELCOME
Orders welcomed from educational establishments and government departments

Prices subject to change without notice

Post to: VIGLEN COMPUTER SUPPLIES, UNIT 7, TRUMPERS WAY, HANWELL. LONDON W7 2QA.

Please send me (qty) PRINTER STANDS at £19.95 each. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £_ . made out to

VIGLEN COMPUTER SUPPLIES or debit my ACCESS/BARC^CARD No.

.

Name 1^3^^ 6Signature _

Address

.
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These elegant drives are reasonably quiet and

will set you back £299 (including VAT),

which includes a built-in power supply.

The rest of the Akhter range is comprehen-

sive and includes single and dual drives in

metal (with power supply unit) and plastic

(without PSU). Typical prices for single,

double-sided switchable drives are £138 with

PSU and £114 without.

Pace: Offers a wide range of drives. The

review model was a PDDD3 twin 40/80

switchable drive. This is a traditional stacked

drive with a swing-down lock. An integral

power supply is completely encased with no

exposed heat sinks, and the 13 amp plug is

supplied as standard. The 40/80 track select

switch is positioned at the rear of the drive,

which could make it difficult to access depend-

ing on the layout of your system. In operation

the drive is very quiet - the only grumble is

that there is no on/off light to tell you whether

the drive is switched on. Overall very good.

Solidisk: The Mitsubishi disc system being

offered by Solidisk consists of a main board

case with integral twin 80 track drives, a

remote keyboard and ADFS disc interface and

has caused a stir selling for £340 (inc VAT).

Although they are 80 track drives the Solidisk

DFS allows them to be double-stepped and

therefore access to 40-track discs is possible.

Fitting the disc system together involves

simply removing the top of your Beeb and

bolting the disc drive casing over the top this

case can be used to house a monitor. Fitting the

keyboard into its new case is not too difficult

and enough ribbon cable is provided to allow

the keyboard to be used comfortably. How-

ever, the keyboard is the weak link of the

system: the most annoying facet is that the

plastic keystrip cover simply will not fit into its

new home, being a good half inch too long.

The metal design also makes the whole thing a

bit cumbersome. The drives operate adequate-

ly but they are a hit on the noisy side.

A cut down version of the system, which

you can expand at a future date, is available for

£200 - see the Solidisk advertisement.

Technomatic: As from Akhter, a wide and

varied range of disc drives are available. At the

top of the range are the dual plinth, 40/80

switchable drives. At £281.75 (including

VAT) it is about £17 cheaper than its counter-

part and consists of a push-down drive lock

rather than the turn locking type it’s a matter

of taste as to which you prefer. Again an

elegant design and front-mounted rocker

switches make 40/80 selection straightforward.

The lower priced drives may or may not

include power supplies, depending on your

needs, and single double sided switchable

drives will set you back £138 and £114 with

and without PSUs respectively.

Solidisk hard disc

The Winchester hard disc is probably the envy

of most of us. W ith 10Mbyte storage capability

you can pack all your data into a single small

box. But unlike standard discs, the hard disc is

not cheap and the Acorn W inchester would set

you back a tidy £1500.

The Solidisk hard disc weighs in at just £460

(with PSU) or £699 for 20Mbvte storage. No
bigger than a full AV binder, the hard disc is

unobtrusive and copious amounts of cable

mean you can hide it away. At present it will

Disc Jargon Box

ADFS: Advanced Disc Filing System - an

advanced version of a Disc Filing System (see

below) which allows the disc interface to

work in double density mode (see below).

DDOS: Double Density Operating System -

a machine code program, held in ROM, that

allows double density storage. The ADFS is

an example of a DDOS.

DFS: Disc Filing System this is the ma-

chine code program, held in ROM, which

controls the disc interface and disc drive.

Disc Interface: The extra components need-

ed to be installed into or onto your micro to

allow it to use discs.

Disc Controller Chip: The microchip that

provides the circuitry to enable your micro to

operate a disc drive.

Double Density: Twice as much informa-

tion per unit area per disc surface.

PSU: Power Supply Unit - some disc drives

have these already built-in; others take their

power from the auxiliary output socket on

the BBC.

Sector: Tracks are divided into sectors.

There are ten sectors per track, and each

sector can hold 256 bytes of data.

Track: A concentric path on the surface of a

disc onto which data is stored.

40 Track: A disc surface containing 40 tracks

or a disc drive capable of reading 40 track

discs.

80 Track: A disc surface containing 80 tracks

or a disc drive capable of reading 80 track

discs.

40/80 Switchable: A disc drive that can read

either 40 or 80 track discs, normally by

setting a button.

1770 : A disc controller chip capable of

operating in double density when used with

an ADFS (or similar).

8271 : A disc controller chip. This is not

capable of double density storage.
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AVERYSPECIALOFFER
fromVuden

The Superb Mitsubishi 400K Model M4853
Double-sided 40/80 Track Disc Drive

At Viglen’s rock bottom prices, everyone

can afford to replace inefficient cassette

tape units and obtain all the advantages
of changing up to discs.

12 MONTH
WARRANTY
(Extended

2 year
warranty
available)

Latest Acorn 1 • DFS (DNFS) Call at factory for free fitting. £49 (with disc drive only).

Carriage. Add £12 m each case. Usually despatched next day Price covers

courier-delivery and insurance Prices include VAT.

Prices correct at time of going to press - Offer subject to availability.

Call in at our
Showroom
Weekdays:

9.30 - 5.30

Saturdays: ^
9.30 - 4 +

All offers include
Utilities Disk includes formatting, verifying,

BASIC program comparator, disassembler.

Epson screen dump, dual catalogue (giving

62 files), large printing and many others

Comprehensive Manual
a fact-filled, 56 page document

includes techniques of loading

from cassette to disk

Not available elsewhere f
F r - mmm * ^

AA64 f
* o*
-v

-I4

O.
9

.

'

Single Drives 40/80 400K Dual Drives 40/80 800K

Single Drive £ 89.00

Drive +
Acorn DFS £138.00

Integral PSU for

single drive £ 22.00
s /

Dual drives £178.00

Dual drive +
Acorn DFS £227.00

Integral PSU
for Dual Drive £ 28.00

2

Sales Hotline 01-843 9903
Please call for latest prices, product
details and to place credit card orders.

Government & Educational
Establishments enquiries

welcome on this number.

After Sales Line

01-571 6313
For dispatch enquiries,

invoice queries, service

and all other enquiries.
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only operate with the Solidisk 1770 interface(s)

and ADFS.

I am informed that it will soon be fully

Acorn compatible - I look forward to seeing

the firmware - so that it will be capable of

working with the Acorn 1770 board and the

B 4-
. This would expand its market immediate-

ly, selling at a price comparable to that of disc

drives just two years ago.

As the hard disc plugs into the 1MHz port

you can still use standard disc drives - these

becoming drives 4 and 5. The really interesting

thing was that it worked perfectly with the

Electron and EFS.

Challenger 3

Opus Supplies has combined a 5.25 inch disc

drive with 256k of RAM (expandable to 512k

for an extra £49.95) to create a RAM disc for

the BBC micro.

A RAM disc is rather what it implies: a bank

of memory that imitates a disc, ie, it can be

catalogued, store programs and data files, etc.

So what, you may ask?

Well, the big deal comes in the speed. Being

a purely electronic device, actions such as

reading and writing are performed in fractions

of the time a mechanically engineered disc

drive takes.

To prove the point, I ran three programs on

standard Opus drive with the following results

(timings in seconds):

Test

1 Save 32 k memory

2 BPUT 1 to 1000

3 PRINT/1000 strings

RAM Disc Normal

0.34 13.69

1.14 4.71

4.64 10.17

You don’t need me to point out the huge speed

increases. The straight memory transfer in test

1 was interesting and leads to useful possibili-

ties with graphics as 20k screens can be

swapped with just a flicker.

The Challenger 3 is based on the Opus

DDOS which Vincent Fojut reviewed

favourably in July 1985. The DDOS interface

is built into the Challenger 3 which itself plugs

into the 1 MHz port, thus keeping the disc port

free for more conventional use. By default the

RAM disc is mapped as drive 4, but it can be

reconfigured as any drive number to suit your

own needs.

The RAM that forms the disc is not batter

v

backed, so its contents must be saved to a

normal disc before switching off if they are to

be preserved. Extra RAM is provided for use

by the DDOS and thus has the advantage of

leaving PAGE set to &E00.

At £249.95 inclusive you get the RAM disc,

double-sided 40/80 track drive, Opus DDOS

value for money, particularly if you are look-

ing for a disc upgrade from scratch.

Summary
In doing this review I have been impressed bv

the standard and quality of the goods on offer.

For Electron owners the Solidisk EFS provides

a sound interface to which any disc drive can be

added. Beeb owners arc spoilt with the Acorn

ADFS plus the Solidisk version hard on its heels.

And the Solidisk hard disc brings megabytes

into the home for less than mcgabucks- and that

includes Electron owners!

The Technomatic drives are elegant and

well priced and have the slightest edge on their

Akhter counterparts. Of course the drives

reviewed in July 1985 should not be forgotten,

especially the Viglen and GCC drives.

Before you buy any drive or interface check

the price with the dealer direct. Also find out

whether VAT and postage and package are

included. Drive A might appear cheaper than

drive B, until you find out that the latter price

includes these and the former does not.

I look forward eagerly to the £200 hard disc

and 1 Mbyte battery-backed RAM disc that will

no doubt turn up within the next vear!

Acorn 1770 DFSs

There are several versions of the 1770 DFS
available at the moment. The first release

was version 2.0j which was the DFS in

EPROM. Following this was version 2.1

which is 2.0
j
in ROM.

The release of the BBC B+ 128 saw

version 2.2. DFS released. This contains the

extra commands necessary to deal with the

64k of paged RAM. It also contains a Shift-

Z option which makes the 1770 attempt to

emulate the 8271 disc controller chip (stan-

dard on BBC B) and therefore run protect-

ed disc-based software. The 2.20 works on

the BBC B.

The next release was 2.22. This was

developed to fix an esoteric OSF1LE bug.

I

In addition, the 128k associated SRAM
utilities have been tidied up to make them

more user friendly. However, this version

will not work in all BBC model Bs fitted

with a 1770 upgrade board. Version 2.23

cures this problem.

In summary, only owners of earlv 2.0j or

2.1 DFS versions could possiblv have a

problem. In such instances you are advised

to contact an V-.-n approved dealer or

Acorn itself direct.
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PC LOOK
FOR YOUR

BEEB

Give your BBC Micro

System the professional

PC-look by replacing

your existing lid with this

smartly styled package.
House your computer,

monitor, disk drives & ROM
cartridge system neatly in this

strongly constructed, high impact ABS unit,

colour matched to the BBC micro, and give

yourself an outfit to impress all who see it.

This unit will support heavyweight

monitors including 14" television sets.

Capable of accepting most internal

expansion boards such as Solidisk,

ATPL Sidewise, Midwich 16, RAMAMP16+32k
Exprom, Computer Village CVX16,

HCR Sideways, 6502 2nd processor boards.

Fully ventilated. Full fitting instructions.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Package includes:

Keyboard case

Screened main unit

casing including internal

fittings

2.0 metre coiled cable to

connect main unit to

keyboard

£49
(INCLUDING COILED
CABLE + VAT)

Optional
Extras: (prices inc. vat)

Blanking plate

included to

blank out

disk drive

aperture

Keyboard label

How to order:
By post -

Simply fin in tne coupon Enclose

your Cheque P O or use your

Access/Ba'dcrycord Please make
cheques payable to VIGLEN
COMBjrtP SUPPLIES and Dost lo toe

address stated Allow seven days for

de'ivery Add ifi 00 carnage, packing ana
insurance

Or telephone: 01-843 9903
Credit cord holders (Acoess/Barccjycar

d

only) can purchase by telephone

Please give Card No. rome. address

and items required

Prices correct at time of going to press

- oflers subject to availably

Vigten are also mapr suppliers to

educational ortd government establish

meats ana welcome further enquiries and
orders

2 metre coiled cable

on its own £15

Dual-drive data cable £9

Dual-drive power cable £5

Special internal cool running

switch mode power supply kit

capable of running two

half-height drives £35

5 Fan kit, only necessary

m extreme cases £35
Fitting available from £15

7 Remote keyboard case on its

own with coiled cable £29

Unit 7, Trumpers Way 'JF o'

, Hanwell W7 2QA /
/) Tel: 01-843 9903
r

Personal callers

Monday - Friday

9.30 - 5.30prr *
Saturday
9.30-4pm

&

/
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THE LEADERS IN

TAPE TO DISC TRANSFER
FOR THE BBC COMPUTER

rAN EXCITING NEW DISC UTI LITY
“A MAGICAL PIECE OF
EQUIPMENT" A and B

Computing Dec ’85

A 'MUST'
for all

DISC USERS

THIS IS A UNIQUE HARDWARE/ROM-BASED SYSTEMJ
BBC 'B' Disc Drive Users
Have you heard about the REPLAY System from VINE MICROS? The only system around that can dump
anything in the computer memory into disc . . . AND THAT'S NOT ALL! Just look at these extra features.

£35-00
inclusive of VAT
and post.

GAMES can be stopped and saved directly to disc at any time. This means that you can resume play from where you left off and don't need
to work through earlier screens time after time.

STOPPED SCREENS can be re-loaded from disc and printed via a suitable routine, enabling a permanent record of those high scores!
GAME IMPROVEMENTS can be built in! Infinite lives - Hyperspeed - Extra gears - Different background colours - Edit your own
improvements or work from the data sheets supplied by us.

PAUSE facility built in. * PLUS - most disc to disc transfer.

The REPLAY System will not turn you into a pirate! It solely provides a facility for an individual user.

Resulting discs are not recognised by a different computer.

* Consists of ROM with additional hardware * * Easy to fit with detailed instructions, no soldering

FOR BBC 'B' with O.S. 1.20 - FITTED WITH THE FOLLOWING DFSs (State type).

Type R8271
Acorn DFS/DNFS Watford and Pace
Single Density

Type R 1770
Opus 3.45 and So/idisk DFS.

Type R2793
Opus 3.35.

Type R2791
Opus 3. 15.

N.B. If you have an extension ROM board, please make sure that there is still room on the MAIN computer board for the REPLAY ROM
£8.00 DISCOUNT offered for T.D. ROMs to those users wishing to up grade to REPLAY. (Mail Order Only).

Available by post from:

VINE MICROS, MARSHBOROUGH, NR. SANDWICH, KENT CT13 OPG.

VISA Telephone: (0304) 812276
(or your local Dealer)

THE AMAZING GRAFPAD II

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
FROM

Vi/jlerv
THE ULTIMATE IN GRAPHIC INPUT DEVICES
FOR THE BBC MICRO.
GRAFPAD II: # A brilliant British invention manufactured in

Gt. Britain, unequalled in the world of graphics input.

SPECIFICATION
Resolution:

1280x1024 pixels

Repeatability:

1 pixel

Output rate:

2000 co-ordinate
pairs per sec.

Interface:

parallel

Origin:

LH corner or

selectable

Dimensions:
350 x 260 x 12 mms.

IT COMBINES IN ONE DEVICE ALL THE FACILITIES OF PREVIOUS
ATTEMPTS AT INPUT DEVICES. THE APPLICATIONS ARE AS
NUMEROUS AS THAT OTHER COMMONLY HELD DEVICE-

A

PEN!—AND INCLUDE: # Option Selection # Form Input

• Data Collection • Logic Design # Circuit Design # Picture

creation # Picture storage # Picture retrieval # Construc-

tion design # C.A.D. • Text Illustration • Games • Pattern

Design # Education # PCB Design

• A4 SIZE DRAWING AREA # HIGH RESOLUTION COLOUR
• HOME AND BUSINESS USE • VARIETY OF OPTIONAL
PROGRAMMES # FREE HAND DRAWING # CIRCUIT
DIAGRAMS# C.A.D. # PCB LAYOUTS# EASY TO USE

FREE ICON DRAWING
SOFTWARE WITH EACH

GRAFPAD II ON DISC

£59.50 inc. VAT
EDUCATION & DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

|

PoPost to: Viglen Computer Supplies, Unit 7, Trumpers Way: Hanwell W7 2QA. Phone: 01-843 9903.

Please Send me (specify items) _ J enclose Cheque/PO. for£_ _ Add £2 p&p or £8 for courier insured delivery.
n

AU2/6

Cheques payable to Viglen Computer Supplies or debit my ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No.

NAME: ADDRESS

You can pay by credit card or telephone your order,

i

Signature

: I
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Take a close look at

Superframe
ALL ROUND
SAFETY BARS TO
PROTECT EQUIPMENT

15" DEEP MONITOR
SHELF

RIGID HAND
WELDEO BOLT FREE
FRAMEWORK

INSET SHELF
CORNERS FOR
EXTRA SAFETY

ATTRACTIVE FINISH

WITH TEAK OR
WHITE SHELVES

HIGH QUALITY
CASTORS FOR
PERFECT MOBILITY

The Klick range of school furniture has an application in all areas of the

school from computers and AVA’s to storage equipment and OHP's.

Please contact us for our current product catalogue.

disks
79p

• Unbranded, full specification disks

• Well known manufacturers

• Hub rings

• Envelopes, labels, w/ptabs

• Full no-quibble guarantee

Prices per box of 10

(excl VAT)

14 5-9 10-24 2549

SS/DD 48 tpi 7.90 7.40 7.20 7.05

DS/DD 48 tpi 9.90 9.20 8.90 8.60

DS/QD 96 tpi 13.90 13.10 12.80 12.60

Add £7.95 for Economy 50 Storage Case

disks
ss £2.20

ds £2.99
Prices per box of 10 1-4 5-9 10-24 2549

(excl VAT)

Single sided 135 tpi 22.90 21.50 20.80 19.90

Double sided 1 35 tpi 29.90 27.90 26.80 25.80

Add £1 .99 per box if SeelO Library Case is required

* Recommended for

BBC. IBM. Commodore. Apple etc

* Double Density.

suitable for single density use

Free Delivery

Storage

3%' SeelO Library case 2.30

EconSOStgcase 5 95

60d$k Stg Case, lock 15.95

5’/«* SeelO lib'arycase 2.30

Exec 50 Sige case lock 15 95

Exec 100 Stge case lock 2195

3" disks £2.99
Prices per box of 10 14 5-9 10-24 2549

(excl VAT)

CF2 29.90 28.90 27.90 26.90

Single disks £3.50 each 5 off £3.20 each

1 All prices include 2nd Class delivery (UX mainland) bui exclude VAT for urgent dekvenes please telephone

lor delivery charges overseas add C5 per 1 00 Asks or part thereof for air freight

2 Telephone orders can be accepted from Government bodies, schools, etc. or with a VISA card

3 Send cheque made payable to "IDS Computer Supplies", with order to the address below Don't forget the

VAT

Store Stock Systems Ltd, Claverton Road, off Floats Road,
Wythenshawe, Manchester M23 9NE. Tel: 061-998 9726.

IDS Computer Supplies
Dept S4 15 Darin Court Crownhill Milton Keynes MK8 OAD Telephone (0908) 569655

Draw with the BBC micro
and show the true potential of your machine
Fill shapes in one of 23 colours (Mode I)

Draw points, lines, rectangles ellipses and circles

Smooth curves
Wire frame diagrams
Hidden line removal
Draw in perspective
Measure scaled distances
Ekta sketch lines, Half tone facility

Mirror images
Repeat images, SS, enlarged, reduced, stretched
Actual colour displayed
Store up to 10 ellipses or circles in memory
Redraw any one of these at cursor position

Change any actual colour for one of 8 others
Clear screen, load screen, save screen
Print characters or numbers at any pixel point

Error messages for incorrect input

Fully comprehensive manual

33$ 496 • Q •••

designs

This programme has been purpose designed by professional Graphic Designers
for simplicity and ease of use, and is undoubtedly the most versatile drawing
programme on the market at this time. There is no need to input any numerical
data, as all judgements are made visually. The BBC Micro is the finest drawing
machine in its price range. Find out what it can do.

The A. B. Designs drawing programme costs only £36 for over 70 functions (model B). New AB2 Program, available on disc (price £61) and cassette

(price £51). When ordering send Cheque/PO and VAT at 15%. Please include phone no. with all correspondence. For further information send

SAE and phone no. to A. B. Designs, 81 Sutton Common Road. Sutton, Surrey. 01.644 6643 (closed all day Thursday).
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USER GROUPS
LONDON

London. Association of London Computer
Clubs: Robin Bradbcer, Polytechnic Of North

London, Holloway, London N7 8DB
London. Association of Computer Clubs: Rupert

Steele, 17 Lawric Park Crescent, London SE26
6HH
London. Radio Amateur Micro User Group
(G4KCS): The Secretary,

c/o R. A. Webb, 39 Aldworth Road. Stratford,

London El 5 4DN
London. Wandsworth Computer Club: C.

Verricr, Earslfield Library , Magdalen Road,

London SW1

1

East London. SOBAT Computer Club (East

London): Mr T. A. Kayani, 12 Calderon Road,

London El 1 4EU
Tel: 01-556 5423

North London. BBC Micro Users Group: Mr
Ric Keyworth, ‘The Penthouse’, 4b kilburn High
Road, London NW6 5UL
Tel: 01-734 9235

(7am-3pm Mon-Fri)

North London. 6502 North London User

Group: Jim Chambers, Dept, of Psychology,

University College, 26 Bedford Wav. London
W'Cl.

Tel: 01-387 7050 Ext 413

West London. Personal Computer Club. Contact

Blue Tel: 01-579 5415. Chris Tel: 01-743 1579.

Steve Tel: 01-540 6271

SOUTH-EAST
Aylesbury. BBC Micro User Group: Aston

Clinton County Combined Sch<x>l, Twitchell

Lane, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Bucks HP22 5JJ
Tel: 0296 630276

Bognor Regis. Bognor Gimputcr Group (BUG):
E. R. Piper, 2 Ely Gardens, Aldwick Park.

Bognor Regis, Sussex P021 3RY
Bottisham. BAUG: (Bottisham Acorn User

Group), G. F. Wilcockson,

19 Gallows Hill, Saffron Walden,

Essex CB1 1 4DA,
Tel: 23793

Bracknell. Bracknell Primary Schools Computer
Users Group: D. Donaldson Secretary,

Wildridings County Junior School, Netherton,

Bracknell.

Berks RG12 4DX
Brighton, Hove & District. Brighton. Hove 6c

District Computer Club: J Smith, Secretary, 30

Leicester Villas, Hove, E. Sussex BN3 5SQ
Bucks. Chiltcrn BBC Micro User Group: Colin

Mills, 70 Chestnut Lane, Amersham on the Hill.

Bucks HP6 6EH.
Tel: Amersham 6103

Cambcrlcy. Cambcrlcy Computer Users Club:

David Crosby-Clarkc.

Tel: Crowthome 771590,

Prcstcl mailbox 344771590

Carshalton. Acorn Atom User Club: Andy
Nicholls, 4 Tavistock Road, Carshalton, Surrey

SM5 1QR
Tel: 01-644 9953

Caterham. Computer Club: Caterham Leisure

Centre, Godstone Road, Caterham, Surrey CR3
6RE.

Tel: Caterham 48304/43316

Dartford. CP/M User Group: Diana Fordrcd, 72

Mill Road, Hawlcv, Dartford, Kent

Tel: 0322 22669

Guildford. West Surrey Computer Club: Jan

Spencer, 52 Lindficld Gardens, Guildford, Surrey

GUI ITS. Tel: 0483 63512

Harpcndcn. Microcomputer Group: R. Welch, 7

Tylers, Harpcndcn,

Herts AL5 5RT
Harpenden. International Adventure Club:

Simon Martin Clarke, 10 Ennis Close,

Harpenden, Herts AL5 1SS

Harrow. Harrow Computer Group: Bazylc

Butcher, 16 St. Peter's Close, Bushev Heath,

Watford WD2 3LG
Tel: 01-950 7068

Ilford. ILBUG: Peter Jones, 1 de Verc Gardens,

Cranbrook, Ilford,

Essex IG1 3EB.

Tel: 01-554 9825

Ivcr. Ivcr Computer Society (IC’s): John Haigh,

1 1 Collision W'alk, Ford’s Farm, Calcot, Reading,

Berks RG3 5ZJ
Tel: 0734-417534

Kent. CP/M User Group: 72 Mill Road, Hawley,

Dartford, Kent

Milton Keynes. BEEBACC: Brian Pain. 40a

High Street, Stony Stratford, Milton Kevnes.

Tel: (0908) 56427

i

Nonh & Mid Essex. User Group
(NAMEBUG): Andy Purkiss, 12 Palm Close.

Witham, Essex.

Tel: 0376 515609

Prestel: 3765 15609

South East Essex. BBC User Group (SEEBUG):
Miss J. Lines, 97 Oakhurst Drive, W’ickford,

Essex SSI 2 0NW
Tel: 03744 63396

Sutton. Sutton Library Computer Club: The
Secretary, 21 Village Row, Sutton, Surrcv SM2
6JZ
Welling. Computer Users Club: Tony Latham,

69 Hadlow Road, Welling, Kent DA 16 1AX

SOUTH &
SOUTH-WEST

Alton. Alton Computer 6c Electronics Society:

Kevin Wcatherhead, Sheen,

Old Odiham Road, Alton,

Hants GU34 4BW
Tel: Alton 87478

Bristol. Format 40/80 Club: BBC Disc User

Group, Peter Hughes, 5 Marsh Street, Bristol BS1

4AA
Tel: 0272 799979

Fareham. Porchester & Fareham Gimputer
Club: Simon W ard, 9a East Cams Close,

Downend, Fareham, Hants PC)16 8RP
Gosport. BOGBUG: Borough of Gosport BBC
Users Group, Graham Dubbcr, 128 Wych Lane,

Gosport, Hants POO 0TE
Tel: (0329) 282221 (evenings)

MIDLANDS &
ANGLIA

Boston. Boston Acorn Computer Users Qub: J.

C. Goodwin, 245 Church Green Road, Fishloft,

Boston, Lines PE21 0RP
Burton-on-Trent. Becb Users’ Group (Bug
Gub): Linda Yeomans, 13 Regent Street, Church
Grcsley, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DE11 9PL
Derby. The Derby Microcomputer Society: F.

Taylor, Secretary,

c/o 5 Park View Gose, Allcstrec,

Derby DE3 2GH
Tel: Derby 559334

Huntingdon. RAF Personal Computer
Association: S^n Ldr J. A. Upham, Man S

(ADP), HQ RAFSC, RAF Brampton.

Huntingdon PE18 8QL
Norwich. Amateur Computer Gub: Andy
Leeder, Church Farm, Stratton St. Michael,

Norwich NR 15 2QB
Norw ich. Norwich 6t District BBC
Microcomputer User Group: Roy Street, Church

Farmhouse, Themelthorpc, Dareham,

Norfolk NR20 5PS

Tel: Foulsham 579

Nottingham. BBC Micro

User Group: John Dav, 8 Warkton Close.

Chilwcll, Notts NG9 5FR.

Tel: 0602 225660

Prestel: 602 225 660

Rcdditch. Redditch Computer Club: Anthony
Green, 14 Radwav Close, Redditch, W'orcs B98
8RZ
Tel: 0527 61434

Stoke. POTBUG BBC User Group: J. Forest. 50

Cliff Street, Smallthomc, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs

Tel: 818430

Stratford. Stratford Computer Club: Chris Parry,

Secretary, 15 Kipling Road, Stratford-on-Avon

Tel: 0789 68080

Suffolk. West Suffolk BBC. Micro Users’ Club:

Antony Hurden, 14 Plovers Wav, Bury St,

Edmunds, Suffolk IP33 2NJ

NORTH-WEST
Cheshire. Mid-Cheshire Computer Gub: Michael

Christie, 496 The High Street, Winsford, Cheshire

Cumbria. West Cumbria User Group: P. Majid,

Tel: 0946 62732 or

K. Purkiss. Tel: 0946 66586*

Mersey. Mersey BBC User Group: Nik Kelly, 56

Queen’s Drive, Liverpool L4 6SH
Preston. Preston BBC User Group: Duncan G>ul-

ter, 8 Briar Grove, Ingol, Preston PR2 3UR

NORTH-EAST
Huddersfield. Huddersfield BBC Micro User

Group: Stuart Mallinson, 34 Ryefields, Scholes,

Huddersfield, West Yorkshire HD7 1XF
Hull. Forum 80: 421 Endikc Lane, Hull HU6
8AG
Hull. MUSE (for teachers): PC) Box 43, 231/2

Friarv Chambers, Whitefriargatc, Hull HUT 2HD.
Tel: 0482 20268

Hull. TRS-80/Bccb Users Group: R. V. Souter.

Secretary, 4 Risby Garth, Skidbv, Cottingham,

Hull HU16 5UE. Tel: 0482 845326

Keighley. Keighley Computer Club: Colin Price,

‘Apple Garth’, The Hob Hill, Steeton, Keighlev.

W Yorks.

Tel: 0535 54738

Newcastle. Newcastle 6c Washington BBC’ User

Group (NEW'BUG): Jeff Cranmer, c/o

Washington Town Centre Library, The Galleries,

Washington, Tyne 6c W ear.

Tel: Houghton (927) 849342 after 6pm
Sheffield. ABUG: John Fryer, Treasurer, 17

Edgedale Road.

Sheffield S7 2BQ
Sheffield. Parsons Cross BBC User Group:

Andrew Grant, 28 Rokebv Road, Sheffield S5
9FU.

Tel: 0742 461203

S Yorks. South Yorks Personal Computer Group
(SYPCG): Bob Hindlc, 139 Penrhvn Road.

Sheffield Sll 8UP
Wakefield. Wakefield BBC. Micro User Group:
The Secretary, 116 Pindertields Road, Wakefield.

West Yorkshire WF1 3PL

SCOTLAND
Central Scotland. BBC User Group:

D. Davidson, 1 Roxburgh Place, Larbert,

Stirlingshire FK.5 4UE
Inverclyde. Inverclyde BBC Micro Users’ Club:

Robert W’att,

9 St John’s Road, Gourock,

Renfrewshire PA 19 1PL.

Tel: Gourock 39967

WALES
Cardiff. Cardiff BBC Computer Club: Geoffrey

Barker, 2 W'hircliffc Drive, Penarth CF6 2RY.
Tel: 0222 701023

N. IRELAND
Belfast. Belfast Computer Club: Andrew White,

19 Greenpark Drive, Markethill. Co. Armagh,
N. Ireland BT60 IPX

OVERSEAS
Australia. BBC Users Group of Canberra: Steve

MacLeod, 5 Hatfield Street, Evatt A. C. T. 2617,

Australia

Tel: (062) 587719

Australia. Becbnct: M. A. Cowley, President, PC)

Box 262, Kingswood, South Australia 5062

Australia. Ozbceb Svdncv. meetings North Rvdc.

PO Box 1030.

Parramatta 2150.

Tel: day 635 4868, eve 868 4455

Canada. Atom Users’ Group of Canada: John
Wood. 812 Cabot Trail, Milton, Ontario L9T
3M8, Canada

Canary Islands (Spain). BBC Micro Club
Tenerife: PO Box 560,

38000 Santa Cruz de Tenerife,

Canary Islands (Spain)

Eire. Irish Amateur Computer Gub: Austin

Vaughan, 35 Monastery Drive, Clondalkin,

Dublin 22, Eire. Tel: (01) 593112 (evenings)

Eire. OIFIG (Official Irish Forth Interest

Group): c/o Hugh Dobbs, Newton School,

Waterford, Eire

Finland. Ar|en Raatcland, Hopcatie 10A21.

00440 Helsinki 44, Finland

Tel: 90-5625027

France. Gub Informative Asscvent: X,

Duricux, 7 rue des W'arimctz, 59600 Asscvent,

France

Greece. Microclub: C. Mantzavinatos, 17

Stoumara Srr, 106 82 Athens, Greece

Tel: 01 3640.675-6

Malaysia. Sabah Gmiputcr User Group: c/o

Albert Vun. PO Box 69, Kota Vun, Sabah,

Malaysia

Malta. BBC Micro Users Club (Malbeeb): Ray
Zammit, ‘San Jose’, Old Railway Road, Balzan,

Malta

Netherlands. Big Ben Gub: J. Assies, Secretarv,

PO Box 177, 4670 AD Zevenbcrgen, The
Netherlands

Norway. BBC INFO: Horten Ingcnlorhogskole,

Skippergt. 6,

3190 Horten, Norway
Norway. Skandinavien BBC. User Group: Frans-

Otto Hendriks, Ludvig Karstensvei 14, 1064 Oslo

10. Norway

Pakistan. BBC Users Group. Capt. Z. A. Kidvai.

Tel: Karachi 540986

South Africa. Acorn Atom Users Group: J. G.
Dowling, 27 Oribi Avenue, Van Riebceck Park.

Kcmpton Park 1620, South Africa

South Africa. Pretoria BBC l sers Group: Stan

Miller, PO Box 117, Montana 0151, South Africa

Sweden. BBC User Group (BUG): Anders
W ickman, Folkungagatan 58, 116 22 Stockholm,

Sweden

Tasmania. Tasbecb (BBC Users’ Group): Box 25

PO, North Hobart 7002, Tasmania, Australia.

Tel: (002) 342704

SPECIAL
INTEREST

Accounts. BEEBACC: Brian Pain, 40a High

Street, Stony Stratford, Milton Kevnes.

Tel: (0908) 564271

Adventure. International Adventure Gub: Simon
Martin Garkc, 10 Ennis Close, Harpenden, Herts

AL5 1SS

Atom. Acorn Atom User Club: Andy Nicholls, 4

Tavistock Road, Carshalton, Surrcv SM5 1QR.
Tel: 01 -644 9953

BLUG. British Logo Uses Group: Richard

Olney, c/o London Technology Network, 86-100

St Pancras Way, London WC1
Bulletin Boards. Forum 80: 421 Endike Lane,

Hull HU6 8AG
CP/M. CP/M User Group: Diana Fordrcd, 72

Mill Road, Hawley, Dartford, Kent.

Tel: 0322 22669

Disc Users. Format40/80 Club: Peter Hughes,

BBC Disc User Group, 5 Marsh Street, Bristol

BS1 4AA
Electronics. Alton Computer & Electronics

Society: Kevin Wcatherhead, Sheen, Old Odiham
Road. Alton Hants GL’34 4BW'

Tel: Alton 87478

Forth. ( )IFIG: (Official Irish Interest Forth

Group), c/o Hugh Dobbs, Newtown School,

Waterford, Eire

Heraldry Society. Colin Forrester,

5 Hook Road, Epsom, Surrey KT19 8TH
Photography. Computer Aided Slide

Photography . Paul Rogers,

39 Moorficld Road, Demons Green,

St Helens, Mcrsevsidc W'AIO 6AX.
Tel: 0744 28532

Primary. Bracknell Primary Schools Computer
Users’ Group: D. Donaldson, Secretary,

W ildridings County Junior School, Netherton,

Bracknell. Berks RG12 4DX
Radio. Radio Amateur Micro User Group
(G4KCS): The Secretary,

c/o R. A. Webb, 39 Aldworth Road, Stratford,

London El 5 4DN
Teachers. MUSE, (for teachers): PO BOx 43,

231/2 Friary Chambers, Whitefriargatc, Hull HU1
2HD, Tel: 0482 20268

6502. 6502 North laindon User Group: Jim
Chambers, Dept, of Psychology, University

College, 26 Bedford Wav, London WC1.
Tel: 01-387 7050 Ext 413
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PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE
Programs for the BBC model 'B' with disc drive with FREE updating service on all software

ARE YOU CETTINC THE MOST FROM YOUR DOT MATRIX PRINTER AND DISC DRIVE?
DIAGRAM is a new program which really exploits the full potential of the BBC micro and will

enable you to obtain printouts of a size and quality previously unobtainable from your system.

+VAT p&p free

supplied only on disc

40/80T. Please specify

printer type when
ordering

MARCONI OC -I Cfl
TRACKER 13 I .3U
BALL + VAT p&p FREE

Includes Icon Artmaster Software

All orders sent by return of post

Originally designed for producing large circuit diagrams, DIAGRAM has now been improved to the
point where it is invaluable for anyone who wishes ta produce large areas of mixed graphics and
text, and has many of the features normally found only in very expensive text/graphics

processors.

DIAGRAM utilises a unique method of storing information on disc which allows not only very large

diagrams to be created, but also allows rapid ‘scrolling’ of the screen both horizontally and
vertically over the full area of the diagram
The hard copy printout options available with DIAGRAM are second to none, and use is again made
of the unique disc storage techniques to produce both horizontal and vertical printouts in various

sizes down to probably the smallest high definition printing you have ever seen from your printer
- a full 3*6 (18 mode 0 screen) diagram printed in a single print run onto an A4 sheet!

FEATURES
• Diagrams may consist of up to 39 mode 0 screens, defined in any
aspect ratio, e g 3 screens across by 13 screens down, 10 screens * 3

screens etc

• Up to 128 icons may be used by any one diagram, and may be
predefined in full mode 0 definition with a maximum size of 32 x 24
pixels An unlimited size library of icons may be built up allowing
rapid transfer of icons from the library to a new diagram

• Editing of diagrams can be achieved at any time during ’scrolling'

around the screen, and edit features include Comprehensive
horizontal and vertical line drawing routines with automatic
’perfect joins' at comers and T junctions Entry of text characters
and icons at any time by a single key press Also, any size

rectangular area of the screen may be predefined, and this area
may then be deleted, moved anywhere on the screen, or copied to a
different point on the screen

• Other features include selectable display colours, tab settings,

index names, and many more

• Diagram is compatible with most dot matrix printers (specify

type when ordering), and printouts can be obtained of any specified

section of the diagram, in varying sizes and in either horizontal or

vertical print mode With an FX80 type printer up to three screens

may be printed across the width of the carnage, and there is no
limitation (apart from the diagram size) to the number of screens

that can be printed in the vertical direction - up to six mode 0
screens will fit vertically on an A4 sheet

• The latest version of diagram is now fully compatible with
Marconi Tracker Ball, which allows ’scrolling' of the screen and many
of the editing features to be carried out using the tracker ball

• diagram is supplied in an attractive hard backed disc wallet with
keystrip and comprehensive instruction manual

Many of our customers have said they think that DIAGRAM is worth twice the price,

so order now before we put the price up!
AA69

39 Brownlea Cardens, Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex IG3 9NL. 42* Tel: 01-599 1476.

Ututoersittp ^>ofttoare
UNISTAT

STATISTICAL PACKAGE
U ISI IMAX

LINEAR PROGRAMMING PACKAGE
MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION: Main output consists of estimated coefficients,

t-stats. standard errors. R 2
. corrected R 2

, standard error of regression, F stat, and

Durbin-Watson stat. Further output options: multiple correlation matrix, var-covar

matrix. ANOVA of regression . residuals, plot of residuals, interpolation. Data options:

Log/In option for each variable, no-constant regression, choice of dependent variable,

selection of independent variables, auto-omission of linearly dependent variables.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, SCATTER DIAGRAMS AND TIME SERIES PLOTS;

LINEAR PROGRAMMING: A powerful and instructive optimisation program capable

of handling all sorts of linear programming problems (min/max, any combination of < =

.

= . >= constraints and x,>=0, Xj<=0. —a<x,<a sign constraints). Primal, canonical,

dual and their solutions arc displayed in standard mathematical form. Unbounded
problem and no feasible solution prompts. Edit option for all inputs. Capacity examples

(variables by constraints): CBM-64; 10x35. 25x30. 40x25. BBC-B; 10x25. 20x20. 48K

Spectrum; 10x45, 25x35. 50x25.

One-way and two-way (without interaction) ANOVA tables, scatter diagrams of paired

data and time scries plots with auto-scaling.

STATISTICAL TESTS, CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND PROBABILITY DIS-

TRIBUTIONS: Basic stats on each column of data (size. sum. mean, variance, std dev.).

Chi-square (contingency table), t (one sample, two sample, paired). F. Mann-Whitncy
U. and Wilcoxon signed rank tests. Pearson's, Spearman's rank and Kendall's rank corr.

cocfs. Chi-square, t. F. binomial. Poisson and normal (std.. non-std.) distributions.

Results of tests and corr. cocfs are displayed with significance levels.

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS, FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AND HISTOGRAMS:
Analysis of raw data or data with frequency counts Raw data sorted and grouped.

Choice of lower bounds and class intervals. Absolute, cumulative and relative

frequencies. Fiistograms with up to 2(X) classes. Output displays sum. mean, mean
deviation, median, variance, std. dev.. 3rd and 4th moments, skewness, kurtosis. range,

etc.

All programs arc datafile compatible with Matrix Operations program in UNIMAX
package. Data matrix capacity examples (columns by rows): CBM-64; 2x1250, 5x700.

10x380. BBC-B; 2x750. 5x400. 10x200. 48K Spectrum; 2x1800. 5x900. 10x500. CBM-64
(disk only): £85, BBC-B (disk only): £85, BBC-B Torch and Acorn 2180 versions: £100.

48K Spectrum (mdveart, RS232 option): £60, 48K Spectrum (cass): £50.

to UNISOFT LTD,
(l)ept U) PO Bo* 383, LONDON N6 SUP. Tel: 01-883 7I5S

Prices include VAT and delivery within the UK. For orders from outside Europe

add £5.00 per item for airmail post.

MATRIX OPERATIONS: Inversion, transposition, determinant, pre- and post-

multiplication, scalar multiplication, addition and subtraction of matrices and vectors.

Any output can in turn be used as the input of the next operation without re typing.

Matrices can be saved or loaded at any stage. Datafile compatible with UNISTAT
package. Capacities: CBM-64; 35x35, BBC-B; 25x25. 48K Spectrum; 45x45

CBM-64 (disk only): £60, BBC-B (disk only): £60, BBC-B Torch and Acorn Z80 versions:

£70, 48K Spectrum (mdveart. RS232 option): £45 , 48K Spectrum (cass) £40.

NEW FOR BBC-B. ELECTRON AND 4BK SPECTRUM

INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS
An interactive course in ‘A’ Level and

First Year University/ Polytechnic Economics

ECON I: Demand measurement, elasticity, supply and demand analysis, equilibrium,

the supply curve and production functions.

1

ECON 2: Equilibrium and disequilibrium adjustments in a market economy, exercises in

market forecasting.

ECON 3: National income determination, the multiplier and convergence towards

equilibrium. IS/LM analysis.

ECON 4: Money and macroeconomic adjustments, the demand for money and the rate

of interest.

Available for BBC-B (disk/cass). Electrron(cass). 48K Spectrum (cass): £40.

COMMODORE 64, BBC-B, 4BK SPECTRUM
% Comprehensive user manual Full data handling facilities (display, print, change, save, load)

All results can be printed out
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FREEADS
TELEPHONE MODEM complete exten-

sion cable, etc. £6. Bedford (0234) 67067
evenings.

WANTED Acorn Plus-3 for the Acorn
Electron, up to £100 paid. Contact lenan

Watkins, Cae-r-lan, Porthycamc Street,

Usk, Gwent, S Wales or ring Usk (02913)
3373 after 5pm on Wednesdays to Fridays.

MIOCROAGE computer cassette record-

er, perfect working order. Cost £29, sell for

£20. Also, mint condition used C15 com-
puter cassettes. Cost 50p, sell 10 for £2 or

25p each. Phone: Danny, 01-959 6184.

DISC DRIVE for sile, 40trk 100k s/s

Acorn, c/w lead and orginal manual, ideal

new BBC owner, £70 incl p/p. Tel: (06284)
4874 after 7pm weekdays.
ACORN disc drive, 100k, with manual,
formatting disc and five software discs. £80.
Tel: Grimsby (0472) 882238.

JOYSTICK Quickshot2, with BBC inter-

face and software, compatible with almost
all games (will even run many games not
designed for use with joysticks). As new,
just £14. Phone Bath (0225) 25531.
RGB MONITORS cheap. Two 18* Rank-
Bush-Murphy type CVB3136/B monitors.

I.arge and heavy. £25 the pair. As seen.

Buyer collects. Tel: Salisbury (0722) 335133
after 6pm.
SEIKOSA GP100A 6 months old, hardly

used £150. Including lead to BBC micro ancl

1500 sheets of paper. Buyer must pay
postage on paper if wanted. Tel: Morpeth
(0670) 513827.

UDM DOUBLE density disc interface

version 2.0. Complete kit. Runs Elite, Mini
Office, etc. £49. Phone Pickmncrc (Chesh-

ire) 3651 after 5pm.
TELETEXT Want to swap downloaded
teletext frames from around the world.

Viewdata services, Prcstcl TV. Have Scan-

dinavian and UK to give. Also homebrew
software. Write: Jan-Pettcr Ness, Stadsing.

Dahls. GT.60, 7000 Trondheim, Norway.
ALONE Electron owner wants English

penfriends to exchange programs and hints.

Contact: Jean Luc Lancicn, B.P. 554 22000
Saint Brienc France.

NIGHTINGALE Modem and Commstar
package as new. Complete with manuals.

£100. Phone Sheffield (0742) 745027.

ACORN USER wanted. The February
1984 edition. Will buy or swap for £3 or a

piece of software. Reason for wanting is its

out of print and has an adventure special.

David Barraclough, 7 King Street,

Stonchouse, Larkhall, Strathclyde. Tel: 793
774.

EXCHANGE Hewlett Packard HP41C
programmable calculator + quad memory
module + survey module + other software

worth over £200 for modem or Disc Doctor
ROM. Genuine offer. Phone (073120) 680.

Ask for Jeff.

BBC B 1.20s, Wordwise, disc interface +
650Z second processor + Pace 100k disc

drive + Microvitcc Club m.res monitor +
Prism Modem + 15 software titles +
books. The lot £800 (will split). Tel: (0283)
222130.

WANTS: BBC micro, any condition con-

sidered £200; BBC software, firmware,

hardware, advice, and contacts sought. Also
atom software on disc, yours for new discs.

Lots of hardware for sale. Steve, (0752)
776082.

SOLIDISK sideways RAM user group.

Anyone interested in the formation of such

a group for idea programs exchange? Con-
tact Andrew James, 6 Torrinch Drive,

Balloch, Dunbartonshire. Help others start

this group.

WANTED. Database type software for

BBC. Suitable for coin collector. A Bergson,

3 Fitzroy Place, Glasgow G3 7RH. Tel: 041 -

221 1827.

ACORN Electron First Byte joystick inter-

face plus Quickshot Two joystick. Also
includes conversion tape. Good condition,

hardly used. Will accept £10. Tel: 031-336

4576.

EPSON interface type 8145 RS232C plus

2k buffer. Fits any FX/MX/RX. Fitting

instructions, £35 ono. Tel: (0245) 324326.

WATFORD Primer ROM. “Makes Print-

ing Child’s Play,” with manual. Very versa-

tile, surplus to requirements, £24 new.

Accept £18.50. Tel: 091-285 0097.

WANTED, light pen. Any make except

“Micro User”. Any reasonable offers ono.
Tel: (0385) 852538.

MERLIN Scribe word processor chip,

virtually unused. With manual, £35. Tel:

01-858 7545 evenings.

BBC B Computer for sale. Also lots of
programs and games. Will split. Tel: 0341

281029 evenings.

BBC B DFS chip for disc drives. Basic two
chip, Econet network system plus all leads.

Nearly new, £299 ono. Tel: 061-881 1516,

Manchester.

WANTED, Solidisk EFS for Electron plus

1. Must be in VGC. Pay up to £35 or swap
for £250 software including Elite, Rcpton.
Write to W. Reid, 9 Primrose Bank,
Wigton, Cumbria CA7 9JW.
ACORN Electron plus books, magazines,
dust cover and superb games. Excellent

condition, well cared for. A bargain at only

£70. Tel: (Berkswcll) 34619. Ask for

Richard.

PACE Nightingale Modem and Commstar
ROM, £150. Also UDM double-density

disc interface VER. 2.0, £49 or exchange for

Solidisc sideways RAM and software. Both
complete with manuals. Tel: Pickmcre
(Cheshire) 3651.

WANTED, Atom disc pack in good condi-

tion. Phone Mike, (061) 973 3431 after 6pm.
DISC DRIVE: 40 track single sided from
Viglen, £50. Tel: 01-788 8749 6-9pm.
MICROVITEC 1451 medium resolution

colour monitor. Hardly used. As good as

brand new. Offer £100 only. Going abroad.

If interested please ring Jimmy, 01-281 2012
after 7pm.
HELP! Hints and Tips needed to set my
Tandy DMF-110 printer to perform graph-
ics. Also willing to exchange ideas, info, etc,

on the slightly more serious side of software
use. Tel: Northampton 401419.

WILL anyone swap my UDM DDFS 2.0

for an Acorn DFS 0.9. Tel: Bruce on
Burntwood 3392.

FOR SALE. 100k single sided disc drive +
software, utilities. Under guarantee, £70
ono. Write to John Williamson, 56 Thorsby
Close, Abbey Wav, Manchester M18 8RE or
Tel: (061)223 5555 after 6pm.
BBC MICRO plus 640k disc drive and
ADFS, 32k sideways RAM, green screen

monitor, speech system, joysticks, books,
leads and manuals, £600 ono. Tel: Wickford
(03744) 4838.

800k 40/80 switchable drive, double density

DFS, sideways RAM, approx. 25 discs,

£200. High res. green monitor, £40. Mouse

+ software, £60. All less than 10 months
old. Tel: Stoke (0782) 513289.

BBC B (DFS) Shugart disc drive, Hitachi

green screen monitor, Sidewise,

Stardatabasc, View, Toolkit, Fontaid,

books, magazines. Cost over £800. Accept
£600. Phone Richard on Brighton 417370
cvcs/weckcnds. No hagglers please!

FOR SALE. BBC B + 400k dual disc drive

+ colour TV/monitor + all the latest

software. Cost £1100. Will sell for £790.
Tel: Sheffield (0742) 302364 after 5pm.
ELECTRON, perfect condition. Books,
leads, software worth £80, Quickshot II

joystick with interface, cassette recorder,

dustcover, assorted magazines, £145 ono.
Tel: 01-904 8644 after 5.30pm weekdays,
anytime weekends. Ask for Antony.
TEAC 40T s/s disc drive plus PSU, £75
ono. Starstick 2 ROM DFS, offers E00, File

plus database ROM, £20 ono. Boyd, 15

Cypress Walk, Colcrnc, Wilts SN14 8QJ.
ACORN DFS 1.2 chip, £12 ono. Not
needed as I now have a second processor.

Jerome Meekings, 103 Gladstone Road,
Watford, Hcrtforshire WD1 2RA. Tel:

(0923) 52472.

DUAL disc drive for sale. 800k 40/80
switchable with manual etc, £250. Tel:

Brighton (0273) 593430.

BBC-B TORCH Z80 dual disc drive 64k,
RAM green monitor brother, electronic

typewriter interface CE-60, daisy wheel
cables, software, perfect cables, games,
floppies, etc. One year old, £750. Tel:

Chorlcywood 2691

.

8271 FDC for £43. Tel: Reading 866168
after 7pm.
ATPL ROM board, £20. Nightingale

modem and Commstar ROM, £90 or swap
for Acorn or Morley teletext adaptor and
ROM. Tel: Ucds 0532 691737.

DISC DRIVE Microware double sided 40
track (200k) with all cables, utility disc and
DFS manual, £49 or offers. Tel: 043278 377
(Herefs and Worcs).

WANTED. Penpal to exchange ideas on
software and hardware for the Bccb. Write
to Robert Saxby, 11 Valley Road, Melton
Mowbray, Leics. LE13 0DU.
HOBBIT fast tape system for BBC micro-
computer. Complete with ROM, leads, 2

cassettes and cassette box. Only £35. Tel:

01-366 1448.

40/80 TRACK DS disc drive for BBC B.

New, £120. Light pen, £20. Tel: Malcolm,
01-807 5420 evenings only.

BAR CODE Kit (Acorn User), some pro-

gram booklets, £42. W.F. Jackson, 17

Glenwood Park, Conway, Dunmurry, N.

Acorn User has been alerted to the abuse of

the free ad service and, regrettably, can no
longer accept entries selling or swapping
software.

Ireland BT17 9DT.
BBC B with joystick and cassette recorder,

(reads but doesn’t write). White Knight II

and Missile Command plus over 12 mags,
£200. Buyer collects or pays postage. Tel:

Nottm. 612753.

ACORN Atom complete with manual leads

and four introductory tapes. Excellent con-
dition, £25 ono. Tel: Knutsford (0565)
4933.

SEIKOSHA GP100A printer, as new. 12
months old, £120. Tel: 061 483 7228.

STAR Gemini 10-X dot matrix printer.

Immaculate. Boxed, £150 ono. Also
Shugart 35T disc drive, BBC compatible.

Will read most 40T discs. Complete with
service manual, £45 ono. Tel: Adrian 01-

992 4935.

SOLIDISK sideways RAM, SWR32 plus

software. New, £58. Will accept offer

around £40. Tel: Martin on Bedford (0234)
67067 evenings.

KAGA Taxan KP810 printer. Never used -

boxed, £205. Star Gemini 10X printer vgc,

leads, manual, £145. Single disc drive

(Shugart) 40 trk, 100k, vgc, leads, manual,
£70. Yatclcy (NE Hants) Tel: 0252 878148.

COMPONENTS for sale. Send large

stamped SAE to R Birtlcs, 78 Westfields,

Railway Side, Barnes SW13 0PL for full list

and prices.

VIGLEN 40 track double sided dual disc

drives (400k total). Only one month old,

absolutely immaculate condition! Complete
with cables, manual, utilities disc etc, / 180.

Tel: (Stirling) 0786-71378.

MODEM: Protck 1200 £25. Call 01-788
8749 6-9pm.
6502 second processor, £150. 150- Pascal,

£50. Acorn speech system, £40. ATPL
ROM/RAM board, £30. Gremlin, £20. All

excellent condition and boxed. Phone Phil

on Luton (0582) 507977 evenings.

WANTED: Peter Sandford’s dotfill and
colfill routines on tape. Also interested in

other (high quality) Electron software. Con-
tact: Andre Slump, Omgang 86, 8471 ET
Wolvcga, The Netherlands or phone 05610-

3188. Hurry!

SWAP or sell Sand Scorcher radio con-
trolled car including untold extras, ie, ball

races fitted throughout. Wanted anthing or
disc drive (5|) and equipment or AMX
mouse or £90. Tel: Plucklcy 207.

We’ve changed the format of the Free Ads so that we can clear the backlog and no longer have to carry ads over from one issue to the next. The
Free Ads are carried in the magazine as space permits, so please allow about two months for yours to appear.

r
FREE PERSONAL AD SERVICE

Sell your old hardware or pass on information. Fill in the form below to a maximum of 32 words (one in each box) and send it to Acom User

Free Ads, 68 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JH. Use capital letters, and remember your name, address or telephone number. Without this full in-

formation, supplied on a separate sheet of paper, we regret that we cannot carry your Free Ad. This is a service to readers - no companies

please. One entry per form only, and we cannot guarantee any issue.

L
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INTERACTIVE 3D is a unique program that actually allows you to create a design
directly in a 3D view. And you can zoom, route, change viewpoint and perspective
during the design process to visualise the effects of changes. A novel technique
relates the 2D cursor to the position and movement of points on the full perspective
view of the wire-frame model. The perspective view can be used on its own or in

conjunction with plan, side and end orthographic views (these can also be shown
individually).

All design operations occur directly on the screen under cursor control — there is

no need to input any numerical dau (but co-ordinates can be output continuously if

required). Full editing facilities allow you to create and delete points and lines, move
points with attached lines at any time in any direction, and align points automatically.

Symmetrical forms can be created by reflections. Models can be saved to tape/disc
and reloaded later to continue the design. Screen dump to an Epson FX80 printer is

built in. Altogether, nearly 50 operartions are included.

This is a powerful, high quality software package written by a professional engineer,
and made available at a very low price. It is of immense value in engineering design,
graphic arts, technical drawing, visual displays, co-ordinate geometry, and
simply "3D sketching".

£8.95 cassette £ 12.95 disc (state 40 or 80 track)

PO/cheque to DESIGN DYNAMICS, 8 Meadow Way, Ampthill, Bedford MK45 2QX

CYGF1ET ELECTROmCS
Presents

‘RAMWISE’
16K RAM MODULE FOR BBC B & B +

Just £24.95 + £1.00 p&p
Expand the ROM capability o( your micro without the need to fit a ROM expansion board RAMWISE is the
powerful, easy-to-use 16K sideways RAM module, with the flexibility of a board In one easy-fit module

No soldering required
Already used In schools on level 1 and 2 Econet systems
Small module plugs directly Into any spare ROM socket
Runs all existing ROMs
More than one module can be fitted

Write protect switch included
Free utilities disk to load and save ROMs
Compatiblle with ATPL ROM board
The utilities disk can also be purchased separately for £6 95 + 50p p&p

Post to Cygnet Electronics, P0 Box 27, Bordon, Hants GU35 OHH

Tel: (04203) 89220 or (04203) 5229 aat*

S. P. ELECTRONICS
BBC B+ (64K) £469.00

BBC Model B 1.2 O S
CPA 80 Printer (inc. cable) £229.00

Disc Operating System Uf*®?
Disc Drives *rom E8500

G3 WHO RTTY PROGRAM (TAPE) £7.50

G3 WHO RTTY PROGRAM (EPROM VERSION) £20.00

Circuit board for RTTY decoder Mk 3 (inc. instructions) £7.00

CANNON Dot Matrix 160cps NLO £299.00

Joysticks (pair) self centring + analogue from £17.95

Printer Cable (Centronics) £!? ?!
Speech Synthesis *55.00

Disc Doctor E33
J5J

WORDWISE Word Processor £39.00

Slow Scan TV Circuit Board + Program (inc instructions). £17.50

ADFS P0A

Wide selection of software, books, leads, plugs, etc. All prices apply

SAE for full list. All available Mail Order while stocks last.

48 Linby Road, Hucknall, E\^
Notts. NG15 7TS ‘ Carriage

Tel: 0602 640377 (all prices include VAT) extra
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KENPAD
18 -KEY

EDITING/

FUNCTION

KEYPAD FOR

ACORNSOFT

TERMULA

AcornsoftTERMULATOR emulates standard terminals

including DEC VT100 and Tektronix 4010. KENPAD is

a full 18-key numeric/function keypad matching the

layout on a DEC VT100. If you use your

TERMULATOR for screen editing, numeric data entry,

or make use of the extensive on line HELP facilities of

DEC VAX VMS4.X then KENPAD will prove very useful.

KENPAD is assembled Irom high quality components in a beige case, and the full-size, lul travel keys have

transparent legendable covers. KENPAD requires a BBC Micro Wed with TERMULATOR and OS 1 .2 or later,

and is supplied with a cable and plug to connect to the USER PORT.

KENPAD has been supplied to:

Urwersies, MRC, SERC, Rutherford Appleton Lab., Royal Greenwich Observatory efc.

PRICE: 65.00 inclusive. Contact for Educational or quantity pricing or tor further information. Please send

cheque with order to:

K.C.BIanshard, 55 Southway, Burgess Hill, Sussex,

RH15 9SY (Tel. 04446 41290)

Please allow 28 days tor delivery
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SMALLADS
FREE ADS
Continued from page 197

BBC model B 0S1.2 DFS twin 100k disc

drives, books, software, leads, etc, £480
ono. Tel: 0707 42879.

ACORN API 00A printer. Complete, £80.
Disc drive, 100k, 40 track. Complete, £60.
Acorn DFS ROM 0.90, £10. Computer
concepts graphics ROM, manual, £15. All
items in vgc. Tel: Llovd on Maidstone
30013.

WANTED. Portable colour TV or moni-
tor. Swap for many BBC goodies inc.

several books and much original software,
games, Sprite utilities and graphics design-
ers. Value over £200. Phone Andrew on
0642 453098 (evenings).

DISC DRIVE 40 track with own PSU.
Hardly used. Also utility disc. All for a

bargain price. £50 only.' Tel: St. Albans
0727 57413.

BBC ROMs for sale, including Graphic
Ext. Printmaster. Also Acorn DFS ROM,
£10. BBC software and fuller master unit

for Spectrum. Contact Ian on Bradford
(0274) 579150.

BBC B + (64K), unopened. Unwanted gift.

Manufacturer’s guarantee. Worth £499.
Plus 100k 40T disc drive, worth £100. In

perfect condition. 10 discs, total value over
£600. Will accept £530. Tel: (01) 440 7053
evenings.

YOUR computer magazines for sale. April
’82 to April ’85 (36 issues), £20, postage £8.
Or swap for Acorn User back issues. Tel:

(0405) 813937 after 5pm.
DISC interface kit including 8271 and CUC
DOS (Acorn compatible) plus manual and
fitting instruction, £65. Tel: Wokingham
(0734) 792996 after 6pm and weekends.
SOLIDISK 32k SWR unit plus manual and
utilities, £40. BBC + Users hints and tips to
convert BBC B software, £1.50 inc. P&P.
Tel: Chris 0726 74246 after 6pm.
BBC B computer, Teletext adaptor,
Seikosha GP100A printer, Acorn cassette

player, wordwisc chip mobile computer
desk, games and software. Offers invited.

Tel: (0203) 454084 (Coventry). All items
approx. 12 months old.

DISC drive 200k double sided Pcrtec
FD250 5$ inch, £80 ono. Write to 114 De
Lacey Row, Runcorn, Cheshire WA7 2ND
or ring Mike on 09285 74497.

SINCLAIR ZX81 complete with 16k RAM
pack and cables. Has not been used since
bought. UHF modulator and keyboard have
been replaced. Reasonable price wanted.
Phone David Coulson on Felixstowe (0473)
272452.

BBC-B 1.20S. New October 1984. Soft-

ware to include Elite, White Knight,
Record Keeper, Hobbit, plus several others.

Cost £450+ . Will sell for £350. Tel: Thame
6201.

WANTED: Acorn Z80 processor. Also
Bitstik pack. Tel: (0254) 47272.
TELETEXT adaptor for sale, complete
with ROM and manual, £130 ono. Tel:

Cooden (04243) 3044 evenings.
BBC micro model B. Disc drive plus cas-

sette recorder. System ADE Eprom pro-
grammer, sideways RAM, over £150 soft-

ware. Lots of discs inc. Elite, books and
manuals, £500. Tel: Derby (0332) 840327.
EPSON FX80. Hardly used, excellent con-
dition, 160 chars second, 2k print buffer,

£250 ono. Also 16k 27128 EPROMs, £3.
Tel: Lodge Hill 42789 (0689 or 66 from
London).

BBC user. Acorn User and A + B BBC user
magazines. All published copies to Sept ’85.

Any offers? Tel: Gerry Williams, Egham,
Surrey 36162.

BBC model B, Acorn DFS, OS1.2, with
400k 40/80 track Canon disc drive, 32k
Solidisk sideways RAM, pair analogue joy-

sticks, cost £600. Offered boxed, as new,
£375. Tel: 058283 3701 evenings/weekends.
ELECTRON boxed, as new, complete
with manuals, £70 ono. Tel: Cheltenham
(0242) 574944.

I.T.E.C. Information, Technology, Elec-

tronics, and Computing magazines. Parts 1-

30 inclusive. Worth £30 but will sell for £20
ono (includes postage). Phone David on
(0527) 64392.

6502 second processor DNFS,
Hi-Basic £120, Viewsheet £30,
Kenda DMFS £40 (no utility disc).

St. John’s-in-the-Fields, St. Ives,

Cornwall TR26 2HG. Ring (0736)

796035.

I Epson FX80 recently overhauled

and guaranteed for six months £175.
Tel: (0772) 323763.

The Winemaker: Menu driven

program for the BBC micro: Glossa-

ry of terms, sugar requirements, ba-

sic procedure, chamber of horrors,

etc, etc. It’s all here! Plus sample
recipes. £5 tape, £6.50 disc (40t)

inclusive. C Williams, 34 Wharfedale,

Runcorn, Cheshire WA7 6PS.

Centronics 739 printer ROM.
Dumps colours shaded, *command,
printer control, IVordwise fkeyset,

manual, utilities (tape or disc) £25.
Electrocomp, 5 Polden Close, Cove,
Farnborough GU14 9HN. Tel:

(0252) 510486.

H Wanted. Acorn 6502 second pro-

cessor with Hi-Basic, DNFS and
manuals. Good condition please. Tel:

Tenby (0834) 3004.

Latest BBC peripherals - 25-

50% discount! MP165-NLQ printer

£235, UDM DDFS £59, printer ca-

ble £5, BBC software half price,

firmware available. Tel: Jonathan

(0992) 57805 for details.

Labelling for BBC B with Epson
RX80 printer (disc-based). User-

friendly facilities, £10. 500 labels

provided. Beebak, 19 Malvern Drive,

Milton Keynes MK11 2AD. Tel:

(0908) 564547.

B/B + /Aries compatible. Fast

Epson dump ROM (£20). Fast data

graphics plotting ROM. > 1000

points/sec. (sae for details). R W
Ryall, 3 Hedgerley Close, Cambridge
CB3 0EW.

H BBC B with 400k drive. Various
ROMs on board, lots of software.

joysticks. £450, no offers. Colin

Weatherburn, Chinnor, Oxon. Tel:

(0844) 51004.

3-Card brag now available. Mode
1 graphics, artificial intelligence,

learns your style of play. Available on
tape £5 or disc £7. Immediate des-

patch. A P Todd, 8 Wynnes Rise,

Sherborne, Dorset DT9 6DH.

Exam preparation: 200+ ques-

tion data banks: Computers, chemis-

try, physics. BBC discs £13.50 each.

Special Econet versions £27.50 each.

BBS, 4 Chaomans, Letchworth,

Herts SG6 3UB.

16k of sideways RAM and soft-

ware to use it, all for only £25.99.

from Mr I Comes, 3 Knowsley Park

Lane, Prescot, Merseyside L34 3NA.

H BBC B twin 100k disc drives,

stand, cub colour monitor, Wordwisc
,

BcebCalc
,
Micronet ROMs, sideways

ROM board, modem, sundry soft-

ware and manuals £550. Phone Da-
vid Fulton after 7pm on 01-455 0337.

Ladybird - cheerful counting
and addition to 9. Used in schools.

Age 4 + . Concept Keyboard version

available. £4 (40t disc £4.50).

NYBBLES, 1 Silverdalc Drive,

Guisley, Leeds LS20 8BE.

Problems? R-SOFT utilities can

help you! 1. How-to: An essential

collection of software and instruc-

tions for frustrated new disc owners
who want to move their programs to

disc. 2. Nutcrackers: tape2tape +
tape2disc + disc2disc + disc2tape.

3. Rompull and Tapedump. 4.

Automatic Disc Menu: Includes a

sideways RAM version, can boot
from ROM, works with 2nd 6502. 5.

Autosol: Will automatically boot
your Solidisk with a preselected list

of ROMs. 6. SWROM*: puts your
Basic/machine code programs in

ROM format. 7. RFS-Generator:
Generates ROMs for the *ROM fil-

ing system. This dies not use DFS
workspace and is an ideal tool to run

We must remind advertisers

that we cannot carry advertise-

ments which incite readers to

break the protection and there-

fore copyright of commercial
software

nasty programs from disc. All above
packages £5 each; How To + Nut-
crackers: £9. D-Master: Superb disc

copier (is unprotected): £7. Many
other utilities: Send for our list (SAE
please). R-SOFT, 22 Marriotts Close,

Felmersham, Bedford MK43 7

HD.Tel: (0234) 781730.

20 high quality educational pro-

grams for BBC B. Subjects include

Physics, Maths, Chemistry, Biology,

History and Geography. Only £7.95
(tape). Ranjan, 3 Wenslcy Close,

Harpenden, Herts AL5 1RZ (imme-
diate despatch).

Back-up your valuable protected

discs using Twin, now upgraded and
cheaper too! Handles deleted data,

non-standard sectors, CRC errors,

ctc
* £7 - J E Connctt, Dene Croft,

Westcott Street, Westcott, Dorking,
Surrey RH4 3NY.

I 16k sideways RAM chip plus

RAM-disc utility software to save,

load & run discs resident ROM
socket (any ROM board socket) no
soldering required, £25 including

p&p. Please specify 40 or 80 track

disc format. Contains 10 good side-

ways ROM programs. 16k RAM
chip without the disc £19.95 (state

number of extra chips required).

Cheques/PO payable to Leslie Gibbs,

21 Rosedale Avenue, Middles-

brough, Cleveland, England. Ex-
change DSDD 40/80 track switch-

able twin Mitsubishi disc drives for

Bitstik or 6502 2nd processor.

Hackers Phone Book Tele-

phone numbers and guide to bulletin

boards, mainframes, listed and unlist-

ed worldwide, £6.75. B L Sothcott,

56 Waterloo road, Freemantle,

Southampton.

SMALL AD SERVICE
Please include your cheque for £1 1.50 (inc. VAT) made payable to Redwood Publishing. This is the standard fee.
Don’t forget your name, address or phone number. Send cheque plus form to Acorn User Small Ads, 68 Long

Acre, London WC2E 9JH. Please print clearly.
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One ‘el’ of

a problem
You would think that after all this

time people would have learnt not

to dump listings on a daisywheel.

But no, that’s exactly what the

BBC has done in its latest book

Mastering the Disc Drive by Chris-

topher Snee. You cannot tell the

difference between the characters

zero and the letters ‘O’ in the

listings, and in the typeset text, the

ones and letter ‘el’s are the same.

Glad we’re not on the receiving

end of the confused ‘It doesn’t

work’ phone calls.

The book is part of the BBC

Master Guides series. Now there’s

a coincidence for you!

His Master’s

monsters
Interesting copyright date of the

year so far. The Master case was

done in 1984 and really does show

the B + up for the stopgap it was,

filling in while Olivetti hauled

Acorn out of the financial mire.

But a pity it had to happen.

Mention of the then-top-secret

Master in December’s Abuser and

our forecast of memory sizes cer-

tainly caused a stir at Acorn. The

board did its nut by all accounts.

To those who never noticed, it’ll

teach you to read the Abuser more

closely in future!

Bob Coates at Acom told us he

was putting his shirt on the line

for the Master being out in Febru-

ary. If it’s not, he added, he’s on

the line.

New way of naming software at

Acorn - they use the author’s

name to start it off. Already

there’s TimPaint, TimForth, and

PaulComal.

New ones expected for the

New Year Resolutions
BBC
David Atherton: to get a clean pair of sunglasses and buy a dot

matrix printer.

Micro Live: keep it alive and warm it up a bit.

Acorn

Company policy: speak to Acorn User before thinking.

Brian Long: we’re getting better and better.

David Bell: a processor in the hand is worth two in a catalogue.

‘Marv’ Gilbert: time to get a new set of diodes for my left side.

Bob Coates: wear more than one shirt at all times.

John Horton: keep out of the Abuser’s Diary.

Jeff Tansley: get into the Abuser’s Diary.

Et al

Beebug: form a user group.

Watford: only 10 new releases a month.

Computer Concepts: think before speaking.

Acorn User

Bruce: to rub in the pigeon droppings harder.

Mad Alex: stop writing books.

Tony: to get a new job.

Acorn Abuser: tell the facts, the whole facts and nothing but the facts

(according to Orson).

Master include Hermann

Monsters.

The BBC B is dead, long live

the B + . The B + is dead, long

live the Master. The Master . . .

the BBC’ll never let them kill that

one off- what would Dr Who do?

Micronet gets

in a tangle
The farce with Micronet contin-

ues. First readers can’t find our

software. Then we get a page

number which is wrong. Then

Micronet doesn’t have a double-

sided BBC drive, so can’t put our

software up anyway. Next we get

a page number (60043765) which

has Acorn User on it, but no

software. Apologies, and the mes-

sage is: pester Micronet.

The other side

of the Street
The poor people at Mirrorsoft

were absolutely chuffed with

themselves at the recent private

press showing of their Fleet Street

Editor package, which allows you

to output your own newspapers.

But things are not all rosy. For

one thing they’ve got a lot of

Wangs around the place, and sec-

ondly the big boss Cap’n Bob

Maxwell is not a happy man.

That’s because they’ve got to

move out of Maxwell House, and

Cap’n Bob doesn’t like losing a

name like that.

And then, horror of horrors,

he’ll no longer be working in

Worship Street, which suits him

right down to the ground.

Abuse in brief
• Our poor old columnist The

Man from Uncle wasn’t happy this

month. He sent us a whole col-

umn devoted to how badly we’ve

treated him, how he got beaten up

by Acornsoft thuggies at the Sum-

mer Show, didn’t get invited to

the Christmas Show and how the

only good thing about this Christ-

mas was that no-one had tried to

sell him a robot. You can read his

diatripe on page ... er . . .

um . . . Sorry Uncle.

(PS This magazine is strictly

cash on publication.)

• To Bruce’s friend in Hendon:

it’s definitely not twins, but

thanks for the name suggestions.

However, Romulus and Ramulus

don’t quite fit.

• Watford Electronics, after

three years of trying and having a

hard time with Acorn, has finally

been approved as a BBC micro

dealer. Will Nazir now change his

two-tone green Roller for an

Acorn green one? We shall have

to wait and see.

• Did you see that self-pontifi-

cating editorial in Beebug about

them reckoning there was no

room for a second Christmas

show and so they weren’t going to

support it? Since when have they

given two hoots about users?

If you’re going to allow that

sort of thing to be said Mr Wil-

liams, at least back it up with

something approaching the real

reasons and not a load of pomp-

ous ‘we’re where it’s at’ blurb.

• The Electron is finally coming

into its own. For £99, and even

£50 in some places, it’s fantastic

value. Expect to see a lot of them

turning up as viewdata terminals

with Winchesters on the back.
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AT last, speech synthesis at a price you
kcan afford. SPEECH! works entirely in

software, taking up only 7K of RAM: no
hardware whatsoever is required. Unlike

other systems, SPEECH! has an unlimited

vocabulary: it will say anything you want
it to, and is simplicity itself to use. Simply
type in: 'SAY I am a talking computer, as
easy to use as 1 2 3 . . . and the computer
speaks.

*

Hear SPEECH! for yourself in the loader

programs of REPTON 2 and CITADEL.

Every copy of SPEECH! comes
complete with 5 programs:

SPEECH! — the 7K program

DEMO — shows off all the features

SPELL — a simple educational
program

BBC
MICRO

Adding a question mark to the end of a
word pushes the pitch up (*SAY How are
you?) and a full stop pushes it down (*SAY I

am really unhappy.) You can even
change the overall pitch by using the

“•PITCH” command.

SAYFILE - says WORDWISE, VIEW
files eta

RELOCATE - moves SPEECH! around
in memory, onto

Sideways RAM, eta

SPEECH! has a built-in parser which
translates English words into ‘phonemes'
or speech particles. There are 45 different

phonemes, and 8 different pitch settings

for vowel sounds. These phonemes can
be used directly by using the “•SPEAK”

command (e.g. * SPEAK HEH4LOW4), so
stress or intonation can easily be added
wherever desired. You can even say
foreign languages.

*»SL

SUPCftlOA SOCTUJARC LTD

Dept. AU15, Regent House,
Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX.
Tel: 0532 459453.

Applications in:

• games • business

• education • utilities

Previously, to get this quality of

speech you would have had to

pay at least £30. SPEECH! costs

only £9.95 on cassette or £11.95

on disc

lllllllll
WE PAY UP TO20% ROYALTIES FOR HIGH QUALITY PROGRAMS
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A huge adventure featuring over 100 beautifully detailed screens packed with challenging
puzzles and awesome foes. You start in the vast 3-towered citadel with its curious cellar and well.

Should you survive the perils within, you can venture on to the witch’s house, Stonehenge, the
pyramids, and across the desert to the mountains. Cross the ocean and you will reach the mystic
temple on the island. You should devise how to use the ice crystal, trampolines, cannonballs,
Egyptian statues, etc, to the best advantage in your onerous mission. Cleverly realistic animation

(flickering torches, splashing water, and smouldering furnaces), is used throughout to depict your
movements and to vividly portray the fearsome monks, mummies and wolves.

ACORN
CUCTAON

ARC
MICRO

COMPETITION - 2 CHANCES TO WIN!
Three crowns have been craftily hidden within the adventure; the first person

to locate any two of the three crowns will win £100 .

The maximum score which can be obtained is 99 points; the first person
to reach this score will be presented with an impressive personal engraved
shield and a cheque for £200 .

KEYBOARD OR JOYSTICKS CASSETTE VERSION £9.95 BBC DISC VERSION £11.95

UIE PAY UP TO20% ROYALTIES FOR HIGH QUALITY PROGRAMS V

Access

Lb

SUMMOftSOflUIARt LTD.

Dept. XU13, Regent House,

Skinner Lane, Leeds 7.

Tel: 0532 459453.

OUR GUARANTEE
• All mail orders are despatched
within 24 hours by first-class post

• Fbstage and packing is free
'•Faulty cassettes and discs will be

replaced immediately.


